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Introduction
As the body of this dissertation assumes a fam iliarity with people and 
terms that may not be well known to Slāvists who do not specialize in the 
medieval period and to Byzantinists who are not concerned specifically 
with the aspect of Byzantino-Balkan and Byzantino-Slavic contacts, some 
words should be devoted to their identification here. Euthymius was the 
last patriarch of the Bulgarian Church from 1375 to 1393, before the fa ll 
o f Bulgaria to the Ottoman Turks. 1 His dates are disputed amongst 
historians. The year of his birth is usually cited as being between 1325 and 
1330, and the year of his death between 1401 and 1412. Almost every- 
thing we know about Euthymius' life is contained in a panegyric written in 
his honor by his contemporary and fellow student Grigorij Camblak and 
also in the treatise of Konstantin Kostenečki, a monk who represents the 
generation after Euthymius' own and who developed as a writer and 
intellectual within the sphere of Euthymius' influence. We know that 
Euthymius studied at Kelifarevo with the Bulgarian monk Theodosius, a
1 For the most general information on Euthymius, cf. I .Dujčev's article "Euthyme de 
Timovo" in Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie écclesiastiques 16, fasc.90, pp.75-77, 
Paris, 1964; and В.С.Киселков, "Патриарх Евтимий (живот и обществена
дейност)," Българска историческа библиотека, том 3, 142-177, София, 1929.
Several monograph stuaies in book and article form have been done on Patriarch
Euthymius and the Tmovo School. Cf. for example: Цветана Вранска (=Романска), 
"Стилни похвати на Патриарх Евтимий," Сборник на Българската  
академия на науките и изкуствата 37, 2 (1942): 107-280; М .Heppell, "The 
Hesychast Movement in Bulgaria: The Tumovo School and its Relations with 
Constantinople," Eastern Churches Review 7 (1975): 9-20; several articles by Klimentina 
Ivanova (see general bibliography under К.Иванова); В.Качанковский, "H вопросу о 
литературной деятельности болгарского патриарха Евтимия (1375-1393)," 
Христианское Чтение издаваемое при С анкт-петербургской Духовной 
Академии 2 ( 1882): 216-265; "Новые данные для изучения литературной 
деятельности болгарского Тырновского патриарха Евтимия," Христианское 
Чтение 3-4 ( 1888): 470-497; E.Kałużniacki, Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien 
Euthymius (1375-1393), Vienna, 1901; reprint London, 1971; B.C. Киселков, 
Патриарх Евтимий, София, 1938; Архимандрит Леонид, "Последний 
патриарх болгарского  царства блаженный Евтимий и его 
сочинения," Чтения в императорском обществе истории и древностей 
российских при Московском Университете 4 (1870): 13-18; Х.И.Попов, 
Евтимий, последен Търновски и Трапезицки патриарх, Пловдив, 1901; 
П.А.Сырку, Я истории исправления книг в Болгарии в X IV  веке, том I, 
Время и жизнь патриарха Евтимия Терновского, СПб, 1890; reprint, London, 
1972; and Стефан Цанков, Патриарх Евтимий, София, 1906.
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pupil o f the great Hesychastic teacher Gregory the Sinaite and a personal 
friend of Patriarch Kallistos o f Constantinople.2 Euthymius also travelled 
abroad to Byzantium with Theodosius, where he continued his studies at the 
Stúdión Monastery and later on Mount Athos. When Euthymius returned to 
Bulgaria after eight years of travel and study in Byzantium, he served as 
the abbot o f the Holy Trinity Monastery near the royal capital o f Tmovo 
from 1371 to 1375. During this period he undertook his original 
compositions, new translations of Greek texts into Bulgarian and continued 
a process of orthographic reform that was probably already in place during 
the reign of Tsar Ivan Alexander o f Bulgaria (1331-1371). As patriarch of 
the Bulgarian Church, Euthymius was perhaps the representative par 
excellence on Slavic soil o f the Hesychastic community that included the 
patriarchs of Constantinople and the monastic centers on the Holy Mount 
(Athos)3 and very soon found members in Serbia, Romania, and East 
Slavic lands as well. Euthymius, along with Grigorij Camblak, represents 
the second generation o f Gregory the Sinaite's pupils. They learned 
firsthand from the Bulgarian monk Theodosius and Patriarch Kallistos of 
Constantinople, and they passed on their knowledge to such outstanding 
medieval Slavic literary figures as Konstantin Kostenečki and Paxomij 
Serb.
Euthymius is the author o f several original works; amongst them are 
four hagiographie texts that form the basis of this study: the Life of Ivan of
2 On the history o f the associations between Gregory the Sinaite, Theodosius and 
Kallistos, seeT.A. Ильинский, "Знамение Афона в истории славянской 
письменности," Журнал министерства народного просвещения 18 (ноябрь,
1908) :1-41, esp. рр.2627־.
3 For general information on the enormously important role played by Athos in medieval 
Slavic religious culture, cf. Emmanuel Amand de Mendieta, Mount Athos: the Garden o f 
the Panąghia, Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1972; I Dujčev, "Le Mont Athos et les Slaves au 
Moyen Age," in Medioevo bizantino-slavo, v o l.l, 487-510, Rome: Edizioni d i storia e 
letteratura, 1965; "Chilandar et Zographou au Moyen Âge," in Хиландарски зборнин, 
v o l.l, 21-32, edited by G.Ostrogorsky, Belgrade: Српска Академиіа наука и 
уметности, 1966; Hristo Matanov. "Le Mont Athos et les rapports politiques dans la 
deuxième moitié du X lVe siècle," Études balkaniques 2 (1983): 69-100; A.E.Tachiaos, 
"Mount Athos and Slavic Literatures," Cyrillomethodianum 4 (1978):l-35; T.J.Burkovi<5, 
H ilandar u doba Nemanića, Belgrade, 1925; and Г.А.Ильинский, "Значение 
Афона в истории славянской письменности." Ж урнал министерства  
народного просвещения 18 (ноябрь, 1908): 1-41.
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Rila, the Life of Hilarion of Moglena, the Life of Paraskeva, and the Life 
of Philothea. This study is focused on tracing the development o f the style 
o f writing employed in this genre from the Early Christian period to the 
late medieval Orthodox Slavic period.
The religious movement called "Hesychasm" is well represented in 
theological, historical, and literary scholarship. Much has been written on 
this topic by such scholars as Bois, Syrku, Radčenko, Lixačev, Picchio, 
M ulič, Dujčev, Angelov, Meyendorff, G illet, Tachiaos, all o f whom are 
discussed and cited within this study. The first chapter o f Section ГѴ is 
devoted to examining in detail the history o f this movement and its 
reflection in medieval Slavic culture. We w ill present here some 
generalities on the topic. The term "Hesychasm" is derived from the Greek 
word "ficroxicx", meaning silence or quietude. Where the latter appears in 
medieval Slavic texts, it is usually rendered as "Ь е г т ъ іv ie "  or 
"bezm l1)V ie". The term is applied to a religious movement that began 
during the fourth century o f the Christian period and evolved with the 
philosophical writings o f Evagrius, Pseudo-Macarius, John Climacus, 
Gregory the New Theologian, and, in its late medieval revival, with the 
teachings of Gregory the Sinaite and Gregory Palamas. According to the 
tenets o f Hesychasm, a monk should seclude himself in the desert or in a 
mountain cell and observe several practices that include silent 
contemplation, or "mental prayer", and daily recitation of the Psalms. In 
later centuries, during its flourishing in Mt. Sinai, a specific physical 
discipline is added to the doctrine: that of assuming a position whereby one 
controls one's breathing and contracts the whole body and fixes one's eyes 
on the belly. A ll o f this is to be done while repeating over and over the 
Jesus Prayer, or "prayer o f the heart" (i.e., "Lord Jesus Christ, Son of 
God, have mercy on me, a sinner"; "К  ,<р1е’Гг)аой Xpiaxè me той Ѳеог׳6
ëXæioov ļ!£ xòv ацартшХбѵ").
In its early stages, even during its first flourishing on Mt. Sinai, 
Hesychasm is little  more than a distilling of the virtues of anchoritic 
monasticism, whereby an individual goes o ff and lives alone apart from the 
community. But in the fourteenth century, largely through the teachings of 
Gregory the Sinaite, who came to Mount Athos and to Paroria in southern 
Bulgaria, Hesychasm enjoyed a significant revival. This period in the 
evolution o f the movement is often referred to in contemporary
3
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scholarship as "Byzantine Hesychasm" to distinguish it from its earlier 
Christian and Sinaite periods. The tenets of the Hesychastic movement had 
not changed significantly during the centuries between revivals, but what 
had changed by the 14th-century was the official attitude of the Orthodox 
Church. The Hesychasts had to defend themselves against charges of heresy 
that were levelled by the professor Barlaam of Calabria. Through the 
eloquent defense o f the Hesychasts, written by Gregory Palamas, 
Hesychasm was declared orthodox by the ecclesiastical councils of June and 
August o f 1341, Palamas was promoted to the position of archbishop of 
Thessalonika, and Barlaam, now shamed by his defeat, returned to Italy 
and spent his old age tutoring Petrarch in Greek.
Hesychasm in the form of its Byzantine Revival spread to monastic 
communities in Serbia, Bulgaria, and East Slavic territories. Attempts to 
identify the precise impact o f Hesychasm on the Slavs and to determine 
which spheres of Orthodox Slavic culture Hesychasm influenced have 
stimulated various responses and controversies in the field o f Slavistics. 
Our goal in undertaking this study is to contribute toward the resolution of 
one of these controversies: namely, the question concerning the influence 
of Hesychasm on the literary style o f medieval Slavic literature, using the 
hagiographie genre as our framework. We shall now outline the 
development o f the controversy under consideration.
The terms "First South Slavic Influence" and "Second South Slavic 
Influence" both use East Slavic culture as their vantage point; that is, both 
terms refer to cultural influences emanating from South Slavic lands onto 
East Slavic peoples. The "First South Slavic Influence" refers to the actual 
transmission of literacy as well as a whole system of Byzantine Orthodox 
culture to East Slavdom in the late tenth and the eleventh centuries.
The notion of the "Second South Slavic Influence" was discussed by 
Sobolevskij in his seminal study, written at the begining of the twentieth 
century.4 In this work Sobolevskij underscored changes that he observed in 
the orthography and the literary style of South Slavic texts in the
4 А.И. Соболевский, ’Южно-славянское влияние на русскую письменность в 
ХІѴ-ХѴ веках , ” Переводная литература Московской Руси Х І Ѵ - Х Ѵ  веков, 
Сборник отделения русского языка и словесности 74, N4, Санкт- 
Петербург, 1903.
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and absorbed into the literary tradition of the East Slavs. This study was 
elaborated upon by D.S.Lixacev. In his 1958 paper which he delivered to 
the Congress of Slāvists5, Lixačev attempted to demonstrate a connection 
between the mystical tenets of the Byzantine Hesychast movement and the 
appearance of a highly ornate rhetorical style in medieval Slavic 
hagiography. Lixacev maintained that the fourteenth-century revival of 
Hesychasm in Byzantium — and especially on Mount Athos — resulted in a 
wide-spread diffusion of Hesychasm to South Slavic territories. It was then 
claimed by Lixacev (and other scholars after him6) that under the 
influence of the saints' lives written by the Hesychast Patriarch Kallistos of 
Constantinople, there flourished in Bulgaria a literary school headed by 
Patriarch Euthymius. While this much is true, the assumptions which 
follow  we maintain to be false. L ixacev went further to posit that 
Euthymius, now completely under the influence of Hesychasm, introduced 
a new literary style into Slavic hagiography, referred to by Slāvists as 
"pletenie sloves" ("плетение словес"), or "word weaving". Scholars 
have described this style in various ways, but all seem to agree that it is 
characterized by an abundant use of certain rhetorical devices, such as 
metaphor, simile, alliteration, tautology, etc. It is claimed, moreover, that 
this new literary style was devised by Patriarch Kallistos, Patriarch 
Euthymius and their Hesychast brothers as a reflection o f a specifically 
Hesychastic attitude to language. In essence, Lixacev posited a specifically 
Hesychast philosophy of the word in the aforementioned article:7
5Д.С. Лихачев, "Некоторые задачи изучения второго южнославянского 
влияния в России," Исследования по славянскому литературоведению и 
фольклористике, Доклады советских ученых на I V  Международном съезде 
славистов, 95-151, Москва: АН СССР, I960.
6 See Section ПІ, Chapter 1 of this study for bibliographical references.
7 Лихачев, op.cit., p .l 12. The original passage reads: "Исихасты видели в слове 
сущность обозначаемого им явления, в имени божьем — самого бога. 
Поэтому слово, обозначающее священное явление, с точки зрения 
исихастов так же священно, как и само явление. Это учение о языке и 
слове было распростанено Евфимием и его учениками на всю 
письменность."
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The Hesychasts saw in the word the essence o f a phenomenon which is 
designated by the word, and [they saw] in the name o f God God himself.
For this reason, the word, which designates a sacred phenomenon, was 
from the point o f view o f the Hesychasts, also sacred, as is die phenomenon 
itself. This teaching about language and the word was extended by 
Euthymius and his pupils to the entire realm of the written word.
Following Lixačev*s example, many scholars have made an 
association between the employment o f an elaborate, ornamental style in 
hagiography (and other genres as well) and Hesychasm, wishing to prove 
the existence of a natural connection between the two. One example of this 
trend in scholarship can be found in the work of Riccardo Picchio, who 
identifies the ornamental style o f the Euthymian period as "a result of the 
Hesychast theory o f knowledge."8 Such a stance on the issue attempts to 
demonstrate a spontaneous transference o f Hesychast ideology onto 
formulae for art in fourteenth-century South Slavic culture, especially in 
the production of hagiography, the most popular literary genre in medieval 
Slavic culture. As a result, Euthymius of Tmovo has received much 
attention as the founder o f a Hesychast School o f literature, which 
supposedly gave rise to the "word weaving" style, or "pletenie sloves", in 
East Slavic lands. The tradition in scholarship of maintaining a connection 
between Hesychasm and ornamental rhetoric in 14th-century Bulgarian on 
the one hand and a connection between this South Slavic "Hesychast literary 
style" with "word weaving" in East Slavic territories on the other has been 
perpetuated by many scholars who simply use Lixacev's work as an a 
priori point of departure. The assumption that the spread of Hesychasm in 
South Slavic lands led to a new style o f writing has provided the theoretical 
framework for many studies on East Slavic "word weaving" and its 
relation to the movement.9 Although, according to D im itri Obolensky10,
8 R.Picchio and H.Goldblatt, "Old Russian Literature," in Handbook o f Russian 
Literature, 316-322, edited by Victor Terras, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985, 
p.319. For another example o f a study that assumes a connection between the religious 
movement o f Hesychasm and the employment o f an ornate w riting style, see 
R.Richardson, "Hesychasm in the Hagiographie Works o f Patriarch Kallistos," Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Harvard University, 1969.
9 See, for example, Faith C.M.Kitch, The Literary Style ofEpifanij Premudryj: ,Pletenije 
sloves'" Slavistische Beiträge, 96, Munich: Verlag Otto Sagner, 1976; J.Manson, 
"Studies in Russian Hagiography During the Period of the Second South Slavic Influence,"
Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard University, 1968.
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Lixačev is somewhat more successful in demonstrating a connection 
between Hesychasm and trends in visual art o f the period rather than verbal 
art, the double connection for the sphere o f literary creation is, we 
maintain, ungrounded on both accounts. The ornamental literary style 
associated with the fourteenth-century Slavic and Byzantine Hesychastic 
hagiographers such as Patriarch Euthymius and Patriarch Kallistos not only 
was not original to them, but there is no scholarly basis on which to 
establish a connection between its exploitation and the Hesychast movement 
at all. It is true that one can certainly treat Hesychasm and Byzantine 
rhetoric as being two coexisting cultural phenomena in medieval Slavic 
society, but to assume a causal relationship between them is not supported 
by the facts. ЛИ of Section in  o f this study is devoted to illustrating this 
point.
The literary style so often associated with the fourteenth-century 
Hesychasts was inherited from a long-established Byzantine tradition of 
ornate rhetoric; moreover, its first appearance in Slavic writing is not with 
the Hesychasts o f the fourteenth-century "Euthymian School", but appears 
as early as the eleventh and twelfth centuries in East Slavic territories and 
in the thirteen century in Serbian vitæ. Euthymius and his pupils may 
indeed be regarded as masters of this style, but they certainly do not 
represent its innovators.
Other assumptions made heretofore concerning the Second South 
Slavic Influence should be questioned. There is evidence that argues against 
the assumed mass migration of Southern Slavs into East Slavic lands, as 
w ill be examined below. The appearance of a heavily ornate style in East 
Slavic hagiography of the fourteenth century—as in the vitæ of Epiphanius 
the Wise—does not have to be explained by a migration of Bulgarians and 
Serbs to East Slavic lands, but rather in East Slavdom's renewed ties with 
Byzantium. Just as the political motivations underlying Bulgaria's intensive 
Byzantinization should be kept in mind, East Slavdom o f the late 
fourteenth- and early fifteenth-century had its own strong political motives
D.Obolensky, "Medieval Russian Culture in the Writings o f D.S.Likhachev," Oxford 
Slavonic Papers 9 (Oxford, 1976): 1-16, p.13. This article has been reprinted in 
D.Obolensky, The Byzantine Inheritance o f Eastern Europe, London: Variorum Reprints, 
1982, as article 9.
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for pursuing renewed contacts with Constantinople. In the mid-fourteenth 
cetury, East Slavs had just begun to rid themselves of the Mongol Yoke; 
and after two centuries of foreign cultural and economic domination, 
Muscovy looked to renew its ties with the religious and intellectual 
community o f the Orthodox world. This was accomplished by increased 
contacts between Mt. Athos and East Slavic territories. To be sure, on Mt. 
Athos South and East Slavs continued to influence one another and share 
common Byzantine cultural ties; furthermore, we know that several well- 
educated and literate South Slavs went east: both Grigorij and Kiprian 
Camblak served as metropolitans in Russia, and the South Slavic writer and 
hagiographer Paxomij Serb also went there. But to attribute Russia's 
increased interest in and use o f a Byzantine ornamental style in 
hagiography to a mass migration of Bulgarian Hesychasts to Russia is 
unfounded. As Talev points out: "why should they have gone all the way to 
Moscow or Novgorod when they could have gone to the next principality, 
the next town, the next monastery in their own land, or to neighboring 
Serbia, or to Wallachia or Moldavia, which had flourishing Slavic-language 
cultures throughout the 15th century?"11 As we have pointed out in the 
first section of this study, the main academic monasteries in Bulgaria were 
not closed by the conquering Ottoman Turks. Evidence to support this is 
found in the Loveč Codex, which states that Euthymius spent the rest of his 
life  teaching at Bačkovo Monastery. Presumably, then, some Bulgarian 
monks would not have had to leave Bulgaria to find centers where 
Orthodox culture and Orthodoxy itse lf were le ft intact.12 Moreover, 
Konstantin Kostenečki's treatise on the letters indicates that many of the 
literate men of Tmovo found refuge in the neighboring lands o f Serbia:
I also plead that I not be judged by the unknowing or by the envious but by those
competent to engage in such activities, that is, by men from the Holy Mountain or
11 I. Talev, "The Impact o f Middle Bulgarian on the Russian Literary Language (Post- 
Kievan Period)," Ph.D. Dissertation, University o f California at Los Angeles, 1972, p.76. 
This study appeared later as Some Problems o f the Second South Slavic Influence in 
Russia, Slavistische Beiträge 62. Munich: Verlag Otto Sagner, 1973.
12 See Section I, Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion o f Ottoman policies towards the 
Church in Bulgaria after its absorption into the Ottoman Empire in 1393.
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the Trnovo lands. For many o f them reside here [in Serbia] at the present time.13
The aim of this study is to demonstrate that there is nothing new or 
peculiarly Hesychastic in the hagiographie style employed by Patriarch 
Euthymius, and that this style o f "pletenie sloves" was borrowed by him 
and other medieval Slavic writers from an earlier and long existing 
Byzantine tradition that predated the Hesychast Revival. In effect, this study 
attempts to disprove one of the basic assumptions of present scholarship of 
the period of the Second South Slavic Influence.
A call to re-examine the assumed role o f Hesychasm in the 
development o f a literary style during the period of the Second South 
Slavic Influence has been made by such scholars as Birnbaum, Ivanova, 
Iovine, Talev14 -- and many have correctly observed Euthymius' debt to 
the stylistic reforms in hagiography brought about by Symeon 
Metaphrastes in the tenth century. Lixačev himself in his aforementioned 
article writes: "The question of Byzantine influence in the area of the 
'word-weaving' style has been very little  studied, but it is unquestionable 
that such an influence exists."15 But until now a detailed comparison of the 
saints' lives written by Euthymius with those of earlier Byzantine and 
Slavic authors has not been made in order to prove this point. In fact, in 
the community o f Slāvists there have been calls to undertake such a study in 
order to obtain a better understanding of the nature and function of the 
"word-weaving" style.16 In this study we hope to elucidate the position of
13 H.Goldblatt,Or/AograpAy and Orthodoxy: Constantine Kostenečki 's Treatise o f the 
Letters, Studia Historica et Philologica, no. 16, Florence: Le Lettere, 1987, p .ll2 . 
Professor Goldblatt writes in a footnote to this passage (p.211,fn.l6): "This is an 
important reference to the many Tm ovite' scribes and scholars who migrated to the 
despotate to escape the Turkish advance, as well as an indication of the depotate's [Stefan 
Lazarevič's] close ties with Mount Athos."
14 See Section ІП, Chapter 1, fns.l 14-121 for a detailed discussion o f these.
15Лихачев, op.cit., p.98. The original passage reads: "Мало изучен вопрос о 
византийском влиянии в области стиля «плетения словес», но и здесь 
это влияние несомненно."
16 See, for example, М .Iovine, "The History and Historiography o f the Second South 
Slavic Influence," Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1977, p.185. She writes: "...the 
hagiographie works o f Euthymius himself, which include saints' lives and panegyrics, are
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Euthymius in relation to the Byzantine and Slavic tradition that came 
before him.
That Hesychasm enjoyed a strong influence in the spiritual life  o f 
fourteenth-century Bulgaria is beyond doubt; there is both archaeological 
and literary evidence to prove it. The saints' lives o f both patriarchs 
Kallistos and Euthymius reveal unequivocally that both o f them were 
knowledgeable proponents o f Hesychast mysticism. Kallistos wrote a vita 
about Gregory the Sinaite, the teacher o f Hesychasm to monks on Athos 
and Paroria; and his life  about Euthymius' spiritual father, Theodosius of 
Tmovo, contains many references to the basic teachings o f Gregory 
(blessed quietude, mental prayer, the role of virtue, visions o f the Divine 
Light). A ll o f Euthymius' four vitæ contain similar references to spiritual 
disciplines that were specific to the Hesychasts.17 In terms o f the religious 
content o f his saints' lives, Euthymius shows himself to be a Hesychast and 
an admirer o f the hagiographie works of Patriarch Kallistos. We posit, 
however, that the category o f religious content—that is, how the hero is 
developed as a character and how he or she attains sanctity—is the only 
sphere in which Byzantine Hesychasm had an influence on the composition 
of Euthymius' saints' lives.
In our own research, we have first translated a ll four vitæ o f 
Euthymius (which are presented in Section П with an introduction and fu ll 
annotation); then we have compared these saints' lives with several Slavonic 
and Greek hagiographie texts that cover the period of the Early Desert 
Fathers (the Life o f Anthony), the pre-Metaphrastic Byzantine period (the 
Life of Daniel the Stylite and the Life o f St. John the Almsgiver ), the pre- 
Metaphrastic Slavic period (the Life o f Constantine, the Life o f Metho- 
dius, the Life o f Wenceslas —all o f which were written in the period 
around Metaphrastes but in the spirit o f the pre-Metaphrastic models), the 
post-Metaphrastic Byzantine period (the Life o f Kliment o f Oxrid by 
Theophylact, and the Life of Theodosius by Patriarch Kallistos [extant in 
Slavonic only]), and the post-Metaphrastic Slavic period (the Life o f
10
readily accessible. These works are awaiting the thorough stylistic analysis which could 
provide the key to the problem o f defining the new way o f writing."
17 See Section IV , Chapter 2.
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Symeon by his son Sava [Rastko], and the saints' lives by Patriarch 
Euthymius).18
A comparative analysis o f the style, structure and content o f these 
hagiographie texts has resulted in the follow ing findings: 1 ) there is 
nothing about the style of the Euthymian texts that is new or original to the 
hagiographie genre; and 2) every linguistic and literary rhetorical device in 
the texts can be traced back to hagiographie texts that predate the period of 
Symeon Metaphrastes and the revival of Hesychasm.19 Although the post- 
Metaphrastic texts reveal a greater use of devices such as metaphor and 
simile, these devices certainly were not new to the high-style texts. Having 
made this observation, we were then forced to ask ourselves the following 
question: I f  these later texts are not distinguished from the texts o f the 
earlier tradition by the repertoire o f rhetorical devices, then how precisely 
do they differ from one another? One obvious answer is that the texts 
written according to the post-Metaphrastic norm use the same stock of 
rhetorical devices as pre-Metaphrastic texts, only more abundantly. This, 
alas, is not at all surprising. Another observation, however, followed from 
our research which is new and has led us to redefine the whole concept of 
"word weaving". The structure of the vitæ, those written according to the 
norms of the post-Metaphrastic tradition (the Life o f Kliment o f Oxrid, the 
Life o f Theodosius, the Life o f Symeon, and the Euthymian vitæ) all 
reveal a common structural feature o f the narrative that is missing in the 
earlier texts o f the pre-Metaphrastic style. We call this feature the 
"weaving o f themes" and we posit that it is the most important 
characteristic feature of the writing style that Slāvists now refer to as 
"word weaving". In pre-Metaphrastic texts, the sanctity o f the hero is 
consistently developed through a narrative that is nothing more than a 
composite o f individual anecdotes about the saint's miracles, healings, or 
teachings. I f  the author wants to develop as a subtheme o f deeds the saint's 
ability as a good teacher, for example, he might include over a dozen 
separate tales about th'e saint's instruction to his flock o f the teachings of 
Christ. In the post-Metaphrastic hagiographie tradition, the writer o f the
18 For more information on these texts, consult the beginning o f Section Ш , chapter 2.
19 See Section Ш , Chapter 2
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life  introduces a certain subtheme in the text, such as the theme of the saint 
as a good teacher or pastor. He may then proceed to tell only two or three 
tales about the saint's specific deeds, and then this theme is recalled 
throughout the course of the text through the use of thematic phrases and 
formulaic images that suggest the subtheme without restating it through the 
vehicle o f an actual anecdote or tale. It can be described as a kind of 
leitm otif that reappears throughout the work. In sum, the most important 
characteristic feature of texts that we identify as being examples of "word 
weaving" is not simply that they display a weaving or interlacing of words, 
but — more importantly ־־ they display a narrative pattern that 
distinguishes them from texts o f the earlier, pre-Metaphrastic tradition. 
This narrative pattern employs a weaving or interlacing of themes, or to be 
more precise, generic subthemes; moreover, these patterns appear in the 
hagiographie tradition well before and independently o f the Hesychastic 
movement. Chapters 1 and 3 of Section III are devoted to the introduction 
and demonstration of this redefinition of "word weaving" based on changes 
in narrative structure o f the hagiographie genre. This study, then, offers 
not only a redefinition of the notion of "word weaving", but also attributes 
its origins in Slavic writing to narrative patterns and stylistic norms that 
can readily be observed in the post-Metaphrastic examples o f life-writing 
rather than in innovations by Kallistos, Euthymius, or the Hesychasts as a 
group. Euthymius can only be viewed as a stylistic innovator inasmuch as 
he perfected the norms of post-Metaphrastic hagiographie composition and 
gave them life  and expression in Bulgarian literature. But the means of his 
communication in codifying the sanctity o f his heroes — i.e. all the 
components o f his style and narrative structure — were taken wholesale 
from an earlier Byzantine tradition.
In proposing the absence of a connection between the rise of 
Hesychasm and the adoption of a Byzantine ornamental style in 
hagiography during the fourteenth century, one has to account for the 
marked absence of this style in hagiography, specifically before the 
fourteenth century. It is possible to generalize by saying that ״  with the 
exception of the Serbian hagiography of the thirteenth century -- early 
medieval Slavic hagiography is characterized by its straightforward and 
unadorned style, reminiscent o f the prose of such early Christian texts as 
the Life of Anthony. I f  Hesychasm and the adoption of this style were
12
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coincident but not interdependent cultural developments in fourteenth- 
century Bulgaria, why then did the Slavic hagiographers who lived during 
and after the Metaphrastic reforms not employ this ornamental style of 
hagiography, which was being used by their Byzantine contemporaries? 
One attempt to explain this has been put forward by Eremin20, who 
accounts for the "lag" in the Slavic adoption of the Byzantine literary 
fashion by proposing that the newly Christianized Slavs in the ninth century 
had to first master the content of the liturgical and paraliturgical writings 
before they could cope with more complicated stylistic variations on the 
content. While Eremin correctly places the adoption o f Metaphrastic 
reforms in hagiography in Slavic writing at the end of the twelfth century, 
his explanation does not account for the fact that there were stylistically 
complex translated works that circulated with success amongst the Slavs 
from the earliest period of literacy.
Perhaps another explanation can be found in what constituted 
Byzantine attitudes towards its own hagiographie literature o f the period 
during the Christianization of the Slavs and their nascent literacy. As 
Mango has pointed out, the Byzantines were interested in rhetoric and 
rhetorical theory, but they also valued the simplicity o f the early Christian 
classics21; and in choosing from a vast inventory o f hagiographie texts to 
be translated for the Slavs, the Byzantines selected the early examples and 
not the more recent Byzantine ones for the most part.22 As is evidenced by 
the writings of K iril of Turov and Metropolitan Hilarion, the East Slavs
20 See И.Еремин, "О византийском влиянии в болгарской и древнерусской 
литературах ІХ-ХІІ вв.Г Славянские литературы (Доклады советской делег- 
ации в Международный съезд славистов), Москва, 1963:5-13; reprinted in 
Еремин, Литература древней Руси: этюды и характеристики, 9-17,,Москва- 
Ленинград: Наука, 1966.
21 С. Mango, Byzantium, The Empire o f New Rome, New York, 1980, p.240.
22 Concerning the early period of Slavic writing, see I Dujčev, "Les rapports littéraires 
byzantino-slaves," Medioevo bizantino-slavo, vol.2, 3-27, Storia e letteratura, raccolta di 
studi e testi, 113. Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1968. On pages 4-5, he writes: 
"Pour les Slaves de Sud et de l'Est, c'était en premier lieu Byzance, et l'Église de 
Constantinople qui insistaient sur la nécessité de suivre leur dogmas, et, en littérature, 
d'accepter sans hésitation les oeuvres de ces penseurs et écrivains traditionnels...En effet, 
la majeure partie des oeuvres en langue grecque, traduite par les slaves au Moyen Age, 
appartient à la littérature patristique."
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were acquainted with the Byzantine high rhetorical style at least as early as 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries and were capable o f imitating it in 
original composition. The absence o f such a style in early Slavic 
hagiography, however, must be regarded as the result o f a conscious 
selection process on the part of the Byzantines. W ith models such as the 
Life o f Anthony to follow , the Orthodox Slavs carefully followed the 
prescriptions given to them by the Byzantines, creating such works as the 
Life of Constantine, the Life of Methodius, the Life of Wenceslas, and the 
various Lives o f Boris and Gleb. A ll o f these belong to the pre- 
Metaphrastic tradition o f stylistic composition and narrative structure. 
Only toward the beginning o f the late medieval period did Slavic 
experimentation with post-Metaphrastic hagiographie models begin.
In this work the following points are examined in detail: 1) Patriarch 
Euthymius' position as a Hesychast and an important religious and cultural 
leader, 2) the social and political milieu in which he matured and developed 
as a writer; 3) the role o f Hesychasm in medieval Slavic Orthodox culture 
and the ways in which the movement differed in Bulgaria and Byzantium; 
4) a reexamination o f the role played by Hesychasm in relation to the 
developments in medieval Slavic writing, and in particular in the genre of 
the saint's life ; 5) a re-definition o f "word weaving" based on observable 
changes and shifts in pre- and post-Metaphrastic hagiographie texts; 6) an 
exhaustive stylistic analysis o f the Euthymian hagiographie texts with 
comparisons to the other texts examined in this study; 7) an identification 
of which aspects o f these hagiographie texts can be linked specifically with 
the teachings of the Hesychasts; 8) and, lastly, an inquiry into the nature 
and essence o f the Metaphrastic hagiographie aesthetic, employing some 
principles of semiotic theory as a point o f departure. Included in the body 
of the dissertation are our own English annotated translations of all of 
Euthymius' vitæ. Heretofore these texts have appeared only in the original 
(Church Slavonic) and Modem Bulgarian translation. We hope that their 
appearance here w ill serve not only other Slāvists but also scholars in all 
fields who are interested in medieval literature and, specifically, medieval 
religious literature.
We hope also that this study w ill contribute to establishing a better 
understanding of the place o f Patriarch Euthymius in the development o f 
Slavic writing and culture. Our goal in undertaking this study has been to
1 4
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provide a foundation with which to apprehend a distinction crucial to the 
correct understanding o f this man and his literary production: namely, that 
he found spiritual inspiration in the teachings o f the Hesychasts, but he 
found literary inspiration in the models provided by Symeon Metaphrastes 
and his imitators. Furthermore — and this is the most important point — 
these models reflect a specific attitude toward language and a specific 
aesthetic sensibility that, while not existing in contradiction to the teachings 
of the Hesychasts, were in no way specific to the Hesychasts.
15
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Chapter 1: 
The Life and Career of Patriarch Euthymius
The L ife  of Patriarch Euthvmius:
Regrettably, very few details o f the biography o f Patriarch 
Euthymius are known. Much of the information about his life  that 
circulates in modem scholarship is only speculation, and the only textual 
accounts we have for the events of his career are the panegyric written in 
his honor by his relative and pupil Grigorij Camblak (the Slovo poxvalnoЯ 
and Konstantin Kostenecki’s Skazanie izbjavlenno o p ism en ex l In
1 The actual heading o f the panegyric, referred to for the sake o f convenience simply as the 
Slovo poxvalno, reads: "Grigoria, arxlepiskopa Rosijskago, poxvalno iže ѵ־ъ svątyx 
otca naśego E vtim ia, pa tri arxa Tn>novskago." A ll quotes from Camblak's Slovo 
poxvalno  in this study are taken from K a łu źn iack i s edition entitled Aus der 
panegyrischen L itte ra tur der Südslaven , 28-60, Vienna, 1901, Reprint, London: 
Variorum, 1971. Accompanying the quotes are the chapter (Roman numeral), page number 
and lines numbers (in Arabic numerals) as they appear in Kałużniacki.
O f G rigorij Camblak, M.MacDermott (A History o f Bulgaria: 1393-1885 , London: 
George Allen &  Unwin, Ltd., 1962, p.60) writes: ,,[Camblak], a native o f Tumovo...had 
studied under Patriarch Eftimi [Euthymius]. After the fa ll of Tumovo he lived for a time on 
M t Athos, then becamc private secretary to the Patriarch of Constantinople and later visited 
Moldavia and Serbia. Eventually he went to Kiev, and after some years he accepted an 
invitation from Prince Vitold o f Lithuanian to become Metropolitan o f Lithuanian and Kiev. 
He died in 1418, leaving twenty-five literary works, including a panegyric o f Patriarch 
E ftim i o f Tumovo." For general information on G rigorij Camblak, see also Muriel 
Heppell, The Ecclesiastical Career o f Gregory Camblak, London, 1979.
For Modem Bulgarian translations o f Camblak's panegyric, see П .Динеков, 
К.Куев, Д. Петканова, Христоматия по старобългарска литература, второ 
подобрено издание, София: Наука и изкуство, 1967, рр.423-441; and
В.С.Киселков, Патриарх Евтимий, Похвално слово от Григорий Цамблак., 
София, 1935. For additional information, cf. Боню Ангелов, “Неизвестен препис
на 'Похвално слово за Патриарх Евтимий' от Григорий Цамблак," Език и 
литература 24, N•6 (1969): 57-60; Георги Данчев, А. Давидов, "Похвалное 
слово за Евтимий от Григорий Цамблак," Литературна мисъл 17, №1 
(1973): 140-141; and Émile Turdeanu, "Gregoire Camblak: Faux arguments d'une 
biographie," Revue des études slaves 22 (1946): 46-81; Малина Байчева, 
"Проблемът за светския подвиг на героите в 'Похвално слово за Евтимий' 
от Григорий Цамбла* и 'Житие на Стефан Пермски' от Епифаний 
Премъдри," Търновска книжовна школа, том 4, 41-46, София: БАН, 1985; 
and D.V. Gonis, "A Commentary on the Encomium to Our Holy Father Euthymius, 
Patriarch o f Tumovo," Cyrillomethodianum 8-9 (1984-85):215-225.
2 The original text was first published by VJagič in 'Рассуждения южнославянской 
и русской старины о церковно-славянском языке", Исследования по 
русскому языку I (1885-1895): 287-1070. It appeared the next year as Codex 
Slovenicus rerum grammaticarum , Berlin, 1896 and has been reprinted as such in the
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addition to these, there are also some comments about Euthymius in the 
writings of Josef of Vidin. The amount of information about Euthymius 
given in these sources is, however, small.
Most scholars place Euthymius' year o f birth between 1325 and 
1330. Syrku places Euthymius' year of birth at about 1320 or earlier on 
the basis that Euthymius went to study with Theodosius in 1350 or around 
that time. Euthymius became Theodosius' assistant in administering the 
monastery at Kelifarevo; and according to Syrku, Euthymius would have to 
have been at least thirty years old to have filled  this post.3 There is, 
however, no evidence to support this claim. It is thought that he was bom 
into a noble (boyar) family4; and some scholars maintain that Euthymius 
was related to the Camblaks.5 Where Euthymius was bom and where he 
received his intial education are also unknown, but the scholarly consensus 
is that these events took place in Tmovo. This, o f course, is a logical
series Slavische Propyläen, no.25, Munich, 1968. H. Goldblatt in his Yale doctoral 
dissertation and in his book based on it presents an excellent and comprehensive translation 
and commentary o f this document and its place in the overall tradition o f medieval 
Byzantino-Slavic literary culture. See H.Goldblatt, Orthography and Orthodoxy: 
Constantine Kosteneiki sTreatise o f the Letters , Studia Historica et Philologica , no.16. 
Florence: Le Lettere, 1987.
Goldblatt (p.25) notes that the Slovo poxvalno was probably written sometime after 
Camblak was consecrated metropolitan o f Kiev by local bishops in 1415 , and the Skazanie 
was written by Kostenelki sometime between 1423 and 1426 in the Serbian lands ruled 
by Despot Stefan Lazarevič.
3 See П. А .Сырку, Я истории исправления книг в Болгарии в X IV  веке , том 
I, Время и жизнь Патриарха Евтимия Терновскаго, 1890, Reprint, London, 
1972, рр.254-255. Не writes: "При поступлении Евтимия в Килифаревский 
монастырь, ему было, несомненно, около 30 лет, а может быть и более, 
иначе препод. Теодосий не поручил бы ему управления монастырем. 
Следовательно, Евтимий родился около 1320 г. или несколько раньше."
4 The title  "k u r*״, or ־rupioç״ which appears in the heading o f the Life o f H ilarion o f 
Moglena and the Life ofParaskeva does not indicate anything about the social position o f 
Euthymius' family. It seems that this title was applied to all patriarchs.
5 Cf. Émile Turdeanu, La littérature bulgare du XIVe siècle et sa diffusion dans les pays 
roumains , Travaux publiés par l'ins titu t d'Études slaves, no.22, Paris: Imprimerie 
nationale, 1947, p.68; Петър Динеков, "Евтимий Търновский," История на 
българската литература, том I, 285-307,София: БАН, 1963, р.285. On the 
question o f Grigorij Camblak's fam ilial relationship to Kiprian Camblak, see Н.Дончева- 
Панайотова, “По въпроса за родството между митрополит Киприан и 
Григорий Цамблак," Старобългарска литература 3 ( 1978): 77-85.
20
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assumption, as Tmovo was the capital city of the kingdom and the center of 
intellectual and religious culture. Turdeanu hypothesizes that Euthymius 
began his education at Our Lady of Hodegetria Monastery in Tmovo, 
which was under the direct patronage of Tsar Ivan Alexander.6 It is easy to 
imagine that Euthymius grew up and attended school and church in the elite 
noble community o f Caravec in Veliko Tmovo; nevertheless, the events of 
his childhood must be left for now to specualtion.
Probably around 1350, when Euthymius was somewhere between the 
age of twenty and twenty-five (or thirty, if  one accepts Syrku's estimate of 
his year of birth), he became Theodosius' pupil at Kelifarevo; and at this 
point, Euthymius was already a monk.7 Theodosius was originally from the 
northwestern region of Vidin and had become a monk at the Monastery of 
St. Nikołaj near A rca r.8 Theodosius was probably the most influential 
force in Euthymius' early career in the Church. Through the Life of 
Theodosius by Patriarch Kallistos9 and Camblak's panegyric, we know that 
Theodosius was himself a Hesychast.10 Furthermore, it seems that he 
initiated Euthymius into the teachings of Gregory the Sinaite.11 Under the
6 ibid., p.68.
7 Seen. Динеков, op.ciL, p.285.
8 Cf. Иван Богданов, Патриарх Евтимий, Ннига за него и неговото време, 
Библиотеки бележити българи, № 2, София: Изд. на Отечествения фронт, 
1970, р.45.
9 See B.C. Киселков, Житието на св. Теодосий Търновски нато исторически 
паметник , София, 1926, pp.i-iii. Kiselkov argues that although Kallistos may indeed 
have written a life  o f Theodosius, the Slavonic text we have is not a translation o f his text 
but a complete reworking by a fifteenth-century Bulgarian monk.
10 References to Theodosius' love o f "quietude" (Ь е гтгіѵ іе , fjaux ía ) abound in the Life
o f Theodsius. There is also this passage from Camblak's Slovo poxvalno : “sam 
ITeodosieJ že nem nogim  rastoaniem k o t ob i té l i  kra jnee Ь е гт іъ ѵ іа  
ljubomçdrjbstvuaée” (IV ,33, lines 4-5) = "and Theodosius went o ff some distance from 
the monastery and gave himself over to the activity o f practicing quietude".
11 Camblak implies that Euthymius learns about Sinaitic Hesychast doctrine of npáÇiç and 
Ѳешріа from Theodosius, for in the Slovo poxvalno, there is a scene in which Euthymius 
is an eye-witness to Theodosius' vision o f the Taboric light: "zritb duxovnosnago onogo 
o t glavy daže do nogy VT>sego jako ognb, prava že stoęśta, jakože Samuila pišet* 
slovo..." (IV ,33, lines 25-27) = "Euthymius saw the spiritual [Tbeodosius] standing up 
[covered in light] from head to toe as in a fire, as is written of Samuel in the Scriptures."
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guidance and instruction o f Theodosius, Euthymius became a practitioner 
himself o f the quietist methods o f prayer and contemplation that were 
embraced by the Hesychasts. The textual evidence to support the idea that 
both Theodosius and Euthymius were Hesychasts and participated in a 
Hesychastic monastic community is too abundant to be doubted or 
dismissed by scholars. O f Euthymius, Camblak states that he "loved the 
wilderness"12, a common topos for Hesychastic hagiographie writings, as 
they advocated separation from the world and total seclusion in the desert. 
Furthermore, Camblak writes that when Euthymius returns later in his life 
to Bulgaria after spending the better part o f a decade abroad, he lives in a 
cave cell in order to live in total silence.13 Finally, after the fa ll o f Tmovo 
to the Turks in 1393, Camblak writes that he cries tears o f joy when he 
sees that the place o f his exile conforms to his desire to live a life  of 
seclusion.14
Presumably, Euthymius spent the next thirteen years o f his life, from 
1350 to 1363, under Theodosius' instruction at Kelifarevo. In these years, 
Euthymius developed spiritually and intellectually in this small, rural 
monastery that was not far from the royal capital. Because o f Kelifarevo's
22
In another passage, Camblak emphasizes the extent to which Theodosius was 
influenced by Gregory the Sinaite: "ST»j Sinaijskago onogo i mnogago v־b bogovidèni 
G rigoria naslédova umnago ž itia  p ra v ilo  neprélbstnoe, iže Paraorskyą gory 
ispytnym  razuma ustavom n i ѵъ česomže Sinajskyą o tstaati gory up rav i, i 
onogo ubo blaźennyj Teodosi в, sego že ćjudnyj E vtim ie  р г іе т п ік ь  ź itiu  i  
m o litvé  béèe" (TV, 33, lines 12 - 18). = "This man [Theodosius] inherited the rule for 
mental liv ing [i.e. living by mental praksis and prayer] from Gregory [the Sinaite], who 
had had many visions o f God. [Gregory] through the tested rule o f reason made the 
mountains o f Paroria in no way different from Mount Sinai. And the blessed Theodosius 
continued this way o f life  and prayer from Gregory, and Euthymius from Theodosius."
12 Camblak writes: "st» Ilie ç  i  Ioannom lEvtim ijJ pustyną vbèdelé" (11,30, line 22) = 
,Together with Піах and John the Baptist, [Euthymius] loved the desert/wilderness."
13 Camblak writes: "no peáterç nćkęą selenie tv o r it, otstoęśtęą gradskyą i 
ybsąkoę inoç m l*v y  dovolno" (IX , 39-40, lines 30-31, line 1) = "but he made his 
home in a cave, removing himself from the squalor o f the city and from all other noise."
14 Camblak writes: "Poneže na m èsti bystfc, ideže vedom béáe, i  pustyną vidą 
pustynoljubnaa ona duša i  s łg lasno togova żel ani a s־bm otri mèsto, prosi ъгу 
są..." (XX, 58, lines 3-6) = "Once he had arrived at the place where they led him, and 
viewing the wilderness and seeing that it  was in accordance with his desires, his desert- 
loving soul wept."
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proxim ity to the royal capital, Euthymius was no doubt aware of and 
influenced by cultural exchanges and ties with Constantinople. Theodosius 
had, after all, come to Kelifarevo after having studied on Mount Athos, so 
one may assume that he brought to his flock at Kelifarevo a comparatively 
high level o f culture. During his stay on the Holy Mount, Theodosius 
would have had ample time to acquaint himself with the contents o f the 
Greek and Slavic libraries available to him. Theodosius was also a personal 
friend and fellow student of the Byzantine patriarch, Kallistos15, and he 
had studied under Gregory the Sinaite at Paroria16, according to the Life 
o f Theodosius. I f  the author o f the Life of Theodosius (presumably 
Kallistos) is to be believed in these matters, then this has great 
consequences for our understanding o f Euthymius' formation and 
education under Theodosius. It means that he was exposed through 
Theodosius to the current developments in Byzantine literary and religious 
culture, which included the writings and precepts o f the Hesychasts.
There is no indication in the extant sources that Euthymius ever 
knew or even met Gregory the Sinaite; and if  he had, Camblak, as Syrku 
points out, would very probably have mentioned it .17 We can however 
state with confidence, based on the information in Camblak's panegyric, 
that Euthymius learned of Gregory's teachings from Theodosius, as stated
23
15 Unless otherwise noted, a ll quotes from the Life o f Theodosius are taken from 
Zlatarski's edition "Житие и жизнь преподобнаго отца нашего Теодосия," 
Сборникъ за народни умотворения, наука и книжина (СбНУНК), N•20, 
(София, 1904): 1-41, and are indicated by chapter (Roman numeral), page number and 
line number (in Arabic numerals).
A t the beginning o f chapter ХХГѴ, Kallistos tells us that Theodosius, his former fellow 
student under Gregoiy the Sinaite, wrote to him: "Ѵъ si за ubo tomu suštu. 1 télesnoju 
ugnétaemu bolézniju, izvo lise  tomu p isa ti к  ь konstantinovb gradb־ь mné samo ѵ־
b llagslo ļven ia  rad i kupno i dlujxovnago naslaźdenia. ovo ubo jako v is e lje n - 
skago patriarxa me v i dé t i i  bllagoslolvenie p rie  ti. ovo že jako brata i  siućenika, 
edinom udrbno posluživša blźennom u onomu i ćjudnom u g rig o riu  s in a itu ." 
(ХХГѴ,31, lines 22-26) = "And thus these things having happened, [Theodosius] rid 
himself o f his bodily illness and wrote to me in Constantinople fo r the sake o f [receiving] 
blessing and spiritual delight [He desired] to see me, the universal Patriarch, and receive 
my blessing. And he is like a brother to me, [fo r he was my] fellow-student; [we both] 
served with like mind that great and wonderful man, Gregory the Sinaite."
16 See chapter V I o f the Life o f Theodosius.
17 Сырку, op.cit.,251.
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above. Furthermore, if  Syrku is correct in his assertion that the works of 
Gregory the Sinaite were translated very early, both at Paroria and at 
Kelifarevo, then we can probably assume that Euthymius had access to 
manuscripts o f his works while at Kelifarevo.18
Syrku observes that the monastery at Kelifarevo was organized 
according to the Sinaitic rule19, though he points out that it is hard to know 
which version or variation of the Sinaitic rule was employed there.20 As 
mentioned above, Euthymius was appointed by Theodosius to supervise the 
monastery, a detail from his life which Syrku claims can be implied from a 
certain passage from the Life of Theodosius.21 Presumably, Euthymius 
would have also become acquainted there with Kiprian Camblak and 
possibly Roman of Vidin.22
The Life of Theodosius tells us that Theodosius made a journey to 
Constantinople accompanied by his pupils23; however, Euthymius is not 
mentioned amongst them by name.24 In Camblak's panegyric, it is stated
24
1 8 С ы рку, op.cit., 240, writes: "они [т.е. сочинения Григория Синаита] 
переведены были очень рано, может быть еще при жизни препод. 
Григория, частью на Пароия, а частью в Килифареве судя по тому, что 
славянские списки его творения начинаются еще с X IV  века. " ("They [i.e. 
the works o f Gregory the Sinaite] were translated very early, possibly even during his own 
lifetime. Parts [were translated] at Paroria and parts at Kelifarevo, judging from the fact that 
the Slavonic copies of his woiks begin to appear already in the 14th century.")
19 Сырку, op.cit, 241.
20 For a comparative study on Paroria and Mount Sinai, see B .C .Кисе л ков , 
"Средновековна Парория и Синаитият монастир,” Сборник в чест на
В.Н.Златарский, 103-118, София, 1925.
21 See Сырку, op.cit, 250-251.
22Сырку, op.cit, 250-252.
23 Apparently Theodosius did so at the displeasure o f Patriarch Theodosius o f Bulgaria 
who, according to Radćenko, feared that the monk Theodosius might engage in a 
collaborative plot with Kallistos' against him. See К.Радченко, Религиозное и 
литературное движение в Болгарии в эпоху перед турецким завоеванием, 
Киев, 1898, р. 187.
24 "vT,šdb ѵъ nékotoryi когаЫь зъ ćetyrm i svoim i ućeniky, i konstantinovb 
dostiźe gr adb." (ХХГѴ, 32, lines 9-10) = "and [Theodosius] boarded a ship with four of 
his pupils, and he arrived in Constantinople."
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that Euthymius was a member of Theodosius' entourage to Constanti- 
nople.25 This trip took place in or about 1363.
Euthymius was abroad from approximately 1363 to 1371, and these 
eight years were spent acquiring his education at the Stúdión Monastery 
near Constantinople, at Mount Athos and, for a brief period, as a prisoner 
on the island of Lemnos. Precisely when all of these travels occurred after 
Euthymius had reached Constantinople cannot be ascertained; however, as 
it seems that Euthymius spent a total of eight years abroad, we can make 
two assumptions that stay well within the bounds of reason. The first 
assumption is that in eight years' time, Euthymius must have mastered 
Greek. At the very least, he must have perfected his reading and writing 
skills, for we know from Camblak that he made new translations of 
Scriptural texts from Greek into Church Slavonic.26 There are also extant 
three anti-Bogomil epistles which Euthymius presumably wrote while in 
Constantinople (probably while at the Stúdión Monastery) to his fellow 
Bulgarians in Tmovo.27 These epistles survive only in Greek, and Syrku 
suggests that these may well have been exercises for Euthymius in Greek 
composition.28 This is important for scholars who are especially interested
25 "Varvarom jaie  okrh>Jstb v^sé plénuçátim , ixže radi i ljubeznęą onç pustyną 
ostavlb, kupno s7> otcUlmb ѵт> v e lik y j p rixo d it Konstantinovb grad” (V,34, lines 
18-20) = "On account o f the barbarians, who were now all around and taking people 
captive, they left their beloved place in the wilderness. And [Euthymius] together with his 
[spiritual] father [Theodosius], travelled to the great city of Constantinople."
26 See Camblak, chap.IX, p.40, lines 22-30 and p. 41, lines 1-20.
27 The titles are: "ётатоХт! Е\>Ѳ\>ціо\> &0 ו0ן10ג ) x11ç ПерфХеяхоѵ novfjç."/ "ЁѵѲиціои 
цоѵахоѵ tt^ç nepßAixxov jiov^ç. атт|Х1те\ю\>0а (1£p1KÛç xfjç хйѵ abxüv aipeoecov"/ 
" ,E K 1 0 T0 A.fi ЕиѲъціог)^ цоѵахоѵ» xí\ç nepißXljcxov > H0vî\ç, axaXeîaa òlk'o 
KcüvatavTivouxóXecDÇ ка і xfļq еірт1Ц£ѵг!$ novflç jcpòç ifļv  агпоъ лахр(6а, ат1Х1хе<ю\>аа 
xòtç atpeoeiç тшѵ òtOeanáxcúv ка і äoeßcov яХбѵаіѵ тшѵ те Фоѵѵба־у1а־у1тбѵ ^тоі 
Воѵтоц(Хй)ѵ ка і МааааХіаѵйѵ Хгуоріѵшѵ, ка і хг!ѵ тшѵ ’Арцеѵісоѵ ße^Xov к a i 
ß5eX\>p0tv аірестіѵ, каі xàç Хоіяоц аѲ^оцог^ кой návo ßeßüXov(; aipéoeiç". See Сырку, 
0p.ciL,552, fn.4 for the bibliographical information for each.
28 Сырку, op.cit, 552-3. I f  these Greek epistles o f Euthymius were indeed composed in 
Greek for a Bulgarian readership, then they provide ample demonstration that there is 
nothing irregular about the fact that one Bulgarian should write to or communicate with 
another Bulgarian in Greek as a lingua franca. We raise the point here as an important one, 
because I.Talev has tried to use the fact that some folia o f the Tomić Psalter contain 
instructional margin notes in Greek to prove that there was no Tmovo school o f manuscript 
illum ination. See I.Talev, "The Impact o f Middle Bulgarian on the Russian Literary 
Language (Post-Kievan Period)," Ph.D. Dissertation, University o f California at Los
25
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in the aspect o f Euthymius' career that concerns the much discussed and 
debated literary and orthographic reform.
The second assumption that we may make, which follows from the 
first, is that with a sound knowledge of Greek, Euthymius־־in the libraries 
of the Stúdión and Athonite monasteries־־was able to acquaint himself with 
much o f Byzantine religious literature, especially hagiographie and 
homiletic literature. K. Ivanova has observed that in the scope of Bulgarian 
late medieval literature, Euthymius appears as a "sudden phenomenon."29 
This is true inasmuch as with Euthymius, the Metaphrastic norms of 
hagiographie stylistic composition are employed and perfected in Bulgarian 
writing. As we w ill examine at length in this study, Euthymius, in the 
content o f his vitæ, shows himself to be the consummate Byzantine 
Hesychast, and in the realm of his literary style and aesthetics, he is a direct 
descendent o f Metaphrastes. Euthymius' first teacher, Theodosius, was not 
a writer as far as we know, so one is left to assume that while Theodosius 
exercised the most profound influence on Euthymius' spiritual development 
as a practitioner o f Hesychasm, it was probably Patriarch Kallistos of 
Constantinople (to whom is ascribed the authorship o f both the Life of 
Gregory the Sinaite 30 and the Life of Theodosius 31) that had the greater
26
Angeles, 1972, pp.28-3I.Talev concludes that the artist doing the illuminations could not 
possibly have been Bulgarian. I f  he were, Talev maintains, the instructions would have 
been written in Bulgarian. Furthermore, i f  the artist were living in Tmovo, he would have 
received his instructions orally and not in written form.
First o f all, the fact that there are written instructions does not prove anything as to 
where the artist lived in relation to Tmovo. Secondly, fo r the Bulgarians o f Euthymius' 
day, the highest intellectual achievement was to become assimilated into the dominant 
Byzantine culture. For two Bulgarians to communicate with one another in Greek would 
have functioned as a kind o f cultural status symbol, indicating their total assimilation into 
Byzantine culture.
29 Cf. К.Иванова, "Патриарх Евтимий и агиограф ската традиция в 
средновековната литература," Литературна мисъл (1977): 90-99. On page 95 
she writes: "Euthymius o f Tmovo is, for original Bulgarian hagiography, a huge and, in a 
certain sense, sudden phenomenon. On our soil he has practically no predecessors in the 
[hagiographie] genre." (The original passage reads: "За оригиналната българска 
агиография Евтимий Търновски е едно голямо и в известен смисъл 
внезапно явление. На наша почва той почти няма жанрови 
предшественици.")
30 For the published text o f the Greek original, see И. В .Помяловский, Житье иже во
святых отца нашего Григория Синаита, Записки историческо-философского 
факультета Ст-Петербургского Университета, N“35, Санкт-Петербург: Тип.
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influence on Euthymius as a writer. This is meant, however, in a different 
sense from what is meant by most scholars who work on the question of 
fourteenth-century Byzantine and Slavic hagiography. Many scholars take 
the view that Kallistos' writings are examples of a specifically Hesychastic 
style o f writing that is then reflected in the next generation of writers, the 
most prominent example being Euthymius.32 We reject completely the 
notion of a Hesychastic style of writing (as subsequent sections of this study 
show) and see only Hesychastic themes or content w ithin the vitæ by 
Kallistos and Euthymius. The literary style o f their texts is, however, 
entirely Metaphrastic in spirit and contains not a single stylistic element 
that can be attributed specifically to Hesychasm. Both Kallistos and 
Euthymius, we maintain, should not be viewed, in terms of the stylistic 
qualities o f their works, as Hesychast writers but rather as writers who 
both emerged from a shared post-Metaphrastic tradition. Only within the 
realm of content —i.e. who their heroes are and how their heroes attain 
their sanctity—can they be viewed correctly as Hesychast writers. It is 
possible that Kallistos introduced Euthymius to post-Metaphrastic norms of 
hagiographie composition; on the other hand, it is also possible that 
Euthymius came across Greek examples of hagiographie texts written in 
the Metaphrast high style while studying in Byzantium. I f  Kallistos indeed 
wrote the two vitæ in question, then his primarily influence on Euthymius 
would probably have been to introduce him to the process of creating 
specifically Hesychastic themes in hagiographie literature. Either by 
example or through his own imagination, Euthymius was able to create out
Императорской Академии наук, 1896. A published edition o f the Slavonic 
translation o f this vita may be found in П.А. Сырку, “Житие Григория Синаита 
составленное константинопольским патриархом Каллистом, Текст 
славянскаго перевода Жития по рукописи X V I века и историко- 
археологическое введение," Памятники древних письменности и исскуства,
№ 172 (СПб, 1909):І-48. For secondary literature, cf. A. Лцимирский, "Из 
критико-литературны х наблюдений над житьем Григория Синаита," 
Византийский временник 15, N•2-3 ( 1908): 300-331; and А.Е. Tachiaos, 
"Gregory Sinaite's Legacy to the Slavs: Preliminary Remarks," Cyrillomethodianum  7 
(1983): 113-166.
31 See fn.15 for bibiographical information on the Life o f Theodosius.
32 See, for example, R. Richardson, "Hesychasm in the Hagiographie Works o f Patriarch 
Kallistos," Ph.D.Dissertation, Harvard University, 1969.
27
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of Ivan o f Rila, Hilarion of Moglena, Petka-Paraskeva and Philothea 
paragons of Hesychastic virtue.
After Euthymius and Theodosius reached Constantinople in 1363, 
Theodosius died there.33 Euthymius then went to the Stúdión Monastery 
near the imperial city.34 Syiku maintains that we do not know how long he 
was there35, while Dinekov writes that Euthymius was there "about a 
year."36 Euthymius apparently lived in the Peribleptos Monastery near 
Stúdión, where there was a community of Slavic monks.37 The inscriptions 
to Euthymius’ aformentioned epistles38, which state that he was a monk at 
Peribleptos, corroborate this.
From Constantinople, Euthymius travelled to Mount Athos. Syrku 
hypothesizes that he went there in 1365, after Kallistos went to Serbia.39 
Syrku points out that if  his date is correct, then Euthymius' residence in the 
Great Laura of Athanasius would have coincided with Philotheos' stay 
there. Philotheos was patriarch of Constantinople from 1354 to 1355 and 
again from 1364 to 1376.
After having spent some time in the Laura, Euthymius moved, 
although it is not known when, to the Bulgarian monastery o f Z o g r a p h . 4 0
28
33 Both the Life o f Theodosius (chaps.XXIV-ХХѴП, pp.31-33) and Camblak's Slovo 
poxvalno (V, 34, lines 20-23) confirm this.
34 Camblak writes: "Svédételstvuçtk togovy poty i trudy ѵт> té lé i  ešte obrétaçáte 
są S tud ijisk ią  o b ité li inoci, svédétele izvéstn i i  prépodobnago Àtanasia la v ry  
ž ite le  i v ise ç  Atonskyą gory Ь е гт іъ ѵп іс і" (V I,35, lines 12-15).
35Сырку, H истории исправления книг, 552.
3 6 Динеков, "Евтимий Търновски," 286.
37 See Сырку, op .c it,552. Cf. Turdeanu (op.cit., 66-68) and Динеков (op.cit., 285- 
307); they make no mention of the Peribleptos Monastery.
38 See fn.27.
39 С ы рку, op.cit., 553, writes: "Из Константинопля Евтимий переехал на 
Атон, по всей вероятности, в 1365 г., т.е. после отправления патриарха 
Каллиста в Сербию" ("From Constantinople, Euthymius went to Athos, in all 
probability in 1365, that is, after Kallistos went to Serbia.")
40 See Сырку, op.cit, 554.
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Camblak tells us that once on Athos, Euthymius had a very unpleasant 
confrontation with the Byzantine emperor, John V Paleologue. In 1370, 
when the emperor was traveling back to Constantinople from Rome, he 
was convinced by some of the monks on Athos-presumably enemies of 
Euthymius who had grown to despise him for his sincerity and sanctity— 
that Euthymius was in the possession of riches that did not belong to him. 
Euthymius allowed the emperor to search his belongings and his cell, but 
he remained unconvinced of the truth of Euthymius' words and exiled him 
to the island of Lemnos as a prisoner in 1371.41 The theme of false monks 
or heretics contriving and plotting to cause trouble for a holy man whose 
reverence and piety they cannot tolerate is a topos of hagiographie 
literature. It is important to remember that Camblak's work is not a 
chronicle or annal but a panegyric which, like the vita, had as its main 
purpose that o f edifying its audience. Inasmuch as the social function of 
these genres was didactic and preceptive and not the preservation of 
historical fact for posterity, authors o f such works often combined fact 
with fiction in order to paint a portrait o f the hero that would increase his 
or her sanctity in the eyes of the audience or readership. With this in mind, 
we are inclined to approach the historical accuracy of Euthymius' 
imprisonment on Lemnos with a certain amount of caution until another 
historical source can be located that supports it.42
In that same year, 1371, Euthymius returned to his native country 
and became the hegemon (abbot) o f the Trinity Monastery near Tmovo. It 
was there that the famous "Tmovo School" was located.43 According to
4 1 See chap.VIII, p.38, lines 4-13 o f Camblak's Slovo poxvalno. V.S.Kiselkov suggests 
that the actual reason for Euthymius' imprisonment may have been his open opposition to 
the tsar’s policies w ith Rome. See B.C.Кисел ков, Патриарх Евтимий, 
София: Светият Синод на Българската църква, 1938, рр.16-17.
42 See К.Радченко, Религиозное и литературное движение в Болгарии в 
эпоху перед турецким завоеванием, Киев, 1898, pp.250-251. Radćenko 
believes that the only element o f Camblak's story about Euthymius' imprisonment on 
Lemnos to be true is the imprisonment itself. He questions the circumstances surrounding 
it, reminding the reader that in the mid- 1360s a war had broken out between Byzantium and 
Bulgaria. He goes on to suggest that there may have been political reasons why the 
Byzantine emperor exiled Euthymius.
43 See Петър Динеков, “Търновската книжовна школа (история, основни 
черти, значение)," Старобългарска литература 20 (І987):3-І9.
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Camblak's panegyric, it was at this time, before his incumbency as 
patriarch, that Euthymius undertook the task of making new translations of 
Greek Scriptural texts into Bulgarian because, according to Camblak, the 
older translations that existed in Bulgarian were incorrect and led many to 
heresies because of their imprecision at expressing the content o f the 
original Greek.44
Euthymius' incumbency as patriarch did not begin until 1375, and 
one is left to assume, for lack of other information regarding his previous 
whereabouts, that he remained as hegemon o f the Trinity Monastery until 
that time. Turdeanu writes that Tsar Ivan Sišman bu ilt the Trin ity 
Monastery in 1371-1372.45 Syrku, on the other hand, believes that the 
Monastery was already in existence before 1363 when Euthymius went to 
Byzantium. He posits that Tsar Ivan Sišman simply endowed the 
monastery with monies and gifts.46
The topic o f the Euthymian literary and orthographic reform w ill be 
dealt with below, but suffice it to mention here that many scholars believe 
Trinity Monastery to have become, under Euthymius' direction, a center of 
Slavic literary and religious culture unparalleled in Bulgaria. Dinekov 
writes:
From this passage o f the panegyric o f Camblak, it is obvious that in the 
monastery o f the Holy Trin ity, Euthymius undertook and accomplished 
his book reform. This was a matter of enormous importance for Bulgarian
literature o f that time and it lent even greater prestige to Euthymius.4 '
30
44 See chapter IX , pages 40-41. This passage w ill be examined in detail below.
45 Turdeanu, op.cit.,68.
4 6 С ы рку, op.cit.,559. Bogdanov concurs w ith Syrku on this point. See Иван 
Богданов, Кратка история на българската литература, том 1, Литература 
на възраждането, София: Народа просвета, 1969, р. 139. Не writes: "С 
подкрепата на Иван Шишман Евтимий възстановява стария запустял 
манастир в клисурата на Янтра, на север от града ‘Св.Троица', и се 
установява там, като привлича ученици."
47 See Динеков, "Евтимий Търновски," 288. The original passage reads: "От тоя 
цитат на похвално слово на Григорий Цамблак се вижда, че в манастира 
Св. Троица' Евтимий е предприел и извършил своята книжовна реформа. 
Това е било дело от голямо значение за тогавашната българска 
литература и то е издигнало още по-високо престижа на Евтимий."
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The year o f Euthymius' return to Bulgaria, 1371, coincides with two 
major events in the country. In that year Tsar Ivan Alexander died, and the 
long patriarchate of Theodosius П came to an end (1348-1371). The tsar's 
death may have prompted his return; however, in considering 
hypothetically the reasons why Euthymius did not choose to remain in 
Constantinople after an alleged prison term on Lemnos, one should not 
dispense with the possibility that Euthymius was, in 1371, being considered 
for the position o f patriarch. A fter his many years studying under 
Theodosius of Tmovo at Kelifarevo and after a total o f eight years abroad 
(six or seven of which were presumably spent on Athos) during which time 
he came to know the patriarchs Kallistos and Philotheos personally, 
Euthymius would have been seen by his fellow countrymen as highly 
qualified for the post. He was a devout Christian, his spiritual mentor 
enjoyed prestige in Tmovo and in Constantinople, he was well connected 
with the Orthodox Church in Byzantium through his associations with the 
Hesychast patriarchs there, he was outspoken against current heresies at 
home48, he knew Greek, and he was possibly of noble birth. I f  the story of 
Euthymius' exile to Lemnos is true, then another possibile reason for 
Euthymius' return to Bulgaria in 1371 could have been that he considered 
it too dangerous to remain in Constantinople after already having had 
trouble with the emperor. After four years as hegemon of the Trinity 
Monastery, Euthymius, in 1375, was chosen to succeed Ioanikij (1372-75) 
as patriarch of Bulgaria, and the choice was "unanimous".49
Euthymius' original literary output w ill be discussed below. Suffice 
it here to say that the years of his patriarchate were his most productive as 
a writer. It was during this period that he wrote the saints' lives and the 
panegyrics.50 In addition to his literary contribution to the church, 
Euthymius must have been seen as an authority on dogma and morality, for
48 Cf. К .Радченко, o p .c it.; Георги Данчев, “Отношение Евфимия 
Тырновского к еретическим учениям, распространявшимся в болгарских 
землях," Byzantinobulgarica 6 (1980): 95-113.
49 Camblak writes: "i jako o t s^glaśenia nékoego kupno vt>sì edi na ustaa béxç i 
edin glas, prosąśte E vtim ia " (X I,43,lines 19-20) = "and thus in accord they all 
expressed the same [opinion] and asked Euthymius [to be patriarch]."
50Динеков, "Евтимий Търновски," 288.
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we have Euthymius' response in epistolary form to the Hungaro- 
Wallachian metropolitan Anthim on the subject o f marriage and on the 
decline of morality in the country.51 Moreover, Camblak's panegyric 
emphasizes Euthymius’ position as an oustanding teacher52 and writer.53 
The hegemon of the Tismana Monastery in Wallachia, Nicodemus, called 
upon Euthymius to clarify some questions o f dogma.54 Euthymius 
apparently maintained ties with the Russian Church through his relative 
Kiprian Camblak, the metropolitan o f Kiev, who came to visit him in 
Tmovo in 1379 on his way to Constantinople and is commemorated in 
Grigorij Camblak's eulogy to Kiprian.55
In 1393 the Turkish sultan Bayezid (reigned 1389-1402) captured 
Tmovo. Camblak's panegyric gives an account o f Bayezid's arrival in 
Tmovo. According to him, Euthymius bravely stood up to Bayezid and, as 
a result, was honored at the sultan's table before his eventual exile. The 
other primary sources on the fa ll o f Tmovo are Camblak's tale o f the 
translation of the relics of St. (Petka) Paraskeva from Tmovo to Vidin56 
and the Life of Patriarch Philotheos written by one of his pupils, Joseph.
According to Camblak, the Turks killed one hundred and ten boyars 
(noblemen) in the church in Tmovo. Having tricked the boyars into 
believing that they were calling a general meeting there, the Turks then
51 ibid.
52 "Abie v łz y d e  na u ć ite lsky j préstolb i abieže о svoeplemennom iméáe 
m ilovan ie  i dé ly  javlenno tvoréáe" (X I,43,lines 24-25) = "and he immediately 
ascended the preceptor's throne and moreover prayed for his fellow countrymen and he did 
many deeds [for them]".
53 "Kotoryj bo ązykb, Bl-bgarskomu s1>glasenb véátaniju, togovaa s4>pisania ne 
prią tb , togovaa učenia, togovy trudy i po ty" (XV,49, lines 19-21) = "And what 
people speaking [a language] sim ilar to Bulgarian did not receive his writings, his 
teachings, his labors and toils?"
54 Turdeanu, op.cit.,69.
55 See Turdeanu, op.cit., 69. The eulogy has been published as "Надгробное слово 
Григория Цамблака Росийскому Архиепископу К ипр ияну"in the Чтения 
московского университета, 1872, I, pp. 27-28.
56 See Kałużniacki Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien Euthymius (1375-1393), 
Vienna, 1901; Reprint, London: Variorum Reprints, 1971, pp.437-450.
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slaughtered them. Euthymius was apparently given the opportunity to 
become Muslim but refused.57 He was driven out of the patriarchal church 
o f the Ascension and was arrested.58 The Turks then abolished the 
Bulgarian patriarchate and handed the Church over to the authority of 
Constantinople. Jeremiah, a Greek, who had been serving as Metropolitan 
of Moldavia was made bishop of Tmovo.59 According to Camblak, he was 
stripped and was brought to the wall o f the city where they were going to 
k ill him in a public spectacle. Then, in a scene most reminiscent of the 
miraculous events of hagiographie narrative, we read that the executioner 
lifted his axe to smite Euthymius, but it fe ll out o f his hands, and the 
executioner stood there motionless.
According to Camblak, Euthymius was then sent as a prisoner into 
exile to "Macedonia."60 Dinekov matains that Camblak is actually referring 
to the south of Thrace, an area "that was probably considered at that time 
to be a part of Macedonia."61 Euthymius died somewhere there, it is
57 See Syrku, op.cit, 585-6.
58 Camblak writes: "I ąkoźe d o b le s tve n i nékyj voevoda, pobéádem» o t 
supro tivnyx, ne daetb p le š ti v копёсь, по, раку s^vokçplb są, s־bstavląetb 
pobédu, tako i on. Poneže o t crl>Jkve o tgnan i bystb, ѵ г  drçgçju vbxoditb, ąźe 
na im ą ѵгьхоѵпух osvąśtenna bé..." (XVI.51, lines 25-29)
59 Turdeanu, op.cit,68. See also Section I, chapter 2, fn.65. There is an extant epistle o f 
Patriarch Matthew o f Constantinople (1397-1419), which is dated 1401. The epistle 
comemmorates the placement o f Jeremiah to the post in Tmovo. Quoted in Kiselkov in 
Slavonic translation (Киселков. Патриарх Евтимий, София, 1938, р. 152).
60 Camblak writes: "Iz v o li są varvaru po čjudesi semb présel ©nie s^tvo ri 1 judem 
na v is to kb  (sice bo i  povelèn ia careva is tą 3uaxę), božia že človeka ѵт> 
Makedoniç zatočena o tp us titi " (X IX ,55, lines 24-27).
61 Динеков, "Евтимий Търновски," 289: "Изворите не дават по-точни данни 
за заточението на Евтимий; според Григорий Цамблак търновци били 
преселени на изток (вероятно в Мала-Азия), а Евтимий бил заточен в 
'Македония' (на юг от Тракия, в облает, която е влизала тогава в 
географското понятие Македония)." ("The sources do not give more detailed facts 
about the imprisonment o f Euthymius; according to Grigorij Camblak, the residents o f 
Tmovo were sent to the east [probably to Asia M inor], and Euthymius was imprisoned in 
'Macedonia' [to the south o f Thrace, the region which was understood at the time to form a 
part o f Macedonia].")
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thought, between the years 1401 and 1412.62 Syrku writes that the notion 
that Euthymius went to Bačkovo M onastery, south of Phillipopolis 
(Plovdiv) was originally suggested by Kačanovskij and that this notion was 
fabricated.63 Syrku maintains that we cannot be sure where in "Macedonia" 
Euthymius went He says that, to be sure, Euthymius did not go to Athos, 
as Kačanovskij had suggested, for there is no evidence for this in the 
Athonite sources.64 As H. Goldblatt has pointed out, however, the Loveč 
codex states explicity that Euthymius was exiled to the city of Stanimaka 
(Asenograd) at the monastery of "Petriotisa" (Bačkovo).65
34
62 Camblak writes that Euthymius has "survived even up to our day" (DC,40-41, lines 17- 
28; line 1). Goldblatt (op.cit.,25) writes that Camblak's panegyric "probably was 
completed shortly after [Camblak] was consecrated metropolitan o f Kiev by the local 
bishops in 1415." This would mean, then, that Euthymius was alive in 1415; or, it  means 
that Euthymius had died earlier than 1415, but Camblak had not yet heard of his death 
when he wrote the panegyric.
Kostenelkis Skazanie, writes Goldblatt (op.cit,25) "was compiled sometime between 
1423 and 1426." In chapter I I  o f the Skazanie, Kostenečki also refers to Euthymius as 
living. He writes: "Euthymius, who truly revealed himself to be and even now is a light for 
those lands..." (Goldblatt, 114). This last statement is, however, ambiguous. Kostenečki 
could mean that the legacy o f Euthymius' toils is still a source o f inspiration even though 
the man himself may already be dead.
63 Syrku, op.cit., 591. He writes: "Сообщение г . Качановского было бы 
чрезвычайно интересно, если бы нельзя было заподозрить г. Качановского 
в примышлении этого предания." (= "The information given by Mr. Kačankovskij 
would be very interesting i f  there were no grounds to suspect Mr. Kačankovskij o f 
fabricating this tradition.") The work o f Kačanovskij to which Syrku refers is "Новые 
данные для изучения литературной деятельности болгарского Тырновского 
патриарха Евтимия," Христианское Чтение 3-4 (1888): 470-497, р.472.
64 Syrku, op.cit, 591-2.
65 H. Goldblatt, op.cit.,52, fn.42. Goldblatt gives the passage from the Loveč codex as 
published by J.Trifonov in "Живот и дейност на Константина Костенецки"
Списание на Българската академия на науките 66 (1943): 223-292, рр.291- 
2: “Togda і Euíim ie bé, ѵь sténiméxk izganeetsç. ideže i копесь ž itiju  р гіе тъ . 
mnogaa pisania izbostavivb i  zi oź ena o ž itia z  stxb .crkvy že p e trio tis i pad'šisfdo 
osnovania o t ne lbstivyx ѵгётепь v ladçátixb* In the same footnotes, Goldblatt 
writes: "As Vasil Pandurski [in  "Панегирикът на дяк Андрей от 1425 г. 
Търновска книжовна школа", т .І, 1974:225-241] has pointed out, this is a clear 
reference to the monastery o f Bačkovo, which is called 'Petriotisa’ ('Petrizos') in the 
constitution that was drawn up by Gregory Pacurianus (Bakuriani) shortly after he founded 
the house in 1083."
See Kiselkov's summary o f an archeological finding from a burial site at Bačkovo in 
1905. Claims were made at the time that the grave o f Patriarch Euthymius had been found,
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The L iterary Works of Patriarch Euthvmius:
Euthymius was the author o f several original hagiographie, 
panegyrical and epistolary works-some of which propagandized against 
the Manichaeans and the Bogomils־־and a church service.66 Modem 
scholarship has also attributed to him the status o f literary and 
orthographic reformer. This w ill be examined in detail below. Here we 
w ill deal with Euthymius' achievements as writer and opponent of heresies.
In addition to the four saints' lives translated and analyzed in this 
study, Euthymius was the author of four panegyrics: 1) the panegyric to 
Constantine and Helena, 2) to Nedela, 3) to Michael of Potuka, and 4) to 
John, bishop o f Polybotum. There are also four extant epistles by 
Euthymius in addition to those which were presumably written by him but 
only extant in Greek (see above): two epistles to the monk Nicodemus of 
the Tismana Monastery in Romania, who asked his advise on ecclesiastical 
matters67; an epistle to Kiprian Camblak, archbishop of Russia, who 
addressed Euthymius on questions regarding ascetic life; and an epistle to 
Anthim, the metropolitan of the Hungario-Wallachian lands, to whom 
Euthymius responded in detail concerning moral questions.6** In addition to 
the vitæ, panegyrics and epistles, there is one extant service to Empress 
Theophano, consort o f the Byzantine Emperor Leo V I (886-912). 
Euthymius also did some translations of texts that have survived to our day. 
Most o f them are contained in the so-called S łużebnik o f Patriarch
but these claims were never substantiated. See В.С.Киселков, Патриарх Евтимий, 
София, 1938, рр.171175־.
66 The original and translated works of Euthymius are collected by Kałużniacki in his 
collection Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien Euthymius (1375-1393), Vienna, 1901; 
Reprint, London, 1971. A ll references throughout this dissertation to the works of 
Euthymius are taken from this collection and are cited by chapter number (Roman 
numerals) and page number (Arabic numerals).
For brief summaries on the content o f Euthymius' works, see В.С .Киселков, 
Патриарх Евтимий, София, 1938, рр.187-313.
 See V. Corovič, "Посланица бугарског патриарха JeBTHMnja Тисменском ל6
архимандриту Никодиму," Jужнословенсни филолог (1932-34): 162-165.
6^ See Syrku, op.cit,573-4 for a general discussion.
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Euthymius and appear in critical editions by both K a ł u ż n i a c k i 69 an(j 
Syrku.7® O f those translations in the Służebnik that Kałużniacki considers 
to be o f undisputable authorship ("unzweifelhafte Übersetzungen des 
Patriarchen Euthymius"71) are: 1) a prosthesis to the liturgy of John 
Chrysostom by Patriarch Philotheos72, 2) the prayer on the turning away 
o f Epidemius73, 3) a prayer on the occasion of the induction of a new 
bishop, archbishop or metropolitan74, 4) a prayer o f thanks and earnest 
supplication75, 5) a prayer on the beginning of a new indiction76, 6) a 
prayer on the onset o f a drought77, 7) a prayer for the emperor/tsar.78 
Other translations contained in the Służebnik that appear in Kałużniacki's 
edition he considers to be of questionable authenticity; these are classified 
by Kałużniacki as "zweifelhafte Übersetzungen".These are: 1) a liturgy of 
John Chrysostom79, and 2) two liturgies of Basil the Great.80 There are 
also various translated prayers contained in the S łu że b n ik  and an 
introduction to the Służebnik, all of which do not appear in Kałużniacki 's
36
69 See E.Kałużniacki, Werke, 279-436.
70 See П.А.Сырку, H истории исправления книг в Болгарии в XIV веке, 
том 2, Литургические труды патриарха Евтимия, Санкт-П етербург, 
1890; Reprint, London: Variorum Reprints, 1972.
7 1 Kałużniacki, op .c it, vi.
72 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit., 283-306; and Сырку, op.cit., 1-31.
73 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit., 335-340; and Сырку, op.cit., 78-81.
74 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit., 341-343; and Сырку, op.cit., 81-82.
75 Cf. Kałużniacki, op .cit, 344-345; and Сырку, op.cit., 83-84.
76 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit, 346-350; and Сырку, op.cit., 84-86.
77 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit, 351-352; and Сырку, op.cit., 86-87.
78 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit., 353-354; and Сырку, op.cit., 88.
79 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit, 357-373; and Сырку, op.cit., 32-44.
80 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit, 374-402; and Сырку, op .c it, 44-65.
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edition but do appear in Syrku's edition.81 Two other liturgies translated 
by Euthymius but not included in the S łużebnik are 1) the liturgy of 
James, which Kałużniacki believed definitely to have been translated by 
Euthymius82, and 2) the liturgy of Peter, which appears only in Syrku's 
edition.83
Camblak emphasizes in his panegyric that, as a writer, Euthymius 
had come to enjoy fame throughout the Slavic-speaking lands84 and that he 
had distinguished himself as a teacher of his people.85 Camblak also 
explicitly states that Euthymius protected the Orthodox faith in Bulgaria 
against the "various heresies", including the "Saracen" heresy (i.e. 
Islam).86 Moreover, the epistles in Greek mentioned above demonstrate 
that Euthymius was active in combatting Bogomilism.87 The Bogomils, as 
well as the Manichaeans and the Armenians, became the focus of 
Euthymius' theological polemic in the Life of Hilarion of Moglena.88
37
81 See Сырку, op.cit, 66-109 and 110-148, respectively.
82 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit, 307-334; and Сырку, op.cit, 179-218.
83 See Сырку, op.cit, 221-231.
84 See fn.53.
85 See fn.52.
86 "ovi ubo ra z liln y x  erese) jako o t jazb svobaźdaaxę są, ovi že Sarakinskago 
nećbstia tbm? otbégaaxç" (X X ,58, lines 14-16) = "Some freed themselves [under 
Euthymius' guidance] from various heresies as from a knot and others fled the darkness of 
the Saracen heresy."
87 С ы рку, o p .c it,552. For general inform ation on the Bogomil movement, cf. 
D.Obolensky, The Bogomils, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1948; 
Д.Ангелов, Богомилството в България, София: Наука и изкуство, 1980; 
I Dujčev, "I Bogomili nei paesi slavi e la loro storia," In Medioevo bizantino-slavo.,vol.l, 
251-282, Storia e letteratura, raccolta di studi e testi, 102, Rome: Edizioni di storia e 
letteratura, 1965; P.Kolendarov, "On the In itia l Hearth and Centre o f the Bogomil 
Teaching," Byzantinobulgarica 6 (1980): 237-242; and Janko Lavrin, "The Bogomils and 
Bogomilism," Slavonic Review 8 (1929-1930): 269-283. J.Fine offers a fresh look at the 
actual representation o f the group on the Balkans in his study "The Size and Significance of 
the Bulgarian Bogomil Movement," East European Quarterly 11, no.4 (Winter, 1977): 
385-412.
88 See our translation in Section П, chapter 3.
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According to Camblak, Euthymius also countered the pro-Barlaamite 
faction in Bulgaria. In chapter X II of Camblak's panegyric we meet Piron 
(or Piropul), who is pro-Nestorian, pro-Barlaamite and an Iconoclast. He 
comes to Tmovo from Constantinople to spread his beliefs amongst the 
Bulgarians. Despite his efforts to sway the people of Tmovo away from 
Orthodoxy, they are saved and preserved from heresy through Euthymius’ 
prayers.89
Concerning the general nature of Euthymius' activities against 
heresies, Turdeanu writes the following:
Dans ks jours ténébreux que vivait alors la Bulgarie, la mission du 
patriarche de Tmovo se révéla particulièrement difficile. De nombreuses 
hérésies se faisaient jours dans le chaos moral du siècle. Euthyme s'éleva 
contre elles par des écrits et des sermons. Contre la décadence des moeurs 
et la ségrégation de la famille par les divorces et par la vie en marge des 
lois, le Patriarche mena une lutte qui retentit non seulement dans le milieu 
de la capitale, mais aussi au delà du Danube, où le métropolite de Vaia-
chie, Anthime, suivait son example.90
Dinekov interprets Euthymius' activities in teaching against the heresies as 
the result o f an illusion that Bulgaria could be saved from its demise or fall 
by the restoration of morality and by the renewal of monasticism through 
asceticism and quietude (i.e. the doctrine of Hesychasm).91 This may 
indeed be the case, and i f  it is, then our own assertion regarding the
38
89 "na ve likç  bédu kolébaxu prāvosi a vnoe stado, poneže obyíe poslušnoe ravné 
i  v dobrÿx i  v> z lyx  revnovati načalbstvujuštim. Cto ubo nebesnyj опт! êlovék-b? 
Ąko s i•  u v é d l, trçbam  svąś tenn i кь onéx upodobivb svoj gortanb, im iže  
Erixonbskya stény padośa, i sta męźbsky к  n iz ložen iju  gub ite ls tva  onogo, 
dlbjnemb lju d i zb iraą  ѵъ сгЫ коѵь i  s ix  potvrbźdaą, nastavląą, reśtaą 
nedoumćnnaą, oblićaą zlyą pievel y, ѵъ noétex že, molą są st> slezami, prośaśe 
ST>vyśe ot boga pomoétej ” (Заі,46,lines 13-22).
90 Turdeanu, op .c it,69.
91 Динеков, "Евтимий Търновски," 288: "Евтимий се е стремел да помогне 
на страната в тия тежки дни, да запази кораба на държавата от все 
повече приближаващата се катастрофа...Той живее с илюзията, че това 
може да стане чрез отстраняване на нравствената поквара и издигане 
морала на населението (оттук борбата му срещу упадъка на брака срещу 
разводите, срещу разпуснатостта на нравите по време на храмовите 
празници в околните търновски манастири); чрез обновяване на 
монашеството по пътя на аскетизма и исихазма."
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distinctly different role played by Hesychasm in Bulgaria as opposed to 
Byzantium is corroborated: namely, that Hesychasm for fourteenth-century 
Bulgaria served primarily as a means of combatting ascetic laxity and 
threatening heresies; whereas in Byzantium, Hesychasm came to the 
forefront o f religious discussion because of conflicts within the Church.92
The L ite ra ry  Reforms of Euthvmius: New Translations and a 
Revised Orthography:
As a religious writer, Hesychast, and church prelate, Euthymius has 
received much attention in medieval Slavic studies. Within the realm of his 
activities as a writer, Euthymius is credited with having imbued his 
writings with the spirit o f Hesychasm, and it has often been claimed that 
Euthymius' own committment to express Hesychastic tenets in his writings 
gave rise to a "new style" o ־־ especially his hagiographie works ־־ f 
ornamental prose known as "word-weaving" or "pletenie sloves". The 
question o f whether this style was indeed new and to what extent, i f  any, it 
had anything to do with the quietisi movement forms the central focus of 
this study.
A. Camblak's Account
There arc other aspects of Euthymius' career that must be addressed 
here. In addition to being credited with the innovation and elaboration of a 
literary style that was connected with the Hesychasts, Euthymius is also 
celebrated for the establishment of the so-called "Tmovo School", where 
presumably he undertook new translations of texts and an orthographic 
reform. In his panegyric, Camblak makes no mention of an orthographic 
reform, but he states clearly that Euthymius made new translations of 
"divine books" from Greek texts because the existing Slavonic translations 
were incorrect93; moreoever, Camblak complains that these bad
39
92 This concept is dealt with in Section IV , chapter 1 of this study.
93 "Kotoraa sia? P répisanie božbstvnyx knigb o t EUadskago ązyka na 
B litgarskyj. I da ne kto, slyáavb sia glagoląśta mą, vbznepåtuetb nas o t is tin y  
v>né isxo d iti, za eže knigamb Blbgarskym mnogymi lé ty  star éj šim  i o t samyx 
naćąlb k rkátenia ązyka onogo sęśtim, nç i  velikago ѵъ svątyx sego, samyą tyą 
učivša kn igy, daźe do d lb ln ij naáixb dostigšago. Vém sie i azb i néstb inako" 
(IX ,40, lines 22-28; 41, line 1).=
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translations were not only simple in style but had distorted the meaning of 
the church dogmas, resulting in heresies and the perishing of Bulgarian 
souls.94
As we have already seen above, Euthymius translated some liturgical 
and paraliturgical texts as well. Camblak also states clearly that Euthymius 
had studied the early Slavic translations of sacred books; so in this way, 
presumably, Euthymius was able to compare the content that he had 
learned from them with the Greek originals that he would have seen either 
in Bulgaria or during his eight years abroad in Constantinople and on 
Mount Athos. The meaning o f this passage from Camblak leads us to 
conclude that even if  Euthymius indeed undertook an orthographic reform
40
"What are these matters? The translation o f the divine books from the Hellenic language 
into Bulgarian. And let no one who hears these things think that I have led us away from 
the truth, for the Bulgarian books are many years older and have been in existence since the 
very beginning o f the baptism o f the people. But this man [Euthymius], great among holy 
men, who has reached even unto our days, studied these very books. I know this and it is 
no other way." (English translation taken from Goldblatt, op.cit.,33)
Nç р״ 94 гь ѵ іі prévodite le, i l i  za eže Ellinskago ązyka že i ućenia ne ѵ  ь копесь־
védéti i l i  za eže svoego ązyka debelosti s lu ž iti, ąźe izdaśą knigy, nesložny ѵ־ъ 
réõex javiśą są i razum éniju g rx ìbsky ix  pisani) nesiglasny, debelstvom  že 
svązany i  ne g ladky къ  tećeniju  glagolbnomu i tbkm o ot eže im enovati są 
blagočli>Jstivyix kn igy vérnoe im éxç, mnog že vréd ѵъ n ix  kryaśe są i is tinnym  
dogmatom sa p ro tiv le n ie . Térnie  mnogy eresi o t s ix  proizydośą, jaže v is é  
drevnéa v to ry j sT»j zakonopodavecb upraznivb, jakože n^kyą bogopisannyą 
sk riža li, s* vy  so ty  umnyą gory s^śed i rękama nosą, im iže i tru d i są, cr [ъ ik v i 
prédastb skroviá te  ѵ г  is tin n ç  nebesnoe, v is é  nova, v is é  čbstna, evaggeliu 
s-bglasna, nepokolébim a ѵъ kréposti dogmatom, jako živa voda blagoćbstivyx 
dušām, jako nožb eretićkskym  ązykom, jako ognb téx licom , i ѵъріа§е s־b Pavi om: 
Drevnéa mimoidośą, se byśą v is é  nova.“  (IX ,41, lines 2-18) =
"But the first translators, either because they were not fu lly acquainted with the Hellenic 
language and doctrine or because they made use o f the coarse [elements] in their own 
language, brought forth books which revealed themselves to be simple in the expressions 
and not consonant with the meaning o f the Greek Scriptures. [These books] were compiled 
in a coarse way and were rough in the flow of expressions. And only because they were 
called holy books were they accepted as correct But they concealed in themselves many 
errors and were not in agreement with the true dogmas. Thereupon many heresies arose 
from them. When he [Euthymius] had destroyed all the old [books], this second lawgiver, 
descending from atop o f the spiritual mountain and carrying in his hands [the books] 
(similar to the Tablets written by God) at which he had labored, delivered to the Church in 
truth a heavenly treasure—all new, all true, in accord with the Gospel, unshakable in the 
force o f the dogmas, like the water o f life  for the souls of the pious, like a knife for the 
tongues o f the heretics, like fire fo r their [heretics'] faces. And he cried out with Paul: The 
old has passed away. Behold! Everything has become new’ [2 Cor.5:17].'" (English 
translation taken from Goldblatt, op.cit. ,33).
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that aimed to archaize the codification of Church Slavonic in what was 
perceived at the time to be the Cyrillo-Methodian state o f the language, he 
was clearly dissatisfied with the content of the texts that had been written in 
the generation just after the Cyrillo-Methodian mission.95
Mathiesen underlines the fact that the "metalinguistic tradition" of 
the Cyrillo-Methodian period is quite different from the "metalinguistic 
tradition" o f the Euthymian period; and this difference helps to explain 
why Euthymius would have considered a linguistic reform to be necessary. 
While the Cyrillo-Methodian metalinguistic tradition was concerned with 
shaping and establishing a Slavic vernacular for religious purposes, the 
Euthymian metalinguistic tradition was primarily focused on ensuring that 
that vernacular (Church Slavonic) enjoy equal prestige with Greek:
Under the Euthymian tradition the norms of Church Slavonic were reshaped 
not so much in response to the structures o f various languages — Greek, 
earlier types o f Church Slavonic, or Slavic vernaculars — as in defense against 
the ever-present danger of accidentally heretical expression and the threatening 
prestige o f the Greek metalinguistic tradition. Church Slavonic was no longer 
simply another language, a vehicle o f communication and communion with 
men and God, but an icon o f given theological truth as well. And this icon 
was primarily visual rather than auditory, for only the written form of Church 
Slavonic, with its system of antistoecha, was really capable o f serving as such 
an icon; the spoken form of Church Slavonic, with its numerous cases of 
theologically dangerous homophony, would have to pattern itself after the 
written form to be able to serve in this capacity...Under the spell o f these 
attitudes the artificial character of Church Slavonic ceased to be a mere fact, 
and became a part o f the ardently desired ideal which created the Euthymian
tradition.9**
95 In her doctoral dissertation, ("The History and Historiography o f the Second South 
Slavic Influence," Yale University, 1977) M. Iovine summarizes the scholarship on the 
topic. On page 15, she writes: "According to a generally accepted view in the 
historiographic tradition, Euthymius and his school, with the support and approval o f the 
Bulgarian monarch, initiated a program of orthographic reform in the written Church Slavic 
language o f the fourteenth century Bulgaria. They also undertook a comprehensive 
correction o f the liturgical books through the usage o f the Cyrillo-Methodian tradition and 
the original Greek texts as models. Euthymius and his followers produced numerous 
retranslations, completely new translations, and their own original works clothed in a 
newly elaborated rhetorical style."
9^ R.Mathiesen, "The Inflectional Morphology of the Synodal Church Slavonic Verb," 
Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, 1972, p.378־.
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The concern that Church Slavonic enjoy equal prestige with Greek is 
articulated in passages from extant writings of some learned Slavs of 
Euthymius' day. Clearly there was not only concern that the existing 
Slavonic translations of Greek texts were inaccurate (a fear that is 
expressed explicity by Konstenečki), but also the concern that Church 
Slavonic lacked the refinement and elegance of Greek. This opinion is 
voiced by the monk Isaiah in the colophon to his Church Slavonic 
translation of the works of St. (Pseudo) Dionysius the Areopagite made in 
1371 on Mount Athos: "And our Slavonic language was well made by God, 
for all that God makes is very good, but in the absence of the love of 
learning of men zealous of words it was not dignified with science 
(xytrosti) [as the Greek language was]."97
The other important primary source from the generation after 
Euthymius is Konstantin Kostenečki's Skazanie.98 He offers additional 
information regarding the decline of books in Bulgaria.99 He also refers to 
Euthymius as the "ve liky i xudoznikb slovénskyix pismenb" ("the great 
master of Slavic letters") and the "kur evtim ie ѵь tyx  stranb xudoznéisii 
b ys " ("Kurios Euthymius was the most masterful/artistic in those 
lands"). 100
Based on the passage from Camblak's account that have been given 
above, it seems that Euthymius was motivated to undertake his book 
reform when he realized the extent to which the existing translations had 
distorted the content o f the original Greek. It could be that Euthymius was 
inspired to follow  the example set by a monk named John the Elder, a 
Bulgarian who lived on Mount Athos. Dinekov suggests the possibility that
00056353
42
97 English translation quoted from Mathiesen, ibid., p.27. Original Slavonic passage can 
be found in Ljubom ir Stojanovil, Stari srpski zapisi i  natp isi, Srpska kraljevska 
akadēm ija. Zborni к  za is to riju , jez ik i kn jiževnost srpskoga naroda, Prvo 
odeljenje : Spomenici na srpskom jeziku, I I I ,  Belgrade, 1903, pp. 41-44, 
(no.4944).
98 See fn.2.
99 "ѵъ tr in o v s k y ix  stranax pismena pogybla byla sutb" (as quoted in Syrku, 
op.cit.,560) = "in the Tmovo lands and environs, literary pursuit had perished"
100 Quoted in Сырку, op.ciL, 560.
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when Euthymius travelled to the Holy Mount, he found there some living 
pupils o f John. The libraries of Athos, writes Dinekov, contain his 
manuscripts.101 Apparently John had undertaken translations from Greek 
into Bulgarian and, like Euthymius after him, devised the new goal of re- 
editing books in order to correct existing translations. We do not, however, 
have proof that Euthymius knew of John's works, but one must consider 
the possibility that he might have been inspired by John to undertake his 
own book reform.102
The Life o f Theodosius reveals to us that another pupil of 
Theodosius, Dionysius, a contemporary and fellow student of Euthymius, 
was also engaged in the translation of books from Greek into Slavonic.103 
The account lauds in particular his skill in rendering the content o f the 
original into Slavonic; it was executed, the author writes, "very artfully 
and marvelously." Among the works that Dionysius translated was John 
Chrysostom's Map7apí׳n 1ç ("The Pearl").104 Another contemporary of 
Euthymius who wrote on issues of language was the Bulgarian-born Jewish 
scholar Judah Leon Mosconi. Mosconi was bom in Oxrid in 1328 and
101 Динеков, “Евтимий Търновски," 286-7.
102 Iovine, op.cit, 188, also suggests that a literary reform, such as the one undertaken by 
Euthymius, could conceivably have already been started on Athos; and she points 
specifically to the translating activities of "starec loan". For a bibliography o f other 
scholars' work on the literary tradition of Starec loan, see Iovine, 377, fn.547-9.
И.Богданов (Нратка история, 139) goes as far as to posit that it  was precisely 
during this period on Athos that Euthymius became aware of a need to reform Middle 
Bulgarian orthography. He writes: "Поразен още на Атон от правописния хаос в 
каноническите книги, от смесицата в езиковите форми, Евтимий се заема 
да уеднакви правописа на литургическите книги, да наложи единство в 
езика." While this is a reasonable assumption, we do not know at what point Euthymius 
felt it necessary to conduct a reform. Furthermore, Bogdanov's statement assumes that the 
state o f Bulgarian orthography at this period was still "chaotic." As is discussed below (see 
fn.109), there exists the possibility that an orthographic reform was already well under way 
by the time o f Ivan Alexander's reign.
mužb nékyi ćjudbnb i dêlomb i žitiem״ 103 b, d ion is ie  tomu іте...ѵч> pisani 
prémudrk. blojžļejstvlenjnoe že pisanie oboju ezyku grbčbskoe že i  slovenskoe 
na ezycé nose, ѵъ razumé glbbokb iméaáe že i darb o t boga o t e llinskago na 
slovenskyl préiagati егукь xytré že i ijudné. i mnogy kn igy p rč lož iv , crkovnoe 
ukrasi STÄtoanie" (ХП.18, lines 8, 16-20)
104 See Сырку, op.cit,248, fn.2.
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travelled extensively throughout the Mediterranean. His linguistic 
philosophy, as described by Fine, resembles closely that of Euthymius:
A philosopher and metaphysician, he [Mosconi] also wrote comment- 
aries on the Pentateuch and, like his Slavic contemporary Euthymius of 
Tmovo, was interested in grammar and believed incorrect interpretations 
o f scripture often resulted from neglect o f i t  He left among his many 
works an unfinished treatise on grammar.105
The common source of inspiration for both Euthymius and 
Dionysius could have come from earlier trends that had been established in 
the Tmovo capital during their boyhood. There is evidence that suggests 
that Patriarch Theodosius II of Bulgaria (1348-1371)—not to be confused 
with Euthymius' spiritual father and fellow Hesychast—either completed 
himself or oversaw the making of new manuscripts to be sent to the 
Bulgarian Zograph Monastery at Athos. There is an extant letter from 
Patriarch Theodosius to his brothers on Athos that accompanied some 
manuscripts that he was sending to them.106 The English text of the letter 
reads as follows:
[From] Theodosius, [who is] by the grace of God, patriarch o f the royal 
city o f Tmovo and o f all Bulgarians. A letter to my good brothers who 
lived on the Holy Mount o f Athos, in the monastery o f St. George, the 
holy ascetic and vanquisher in Christ — also referred to as the Zograph 
Monastery — where I was educated in the prayer o f the holy ascetic 
George and o f our holy and pious father. And though my life  be 
corporeal, with your divine prayers may God grant that it be spiritual [i.e. 
eternal]. I have sent Your Grace [presumably the hegemon of the 
monastery] these two divinely inspired books-the Gospel o f the Lord 
God and our Savior Jesus Christ according to [the book of] John, and the 
Book o f S t Nikon [commentaries o f the Lord's commandments]-that 
you should have them and read them for your solace and benefit and so
that you should be mindful of our hum ility.107
44
105 Fine, The Late Medieval Balkans, 450.
106 The text is reproduced in Иван Дуйчев,/Y.3 старата българска книжнина, 
том 2, София: Хемус, 1944, р. 171.
׳ 107 T h e  original text reads as follows: ,Teodosi© m lijllo lstią  blojźią p atriarx ' 
crigrad ' trnova i v sém ’ bl garom v  IDobJrirm» braltiam ' posiani Je ѵъ síé i goré 
atonstéi źivęlśtHm־b v>  monastiri stgo velikom čnka i pobédonosca xsva georgia 
glelmjém'k Zograíi. ideźe są агъ v 1>spitan» Imljtvami stgo velikom cnka georgia i 
prpodbnyx i bgonosnyx otcb naáix i ešte ѵт> iivo té  т о е т ъ  aśte i télesné. nç 
m ltvam i vaáim i stym i da spodbnt' gì» b> i dáevné pripustix  vašej sti né dvé 
knizé bgod-bxnovénné się. bl go vés ti e ga ba i spsa naśego iu xa eźe ot ioanna i
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Whether these manuscripts were new translations or simply copies of 
existing ones cannot be ascertained from the letter. What this letter does 
permit us to conclude, however, is that Tmovo was an important center 
that not only benefitted and flourished under the influence of established 
Athonite Orthodox culture; but, more significantly, Tmovo enjoyed a 
symbiotic relationship with Athos, supplying it —and not just extracting 
from it — the fruits of their literary activities.108
Talev, repeating theories of scholars before him, posits that the 
process of a literary and orthographic reform in Bulgaria started as early 
as the reign of Ivan Asen II (1218-1241) and continued throughout the 
fourteenth century.109 Indeed, the colophons o f the Acts and the Epistles as
45
knigç stgo nikona tlbkovania zapovédem’ gninn> jako da im ate da pročitaete ѵ  ь־
utêáenie i  polzç vaš$. i  naše smérenie pominaete."
108 V.Gjuzelev stresses the importance of Veliko Tmovo as a religious cultural center for 
the Serbs, Hungaro-Wallachians and Russians that was on a par with Constantinople and 
Mount Athos. See В. Гюзелев, Духовната култура на среновековна България 
през I I I I - I I V  в., София: Народна процвета, 1985, pp. 67-69. See also 
Дмитрий Полывянный, "Тырновград глазами средневекового современ- 
ника," Търновска ннижовна школа, том 4, 262-269, София: БАН, 1985. Не 
writes that he maintains that the notion o f "Tmovo, the Third Rome" factored in the 
medieval political consciousness (p.265). For general information on the role and prestige 
o f medieval Tmovo, see also И.Дуйчев, "Търново като политически и духовен 
център през късното средновековие," Археология 8.3 (София, 1966): 1-9.
109 See Talev, op.cit., 366-7: "Revisions o f Bulgarian texts and language was a process 
which must have begun with the political unification o f Bulgaria under loan Asen (1218- 
1241) and the re-establishment of the Church Slavic liturgy in connection with the 
restoration o f the Tmovo Patriarchate in 1235. This process o f revision o f the Church 
Slavic books continued through the entire 14th century. By 1337 and 1355/6, when loan 
Aleksander s Psalter and Four Gospels were written, the orthographic, grammatical and 
lexical norms of the 14th-century Middle Bulgarian literary language were firm ly 
established."
A summary of the scholarship on this subject done before Talev may be found in 
Iovine, op.cit,377, fn.542: "In the recent historiographic tradition, this opinion has been 
put forward by Mośin, M u lić , and Talev, among others (cf.fns.24, 25 and 536). We 
should also make note of the comments o f A.I. Jacimirskij and K.Radčenko who, at the 
beginning o f this century, denied the originality of the Euthymian reform. According to 
Jacimirsluj, the comparison o f the Euthymian orthography with that o f 'Middle Bulgarian' 
texts o f the thirteenth to fourteenth century showed that Euthymius was not an innovator 
but merely made the texts more uniform by systematizing the orthography under the 
influence o f the correct Athonite texts (Jacimirskij 1904 [Григогий Цамблак: очерк 
его жизни, административной и книжной деятельности ], 388-402). 
Radčenko IРелигиозное и литературное движение в Болгарии в эпоху
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well as the Gospel of 1356, which were ordered by Tsar Ivan Alexander 
fo r his royal library, both state specifically that these works were 
translated from Greek (and not simply copies from earlier Church Slavonic 
translations).110
Many scholars have made observations that concur with the view that 
new translations were being carried out before Euthymius, even as early as 
the re-establishment o f the Bulgarian Kingdom (the so-called Втората 
Държава, or Second Empire) under Ivan Asen II. D. Lang, for example, 
writes:
The reestablishment of Bulgarian independence under the Assen family 
towards the end o f the twelfth century after nearly two centuries o f 
Byzantine domination, w ith consequent discouragement o f Slavonic 
vernacular literature heralded a revival in Bulgarian literary activity.
Under Tsar Ivan Assen I I  (1218-41), some magnificent Slavonic 
manuscripts were copied and illustrated. Approximately to this period 
belong[s] the Bologna Psalter.111
Mathiesen points to the fact that new translations were certainly being made 
in Bulgaria by the beginning of the fourteenth century:
By the start o f the fourteenth century...Church Slavonic grammar and 
textual criticism had become objects o f the greatest interest This newly 
awakened interest found its expression in the revision or retranslation o f a 
number o f works already available in Church Slavonic, in the 
unprecedented care taken by scribes to provide texts "o f the new 
recension" (novago izvoda) or "o f the correct recension o f Mount Athos" 
(izvoda svetogorskoga pravoga), and ocassionally in  even more 
ambiguous critical projects.11^
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перед турецким завоеванием, Киев, I898J likewise declared that the possibility o f 
precedents for Euthymius' reform was very likely. In his opinion, the texts written and 
copied for Tsar John Alexander presented already a fairly consistent system o f orthographic 
usage. (Radienko, 320, 332-3)."
110 The colophons for each are given by Syrku (Сырку, op.cit, 433, 437-8).
111 D.Lang, The Bulgarians: From Pagan Times to the Ottoman Conquest, Boulder: 
Westview Press, 1976, pp.116-7. For photographic reproductions o f sample folia from 
manuscripts o f this period, see А. Джурова, Хипяда години българска ръкописна 
книгаЮ рнамент и миниатюра, София: Изд. Септември, 1981, plates 72-116; 
for fo lia specifically from the Bologna Psalter, see plates 72-74. See also И.Дуйчев, 
Болонски Псалтир. Български книжовен паметник от X III век, София: 
Б АН. 1968.
112 Mathiesen, op.cit, 22.
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M.Iovine also upholds the view that an orthographic reform was underway 
in the court o f Ivan Alexander:
Tsar John Alexander, as we have indicated, had skilled copyists working 
fo r him to produce books for his personal library sometime before the 
Euthymian program began. The Laurenti an copy (1348) o f the monk 
Xrabr's treatise on the language [O pismenex] is a particularly significant 
example o f this activity carried out under John Alexander's patronage. I f  
we compare the orthography and way o f writing o f the tsar's scribes with 
those o f Euthymius and his school, we find that most o f the innovations 
attributed to Euthymius' reform can already be identified in earlier texts 
produced during the reign of John Alexander and e a r l i e r .  1
While Talev finds textual evidence to support the notion that 
orthographic norms were already being established in Bulgaria in the 
decades before Euthymius' career, he goes too far in disclaiming any 
involvement on the part o f Euthymius in the process o f revising the 
literary language.114 As we w ill demonstrate in the next sub-section of this 
chapter, Kostenečki gives us ample information to infer that Euthymius 
was concerned with and undertook measures to reform or to continue a 
reform of the literary language. Regarding the use of "word-weaving", we 
w ill establish in this study that Euthymius1 writings represent a culmination 
of Slavic imitations of Byzantine high style, but the point is that Slavs had 
been making attempts to imitate this style since the earliest period of their 
literary activities as is evidenced in the original works of such East Slavic 
writers as Metropolitan H ilarion and C yril o f Turov. Evidence also 
suggests that measures had already been taken prior to Euthymius to 
standardize the orthography and to introduce certain archaizing tendencies 
at least as early as the reign of Ivan Alexander. In this context, Euthymius 
must be viewed not as the innovator o f a Bulgarian orthographic reform, 
but, as with the employment of "word weaving", as one who contributed to 
a tendency already under way. M.Iovine suggests that the linguistic reform
113 Iovine, op.ciL,187.
П 4 Talev, op.cit., 174, writes: "There was no spelling reform carried out by the 14th- 
century Bulgarian Patriarch, Euthymius o f Ternovo. His 'orthographic' and 'grammatical' 
reform of the Bulgarian literary language is one of those 19th-century myths, created in the 
literature at a time when very little was yet known about the entire epoch."
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associated with the Euthymian period can be viewed as part of a larger 
trend that encompassed not just the Byzantine "Palaeologan" Renaissance 
(during which there was a push to "Atticize" Byzantine Greek to make it 
resemble a more archaic state of the language115) but also concurrent 
Western European movements such as the fourteenth-century questione 
della lingua in Italy, which was focused on the need to establish a linguistic 
norm.116
I f  one examines Camblak's panegyric in isolation, the only motive 
for Euthymius’ book reform that can be construed from the text is his 
concern over the heresies that had resulted from the incorrect Slavonic 
translations. The conclusion to be reached, therefore, from Camblak's 
account is that Euthymius was singularly motivated by a desire to preserve 
Orthodoxy in Bulgaria by routing out heresies through corrected religious 
texts. While Euthymius no doubt believed this to be true, all o f the 
heretical movements that challenged the Bulgarian Church, including 
Bogomilism, had been formed before the Slavic Christian period and, 
consequently, before the existence of Slavic translations of Greek Christian 
texts. Euthymius' motives for undertaking his reform and writing original 
texts were, to a large extent, rooted in a sincere desire to raise the level of 
Bulgarian Orthodox literary culture and to save those that might, through 
the errors contained in incorrect translations of Greek texts, be led 
astray.117
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115 See fh.122 below.
116 M.Iovine, op.cit, 194. She writes: "We should point out here that the problem of the 
language facing the Slavs during the period o f the Second South Slavic Influence was 
analogous to the more famous questione della lingua which developed at approximately the 
same time in Italy among the Humanists. Both the age o f textual criticism in the West and 
the period o f ispravlenie knig in the Slavic East were inspired by a common tradition 
which had its roots in Byzantine sources." For another study which draws parallels 
between the activities of the Tmovo School and intellectual questions in fourteenth-century 
Italy, see R.Picchio, "Early Humanistic Trends in the Tumovo School," in Bulgaria, Past 
and Present, 255-260, Columbus, Ohio: American Association for the Advancement of 
Slavic Studies, 1976.
117 H.Goldblatt, op.cit.,24-25, emphasizes Euthymius' religious motive for undertaking 
his reform: "This conviction o f Euthymius [that the public welfare, morality and purity of 
the Orthodox faith were dependent on the accuracy and literary qualities o f the sacred 
books] obliged him, together with his collaborators, to undertake an immense revision of 
Slavic religious texts and led to the introduction o f a language (above all, orthographic)
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One must also consider the political motive that Euthymius might 
also have had for undertaking his reform. The jurisdiction of the Tmovo 
patriarchate had already been reduced by a decision on the part of Ivan 
Stracim ir (Ivan Alexander's eldest son by his firs t w ife, whom he 
divorced) to cut his territory o f Vidin o ff from Tmovo’s control118, and 
Dobrudja was also put under the authority of Constantinople's patriarch. 
Euthymius must have at least in part been interested in demonstrating to 
Constantinople his own indispensability and the indisputable role of Tmovo 
as a leading cultural and religious center. The implication of this political 
message would be that Euthymius was endeavoring to prevent any further 
fragmentation o f the power o f the Bulgarian Church. 119
As we have stated above, Euthymius' alleged innovation of a specific 
literary style ("word-weaving") connected with Hesychasm w ill constitute 
the main focus o f this study. Any doubts, however, regarding the existence 
o f a book reform conducted by Euthymius must be put aside after 
considering the following facts. Euthymius did make translations of Greek 
texts; we know this, for many of them are extant. Furthermore, there must
49
'reform' which aimed to establish a pure and unified linguistic norm for all the lands o f 
Orthodox Slavdom."
See also R.Picchio, "The Impact o f Ecclesiastical Culture on Old Russian Literary 
Techniques," in Medieval Russian Culture, 249-279, California Slavic Studies 12, 
Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University o f California Press, 1984. On page 253 
Picchio writes: "TTie best-known aspect o f the Orthodox Slavic language question is 
represented by recurrent attempts to restore the 'purity' of the sacred medium into which it 
was claimed that the Slavic Scripture had originally been translated. In practice, every 
'revision o f the books' (ispravlenie knig, according to the formula provided almost a 
century ago by P.A. Syrku) expressed the concern o f a vigilant ecclesiastic authority to 
keep under control any possible deviation from the 'true word.' The external history o f 
Orthodox Slavic letters, that is, their changing status within Eastern Christianity, may be 
outlined on the basis o f the discussions that developed on the dignity and norm of the 
Slavonic (slovénbskyi ) language."
118 Fine (op .c it,367) writes: "Stracimir's recognition o f Hungarian suzerainty also 
enabled him to assert his independence from his father and subsequently to resist his 
brother IIvan  SišmanJ, toward whom he fe lt great bitterness throughout his life . 
Exercizing the freedom this Hungarian support gave him, John Stracimir now assumed the 
title o f tsar and removed his Church from the jurisdiction o f the Patriarch o f Tmovo and 
subjected it to the Patriarch of Constantinople. He also began coining his own money."
119 Dinekov (Динеков, "Евтимий Търновски," 288) seems to concur with this point 
by emphasizing that a ll o f Euthymius' activities with the reform were done in order to 
combat heresy and immorality and to protect the power of the Bulgarian Church.
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have been an officia lly sanctioned reform during his years at the Holy 
Trinity Monastery as hegemon. Camblak tells us explicitly that Euthymius 
made new translations into Slavonic of "divine books" because the old 
translations were faulty. For Camblak even to write that previous 
translations were inaccurate and led many Bulgarians to theological error 
would have in itself constituted a heresy had this not already been the 
received offic ia l position on the matter. Precisely what Euthymius re- 
translated is not known in its entirety, but he did carry out translations; and 
Camblak must have been expressing accurately the contemporary view on 
the pre-existing Slavonic translations.
As we have seen, the account by Camblak states unequivocally that 
Euthymius undertook a revision of translations òf certain religious texts 
from Greek into Bulgarian. It seems certain, however, that this measure 
must have involved more than simply the act of making new translations, 
but included the concept of an orthographic "reform". Perhaps this can be 
more accurately termed an orthographic "restoration" based on archaizing 
tendencies that sought to approximate the Church Slavonic of an earlier 
period, the period of the Cyrillo-Methodian missions to the Slavs.120 
Presumably, this restoration would result in a form of Slavonic that would 
be supranational and a lingua franca for all Slavs.121 The linguistic reform
120 For general information on the history of the missions by C yrill and Methodius to the 
Slavs, cf. for example V.Jagič, "The Conversion of the Slavs," in Cambridge Medieval 
History, V01.4, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1966; F.Dvomik, Byzantine 
Missions among the Slavs, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1970; The Slavs and 
Their Early History and Civilization, Boston: American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
1956, pp.165-169; D.Obolensky, "The Cyrillo-Methodian Mission: The Scriptorial 
Foundations," St.Vladimir Theological Quarterly 30,2 (1986): 101-116; G.Ostrogorsky, 
"Moravska misija i V izantij," Vizantija i  sloveni, vol.4, 59-78, Belgrade, 1970; A.Dos tá l, 
”Poíátky staroslovénského písem nictví a By zane/ Slavia 38, 4 (1969): 597-606.
121Syrku (Сырку, op.cit.,561-2) writes that Euthymius not only undertook an 
orthographic reform in order to correct texts, but he also wanted to make revisions so that 
they would be accessible to all the Slavs.
Iovine (op.cit.,53) writes: "The Euthymian linguistic reform aimed to establish a 
uniform Church Slavic literary language in the Balkan and Russian lands through the 
elimination o f those local tendencies which had been asserting themselves in the language 
o f the Orthodox Slavic community. Following the Greek and Cyrillo-Methodian models, 
the reformers sought to prevent the encroachments of the specifically ,Bulgarian', ,Serbian' 
or ,Russian' elements in the literary language. Thus they hoped to reestablish the old 
linguistic unity o f the epoch o f Cyril and Methodius by restoring the ,purity' o f the Church 
Slavic language and by creating for the Orthodox Slavic community, an o ffic ia l
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in Bulgaria ־־ whether it was initiated by or simply continued by Euthy- 
mius ־־ can be viewed as the Slavic reflection of similar tendencies in 
philology pursued by the Byzantines during the Palaeologan Renaissance. 
They, too, were seeking to purify and reestablish the integrity o f their 
literary language by reviving Attic Greek, or, rather, what they believed to 
be Attic Greek.122
Neither o f our sources, Camblak nor Kostenečki, states anything 
specific about an orthographic reform, but both (especially Kostenečki) 
provide sufficient information to infer one. Regarding the passage from 
Camblak's panegyric that we have already examined, Mathiesen and
supranational language which did not correspond to the written or spoken language o f any 
one locality within it "
122 This was merely one component o f a larger humanistic revival in Byzantium. For a 
detailed study on the period o f the Palaeologan Renaissance in Byzantine history and its 
impact on various art forms, cf. S.Runciman, The Last Byzantine Renaissance, Cam- 
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970; L.Bréhier, "La renovation artistique sous les 
Paleologues et le mouvement des idées," in Mélanges Charles Diehl, vol.2, Études sur 
l'histoire et sur l'art de Byzance, 1-10, Paris, 1930; M. Chatzidakis, "Classicisme et 
tendances populaire au XlVe siècle. Les recherches sur l'évolution du style," in Actes du 
XIVe Congrès International des Études Byzantines (6-12 septembre, 1971, Bucarest), 
v o l.l, 153-188, Bucharest: Editarai Academiei Republicii Socialiste România, 1974;
C.Krestev, "Sur la renaissance balkanique au X lIIe  et X lVe siècles," Actes du X lle  
Congrès International des Études Byzantines, vol.3, 205-211, Belgrade, 1964; Л.А. 
Фрейберг, Т.В.Попова, Византийская литература, эпохи расцвета, ІХ-ХѴ вв., 
Москва: АН СССР, 1978; А.Ф.Лосев, Эстетика Возрождения, Москва: АН 
СССР, 1978; and И.П.Медведев, Византийский гуманизм Х І Ѵ - Х Ѵ  вв., 
Москва: АН СССР, 1976.
It should be noted that this was not the first time Byzantine scholars and rhetors were 
fascinated with their classical past. During the 8th century A.D. Byzantium underwent its 
firs t Classical revival, the so-called "Macedonian Renaissance", during which schools 
endeavored to teach an elaborate prose style based on what was perceived at the time to be 
an accurate recreation o f Attic conventions o f prose. See Mango, Byzantium, The Empire 
o f New Rome, New York: Scribner, 1980, p.137.
M.Iovine (op.cit, 101-2) summarizes the philosophy behind the linguistic conservatism 
in 14th-century Byzantium during the Palaeologan Renaissance: "The archaizing, or 
'Atticizing' tendency encouraged by the educated writers of the last centuries of Byzantium 
was by no means a new development in the history o f the Greek literary language. The 
origins o f the 'A tticist movement' are to be found towards the end o f the first century B.C.
A t this time grammarians and theoreticians began to insist that the language should not be 
permitted to change and develop since, from their point o f view, the concept o f change 
implied decadence. Moreover, the only 'correct' Greek was declared to be that which was 
used by the establishment classical Attic writers. The koine, on the other hand, as both the 
common spoken language o f all layers of society and a distinct literary from itself, was 
rejected out of hand as vulgar and unlearned."
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Goldblatt offer insights that help us reconstruct what Euthymius' motives 
for continuing a literary reform may have been. Goldblatt sees Euthymius 
as having taken on his shoulders a moral responsibility to preserve the 
Slavic Christian literary heritage intact for his fellow Bulgarians, ipso facto 
preserving Orthodoxy intact for them as well:
In his Slovo poxvalno Gregory [Camblak] defines Euthymius' literary 
activity at the monastery o f the Holy T rin ity  as the "translation"
[p ré  p i san ie ] o f the divine books from the Hellenic language into 
Bulgarian. One should note that it would be a mistake to understand the 
word prépisanie in the narrow sense o f "rendering from one language to 
another." Euthymius had a broader, more fundamental mission, namely to 
ensure that the light o f divine truth, which had first been absorbed from 
the Greeks w ith the "baptism of the people," would continue to be 
transferred in its entirety to the Bulgarians. In order to preserve the 
pristine Orthodox tradition, Euthymius considered himself to be duty- 
bound to "rewrite" (Slav, p rè p is a ti, Gr. цгтогурбфеіѵ) the sacred 
"Bulgarian books", that is, to alter and correct what had been corrupted by
ignorant s c r i b e s .  !23
Mathiesen touches on the essence of the intimate tie between the word (here 
meant as a grammatical sense) and theological concepts described by words 
— i.e. the relationship between signifier and signified ־־ that must have 
existed in the mind of Euthymius and his contemporaries. I f  one assumes 
that such a tie exists, then heresy can be expressed not only through various 
theological concepts but even through the word itself:
[One] cause o f the new wave o f interest in Church Slavonic grammar 
and textual criticism seems to have been the popularity o f a particular 
concept o f heresy, which can be stated in modern terms as follows: not 
only can a thought or a belief be heretical, but also a symbol o f a 
thought or belief, even i f  what it symbolizes is not perceived or known.
This concept implies that the relationship between the signifying and the
signified is to a certain extent necessary, not arbitrary...124
B. Kostenečki's  Account
Kostenečki gives us much more information to infer an 
orthographic reform undertaken by Euthymius and his pupils. First o f all 
Kostenečki establishes that his own understanding of textual correction has
52
123 Goldblatt, op.cit, 33-34.
124 Mathiesen, op.cit, 28.
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as much to do with orthography as it does with textual content. Kostenečki 
states his purpose for writing his Skazanie in the preface. He reveals a 
conviction that the correct transmission and interpretation o f the 
theological message are inseparably linked with orthography125:
You who wish to write or teach...take notice that unless you first master 
the essence o f all these letters and marks, all your labors are in vain. I f  
you alter the position o f any one o f them, you transform the 
expression.12**
According to this view, each letter and diacritic mark itse lf is an 
autonomous religious sign. Any change to these autonomous signs alters the 
resulting signification of the whole text, which in itse lf is/ a heresy: 
"blasphemy in the letters is the enemy of God."127
Somewhat further on in the preface, Kostenečki echoes the same 
opinion expressed by Camblak in his Slovo poxvalno, that the many 
translations o f the Scriptures done in Slavonic were marred by error and 
led many astray:
The divine Scriptures have been brought forth from the Greek language 
many times by a host o f translators. Yet through a lack o f understanding 
the Scriptures have been corrupted continuously.128
and this is expressed again in chapter I:
And the reason for writing this treatise is far from minor, rather it has 
grown out o f the many evils that have endured for so long in the divine
Scriptures.129
In chapter III, Kostenečki makes the point again, but here the context of 
orthography is clearer than in the two preceding passages. Here the phrase
125 See Goldblatt, op.cit,216, note 11.
126 Goldblatt, op.ciL, 105.
127 Goldblatt, op.cit.,113, chap.II.
128 Goldblatt, o p .c it,106.
129 Goldblatt, op.cit,111.
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"writing in a corrupted manner" is to be understood as emendation and/or 
omission of letters and diacritics:
In our writings [as opposed to those o f the Greeks], however, even i f  one 
hundred books were gathered together, no two books would be found to 
be the same and correcL..Not only the letters and the antistixa but also 
such signs as the s'troka, meżdostroćye, dasjia, apostrofi», varija, 
oksija, and perispomeni are ommitted, transformed, or needlessly 
inserted...I am obliged to state that both those who write in a corrupted 
manner and what they write should be committed to the fire. 1 30
After having made his position quite clear as to the link between 
orthography and the correctness o f religious message, Kostenečki repeats 
it yet again in chapter XXVI, but this time it is discussed clearly in the 
context of the Tmovo School, stating explicitly that this kind of error in 
writing had already been eradicated there:
Yet how can unbelief not exist when so many blasphemies against God 
are introduced into the writings and when his commandments are 
violated?...Evil must first be eradicated in the capital city. That is why the 
Tmovites restored the principle first in the capital city o f Tmovo and then
in all their lands, 1̂ l
The notion of an orthographic reform in Tmovo is further supported by 
the information contained in the heading to chapter II of Kostenečki s 
Skazanie :
And how they [i.e. the Scriptures] were corrupted in our language, not 
only here[in Serbia-MH] but among the Bulgarians. Yet after these things
the Tmovites restored [them] perfectly in their own lands. * 32
Perhaps the single most important passage from Kostenečki that supports 
the idea that under Euthymius there was a policy to correct the Slavic 
translations of Greek texts through an orthographic reform, or restoration, 
is found in the body of chapter II:
And the letters had also been lost in the Tmovo lands, but the tsar and the
54
130 Goldblatt, op.cit., 117-8.
!31 Goldblatt, op.ciL,159.
132 Goldblatt, op.ciL,112.
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patriarch thought illum ination. And behold, how much good they did 
through this, and not only then and in their own lands. For their plantings 
and foundation are forever and even now illum inate the surrounding 
kingdoms. 133
By "tsar", Kostenečki is surely referring to either Ivan Alexander or to 
Ivan Sišman; and by "patriarch", to Euthymius. Talev has tried to 
demonstrate that Kostenečki was actually referring to a much earlier 
period in Bulgarian history, namely the period of Byzantine control of the 
country from 1018 to 1185, the period between the First and Second 
Bulgarian Empires.134 Talev writes that Kostenečki did not know the 
names of the patriarch and tsar "otherwise he would have given them."135 
Goldblatt offers an alternative explanation that should have been obvious to 
Talev, namely, that the names of the patriarch and tsar were so well known 
that it was unnecessary to state them.136 Furthermore, Euthymius is 
already mentioned by name several lines above in this passage, so 
Kostenečki would not have to have repeated his name. Given the fact that 
in the preface he refers specifically to letters (pismena) in the sense of 
components of language and not solely in the general sense of "literature" 
or "literary pursuits", we are then, I believe, justified in interpreting 
"pismena" as "letters" here. Consequently, we may understand that 
Euthymius (the "patriarch") saved the Bulgarian literary tradition through 
an orthographic reform and not merely through the carrying out of new 
translations.
Kostenečki implies Euthymius' involvement in an orthographic 
reform. He writes that he himself is an "imperfect master" at this endeavor 
to which he has set out in this treatise (i.e. elaborating a system of 
orthography) because he "did not reach [the level of] that great master of 
Slavic letters, the Tmovo patriarch Euthymius, who truly revealed himself
55
133 Goldblatt, op.ciL,114.
134 Talev, op.ciL, 170-73.
135  Talev, op.ciL,171
136 Goldblatt, 0p.ciL,219, note 19.
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to be and even now is a light for those lands as far as the river called 
Marica, and in the Scythian lands and Zagore."137
Euthymius left no treatise on the reasons, methods, or principles of 
his orthographic and literary reform, and we may assume that he never 
wrote such a treatise based on Kostenečki ,s statement:
Even among the many men wondrous in their words, no one has ventured
to concern himself with the art o f correction... 13^
...Though Euthymius was the most masterful one in the Tmovo lands, 
even he did not strive to write an affirmation of the letters similar to what 
can be found in Greek writings, but only some partial explanations.Yet 
because of his great authority, he had only to provide accurate instruction 
and lay the foundation of the doctrine. And evil was uprooted and no one
stood against him.13^
In the first passage, Kostenečki 's statement that no one before him had 
concerned himself with "the art of correction" is not to be interpreted to 
mean that Euthymius never concerned himself with orthographic reform, 
but rather, he never concerned himself with the "art" of it, i.e. he never 
produced an elaborated guideline or manual. And even though Euthymius 
never produced a similar treatise, Kostenečki, nevertheless, states that 
Euthymius provided some "partial" explanations of his orthographic 
reform and provided ample instruction to his pupils as to how to carry out 
the reform.
Both of our sources—Camblak and Kostenečki ־־ reveal a consistency 
in the information given about Euthymius' activities. Camblak focuses on
56
137 Goldblatt, op.ciL,114, chap.II.
1 3 8 Goldblatt, 0p .c iL .lll , chap.I.
1 3 9 Goldblatt, op.cit., 114, chap.II. Concerning Kostenečki s reference to "partial 
explanations" Goldblatt (op.cit.,220, note 22) writes: "Constantine seems to be 
distinguishing here between, on the one hand, a descriptive grammatical manual 
(utvr'bždenie) which could be used in the art o f scriptural restoration and, on the other 
hand, an ,explanatory' work (izbjavlenie) which would reveal the primary reason behind 
the need to restore the Slavic sacred texts. Judging from Constantine’s presentation, it 
seems that for Patriarch Euthymius the instruction of his pupils in the theoretical principles 
upon which linguistic standardization was based was of even greater importance than the 
compilation o f an ,affirmation of letters.' Apparently, Euthymius' position and authority 
made it unnecessary for him to compile a handbook [such as Manuel Moschopoulos' 
Efximuiaca тращ ктка to which Kostenečki makes reference] of Slavic grammar..."
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efforts in re-doing them so that they should reflect precisely the content of 
the original Greek. Kostenečki states the same opinion of the Slavic 
translations, as quoted above, and singles out Euthymius for his success in 
saving letters in Bulgaria. Kostenečki, as we have seen, offers us more 
information to support the notion that Euthymius contributed to an 
orthographic reform in addition to contributing new translations of texts. 
Regarding the consistency of the information contained in the two sources, 
we quote Goldblatt140:
Thus, Constantine Kostenečki s Skazanie and Gregory Camblak's 
Slovo poxvalno betray a common ideological attitude which assigns to 
Patriarch Euthymius o f Tmovo a central part in the revision o f Slavic 
religious texts which took place in fourteenth-century Bulgaria. Both 
works identify Euthymius' literary pursuits with a critical-philological 
program which aimed to restore uncorrupted editions of the Slavic 
writings through the use of authoritative models o f linguistic purity.
As has been indicated above, there have been attempts to disclaim 
any such reform by Euthymius and his Tmovo School centered at the Holy 
Trinity Monastery. For example, Talev's attempt to disprove a Euthymian 
orthographic reform through a comparison of Ivan Alexander's Gospel 
(copied in 1355/6 into Church Slavonic before the supposed reform) with 
Euthymius' own Służebnik of 1370 is, as Goldblatt convincingly points 
out, superficial and unacceptable.141 Unfortunately, the questions 
surrounding an orthographic reform by Euthymius have become further 
distorted by the opposite extreme found in the scholarship: namely, 
inventing features of a Euthymian orthographic reform that have no factual 
bases. M irčev goes so far as to elaborate specific points of an orthographic 
reform as conceived by Euthymius that can be found nowhere in the extant 
sources.142 Only a careful consideration of the statements we do have at 
our disposal—and not a hasty rejection or fabrication of them—w ill
140 Goldblatt, op.cit, 35.
141 Cf. Talev, op.cit.,175-181 and Goldblatt's rebuttal, op.cit., 24, fn.48.
142K.C. Мирчев, Историчесна граматика на старобългарсни език, София: 
Наука и изкуство, 1963, pp.54-5. See also Боню Ангелов, Старобългарсни 
писатели, София: Народна просвета, 1961. р.109.
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elucidate the questions under consideration. One must also consider the 
hypotheses advanced by scholars that the orthographic reforms of 
Euthymius represented nothing truly innovative but rather simply a 
systematization and standardization of pre-existing trends.143
Euthymius' own personal mission in undertaking his reform and its 
precise scope and characteristics must remain to us, for the time being, 
largely unclear. A ll we have is what the sources tell us. Just as the elaborate 
writing style that he employs in his own works has been consistently linked 
with Hesychasm—and erroneously so, as this dissertation is dedicated to 
proving—so has his orthographic and literary reform. Iovine writes that 
Kostenečki ,s treatise is the "only source which can provide a clarification 
of the relation between the basic philosophy of the Euthymian reforms and 
Hesychast theory."144 This is similar to D.S. Lixacev's own assertions that 
Kostenečki was, in expressing a relationship between orthography and 
orthodoxy, exposing a specifically Hesychastic attitude to language. 
Lixacev states that the Hesychasts "saw in the word the essence of the 
phenomenon it designated — in the name of God, the divinity itse lf'145; and 
he uses Kostenečki as an illustration of this point.146 There is nothing, 
however, in Kostenečki's Skazanie that permits us to conclude that
58
143 See Goldblatt, op.cit, p.25.fn.49. The scholars he cites regarding this question are 
А.И. Яцимирский, Григорий Цамблак: очерк его жизни, административной 
и книжной диятельности, СПб, 1904 (esp.p.l28); V M oáin, "'R evolucije ' и 
is to r iji starog srpskog pravopisa", B ib lio teka r 15:Ь (1963): 465-474; О. Nedel- 
ković, "Pravopis 'resavske škole' i  Konstantin F ilosoi", in  Srpska književnost и 
književnoļ k r i t i ci, ed. D.Trifunovič, vol. 1: Stara književnost, 467-475, Belgrade, 
1972; “Знаки ударений в сербских доресавских рукописях' Slavia 37:1 (1967): 
24-32; ”Знаки ударений в средневековных сербских рукописях" in  Источники 
и историография славянского средневековья, 101-134, Москва, 1967; "Pro- 
blem  radļanļa resavskog pravopisa povelje iz  doba kneza Lazara", in  О knezu
Lazaru, 2 4 3 - 254 , Belgrade, 1975
144 Iovine, op.cit.,71.
145 Д.С. Лихачев, "Некоторые задачи изучения второго южнославянского 
влияния в России," Исследования по славянскому литературоведению и 
фольклористике, Доклады советских ученых на IV  Международном съезде 
славистов, 95-151, Москва: АН СССР, I960, р .112. The original passage reads: 
"Исихасты видели в слове сущность обозначаемого им явления, в имени 
божьем—самого бога.
146ibid., 99-114.
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Kostenečki ,s expressed view of linguistic conservatism was connected with 
Hesychasm (though indeed he was probably a practicing Hesychast 
himself). The very notion that a movement dedicated to quietism should 
elaborate its own specific theory of language as separate from the shared 
community of Orthodox Slavdom and innovate a flowery, verbose writing 
style is, we posit, counterintuitive.
Maurice L. Hébert - 9783954790081
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Chapter 2:
The Cultural and Political Climate 
of Fourteenth-Century Bulgaria
The childhood, youth and young adulthood of Euthymius all took 
place during the reign of Tsar Ivan Alexander,1 who ־־ along with Tsar 
Symeon and Tsar Ivan Asen II — is numbered amongst Bulgaria's great 
benefactors of the arts and the Church. As Syrku has pointed out, other 
than the reign of Tsar Symeon of Bulgaria (the so-called Golden Age of 
Bulgarian literature, during which there was much book-making, 
translating, and teaching of letters2) we know of no other period in
1 For an interesting study on portrayals o f Ivan Alexander in medieval Bulgarian literature, 
see К.Куев, "Образът на Иван Александър в сренобългарската поезия," 
Българско среновековие (Българо-съветски сборник в чест на 70- 
годишнината на проф. И. Цуйчев), 270-286, София: Наука и изкуство, 
1980.
2 John Fine writes (in The Early Medieval Balkans. A C ritical Survey from  the Sixth to the 
Late Twelfth Century, Ann Arbor: University o f Michigan Press, 1983, pp. 132-133) that 
when Symeon returned to Bulgaria from Constantinople "he was accompanied by various 
students from the Slavonic school in Constantinople. Symeon quickly became the leader of 
a massive translation project (Greek to Slavonic) at this monastery. A fter he le ft the 
monastery to become ruler, he seems to have remained interested in literature and 
sponsored many translations. These included both legal and religious works (in particular 
liturgical texts and the writings o f Greek church fathers). In addition, Byzantine historical 
chronicles were now translated. Symeon was associated with a major collection (sbomik), 
probably the translation o f a popular Byzantine encyclopedia; this compilation is usually 
named after a Kievan prince Svjatoslav (1073-76) because the text survived in his copy. 
Under Symeon the firs t original Bulgarian works appeared: the treatise o f Hrabr [his 
defense o f Slavonic as liturgical language, cf. Fine, v o l.l, 134 for translation], the first 
saints' lives, and the writings o f John the Exarch, which in addition to their religious 
content shed light on social and religious conditions in Bulgaria. John's major work is the 
Sestodnev (The Six Days), an account of the creation, which is quite heavily derived from 
the Hexaemeron o f Saint Basil. Its preface is a panegyric addressed to Symeon which also 
praises the town o f Preslav. " Concerning the Sestodnev, D im itar Mishew (The 
Bulgarians in the Past: Pages from  the Bulgarian Cultural History, Lausanne: Librairie 
centrale des nationalités, 1919; reprint, New York: Amo Press, 1971, p.7) underscores the 
point that it "is not a translation. It contains six sermons whose contents is partly original 
and partly an imitation o f Basil the great [sic] and Sevelian of Cheval."
On the topic o f literary achievements during the reign of Symeon, Dinekov (in "Outlines 
of Old Bulgarian Literature", p.20) makes note o f some works not mentioned by Fine. 
They are the apparently original "Hexameron" by Konstantin Preslavski, "Physiologue" 
and "Christian Topography" by Kozma Indikoplov, "The Heavens" by John Damascene. 
Cf. also К.Иванова, "Болгарская переводная литература Х-Х1Ѵвв. в контексте 
'Slavia Orthodoxa'," in Studia slavica mediaevaiia et humanistica, no.2, edited by Riccardo 
Picchio, 361-371, Rome: Edizioni dell'Ateneo, 1986; И.Божилов, Цар Симеон
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Bulgarian history in which there was so much writing and copying of 
books as during the reign of Tsar Ivan Alexander.3 This was the Silver 
Age of Bulgarian Literature, and it encompasses the period o f the 
formation o f Euthymius' Tmovo School, which was centered at the Holy 
Trinity (Света Троица) Monastery, three kilometers north of the royal 
capital.
The burgeoning o f cultural activities in literature, art, architecture, 
and science that Byzantium experienced as the "Palaeologan Renaissance"4 
was being felt as well across its northern frontier in Bulgaria. This is the 
period in Slavic studies that bears the historiographic designation of the 
"Second South Slavic Influence" because of the assumed influence that 
South Slavic culture exerted on the cultural life of the East Slavs. In both 
countries, this flourishing of intellectual and artistic production was a 
period of brilliant output before their political demise.
For Bulgaria and Byzantium this was a period o f great political 
decline, on the one hand, but also a period of great intellectual and artistic 
achievements on the other.5 Runciman comments on the cultural 
significance of the Palaeologan Renaissance:
In strange contrast with the political decline, the intellectual life  o f Byzan- 
tium never shone so brillian tly as in those two sad centuries. In the 
sphere o f art the earlier Palaeologan period was o f supreme importance; 
and if  the artistic output faltered as time went on, that was due to the lack
62
Велики (893-927): Златният век на среновековна България. София: БАН, 
1983; and S. Runciman, A History o f the F irst Bulgarian Empire, London, 1930.
3 See Сырку, H истории исправления книг в Болгарии в XIV веке, том I, 
Время и жизнь патриарха Евтимия, Санкт-Петербург, 1890; reprint, London: 
Variorum Reprints, 1972, p.411.
4 Cf. S. Runciman, The Last Byzantine Renaissance, Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1970; R.Browning, Byzantium and Bulgaria, A Comparative Study Across The 
Early Medieval Frontier, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University o f California Press, 1975, 
pp. 140-186; J.Meyendorff, "Humanisme nominalistę et mystique chrétienne à Byzance au 
X lV e siècle," Nouvelle Revue Théologique 70, no.9 (1957): 905-914, reprinted in 
Byzantine Hesychasm as article 6; И.Медведев, Византийский гуманизм, Москва: 
АН СССР, 1976.
5 For a survey on Bulgaro-Byzantine relations and history during the first half o f the 
fourteenth century, see Т.Флоровский, Южные славяне и Византия во второй 
четверти X IV  века, Санкт-Петербург, 1882; reprint, London, 1973.
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o f material resources, not o f inspiration. It was an age o f eager and 
erudite philosophers... A t no other epoch was Byzantine society so highly
educated and so deeply interested in things o f the intellect and the sp irit״
Bulgaria was participating in a cultural revival that emanated from 
Constantinople. For the Bulgarians, moreover, this renaissance, which also 
included the dissemination of Hesychasm, served specifically as an 
Orthodox renaissance or revival.
By the end of the fourteenth century, Bulgaria had been absorbed 
into the Ottoman Empire; and by the middle of the fifteenth century, the 
Tuiks held Constantinople as their own, and their capital was moved there 
from Bursa, across the Sea of Marmara. As C. Moser observes, it seems 
that "the very imminence of political disaster" stimulated Bulgarian literary 
activity7 and cultural activity in general during the last few decades of the 
Second Bulgarian Empire; and as D.Lang writes, the reign of Ivan 
Alexander in retrospect "appears as a false dawn, a swan-song of medieval 
Bulgaria's political and cultural glory."8
Ivan Alexander's forty year reign, from 1331 to 1371, is hailed as a 
great period in Bulgarian letters, architecture, manuscript illuminations, 
and fresco painting. The Tom ič Psalter (ca.1360)9, the Sofia Psalter 
(i.e.Psalter of ІЗЗ7)1̂ , the Manasses Chronicle11 and the famous London
63
6 S.Runciman, op.cit., 1-2.
7 C.Moser, A History o f Bulgarian Literature: 865-1944, The Hague: Mouton, 1972, p. 
24.
8 D.Lang,The Bulgarians: From Pagan Times to the Ottoman Conquest, Boulder: 
Westview Press, 1976, p.87.
9 Cf. В.H.Щ епкин, "Болгарский орнамент эпохи Иоанна Александра," 
Сборник статей по славяноведению, посвященных проф. М.С. Дринову, 
Харьков, 1904. стр. 153-8; Аксиния Джурова, Хиля да години българска 
ръкописна книга, Орнаменти и миниатюра, София: Изд. Септември, 1981, 
plates 193-200; and Аксиния Джурова, 24 миниатюри от томичовия псалтир, 
София: Български художник, 1982.
10 See Аксиния Джурова, Хиляда години българска ръкописна книга, plates 
156-160.
11 See Иван Дуйчев, Летописта на Ионстантин Манаси, София: БАН, 1963;
А. Джурова, Хиляда години българска ръкописна книга, plates 165-174.
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Gospel of 1355/612 are all examples of masterful manuscript illumination ' 
executed under his patronage. Also for his own library he had translated 
from Greek some writings of the early Church Fathers, contemporary 
Byzantine theologians, saints' lives, proceedings from ecumenical councils, 
and also some other secular works including The History of Troy, legal 
works, and works on medicine and natural science. He also commissioned 
an encyclopedia.13 His collection of original Slavic works included a copy 
of Monk Xrabr's "0 pismenexb."14 His eldest son Ivan Stracimir and 
Stracimir's wife Anna were also great patrons of the arts in Vidin. Under 
Stracimir's commission, the famous Bdinski Sbomik, or the Vidin 
Compilation, was executed.
According to the Life  o f Theodosius, in the period when Ivan 
Alexander came to power, the monasteries in Bulgaria were poor and in 
bad repair15; and in this sphere o f cultural life, too, the tsar gave 
generously. He gave many gifts to Gregory the Sinaite's community of ,
4
monks at Paroria; and when they were attacked by bands of marauders, he 
fortified the monastery. He founded a monastery at Kelifarevo (Holy ■ 
Mother of God, Св. Богородица), where Theodosius trained Euthymius 
in Hesychastic prayer and cultivated his community of Hesychastic monks.
On the mountain o f V i tosa, near Serdica (Sofia), the tsar founded a 
monastery at Dragolevci, the Monastery of the Immaculate Mother of 
God.16 He also founded the breathtaking cave monastery at Ivanovo, whose 
chapel is dug out of one of the cliffs and is decorated with several fine
64
12 See Джурова, Хиляда години, plates 179-187.
13 See J.Fine, The Late Medieval Balkans, A C ritica l Survey from  the Late Twelfth 
Century to the Ottoman Empire, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1987, p.436.
14 For the edited Slavonic text and Modern French translation, see A.Vaillant, Textes vieux 
slaves, vo l.l, 57-61; and vo l.2 ,47-51, respectively. For a partial English translation of the 
text, see Marin Pundeff, "National Consciousness in Medieval Bulgaria," Südost- 
Forschungen 27 (1968): 1-27 (pp. 19-20); and J.Fine, The Early Medieval Balkans, 134- 
136.
15 See the L ife  o f Theodosius (4,12, line 28): ״skudni bo ubo béxu togda ѵъ stranax* 
blbgarskyx.״
16Сырку, op.cit.,163.
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frescoes.17 Ivan Alexander was known as a pious man, and his love of the 
monks is noted by Kallistos in the Life o f Theodosius : "za eže 1 ]u b iti 
izrednye mnixy i 0 s i»  jakože moštno raduese."18
While the culture of Bulgaria flourished under the reign of Ivan 
Alexander, the power and international prestige of the country was clearly 
in decline as Bulgaria suffered grave territorial losses and subsequent 
blows to its stature and position as a leader on the Balkan peninsula.
Bulgaria's decline as a great power in the Balkans was by no means a 
phenomenon of Ivan Alexander's reign. It was, rather, a steady process that 
began in the mid-thirteenth century, after the death of Ivan Asen II. In 
1242, just a year after his death, during the reign of Koloman, the Golden 
Horde of Khan Batu, who had just devastated the East Slavic lands of Rus', 
invaded and plundered Bulgaria. In 1257 a civ il war broke out in Bulgaria 
over the rights to the throne; and finally, the boyar council elected 
Konstantin Tih, the governor of the region of Skopje, as tsar. He then 
married the Byzantine princess Maria, the niece of Emperor Michael V III 
Palaeologus. To add to the problems of a weakening political infrastructure 
at home, the Bulgarians were suffering Tartar invasions from without. 
From 1272 onward the Tartars invaded and plundered the Bulgarian lands 
every year, and in addition to this, they also suffered periodic Hungarian 
and Byzantine invasions. In the years 1277-1279, there was a popular 
uprising led by the peasant Ivajlo that even put him on the throne.
In 1279, the Asen dynasty regained control. The grandson of John 
Asen II, John Asen III, became tsar. In 1280, during the reign of John 
Asen Ill's  elected successor, the elected Georgij Terter I, the Golden Horde 
of Khan Nogay invaded Bulgaria, razing everything in its path to the 
ground. Terter was eventually dethroned and fled to Constantinople where 
he took refuge. At this point, the Tartars were able to f ill the vacated 
throne with one of their own sympathizers, a Bulgarian boyar, Smilec. As 
a puppet ruler answerable to Khan Nogay, Smilec looked on passively as
65
17 Sec A.Grabar, "Les fresques d'Ivanovo et l'art des Palaéologues," Byzantion 25-27 
(1955-1957): 581-590; C.Diehl, Manuel de l'a rt byzantin, vol.2, Paris: A Pickard, 1926, 
fig.434.
18 L ife  o f Theodosius (7, 14, lines 15-16)
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Tartar hordes roamed and pillaged unchecked throughout the Bulgarian 
countryside. The Tartars' virtual control over Bulgaria was expanded in 
the years 1299 and 1300, when Khan Nogay's son, Khan Caka, took the 
Bulgarian throne for himself.
Bulgaria, then, entered the fourteenth century during a period of 
great upheaval, when the country was functioning as a vassal o f the Tartar 
khans, a period when even the throne itself had been usurped from the 
native aristocracy. In 1300, however, the crown was restored to the house 
of Terter: Georgij I Terter's son, Theodore Svetoslav, became tsar and 
concluded an alliance with Byzantium by marrying Theodora, the sister of 
Emperor Andronicus ІП.
The period of Theodore Svetoslav's reign (1300-1322) was marked 
by a brief period of improvement of Bulgaria's domestic politics and 
international stature. There was a severe crackdown from the top in order 
to eliminate the disloyal amongst the elite boyar population. Even Patriarch 
Joachim III was put to death on suspicion of treason. Despite the royal 
alliance between Theodore Svetoslav and the Byzantine princess, the 
administration in Constantinople was constantly trying to undermine 
Theodore's control over Bulgaria, but their attempts were largely 
unsuccessful. Under Theodore, Bulgaria regained some of its lost territory: 
the fertile plains of Thrace, Zagora, and some of the Black Sea coast, 
crucial to Bulgaria's economy. Furthermore, in the last years of the second 
decade of the fourteenth century, relations between Bulgaria and Serbia 
were restored, an alliance which displeased Constantinople.
With domestic problems somewhat mitigated and with the re- 
acquisition of certain lost territories, Bulgaria under Theodore Svetoslav 
seemed to be on the ascendant by the second decade of the fourteenth 
century. Even a brief crisis precipitated by the unexpected death of 
Theodore Svetoslav's son and successor, Georgij II Terter (resulting in a 
six month interregnum from December 1322 to May 1323 by a dissenting 
boyar council) did not destabilize the country. A strong-willed boyar was 
elected to the throne, Mikhail Sišman. During his seven year reign (1323־ 
1330) Mikhail Sišman reasserted Bulgarian control over Thracian and 
Black Sea coastal territory that had been lost. He also continued the 
tradition of Byzantine-Bulgarian royal alliances. He divorced his Serbian 
wife, Anna (Stefan Dečanski's sister), who along with their son Ivan
66
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Stefan (who had been his co-ruler and heir) was imprisoned.19 Once again, 
Bulgaria's political alliance with Byzantium proved to be meaningless 
when, in 1330 at the Battle of Velbužd (today Kjustendil), the Byzantine 
army was not present to render help to the Bulgarians against the Serbs.20 
Most of the Bulgarian army was destroyed, and M ikh a il Sišman was 
killed. The outcome of this battle was that the Serbian kingdom of Stefan 
Dečanski (1321-1331) --and after him, Stefan Dušan (1331-1355) --was 
established as the dominant power on the Balkan peninsula. Fine comments 
on the political consequences for Bulgaria after this battle21:
Bulgaria was never to regain its former position. The battle resulted 
in the Serbs' gaining what was to be a permanent edge—at times even 
hegemony-over Bulgaria to last until Bulgaria fe ll to the Turks at the 
end o f the [fourteenth] century.
Fine writes that the sources mention no territorial change after the 
battle, but some scholars believe that Serbia regained Niš from Bulgaria at 
this time. Fine points out, moreover, that Serbia, not Bulgaria, was to 
annex from Byzantium "the lion's share of Macedonia."22 Also, due to the 
Golden Horde, Bulgaria, around the same time, lost its territory north of 
the Danube.23 From the summer o f 1330 to February of 1331, M ikh a il 
Sišman’s son, Ivan Stefan, ruled in Tmovo at the insistence of the Serbs. 
That winter, a palace coup was undertaken by some Tmovo boyars, and 
Ivan Stefan's cousin, Ivan Alexander, was chosen as tsar, and an alliance 
with Serbia was concluded through the marriage of Stefan Dušan to Ivan 
Alexander's sister, Elena.
Ivan Alexander began his reign in the year following the Battle of 
V e lb u žd . Despite some territorial gains in northern Thrace in the
19 See Fine, op.ciL ,270.
20 The Byzantines were allied at the time with Bulgaria against Serbia, but as Fine writes 
(op.cit,272), the Byzantines apparently had no intention o f supporting their allies against 
Serbia and were nowhere in sight during the battle.
21 Fine, op.cit, 272.
22 Fine, op.cit, 272.
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Rhodopes, domestic politics and territorial losses worsened throughout the 
years of Ivan Alexander's reign, part of it due to familial disputes. In 1345, 
the tsar, apparently bored with the dull intellect of his first wife, Theodora, 
the daughter of the Byzantine emperor, divorced her and married a Jewish 
woman, Sarah. Sarah converted to Orthodoxy and also took the name 
Theodora.24 His son by his first wife, Ivan Stracimir, was disinherited and 
given the territory o f Vidin as a consolation. Ivan Alexander's son by his 
second wife, Ivan Sišman, succeeded his father as tsar. Outraged and 
embittered, Stracimir eventually became a vassal to the Hungarians and 
shut Vidin o ff from his father's kingdom, declaring himself a tsar of this 
northwestern territory.25
Ivan Alexander also lost territory in the northeast when three boyar 
brothers from the town of Karbona (today, Balčik) defected and sided with 
the Byzantines.26 These brothers were descendents of the Terter family and 
their names were Balik, Theodore and Dobrotica (hence the name of the 
region, Dobrudja). Dobrotica was particularly land-hungry; and he added 
to his power by seizing Varna and several coastal towns on Bulgaria's 
northeastern coast, such as Emona, Kavarna and Kaliaka.27 Like Ivan 
Stracimir, Dobrotica cut his lands off from the control of the Patriarch of 
Trnovo, "recognizing the ju risd ic tion  o f the Patriarch o f
Constantinople."28
In addition to Varna, Ivan Alexander lost three more major Black 
Sea ports in 1364 to Byzantium: Mesembria, Anchialos and Sozopol. This 
left Bulgaria with almost no access to the Black Sea. Added to this 
weakening of Bulgaria through territorial losses, a faltering economy 
(especially with the loss of the Black Sea ports), and wars waged against
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24 Fine, op.ciL, 366. On the question o f Jewish cultural presence on the Balkans during 
the period in question, see N.Kočev, "The Question o f Jews and So-Called Judaizers in the 
Balkans from the 9th to the 14th Century," Bulgarian Historical Review 1 (1978): 61-79.
25 See Section I, Chapter 1, fn .l 18.
26 Fine, op.ciL, 367.
27 Fine, op.ciL, 423.
28 ibid.
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Hungary and Byzantium29, Bulgaria was also threatened by an impending 
attack from the Turks.
A lack of international cooperation between Bulgaria, Serbia and 
Byzantium resulted in a fragmented and weakened Balkan alliance that was 
incapable of repelling the Ottoman Turks. As a result of disputes within the 
Balkans, Bulgaria and Byzantium were theirs for the taking. Also in 1364, 
Sultan Murad and his army seized Philippopolis (Plovdiv) and Stara Zagora. 
By 1369, the Ottomans had established an administrative center in 
Adrianople (today Edime, Turkey). Now the Ottoman state bordered on the 
Bulgarian kingdom:
This lack of unity within Bulgaria itself was matched by a similar lack of 
unity among the various Balkan states, so that when during the fourteenth 
century, the rising tide o f Turkish expansion reached their very doorsteps, 
they failed to take energetic jo in t action against the common foe. Step by 
step in their inexorable march westwards, the Turks were able to overrun 
the Balkan peninsula. A t first they were content to obtain control through 
alliances, and, where force had to be used, to restore the defeated local 
rulers as their vassals. But when in 1389 the Battle o f Kossovo Field 
sounded the death knell o f Serbian independence, Sultan Bayazid decided 
to proceed to the next stage of conquest—that o f direct rule.30
It is clear, then, that the Bulgaria of Euthymius' youth and early 
adulthood was a center of great cultural activity on the one hand, but a 
swiftly crumbling political power on the other. By the time Euthymius 
returned home from his travels in Byzantium in the year 1371, the year of 
Ivan Sišman’s coronation, Bulgaria was reduced to a shell of what it once 
was, consisting mainly of Tmovo and its environs, a far cry from the 
glorious days of territorial expansion under Tsar Ivan Asen II (1278־ 
1241), when Bulgarian lands stretched to the Adriatic.
The years of Euthymius' hegemony at the Holy Trinity Monastery 
(1371-1375) were spent under constant threat of an Ottoman takeover. In 
1372 Tmovo was invaded when Ivan Sišman violated his treaty with the 
Turks. The tsar's sister, Kera-Tamara, was given to Sultan Murad I as a
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29 D. Kossev, H. Hristov, and D. Angelov, A Short History o f Bulgaria, Sofia: Foreign 
Language Press, 1963, p.84.
30 M. MacDermott, A History o f Bulgaria: 1393-1885, London: George Allen &  Unwin, 
Ltd., 1962, p.20-21.
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bride in an attempt to normalize relations between them.31 Meanwhile, all 
around the Tmovo kingdom territories were becoming vassals to the 
Ottomans: Vidin, Dobrudja, and large parts of the Byzantine Empire.
During the third year of Euthymius' patriarchate, in 1378, the 
Ottomans seized more Bulgarian territory, capturing Stipone (present-day 
Ikhtiman) and Samokov. They were now well positioned to take Sofia, 
which fe ll to them in 1382, and Niś and Pirot, which fe ll in 1385. The 
Ottomans had now closed in Tmovo on its southern and eastern sides. To 
make matters worse, Serbian initiatives to forge an alliance with Tmovo 
against the Turks were being thwarted by the loyal Ottoman vassals, 
namely, Tsar Ivan Stracimir of Vidin, and the despots Konstantin Drageš 
and Marko.
Then in April 1393, the forces of Sultan Bayezid I, under the 
command of his son Celebi, laid siege to Tmovo. According to Gregory 
Camblak’s Slovo poxvalno, Patriarch Euthymius led the defense at the 
fortress surrounding Carevec. After three months of maintaining a brave 
resistance, Tmovo finally fell on July 17, 1393.
According to Camblak's panegyric, the boyars were massacred in a 
church, and Euthymius, along with his clergy, was sent into exile and 
apparently went to Bačkovo Monastery, south of Philippopolis, where he 
died sometime in the early years of the fifteenth century. Tsar Iv a n  
Sišman died in captivity in 1395, and his brother and enemy, Ivan 
Stracimir, was led into captivity the following year.
Given the grave domestic and international problems the country 
faced (combined with the presence of some pro-Barlaamite factions and 
such heretical groups as the Bogomils), it is easy to understand how a 
revival of conservative religious practices should have been perceived as 
the most effective defense against the impending doom that lay ahead. With 
his outspokenness against heresies and his conservative stance on moral 
issues, Euthymius was clearly attempting to bring Bulgarians back into the 
fold of mainstream Orthodoxy. He, no doubt, believed that a strong 
Orthodox Church could save the country from peril.
31 Apparently this was done only on the condition that she not be forced to convert to 
Islam. See Lord Kinross, The Ottoman Centuries: The Rise and F a ll o f the Turkish 
Empire, New York: W illiam  Morrow, 1977, p.52.
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We have already conjectured in the previous chapter on Euthymius' 
motives for undertaking a literary and orthographic reform. These 
activities were clearly aimed at a purification of language, which, as we 
may understand from Camblak and K ostenečk i, would lead to a 
purification o f the Church's constituency. Euthymius' concern was that 
inconsistent orthographic practices and faulty translations had led to 
heresies and the perdition of many souls in his country. Furthermore, in 
the hagiographie works o f Euthymius, one sees clearly his deliberate 
polemics against anything that threatens the stature of Orthodoxy in 
Bulgaria. He devotes quite a bit of space in these texts propagandizing 
against not only such heresies as that of the Manichaeans and Bogomils, but 
even other Christians (i.e. the Armenians) because of the "faults" in their 
practice o f Christianity. As is typical for all spokesmen of societies in 
decline, Euthymius alludes often to the glories of the country's past. The 
heroic feats and expansionist prowess of Ivan Asen II and Kalojan are 
favorite themes. Even Euthymius' choice of heroes is motivated by an 
urgent desire to appeal to the nationalistic pride in every Bulgarian and, 
more specifically, every resident of the royal capital. The relics of Ivan of 
Rila, Hilarion o f Maglena, (Petka) Paraskeva, and Philothea were all 
transferred to Tmovo.
To add to the Patriarch's anxieties over the future of the Bulgarian 
Church, significant regions ־־ both Vidin and Dobrudja ־־ had been 
removed from the jurisdiction of the Tmovo patriarchate by their despots 
and were handed over to the Patriarch of Constantinople. In essence, the 
size and stability of the Bulgarian Church of Euthymius' day was being 
weakened by foreign enemies on the outside (i.e. by the politically 
destabilizing threat o f Turkish invasion) and by enemies on the inside 
(heretics and recalcitrant local rulers). Added to these problems were the 
further territorial losses already mentioned, which meant that these areas 
were also out of the control of the Tmovo patriarchate. Apparently there 
was some concern in Constantinople that the Bulgarian Church had been 
observing improper practices, and in a letter to Theodosius, Patriarch 
Kallistos ( Theodosius' friend and fellow student in the Hesychastic 
teachings of Gregory the Sinaite) urged that this matter be addressed and 
that the Hesychasts ־־ as the keepers of strict ascetic lives —supervise the
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restoration of proper liturgical practices.32 This fact lends even more 
support to the notion that Hesychasm was, especially for the Bulgarians, 
primarily a means of combatting ascetic laxity within the Church.
To summarize, the whole system of Euthymius’ reforms and 
activities as hegemon of the Holy Trinity Monastery (1371-75) and as 
patriarch (1375-93) can be seen as an attempt to bring rigor back into the 
spiritual life of the country and to unify and fortify the Church. As a 
sincere Orthodox Christian, Euthymius no doubt believed that the policies 
o f his reforms would be enough to support the whole country, to renew 
Bulgaria's power and prestige, and, most importantly, to rescue it.
Tsar Ivan Sišman obviously approved of Euthymius' policies of 
purifying the Bulgarian clergy and the Church literature. He was 
Euthymius' benefactor at Holy Trinity and apparently gave him fu ll 
authority to pursue his literary reform:
As patriarch he [Euthymius] tried to prevent the appearance of new, 
corrupt texts by banning newly copied texts from use until they had 
received patriarchal approval. And he ordered that each new manuscript 
copied in Bulgaria be sent to the patriarch for approval. He also tried to 
lim it copying to those people who had had proper training. Tsar John
Sišman supported him in these efforts, endorsing his edicts on texts.33
In fact, it is likely that Ivan Sišman would have given Euthymius 
complete and unchecked authority to undertake his literary and 
administrative activities. Clearly the tsar had many more pressing concerns 
than the methods and implementation of orthographic and liturgical 
reform. It seems that from the very first year of his reign, he was vexed 
with the problem of Bulgaria's survival as an independent kingdom. His 
own brother, Ivan Stracimir, was at war with him, and he was struggling 
"to consolidate his authority in Bulgaria."34 Fine also points out that some 
scholars believe that immediately following the death of Ivan Alexander, 
the Turks "had exerted considerable pressure, possibly threatening an 
attack on Bulgaria, upon the new ruler, who was therefore doing
32 Cf. Iovine, op.cit., 154; Fine, op.cit, 440; and Сырку, op.cit., 82-89.
33 Fine, op.cit, 443.
34 Fine, op.cit, 378-9.
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everything he could to appease them."35 Thus, with these serious 
occupations and troubles o f the tsar, it is unlikely that Euthymius 
proceeded with his activities at Holy Trinity with anything but carte  
blanche from Tmovo. At this point Euthymius had been a monk for at least 
twenty years, had served and studied under Theodosius at Kelifarevo 
Monastery, and had spent eight years abroad at the prestigious religious 
and cultural centers of Stúdión and Athos; moreover, in only four more 
years Euthymius was to be "unanimously chosen" as patriarch.36 He must 
have enjoyed the tsar's total and complete trust to undertake his reforms on 
his own as the tsar tended to more urgent political matters.
The exact year of Bulgaria's change in status from an independent 
kingdom to an Ottoman vassal is disputed. Some scholars place it at 1372, 
others 1373, and still others 1376. I f  the date 1372 or 1373 is correct, then 
it means that Bulgaria was already paying tribute to the Ottoman sultan 
when Euthymius was working on his new translations and writing his 
original compositions. Further evidence o f Bulgaria's acknowledgement of 
Turkish suzerainty was Tsar Ivan Sišman's decision to give away his 
sister, Kera-Tamara, to Sultan Murad to add to his harem, which probably 
occurred sometime between 1371 and 1376.37 In this context, the emphasis 
laid upon Bulgaria's glorious past by Euthymius in all four o f his 
hagiographie works is particularly poignant. By the 1370s, Turkish 
dominance in the Balkans was a fact, and there were probably few other 
means for Euthymius to rekindle in his older audience and instill in his 
younger audience a sense of national pride than to make fond and lingering 
references to the days of Tsar Ivan Asen П and Kalojan and the "weakness" 
then of the Byzantine Empire. The following passages from his four vitæ 
illustrate the point:
[God] lifted up the hom o f the Bulgarian kingdom under the pious Tsar
Asen...This man thus having taken the flag o f the kingdom, fortified
well all the Bulgarian cities. And having armed himself well against the
35 Fine, op.ciL,379.
36 See Camblak as quoted in Section I, Chapter 1, fn.49.
37 Fine, op.ciL,407.
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Greek Empire, he conquered the surrounding lands, cities, and 
villages.38
After much time passed, the Greek Empire became poor and decreased 
in size; the Bulgarian kingdom however became much greater, and the 
most pious Bulgarian tsar Kalojan at that time was holding the scepter. 
For he was brave and he took a large part o f the Greek land called 
Thrace and Macedonia, Trivalia and Dalmatia, and to their number [he 
added] also Neada and Elada and also Aetolia.39
A t the same time, radiantly and brillian tly, piety was being upheld 
solidly by die pious Bulgarian tsar Ivan Asen, the son o f old Tsar Asen, 
who never frightened even a doe... And they say he ruled over all these
territories all the way to Durazzo.40
Much time having passed and many miracles having been worked, the 
Greek Empire had become extremely powerless...And at the same time, 
the Bulgarian kingdom was very solid and strong, and it  was seizing all 
the surrounding lands and conquering them. A t that time [in Bulgaria], 
the royal scepter was being held by the pious and glorious Tsar 
Kalojan.41
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38 The original and translated works o f Euthymius are collected by Kałużniacki in his 
work Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien Euthymius (1375-1393), Vienna, 1901; 
reprint, London, 1971. A ll references throughout this dissertation to the works of 
Euthymius are taken from this collection and are cited by chapter number (Roman 
numerals) and page number (Arabic numerals).The four saints' lives, the U fe o f Ivan o f 
Rila, the L ife  o f H ilarion o f Moglena, the Ufe o f Paraskeva, and the L ife  o f Philothea, w ill 
be referred to throughout this work by the abbreviations LIR, LHM , LP, and LPh.
The original passage reads; "w z d v iá e  ro g * B l*garskago carbstva p ri 
blagcxíbstvéjáemb cari Aséni...S* ubo xorçgvi carbstvia jako préemb, v*są 
BI *gar sky ą grady padśąą są dobré u b tv r*d i i  obetśavśąą obnovi i, na Grbčbskoe 
dobré opoasavb są carbstvo, pokaréaSe okr*s tnyą  strany, grady že i vési." 
(LIR ,X II, 23)
39 The original passage reads; "Po mno%è že vrém eni Gr*čbskomu oskçdévâu 
carstvu i um alenu VT>sé£bsky, B l*garskom u že i 3é lo  v *z v e lič iv š u  są, 
blagočbstvējšij сагь Kalojan B l*garskoe togda pravlêaáe sk ip tro . Jēlo že 
xraborstvuą togda, prćątb G rvibskyą zemlą iąstb ne m alç, T rak iç  glagolą i 
M akedónig T riva ly  že i Dal m ati ç, к *  simže Neadç i Eladç i eáte že i E tolię." 
(LHM X  VI, 56)
40 The original passage reads: "V i fcože vréme blagoč־kstie svétlé i javlenné krépcé 
udr*žavšu blagočbstivom u carju Bbgarskom u Ioannu Asénju, synu starago 
cara Asénja, i  nikakože téxb laan ij užasšu se...se dr*žava, daže i do Drača. " (LP 
V I, 69-70
41 The original passage reads: "Vrémeni že i mnogu préèedáu i čjudesemb mnogomb 
byvaçátim b, Gr*ćbskoe do konca iznemože c a rs tv o .V * tože vrem ą i carstvo 
B ligarskoe, krépko sęśte i  s ilno  3élo, v*są okr*stnyą  strany obwnléáe že i
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Within the texts themselves, the prayer that appears at the end of each of 
Euthymius' saints' lives contains the most important clues for reconstruct- 
ing the political climate during the years 1375-1393, the years during 
which Euthymius wrote these texts.
A t the end o f the Life o f Paraskeva, he prays to her to "grant 
longevity and peaceful days to the kingdom."42 This is a general wish of 
prosperity for the country, as is the prayer to Hilarion to preserve the 
flock o f Bulgarian Orthodox Christians "from all the snares of our 
A d v e rs a ry ."43 What Euthymius writes in the Life o f Ivan o f Rila is more 
revealing. This passage implies a more specific threat; and from it it is 
clear that Euthymius is concerned about an attack or a takeover of the 
country. This is probably a reference to the enmity that existed between the 
brothers Ivan Stracimir and Ivan Sišman and to the growing menace of 
Sultan Murad's forces.44 This passage taken from the Life o f Ivan o f Rila 
is the most significant insight we have from the Euthymian vitæ into the 
current political situation at the time he wrote these texts:
...pray to the Most Merciful Ruler [that He may] save your relatives, your 
fellow-countrymen, the Bulgarians45; and help our royal tsar, Ivan 
Sišman. Vanquish for him all his contrary enemies under his feet, 
preserve the pure faith, fo rtify  our cities, bring peace to the whole world, 
deliver us from hunger and destruction, and protect us from foreign 
invasion (U R , X III, 50).
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pokareaše. Carskaa že s k ip tra  togda upravleaše dobré že i krasné 
blagočkstivējšij i  s lavnē iš ij сагь K alo ioannv" (LPh, X II, 95).
42 "dlbgotu carkstviju i  d ib in i m irny  tomu daruj..." (LP,IX,76)
43 "S'wcrani stado naše o t vbséx sapro tivnago k-bznej " (LH M ,X V III, 57-58).
44 Relations at the time between Serbia and Bulgaria seemed to be peaceful. Prince Lazar 
(1371-1389) o f Serbia had formed an alliance with the Bulgarian tsar by giving his daugher 
in marriage to Ivan Sišman,s son, Alexander.
45 In the manuscripts C ,N ,0 and T described by Kałużniacki (consult introduction to 
translations, Section II, Chapter 1, for descriptions), the passage reads: ״edinorodnyj t i 
егукь, Bl^gare že i Sn>blje־, i.e. "your fellow-countrymen, the Bulgarians and the 
Serbs". See Kałużniacki ,Werke, 26, fn.3.
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From this passage we may understand that the situation in Bulgaria must 
have become quite serious. Euthymius is no longer appealing to the saint on 
behalf of the overall, general welfare of the nation (as in the LP) or simply 
making reference to foreign hostile princes (LHM). Here he is asking Ivan 
of Rila to intercede for them in three important matters: 1) to save the 
Bulgarians, 2) to render assistance to the tsar, and 3) to save the country 
from an invasion. This is a specific and rather detailed request. An appeal 
to preserve the safety and welfare of the nation is obviously not as urgent 
an exhortation as a prayer to preserve a nation from foreign invasion. And 
if  indeed the tsar were not in need of help and if  a foreign invasion were 
not impendent, why should Euthymius mention quite so specific a concern? 
Thus, we may deduce from this passage that during the time of Euthymius' 
patriarchate, there was some doubt as to whether Bulgaria could survive 
such an attack. This is significant in that this conclusion enables us to 
understand the urgency he must have felt in undertaking a revision of the 
liturgical books in Slavonic. Euthymius had more to worry about than just 
heresies, as Camblak's and Kostenečki ,s works imply; but he was clearly 
concerned about the fate o f Christianity at large in the Balkans, with the 
growing threat of the Turks, who would impose Islam on them.
In sum, then, we may say that the years of Euthymius' career in 
Bulgaria after his return from Byzantium were characterized by a great 
deal of anxiety over the future of the country and the future of the Church. 
Moreover, it is safe to assume that given the tsar's problems both with his 
brother's principality of Vidin and the Turks, he entrusted entirely to 
Euthymius the affairs of the church. It is important to remember that 
Euthymius and his Camblak cousins, Gregory and Kiprian, were not only 
Church prelates but also aristocrats, and as such they wielded considerable 
power. We have seen in our historical survey above how the boyar councils 
were instrumental on several occasions in implementing a change in the 
government by eliminating and installing rulers. It is also important to 
keep in mind that Euthymius was able to achieve the office of the 
patriarchate not simply because of his talents and dedication but also in 
large part because of his status as a nobleman ( if indeed he was a 
nobleman). This observation is not meant to imply that Euthymius was not 
sincere in his role as patriarch or that he relied solely on his noble origins 
to climb his way up the ecclesiastical ranks. The point is simply
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underscored here as a reminder of the power that the Church officials had 
in such a social structure and how achievement of such positions was in 
large part dependent upon the status and influence of ones family. As 
Angelov has pointed out, in fourteenth-century Bulgaria, unlike in Western 
Europe, no middle class, or "burgher" class (bourgeoisie) had yet 
developed.46 According to Angelov, this urban middle class in the West 
actually assisted the ruler in lim iting the power of feudal lords.47 In 
Bulgaria of Euthymius' day, the absence of such a class enabled the feudal 
lords to develop stronger power than in the West, and the power of the 
monarch was weakened.48 Concerning the specific role played by the 
Church hierarchy in such a social structure, Angelov observes: "The 
absolute domination of the feudal class was synonymous with the rule of 
the church, whose clergy were part of the ruling class."49 Like the boyar 
families, the monasteries in Bulgaria also wielded considerable political 
power through ownership of huge parcels of land:50
The monasteries all owned large estates. Thus, for instance, scattered 
over different parts of Macedonia, the Monastery o f S t George (near the 
town o f Skopye) owned over 30 villages, while the Rila Monastery 
owned more than 20 villages. The charter granted to the monastery by 
Tsar Ivan Sišman in 1378 is convincing proof o f this.
46 This opinion is also held by M.MacDermott (op .c it,23), who writes: "The Turks 
conquered the Balkans at a time when feudalism in both Byzantium and Bulgaria was 
already in decay and its downfall inevitable in the natural course o f events. In this case 
Bulgaria would perhaps have followed the same line o f development as in Western Europe 
where the growth o f towns and trade was ushering in a new era o f social and economic 
development Instead the rise of a Bulgarian merchant class and bourgeoisie was prevented 
by the fact that when the Turks destroyed the Bulgarian feudal nobility and the economic 
power o f the clergy, they did not bring with them a more advanced form of economy, but a 
new feudalism showing no signs o f decay or obsolescence."
47 D.Angelov, "Humanism in Medieval Bulgaria," Études balkaniques 3 (1980):3-20, 
pp.5-6.
48 Regarding the erosion o f royal power at the hands o f feudal lords in medieval Bulgaria, 
Mishew (op.cit, 165-6) writes: "ТЪе tzars and kings themselves were responsible for the 
creation of sui generis feudal rulers in order to be able to control them more easily, without 
taking into account that by so doing they were undermining the foundation o f their own 
state and power."
49 Angelov, op.cit., 6.
50 Kossev, et al., op.cit., 73.
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Lest one accuse Angelov of forcing a Marxist analysis onto medieval 
Bulgarian history, it should be noted that Angelov's and his Bulgarian 
colleagues' assessments of the power held by Bulgaria's boyar class in the 
period of the Second Empire are corroborated by the scholarship of 
Western scholars such as Fine, who writes:51
The boyars (nobles) in the new state [the Second Empire] were no longer 
from ancient Bulgar families dating back to the previous Bulgarian 
empire. The boyars in the revived state rose to prominence from their 
role in the liberation struggle or from royal appointment..In time...some 
boyars...accumulated vast estates and w ith them considerable local 
authority, enabling them to become in times o f central government 
instability, autonomous rulers in their provinces.
We have surveyed the history of fourteenth-century Bulgaria, the 
resurgence of the arts (referred to by many different historiographic 
designations, the most common being the "Second South Slavic 
Influence"52), the concurrent decline of the kingdom, the dissemination of 
Hesychasm, and the course of Euthymius' career. We should now devote 
some words to a description of the actual environment in which Euthymius 
carried out his reforms and served as Patriarch and to the political 
environment after Bulgaria's absorption into the Ottoman Empire.
Much scholarship has been devoted to the importance of Tmovo as 
a cultural center in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. We have 
examined in this and in the previous chapter the development there of an 
Orthodox cultural revival that culminated in the literary efforts of 
Euthymius and his pupils. We know that under Ivan Alexander many 
monasteries were endowed with generous gifts and were restored and 
decorated by master craftsmen. This benefaction must surely have been felt 
first at home in the capital, in the churches, the libraries, the schools and 
the royal residence of Tmovo. Ivan Alexander's capital city boasted dozens 
of churches, among them St. Dimitar, Holy Mother of God, St. Ivan of
51 Fine, op.cit, 16-17.
52 See Iovine, op.cit, 1-65 for a thorough summary o f the historiographic formulae posited 
by scholars to describe the period in question. Two terms that have gained wide acceptance 
in their application to this period o f artistic and literary development are Eastern European 
Pre-Renaissance (L ixaiev) and Orthodox Slavic Revival (Picchio).
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Rila, Church of the Twelve Apostles, St. George, Holy Annunciation (the 
patriarchal church), and the two already mentioned, SS Peter and Paul and 
the Church o f the Forty Martyrs. Camblak in his panegyric also describes 
Tmovo as a glorious city, and Patriarch Kallistos once referred to as 
second only to Constantinople in its beauty.53
Tmovo o f Euthymius' day, w ith its relative proxim ity to 
Constantinople (with all the advantages and disadvantages that this brought 
w ith it) had been undergoing a greater level o f Hellenization or 
Byzantinization than the administrative centers of other Slavic Orthodox 
lands54; and the Bulgarians were the medium through which the Eastern 
Slavs received their religious literature and Christian culture during the so- 
called "First South Slavic Influence."55 Kievan Rus' was, prior to the mid- 
thirteenth century, another splendid city, larger than the Paris or London 
of its day56 and the chosen place of King Harold's exile from England after 
his defeat at the hands of the Normans.57 Moreover, political alliances
53 Sec С ы рку, op.cit.,390, fn.4. For drawings o f building reconstructions and 
photographs o f objects from fourteenth-century Bulgarian material culture, see Assen 
TschiŰngirov, Christliche Kunst in Bulgarien, von der Spätantike bis zum Ausgang des 
Mittelalters, Berlin: Union Verlag, 1978. On page 22 there is a drawing o f a reconstruction 
of the basilica o f the palace at Carevec in Tmovo.
54 For an interesting study which examines specific points on which this process of 
acculturation was lim ited, see M.Gaebner, "The Slavs in Byzantine Europe—Absorption, 
Semi-Autonomy and the Lim its o f Byzantinization," Byzantinobulgarica 5 (1978):41-56.
55 Sec Francis Thomson, "The Bulgarian Contribution to the Reception o f Byzantine 
Culture in Kievan Rus'-thc Myths and the Enigma," Harvard Ukrainian Studies 12/13 
(1988-89): 214-261. He writes on page 214: "The conversion o f Kievan Rus' did not lead 
to the introduction o f Byzantine Greek culture, but to the transfer en masse of the results of 
over a century o f Bulgarian efforts to receive and adapt that culture to Bulgaria's own 
needs." See also other controversial and thorough studies by Professor Thomson that 
demonstrate East Slavic dependence on Bulgarian adaptations and translations o f Byzantine 
literary landmarks in the early Slavic Christian period: "The Implications o f the Absence of 
Quotations o f Untranslated Greek Works in Original Early Russian Literature Together 
with a Critique o f a Distorted Picture o f Early Bulgarian Culture," Slavia Gandensia 15 
(1988): 63-91; and "Quotations on Patristic and Byzantine Works by Early Russian 
Authors as an Introduction o f the Cultural Level o f Kievan Russia," Slavia Gandensia 15 
(1988): 65-102.
56 See Serge Zenkovsky, Medieval Russia's Epics, Chronicles and Tales, New York,
1974, p.5.
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concluded between Rus' and Byzantium had brought more than one 
Byzantine princess to the Kievan court as the tsar's consort. But two 
centuries of Mongol domination over Rus' had interrupted the process of 
East Slavdom's Byzantinization, and the East Slavs were only beginning to 
throw o ff their yoke in the fourteenth century.58 So while Kievan Rus' had 
been razed and Muscovy was just beginning to emerge as the new center of 
cultural, religious, and political activity, Bulgaria had had since its 
Christianization steady contact with Byzantium.59 Moreover, Bulgaria, as
80
58 Much scholarship has been devoted to the cultural ties between medieval Bulgarian and 
East Slavic culture and on East Slavdom's cultural ties with Byzantium. Cf., for example,
В .Адрианова-П ерец, "Д ренерусские литературны е пам ятники в 
южнославянской письменности,” ТОДРЛ 19 (1963): 5-27; Боню Ангелов, 
“Проникване на старобългарсни съчинения в стара руска литература," 
Старобългарска литература  2 (1977): 20-45; Р уско -ю ж н о сл а в я н ски  
книжовни връзки, София: БАН, 1980; Д.Ангелов, Руско-български връзки 
през вековете, София: БАН, 1986; Б.В.Брюсова, "О русско-болгарских 
связях в искусстве Х І-Х Ѵ  вв,"Byzantinobulgarica 8 (1986): 131-149; И.Калиганов, 
"Несколько соображений о методике изучения болгаро-сербско-русских 
средневековых литературных связей," Старобългарска литература  18 
( 1985): 58-73; В.Лазарев, Византийское и древнерусское иссуство, Москва: 
АН СССР, 1978; Г.Литаврин, "Древняя Русь, Болгария и Византия в ІХ -Х  
вв.: история, культура, этнография и фольклор славянских народов," 
Материалы IX  Международного съезда славистов, Москва: АН СССР, 1983; 
D.S.Lixatev, "The Type and Character o f Byzantine Influence on Old Russian Literature," 
Oxford Slavonic Papers 13 (1967): 16-32; М.Сперанский, Из истории русско- 
славянских литературных связей, Москва: АН СССР, I960; М.Тихомиров, 
"Исторические связи русского народа с южными славянами с древнейших 
времен до половины X V II в.," Славянский сборник, 125-201, Москва, 1947;
D.Worth, "The Second South Slavic Influence in the History o f the Russian Literary 
Language (Materials for Discussion)," American Contributions to the 9th International 
Congress o f Slāvists, (September 1983, Kiev), v o l.l, Linguistics, 349-372, edited by 
M.Flier, Columbus, 1983.
59 The year o f Christinization o f the Bulgarians under Tsar Boris is usually placed at 864. 
For general information, see R.E.Sullivan, "Khan Boris and the Conversion o f Bulgaria: A 
Case Study o f the Impact o f Christianity on a Barbarian Society," Studies in Medieval and 
Renaissance History 3 (1966): 51-139. On the question o f dating this event, see Stamen 
M ihajlov, "The Interpretation o f ЕТХБЕХТН and the Year o f the Conversion o f the 
Bulgarians into the Chrisian Faith," Bulgarian H istorical Review 1 (1979): 75-90. The 
article calls into question the 864 dating by Vaillant and agrees w ith Zlatarski's 
interpretation based on a proto-Bulgarian calendar, putting the date around 866.
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w ill be remembered, even constituted a part of the Byzantine Empire from 
1018 to 1185.60 Birnbaum writes:
Given Bulgaria's proxim ity to Constantinople and the capital's highly 
developed and sophisticated civilization, it is not surprising that soon after 
the Slavic population south o f the lower Danube had largely assimilated 
their Turkic [proto-Bulgar] conquerors, a form of cultural precociousness 
evolved in the East Balkans which implied a far-reaching Byzantinization 
unmatched anywhere else among the Slavs...Given the strikingly rapid 
cultural development of Bulgaria, it seems only natural that, in addition to 
Greek Byzantium itself, it  would become the chief model and source of 
inspiration for the other Slavic nations recently converted, or about to be 
converted, to Orthodox Christianity, the Slavs o f Kievan Rus' among 
them.61
It is worth noting as well that in less than a one hundred year span, 
from approximately 1250 to 1345, four different Bulgarian tsars took a 
Byzantine princess as a wife. Tsar Konstantin Tih (1257-77) married 
princess Maria, the niece of Emperor Michael V III Palaeologus; Tsar 
Theodore Svetoslav (1300-1322) married the sister o f Emperor 
Andronicus III. Then, after the one-year reign of Georgij II Terter, she 
was taken by the successor Tsar M ikha il Sišman as his consort. Finally, 
Tsar Ivan Alexander's (1331-1371) first wife (whom he divorced ca.1345) 
was the Byzantine princess Theodora. So for the first fifty  years of the 
fourteenth century, queens of Byzantine origin presided at the Bulgarian 
royal palace. The presence of Byzantine royalty at the Bulgarian court 
must have greatly enhanced the level of the cultural institutions there that 
were already firm ly in place and thriving. This five-decade long 
representation in the Bulgarian royal court o f the highest level of 
Byzantine culture also provides a partial explanation for Bulgaria's pursuit 
of parallel cultural activities that characterized Byzantium's "Palaeologan 
Renaissance". The Bulgarians' desire to "be Greek" in the context of the 
Golden Age of Tsar Symeon has already been discussed in passing in the
81
60 See Д .Ангелов, Общество и обществена мисъл в средновековна България 
( І І - Х ІѴ  в.), София: Партиздат, 1979, the section entitled "В изантийско  
владичество,“ 258-269.
61 H.Birnbaum, "The Balkan Slavic Component o f Medieval Russian Culture," in 
Medieval Russian Culture, California Slavic Studies 7, edited by H.Bimbaum and M.Flier, 
3-30, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University o f California Press, 1984.
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previous chapter. Evidence that the Bulgarians continued a policy of 
creating out o f their country a colony of Byzantine culture is found in the 
vestiges o f Ivan Asen II's reign, when many Byzantine-style churches were 
built. Also, the frescoes of the Bojana Church, built ca. 1259 during the 
reign of Konstantin Tih, show Konstantin and the tsarina dressed in fu ll 
regalia that is clearly fashioned on that o f contemporary Byzantine dress.62 
The London Gospel of Ivan Alexander also shows him and his wife Sarah- 
Theodora in Byzantine royal dress, and the tsar is standing on a cushion 
which bears the Byzantine royal symbol, the two-headed eagle, later to be 
adopted in Russia.
Once Tmovo was destroyed, the Ottomans set up a capital first in 
Plovdiv and then in Sofia.6  ̂With Tmovo in ruins, the heartbeat of cultural 
life  o f the country was destroyed; and another decision made by the 
Ottoman administration had a serious impact on the source of spiritual life: 
this was the abolishment o f the two hundred-year-old Bulgarian 
patriarchate.64 Euthymius, having refused the Turks' offer to convert to 
Islam, was sent into exile, and immediately the office o f the Tmovo 
Patriarch was eliminated, and jurisdiction o f the Bulgarian Church was 
handed over to the Patriarch of Constantinople. Jeremiah, Metropolitan of
62 See plates ГѴ and V in Андрей Грабар, Боянската църква, София: Наука и 
изкуство, 1978.
63 See В.А. Cvetkova, "Sur le sort de Tamovo, capitale bulgare au Moyen Âge, après sa 
prise par les Osmanlis," Byzantinobulgarica 2 (1966): 181*198; and V. Tchaplikov, "Le 
tombeau d'Euthyme de Timovo," Echos d'Orient 9 (1906): 292-8. For a summary o f the 
concurrent struggle in Byzantium against the Turks, cf. George Ostrogorsky, History o f 
the Byzantine State, trans. Joan Hussey, Oxford: Blackwell, 1956, pp. 489-503; 
L.Bréhier, The L ife  and Death o f Byzantium, Amsterdam, New York: North Holland 
Publishing Co., 1977; D.Nicol, The Last Centuries o f Byzantium, 1261-1453, London: 
Hart-Davis, 1972; and А.Васильев, Падение Византии: эпоха Палеологов (1261- 
1453), Петроград, 1925; A.Vasiliev, A History o f the Byzantine Empire, 2 vols., 
Madison: University o f Wisconsin Press, 1958.
64 The independent Tmovo patriarchate was established in 1234 under the reign o f Ivan 
Asen II. Metropolitan Joachim of Tmovo was consecrated as the first Bulgarian patriarch. 
See D.Mishew, op.cit, p.26. For general information on the history o f relations between 
the Bulgaria and Byzantium on issues o f the Church, cf. Е.Голубинский, Краткий  
очерк истории провославных церквей болгарской, сербской и румынской, 
Москва, 1871 ; and V.Swoboda, "L'origine de l'organisation de l'église en Bulgarie et ses 
rapports avec le patriarcat de Constantinople (870-919)," Byzantinobulgarica 2 (1966):67- 
81.
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Moldavia, was made bishop o f Tmovo.65 Mishew notes that the Ottoman 
decision to abolish the Bulgarian patriarchate was "inconsistent with their 
general policy of preserving the previous order o f things and avoiding 
[intrusions] upon the spiritual life  o f the conquered nations."66 He 
concludes that this decision may have very likely been prompted by 
interference from Constantinople, whose Patriarch "had always been 
hostile to the Bulgarian National Church."67 This conclusion is quite 
plausible. Later we see a clear-cut example of Greek interference in the 
affairs o f the Bulgarian Church regarding the continued existence of the 
archbishopric of Oxrid, which had been established in 1020. The Turks had 
allowed the post to remain intact up until 1767; and apparently they only 
abolished the post then at the insistence o f Samuel, the Patriarch of 
Constantinople.68 According to Mishew, the patriarchate of Constantinople 
"obtained from the invaders such privileges as it had not enjoyed even 
under the Byzantine rulers."69 In a letter to the Pope written in the year 
1385, the Patriarch of Constantinople "testified...that the Sultan left to his 
church complete liberty of action."70
The attitude of the Ottomans toward the Bulgarian Church seems to 
be one o f ambiguity. Sultan Murad, from the beginning, when Bulgaria 
was still a vassal state, adopted "a certain tolerance toward the indigenous 
Christians"71; but Murad's policy clearly had lim its. Ottoman soldiers 
could, under the protection of the law, enslave and have complete control 
over the inhabitants of a captured area unless they vowed to practice Islam.
83
65 Cf. Mishew, op .c it, 173-175. For information on the circumstances regarding the 
placement o f Jeremiah in this post, cf. N. Iorga, Istoria  B iseric ii Románesti, vol.I, 
Bucaresti, 1908, pp.49-50. These pages are also quoted by Mishew, ibid.
66 Mishew, op.ciL,175.
67 ibid.
68 Mishew, op.cit, 26.
69 Mishew, op.cit, 171.
70 Kinross, op .cit, 59.
71 Kinross, op .cit, 47.
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Yet the Ottomans left intact some of the most important institutions of the 
Church. Though Bulgaria now had no patriarch of its own, it did for more 
than two centuries, as just mentioned, retain its archbishop's seat at Oxrid. 
Furthermore, if  the passage in the Loveč Codex that states that Euthymius 
went to live at Bačkovo Monastery is true72, then this would indicate that 
some of Bulgaria's monasteries remained open and working after Bulgaria 
was absorbed into the Turkish Empire. As a policy the Turks did not close 
existing Christian churches in Bulgaria, but placed strict parameters on 
their construction: they could not have windows, bells, belfries, cupolas; 
and they had to stand lower than the mosques.73 For a time, however, the 
Turks did forbid the construction of new churches.
The preservation of certain aspects of the Church's infrastructure 
under the Ottomans serves as a contrast to their harsh treatment of the 
Bulgarians. The boyars who would not convert to Islam were either killed, 
as is corroborated by Camblak's account in his panegyric, or were exiled to 
Asia Minor. While the Turks never forced Islam on the peasant population, 
the consequences for remaining a Christian, or raya (i.e. a non-Moslem) 
were harsh. The Christian peasants were retained to work the land of the 
spahi estates (the estates given to members of the elite cavalry to 
administer) and were levied very heavy taxes. The most devastating of 
these taxes was the ispendzh, a levy of Christian children. Under this tax, 
every five years the best children from raya households were taken away to 
be sold as slaves or to be trained as militant Moslems and warriors in 
Constantinople. The latter group would enter the Sultan's infantry, the 
Corps of the Janissaries.74 Only married Christian young men were
84
72 See H.Goldblatt, Orthography and Orthodoxy: Constantine Kostenečki 's Treatise o f 
the Letters, Studia Historica et Philologica, no. 16. Florence: Le Lettere, 1987, p.52, 
fn.42.
73 MacDermott, op.cit., p.26.
74 MacDermott, op.cit, 29. The term "janissaries" comes from the Turkish phrase "yeni 
çeri", or "new army." See also Elizabeth Zachariadou, "Les «janissaires» de l'empereur 
byzantin," in Studia turcologica memoria Alexii Bombaci dicata, 591-597, Seminario di 
Studi Asiatici, Series Minor X IX , Naples: Istituto Universitario Orientale, 1982; reprinted 
as article X I of EA. Zachariadou, Romania and the Turks (c .1300-c .1500), London: 
Variorum Reprints, 1985.
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exempted from this conscription.75 Those Bulgarians who did convert to 
Islam — as did the tsar's own son Alexander76 — had the possibility of 
entering the elite strata of Ottoman society. According to MacDermott:77
Those Bulgarians who gave up their religion and embraced Islam ipso 
facto  entered the ranks o f the ruling class, since the Turks made no 
division between race or nationality, bút only between Moslem and non- 
Moslem.
Through loyal service to the sultan, the convert could himself become a 
feudal lord under the new government. Even some Bulgarians who did not 
convert but served the state loyally or who possessed a needed skill or craft 
were given special privileges by being exempt from some taxes 78
Such were the conditions in Bulgaria during Euthymius' old age. He 
developed into one o f his culture's greatest writers and intellects during a 
splendid and brilliant moment in Bulgaria's history. The Tmovo he grew 
up in and came back to from Byzantium as a middle-aged man was the
75 MacDermott, op.cit, 24, describes other hardships that befell the Bulgarian people: 
"The Bulgarians had to suffer national and religious persecution, many were taken into 
slavery; women and girls were taken away to Turkish harems; efforts were made to force 
individuals to become Moslems, and the Bulgarian population was chased out o f towns to 
make room for Turkish colonists."
It seems, however, that under Bulgarian rule, the indigenous peasant population also 
suffered terrible burdens o f taxation. D. Kossev, H.Hristov, and D. Angelov (op.cit.,73- 
4) write: "The peasants were heavily burdened with numerous taxes. The most widespread 
o f these were the different kinds o f tithes levied on farm produce (wheat and fruits) and on 
domestic animals (cows, sheep, poultry). A tax was paid on each house, called dimnina 
(from dim -  smoke), a tax for the church (canonicon ) and many more. Besides the regular 
taxes, the peasants were often compelled to supply additional quantities o f foodstuffs and 
domestic animals for the needs o f the officials and the army. They also had to pay various 
taxes in order to engage in certain economic activities (fishing, m illing wheat) or to utilize 
the forests and pastures which belonged to the state or the boyar (to cut wood and graze 
their cattle). Most of the taxes were paid in kind, but some of them had to be paid in cash."
76 Tsar Ivan Sišman s son, Alexander voluntarily converted to Islam in order to retain 
some power and under the Ottoman rule became the governor o f the Asiatic city of 
Samsun. His younger brother, Vladislav, fled to Hungary.
See V.N. Zlatarski's article "Bulgariens historia t ill befrielsen 1878" in Bulgar erna, 
ed.M. Ehrenpreis and A.Jensen, Stockholm, 1918, pp.3-39. On page 21 Zlatarski writes: 
"Hans [Ivan Sišmans] äldste son Alexander övergick t ill islam och blev ståthållare i den 
asiatiska staden Samsun; den yngre sonen Vladislav flydde till Ungern."
77 MacDermott, op.cit.,25.
78 MacDermott, op.cit., 29-31.
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jewel o f the Balkans. Euthymius, perhaps more than any o f his 
contemporaries, helped to enact this great literary flourishing that has 
come to be associated with the "Second South Slavic Influence." Then, after 
1393, the face of his country changed completely. His homeland was 
destroyed; the capital city lay in ruins; the tsar fled to Nikopol and was 
later killed on Bayezid's order.79 His friends and colleagues were killed, 
enslaved, imprisoned or exiled; and now, his Church taken away from him, 
he was sent away ־־ having been mercifully spared his life — to live out his 
remaining years in the south. His literary descendents ״  the greatest among 
them Gregory Camblak and Konstantin Kostenečki — went abroad, to 
East Slavdom and Serbia respectively. These men continued the literary 
work that was pursued apparently indefatigably by the last Bulgarian 
patriarch, Camblak in the capacity of metropolitan of Lithuania and Kiev 
and Kostenečki as the intellectual force behind the Resava School.80 
Through these and other men, Euthymius’ legacy was spread to other 
Orthodox lands, where it was to be a source of inspiration for a long time 
to come.
86
79 Kossev, et al., op.cit., 87.
80 See H.Goldblatt, op.cit., 68-69.
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Chapter 1:
Preface to Translations and Inventory of Extant
Manuscripts
A. Preface:
This entire section o f our study is devoted to the hagiographie texts 
of Patriarch Euthymius. Heretofore, these texts have appeared in editions 
only in the original (Church Slavonic) or in Modem Bulgarian translation. 
One reason, of course, for translating a work is to increase the size of its 
audience, to make the work available to a linguistic community that 
otherwise would not have known the text (except perhaps through 
descriptions found in secondary sources that are accessible). Naturally this 
was one of the goals we had in mind in translating the saints' lives of 
Patriarch Euthymius. The other reason we had for undertaking these 
translations was to make the content of these texts as clear as possible so 
that there should be no impediment to following the arguments developed 
in Sections HI and IV  of this study. O f course, for Slāvists these 
translations are meant to be used merely as a supplement to the original 
texts. For those scholars who work with hagiographie sources from other 
traditions, we hope that these texts, along with the other translations that 
exist of Slavic works, w ill render Slavic literature less esoteric and 
inaccessible.
In translating the four hagiographie works of Patriarch Euthymius 
into English, we employed the reprint edition o f Kałużniacki's Werke des 
Patriarchen von Bulgarien Euthymius. This is the only edition in which all 
four of Euthymius' extant saints' lives appear in the original Church 
Slavonic with all textual variants. Of the four vitæ by Euthymius, only the 
Life o f Ivan o f Rila has appeared in other editions in Slavonic.1 The Life
1 Й.Иванов, Българсни старини из Македония, 1st edition, Sofia, 1908; 2nd 
edition, Sofia, 1931; reprint o f 2nd edition, Sofia, 1970: pp.369-383. ; and Жития на 
св. Ивана Рилски с уводни бележки, Годишник на Софийски Университет, 
ист .־филолог, фак., кн. 32, 59-73, София, 1936. This last edition contains all of the 
various versions of the vita: the folk version, the prologue versions, and the Euthymian 
version. See Turdeanu, La littérature bulgare du XIVe siècle et sa diffusion dans les pays 
roumains, Travaux publiés par l'in s titu t d'Études slaves, no.22, Paris: Imprimerie 
nationale, 1947, pp. 72-3; for the details o f Ivanov’s edition. There was also a study done 
by P.A. Syrku, "Несколько заметокъ о двух произведениях Терновскаго
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o f Paraskeva has appeared only in excerpts in various anthologies2, and 
the Life o f H ila r ion o f Mo glena and the Life o f Philothea have not been 
published in any source other than Kałużniacki ,s. Kałużniacki 's edition 
contains all o f the textual variants that occur in the manuscripts that he 
examined. Moreover, Kałużniacki includes in his study manuscripts from 
his private collection to which Ivanov, in his later study of the Euthymian 
texts (see footnote 1 ) did not have access and does not even mention in his 
study.3
A ll four vitæ of Patriarch Euthymius have appeared previously in 
Modem Bulgarian translations. There are four Modem Bulgarian 
translations o f the Life o f Ivan o f Rila, three of the Life o f Paraskeva, one 
of the Life o f H ila rion  o f Moglena and one of the Life o f Philothea* 
There is also a Modem Macedonian translation of the Life o f H ilarion .5 
A ll of these translations vary greatly in the wealth of scholarly annotation 
they offer. For example, in the Христоматия по старобългарска
Патриарха ЕвѲимия," Сборникъ статей по славяноведению В.И. Ламанскаго, 
Санкт-Петербург, 1883, рр.346-380.
2 Sec also Krasim ir Stančev s article on post-Euthymian Greek versions o f the L ife  o f 
Paraskeva : К.Станчев, "Едно малко познато гръцко житие на Параскева 
Епиватска (Петка Търновска)," Българско средновековие (Българо-съветски 
сборник в чест на 70-годишнината на проф. И. Дуйчев), 270-286, 
София: Наука и изкуство, 1980.
3 See Turdeanu, op.cit, 75, fn .l.
4 1) LIR : In addition to the translations contained in the Христоматия no 
старобългарска литература (Динеков, Куев, Петканова, ред., София: Наука 
и изкуство, 1967) and volume 4 o f Стара българска литература (К.Иванова, 
ред., София: Български писател, 1986), the LIR  appears in Modern Bulgarian 
translation also in the follow ing editions: В. Кисе л ков, Свети Иван Рилски, р. 38־ 
60; and Ив. Гошев, Трите най-стари пространни жития на Иван Рилски, 
Годишник на Софийски университет, бог. фак., том 25 (1948); 2) LP: In 
addition to the translations contained in the Христоматия and volume 4 o f Стара 
българска литература, the LP appears in Modern Bulgarian translation also in the 
following edition: В.Киселков, Житие на св. Параскева, Българска историческа 
библиотека, том I, 1930, с .190-217; 3) LHM : A Modem Bulgarian translation is 
contained in vol.4 o f Стара българска литература ; 4) LPh: Only the translation 
contained in vol.4 o f Стара българска литература is known to us.
5 See Вера Антик, Локални агиографии во Македониіа, 47-73, Скоп]е: 
Просветно дело, 1977.
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литература , one wUl find translations of the Life o f Ivan o f Rila and the 
Life o f Paraskeva (as well as a translation of Euthymius's letter to 
Kiprian).6 These translations, while accurate, contain extremely few notes 
to the texts (all three translations contains a total of eleven endnotes), and 
none of the biblical passages is ascribed to its scriptural sources.
In the anthology Стара българска литература  (том 4, 
Житиеписни творби), there are translations of all of the Euthymian 
hagiographie texts, and these are the most scholarly translations done into 
Modem Bulgarian. A ll of the translations of the Euthymian vitæ in this 
volume were done solely by Klimentina Ivanova, Bulgaria's most serious 
scholar of Euthymius and his hagiographie school7 (except for the Life o f 
H ila rion  o f Mo glena, which was done by her in collaboration with 
M.Spasova). Ivanova's translation o f the Life o f Ivan o f Rila is based on 
the edition o f J.Ivanov and the copy of the Zograph Sbomik.8 The 
translation of the Life o f H ilarion o f Moglena is based on a photocopy of 
the Zograph Sbomik and Kałużniacki s edition.9 Ivanova's translations of 
the Life o f Paraskeva^ and the Life o f Philothea11 are both based on 
Kałużniacki 's edition.
Our translations are done directly from the Church Slavonic texts as 
published by K a łu ż n ia c k i, and we consulted the aforementioned 
translations only in the final stages of translating the works into English.
6 See pp.390-417 for the translated texts and endnotes.
7 O f her many studies, see, for example, К.Иванова, "Литературни наблюдения 
върху две похвални слова от Евтимий Търновски," С таробългарска  
литература 14 (1983): 10-36; "Похвалното слово за Иоан Поливотски от 
Евтимий Търновски,“ Старобългарска литература  12 ( 1982): 30-53; 
“Византийските източници на Похвалната за Константин и Елена от 
Патриарх Евтимий Търновски," Старобългарска литература 10 (1981): 3- 
15.
8 For the text o f the LIR , see volume 4 o f Стара българска литература (К.Иванова, 
ред., София: Български писател, 1986) рр.135-148; and annotation, рр.551556־.
9 For the text of the LHM , ibid., pp. 89-108; and annotation, pp. 531-537.
10 For the text o f the LP, ibid., pp. 191-202; and annotation, pp.577-581.
For the text o f the LPh, ibid., pp.202-216; and annotation, pp.581584־.
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Á ll information taken from К  .Ivanova's translations or her annotations to 
them are credited below in our footnotes.
We should like to make some remarks regarding specific issues in 
rendering these texts into English:
Sentence Structure:
In translating these saints' lives, we have aimed to preserve as much 
as is possible the original structure of the sentences. This results at times in 
long, paragraph-length sentences and in series of dependent clauses that do 
not have any logical connection. We feel, however, that in order to render 
in translation the complexities of the high-style rhetoric ־־ with its 
elaborate intertwining of dependent and independent clauses — it is better 
to forgo smoothness o f style, which might be acheived by breaking up the 
texts into shorter sentences. Paragraph breaks in the translations do not 
appear in the original and are added simply to give some organizational 
structure to the content.
Throughout his writings, Euthymius employs the convention of 
tautology, the repetition of the same word or root within a phrase. This is a 
common feature of high Byzantine and Slavonic rhetoric. We have tried to 
preserve these tautological devices wherever they occur, and the result may 
seem awkward to the reader (i.e. "shepherded by a true shepherd", in Life 
o f Ivan O f Rila, chap. III).
Verb Tense:
In the texts of the vitae the present tense, as well as the aorist and 
imperfect, is used to relate past events. Where the present tense occurs in 
this context, we have employed the past tense for the sake of uniformity of 
tense throughout the translation.
Textual Insertions:
Actual names of characters in the vitae are sometimes put in brackets 
where the original simply uses a pronoun. In order to avoid the confusion 
that results in the use of "he", for example, within one sentence to refer to 
three different male characters, we provide the names of the people
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referred to in brackets to make the meaning clearer. Also, sometimes 
words are inserted into the text that do not appear in the original for the 
sake o f clarifying the meaning. These words are also put into brackets.
Actual quotes from the Bible have been translated into English by 
employing the Revised Standard Version (RSV). For the sake of comparing 
Biblical quotations of the original Slavonic text with a Slavonic Bible, 
several sources have been employed: 1) the Sinai Psalter12; 2) the Codex 
Zographensis13; 3) the Codex Assemanianus14; 4) the Codex 
Christinopolis, a twelfth-century Slavonic translation of the Acts and the 
Epistles15; and 5) a Russian Church Slavonic Bible, published by the 
Moscow Synodal Press.16 We refer to quotations from this Moscow Synod 
Bible in the footnotes with the abbreviation MSB. Quotes from the Revised 
Standard Version w ill be accompanied by the abbreviation RSV. Where 
passages from the King James (Authorized) Version are quoted for the sake 
of comparison with the RSV, the standard scholarly abbreviation AV is 
employed. For Greek scriptural variants, we have used two sources: 1) the 
Rahlfs edition of the Septuagint17, referred to throughout by the standard 
scholarly abbreviation LXX; 2) and for the Greek New Testament, The 
Triglot Bible.18
12  С. Северьянов, Синайская Псалтырь, глаголический памятник XI в, 
Петроград: Издание отделения руссого языка и словесности российской 
акадамеии наук 1922; reprint, Graz: Akademische Druck-U. Verlagsanstalt, 1954.
13 Vatroslav Jagic, Quattuor evangeliorum codex glagoliticus olim Zographensis nunc 
Petropolitanus, Berlin, 1879; reprint, Graz: Akad-Druck-U. Verlagsanstalt, 1954.
14 Josef Kurz, Evangeliarium Assemani < Evangel ä f Assemanùv), V01.2, tfvod, text v 
p fep ise  cyrilském , poznámky textové, seznamy čteni, Prague: N akladatelství 
õeskoslovesnská akadem ie véd, 1955.
15 Émile Kałużniacki, Actus Epistolaeque Apostolorum Palaeoslovenice, Vienna, 1896.
16 Библия, Москва: Синодальная Типография, 1904; reprinted by Harasté Press 
in Italy.
17 Alfred Rahlfs, Septuaginta, 2 vols., Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelstiftung, 1935.
18 The Triglot Bible, vol.2 (The New Testament), London: Dickinson, 1890.
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Because Kałużniacki*s volume is relatively difficult to obtain, we 
have reproduced here the information given by Kałużniacki on the extant 
manuscripts of the vitæ he consulted for his edition. In those cases in which 
the whereabouts of the manuscripts Kałużniacki examined are known to 
us, we have given them along with his description.
Contained within Kaluzniacki's own introduction to his volume, he 
lists the eighty-seven manuscripts containing Euthymius's work available at 
the time of the compilation of the book.19 This does not come close to an 
exhaustive lis t o f the extant manuscripts of the vitæ by Patriarch 
Euthym ius,20 but as Ivan Dujčev points, K ałużniacki used "all the 
manuscripts available at that time.21״ Of the extant texts of the vitae, 
Kałużniacki was able to examine personally M, N, O, P, £,S, T, V, W, Y, 
Z, Ž, A 1, B1, Ć1, D 1, E1,11, T 1, A3, and C3 (information on each below). 
He acquainted himself with the other manuscripts through copies, excerpts 
or publications available to him.22
Because K ałużniacki already devised alpha-numeric codes for 
cataloguing the manuscripts, we w ill use the same sigils to avoid any 
confusion for the sake of those wishing to refer to his original footnotes to 
the texts of the vitae. Turdeanu, in his book La littérature bulgare et sa
19 See Kałużniacki, Werke, c־cxxii
20 For more, consult, for example, the subject indices of Bogdanovič, D im itrije. 
Inven ta r é ir ils k íx  rukopisa и Jugoslaviji ( I I - I V I I  veka), Zbornik 2a i stori ju, 
jezik i književnost srpskog naroda, 3 1 ,  Belgrade: Srpska Akadēm ija Nauka i 
Umetnosti, 19Ô2; and Христов, et a l Българсни ръкописи от XI до XVII вен 
запаэени в България, том I, София: Народна Библиотека «Кирил и 
Методий», Българска Археографска Комисия, 1982.
21 See Kałużniacki ,Werke, p .iii.
22 He writes (op.cit., p.cxxi): "Alles in Allem genommen, lassen sich sonach die hier 
verzeichneten Handschriften, beziehungsweise die darin enthaltenen Werke des Euthymius 
vom Standpunkte der Art, wie sie von m ir benutzt worden sind, in nachstehende Gruppen 
scheiden: 1. in solche, die ich habe unmittelbar benutzen können; 2. in solche, die m ir in 
Abschriften, Collationen, Excerpten u.s.w. Vorlagen ; 3. in solche, die m ir in fertigen 
Abdrücken zur Verfügung standen." This is followed by lists of manuscripts for each o f 
the three groups
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diffusion dans les pays roumains also preserves Kałużniacki‘s cataloguing 
system.
Throughout his own edition of the texts of Euthymius's vitae, 
Kałużniacki singles out variants between the various extant manuscripts. 
Most of his comments serve to point out differences in the spelling of 
individual lexical items, differences in verbal aspect usage or verb tense. 
Such textual variants we w ill not treat in this introduction or in our own 
footnotes to the translations. The reader who is interested in these points of 
the original texts may find all of the information in Kałużniacki s volume. 
The textual variants that we are conemed with in translating these vitae are 
those that reflect significant differences in content. Such variants are 
embedded in the footnotes of our translations of the texts.
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1. Extant manuscripts of the L ife  o f Ivan O f R ila  :
Originally, before Euthymius composed his own vita of Ivan of Rila, 
there were four known versions o f the life : 1) a folk version, which 
literary historians feel had to have been written before 1183 because it 
makes no mention of the taking of the relics by the Magyars from Serdica 
to Hungary; 2) a version written by the Byzantine writer and administrator 
of Serdica, Gregorios Skylitz, sometime in the second half of the 12th 
century and later translated into Bulgarian; and 3) two short vitae 
(prologue versions) by Bulgarian writers of the late 13th or early 14th 
century, well after the translation of Ivan’s relics back to Tmovo.23
Kałużniacki divides the Euthymian versions of the life into three 
categories: 1) the original redaction, which represents the life as Euthymius 
originally wrote it (manuscripts A 1 andC1); 2) the expanded redaction 
(manuscripts C, N, O, and T), which differs from the original redaction in 
that it includes a rather lengthy account o f the renovation o f the Rila 
Monastery and an account o f the translation of the relics back to Tmovo 
(inserted between chapters X II and X III of the original redaction) and in 
some other ways which Kałużniacki covers in detail on pp.lv-lvii of his 
introduction. Kałużniacki feels certain that this version can be attributed to 
Vladislav the Grammarian o f the Marien Monastery in Zeglegovo, 
Montenegro24; and 3) the shortened redaction, of which K ałużniacki 
distinguishes three different forms. The first form of the shortened 
redaction (manuscript E1) was used by Kałużniacki as a supplement to 
manuscript A 1 of the original redaction to reproduce the text of the vita. It 
differs from the original redaction only in that the final sentence of 
Chapter X II ("ślepii bo ubo prixodąśte", etc.) and all of Chapter X III 
are missing. Though Kałużniacki does not state this, one can assume that 
he used manuscript C1 to arrive at this summary of differences, at least as 
far as chapters III-V II are concerned, which are missing in his own
23 Cf. Божков, Динеков, et al.,ed. История на българската литература, том I 
(София: БАН, 1963):293; and Kałużniacki, op.cit., li.
24 He writes (ibid.,lix ): "In Ansehung all' der Umstände trage ich sonach kein Bedenken, 
mich auf die Seite derer zu stellen, die die Erzählung von der Wiederherstellung des Ryler 
Klosters und der Übertragung der Gebeine des Johannes Rylski in dieses Kloster für eine 
Arbeit des Grammatikers Ladislaus halten."
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manuscript A 1. The details of how the other two forms of the shortened 
redaction differ from the original redaction can be found in Kałużniacki's 
introduction on pages bd-lxiv.
For the Euthymian versions (original, expanded and shortened) of 
the Life  o f Ivan o f R ila , there are twenty-three manuscripts alone. 
Kałużniacki says (p.6,fn.l) that text A 1 (a copy of the original redaction) 
provided the basis of the reproduced text of the Life o f Ivan o f Rila in this 
volume; and for whatever was missing in that text, he used E1 (a copy of 
the shortened redaction). He also footnotes ten others and lists eleven more 
in his introduction (see notes on each below). I have listed them in the same 
order they appear in his introduction (pp.c-cxxii):
C. A manuscript from the Chilandar Monastery [Mt.Athos], Nr.214, of the 
17th century, Serbian-Church Slavonic. It contains the expanded redaction. 
Description found in K.P. Dimitriev-Petkovic in his Обзоръ АѲонскихъ 
древностей, Ученыя Записки, Имп. Акад. Наук, VI, Supplement 
Nr.4, р.61, and in Sava Chilandarec, Rukopisy a starotisky Chilandarské, 
Sitzungsb. der königl. böhmischen Gesellschaft der Wissensch.,Cl. für 
Philosophie etc., Jahrgang 1896, Abh. VI, pp.53-54.
D. A manuscript from the Monastery of St. Paul on Mount Athos, of the 
17th century, Serbian-Church Slavonic. Description in K.P. Dimitriev- 
Petkovič in his Обзоръ АѲонснихъ древностей, Ученыя Записки,
Имп. Акад. Наук, VI, Supplement Nr.4, р.34.
L. A manuscript from the Zograph Monastery on Mt. Athos [no reference 
number given], o f the 15th century, Bulgarian-Church Slavonic. 
Description in V. Istrin in Ж урналъ министерства народного  
просвещения, April, 1896, р.75.
М . Manuscript of the Rila Monastery in Bulgaria, Nr.47, 17th century 
(1602), Serbian-Church Slavonic. It contains: the shortened redaction, third 
form. Cited by Kačanovskij in Христианское Чтение, 1882, II, p.248, 
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«Рилски Монастир» in Rila, Bulgaria under No. 1/22 (47). See 
Христова, et al., Български ръкописи 25, entry 414, p. 153 ־־ МН].
N. Manuscript of the Rila Monastery in Bulgaria, Nr.61, a Serbian-Church 
Slavonic recension written in 1479 by the well-known scribe, Vladislav the 
Grammarian. It contains the expanded redaction. Kałużniacki wrote that a 
detailed description o f this manuscript, which is important in many 
respects, was not available to him. Incidental notes can be found in: 1) 
Z ivo t sv. Konstantīna  etc., edited by P.J. S a fa rik , p . l l l  ff.; 2) V . 
G rigorovič, Очерк путешествия по европ. Турции, р. 158 onward; 
3) Описание болг. свящ. монастыря Рыльскаго, составилъ 
иером. Неофитъ Рылецъ, р. 101 onward; 4) Христианское Чтение, 
1882, П, р.216 onward; Периодическо Списание, new series, I, р.42 
onward; С. J irećek, Cesty po Bulharsku, p.465 onward.; В. Conev, 
"Ръкописната сбирка въ Рилския манастиръ," reprinted in 
Български Преглед X, р.6. [This manuscript is now preserved in the 
Народен Музей «Рилски Монастир» in Rila, Bulgaria under No. 4/8 
(61). See Христова, et al., Български ръкописи, entry 131, р.62 ־־ 
МН].
О. Manuscript o f the Rila Monastery in Bulgaria, Nr. 62, a Serbian- 
Church Slavonic recension. According to the epilogue, it was written in 
1483 by several scribes in the Rila Monastery. It contains the expanded 
redaction. It appears in the same sources as item N, and in addition:
Сборник за народни умотворения, наука и книжнина X II 
(София, Державна Печатница), р.615 onward. [This manuscript is 
now preserved in the Народен Музей «Рилски Монастир» in Rila, 
Bulgaria under No. 4/5. See Христова, et al., Български ръкописи, 
entry 132, p.63 — МН].
P. Manuscript belonging to the church of the village of Rila, Bulgaria, 
15th-century, Bulgarian-Church Slavonic; preserved today in the monastic
Full bibliographical details in fn.20 above.
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library. It contains the shortened redation, third form. Mentioned by 
Kačanovskij in Христианское чтение, 1882, П, p.219, annotated text.
Š. Manuscript o f the St. Prochorus Monastery (near Pčinja on the Vranja) 
in Serbia. The orthography belongs to the 16th century, Serbian-Church 
Slavonic. It contains the shortened redaction, third form. Description by 
Philaret, Святые ю жны хъ славянъ, II, p.43 onward, and in the 
Известия Имп. A.H.,ѴІП, p. 150 onward.
T . A manuscript o f the Serbian National Library in Beograd, Nr.22. 
Kałużniacki writes: "It is not, as Novakovič believes, of the 15th century, 
but on the contrary o f the 16th century, and is to be sure Serbian-Church 
Slavonic." It contains the expanded redaction. A detailed description can be 
found in Гласник ХХП, p.233 onward, and Гласник IX , pp.40-41, and 
Видов Дан, 1863, Nr. 11-12. [This manuscript burned during World War 
II, see D im itri je Bogdanovič, In ve n ta r ó ir ils k ix  rukopisa^ , p.271 -- 
МН].
W . A manuscript o f the Viennese Imperial Library (der Wiener 
Hofbibliothek) [now the österreichische Nationalbibliothek -- MH], Slavic 
section, Nr.53. O f the 16th century; and certainly Serbian-Church 
Slavonic. It contains the shortened redaction, third form. Kałużniacki 
writes that no description of this manuscript is available.
Y. A manuscript of the St. Onuphrius Monastery in Lemberg, Nr. 15, 16th 
century, Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the shortened redaction, 
third form. Description in B. Dudik, Die Archive im Königreich Galizien 
und Lodomerien, Archiv für österreichische Geschichtsquellen XXXIX,
p. 151 and in Kałużniacki 's Обзоръ славяно-русскихъ памятниковъ 
языка и письма, находящихся въ библиотекахъ и архивахъ 
Л ьвовскихъ, reprinted in Труды третьяго археологическаго  
съезда въ России, бывшаго въ Ииеве въ Августе 1874 года, 
том I I ,  Киев, 1878, р.8 onward.
26 Full bibliographical details in fh.20 above.
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A *. A manuscript from K a łużn iack i,s own Collection, Nr. 10, 15th 
century, Bulgarian-Church Slavonic. It is the same manuscript from which 
he published the Legende vom Taxaotes, Archiv für slav.Philol. XVI 
(1894), pp.42 onward. It contains a fragment of the original redaction. O f 
particular note are extant: a) the heading/title; b) the beginning of chapter 1 
up to and including: "Dovolno bo takovoe bçdetb ž itie "; с) the beginning 
o f Chapter II up to and including: "Nç dob ly j пероко ІеЫ еть 
prêbyvaaèe"; d) the end of Chapter ѴПІ from the words "Сагь že sie 
pročbtb"; and e) all of Chapters ІХ .ХШ־
Ć 1. A manuscript of the Némjü Monastery in Romania, Nr.14, 15th 
century, Serbian-Church Slavonic. It contains only the heading and the 
beginning of Chapter I up to and including the words: "I slyśeśtiim b 
prilagajet se duševna pišta". According to the heading, this manuscript 
could represent the vita in its original redaction as well as the first form of 
the shortened redaction. Description in in G. Tocilescu's Revista pentru 
istorie, archeologie si filologie П., p 130 and in A.И. Яцимирский 
Славянские рукописи Нямецкаго монастыря въ Румынии, 
reprinted in Древности слав, коммисии Москов. археолог, 
общества, 1898, рр.59-60.
Е*. Manuscript of the Ném{ü Monastery in Romania, Nr. 106, 15th century 
(1439), Bulgarian-Church Slavonic. This manuscript was penned by 
Gabriel, the monk and late abbot of the Nemtu Monastery. It contains the 
shortened redaction, first form.
F*. A manuscript of the Bistrita Monastery in Romania, N r.ll. It is from 
the end of the 15th century, possibly the beginning of the 16th century; 
Bulgarian-Church Slavonic; and is today in the Romanian National Museum 
in Bucharest as Nr. 1144. It contains the shortened redaction, first form. A 
description appears in Melčisedek’s Notife istorice $i archelogice, adunate 
pe la 48 mdnastiri si biserici antice din Moldova, Bucharest 1885, p.72.
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I I .  A manuscript of the Archeographical Commission in Kiev, Nr.433, 
16th century, Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the shortened redaction, 
third form. Kałużniacki writes that no description was available to him.
ft* . A manuscript of the Rumjancev Museum in Moscow, Nr. 1706, of the 
16th century, Bulgarian-Church Slavonic. Of the works of Euthymius it 
contains the Life o f Ivan Rylskij, the shortened redaction, third form. 
Description by A. Viktorov, Собрание рукописей В.И. Григоровича, 
Moscow, 1879, pp. 16-17. [This manuscript is now housed in the 
Государственная Библиотека СССР им. В.И. Ленина in Moscow-- 
МН].
A manuscript o f the Xludov Collection, Nr. 190, end of the 14th 
century, Bulgarian-Church Slavonic. It contains the shortened redaction, 
third form (without the beginning). A description appears in A.Popov’s,
Описание рукописей и каталог книг церк. печати библиотеки 
А.И. Хлудова, Moscow, 1872, р.380; also in K.Th. Radčenko's, Отчетъ 
о занятиях рукописями в библиотеках Москвы и С т.- 
П етербурга , Kiev, 1898, р.64. The collection is housed in the St. 
Nicholas Monastery near Moscow. [This manuscript is now preserved in 
the собрание А.И. Хлудова (ф. N86795״) of the Государственный 
Исторический Музей in Moscow — МН].
T 1. A manuscript o f the Synodal Library in Moscow, Nr.175, 16th 
century, Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the shortened redaction, 
third form. A brief description appears in Savva's, Указатель для  
обозрения Москов. патриаршей, ныне синодальной библиотеки, 
Moscow, 1858, р.210 onward. [This manuscript is now preserved in the 
Синодальное собрание (ф. N80370״) of the Государственный 
Исторический Музей in Moscow -- МН].
Y l. A manuscript of the Synodal Library in Moscow, Nr.987, 16th 
century, Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the shortened redaction, 
third form. A description appears in Archimandrite Josifs Подробное 
оглавление Великихъ Четиихъ Миней всеросс. митроп. 
Макария, etc., Moscow, 1892, pp. 95-96 and 102. [This manuscript is now
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preserved in the Синодальное собрание (ф. N80370״) of the 
Государственный Исторический Музей in Moscow ־־ MH].
В2. A manuscript of the Carskij (now Uvarov) Library, Nr.210 (formerly 
1053), 17th century, Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the shortened 
redaction, third form. A description appears in Систем. Описание, etc.,
II, p.368. [This manuscript is now preserved in the собрание A.C. 
Уварова of the Государственный Исторический Музей in Moscow ־־ 
МН].
A3. Manuscript of the Petersburg Public Library, Hilferding Collection, 
Nr.56, beginning of the 16th century (1509), Serbian-Church Slavonic. It 
contains the shortened redaction, first form. A description appears in the 
Отчетъ имп. публичной библиотеки за 1868 год, pp. 123134 ־. [This 
manuscript is now preserved in the собрание А.Ф. Гильфердинга (ф. 
N“ 182) of the Государственная Публичная Библиотека им. А.Е. 
Салтыкова-Щедрина in Leningrad (St.Petersburg) — МН].
F3. A manuscript o f the Petersburg Public Library, with the catalogue 
number F.I.488. It contains the shortened redaction, first form, complete 
in parts, and in others only small fragments; the end o f Chapter X II 
contains the text from this phrase on: "Is* pa jtriarxom  i učite ljem  
SrédbCb dostygośe". A description appears in Отчетъ имп. публичной 
библиотеки за 1873 год, pp. 1317 ־. [This manuscript is now preserved 
in the basic collection o f the Государственная Публичная 
Библиотека им. А.Е. Салтыкова-Щедрина in St. Petersburg ־־ МН].
2. Extant manuscripts o f the L ife  o f H ila rio n  o f Moęlena : 
Kałużniacki lists twelve extant manuscripts o f Euthymius’s vita of
Hilarion of Moglena. Seven of them are mentioned above: D, L, О, E1, F1, 
A3, and F3. Kałużniacki writes (p.27,fn.l) that text E1 provided the basis 
o f the reproduced text in his volume. The remaining five extant 
manuscripts are the following:
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U. Manuscript of the Archimadrite H. Ruvarac, now in the possession of 
the Zagreb Academy of Science, No.HI.a. It is the work of the well-known 
Vladislav the Grammarian of the Marien Monastery in 2eglégovo, done in 
the year 1469, and certainly Serbian-Church Slavonic. Detailed description 
by G. Daničič in Starine I, pp.44-54; a supplement was done by Speranskij 
in Сборник за народ, умотворения, наука и книжнина, XVI- 
ХѴП, рр.325338־.
L 2. A manuscript o f the Troicko-Sergej Monastery in Moscow, Nr.686 
(formerly 1847), 15th-16th century, Russian-Church Slavonic. A 
description appears in Описание слав, рукописей библиотеки св. 
Троицко-С ергиевой лавры, Moscow, 1878-79, I I I . ,р.50. [This 
manuscript is now housed in the собрание Троице-Сергиевой лавры 
(<ļ).N“304) of the Государственная Библиотека СССР им. В.И. 
Ленина in Moscow — МН].
R2. A manuscript o f the former Volokolamskij Monastery, Nr.214 
(formerly 629), 16th century (1537), Russian-Church Slavonic. A 
description appears in Описание рукописей, перенесенных из 
библиотеки Иосифовова монастыря в библиотеку Москов. дух. 
Академии иеромон. Иосифа, Moscow, 1882, р.245. [This manuscript is 
now housed in the Государственная Библиотека СССР им. В.И. 
Ленина in Moscow — МН].
Т 2. A manuscript o f the former Volokolamskij Monastery, Nr.230 
(formerly 655), 15th- 16th century, Russian-Church Slavonic. For a 
description of the manuscript, see ibid.,p. 304. [This manuscript is now 
housed in the Государственная Библиотека СССР им. В.И. Ленина 
in Moscow -  МН].
LA A manuscript of the Soloveckij Monastery, Nr. 619 (formerly 503), 
15th-16th century, Russian-Church Slavonic. A description appears in 
Описание рукописей Соловецкаго монастыря etc., I I . ,p.386 
onward. [This manuscript is now preserved in the соб рание  
Соловецкого монастыря (ф. N 7 o (״17 f the Государственная
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Публичная Библиотека им. А.Е. Салтыкова-Щедрина in St. Peters- 
burg ־־ МН].
Just as with the Life of Ivan Of Rila, K a łużn iacki divides the 
Euthymian versions of the Life of St. Paraskeva into three categories: 1) 
the original redation; 2) the expanded redaction, the second version of 
which was done by Grigorij Camblak^; and 3) the shortened redaction. On 
pages lxviii-lxxxv of his introduction Kałużniacki discusses the details of 
how these versions differ from the original redaction.
K ałużniacki lists twenty-three manuscripts for the Life o f St. 
Paraskeva. Nine of them are already mentioned above: L (Kałużniacki 
does not indicate here which redaction); О (the expanded redaction, second 
form); Cl (the original redaction); T1 (the expanded redaction, second 
form); Y 1 (the shortened redaction, third form); R2 (the expanded 
redaction, second form); A3 (the expanded redaction, second form); F3 
(the expanded redaction, without the beginning or the ending); and L3 (the 
expanded redaction, second form).
On page 9, fh .l, Kałużniacki states that the text Cl (which contains 
the original redaction of the vita) provided the basis for the text 
reproduced in this volume. The remaining fourteen extant manuscripts are 
the following:
R. A manuscript from Zeravna in Bulgaria, 17th-18th century, in modem 
Bulgarian; Kałużniacki writes that the manuscript was then in Syrku's 
possession in Petersburg. It contains the shortened redaction. A description 
appears in Syrku's Несколько заметок о двух произведениях 
патриарха Тръновскаго Евтимия, Сборник статей по славяно- 
ведению, р.378; annotated text.
ft. A manuscript of the National Library in Sofia, Nr.5, 16th-17th century; 
Serbian-Church Slavonic. Contains the expanded redaction, second form. 
Kałużniacki writes: "The text is very faulty. No description of the
27 Cf. Kałużniacki, op.cit., lxvi and lxxv; and also the translated text o f the L ife  o f St
Paraskeva, fn.3.
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manuscript is yet available."28 [This manuscript is now preserved in the 
Народна Библиотека «Кирил и Методий» in Sofia, Bulgaria under 
the same number — МН].
S. A manuscript of the Българското книжовно дружество in Sofia, 
N r.l, 17th century; written in Modem Bulgarian. It contains the shortened 
redaction. The text is correct, as are the manuscripts mentioned in R and 
V. A description appears in Conev, Новобългарска писменость преди 
П аисия, reprinted in Български Преглед, (Sofia 1894), V ili, p.9 
onward.
V. A manuscript of the Ljubljana National Library, Nr.21, 17th century; 
Modem Bulgarian. It contains the shortened redaction. It was described 
first by I. Lamanskij in the Журнал министерства народного про- 
свещения, C LX III, рр.349378־ and CLXIV, pp.84-123. A longer 
description is in G. Voskresenskij's С лавянския р у ко п и с и , 
хранящ ияся въ заграничныхъ библиотекахъ Берлинской, 
П р а ж с ко й  etc., (1882), р.45, in Периодическо Списание на 
Българското книжовно дружество, new series, III, p. 12 and in 
Сборник за народни умотворения, наука и книжнина, 
ХІІ.,рр.463-466 and ХѴІ-ХѴІ [sic.],pp.246-314. In the aforementioned 
work, X II, pp.466-561 there is also a detailed edition of the whole 
manuscript of the L ife  o f St. Paraskeva. [This manuscript is now preserved 
in the Kopitarev Collection (НУК Копитар, 21) of the Narodna 
un ive rs ite tna  kn jižn ica in Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. See Bogdanovic 
(details in fii.20), entry number 212, p.29 -- МН].
B 1• A manuscript from Kałużniacki s own collection, Nr.19, 17th 
century; South Russian, or rather it is written in the customary Ukrainian- 
Polish dialect o f Church Slavonic of Southern Russia of the day. 
Kałużniacki writes that before it came into his possession, it belonged to 
Mr. J. Ciechariski, the former vicar of the village of Mčava in Galicia. It
28 ,Text sehr fehlerhaft, Beschreibung der Handschrift bis jetzt nicht vorhanden", p.civ.
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contains the shortened redaction o f the L ife  o f St. Paraskeva. The text is 
missing a folio.
G*. A manuscript o f the Bisericani Monastery in Romania, Nr.18, end of 
the 16th century; Bulgarian-Church Slavonic; it is also today in the 
Romanian National Library in Bucharest under No. 1178. It contains the 
expanded redaction, first form. The text shows several lacunae at the 
beginning and at the end. A description can be found in M elcisedek's 
Notite istorice si archelogice, adunate pe la 48 mônastiri si biserici antice 
din Moldova, Bucharest 1885, p.81.
L 1. A manuscript o f the Vilnius Public Library, Nr.79 (formerly 192), 
16th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the expanded redaction, 
second form. A description appears in F. Dobrjanskij in his Описание 
рукописей Виленской публ. библиотеки, церковно-славянских и 
русских, Vilnius 1382 [sic.1882], рр.106115־.
M l. A manuscript of the Vilnius Public Library, Nr. 107 (formerly 98), 
17th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the shortened redaction. 
For a description, cf. F. Dobrjanskij, ibid.,pp.231-241.
A2. A manuscript o f the former Carskij (now Uvarov) Library, Nr. 100 
(formerly 135), 17th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the 
expanded redaction, second form. A cursory description in Р укописи  
славянския и российския, принадлежащия И.Н.Царскому, 
разобраны и описаны П. Строевым, Moscow 1848, р.71; for а 
detailed description, cf. Систем, описание славяно-росс. рукописей  
собрания гр. Л.С.Уварова, составил архим. Леонидъ, Moscow 
1893-94, II, р.469. [This manuscript is now preserved in the собрание 
A.C. Уварова of the Государственный Исторический Музей in 
Moscow -־ МН].
Е2. A manuscript o f the Troicko-Sergej Monastery, Nr.630 (formerly 
1882), beginning o f the 16th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains 
the expanded redaction, second form. A description can be found in
Описание слав, рукописей библиотеки св. Троицко-Сергиевой
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лавры, Moscow 1878-79, П, p.215. [This manuscript is now preserved in 
the собрание Троице-Сергиевой лавры (ф. N°304) of the 
Государст-венная Публичная Библиотека им. А.Е. Салтыкова- 
Щедрина in St.Petersburg — МН].
S2. A manuscript of the former Volokolamskij Monastery, Nr.223 
(formerly 644), 16th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the 
expanded redation, second form. A description appears in О пись  
рукописей, перенесенных из билбиотеки Иосифовова монастыря 
в библиотеку Москов. дух. Академии иеромон. Иосифа, Moscow, 
1882, р.289. [This manuscript is now housed in the Государственная 
Библиотека СССР им. В.И. Ленина in Moscow — МН].
U2. A manuscript o f the Moscow Theological Academy, Nr.89, 16th 
century; Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the expanded redaction, 
second form. A description appears in Сведение о слав, рукописяхъ, 
поступивш ихъ изъ книгохранилища св. Троицко-Сергиевой 
лавры в библиотеку Троицкой духов, семинарии etc., архим. 
Леонида, Moscow 1887, р.26. [This manuscript is now housed in the 
собрание Московской духовной академии (ф. N"173, Фунда- 
ментальная библиотека) of the Государственная Библиотека 
СССР им. В.И. Ленина in Moscow — МН].
В3. A manuscript of the Petersburg Public Library, Hilferding Collection 
Nr.85, 16th century; Bulgarian-Church Slavonic. It contains unfortunately 
only the beginning of the L ife  o f St. Paraskeva. According to the heading, 
it could just as well have been from the original as from the shortened 
redaction. A description can be found in От четъ имп. публичной  
библиотеки за 1868 год, pp. 150-151. [This manuscript is now 
preserved in the собрание А.Ф. Гильфердинга (ф. N182 ״) of the 
Государственная Публичная Библиотека им. А.Е. Салтыкова- 
Щедрина in Leningrad (St.Petersburg) -- МН].
М 3. A manuscript of the Soloveckij Monastery, Nr.620 (formerly 501), 
16th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. It contains the expanded redaction, 
second form. A description appears in Описание р у ко п и с е й
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Соловецкаго монастыря, etc., II.,p.390. [This manuscript is now 
preserved in the собрание Соловецкого монастыря (ф. №717) of the 
Государст-венная Публичная Библиотека им. А.Е. Салтыкова- 
Щедрина in St.Petersburg — МН].
4. Extant manuscripts o f the L ife  o f  Philothea :
Kałużni acki lists only nine extant manuscripts in total for the L ife  o f 
Philothea. It is interesting to note that the L ife  o f Ivan o f Rila (LIR ) and 
the L ife  o f H ila rion  o f Moglena (LHM ) appear together in seven 
manuscripts (D, L, O, E1, F1, A3, and F3), the LIR and the L ife  o f 
Paraskeva (LP) appear together in seven manuscripts (L, О, С1, T 1, Y 1, 
A 3, and F3), the LHM and the LP appear together exclusively in one 
manuscript (L3); and all three—LIR, LHM and LP—appear together in four 
manuscripts (L, O, A 3, and F3); yet the L ife  o f St. Philothea does not 
appear together with any of the other vitae by Euthymius in any of the 
extant manuscripts.
Listed below are the nine extant manuscripts cited by Kałużniacki. 
He states on p.78, fn .l of Werke that the manuscript D 1 provided the basis 
for the reproduced text in this volume.
Z. A manuscript from the Greek Orthodox Metropolitan Council in 
С er no v ie , temporary designated under the code d); 16th century; 
Bulgarian-Church Slavonic. Kałużniacki writes that no description was 
available to him.
Ž. A manuscript of the same collection as Z, temporary designated under 
the code e); end o f 15th century, possibly the beginning of 16th century; 
part Bulgarian, part Serbian-Church Slavonic. Kałużniacki writes that no 
description was available to him.
D 1. A manuscript o f the Némtu Monastery in Romania, Nr.20, 15th 
century (1441); Bulgarian-Church Slavonic. Gabriel, the monk and later 
abbot of the Nemtu Monastery was the scribe. A description appears in 
Melčisedek’s Notice istorice $i archelogice, adunate pe la 48 mônastiri f i  
biserici antice din Moldova, Bucharest 1885, p. 131.
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U 1. A manuscript from the Synodal Library in Moscow, Nr. 180, 16th 
century; Russian-Church Slavonic. Description in Savva, Указатель для  
обозрения Москов. патриаршей, ныне синодальной библиотеки, 
Moscow, 1858, р.210 onward; also in Andrej Popov, Обзоръ хроно- 
графовъ русс, редакции, Moscow 1869, П, рр.31-32, and K.Rad- 
le n ito , Отчетъ о занятияхъ рукописям и , etc., рр.27-40. [This 
manuscript is now preserved in the Синодальное собрание (ф. 
N80370״) of the Государственный Исторический Музей in Moscow-- 
МН].
Z l ģ A manuscript o f the Synodal Library in Moscow, Nr.994, 16th 
century; Russian-Church Slavonic. A description can be found in 
Archimandrite Josifs Подробное оглавление Великихъ Четиихъ 
Миней всеросс. митроп. Макария, etc., Moscow 1892, pp. 186-187. 
[This manuscript is now preserved in the Синодальное собрание (ф. 
N•80370) o f the Государственный Исторический Музей in Moscow - 
-МН].
С2. A manuscript o f the Sabbas-Storoževskij Monastery, Nr. 192, 15th- 
16th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. Description in P. Strojev's
Описание рукописей монастырей Волоколамскаго, Новый- 
Иерусалим, Саввина Сторожевскаго и Пафнутиева-Боровскаго, 
Ausgabe der Gesellschaft der russ. Bibliophilen Nr. ХСѴТП, p.289.
K 2. A manuscript o f the Troicko-Sergej Monastery, Nr.676 (formerly 
407), 17th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. A description appears in
Описание слав, рукописей библиотеки св. Троицко-Сергиевой 
лавры, Moscow 1878-79, ПІ, р.30. [This manuscript is now housed in the 
собрание Троице-Сергиевой лавры (ф.М304״) of the Государст- 
венная Библиотека СССР им. В.И. Ленина in Moscow -- МН].
О2. A manuscript of the Troicko-Sergej Monastery in Moscow, Nr.754 
(formerly 1644), 15th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. A description 
appears in Описание слав, рукописей библиотеки св. Троицко- 
Сергиевой лавры, Moscow 1878-79, Ш, р. 152. [This manuscript is now 
housed in the собрание Троице-Сергиевой лавры (ф.Мв304) of the
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Государственная Библиотека СССР им. В.И. Ленина in Moscow ־־ 
МН].
N3. A manuscript o f the Soloveckij Monastery, Nr.631 (formerly 514), 
16th century; Russian-Church Slavonic. A description appears in
Описание рукописей Соловецкаго монастыря, etc., П.,р.446. [This 
manuscript is now preserved in the собрание Соловецкого монастыря 
(ф. N717״) of the Государственная Публичная Библиотека им. А.Е. 
Салты-кова-Щедрина in St.Petersburg — МН].
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Chapter 2:
The Life of Ivan of Rilai
The Life and Deeds of Our Venerable Father Ivan of Rila2, 
written by Euthymius, Patriarch of Tmovo3
I. I f  we were to pass over in silence the life of the blessed Ivan, and if  
we were not to offer with all possible diligence what has been written for 
us as a primary example4 unto those who desire and are zealous for the 
virtues which are good, then could not someone indeed justifiably5 revile 
us, [saying] that we are not only indolent and negligent towards our goods 
but also that we are envying our fellow countrymen their share o f the 
goods inasmuch as we have profited before others? Abundantly reflecting 
the combination o f all [Ivan's] virtues, [this life] can bring no small profit
1 John Fine (The Early Medieval Balkans, A C ritical Survey from  the Sixth to the Late 
Twelfth Century, Ann Arbor: University o f Michigan Press, 1983, p. 169) writes that 
according to historical sources, Ivan o f Rila was born in about 880 in a village near 
Serdica. The date o f his death is believed to be August 18,946 (see fn.87).
2 In the manuscripts C, N, О and T there follows : "in which it is told how he was 
translated to Tmovo" ( 'v *  njemźe i kako prén©s©nb bystb ѵ ъ Тгъпоѵь"). See־
E.Kałużniacki ,Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien Euthymius (1375-1393),Vienna., 
1901; reprint, LondonrVariorum Reprints, 1971, p.5, fn2.
3 Here the aforementioned texts include also the following, included by Kałużniacki in 
the appendix o f his Werke : "and at the end o f the story, about the renewal o f his holy 
monasteries which are in Rila, and how he was translated back from Tmovo to the same 
glorious monastery o f Rila, written by the last of the deacons, Vladislav the Grammarian" 
("na konci ie  slova i  о obnovljeni svetye o b ité li ego, iže ѵъ Rylé, i kako раку 
prénes«nb bystb o t Тгьпоѵа v> t>źd© slavnyj m onastirb R ylskyj, sp is a n o  
poslédnyim  ѵъ diacéx, V ladislavom  gramatikomb”). See K ałużniacki, Werke, 5, 
fn3.
4 The word used in the original Slavonic is "образъ", which according to Sreznevskij (И. 
Срезневский, Материалы для словаря древнерусского языка по письменным 
памятникам, 1893; Reprint, Москва: Книга, 1989, vol.2, 540-541) can mean in 
Modem Russian not only "образ" or "икона", but also "изображение," "образец" and 
"пример."
5 Note the different meaning o f the word "lêpota" here in the expression "v lépotç", 
meaning lite ra lly  "in propriety or decorum" rather than "in beauty". See Sreznevskij, 
op.cit, V01.2, p. 73.
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to those who examine it. For such a life is sufficient not only for those who 
laboriously follow in the footsteps of this great man (who ascends to glory 
as all do who draw near to God), but [this life is sufficient] also for him 
who is satisfied to attain the success already achieved by those who have set 
out to imitate this life even in small measure.
Not only for these people, but also for those who simply hear this 
[read aloud] w ill [Ivan and his deeds] be understood and [w ill serve as] a 
source of profit. For even when [this life ] is simply heard [read aloud], 
[Ivan's] love pours into the souls of those who are listening, and when it is 
committed to memory, it can be like a sting which in due time w ill incite 
these people to imitate it. How much spiritual food is being offered to both 
those who relate this story openly and to those who listen to it! Such a life 
w ill be the cure o f salvation, and God is praised for his sake. And I think 
that both [story-teller and listener] have equal need of this. Thus, some 
w ill not let the smallest detail slip past them, others w ill follow [the 
example set in] this life; yet both w ill endeavor to imitate [the life of Ivan].
It would be most unseemly for us to have thoughts o f material and 
ephemeral nourishment, which does nothing but create to il for us. Rather, 
we can profit beyond all measure by finding our nourishment in 
immaterial and inexhaustible [food], for such food profits the soul and is 
always in abundance and requires no to il or pains from us, who are 
emaciated in our hunger for things divine.
Behold, we now present the beginning of the story about this man. 
May we be able to summon the grace which verily he received in 
abundance from God so that we should not miss through our ignorance the 
very thing which we seek; otherwise, we run the risk of "touching holy 
objects with unworthy hands" (as it is said)6, and recounting the life of this
6 Here Kałużniacki (Werke, 6, fn.8) includes the following note regarding this express- 
ion: "Eine etwas ungewöhnliche Ausdrucksweise, die wahrscheinlich in der Volkssprache 
der Bulgaren ihren Grund hat." See Sresnevskij's treatment o f the expression 
(Срезневский, op.cit, v o l.l, 364).
In her above-cited translation o f the UR, K.Ivanova (See К.Иванова, редак., Стара 
българска литература, том 4, София: Български писател, 1986, р.554, fn.2) 
includes the following information in her endnotes to her translation: "What is meant here 
is the biblical figure o f Uzzah who dared to put forth his hand to support the holy arc [o f 
Noah] which was falling; and because o f this he died, stunned by the wrath o f God. See 1 
Chron 13.9-11."
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man would otherwise prove beyond our capabilities; we would do our 
listeners a disservice, [instead of] providing them the benefits o f the best 
possible things.
Because this most divine man paid no heed to lowly and perishable 
things and had no concern for things of this world, it is our desire to relate 
quickly the memory of this man, thereby consigning to the depths of 
oblivion all the aforementioned lowly things. [Ivan] paid heed to his 
Fatherland on High7, which is free, untroubled and solid; and in every 
aspect of his life, he strove to achieve [the sanctity of] our common Father 
and Creator.
We must, however, relate at least a few things about him. Indeed, 
those [writers] who wrote about him before us did so somewhat 
inartistically and crudely; whereas we have striven zealously to relate [this 
story] with beauty8, as is fitting; for we well know that a story about a 
[spiritual] father brings joy to people who love such fathers and incites 
them to more fervent zeal.
П. The parents o f the blessed Ivan were extremely pious and were 
Bulgarians by birth, having been bom and raised in the village called 
Skrina, which is in the region of Serdica.9 And Serdica is in the European 
lands and is one of [Europe's] glorious and famous cities. Thus they lived 
in this village, being of kind nature and leading a pious life; and they were 
the parents of two children, of which one was this wondrous Ivan. Having 
received a good upbringing from his parents, he was obedient to them in 
everything and gave them the respect he owed them.
After much time had passed, and his parent having died, he was 
always in fear of God, under no circumstances being absent from church,
7 A circumlocution for "heaven".
8 Dinekov writes that this line demonstrates that Euthymius knew three of the versions of 
the L ife  o f Ivan o f Rila that were written before him: the fo lk version, the version by 
Gregorios Skylitz and the firs t so-called short, or prologue, versions: See "Евтимий 
Търновский," История на българската литература, том 1, 285-307, р.294, 
София: БАН, 1963.
9 The ancient name for present-day Sofia, Bulgaria, known in Slavonic in the medieval 
period as Sredec.
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but listening with great attention to the divine words of the sacred teaching; 
and it was his habit to please the Lord with fasting and prayers. And he was 
entirely captivated by the love of God; and like one of the seraphims 1̂ , his 
soul burned for the Lord, his God; and he bore fruit, in truth, a hundred- 
fold, like a tree which has been planted by the streams of water.11
Some people, seized with envy and being indolent in their duties to 
do good, heaped injustices and humiliations on [Ivan], calling him a 
hypocrite and saying he was unworthy to live. This being the case, he took 
good advice and disperse his property into the hands of the poor, thus 
rendering unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's so that he could 
without hindrance render unto God the things which are God's12.
God, who commanded that from darkness there should shine light1-*, 
also said once to Abraham: "Get from your country and your kindred to 
the land that I w ill show you"14. And in just the same way, [God] appeared 
to [Ivan], and saying nothing less than these words, God showed him also 
the place where it pleased Him. Having awoken from sleep and having 
contemplated the vision [he had seen], [Ivan] became fired up with 
excitement, "as the hart longs for flowing streams"15; and he armed 
himself against an imaginary Goliath, just as David had once [armed 
himself against the real Goliath] 16, according to the ancient account, taking
10 The fiery, six-winged angels that guard the throne o f God. The word "seraphim" in 
Hebrew means "burning" or "noble". See Is 6.1-6.
11 A "tree planted by streams of water" is a Biblical image found in Ps 1.3; Jer 17.18. Cf. 
also M t 7.17-18; 12.32; Lk 6.43-44; 13.19. The Slavonic Psalter employs a circumlocution 
for "waters", i.e. "isxodiváix" vo d V . This device o f paraphrase is common in Biblical 
and other religious rhetoric; for example, in the L ife  o f Constantine, one finds the phrase 
"dośedś* (že) bezvodnyx mest-ь pust-ь" (chap.XII, in Vaillant, Textes vieux-slaves, 
v o l.l, Textes publiés par l'institu t d'Études slaves, no.8/1, Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 
1968, p.27)= "When they reached a waterless, empty place," meaning a desert.
12 M t 22.21, Mk 12.17, and Lk 20.25
13Gen 1.3
14 Gen 12.1, which leaves out the phrase "i o t domu otca tvoego" ("and from thy 
father's house").
15 Ps 42.1 (Slavonic Psalter 41.2).
16 A reference to the story of David and Goliath contained in 1 Sam 17.
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three stones, i.e. faith, hope and love. So too [Ivan] dressed himself in the 
armor o f righteousness17, taking up the shield of salvation18, the divine 
protection19, and with passion and desire20 he had himself tonsured.
[Ivan] then went to a monastery, and he lived there for short period 
of time so that he might study and learn. Leaving the material things of this 
world to the worldly and dust to ashes21, he left the world and the Ruler of 
the world22 and took nothing except a leathern tunic.
He went to the mountain that was shown to him by God, and there he 
made a small hut23 out o f bushes, and he lived there, burdening his body 
with fasting and vigils. And he would sing from the Psalms o f David24:
115
17 2 Cor 6.7 : the original text refers to the ”b r־bnju p ravdy", RSV:"the weapons of 
righteousness", MSB: "o ruž ii pravdy" Cf. also Is 59.17; Eph 6.11,13,17; 1 Thess 5.8. 
Also, in the Life o f St. Anthony, he alludes to the same biblical image or the "armor o f 
God" to advise the righteous on how to pass through unhindered to the kingdom o f God 
(Early Christian Biographies, chapter 65, p. 193).
18 Ps 18.35: "Thou hast given me the shield o f thy salvation".
19 The Psalms abound in images o f God as a shield and source o f protection. Cf. Ps 3.3; 
28.7; 33.20; 59.11; 84.9,11; 115. 9,10,11; 119.114; and 144.2.
20 Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit.,554, fn.14) cites here Gal 5.24 ("And those who belong to 
Christ Jesus have cnicified the flesh with its passions and desires").
21 The Bible contains many verses that employ the image o f dust and ashes to convey 
metaphorically the mortal, wordly and corporeal side o f man’s nature: e.g. Gen 2.7; 3.19; 
18.27; Job 13.12; 30.19; 34.15; 42.6; Ps 22.29; 103.14; Eccles 3.20.
22 The "Ruler o f the world" refers to the Devil. This passage may allude to Eph 6.12 ("for 
we are not contending against flesh and blood but against the principalities, against the 
powers, against the world o f rulers o f this present darkness..."). This makes sense, given 
the fact that in the preceding paraphraph there is a reference to the "armor o f God", which 
appears in Eph 6.11, thus forming a nice transition of consecutive biblical images. Note 
that the Slavonic "m irodrbźec" is calqued from the Greek "коацокрбтшр"
23 The word used here for hut is "koliba", which still exists in Modem Bulgarian as an 
equivalent to the Modem Russian "шалаш" or "хижина".This is probably a remnant 
borrowing from proto-Bulgar, a Turkic language. Cf. Modem Turkish "kulübe", meaning 
"hut, shed, sentry-box". See The Concise Oxford Turkish D ictionary, ed. A.D. Alderson 
and Fahir Iz, Clarendon: Oxford University Press, 1959.
24 The reading o f the Psalms, along with the repetition o f the Jesus Prayer, was especially 
important to the Hesychasts. Even before the Jesus Prayer, or "prayer o f the heart" had 
been elaborated and incorporated into Hesychast mysticism through the writings o f 
Macarius, Diadochus o f Photice, S t John Climacus, and St. Symeon the New Theologian,
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"Yea, I would wander afar, I would lodge in the wilderness. I would haste 
to find me a shelter from the raging wind and tempest."25 Lifting up his 
venerable hands without rage or quarreling26, and having nothing to eat— 
except some plant of grass, which the earth usually sprouts forth for cattle, 
and water which the springs abundantly poured forth-־he sang out: "I was 
like a beast toward thee. Nevertheless I am continually with thee."27
Who then can te ll o f the works he then did? He would not take 
enough of that desert plant to f ill him, but rather very little  o f it and in 
great scarcity, and only after sunset; and he also took only a little  water, 
just enough to refresh his innards. Who is worthy to recount his "fountain 
o f tears"28, and also his all-night vigils and prayer? In multitudes devils 
would come to him, taking on the shapes o f various beasts, wishing to 
frighten him and chase him away. But he was brave and unshakable in the 
face of such tortures, and like a hard stone, he beat them o ff and deflected 
all the waves that came upon him; or, to put it more precisely, [he was] like 
an adamant29, [uncorrupted] by any iron.30
III. After much time had passed, [Ivan] le ft that place and went to 
another, where he found a very dark and gloomy cave. He settled there, 
adding labor unto labor and desire unto desire, storing them up as the
there were statements made by Evagrius in his "Chapters on Prayer" specifically on the 
mystical powers o f repeating the Psalms: **[83]. The singing o f Psalms quiets the passions 
and calms the intemperance o f the body," quoted in Meyendorff, St. Gregory Palamas and 
Orthodox S p iritu a lity , 22. For an English translation o f Evagrius' "Chapters", See 
Kallistos Ware, Philokalia, vol. 1, London: Faber and Faber, 1979.
25 Ps 55.7-8.
26 K. Ivanova, (Иванова, op.cit,554, fn.14) cites here 1 Tim  2.8 ("I desire then that in 
every place the men should pray, lifting holy hands without anger or quarreling...").
27 Ps 73.22-23 (Slavonic Psalter 72.22-23).
28 Jer 9.1. See also Lam 2.18
29 See Ezek 3.9.
i.e. being completely pure; see Jer 6.28
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labor-loving bee does honeycomb and putting them into the treasure chest 
of his heart.31
It happened that his brother's son, having run away from own his 
father and mother in secret, came to the desert where the venerable one 
was living; and only after taking great pains was he able to find [his uncle,
Ivan]. The blessed one, when he caught sight of [his nephew] approaching 
[the cave] from afar, thought it was a dream and began to pray. [The boy] 
came and prostrated himself, asking for [Ivan's] blessing. [Ivan], now 
realizing this was really happening and not a dream, conferred his blessing 
on [his nephew] and asked him the purpose of his journey. He told [his 
uncle] everything, and [Ivan] took him in [under his wing]. Luke was his 
name.32
The venerable Ivan, observing [how Luke thrived there] by his side 
like the cedar which grows in Lebanon33, offered up hymns of thanks to 
God and kept this phrase on his lips the whole time: "The innocent and the 
righteous have put themselves in my hands."34 And [Luke] was with him in 
the desert like an innocent lamb35, shepherded by a true shepherd just as 
Abel or Isaac had been; imitating in every way these forerunners, who 
were raised from childhood in the desert.
W ell, what [happened] next? [Satan] who once was the Morning 
Star36 is today but darkness because of his pride; and wanting to destroy
31 See Lk 6.45
32 Although this is not stated in the text, one can infer that Ivan's brother and sister-in-law 
gave this name themselves to their own son, indicating that they themselves were 
Christians, a significant fact considering that Bulgaria had just been officialy Christianized 
a few decades before by Tsar Boris.
33 Ps 92.12 (in Slavonic Psalter, 91.13)
34 K.Ivanova, (Иванова, op.cit,554, fn.17) cites here Slav.Ps 24.21 (RSV Ps 25.21 
"May integrity and uprightness preserve me, for I wait for thee").
35 I P e ti.19. The original text reads "jakoźe agną nezlobivo", whereas the Slavonic 
text o f the Christinopole Codex reads "jako agnkca neporoćbna i prćsta" (see 
Kałużniacki, Actus, 81).
 ,"The Slavonic reads here "dennica", which refers to Satan's Latin name "Lucifer י*3
meaning "light-bringing" or "morning star, Venus". See Is 14.12: "How you are fallen 
from heaven, О Day Star, son o f Dawn!" Cf. also AV: "How art thou fallen from heaven,
О Lucifer, son o f the morning!"
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both heaven and the seas, he opened his mouth to heaven and said: ,,I w ill 
exalt my throne in the clouds, and I  w ill be like the Most High."37 This 
proud and bombastic Enemy, unable to tolerate the virtue and the brave 
acts o f mankind, was fille d  w ith envy and originated sickness and 
lawlessness.38
[Satan] went to the saint's brother in bodily form, in the image of 
one of his acquaintances. He found [Luke's father] gripped by sadness, 
pricked by nature's sting, and perplexed by the loss of his child; and [the 
Devil] said these words to him: "It is Ivan, your brother, who has deprived 
your child—уоиг support in your old age, the heir to your home, the fru it 
o f your seed—of his mother's bosom and of your embrace. During the 
night he came here, and he abducted your child so that he may have him 
with him. I f  you do not go in haste and take [Luke], he w ill be in no time 
sweet food for the wild beasts. And if  you do not go look for him high and 
low you w ill then be no more than a child-killer! Come then, come, friend, 
and I w ill show you the place so you may take back straightaway the fru it 
of your seed."
When [Ivan's brother] heard this, he clothed himself with hatred as 
in a garment39, and a cloud of wrath seized him; and what he did not say 
he would do to the innocent Ivan! The Devil took him and led [Ivan's 
brother] into the desert, guiding him and firing him up in order to cause 
him grief.
118
In the U fe o f Anthony, one finds this opening sentence to chapter 24: "Anthony said 
that they often appeared in that shape in which the Lord revealed the Devil to Job when he 
said: ,His eyes are as an image o f the morning star"' (Early Christian Biographies, p.157).
37 This original passage in the Slavonic combines excerpts from the text o f Is 14.13 and 
14.14: "You said in your heart, 'I w ill ascend to heaven; above the stars o f God I w ill set 
my throne on high; I w ill sit on the mount o f assembly in the far north; I w ill ascend above 
the heights o f the clouds, I w ill make myself like the Most High."
38 K. Ivanova, (Иванова, op.ciL,555, fn.19) cites here Slavonic Psalter 7.15 (RSV Ps 
7.14 "Behold the wicked man conceives evil, and is pregnant with mischief, and brings 
forth lies")
39 The image is taken from Ps 109.18 (Slavonic Psalter 108.18), which reads "As he 
clothed himself w ith cursing like as his coat". The vita text reads "ob lé íe  są ѵъ 
nenav is ti" , whereas the Sinai Psalter reads "oblćće sją ѵь k lją tvę " (see Северьянов, 
op.cit.,145).
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And when they neared the place, [the Devil] pointed out the cave to 
him and then immediately departed. [Luke's father] then went to the 
indicated place and found the saint. And what he did not do to him, heaping 
on him injustices and humiliations and calling him a despicable old man40 
and a liar, and unworthy to live; and he threw sticks and stones at him, and 
was prepared to k ill him.
And what about the humble disciple o f the Humble Ruler? He stood 
in silence and said absolutely nothing, keeping in his thoughts this phrase:
"But I am like a deaf man, I do not hear, like a dumb man who does not 
open his mouth."41 W ith anger and cries he seized his child (O, what a 
p itifu l cry [the child let out]!), and took him back to the world, to the 
world more evil than a fornicator, back to the mother o f all uncleanliness 
and evil. He took [the child] away from the divine mountain, the fertile 
mountain, the mountain where God deigned for him to live.
When the blessed [Ivan] saw [what was happening] and realized that 
this was the craftiness of the Devil, a cloud of grief seized him, and he 
poured forth tears and fe ll prostrate, and praying, he said: "O Lord, it is 
said: 'Call upon me in the day of trouble; I w ill deliver you.’42 Deliver me 
now, О Ruler, cast Your compassionate eye upon me, and chase out the 
sadness in my heart, and make of me a sign of goodness.43 May You be 
praised forever and ever, Amen."
After praying, he sat down, saddened and grieved over the loss of 
the child; and fearing that [Luke] had now been taken away back into the 
world, [Ivan] absorbed himself in worldly sorrows.
And what did God do, He who has commanded that we leave our 
children and come to Him? He said to [Luke's] fa the r-if not actually in 
words, then in deed—"Let the children come to me, and do not hinder
00056353
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40 The word in the original text is "kakogin»", a slavonicized term for the Greek "kohcòç 
yéfmv” , or "bad, evil or ugly old man".
41 Ps 38.13 (in Slavonic Psalter 37.14).
42 Ps 50.15 (in Slavonic Psalter 49.15)
43 K.Ivanova, (Иванова, op.cit.,555, fn.23) cites here Slavonic Psalter 85.17 (RSV Ps 
86.17 "Show me a sign o f thy favor...").
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them; for to such belongs the kingdom of heaven."44 And as they were 
travelling along, a snake bit the child, and immediately death took the child 
away in her gentle palms. When [Luke’s] father saw this, he did not know 
what to do; so he returned to the venerable [Ivan], and filled with shame 
and grief, he informed [his brother] what had transpired on the journey. 
[Ivan] ordered him to bury [the boy] and return home, which he did.
IV. The venerable [Ivan] glorified God for this and suffered no further 
grief over this. He lived in this cave twelve years and, having no physical 
comforts, he added labor unto labor and to il unto toil. The Devil, seeing 
this, did not cease to cause him grief in every way: sometimes with 
melancholy, sometimes with indolence. He even tried to frighten him many 
times with apparitions. But Ivan, possessing a soul like a diamond, was in 
no way affected by [the Devil's] tortures. [Ivan] used to sing [to the Lord]: 
"They surrounded me like bees around honey-comb; blazed like a fire of 
thorns; in the name of the Lord I cut them o ff!"45
One day the A ll-E vil [Satan] took an army of devils with him, 
disguised as robbers, and they came to the saint, threatening him, beating 
him unmercifully and pushing him and pulling him. They chased him away 
from the place and prevented anyone from approaching him. In that hour 
he obeyed the voice of the Ruler, who commanded, "When they persecute 
you in one town, flee to the next."46 So moving not from city to city but 
from desert to desert, [Ivan] set o ff for another far-away place. And like 
the ancient Abraham, [Ivan] found there a large oak and lived in it. But 
Abraham, after having miraculously met with the Trinity under the oak, 
cast it out; whereas this man, Ivan, after having thoughtfully received the 
Trinity, brought within himself the living God to whom we bow down in 
the Trinity. And Ivan never lost heart, but held himself firm ly to the first 
rule.
44 M t 19.14.
45 In the original, this is a precise quotation of Slavonic and the LXX Ps 117.12. In the 
RSV, Ps 118.12 lacks the phrase "around honeycomb". The Slavonic reads "jako p te ly 
s־ktb," and the Septuagint reads "c&oà ціХюош tajpiov".
46 M t 10.23.
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V. And so what did [God] do, He who does everything to some profit? 
Just as in the days of old when it rained manna in the desert for the 
starving people47 so that they could be filled with grace, so in just this way 
[God] performed [a miracle] here. He commanded the earth to grow peas 
fo r the saint's food, and [Ivan] fed on this and comforted somewhat his 
bodily sickness and assuaged the poverty in his belly, going from strength 
to strength, placing the ascents in his heart, crying forth springs of tears, 
watering the furrows of his soul, and flowering forth the fruits o f grace.48
God, who commanded that from darkness there be light and who in 
doing so brightly clarified the obscurity o f darkness49, did not want the 
city which stands on top of the mountain to be concealed, but deigned 
rather to make known its grace.50 At that time shepherds were 
shepherding somewhere nearby, just as shepherds did at the time of my 
Christ's birth. They were obediently putting the sheep out to pasture; when 
all o f a sudden [the sheep] started to move quickly and began to run, not 
along the usual path, but on untrodden and unfamiliar parts o f a deserted 
and craggy place. When [the sheep] reached the place where the blessed 
[Ivan] was living, they stopped in their tracks.
The shepherds being married to their flocks could not leave them, so 
they came to where the sheep were standing; and when they saw the saint, 
they were greatly bewildered. Who was he, where was he from, and how
47 See Exodus, chapter 16.
48 The "ascent" which Ivan places in his heart refers to his observance o f the steps 
prescribed by John Climacus in his work "The Ladder." The expression "fruits o f grace" in 
the original this reads "klasy", literally "ears" as in "ears of grain".
4 9 Gen 1.3.
50 See M t 5.14-15: "You are the light o f the world. A city set on a h ill cannot be hid. Nor 
do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel, but on a stand; and it gives light to all in the 
house."
Compare this with the following passage from the Life o f Anthony : "For, how he was 
heard o f in Spain and in Gaul, how in Rome and in Africa-he sitting on the m ountain-if it 
were not God who everywhere makes known his own people, and who in the begining had 
promised this to Anthony, also? For, though they themselves act in secret and though they 
wish to be hidden, the Lord, however, shows them as lamps to all, that even those who 
thus hear o f them may know that the Commandments can be fu lfilled and they may acquire 
zeal for the path o f virtue." (Chapter 93, p.216)
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did he get here? They asked o f him, "Where is your home and your native 
country?" [Ivan] answered, "According to the aspostle, my home is in 
Heaven, and this is why I am waiting for my Saviour. My homeland is 
Jerusalem on High, but the country and city where I grew up is not for you 
to know. However, since you are already here, I should feed you some 
desert food."
And he commanded them to take some ripe peas. They took some 
and ate their fill. When they set out to leave, one of [the shepherds] went 
privily and stole rather a lot o f peas and then gleafully set out again to 
catch up with the others. When he found them, he showed them [his bag of 
stolen peas]. The others grabbed it out o f his hand. But when they opened 
the bag in which he was storing the food51, they found nothing inside. 
Immediately [the thief] repented and they went back to the blessed [Ivan], 
telling him what they had done and asking his forgiveness. [Ivan] forgave 
them, saying: "O children, the All-Powerful God has deigned that here they 
should grow and that here they should benefit man."
After this miracle had been performed, [the shepherds] returned 
home, praising and glorifying God for all that they had seen and heard, 
telling [about it] throughout that country and in a ll the surrounding 
villages.
VI. Some of the Christ-loving people wanted to go to the saint and 
receive blessings from him. One man, who had been bitterly troubled for 
many years by an unclean soul, saw them going and followed them, for he 
wanted to heal himself o f his ailment. When they had come within a mile52 
of the saint, [the man's] unclean soul was suddenly seized with terror, and 
he fell, collapsing [to the ground], saying: "A fire has emblazed me and I 
cannot go forward." The people seized him and tried to pull him by force.
51 The original here reads "zn>no"' literally grain, though this is meant to refer to the peas 
which the shepherd stole from Ivan.
52 A "pbpriá te ", or "p o p b riá t*" is defined in one o f our sources as a Roman mile 
("римска миля”), equal to 1477.5 m. (see Стоял Стоянов, Мирослав Лнакиев, 
Старобългарсни език. текстове и речник, София: Наука и изкуство, 1965,
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They fe ll to the ground and begged for [God's] blessings. Their request was 
fu lfilled .
[Ivan] asked them the purpose o f their journey. They told him 
everything, about how this man had become possessed by devils, and they 
fe ll before him and asked that he heal this man of his illness.
But Ivan—in no way relying on himself, but on God, who brings the 
dead back to life  and calls forth the non-existing into existence53־־said:
"Not by our means, children, has this deed been done, not by our means; it 
is by [the work of] the one [and true] God that the devils are cast out. We 
humans are servile to You, [God], and therefore we are rendered 
powerless." For [Ivan] heeded the voice o f the Ruler, Who comands: 
"When you have done a ll that is commanded o f you, say, 'We are 
unnecessary servants.'"54
The people who were exhorting [Ivan] now became very insistent.
They began to threaten and force Ivan, and he fe ll to the ground and began 
to pour forth tears, and he sighed from the depth of his heart and said,
"God, in the Holy Trinity, to whom we bow down, who created everything 
visibile and invisible, whom everyone fears and trembles before, О Ruler, 
have mercy on Your own creation and do not allow this [man] to suffer 
long, and may it be [accomplished] not through us, but through Your 
benevolence and generosity. I am not worthy to utter Your sacred name 
with my unclean and sinful lips; however, having put my trust in Your 
kindness, I beckon to You to help. You yourself have assured [us] through 
the mouthpiece o f Your servants, the prophets, that You not to desire the 
death of a sinner.55 Because of this we all fa ll down before You, and we
53 K.Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit, 555, fn.35) cites here Rom 4.17 ("...who gives life  to 
the dead and calls into existence the things that do not exist").
54 Lk 17.10. The phrase used in the original text fo r "unnecessary servants" is 
"nepotrébni rabi " (literally, unnecessary or unneeded servants/slaves). Both the Codices 
Zographensis and Assemanianus read here: "rab i nedosto in i," lite ra lly , "unworthy 
servants," which is the translation found in the RSV. For Codex Zographensis, see V.
Jagić, Quattuor evangeliorum codex glagoliticus olim Zographensis nunc Petropolitanus, 
Berlin, 1879; reprint, Graz, 1954, p.118. For Codex Assemanianus, see J. Kurz, 
Evangeliarium Assemani (Evangelá f  Assem anûv) vol.2, lívod, text v  p fep ise  
cy r ilsk ém , pozna mie y textové, seznam y čtenf. Prague: N a k l a d a t e l s t v f  
£eskoslovesnské akademie véd, 1955, p.131.
55 К .Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit., 555,fn.37) cites here Ezek 18.32 and 2 Pet 3.9.
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ask that You have mercy on us and hear us in Your Holy Kingdom. May 
You be praised forever and ever, Amen."
When Ivan was finished praying, the devil immediately left the 
[body] o f the man, and he was completely healed, and he glorified and 
praised God. When those with him saw what had happened, they were 
seized with terror. Now increased in their faith, they gathered around the 
saint and pleaded with him to [allow them] to live with him; but [Ivan] 
would not allow it. He commanded them to go, and having given them 
enough food [for their journey], he sent them on their way, forbidding 
them to come back to him. They returned home, accompanied by their 
pious fellow traveler who had once been possessed by the devil.
From that time on, as the glory of [Ivan] spread throughout that 
land, everyone was praising God, and they attained much love and zeal 
toward him.
V II. Thus the brave Ivan, seeing what was happening, left that place56, 
fearing the praise of men and, moreover, loathing it completely, relying 
instead on God's glory. And sweetly he would sing out; "But it is good for 
me to draw near to God: I have put my trust in the Lord God."57
And [Ivan] found a very high, rocky mountain, and immediately he 
ascended it just as that man [Moses], the visionary of God, at one time 
[ascended] Mount Sinai.58 And [Moses] entered into the impenetrable 
darkness of a vision of God and received the tablets written by the Hand of 
God. Yet it was not those tablets of stone but rather the stone of the tablets
56 Despite his efforts to remain apart from society, the crowds that flocked to see him 
eventually resulted in a little community at Rila. In about 941 Ivan abandoned this growing 
monastery for yet another secluded retreat, where he hoped to pursue his intended goal of a 
completely anchoritic monastic life. See Fine, The Early Medieval Balkans, 169.
57 A quotation from Ps 73.28 (Slavonic Psalter 72.28). The quotation in the text 
corresponds word for word with the Sinai Psalter, see Северьянов, op.cit., 92.
58 This refers to Moses ascending Mount Sinai, where he had a vision of God and received 
the tablets (see Ex. 19. 17-25). This Old Testament image became central to the Hesychasts 
and their conception o f the Divine, or Taboric, L ight (Moses had another vision o f God in 
a burning bush in his earlier years; see Ex.3.2)
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o f his heart59 that [Ivan] wet with his tears; and through his all-night vigils 
and sighs, he produced the fru it of his labors a hundred-fold, speaking to 
himself alone, creating a path to the heavens with light wings, and suffering 
through the frost of night the heat of day.
The Unsleeping Eye, seeing how [Ivan] suffered bravely, was 
imperceptibly giving him even more strength and fortification. Now the 
Devil, hating good, did not tolerate for long such virtue of this man; but, 
having taken with him a legion of demons, they came ruthlessly to the 
saint. And what they did not say and do, beating him, pushing him, and 
dragging him! Finally, they beat him with stones, for none of them wanted 
him to live; and they left, believing him to be dead.
The valient Ivan lay there for a long time. He barely regained his 
senses. Moaning and suffering, he was grieved, and he said to himself:
"Why are you cast down, О my soul, and why are you disquieted within 
me? Hope in God; for I shall again praise him, who is the health o f my 
countenance, and my God."60
He got up and again climbed up the rock—firm ly resolved to carry 
out his in itia l plan—and took refuge at the highest point. Looking down 
upon the earth and making it tremble61, [God] looked down from up high 
with a benevolent eye on His saint and he commanded His angel to bring 
him food every day. And so that which is written was fu lfilled by [Ivan]:
"Man did eat angels' food."62
V III. Once all of these things had happened, word of him—just as he had 
predicted- began to travel, and even the tsar wanted to hear about him. At
59 2 Cor 3.3.
60 Ps 42.5 (Slavonic Psalter 41.6)
61 K.Ivanova (Иванова, op.ciL, 555, fn.43) cites here Slavonic Psalter 103.32 (RSV Ps 
104.32 "...who looks at the earth and it trembles."
62 Ps 78.25 (Slavonic Psalter 77.25). In the Slavonic Psalter, the image o f "angels' food" 
is expressed by "angels' bread", "xléb> aggelV  (Северьянов, op.ciL,101), or "хІвЬъ 
aggelbskyj" in the text. This is taken from the Septuagint which contains the specific 
image o f "bread", rather than the more general image of "food": "fxpxov àyféXíüv ефа־уеѵ 
avôpíMtoç".
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that time the pious Tsar Peter o f the Bulgarian kingdom was holding the 
[country's] flag.63 He came to Serdica, and after hearing o f the venerable 
[Ivan], he sent men, very clever hunters, about nine in number, to find the 
saint, commanding them not to return if  they could not fmd him.64 They 
then, having received the command of the tsar, in good time65 reached 
Rila.
Having spent several days there and having found nothing, they were 
stricken with hunger, and they became greatly distressed, for they could 
neither dare go back to the tsar nor could they wend their way further as 
they were starving in the wilderness. However, their fear vanquished their 
hunger, and they did not stop looking [for Ivan].
Sometime later they found some evidence [of him], and with that the 
men found his dwelling. [When they came to him] they asked him for his 
blessing. He granted them his blessing and asked them the риф ose of their 
journey. They explained everything to him. Because he, with a spiritual 
eye, saw that they had been starving for five days, he offered them [food 
from] his table and graciously gave them nourishment.
He Who once fed five thousand men from five loaves of bread66 fed 
here nine men from one loaf of bread. And it was a miracle how [in the 
ancient o f days] enough pieces of bread remained [for the throng] and how 
here [atop Ivan's mountain all nine men were fed with] half a loaf s till 
remained.
And [the tsar's men], having seen this, wondered greatly at it; for 
they, thinking one loaf of bread would not suffice, were thus sated with yet
63 A paraphrase for "ruling the country."
64 This passage appears in Fine, Early Medieval Balkans, 169, regarding the requested 
royal audience with the tsar: "...in 941 John abandoned his growing monastery for a 
mountain retreat He left behind a Spiritual Testament which contained a rigorous monastic 
rule, combining individual asceticism with community life. He stressed the value o f manual 
labor and urged the monks to live in harmony, following the Christian faith taught by the 
church fathers, never aspiring to riches or power. The monks were urged to have nothing 
to do with the princes o f this world, and the story has it that John refused to receive Tsar 
Peter when Peter came to his retreat." Dinekov (Динеков, op.cit., 294) notes that this 
incident is not attested by any historical source.
65 The original reads "faster than a word," "bystrée neže slovo."
66 See M t 14. 17-20.
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half a loaf remaining. And when they returned, they told everything in 
detail to the tsar. The tsar became fired up with divine zeal and a cloud of 
joy  seized him. Taking with him his favorites, he hastened away just as the 
hart hastens in the hours o f harvest to the water brooks67; and they ran o ff 
in great haste to the mountain.
When they reached the river called the Rila River, they found the 
rock, very high and treacherous and very d ifficu lt to climb; and not being 
able to go further, they turned back. But then they began to climb another 
high mountain [nearby], which the locals used to call Knishava, and from 
there [the tsar's men] were able to point out to [the tsar] the mountain and 
rock where the venerable [Ivan] was living. But the tsar could not pass 
because of the steepness and impassibility of the place; and he immediately 
sent two children, whom he loved very much, to beg and plead with [Ivan] 
to grant [the tsar] his blessing, for [the tsar] very much desired to see him.
The children, when they had received the tsar's order, went there 
straightaway and explained everything to the saint. [Ivan] said that [their 
request] was impossible. "However, children," he said, "te ll the tsar this:
'Your labor and proposal reach God and are received by Him like a sweet- 
smelling incense. Depart in haste from here; this place is rocky and 
treacherous; and so that You[r Majesty] should not suffer from any 
unexpected [danger], leave [this place] and take those with whom you came.
You cannot see our hum ility in this life , but in future times we w ill see 
much of one another, and we w ill enjoy ineffable happiness if  we offer up 
from here [to the Heavenly Father] worthy fruits of repentance.'"68
The tsar was sad, believing he had lost something great, and left with 
much lamentation and grief. And immediately he set out for the royal 
residence; and he sent [to Ivan presents of] much gold as well as an 
assortment of various fruits — gifts befitting a monk in exchange for his 
blessing. And [the tsar] sent a letter containing the following [message]:
"To the most honorable father Ivan, the desert-dweller, [from] Tsar 
Peter. I have heard about the God-loving nature of your soul and about 
your desert-dwelling and ascetic and angelic existence; and, in addition to
67 The image of the deer in search o f water is taken from Ps 42.1. See fn l5 .
6 8  a . M t 3.8 and Lk 3.8.
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this, [I have also heard] about your complete withdrawal from the world. 
And I desired very much to see your venerableness and to delight in your 
mellifluous words, for I have thought o f how much benefit would flower 
forth from seeing you. But the desire for wealth, vainglory, and sensuality 
does not leave us alone, those [o f us] who are being tossed about69 in the 
sea o f this vain life . May we rise up to the light o f a pure and ascetic 
existence, for our spiritual eyes have been darkened over by the sadness 
and insurrection that is in this world — and so now as if  having woken up 
from some deep sleep, I wanted to see your saintliness. Since I have been 
deprived of this grace, I-־who have repented on account of my many sins — 
pray, falling before your venerableness, that you might send us some 
comfort of consolation and cool the intense heat of sadness. For you know, 
your venerableness, you know how many storms of the world and clouds 
of uprisings have caused my royal heart to become upset!"
Then the blessed Ivan as if  breaking the force of his resolve, gave 
himself over to the [tsar's] request and to the food [sent him by the tsar], 
but he completely ignored the g ift o f gold, and responded to [the tsar] as 
follows:
"To the pious Tsar Peter, autocrat o f the Bulgarian scepter; [from] 
poor Ivan. It is not possible for us to fu lfill all of your requests; however, 
because of your faith and diligence, we w ill fu lfill those things that are 
befitting: I have accepted [your gift] o f food. But keep your gold, for such 
things are greatly harmful to those who are leading a monk’s life70, to 
those who are chosen to live in deserted and untamed places. For indeed 
why would people who do not even take enough bread to satisfy their 
hunger or enough water to quench their thirst need such things? We must 
live the life o f Christ and attain death.71 Such things [as you have sent me] 
are certainly fit for Your Majesty; however, not even you, who are
128
69 The Slavonic reads here vb laçâtix sa < VT»lajątisą/ vb la ja tis ja / vb la tis ja , which
Sreznevskij (Срезневский, op.cit., v o l.l, 378) defines by the Latin phrase "fluctibus 
agitari".
70 See Prov 23.10-11; M t 10.9
71 К .Ivanova (Иванова, op.ciL,555, fn.48) cites here Phil 1.21 ("For me to live is 
ChrisL and to die is gain.")
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bedecked in a crown, should delight in such things. For it is said: 'I f  riches 
increase, set not your heart on them.'72 It is also written: The strength of a 
king is his wealth'73, but such wealth should be spent not on armor and 
weapons nor on your own sensual desires, but should be distributed to the 
beggars and the poor, to the naked and those without kin. Furthermore, if  
you want to inherit more than a mere earthly kingdom, but the heavenly 
kingdom as well74, then be merciful as our Heavenly Father is merciful.75 
Do not put your hope in falsehood and do not desire sensual pleasures.76 
Be humble77 and forgiving to all78, and keep a watchful eye upon all. Let 
the o il o f your compassion pour forth onto everyone, and 'let not let your 
left hand know what your right hand is doing.'79 Let the poor come away 
from your palace joyful, and let your princes carry praise for you on their 
tongues. Let your purple mantle shimmer with the brilliance of virtues, let 
sighs and tears be your children, keep the memory o f death steadfastly in 
your mind, verily let your imagination picture the kingdom that is to be.80
72 Ps 62.10 (Slavonic Psalter 61.11). There is a discrepancy in the content of the RSV 
passage and the Slavonic and Greek passages that deserves note. W hile the RSV passage 
contains the image o f increasing wealth, the Slavonic and Greek passages convey the 
notion o f fleeting or ephemeral wealth. The vita text reads "bogatstvo, ašte tó ié t", the 
Sinai Psalter "bogatbstvo aáte m im otékaet"", which in turn is taken from the 
Septuagint: "jcXovcoç febcv f>e1ļ, цт! хрооиѲеоѲе карбіаѵ".
73 К.Іѵапоѵа (Иванова, op .cit,555, fn.50) cites here John Climacus' Ladder o f D ivine 
Ascent (KAZiiaÇ, Лествица) step 28: 87.
74 a .  M t 25.24; 1 Cor 6.9,10,15.50; Gal 5.21.
7 5  a . Exod 34.6; Deut 4.31; 2 Chron 30.9; Neh 9.17,31; Ps 103.8,116.5; Joel 2.13; Jon 
4.2.
76 Cf. 1 Pet 2.11. Ivanova (Иванова, op .c it,555, fn.51) cites here John Climacus's 
Ladder, step 28. 87.
77 See especially Jer 13.18; also 2 Ch.12.6; Prov 16.19; Is2.9; M t 18.4, 23.12; Lk 
14.11, 18.14; Jas 4.10; I Pe.5.6.
78 See Eph 4.32
79 Mt 6.3.
80 K.Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit.,556, fn.53) writes that this passage is a paraphrase from 
the Ladder o f John Climacus, the original passage of which reads: "Acquire the memory of 
death like an indivisible companion, and your beloved children shall be heart-felt sighs."
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Throw yourself down at the feet of your Mother, the Church; prostrate 
yourself before and kneel down before the ruling hierarchy of the 
Church81, so that the King of kings and Lord of lords, seeing such zeal as 
yours, w ill grant you rewards in return such as the eye has never seen and 
the ear has never heard and which have never entered into the human 
heart82 — things which God has prepared for His loved ones."
The tsar, having read this letter and thinking he had received some- 
thing great, kissed it tenderly; and he kept it near his bosom as if  it were 
some very valuable treasure 83 ; and with frequent readings of this letter he 
chased away the darkness of the world.
IX. Now Ivan lived in that place all o f seven years and four months, and 
not for one hour did he fa ll to indolence or lose heart, but added zeal unto 
zeal and diligence unto diligence; and, simply speaking, in his old age he 
showed the vigour o f a young man.
Many people were still flocking to him, bringing their sick along 
w ith them; and they, receiving health through his prayers, would then 
leave. His great glory spread throughout this land, and many, zealots for 
such a virtuous life as his, wanted to live with him. And having established 
a church in a nearby cave and founded a monastery84, [these people] had a 
leader and a venerable shepherd. And he, having shepherded his flock well, 
having led many to God and having worked great and glorious miracles, 
lived to a very old age.
And when he understood that his own time had come to depart to the 
Lord, he began to pray, and from his eyes he poured forth warm tears; and
130
81 The original Slavonic here reads "p r^vop résto ln ik i", which Sreznevskij defines as 
"занимающий первый престол, первенствующий иерарх" (see Срезневский, 
op.cit, vol.2, 1764, "пьрвопрестольникъ")
82 1 Cor 2. 9.
83 See Prov 2.4; M t 13.44.
84 i.e., Rila Monastery, Bulgaria's most famous religious community.
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kneeling down to the ground, he said: "God, Ruler of all85, take me, Your 
sinful and unworthy servant, and add me to the number o f Your chosen 
people. I have done nothing good on this earth, О Kind One; because of 
this I beg of You in Your kindness, if  it please You, to send the blessed 
angel so that my ascent [up to You and away] from wickedness w ill not be 
forbidden." And he also said: "Lord, I give my soul over to Your 
hands."86
Immediately he gave his soul over to the hands of God, having lived 
approximately seventy years; and he was buried by his disciples.87
X. Much time having passed, an endless stream of sweet-smelling scent 
was being given off [by his body]. When they opened the coffin, they saw 
the body of the venerable one completely intact, for decay had not set in on 
any part; and it was giving forth a sweet fragrance; and everyone was 
inspired with great zeal for God. The usual church service having been 
performed, they carred his purest of pure relics to the glorious city of 
Serdica, and they were placed in the Church of the Apostle Saint Luke. 
Afterwards, a church was built in his name, and his holy relics were then 
placed in it, working wondrous and glorious miracles.
XI. Much time now having passed, into the kingdom o f the Greek 
emperor, Andronicus, came the Hungarian soldiers with their king, having 
crossed the Danube River, and they seized the Greek lands all the way to 
Serdica and conquered everything under foot.88 They took the relics o f the
85 The original Slavonic here reads "v ^ s e d r^ á ite lb ", a caique o f the Greek 
"яаѵтократшр."
86 К . Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit., 556, fn.55) cites here Lk 23.46 ("Then Jesus, crying 
with a loud voice, said, 'Father, into thy hands I commit my spirit!"').
87 K.Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit., 556, fn.56, writes: "It is supposed that Ivan o f Rila was 
buried on August 18,946.
88 This passage refers to the campaign of the Hungarian king, Bela III, against the 
Byzantine emperor, Andronicus I Comnenus (ruled 1183-85). Andronicus became the 
regent for Alexius II, the minor son of Manuel I Comnenus. Andronicus usurped power by 
having both Alexius and his mother strangled. This gave the Hungarian king a perfect 
excuse for his military campaign, for Manuel's murdered widow was his own wife's step- 
sister, and he claimed he was avenging his family. Bela was able to convince the Serbs to 
fight with him, and in 1184, they made their way down the main invasion route (today's
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venerable [Ivan] with them, and they brought them back to their own 
country. For their king had heard about the wondrous and great miracles 
of the venerable one, and he commanded that [Ivan's] holy relics be placed 
in the church in the city called Ostrogon; and there too they worked 
glorious and wondrous miracles, casting out all disease and sickness. Word 
then spread throughout that country, and everyone gathered there together.
Now the Devil, hating good, did not tolerate for long their 
glorification of the venerable saint, and he stung the heart o f the bishop o f 
the city with the arrow o f unbelief; and [the bishop] did not want [the 
villagers] to come and kneel to the relics o f the venerable [Ivan], saying 
that this holy [man] was not to be [venerated] amongst the saints.89 And this 
was not all, but through other means too he forbade them to go kneeling 
before [the relics]. "I," he said, "am thoroughly acquainted with all the 
saints and he is not found amongst their number."
And suddenly through God's righteous justice, [this bishop of 
Ostrogon] received a restraint on his tongue, and he was completely mute, 
not being able to say anything. Those who witnessed this miracle were 
seized with terror, and he was making signs to them with his hands like that 
ancient and wondrous priest Zacharias90, his predecessor. When [the 
bishop] came to his senses, he contemplated his muteness, and having 
understood that it was because of his lack of faith that he suffered this at 
the hands o f the saint, he ran quickly to the shrine of the saint, and he 
poured forth upon it warm tears. And with frequent sighs [the bishop] 
showed his heart-felt grief.
Orient Express route), plundering and destroying large parts o f the cities o f Niá 
(Yugoslavia) and Serdica (Sofia, Bulgaria). See John Fine, The Late Medieval Balkans, A 
C ritica l Survey from  the Late Twelfth Century to the Ottoman Empire, Ann Arbor: 
University o f Michigan Press, 1987, pp. 6-7.
89 The original text reads: "saying that this great man could in no way be found amongst 
the saints" ("glagolą, n i как о sego prépodobnago ѵ־ъ svątyjo> obré ta ti").
90 Zacharias, the father o f John the Baptist, is referred to as a "priest" by Luke (see Lk
1.5); the original text employs the term "arxierej" (from Greek "àpxiepeúç"), which 
Sreznevskij (Срезневский, op.cit., v o l.l, 29) defines as "высший священник". The 
story is told in the first chapter o f Luke how Zacharias received a message from the angel 
Gabriel that his wife, Elizabeth, was to give birth. Zacharias, doubting the accuracy o f the 
message, asked Gabriel for a sign. As a punishment for his ingratitude and lack o f faith, 
Zacharias was struck dumb and was to remain speechless until the birth o f John.
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Ivan, God's saint and Christ's imitator, did not want [the bishop] to 
suffer for long, and so in short time undid the knot on his tongue91 and 
restored back to him his speech. [The bishop] then having gotten back [the 
power o f speech], offered up endless thanksgiving to God and to the saint. 
Now everyone, hearing and seeing this, showed increased faith and zeal to 
the saint. And [Ivan] performed many other wondrous and awesome 
miracles in the Hungarian land, about which we do not have enough time to 
te ll in detail.
When the [Hungarian] king, [Béla], had found out everything in 
detail, he was seized with terror and awe, and decorated the shrine o f the 
saint w ith gold and silver, and came often to kiss his relics. With great 
pomp, [King Béla] returned [the relics] back to Serdica and placed them in 
the church which had been built in [Ivan's] name, in the year 6695 [i.e., AD 
1187], in the fifth  indiktos.92
X II. A short time had passed before God graciously deigned to renew the 
Bulgarian kingdom and raise up again, as is stated in the accounts, the 
fallen canopy which had become delapidated as a result o f the Greek war. 
He lifted up the horn o f the Bulgarian kingdom93 under the pious Tsar 
Asen, who in holy baptism was named Ivan.94 This man thus having taken
91 This is a paraphrase from Mk 7.35 : "razdreśi są ęza jazyka ego" (Jagić, Codex 
Zographensis, 59). Compare this w ith the Greek "коа eùôùç ІХѵѲл о 5еоцЬ<; ־fife y/Uogotiç 
ainox>"). Sec also U fe o f H ilarion o f Moglena, fn.9.
92 See Стоянов, Янакиев, op .cit.,131; " in ^ ā ik M * "  is taken from  the Greek 
" ïv ô u c to ç " ,  which is "the number o f the year in a cycle o f 15 years".
93 K.Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit., 556, fn.59) writes: "The horn symbolizes power."
94 The historical event in question here refers to the re-establishment o f the Bulgarian 
Empire. Bulgaria was ruled by Byzantium from 1018 to 1185, during which time there 
was no Bulgarian tsar, and the existing dynastic line was broken. The so-called "Second 
Empire" was brought about by a rebellion led by two landowners, Peter and Asen, against 
Byzantium. M. Heppell adds the interesting note that the two brothers were not even 
Bulgarian, but Wallachian. See her article "The Hesychast Movement in Bularia: The 
Tumovo School and its Relations with Constantinople," Eastern Churches Review 7 
(1975): 9-20, p.10.
Asen ruled as the senior ruler from 1185 to 1196 and had his court in Tmovo, while his 
brother served as co-ruler in Preslav. Upon Asen's death, Peter became the tsar, from 1196 
to 1197 (see Fine, The Late Medieval Balkans, 10-16). For a discussion on whether Tsar 
Asen was given the name Ioann, or Ivan (John), as a baptismal name, see Георги 
Данчев, “Агиографско-панегиричното наследство на Евтимий Търновски—
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the flags o f the kingdom, fortified well a ll the Bulgarian cities which had 
fallen and renovated what had become delapidated. And having armed 
himself well against the Greek empire, he conquered the surrounding 
lands, cities and villages.
When he had reached Serdica, having conquered everything under 
foot, and having heard about the glorious and innumerable miracles of the 
venerable [Ivan o f Rila], he immediately set out for the honorable church. 
And having kissed piously the venerable relics o f the saint, he believed he 
had found some very valuable treasure. His soul was filled with much joy 
and happiness, and he came to a wise decision ־־ for the sake of the grand 
honor and fortification of the kingdom — to bring the relics of the 
venerable father to his own glorious city o f Tmovo. And immediately he 
sent to the patriarch and kyrios95 Vasilij, who was in the great city o f 
Tmovo, a letter commanding the following:
"To the pious patriarch and spiritual father o f our royal kingdom. 
By God's w ill, I  arrived in these territories and reached the city o f Serdica, 
finding the saintly relics of the venerable father Ivan, a dweller o f the Rila 
desert, which have performed miracles and healing. I thought myself to be 
as if  flying in the air from joy! His great glory has spread throughout this 
whole country, and the wondrous and glorious healings performed [by the 
relics] are known not only here but also throughout the Hungarian 
kingdom. This being the case, our royal kingdom has considered the matter 
and has decided that Your Grace should come here with all the clergy of 
the church and with befitting honor in order to translate these holy relics
извор на сведения за дейността на Асеневци," Търновска книмовна 
ш кола, том 4, 9-18, София: БАН, 1985, р.11, fn. 12. Не writes: "Concerning the 
possibility that Tsar Asen's Christian name was indeed ,Ivan', as Euthymius o f Tmovo 
states, we share the doubts o f Prof. V. Zlatarski concerning the verity o f this information. 
See Златарски, История на българската държава [през средните векове, т.2,
София, 1972], рр.482-483."
The incident described above in chapter X II, as Euthymius (or some subsequent scribe) 
relates, occurred in 1195, three years before the birth o f Ivan Asen II. Furthermore, the 
"renewal o f the Bulgarian kingdom" discussed in the text would have to refer to the 
political career o f Tsar Asen I and his brother Tsar Peter i f  the date o f 1195 is correct
95 Sreznevkij defines this as "a title specific to the Byzantine imperials house, which was 
given also to Russian princes" (Срезневский, op.cit, v o l.l, 1420). The word in Greek 
means literally lord or master.
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o f the venerable father [Ivan] to our glorious royal city [o f Tmovo] in 
praise of the fulfillm ent o f the whole church and in the establishment of 
our pious kingdom."
The prelate hearing this, became overjoyed and offered up a prayer 
o f thanksgiving to God and immediately summoned the church clergy and 
told them everything that had been related to him [in the letter]. They, with 
warm zeal and burning souls, all rejoiced in great pleasure, and they all 
worked diligently together toward the same goal: they wanted to bring [the 
relics] like some very valuable treasure [to Tmovo], and soon they arrived 
in Serdica with their patriarch and teachers.
The pious Tsar Ivan Asen had prepared everything for the 
translation o f the saint. He entrusted everything to Patriach [V asilij], 
leaving to him three hundred brave soldiers for the translation o f the saint.
And [Asen], having made great haste, quickly arrived in his royal city and 
set about building a church dedicated to the saint in the glorious city of 
Trapezie a.96
The patriarch, having taken the holy relics of this venerable man, set 
out on the trip with all the church clergy, rejoicing and praising God; and 
following them was the abbot o f the [Rila] monastery — which was founded 
by the venerable [Ivan] — and all his subordinate monks. And when the tsar 
saw the patriarch approaching [Tmovo], he went out immediately to greet 
him with his entire synod at the place called Krestec. And having kissed 
blessedly the relics of the saint, the tsar left them there to remain for seven 
days until the church was completed.
And so they, having sanctified [the church], piously placed the relics 
of the venerable one in it in the year 6703 [i.e., AD 1195], in the thirteenth 
indiktos97, where they remain even up to this very day, working various
135
96 Trapezica was a section o f Tmovo. Fine (The Late Medieval Balkans, 436) offers this 
interesting historical note on the medieval plan of the city: ”Tmovo on the Jantra River was 
built on two hills, Carevac (the site o f a huge fortified enclosure containing the royal 
palace, patriarchal residence, cathedral church, and other related buildings) and Trapezica 
(containing the palaces o f the leading nobles and many private chapels)." Heppell 
(op.cit, 11) adds that there was a Jewish quarter and another quarter o f the city designated 
for foreigners known as "Frenkhishar."
97 See fn.92.
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healings for everyone who approaches them with faith. The blind98 who 
come are enlightened by their faith, the deaf are healed, the mute quickly 
begin to converse in language pleasing to God, the sick gain back their 
strength, those possessed by devils are cured; and all those gripped by 
various sicknesses who come [to see Ivan's relics], are healed."
X III100. О Ivan ־־ esteemed leader, who is filled with the grace of the 
Holy Spirit, in which our Saviour and Father reside, who stands before the 
throne o f the King of all and clearly delights in the ligh t o f the 
consubstantial T rin ity101, who with cherubic angels offers up the trisagion 
hymn, and who possesses enormous and unwavering courage — pray to the 
Most M erciful Ruler [that He may] save your relatives, your fellow- 
countrymen, the Bulgarians102; and help our royal tsar, Ivan Sišman.103 
Vanquish for him all his contrary enemies under his feet, preserve the pure
136
98 Kałużniacki points out that in the manuscripts o f the firs t form o f the shortened 
redaction o f the vita, this whole passage beginning with "the blind..." etc. to the end of the 
chapter is omitted and replaced by the "stereotype Formel": "ѵъ slavç xrista  istinnom u 
bogu naåemu, emuže slava въ otcemb i syątymk duxomb, nynè i  prisno",etc. ("In 
the glory o f Christ, our true God, whose glory is with the Father and the Holy Spirit, now 
and forever״ ."). See Kałużniacki, Werke, 25,fn.6.
99 In manuscripts C, N, O, and T  [the so-called "expanded redactions" o f the vita], there 
follows, under the heading "Gramatikovo" [o f the Grammarian], a narration by Ladislaus 
[Vladislav] the Grammarian of the re-translation o f the relics of Ivan o f Rila from Tmovo to 
the Rila Monastery; and it is extant in two redactions: an older one and a more recent one. 
The older one is contained in T, and the more recent one is contained in manuscripts C, N 
and O. Both o f the redactions are published in Kałużniacki's edition under N r.I in the 
appendix but are not included in this translation. (See Kałużniacki, Werke, 25,fn.l4).
100 This chapter, as has already been mentioned in the introduction to the translations, is 
not extant in the manuscripts that contain the first form of the shortened redaction. See 
K ałużniacki, Werke, 25, fn .l5 .
101 The original reads "edinosęśtnyą", or "ó^00\ío10ç".See Срезневский, op .c it, 
v o l.l, 814. This corresponds to the Latin term "consubstantial" which was used since the 
Council o f Nicea to combat the Arian heresy
102 In C, N, O, and T this passage reads: "edinorodnyj t i  ezykb, BlT>gare že i 
S r^b lje ", i.e. "your fellow-countrymen, the Bulgarians and the Serbs". See Kałuż- 
п ігсѴ іі,Werke, 26, fn.3.
103 Tsar Ioann Sišman ruled from 1371 to 1393
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fa ith, fo rtify  our cities, bring peace to the whole world, deliver us from 
hunger and destruction, and protect us from foreign invasion. Console the 
aged, admonish the young, make wise the foolish, have mercy on the 
widows, protect the orphans, teach the young and save all o f your people 
from all disasters; and on Judgment Day, through your prayers, separate us 
from the group that stands on the left [hand of God]104 and include us 
amongst the sheep [that sit on the right hand of God]. Grant that we may 
hear the voice of the Blessed Leader, Christ, [who says] : 'Come, you who 
are blessed by My Father, inherit the kingdom that has been prepared for 
you from the [time of the] creation of the world.' For His is the glory, the 
honor and the kingdom, forever and ever, Amen.
I®4 A reference to those who w ill be damned to Hell, by contrast with the "right” group, 
who w ill go to Heaven.
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Chapter 3 :
The Life of Hilarion, Bishop of Moglena1
The Life and Deeds of Our Venerable Father Hilarion,
Bishop of Moglena in which [it is told] how he was brought to the 
glorious city of Tmovo, written by the kyrios Euthymius2, Patriarch of
Tmovo
I. Sweet is mortal life, but immortality is sweeter than all delights; and 
immortality knows how to create mankind in a wonderful image and to 
make [mankind] its own and pass it on into eternity. For another life awaits 
us which is impervious to destruction. And i f  we adhere to spiritual 
goodness in this present life, then our physical being w ill be rewarded with 
a better image just as if  our former youth were to be restored to us for 
eternity.3 And if  we possessed a celestial language, we would tell of those 
things which are to come with beauty and with great sweetness, which is 
very delightful and abounds in our daily lives.
Since we have not been awarded this particular pleasure, we speak of 
other things which the coporeal sense is able to recognize. Thus it is 
impossible for mortal consciousness to speak easily of immortal and 
ineffable things and o f things that are acquired by faith alone. It w ill be 
easy only for Hilarion to relate such things. He delights abundantly in these 
things both in soul and feeling, he whose beneficence we have called upon 
today.
1 Hilarion was bom towards the end o f the 11th century and was canonized around the 
middle o f the 12th century. See В.С.Киселков, Патриарх Евтимий, София, 1938, 
p.273.
2 In manuscript О o f Kałużniacki s catalogue, Euthymius is referred to here as "кигь", 
from the Greek "icúpioç". Sreznevkij defines this as "a title  specific to the Byzantine 
imperial house, which was given also to Russian princes." See И .Срезневский, 
Материалы для словаря древнерусского языка по письменным памятник- 
ам, 1893; Reprint, Москва: Книга, 1989, vol. 1, р. 1420. The word in Greek means 
literally lord or master.
3 See 2 Cor 3.18. The AV reads: "But we all with open face beholding as in a glass the 
glory of the Lord, are changed into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the 
Spirit of the Lord."
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If  [we do not succeed in writing this] with beauty, then we w ill, 
however, relate to the best o f our ability the life  and deeds of this man. But 
just as it is not easy to count rain drops, so it is also not easy [to relate] the 
acts and life  o f this man; but we w ill try to relate clearly what we have 
found scattered about here and there.
I believe that [Hilarion] w ill receive this with delight like a loving 
father4 who delights in the meaningless babble of his own baby. And if  we 
stray far from decorum, may that blessed soul, which is filled with great 
sweetness, forgive us as a father would his children, whom he loves. He 
w ill not revile us for our zeal, but rather he w ill help us and he w ill hasten 
to lead [us] to a truthful account. For he knows, he knows how to rejoice 
and labour for the benefit o f sincere people.
II. The parents o f the blessed [H ilarion] happened to be very holy5, 
pleasing God like few others, and they lived according to a ll of God's 
commandments, engaging in prayer day and night. They were however 
childless and wanted with all their hearts to be blessed with a child.6
His mother, who was barren7 like Hannah, Samuel's mother8, used to 
pray unceasingly, but her voice was not heard. And realizing that she was 
getting on in years, she put her trust in the Mother o f God.9 And she would 
often go running to the church, and with frequent weeping and warm tears 
she would utter the following words: "Do not have contempt for your 
servant, Our Lady; do not leave me alone and childless within my own
4 The Slavonic reads literally "child-loving father", "jako ćądoljubiYb o tlb ļcv"
5 According to Sreznevskij, "n a ro õ ity i" can also carry the meaning o f "священный" 
(Срезневский, op .c it, vol.2, 323).
6 Literally, "to receive fru it", "po lućiti p lodV .
7 Literally, "unfruitful", "neplodna".
8 See 1 Sam 1.4-20.
9 The original Slavonic text reads here "bogomater", a caique o f the Greek "Ѳеоц^тшр." 
John Beckwith (Early Christian and Byzantine A rt, 1970; reprint, Harmondsworth, 
England: Penguin, 1986, p.70) notes that at the Council o f Ephesus in 431 the V irgin was 
formally declared "Ѳготбюх;" [Slavonic, "bogorodica"], as opposed to "Ѳеоц^тюр."
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family. I am very much consumed by grief, and I cannot bear the disgrace 
of being childless. Because of this I have run to you alone, you who have 
the power to loosen the bonds10 of my barrenness."
This is what she prayed every hour. One night the blessed Mother of 
God11 appeared to her in a dream and, shaking her leg, she said: "Get up, 
woman, you have what you asked for. Ask nothing more of me." When she 
had heard this, she was filled with joy; and she experienced even greater 
[joy] when she heard [the Mother o f God say] : "You w ill give birth to a 
son and he w ill turn many away from deep deceptions to the light of 
proper reason."12 Thus she put her hope in these things, and she rejoiced 
further in these blessed hopes.
When a little  time had passed, she conceived and gave birth to the 
blessed Hilarion. And what a miracle! When he had reached his third 
year13, he sang out that angelic song which is sung on high, proclaiming: 
"Holy, holy, holy, one God."14 When his mother heard this, she was filled 
with both joy and disbelief, and she wondered greatly at what he had said.
Ш. When he was grown up, they gave him over to the priests to learn 
the Holy Scriptures. When he reached his eighteenth year, having left his
10  There is a confusion o f nasals in this phrase. The original text reads "neplodstva 
moego razdréá iti ązy" rather than "çzy." The difference between the two nasals is 
phonemic and results in differing interpretations o f the phrase. As the text reads, the 
content o f the phrase could be understood as "to destroy the diseases/sicknesses o f my 
barrenness" (Sreznevskij definds "ą2a" as "болезнь"; see Срезневский, op.cit., vol.3,
1643); however, it is certain that Euthymius is borrowing here from a phrase found in Mk 
7.35 : "razdreái są ęza jązyka ego" (Jagić, Codex Zographensis, 59). Sreznevskij 
(vo l.3 ,1168) defines "uza" (pluralia tantum) as "оковы", i.e. "shackles" or "bonds."
Compare this with the Greek "ка і ейѲгх; Ш)Ѳт| ó Seoiiòç tf(ę גץ00ף^ <; оЛтои..."), thus 
making the interpretation o f the phrase "to destroy/loosen the bonds o f by barrenness". 
Kałużniacki (in Werke ) provides no footnote to this sentence in his edition, so one is left 
to assume either that all of the manuscripts that he examined have in common this particular 
error or that he simply did not take notice o f i t
1 1  In Slavic, "Bogorodica."
12  See Срезневский, op .cit, v o l.l, 102. For Slavonic "b lagorazum ie", he gives as 
equivalents only Greek "divoia", Latin "benevolentia."
13  The original reads: 'T re tie  že tomu provaidaçêtu léto."
14  See Isa 6.3.
141
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parents and the world, he went o ff to pursue a monk's life. And from there 
he went to a monastery, and deferring to his superior in God15, he had 
himself tonsured and donned a monk's habit.16 And he was like a green 
olive tree in the house of God17, like a second Isaac, obeying his father in 
everything, subjugating completely his own w ill and carrying out his 
service with the utmost zeal.18 And his virtue shone forth so brightly, that 
his name was on the lips of all his [monastic] brothers, and they rejoiced in 
his virtues.19
His spiritual father20, seeing this, was filled with joy every day. And 
thus observing him with a spiritual eye and comprehending the virtue that 
was given to him by God, he prayed for him to remain always untried [by 
temptation].
When a few years had passed, the father [o f the monastery] 
understood that his time to depart to the Lord was nigh, and he summoned 
all the brothers who served under him to gather [around him]. And he gave 
them orders and handed over the leadership of the monastery to Hilarion. 
He lived for a few more days, and then he gave his soul over to the Lord. 
Thus Hilarion was the heir to his father's leadership, beneficence, and 
prayer, and he looked after the flock that was entrusted to him by God, all 
the while maintaining humility in everything, and setting an example for 
his brothers and everyone else, restraining himself with fasting, vigils and
142
15  The original texts reads here "naćąlstvuęsćomu svoç о gospodi preklon i vyç", 
literally, "bowing his kneck to his superior [i.e. abbot] in the Lord."
16  In the Slavonic, a monk's habit is expressed by the phrase "aggelskyi obrazT»־, or 
"angelic image".
17 Ps 52.8 (Slavonic Psalter 51.10).
18 A reference to Isaac, the son of Abraham and Sarah. Abraham sired Isaac when he was 
one hundred years old (see Gen 21.1-8). When Isaac was twenty-five, his father was 
commanded by God to sacrifice him, and Abraham was ready to obey in his love and fear 
o f God (see Gen 22.1-13).
19  The original passage reads "jakože vksej b ra ti togo na ą3ycć obnosi t i i togo 
krasi t i są dobrodétélm i "
20 The designation "duxovnyj otbcV', or "spiritual father", refers to the abbot o f the 
monastery.
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all-night prayer, pouring forth every night streams of tears, and imitating 
in every way that great monastic founder Theodosius.21
One time there was a great famine, and the brothers were greatly 
perplexed at the destitution that had befallen their lives, and they suffered 
from great poverty. The blessed Hilarion turned to prayer and with his 
tears he evoked God's philanthropy, and what a miracle! ־־ suddenly the 
storehouses were filled with food, and the cloud of grief that was hovering 
over the brothers was chased away. For the Lord is near to those who fear 
H im 22, and He heard their prayer. And [Hilarion] worked so many other 
deeds worthy of note, that were we to start telling about them in detail, this 
story would go on for a long time.
Thus this second Joseph turned out to be a giver o f grain to his 
pupils, for increased diligence and faith were added unto him, and the 
number of his pupils grew. Everyone in the vicinity would gather before 
him, scooping up his divine blessing, and these people donned the monk's 
habit. Through Hilarion God was glorified.
Word of him spread all around, and there was no place where his 
name was not being uttered. But Hilarion in no way enjoyed any of this, 
but assumed even more the humility o f Christ.
Not to us, Lord, not to us, but to Your Name should glory be 
given!23
IV . Several years passed, and Hilarion continued to be a good leader for 
the monks. The Lord would not allow his lamp to be put under a bushel24 
[thus letting his talents to go to waste] by keeping him in his position as a
143
2 1  The original text reads here "velikaago onogo Teodosi a obštezitelē", literally "that 
great cenobite Theodosius". Sreznevskij defines "obbštežitelb" as монахъ, xoivoßtoq also 
as "основатель общежитія, начальник общаго житія (прозваніе св. Ѳеодосія 
Великаго, ум. въ 529 г.)" See Срезневский, op.cit., vol.2, 579.
22 Spasova and Ivanova (see their collaborative translation o f the Life o f H ilarion  in 
Иванова, Стара българска литература, том 4, р.534, fn.7) cite here Slavonic 
Psalter 144.18-19 (RSV Ps 145.18-19).
23 Ps 115.1.
24 Lk 8.16-17.
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monk, but rather [the Lord wanted him] to enlighten his own orphaned 
flock with light and adorn the bishop's throne.
In Okhrid, the Holy Mother o f God appeared in a vision to the 
Bulgarian archbishop — Eustachius was his name25 — and she said the 
following: "Make haste, archbishop, place a candle on the candle stand.26 
Make Hilarion, who has accepted monastic instruction, the pastor of the 
people o f Moglena. For he wants to turn many away from deceit and lead 
them to the light o f proper reason."27 When the archbishop heard this 
divine message, he immediately woke up and contemplated the power of 
the vision, and he then endeavored to fu lfill what he had been commanded 
to do.
That same night, the blessed Hilarion also had a sweet vision, and this 
is what was said to him: "Behold now I begin to raise you up from the sons 
of Israel, I am the Lord, I have called you in righteousness, I have taken 
you by the hand and kept you; I have given you as a covenant to the people, 
a light to the nations, to open to the eyes of the blind, to liberate the 
prisoners from the dungeon, from the ja il, those who sit in darkness."28 
When he had awoken and contemplated the power o f the vision, he 
understood it to be from God. And though he was filled  with grief at 
[having to be] separated from his brothers, he obeyed God's w ill.
When a few days had passed, the aforementioned archbishop o f 
Bulgaria [Eustachius] conferred on him the title o f bishop of Moglena.29 
When [Hilarion] arrived in his city and went into the cathedral, he kissed 
fervently the holy icons, and prayed intensely for his flock; and he gave the
25  Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit.,534, fn . l l  write: "There are no concrete facts 
surrounding the Archbishop Eustachius o f Okhrid. It is supposed that he occupied the 
archbishop's throne between 1133 and 1143. See also Bistra Nikolova’s article, "La vie 
dllarion de Muglen par le Patriarche Euthyme et le renseignement sur l'archevêque bulgare 
Eustachę," Byzantinobulgarica 8 (1986): 253-266.
26 Spasova and Ivanova, op.ciL,534, fn.12, cite here M t 5.15.
27 In Slavonie, "blagorazum ie." See fn.12.
28 !sa 42. 6-7.
29 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit., 534, fn.15, write: "The eparchy o f Moglena in the 
province o f Macedonia was subordinate to the Oxrid archbishopric already by 1018."
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flock peace and filled their hearts with joy. He taught them to maintain 
carefully the correct faith, to keep God's commandments, to observe the 
rules of orthodoxy, to forsake blasphemous heresies and their idle verbiage 
according to the Scriptures: "Do I not hate them that hate thee, О 
Lord?"30, to go to church, to eschew any man who is unworthy, to believe 
in the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, in the Indivisible Trinity; and to 
believe in the incarnation o f Christ31 and in the Tree o f Life as an 
invincible weapon against the invisible enemies, to revere the holy relics of 
the divine eternal saints, to curse all heretics such as Arius32, Eunomius33,
145
30 Ps 139.21 (Slavonic Psalter 138.21).
3 1  i.e. the human form o f Christ, an anti-Monophysite statement.
32  It was Arius's views that led to the convening o f the first ecumenical council on May 
20, 325 in Nicaea. Arius was a native o f Libya and served as a cleric in Alexandria. See 
Frances M. Young, From Nicaea to Chalcedon, A Guide to the Literature and its  
Background, London: SCM Press, Ltd., 1983. On pages 58-59 he summarizes Anus' 
position: "The first of Arius' letters that we know is an appeal to Eusebius o f Nicomedia, 
written before he left Egypt, complaining that he had been excommunicated because he 
says that the Son had a beginning, whereas God is without beginning. Arius contrasts his 
opinion with that o f Alexander who persecutes him for refusing to preach the eternal 
generation of the Son. The second letter o f Arius is addressed to Alexander [bishop of 
Alexandria], and is usually attributed to his time at Nicomedia. It is an екѲеоц *íotewç, a 
public letter outlining his position. He claims that he is setting out the faith o f their 
forefathers, but then he gives the impression that he basically argued from propositions o f a 
strictly monotheistic character: God alone is ingenerate (òryév(vftToç), alone eternal, alone 
without beginning, alone true, alone has immortality, alone is wise, alone good, alone 
sovereign. The Son is not coetemal with the Father, but God is before all things, being 
Monad and beginning of all..."
See also W.H.C.Frend, The Rise o f Christianity, London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 
1984. On page 494 Frend also gives a summary o f Arius' position: "The heart o f his 
system was the complete transcendence o f God and the application o f a rigorous logic to 
the relationship o f the Son to God. We acknowledge, he wrote to Bishop Alexander o f 
Alexandria (312-28), ,One God who is alone unbegotten [agennetos] alone eternal and 
alone without beginning.' From that premise he went on to assert that the Word was not 
only subordinate to the Father, but being begotten must have had a beginning o f existence. 
Hence it was clear that there was [a time] when the Son was not Logically, therefore, he 
had his existence from the non-existent.' And i f  he was 'made from nothing,' he must be a 
'creature.'...If Arius' definitions were correct, Christ could not have been fu lly  God nor 
man."
33 According to Lossky (The Mystical Theology o f the Eastern Church, first published as 
Essai sur la Théologie Mystique de l'Église d'Orient, Paris, 1944; London: James Oarke & 
Co. Ltd.,1957, p.33), the Cappadocian Fathers engaged in a polemic with Eunomius, who 
"maintained the possibility o f expressing the divine essence in those innate concepts by 
which it reveals itself to the reason."
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Sabellius34 and Macedonius35, Apollinarius36 and Origen37 and their 
writings; to abhor w ith all one's soul the teachings of Theodore of 
Mopsuestia38 and his pupil Nestorius39, D iosco ru s40 and Severus41 and
34 Sec Encyclopedia o f Early Christianity, Garland Reference Library o f the Humanities, 
vol.846, New York and London: Garland Publishing, Inc.,1990 (hereafter referred to by 
the abbreviation EEC), p.808: "Figure involved in Christological debates. Sabellius's name 
is associated w ith the view that the Son was a different mode o f the Father rather than a 
different person (,Modalist Monarchianism1)."
W.H.C.Frend (The Early Church, Philadelphia and New York: J.B. Lippincott 
Company, 1965, p.89) writes: "Much w ill be heard o f ,Sabellius the Libyan' during the 
Arian controversy. He appears to have claimed that though the Trinity consisted simply of 
modes (hence the term Modalist) or aspects o f the Father, God acted as Father in the 
creation, the Son in redemption and the Holy Spirit in prophecy and sanctification. There 
was one substance but three activities-loaded terms when it came to defining belief."
35 See Frend, ibid., 183. He writes: "Macedonius, Constantine's Bishop of Constantinople 
(died 362), prepared to accept the Nicene formula but would not regard the Spirit as other 
than a 'creature', Le. o f the same nature as an angel. Among the leaders of this group [that 
agreed with Macedonius] was Eustathius o f Sebaste in eastern Cappadocia."
36 The Appollinarian heresy denied the human understanding in the manhood o f Christ 
(see Lossky, op.cit., 187).
37 Origen (d.254?) employed neoplatonic philosophy in an attempt to synthesize Christian 
and Greek philosophy. He was condemned by the Fifth Ecumenical Council in 553. See 
EEC, pp.667668־; John Meyendorff, Byzantine Legacy in the Orthodox Church. 
Crestwood, NY: S t Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1982, pp.3334־.
38 Nestori us' teacher and spiritual father and one o f the church intellectuals who held the 
Antiochene view on the Monophysite question. A ll o f the follow ing four, Nestorius, 
Dioscorus and Severus and Eutyches, were involved in the Monophysite controversy, so 
we shall cite here the synopsis given in EEC, pp.620-621:
"Movement that emphasized the divine nature o f Christ in the Christological 
disputes o f the fifth  century, from a Greek term meaning 'one nature.' Monophysitism 
designates a specific theological tradition associated intially with the city of Alexandria, but 
the name in time came to be used more generally to indentify those Christian communities 
o f the East that do not accept the decrees o f the Council o f Chalcedon (451): the Copts in 
Egypt, the Jacobites in Syria, and the Armenian Orthodox Church. Modem scholars regard 
Monophysitism as less a doctrinal deviation than a schism. In most respects, the 
Monophysite churches do not d iffe r from other eastern Christian churches in doctrine, 
policy, or liturgy...A t the time o f the Council o f Chalcedon, most Christians accepted the 
Nicene Creed, which affirmed that Christ was fu lly  God, 'o f one substance with the 
Father,' and that the Son, eternally begotten o f God the Father, had 'become incarnate,' 
that is, entered fu lly  into human nature. In the decades before the council, however, 
disputes had arisen about how best to express the relation between the divine and human in 
Christ One school, that o f Alexandria, taught that the eternal Word o f God had become 
the person o f Jesus o f Nazareth; another school, that o f Antioch, believed that the eternal 
Word had entered into the man Jesus o f Nazareth as the Spirit had descended on the 
prophets but more fu lly  and intimately, 'as in a son.' To explain their respective beliefs, 
each tradition used the term 'nature' (physis) in a different sense. C yril, bishop o f
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Alexandria (412-444) and a disciple o f the great Christian leader o f the fourth century 
Athanasius of Alexandria, understood the term 'nature' to refer to the second person o f the 
Trinity, the divine and eternal Word o f God (as in Jn 1.1). In his view, and the tradition he 
represented, there was one 'nature,' the divine Word, and this Word had become incarnate 
in Jesus Christ For him, then, the term 'nature' referred to a concrete and complete entity, 
the Word begotten o f the Father, what we would call a 'person.' The other group of 
Christian thinkers, located prim arily in the vicin ity o f Antioch in Syria, represented by 
Theodore o f Mopsuestia, Theodoret o f Cyrus, and Nestorius o f Constantinople, used the 
term 'nature' in a different sense. 'Nature' for them designated a quality or a character, like 
,brownness' or 'density,' not a concrete entity. Just as 1brownness' designated the quality 
o f being brown, so human nature referred to the quality o f being human. Peter was human, 
Paul was human, and Jesus was human, but each was a distinct individual person. The 
question, then, arose as to whether it was proper to say that Christ had two natures, divine 
and human. For Antiochene theologicans, the answer was 'yes.' Christ possessed the 
quality o f humanity and the quality o f divinity. For C yril o f Alexandria and his followers, 
talk o f 'two natures' was confusing because it implied there were two Christs (i.e., two 
distinct and separate entities), two persons, one who was the eternal Word o f God an the 
other the human being Jesus of Nazareth. Hence, they preferred to speak o f 'one nature' in 
C hrist..A t the Council o f Chalcedon, leaders o f the churches from throughout the 
Christian world tried to reconcile these two traditions with the formulation 'one person in 
two natures' (divine and human). Although there was precedent for this wording, political 
divisions among the churches made the compromise formula suspect The council deposed 
and excommunicated the bishop o f Alexandria, Dioscorus, angering the faithful in Egypt 
One document adopted at the council, the Tome (Ep.28) o f Leo I, bishop o f Rome, 
seemed, in the view o f the Alexandrians, to divide Christ's work into separate human and 
divine activities. The council also repudiated Eutyches, archimadrite o f a monastery in 
Constantinople. Eutyches had defended a formulation used earlier in Alexandria, 'two 
natures before but only one after the union,' which was discarded a the council. As a 
consequence, bishops o f Egypt fe lt that the tradition o f their church was being 
abandoned...The Monophysites produced a number o f outstanding Christian teachers and 
spiritual writers, among them Severus o f Antioch, Jacob o f Sarug, Philoxenus o f Mabbug, 
John o f Telia, and Theodore of Arabia."
39 A monk o f Antioch who became the patriarch o f Constantinople in 428. Nestorius 
became involved both in the controversy involving the term "theotokos" and also in a 
christological debate that resulted in his condemnation. Frend (The Early Church, 226) 
writes regarding the first controversy: "Nestorius rejected the notion that the V irgin Mary 
was, as the mother o f Jesus Christ also the mother o f the Divine Logos. 'Let no one call 
Mary Theotokos: for Mary was but a woman, and it is impossible that God should be bom 
of a woman; declared his representative, the Syrian priest Anastasius. The most he would 
allow was that she was Christotokos (bearer o f Christ) not Theotokos (bearer o f God).'
As Frend writes in his other book, The Rise o f Christianity, p.754, Nestorius was also 
involved in a christological debate with C yril, archbishop o f Alexandria. Nestorius 
"distinguished in Christ the Son o f God from the Son o f David. The latter was inhabited by 
the former. The body was the temple (see Jn 2.21) for the Word. Just as man though 
created 'in the image o f God' was and would remain part o f the created order, so the 
human nature o f Christ remained human. It could be joined to the divine but never fused 
with it to make 'one nature' in the sense affirmed by C yril." Frend writes in The Early 
Church, p.225, that the Antiochene, i.e. Nestorian, views were "grounded in the New 
Testament from which they derived a clear perception o f the human nature of the Lord. 
Jesus Christ really went through the normal experiences which man must live. He was a 
true man. But his son-ship to God meant that God dwelt in him to a unique degree,
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Eutyches42 and such people and also Mani43 and of Paul Samosata.44 And 
having said this and much more, and having given peace to his flock, he let 
them go home.
148
indissolubly united with him, and enabling him to offer a perfect pattern o f virtue and 
redemption to humanity. But depite all, the Antiochenes thought o f Christ ,in two persons' 
or ,hypostases' (individualities) whose union must be conceived more as a conjunction o f 
opposites (i.e., God and man) brought about by a harmonization o f w ills, rather than a 
union o f essences as taught by the Alexandrians [represented by Cyril]. Their beliefs were 
recognizably akin to those of Paul of Samosata and this was not lost to their supporters."
40 The successor to S t Cyril in Alexandria and a defender o f Euthyches' Monophysite 
heresey. He entreated Emperor Theodosius to summon a council to acquit Eutyches o f 
heresy and reinstate him in office. The council took place in Ephesus on August 8,449.
41  A patriarch o f Antioch (465-538) who condemned the Monophysites. See Henry 
Chadwick, The Early H istory o f the Church, London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1968, 
p.206. He writes: "Men like Severus o f Antioch (465-538) and Philoxenus o f Hierapolis in 
Syria (440-523) were theologians o f high intellectual finesse. They urged w ith 
inexhaustible argument that Cyril of Alexandria's formula 'one nature after the union' was 
irreconcilable w ith Chalcedon and Leo, and they sharply disowned the extremist 
Monophysite doctrine (taught by Bishop Julian of Halicarnassus) that the physical body of 
Christ was incorruptible before the resurrection."
42 Eutyches was an extreme Monophysite. O f him, Chadwick, op.cit,201, writes: "In 
November 448 at Constantinople Eutyches, evidently acting with a ll deliberation, 
challenged the orthodoxy o f those who said that in Christ there are ,two natures after the 
union', and was condemned by Flavian as an Apollianarian."
43 Manes, or Mani (d.277), a Persian, formed a new sect out o f the ancient Persian 
doctrine of the two kingdoms of Light and Darkness. Light is the domain o f the kingdom 
ruled by God, whereas Darkness is the realm of Satan, who created both this earth and 
Adam. See C yril Mango, Byzantium, The Empire o f New Rome, New York: Scribner, 
1980, pp.94-95).
44 Paul of Samosata was the bishop o f Antioch (261-271). Frend СThe Early Church, 125- 
126) writes: "He asserted among other things that the Virgin Mary gave birth to a man, and 
that the Spirit who anointed him was the same Spirit that had inspired the prophets. But in 
Jesus' case the inspiration was complete. The spirit took up his abode in him as in a 
temple. Moreover, Paul also used the term Homoousios [ó^ooúaioç] to describe the 
relationship between the Word and the Father, but in a sense that seems to have suggested 
the evidence o f some quality prior to both." On page 703 o f the EEC one reads: "Paul is 
usally noted for his place in Christological issues, but that position is clouded. He 
emphasized a Christology from below, rejecting the Son's preexistence and descent and 
stressing Jesus' ordinary manhood o f body and soul. Synods in Antioch in 264 and 268 
condemned these teachings. The later documents, which claim to give a transcript o f his 
heresy trial, are most probably Apollinarian forgeries that sought to disparage the term 
homoousios and attach Antiochene Christology."
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The believers, having heard this rejoiced, proclaiming the munifi- 
cence of God, who gave them such a pastor and teacher. The heretics were 
fired up with hatred and wrath, for the blessed [Hilarion] was endeavoring 
to increase the talent that had been given him. 45
V. Only a little time had passed, and the blessed [Hilarion] having taught 
and instructed carefully the devout people, saw how the territory o f the 
Manichaeans, the Armenians, and the Bogomils had been increased46; and 
they were plotting conspiracies and casting slander against him, and they 
were trying to cast the upright in heart into darkness47, corrupting the 
orthodox people and tearing the flock to bits like some wild beast. Thus he 
saw this increasing with every passing day, and he was consumed with 
bitter grief, and he offered up diligent prayers from his heart to the 
omnipotent God in order to shut their irrepressible mouths; and he gave 
frequent instruction to his people, teaching and convincing them to keep the 
orthodox faith.
The aforementioned heretics, hearing the things frequently said by 
him, set their hearts ablaze, and like wild beasts they gnashed their teeth at 
him, playing dirty tricks on him, and quarrelling beligerently with him. 
But the good pastor of God's sheep, Hilarion, made the One on High a 
refuge for himself48; and he brushed away easily, as one would a spider's
45 A reference to the story contained in Mt 25.14-31.
46 For a summary o f Mani's teachings, see EEC, 562*563. Petar Dinekov writes: 
"Concerning the treatment o f the Manichaeans, Paulicians, and the Bogomils, [Euthymius] 
used the well-known work o f Euthymius Zigabenus, the Panoplia Dogmatica." See also 
П.Динеков, “Евтимий Търновский," История на българската литература, 
том I, 285-307, Стойко Божков, Петър Динеков, и.т.д. ред. София: БАН, 
1963, р. 296.
For the original Greek text o f Zigabenus' Panoplia Dogmatica, see Patrologia Graca, 
V 01. 130, pp.19-1362, edited by J.־P.Migne, Paris, 1865. Zigabenus described in this 
work the rituals o f the Bogomils and their mystical foundations. Cf. R.I.Moore, The 
Origins o f European Dissent, New York: St. Martin's Press, 1977, pp. 160-62, 164; and 
J.Hussey, The Orthodox Church in the Byzantine Empire, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986, 
p. 158. According to the EEC (p.562), the Bogomils, Paulicians and Catharists were 
sectarian forms of Manichaeism that emerged in the medieval period.
47 See Ps 11.2.
48 Spasova and Ivanova, op.ciL,534, fn.22, cite here Slavonic Psalter 90.9 (RSV Ps 91.9 
"Because you have made the Lord your refuge, the Most High your habitation...")
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web, all their snares and idle talk; and he continued to rejoice in the 
fulfillm ent o f the faithful.
V I. One time the vile defenders o f the Manichaean heresy49 came 
humbly to him, like wolves in sheep's clothing50, just as the Pharisees came 
to the Lord.51 But falsehood, lying to itself, becomes more deeply 
entrenched into the net which it conceals, and the lie was clothed in truth.52
And they asked him, "Why do you not succumb to the truth but 
rather oppose it? We say that the Blessed God is the Creator o f the heavens, 
but we consider the earth and everything on it to be [the work] o f the 
other, evil creator."53
49 According to Hussey (op.cit., 157), the Byzantines used the terms "Manichaean" and 
"Paulician" as synonyms. The connection between the two groups has not been made 
entirely clear (see Mango,op.cit,100), but they shared much in common. Both maintained 
the dualistic division between good and evil, light and dark, w ith the material world 
representing the creation and domain o f the Devil (the Bogomil's inherited this notion, 
adding to it  the teaching that the Devil, Satanael, was the younger brother o f Christ; see 
Browning, op.cit., 164-5). Both groups also rejected the Old Testament and the 
sacraments.
Hussey (op.cit. 156) and Browning (op.cit.,162-3) point out that large numbers o f 
Paulicians and Armenian and Syrian Monophysites were transplanted by the Byzantine 
government in the areas in and around Thrace in the eighth and tenth centuries to provide 
themselves with more soldiers against the Bulgars. Based on the fact that there were large 
numbers o f Paulicians and Monophysites from Central Asia in Bulgaria during both the 
First and Second Empires and based on the specific points o f the theological debate 
contained with this chapter o f the vita (such as the status o f the body o f Christ and the 
cross), the group Hilarion encounters in this chapter are probably Paulicians.
Hussey (op.cit 162-3) comments specifically on the historical information contained 
within the Ufe o f H ilarion  : "In the Macedonian provinces the various forms o f the dualist 
heresy continued to flourish during Manuel's reign. As in Alexius' day in Thrace there 
seemed to be a mixture o f 'Manichaeans' (presumably Paulicians), Bogomils (which often 
included, or were synonymous with Messalians), and Armenians (Monophysites). Such is 
the information in the life  o f Hilarion, bishop o f Moglena in Macedonia during Manuel 
Comnenus' reign."
50 C f.M t 7.15; 10.16; Lk 10.3
51 Cf. Matthew chapters 3,12,16,19, 22 with parallel passages in Mark, Luke, and John.
52 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit,536, fn.25, cite Slavonic Psalter 9.16 (RSV Ps 9.16).
53 A statement of one of the tenets o f Manichaean belief, namely that the material world is a 
creation o f the Devil. Cf. Mango, op.cit, 94-95; R. Browning, Byzantium and Bulgaria, A 
Comparative Study Across The Early Medieval Frontier, Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University o f California Press, 1975, p. 162; Hussey, op.cit, 156-157.
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The blessed Hilarion answered them thus54: "Obey Christ, who said 
in the Gospels: ,The word which ye hear is not mine, but is my Father's 
who has sent me.'55 And I thus do not have anything to say of my own, but 
speak only from the Gospels of Christ; and you believe that you have based 
your arguments on the Gospels and also on the Apostles. I f  you want to 
listen to me, then put aside all pride. How can you say that the Blessed God 
is the Creator o f the heavens only and that the earth and everything on it is 
[the work] o f this other creator?
"Some of you claim that even heaven and all the creations in it are 
the work o f the Enemy. I f  heaven is, as you say, the creation of the Evil 
One, how then can [our] blessed God be residing in a heaven made by the 
Devil? For our Saviour taught us to pray that wonderful and awesome 
prayer, which says: 'Our Father who art in heaven, Thy w ill be done on 
earth, as it is in heaven.'56 And also: 'For if  you forgive men their 
trespasses, your heavenly Father w ill also forgive you57' And also: 'For 
whosoever does the w ill o f my Father, who is in heaven, is my brother, 
and sister, and father.'58 Who can have anything to say about those things 
concerning the Heavenly Father which our Saviour preaches to us? What 
could be clearer than this word: 'I confess to you Father, Lord o f heaven
54 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit.,534, fn.26, write: "From this passage on, the text of 
Patriarch Euthymius is lifted  almost verbatum from the chapters [entitled] ,On the 
Manichaeans' and 'On the so-called Paulicians' from the treatise o f Euthymius Zigabenus, 
the Panoplia Dogmatica.״ See also fn.46 above.
55 The original text contains a slight variation on Jn 14.24. Both Codex Zographensis 
(Jagić, Quattuor evangeliorum codex glagoliticus olim  Zographensis nunc Petropolitanus, 
Berlin, 1879; reprint, Graz, Akad.Druck-U. Verlagsanstalt, 1954, p. 165) and Codex 
Assemanianus (J.Kurz, Evangeliarium Assemani ( Evangelá f AssetnanûvJ vo l.2, 
Úvod, te x t v pfepise cyrilském , poznámky textové, seznamy čten i. Prague: 
N akladatelství leskoslovesnské akademie véd, 1955, p. 187) read: "i slovo eže 
sl'bišaste néstb moe п־ь posblavkšaego mą otca" whereas the original text reads here 
"moe učenie néstb moe, no poslavšago mą otca."
56 An excerpt from the Lord's Prayer contained in M t 6.9-13; see also Lk 11.2-4.
57 M t 6.14.
58 Mt 12.50. Note that the last word reads "father" and not "mother."
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and earth'? He is proclaimed not only Lord of Heaven, but also Lord of the 
Earth as well.
"Do you not see how in believing yourselves to be strengthening 
your arguments with the words o f the Gospels that you are actually 
destroying yourselves? For what did the Saviour say to Peter?: 'I w ill give 
unto thee the keys o f the kingdom of heaven.'59 And He said other things 
also.
"Listen to this: 'And when Jesus was baptized, he went immediately 
from the water, and behold, the heavens were opened.'60 How could the 
creation of the Devil open up for the baptised Son of the Blessed Father? 
Why and for what reason did [the heavens] open up? 'And I saw the spirit 
of God,' he said 'descending like a dove.'61
Behold I have exposed three of your impieties in just a few words. 
How could the spirit o f God take on the image o f the Devil's creation and 
descend on the Lord? Observe how yet a fourth impiety is exposed: 'And 10 
a voice from heaven, saying, This is my beloved Son, with whom I am well 
pleased.'62 Who is He Who was basptised in the water, for Whom the 
heavens opened, on Whom the Spirit of the Father descended from heaven 
in the form of a dove? Behold we have clearly revealed the truth: God is 
the Creator o f both heaven and earth and all creation.
"How can you call the Immaculate Mother o f God 'Jerusalem on 
High'?63 From which scriptures [do you base this on]? From which saint or 
prophet or apostle? Who taught you such absurdity that you should throw 
yourselves over the precipice of evil? The apostle Matthew said these things 
most clearly and obviously: 'Now the birth o f Jesus Christ took place in
59 M t 16.19. Sec also Lk 3.21.
60 M t 3.16.
61 Jn 1.32. Cf. also M t 3.16; Mk 1.10; and Lk 3.22.
62 M t 3.17. Cf. also M t 12.18, 17.5; Mk 1.11, 9.7; Lk 3.22.
63 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit,535, fn.40, write: "This name for the Mother o f God is 
an expression o f the Monophysite conception o f the 'immaterial' existence o f Christ, 
according to which there is ascribed to the Mother o f God a significance only o f a celestial 
symbol."
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this way. When his mother Mary had been betrothed to Joseph, before they 
came together she was found to be with child o f the Holy Spirit,'64 and so 
on. And [Matthew] goes over in detail the birth o f Christ, and when he 
comes to the [part about] the wise [kings], he says, 'And going into the 
house they saw the child with Mary his mother, and they fe ll down and 
worshipped him.’65
"Also Luke tells most wondrously how through the flesh of Mary, 
the Mother o f God, [Jesus] was bom of the Lord.66 And you w ill find a lot 
o f other proof from the Gospels and Books of the Apostles. These are the 
only books you accept and read, while you reject the other books67, [which 
tell] how Mary, the Immaculate Mother of God, gave birth in the flesh to 
our Lord, Jesus Christ. Because of this, many times in the Gospels our 
Saviour calls himself the Son of man.68
"Behold we have revealed the truth also here, that nowhere do the 
Bearers o f the Glad Tidings69 refer to the Immaculate Mother of God as 
'Jerusalem on High', as you claim. From where, once again, did you 
imagine this vile thing and this teaching which is hateful to God, and 
which, it is said, even the devils are terrified of?
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64 M t 1.18.
65 M t 2.11.
66 Sec Lk 2.4-21.
67 The Paulicians, like the Manichaeans, rejected the Old Testament; but in addition to this, 
the Paulicians also rejected the book o f Revelation and the two epistles o f Peter (Mango, 
op.cit., 100).
68 In the book o f Matthew alone it appears in the following verses: M t 8.20, 9.6, 10.23,
11.19, 12.8, 32, 12.40; 13.37; 16.13, 27; 17.9, 12, 22; 19.28, 20.18, 28; 24.27, 30, 37, 
44; 25.13, 31; and 26.24, 45, 64.
69 The Greek word "еѵкгууеХюѵ", means literally "good news" and is, o f course, also the 
term applied to the Gospels o f the apostles Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, who are 
referred to in Greek as the "01 е<хг!гуеХ10та1". The Slavonic caiques o f these two Greek 
terms are, respectively, "blagovéstie" and "blagovéstnici".
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"Because they called Christ the son of David70 you shamefully dare 
to say that his flesh was brought down from heaven.71 Oh, this is the 
ultimate stupidity! I f  the body of Christ were heavenly, then he would not 
have wanted to subject himself to perpetual human passions, such as hunger 
and thirst, sleep and work and sadness and tears and such things. I f  he were 
a heavenly man, who through his hypostasy was united with the Logos, 
then he would not be corruptible and mortal and earthly, for the dwellers 
o f heaven are incorruptible and immortal. What would then be the need in 
his receiving incarnation through the Virgin?
"Not only [does this have to be considered], but also [one must 
consider the fact that] after the Resurrection, our Saviour assured his 
disciples that his flesh was neither a vision nor a dream. And he said, 'See 
my hands and my feet, that it is I myself; handle me, and see; for a spirit 
has not flesh and bones as you see that I have.'72 I f  it were a vision, whose 
ribs did Thomas bury?
"Thus listen also to the great Paul, who said to the Jews: 'Since 
therefore the children share in flesh and blood, he himself likewise partook 
of the same nature.'73 Concerning the thought o f heavenly flesh, he 
informed [us]: 'For surely it is not with angels that he is concerned but with 
the descendants of Abraham. Therefore he had to be made like his brethren 
in every respect.'74 This is a verification of how Christ took on a 
corruptible and mortal flesh from Mary, the Immaculate Mother of God.
"Again I ask you, from what source did you acquire this soul- 
corrupting and cancerous [notion] o f which you speak: that the Old
154
70 Spasova and Ivanova, op .c it,535, fn.41, write: "There is an imprecision here. The 
devils mentioned in the Gospels (M t 8. 29, Mk 5.7) do not call Christ the 'Son o f David.' 
This is [rather] how he is referred to by the people who pray [to him] for healing."
71  The Paulicians believed that Christ "acquired his body in Heaven, so that he neither was 
truly bom o f the V irgin Mary nor died on the cross. They consequently offered no honour 
to the cross, just as they spumed icons and worship o f saints" (Mango,op.cit,100).
72  Lk 24.39.
73  Heb 2.14.
74 Heb 2.16,17
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Testament was [a product] o f the Devil?75 Come out, men, from the 
darkness that surrounds you; wipe from your eyes this sleep of 
insensibility. I f  the Old Testament were [a product] of the Devil, how then, 
we ask, did our Saviour answer the [scribe who asked him] which of the 
commandments o f the Old Testament was the most important and the great- 
est? [Our Saviour responsed thus:] The first o f all the commandments is,
Hear, О Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one'76 etc. And when [the 
scribe who had put the question to Christ] answered well, [Christ] 
responded: 'You are not far from the kingdom of heaven.'77
"Why then would the Pentateuch78, if  it were [a product] o f the 
Devil, have decreed the knowledge of one Lord and God? I f  Moses 
preaches that there is one Lord and God, and that except for him he serves 
no one and bows down before no one, then where are these others who lead 
the Devil's council and those who laid down this Old Testament? But 
because the Old Testament is holy and is [a product] of the heavenly God,
Paul, a true preacher, beckoned [to us], saying: 'What then shall we say?
That the law is sin? By no means!'79 And also: 'We know that the law is 
spiritual'80; for I delight in the law of God, in my inmost self.'81 And also:
'So then, I of myself serve the law of God with my mind, but with my flesh
155
75  Sec fn.49.
76 Mk 12. 28-29.
77 The translation o f this sentence has been lifted from the Spasova/Ivanova translation 
(op.cit.,95). Also on p.535, fn.46, they cite M k 12.34 ("And when Jesus saw that he 
answered wisely, he said to him, ,You are not far from the kingdom of God.'")
78  The original text reads here "M oisejskoe zakonopoloženie". According to 
Sreznevskij (Срезневский, op.cit., v o l.l, 921), "za ko n o p o lo ie n ie " means both 
"ѵоцоѲеоіа" and "пятикнижие Моисеево". He cites this second usage in the Izbomik 
Svjatoslava of 1073: "Rodbstvo, isxodx ІеиШ къ, čisla, vb to ry i zakon-ь: se sç pątery 
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I serve the law of sin82 etc. This is why he said that the law is holy, and the 
commandments holy, righteous and blessed.83
"And in addition to all of these disgraces, you dare still to abuse the 
cross and to call it an enemy84, for neither do you respect the Books of the 
Apostles85, nor can you acquire knowledge. I f  you follow the bequest of 
the Apostles, as you assert, then why do you not swear by the cross; for 
Paul the apostle says: ,But far be it from me to glory except in the cross of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, by which the world has been crucified to me, and I 
to the world'86, and also: "For the word of the cross is fo lly  to those who 
are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the power of God.'87 I f  
then the cross is the power o f God, as it truly is, then why do you not 
believe in the power of God? Do you believe the sermons of the Apostles, 
who say: 'Abraham by means of his faith did such and such'?88
"Faith is an unfathomed and ineffable thing, and on the contrary it 
cannot be expressed with a tongue o f flesh.89 Acquire faith, by means of 
which all of the holy believers have received what they hoped for; and once 
you have acquired such faith, bow down before the cross, that is, the power 
o f God. Every action and miracle o f Christ is great, wondrous and divine, 
but o f them all, the [greatest, most wondrous and most divine] is the 
immaculate, life-giving cross. By no other means except the cross can death 
be abolished and original sin be destroyed, can hell be annihilated, can the
82 Rom 7.25. See K a łużn iacki, Actus Epistolaeque Apostolorum Palaeoslavenice, 
Vienna, 1896, p. 122, for the Slavonic text
83 Spasova and Ivanova, op .cit,535, fn.50 cite here Rom 7. 12 ("So the law is holy, and 




87 1 Cor 1.18.
88 See Heb 11.17.
89 The original phrase is "ązykomb plT»tônomb", "tongue o f the flesh", or "corporeal 
language."
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resurrection be given as a gift, can the power, which hates the things of this 
world, be given to us as a g ift. How are we God's children and his 
successors if  not from the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ? By means of [the 
cross] everyone is made whole. 'As many of us as were baptized into Jesus 
Christ were baptized into his death,'90 says the holy apostle [Paul], 'and we 
have donned Christ.'91 For Christ is the power o f God and the wisdom of 
God.92 Behold the death of Christ, that is to say the cross, clothes us in the 
embodied power o f God and in the wisdom [o f God].93
"The power o f God is the word of the cross, because through the 
[word o f the cross] the power o f God appeared to us as a victory over 
death, because the four stations of the cross are upheld and supported by 
the central component; thus through the power of God height, depth, length 
and also width—that is to say all visible and invisible creation—is supported.
"The [cross] serves as a mark on our faces, in the same way that 
circumcision is a mark for Israel; because of this we the faithful run from 
the heathens, and we recognize one another as the faithful. [The cross] is a 
shield and a weapon against the Devil and a victory over him; [the cross] is 
a sign which prevents the Destroyer from touching us. It is a reveille to 
those who sleep, a support to those who are standing, comfort to the sick, a 
staff to shepherds, a leader to converts, the tree of eternal life. Because that 
pure tree on which Christ was sacrificed for our sake was sanctified 
through its contact with His holy body and blood, we receive it with 
befitting [respect] and bow down most honorably before it. We bow down 
before the image of the pure cross. God forbid that we should honor the 
cross if  it were the work of some other [power], rather [we honor it] only 
as the image and the depiction of Christ.
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90 Rom 6.3. This is the hymn sung on feast days in place o f the Tnsagion.
91  Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit.,535, fn.55 cite here Gal 3.27 ("For as many of you as 
were baptized into Christ have put on Christ").
92 A reference to the Logos, which is represented by the second member o f the Trinity, 
and symbolizes the reason or wisdom o f God.
93 1 Cor 1.24
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"Christ said to his disciples, ,then w ill appear the sign of the Son of 
man'94, that is, the cross. Also the angel of the Resurrection said the same 
to us: 'I know that ye seek Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified'95 And the 
apostle said, 'We preach Christ crucified'.96 He did not say 'pierced197 but 
'crucified'.
"The Tree of Life, which is planted in Paradise, prefigured this holy 
cross. And because death [resulted] on account of a tree98, so on account of 
the tree, life and resurrection had to be given again. Jacob, making the sign 
of the cross with his hand, blessed the sons of Joseph99; Moses, making a 
sign of the cross in the water with his staff, divided the sea100; and, to put 
it simply, the salvation of the world has been accomplished by the cross."
V II. So the most holy Hilarion said these things to that evil council, all of 
whom spoke in vain. And being filled with shame, they stood there like 
voiceless fish and marvelled at the grace and power that came out of the 
mouth of this true pastor, and as they understood that they were not able to 
answer one word in contradiction, they wondered amongst themselves what 
to do. Once again taking the floor, Hilarion said to them: " If Christ took on 
a human form that was an apparition, as you maintain, or took his flesh 
from heaven, then how on the eighth day was he circumcized, according to
94 M t 24.30.
95 Mk 16.6.
96 1 Cor 1.23.
97 Slavonic ״p rę b o d e n ł״, sec Latin confixus, transfixus, transfossus (from J.G. 
Sparwenfeld, Lexicon Slavonicum, Acta Bibliothecae R. Universitatis Upsaliensis, no.24. 
Upsalla: Upsalla University Press, 1987, vol.3, p. 183.
98 An allusion to the story in Genesis in which Adam and Eve eat from the forbidden Tree 
of Life, and subsequently they cause the fa ll o f mankind from the Garden o f Eden. O f 
course, one o f the consequences for man after the fall was mortality.
99 Heb 11.21 reads "By faith Jacob, when dying, blessed each o f the sons o f Joseph,
bowing in worship over the head o f his staff." There is no mention of the sign o f the cross, 
nor is there, of course, any mention o f it in the story o f the parting of the Red Sea.
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100 See Ex 14.10-31
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the old law?101 This alone is enough to discount the lies of the foolish. For 
circumcized flesh is kindred to our own flesh. For clearly he appeared, and 
in truth he took on the form of a human man from the pure blood of the 
V irgin.
"From [what source], О you impertinent men, do you say that the 
body of the Lord came from an evil source? I f  you s till dare to attribute 
[Christ's human form] to the Devil, then how, my dear men, can something 
evil be considered holy, and how could [our] blessed God, with an evil 
body, manage to bring about the salvation of the world, or how could this 
[body] be placed on the throne of the Father? I f  the Devil is the Law-Giver 
o f the Old Testament, then why does Christ say, 'Search the Scriptures; for 
in them you w ill find eternal life'?102 He names the writings o f Moses and 
those o f a ll the other prophets, for these were not new books of grace. 
Where does one find eternal life? Does the Devil make laws and allow for 
this in these books? How could Christ speak the truth in them: 'I f  you 
believed Moses, you would believe me, for he wrote of me'?103 And He did 
not say ,'You should have believed some of the [books] o f Moses'. Clearly 
[Moses] proclaimed the truth about [the Lord].
" If this ancient foundation [of the Old Covenant] were [a product] of 
the Devil, then how could the great Paul, in the beginning of his epistle to 
the Romans, say that it was proclaimed by God through His prophets in the 
Holy Scriptures that His Son was in body descended from the tribe of 
David?104 I f  the prophets and the Holy Scriptures are of God, through 
which prophets and Scriptures He proclaimed [the coming] of His Son, then 
how can you think the Old Testament to be [the work] o f the Devil? For 
Mark the Evangelist said, The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the
101  Sec Lk 2.21
102  This is a paraphrase o f Jn 5.39: "You search the scriptures, because you think that in 
them you have eternal life..."; Codex Zograph.: "ispyta ite  k^n igy éko ѵь n in  тьпіЬе 
im é ti r iv o tk  v e ík n y .Qagić,op.cit.,144); Codex Assem.: "ispytaibe kbnigy i  éko 
v ki тьпіЬе im־ é ti v n ix  životk ѵв^ьпуі" (Kurz,op.cit.,19).
103  Jn 5.46.
104 Sec Rom 1.1-4.
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Son of God; As it is written in the prophets.'105 And many times it is 
written in the Gospels that what is said by the prophets w ill come to pass. I f  
the truth o f God has come to pass, as witnessed by the law and by the 
prophets according to the apostle Paul106, then how can it be that the law 
and the prophets are not inspired by [our] blessed God and conceived of 
truth?
"Behold I have shown you from the Gospels and from the Book of 
the Apostles how God is the Creator of heaven and earth and all the 
creatures, and that the Old and New Testament were given by Him, and 
that He took up our corruptible and mortal flesh to heaven, and once he 
had sanctified [our flesh] he carried it up and placed it at the right hand of 
the Father, and that [Christ's] flesh was taken from the pure blood of the 
Virgin, and that Christ saved the world through the cross, and that every 
knee in all of heaven and the earth below w ill bow to him, and that every 
tongue w ill proclaim that Jesus Christ is the Lord in the glory of God, the 
Father.107
"Moreover, gain an understanding of the darkness that opresses you, 
abandon your vanities and lies, gain an understanding of truth through 
which you w ill be enlightened with light. For behold, the Lord now says of 
you: 'I f  I had not come and spoken unto them, they had not had sin: but 
now they have no excuse for their sin'108 Go to the cathedral and receive 
the bath of the Holy Spirit109 for the abandonment of sins. For behold, 
your heavenly Father rejoices in you and sacrifices a fatted calf for your 
conversion, and he calls together friends and neighbors [to tell them] about 
your return [to the fo ld ]."110
105 See Mk 1.1-2
106 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit.,536, fn.68 cite here Rom 3. 21.
107 Phil.2. 10-11
108 Jn 15.22.
109 A circumlocution for "baptism".
1 1 0  The term used in the original Slavonic text is "obrétenie", which means, literally, 
"finding". The Czech Academy dictionary (See Kurz, ed., Slovník jazyka starosloven- 
ského (Lexicon linguae palaeoslovenicae, vol.22, p.493, Prague: CSAV, 1972) defines as 
Greek "evpémç, аѵако!шл1" and Latin "inventio".
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When they had heard this, they prayed with all their hearts and they 
prostrated themselves in all sincerity, asking of [Hilarion] the g ift of holy 
baptism; and they cast aspersions upon and spat upon their [former] faith, 
and they went to the catholic church111 and added themselves to the 
number o f the chosen flock. When the [congregation] o f the orthodox 
cathedral saw this, they rejoiced in inexpressible joy, and to God and to 
their own bishop [H ilarion] they offered up unceasing thanks for the 
acquisition of so many souls.
V III. Seeing then these things, the corrupt and evil heretics, the 
representatives of the Armenian [Church]112, were filled with anger and 
hatred, and heaped on [Hilarion] various insults and injuries, and they 
called him a deceiver and a fraud, but they were the deceitful sons of 
darkness.
The blessed bishop [Hilarion], invincibly teaching and instructing [his 
people], never abandoned the True Word, and he was constantly adding to 
the number of orthodox believers a numerous number o f people. The 
aforementioned Armenians instructed the people who had sided with them 
(of which there were many) to k ill the saint. The holy saint like an innocent 
lamb in the midst of the filth  of wolves walked around with this song from 
the Psalms on his lips: ,Even though I walk through the valley of the 
shadow of death, I fear no evil; for thou art with me.'113
They paid frequent visits to him. They did this, o f course, not for the 
sake of profit, but because they wanted to find some fault to reproach him 
with. They saw [that their evil deeds] had no effect -  such as [the time] 
when they hit him with slings ־־ and they departed, greatly enraged with 
anger.
This, o f course, is an allusion to the story of the return o f the prodigal son, who returns 
home repentent to rejoin his father's household. See Lk 15.11-24.
1 1 1  The Slavonic term is "ST>bornaja сгькъѵь”, a calquing o f the Greek "кавоЯлкт! 
èmc^cría", from the Nicene Creed.
1 1 2  This refers to the Armenian Monophysites who, along with the Syrian Monophysites, 
had been transplanted to Thrace by the Byzantine government
1 1 3  Ps 23.4 (Slavonic Psalter 22.4).
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Once while they were debating with him, they were unable to oppose 
the wisdom and the words that he had expressed, and they were seized with 
rage; and taking stones, they beat him unmercifully like [Stephen], the 
proto-martyr114; and believing him to be dead, they left him.
And voluntarily H ilarion showed himself to be a bloodless mar- 
tyr.115 When he had returned home, he understood what had transpired to 
be the work of the devil, and he rejoiced and returned to his cell, to a far 
and secluded place from the city where they had beaten him.
When the congregation of orthodox people found out about this, they 
all set out [to find the heretics] and k ill them. But Hilarion, an imitator of 
Christ and a disciple of the Gentle Ruler, forbade them, saying: "No, my 
children, no! Remember the words which the Lord spoke to Peter: ,Put 
your sword back into its place; for all who take the sword w ill perish by 
the sword.'116 And the apostles, who were beaten in the name of the Lord, 
went off, rejoicing before the assembly [o f Sadducees].117 'Forgive them; 
for they know not what they do.'"118
That group [of Armenians] was indeed evil, and they were ready to 
spill blood when they found out what had happened; and they were 
perplexed when they heard some say o f the Lord, "He is blessed," and
162
1 14  A reference to S t Stephen, one o f the seven deacons chosen by the apostles to minister 
to the community in Jerusalem See Acts 6-7.
1 1 5  The prototype for the "bloodless martyr", the one who wishes to be martyred but is 
not therefore "bloodless", is St. Anthony. Chapter 46 o f his life  tells the story o f how he 
wanted badly to be martyred that he went to the city o f Alexandria during the systematic 
executions o f martyrs that took place under Maximinus. Anthony goes out onto the streets, 
exposing himself as a Christian and praying to be martyred, but "the Lord was keeping him 
to help others."
116M t 26.52
Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit.,536, fn.75, write: "See Acts 5.40, 41. The Sadducees
were a Jewish sect which opposed the Pharisees and whose aim it was to hellenize Judah. 
The Saducees were supported by the Roman procurators, who saw in them the conduits for 
their policy."
118 Lk 23.34.
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others say, "No, he is a deceiver and a seducer o f the people."119 And so 
there was much discord in opinion amongst them, and they took counsel 
amongst themselves.
IX . One time, [the heretics], being drunk with the disease of deceit, came 
to the saintly [H ilarion], all speaking at the same time and asserting their 
heresy, quoting this and that [source], bragging that their wisdom was 
orthodox and that they upheld all the teachings o f the church, including the 
sacred service and fasting and all other orthodox things which are handed 
down to the church by the councils.
The meek-hearted and most humble and erudite Hilarion answered 
them:120 "You have done well in remembering the ecumenical councils.
For the ecumenical councils have taken their words from eye-witnesses, 
from the holy apostles; and [these words] are well established and decreed.
The traditions have been well established; they are upheld steadfastly up to 
this very day. And so you too steadfastly upheld [them], up until the Fourth 
Council o f Chalcedon.121 But from that time [o f the Fourth Council], you 
renounced the ecumenical councils through a certain Echanius, who bore 
also the name Mantakuni122 and in addition to him through [other] evil 
heretics, for you accepted the evil teachings o f Eutyches123 and Dio- 
scorus.124 You upheld the w ill o f such sinners and you say that Christ did
163
1 1 9  Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit, 536, fn.77, cite here Jn 7.12 ("And there was much 
muttering about him among the people. While some said, ,He is a good man,' other said, 
,No, he is leading the people astray"').
120  Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit., 536, fn.78, write: "The follow ing passages with the 
denunciation o f the Armenian faith are taken from the treatise entitled 'Against the 
Armenians' by Euthymius Zigabenus.
12 1  Mango (op.cit, 95) says that the Monophysites "opposed the Council of Chalcedon 
(451) for dividing, as they saw i t  the person o f Christ into two natures and believed in the 
unity of the incarnate Christ" Euthychies was later declared a heretic by the Monophysites.
122  Echanius (John) Mantakuni or Mandakuni (bom ca.415 - died 490) was the patriarch 
o f Armenia from 478 to 490. He left an "Anthology o f Discourse."
123 See fn.42.
124  See fn.40.
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not acquire consubstantial125 flesh for us, but rather [you claim that he 
acquired] some kind of incorruptible, unsuffering, incorporeal, uncreated, 
and heavenly flesh.126
"This impudent dogma [presented by your people at] the church 
council w ill never be accepted and w ill never be handed down. I f  the 
Lord's flesh were incorruptible, heavenly, and did not suffer passion, then 
being such, it could not have labored, nor slept, nor eaten, nor drunk, nor 
have been touched by hands. Who slept in the boat, if  he was not o f our 
nature?127 Who wept for the city?128 Who wept over Lazarus?129 Who 
went into the home of Simon the leper?130 Who washed the feet o f his 
disciples?131 Who handed down the sacrament to us? Who was bound and 
led into the court o f Caiaphas?132 Who was put on the cross? Who was put 
in the grave? Who said to the disciples after the Resurrection: Ъапсйе me, 
and see; for a spirit has not flesh and bones as you see that I have'?133 
Behold we have clearly demonstrated that in truth the Lord dressed himself 
in human flesh such as we have."
12 5  The original reads "edinosçátnç", which means "ônoovoioç", see Sreznevskij, 
op.ciL, I, 814.This refers to the Nicene Creed, drafted at the Council o f Nicaea (325), 
which includes the statement that Christ was not created but consubstantial with the Father, 
that is of the same essence or substance, and at the same time incarnate. This statement was 
made at the council as a counter-attack against the Arians.
126  This refers specifically to the Monophysite teachings o f Julian, bishop o f Halicar- 
nassus, "who taught that Christ's body was incorruptible (that, is not fu lly  human). His 
teaching, however, was repudiated by Severus o f Antioch" (EEC, 621-22).
127  Sec M t 8. 24.
128 Sec Lk 19.41.
129 See Jn 11.33-44.
130  See M t 26.1-12.
1 3 1  See Jn 13.5.
132  The high priest o f the Jews at that time. Cf. M t 26.3, 57; Lk 3.2; Jn 11.49; 18.13, 14, 
24, 28.
133  Lk 24.39. See also fn.72.
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They then, oppressed by the true words of the blessed [H ilarion], 
responded with this contemptuous answer, saying: "That flesh of Christ that 
appeared was united with the divinity; Christ was of one nature."134
And that wise soul, [Hilarion], answered them: " If Christ was of one 
nature, and i f  that nature was the divinity, then the nature of Christ was 
indistinguishable from the Father, in reality; for the flesh of Christ, having 
united itse lf w ith the nature o f Christ at the time o f the Passion, was 
indistinguishable from the Father.
"And how could [his flesh] have suffered ־־ detained below [on the 
earth], wounded and pierced ־־ and [how could] he, in truth, have died and 
lay unmoving, a corpse in the grave? For if  the flesh of Christ were divine, 
then why did Christ himself say, ,My God, my God, why hast thou 
forsaken me*?135 How could he say to Mary: 'Mary, do not hold me, for I 
have not yet ascended to the Father'?136 How could he say to the apostles 
after the Resurrection: ,handle me, and see; for a spirit has not flesh and 
bones as you see that I have1 ?
"And many things o f this kind testify to the incarnation of Christ 
more clearly than [the sound of] a trumpet. For again [I turn your attention 
to] that trisagion hymn which [says], Tie was crucified holy and immor- 
ta l'138; and you are revealing clearly your stupidity and moreover your 
corruption. For if  the flesh were immortal, incorruptible, and heavenly, 
how then was He crucified? And if  they crucified Him, then how can you 
call [His flesh] divine?
"Moreover in the sacred [church] service, you do not bring leavened 
bread such as we bring, but unleavened bread. This [custom] of unleavened
134  They uphold the so-called Monophysite heresy, i.e. that Christ was really o f one 
nature and had no human form.
135 M t 27.46 and Mk 15.34.
136  Jn 20.17.
.Lk 24.39. See also fn.72, 133 ל13
138 Spasova and Ivanova, op .c it, 536, fn.81, write that this hymn was modified by the 
Monphysites in accordance with their beliefs.
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[bread] is entirely Jewish.139 And moreover, the apostle Paul and Gregory 
the Theologian140 proclaimed loudly: The old has passed away, behold, 
the new has come.'141 And [St. John] Chrysostom said [by way of contrast- 
ing] the Old and New Testament: "There is the letter, here is the soul; there 
is the ark142, here is the Virgin; there is Aaron's staff, here is the cross; 
there is the lamb, here then is Christ; there is the unleavened bread, here is 
the leavened bread.'"
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139 This refers to the controvery of the unleavened bread (azymes). See John Meyendorff, 
The Orthodox Church: Its Past and its Role in the World Today, translated by John 
Chapin, New York: Pantheon Books, 1968, p.209, Meyendorff makes reference to 
"questions o f an altogether secondary nature as the use of unleavened bread (azymes) in the 
Western mass, or fasting on Saturdays, which claimed the attention o f theologians and 
controversialists... "
See also H-G Beck, Kirche und theologische L ite ra tur im Byzantinischen Reich, 
Munich, C.H.Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1959, p.312. Beck also affirm s the 
importance of the azymes controversy in East-West relations of the period: "Im  allgemeinen 
kann man sagen, daß in dieser unmittelbaren nachphotianischen Periode das Filioque eine 
viel geringere Rolle spielte als etwa die Frage nach den Azymen und dergleichen."
See also Harry Magoulias, Byzantine Christianity, Detroit: Wayne State University, 
1982, p. 112. He observes that the controversy began when the patriarch o f 
Constantinople, Michael Keroularios (1043-1058), heard that the customs o f the Greek 
Church were being repressed in the Latin West by the Normans "with papal blessing and 
by reforming synods throughout Italy." When Patriarch Michael heard of this, he retaliated 
by requiring that the Latin churches in Constantinople give up their practices and reintegrate 
the Greek customs into their services. When they refused, he had them shut down in 1052. 
As a strategy to save the Greek communities o f Apulia and Calabria, Michael then sent a 
letter to Johin, the Latin Bishop o f Trani, condemning the Latin practices in the Church. 
Michael enumerated them in his letter, fasting o f Sabbath, obligatory celibacy o f the clergy, 
eating strangled meat, and not singing "alleluia" following Septuagesima, the third Sunday 
before Lent Magoulias then adds: "Although the filioque was not mentioned, a new charge 
appeared: the Latin use of azyma (the Greek term for unleavened bread) in Holy 
Communion. This latter practice became important to the patriarch o f Constantinople 
because he was attempting at this time to integrate the Monophysite Armenian Church into 
the Orthodox Church o f the Byzantine Empire. The Armenians followed two practices that 
were surprisingly sim ilar to Latin usages: fasting on Saturdays and the azyma for 
communion. The Byzantine theologians considered these practices to be purely Judaistic, 
and it was primarily because o f the Armenian question that Keroularios insisted that the 
Latin churches in Constantinople conform to Greek usages. "
140 i.e., Gregory Nazianzus.
141 2 Cor 5. 17
142 The original reads "kivotb" a slavonicized variant o f the Greek "x^ cûtôç" (see 
Срезневский, op.cit., vo l.l, 1207)
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They were greatly suprised by what [Hilarion] said and had nothing 
to answer in protest, for they were seized with shame. However somewhat 
later, they answered, saying, "The bread which Christ gave the apostles was 
unleavened and, therefore, not leavened bread, for it was common at this 
time. For this reason we too bring unleavened bread as an offering."
The blessed Hilarion answered them: "Let us say that the bread 
which Christ took because of the hardship of that hour was unleavened, lest 
the sacrament of the meal o f the new [law] should not be handed down. 
[Christ] wanted [the sacrament] to be passed on immediately to the Jews, so 
whatever bread they could find, that is what they used. [This was done] so 
as not to deprive us in any way of salvation. His disciples and others 
amongst the church prelates, the holy fathers, when there was no more 
leavened bread, did not bring unleavened bread as an offering. Following 
their example, we bring [only] leavened bread as an offering.
"And Christ handed down many other things that the apostles and 
their followers said would come to pass; thus, they did not contradict 
Christ. And how was this so? Faith dispersed and grew, and so they also 
dispersed, encouraged by the sacrament Christ [performed for them], in 
His glory and majesty. When Christ wanted to be baptised, He did not turn 
to the west; He rejected Satan's people, nor did He speak of a description of 
faith, nor did He require prayers o f baptism, nor was He baptised in the 
fountain, nor did He anoint himself with myrrh, nor, once baptised, did He 
partake in the body and blood of God.
"And furthermore, Christ did not give the sacrament o f the Lord's 
body and blood during a service in a church, but rather in a simple room 
on a simple table, and first He ate and offered up some other food; and He 
was not dressed in the clothing of a priest, nor did He offer the prayers of 
our blessed acts in psalms and singing and spiritual songs.
"We then in churches perform the service on the spiritual sacrificial 
altar, which we call the sacred table; and desirous [of the sacrament], we 
stand dressed in priest's clothing, not [in the garments] o f perdition of the 
aforementioned [heretics], and we perform the holiest ceremony.
"Thus the apostles, and the true pastors and righteous church 
teachers after them, are all led by the Spirit of God and thus have aureoles, 
destroying some things and cultivating others; from on high they have
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received such beneficence, performing helpful deeds at a ll times, 
commanding and executing them in a way pleasing to God.
"Thus if  we look carefully, we w ill find that the bread which Christ 
gave to his disciples was not unleavened. For regarding Passover law, He 
says the following: ,On the fourteenth day of the first month from sundown 
eat unleavened bread up until the twenty-first day, even until the evening; 
for seven days leavened bread should not be found in your homes.'143 And 
such are the laws.
"Before the fourteenth day — that is to say, on the thirteenth day — 
Christ fu lfilled  the law of Passover, and then He prepared for them the 
Last Supper, on which day everyone partook of leavened bread, for it was 
not forbidden to do so. And if  someone says, 'And in fu lfilling  the law of 
Passover, He Himself and His disciples ate unleavened bread, then from 
where did they get the unleavened bread?’, we say to him that it was 
befitting for [the disciples] to prepare themselves according to the w ill of 
the Saviour, or according to the Providence of the house of God, for truly 
it is so.
"In the holy mass why do you not bring wine mixed with water, but 
only wine without water, proclaiming through this that Christ had one 
nature? Gregory the Theologian said that like blood, water too was poured 
forth from the rib o f Christ, symbolizing the following: the first means 
man and the second means the highest [being] over man."144 Moreover, 
when someone approaches the sacrificial altar and partakes o f the blood of 
Christ from a cup, he should consider that he is putting his lips to the rib of 
Christ and from his rib is he drinking. For from the rib o f Christ does not 
only the blood but also the water flow as an assurance of his dual nature, 
which we have demonstrated earlier.
"And the apostle, the divine brother Jacob, witnesses to the fact that 
the cup which Christ gave to the apostles was mixed with wine and water, 
and so does Mark the Evangelist in his own writings; both of them say the 
following: 'He took the cup and poured into it wine and water and, having
143 See Ex 12.17-20.
144 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit.,537, fn.96, attribute this passage to Gregory of 
Nazianzus* Easter Sermon.
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given thanks and blessed [it] he gave [it] to them, saying: "Drink from it all 
o f you; this is my blood which has been poured forth for you and for 
many.'"145 For in every possible way God speaks the truth and prophesies, 
and that which flowed forth from His rib is what He gave His disciples.
"And furthermore, you do not respect the cross, which is the 
substance o f things, if  you do not baptise him as a man and drive through 
nails in him and anoint with sacrifical blood. And also by making the sign 
of the cross with your hand on your forehead at baptism and during church 
services and on many other occasions, you think you are sanctifying 
yourselves. But, you Armenian men, the words of the prophets should 
suffice to you: ,Accept you this teaching so that the Lord shall never be 
angry, and accept the condition of your own perdition and blindness.' I f  
then the cross depicted by the hand blesses everything on which it is placed 
(and this includes the water, i.e. the baptismal water, the o il and myrrh, 
and the face o f believers, the eucharistic bread, the sacred chalice, and 
everything else) then how from any of these things can the depicted cross, 
if  it is evil and loathsome, be sanctified by you through baptism, deeds, and 
blood? How then can the cross, sanctifying baptism and sacrifice, be 
sanctified by sanctified images?
"Even before Christ was crucified, the cross was a wretched 
instrument o f death and its image was avoided and rejected. After Christ 
was nailed to it, he sanctified himself through the blood of God, and the 
image of his sanctification was established for all believers, k illing  first 
men then devils. In the same way, blessed [Bishop] Gregory of Great 
Armenia146 put up wooden crosses in a few places147, and commanded that
169
145 a .  M t 26.27,28; Mk 14.23,24; Lk 22.19,20; 1 Cor 11.25.
146 This is a reference to the Armenian St. Gregory the Enlightener (Sourb Grigor
Loussarevich) who christianized the Armenians ca. 301 during the reign o f King Tiridates 
IŪ. (Pasdermadjian, cited here, places this date at either 228 or 301, see p. 102). According 
to Алпепіап legend, the apostles Thaddeus and Bartholomew visited the Armenians and 
preached the Gospels to them, but it is S t Gregory who is recognized as the evangelizer of 
these people. For historical sources, cf. David Marshall Lang, The Armenians: A People in 
Exile, London, 1981, p.47; also his book Armenia: Cradle o f C ivilization, London: Allen 
and Unwin, 1980, pp. 155159 ־; H. Pasdermadjian, Histoire de l'Arménie, 2nd ed., Paris: 
Librairie orientale H. Samuelian, 1964, pp.101-117. For translations o f legends 
surrounding S t Gregory and the Christianization o f the Armenians, see Hagop Nersoyan, 
A History o f the Armenian Church, w ith Thirty-Five Stories, New York: Council for 
Religious Education Diocese of the Armenian Church of North America, 1963.
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people bow and come to him as to a sanctifier, though he was not an 
appointed bishop148, nor did he sanctify them with baptism or by deed or 
by blood as you do. How can you dare, having made three wooden crosses 
and placed them together, to invoke the name o f the Holy Trinity and not 
be afraid to create an image of the Holy Trinity, which is one, uncreated, 
infinite, unknowable and incomprehensible?
"Again I ask you, why do you observe the Aradjavor fast?"149 And 
they answered unanimously, saying: "We observe the fast o f a certain 
Sergius, an Armenian, who suffered in our country." The saint answered, 
saying to them, "You are heathens, for where was it shown to you that 
Sergius was orthodox and suffered for the sake of Christ? We see that no 
prophet, nor any apostle, nor martyr, nor saint, nor Saint Gregory himself 
decreed to the great Armenians any such fast or holiday."
And the [Armenians], vexed [by his answer] said that it was a Nine- 
vite fast which the Ninevites observed in an attempt to deliver themselves 
from terrible destruction.150 The saint immediately responded, "Since [I] 
do not remember that the holy apostles nor any church council o f the holy
14 7 Pasdermadjian, op.cit.,102, notes that according to Armenian sources, Gregory 
erected a church after he christianized the Armenian; the name o f the church was 
Aschdichad. What Euthymius is probably referring to here is a fact that Gregory did simply 
erect crosses throughout Armenia in places that were formerly pagan temples. Lang 
(Armenian: Cradle o f Civilization, 213) writes: "Aere are several references in the historical 
sources to the adaptation by S t Gregory and his disciples o f pagan temples for the use of 
Christian shrines, and there can be no doubt that a number o f these were adapted and 
elaborated as basilicas..."
148 S t Gregory was indeed appointed. King Tiridates I I I  approved o f Gregory to be the 
patriarch o f Armenia, and he was consecrated as such by the arbishop o f Caesarea. See 
Pasdermadjian, op.cit, 103.
149 See Malachia Ormanian, The Church o f Armenia: Her H istory, Doctrine, Rule, 
Discipline, Liturgy, Literature and Existing Condition, London: Mowbray and Co., 1955, 
p. 158. Ormanian explains that the Aradjavor is the first week o f ten weeks which precede 
the Eastern festival in the Armenian Church. It is a preparatory fast also known as Fast of 
the Forerunner. "The two following weeks are taken up with the festivals o f the saints, the 
six other weeks constitute Lent and the tenth is Holy Week."
150 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit., 537, fn.99, write: "The prophet Jonah predicted 
according to divine inspiration the destruction o f the ancient city o f Ninevah. The 
frightened inhabitants fasted for forty days in order to prevent the prophesied punishment 
and God in truth showed mercy on them. See Jonah 3. 5-10."
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fathers decreed [such a fast], who then commanded you to observe this 
pagan fast, which occured many years before the incarnation o f Christ? I f  
it were one of the Jewish fasts, which God commanded through Moses, we 
would be forbidden to observe it, like [those] o f many other indecent 
peoples. "
"Thus, it is clearly revealed," they again answered, "that it was the 
fast o f Adam, when he was driven out o f Paradise." But the blessed 
H ilarion answered, "Moses wrote about the events o f the world, about 
everyone, and also about Adam, and I do not remember anything about this 
fast; from what [source] do you have [the grounds] to say that it is a fast of 
Adam?" Once again they were perplexed, and they said that the fast is a 
great Armenian one, which Armenians who wanted to be baptised by Saint 
Gregory observed. The saint answered them immediately: "This is not so, 
for you were freed from devils before baptism, for you were ordered to 
fast for sixty days, and afterwards [St. Gregory], who wanted to baptise 
you, ordered you to fast for thirty days, just as it is written in the Armen- 
ian books; and not one of those fasts was called the Aradjavor fast."
They were filled with much shame and bewilderment, and they were 
perplexed as to what to answer; however, they had no other response, and 
they said, "Behold, it is the fast of Constantine the Great, which he kept, 
wanting to be baptised." The saint [H ilarion], with a smiling countenance 
and confident manner, answered them: "O what a ridiculous and 
convoluted doctrine [they] believe with all their hearts! Examine the 
Scriptures, and in them you w ill find that there is no imperial ecumenical 
fast, nor do I remember there being any in [honor] o f Constantine the 
Great, nor did any sacred council nor anyone from the holy fathers 
establish the commemoration of such a fast. In this way you have stated 
various and contradictory things, for you have shown that your fast is 
lawless and loathsome and is not at all deserving of the ear o f a Christian. 
And even if  you should not wish it, I w ill tell you about your fast.
"As you yourselves well know, someone named Sergius, who was a 
teacher o f the Armenian heresy, had a dog named Aradjavor. The 
aforementioned Sergius, assisted by the work of the Devil, had a messenger 
who would announce his arrival whenever he traveled. Whenever Sergius 
wanted to go to some city, village or town where teachers and followers of 
his destructive [heresy] lived, the locals would see the aforementioned dog
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and they came out [o f their houses] on that first day [o f his sojourn] and 
walk several miles151 to meet the teacher. One time, the dog was sent on 
[Sergius'] evil service and was eaten up by wolves. On the following day, 
Sergius arrived to the [place] where the dog had been sent. No one came 
out to meet him, and he was greatly offended. And he went up to the 
[people], for he saw that his dog did not come running to meet him, and he 
sent out [a search party] to look for [the dog].
"And when they recognized the bones of the dog and saw how he had 
been eaten up by wolves, all the Armenians were commanded to observe a 
fast in the occasion of his death and to grieve and mourn on the indicated 
day of the year. And they called this the fast of Aradjavor.
"Because of this, you, following the church rule, observe such a fast; 
and in the grip of this great shame, you do not want to recognize the truth. 
Not one of the prophets or the apostles in the ecumenical church decreed 
such a fast. Moreover, extract yourselves from the profound deceit which 
grips you, and wipe away the blindness from your eyes and come to 
Church and make for yourself a home with us. Combining both [o f our 
groups] into one [Christian flock], let us praise piously the God of all 
[creation]. For it is a great fo lly  for someone to know the truth and not to 
hasten after it "
X. [H ilarion] having inundated them with these [facts] and having 
exposed their heresy on all points, showed them to be cowards; and they 
were very much filled  with shame and remained silent. When they had 
gone home, they held council amongst themselves every day, some praising 
Hilarion's utterances and words, and others standing up for their heresy.
And their heresies were so influential that the kyrios Manuel, the 
Greek emperor, would have been lost to our blessed faith had not the 
blessed Hilarion strengthened and fortified him with dogmatic words.152
172
151 Sec fn. 52 to the translation o f The U fe o f Ivan o f Rila.
152 This refers to the Byzantine emperor, Manuel I Comnenus (ruled 1143-1180). See 
Hussey, The Orthodox Church in the Byzantine Empire, 163. Hussey writes: " The Life  
[o f H ilarion] hinted that Manuel himself was drawn towards the heresies, which might 
reasonably be taken as only indicating the interest which was to be expected from the 
theologically-minded Emperor. The L ife  then went on to recount how Manuel urged the 
bishop to fo llow  up his conversion o f the monophysites and ,Manichaeans' by sim ilar
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And he chased their unclean w ill far away from his heart, for the seed of 
orthodoxy was all the more deeply [planted] in it. The emperor having 
understood this and delighting in the commands o f the blessed [Hilarion], 
fortified himself with these things, and he was filled with ineffable joy, and 
he offered up to God songs of thanksgiving and exhibited absolute 
obedience to the bishop Hilarion and gave him various gifts; and anything 
else which he needed, he sent to him.
The aforementioned Armenians, all the while holding debates and 
discussions amongst themselves on the subject of faith, as was stated earlier, 
came to an understanding of their deceit, and they completely spat upon 
their heresy, zealously joining the holy, ecumenical church, partaking of 
the true body and the true blood o f the Lord, adding themselves to the 
chosen flock. And from then on there was one flock and one shepherd.153
X I. The divine bishop [Hilarion], when he saw what had happened, was 
completely filled with joy and spiritual happiness. The pious emperor also 
seeing this, was very happy and informed everyone about the virtues and 
deeds of the good pastor. And he wrote a letter to [Hilarion], ordering the 
flock to be cleansed of all Bogomil heresy, to obey and zealously accept the 
[church] dogmas and to add themselves unto the chosen flock, not to 
subordinate themselves to their unclean and evil heresies but to drive them 
out somewhere far away from the flock of orthodox believers.
When they had heard this, they went to the church and they accepted 
baptism, spitting upon their own heresy. And it was seen how the number 
o f orthodox believers was increased, and the throng of heathens was 
darkened with dishonor. Hilarion, the im itator of Christ, in whose ecu- 
menical territory [those heathens], now eternal children [o f God], had 
practiced the aforementioned heresies, erected a very honorable church 
with his monks in the name of the holy, glorious and celebrated apostles, 
the beauty of which astounded many and led many to the glorification of 
God.
work among the Bogomils. Hilarion was said to have been successful both with these and 
with the monophysites and 'Manichaeans', though this is hardly bome out by later events."
153 a .  Mk 6.34; Jn 10. 16; and 1 Pet 2.25
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Having collected a large number of monks into the church, [Hilarion] 
mandated monastic rules and regulations; and he went to see them often, 
always teaching and instructing them to imitate the heroic deeds of the 
monk's life.
X II. [Hilarion's] mother seeing all o f this, was oveijoyed and offered up 
frequent [prayers] of thanksgiving to God. She had given her husband over 
to the Lord, and after this she lived only a few years, then she died, too. 
And the blessed Hilarion, performing all the burial rights, buried her in a 
grave.
And he was like the tree planted by the flowing waters o f the 
spirit154, growing and flourishing in all sacred dogmas, according to God's 
[w ill]. He taught and instructed everyone under him to uphold the sacred 
commandements [of God] and to shun and avoid infamous heresies.
ХПІ. Thus the hom o f orthodoxy was lifted up. [H ilarion] extinguished 
impiety completely. Those who from wolves became sheep, transforming 
themselves with a good change, followed our pastor, like innocent lambs, 
obeying him in everything, insulting and spitting upon those who 
maintained those deceits and abusing and damning the leaders o f such 
heresies.
The blessed archbishop [Hilarion] saw so many o f the blasphemous 
and evil adherents of the Bogomil heresy accept the seed of piety, adding 
all o f them to the orthodox fold; and he saw that many others remained 
obstinent, and he drove them away from the orthodox flock with 
banishment and expulsion. Thus he adorned his throne and thus he saved 
his flock, indeed not [tainting his throne] at all w ith anything evil or 
unsightly. Moreover, everyone in the area brought gifts, seeking the 
benefit o f his blessings. The aforementioned group o f monks, well directed 
and led by the good pastor, increased in size, flourishing in the glory of 
God.
154 Cf. Ps 1.3; Jer 17.18; M t 7.17-18,12.32 (with parallel passages in Lk ).
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XIV . When much time had passed, Hilarion, having lived his [life ] in 
perpetual adornment, understood that the time for his departure to the 
Lord was nigh. And having called together his group o f monks, he 
carefully instructed them that they should live in subjugation to the love of 
the Father, that they should serve in every way and uphold tenaciously the 
law given by God, and that they should uphold all virtues with zeal. And he 
appointed a man named Peter as their leader, a virtuous and outstanding 
man, meek and wise like no other, whose virtue was known to everyone 
living in the area; and [Peter] had studied under the blessed Hilarion quite a 
few years and performed for him every service.
Thus having fortified and instructed them much, he gave peace to 
them and the whole flock, and he fe ll asleep in a blessed sleep.155 His pious 
flock poured forth warm tears onto his relics, and having honored his 
relics with psalms and singing and songs, with incense and sweet-smelling 
aromats, they buried him honorably and piously. They said o f him that in 
his youth, in the whole of his thirty years, he had never tasted wine.
XV. Much time had passed, and the monks were living together. Some of 
them began to be careless about the aforementioned [monastic] law, 
opposing Peterl56, introducing discord and heresies, and moreover teach- 
ing [their brothers] to be irreverent and impious.
The holy Hilarion understood their malicious and lawless intentions 
and was extremely displeased. He appeared to them in a dream; and he 
exposed their lawless deeds, spoke words of displeasure to them, and 
injured them mercilessly with his staff; to some of them he even delivered 
death. And when the aforementioned Peter found out about this vision, he 
related it clearly to all of the monks in the monastery. And those whom 
[Hilarion] had injured were in pain for many days afterward, and those
155 д  circumlocution to describe his death.
156 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit, 537, fn.106, write: "Peter, who is referred to here, is 
considered by some scholars to be the first hagiographer o f Hilarion o f Moglena. There 
are, however, no facts either in Greek or in Slavonic manuscripts from which it is clear that 
he wrote a life  of his teacher. This hypothesis is suggested by A. Solov'ov and is accepted 
without any reservation by Angelov (See Д. Ангелов, Богомипството в България, 
[София: Наука и изкуство, 1980] стр. 51-53)."
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whom he had mortally injured were all dead, as if  they had taken a fatal 
poison. When the other monks of that place saw what had happened, they 
were seized w ith fear and terror, and lived thereafter in the laws 
commanded of them, and the monastic order was observed thenceforth 
untransgressed.
News o f this awesome miracle spread everywhere. And everyone 
was coming with increased faith and zeal. God, with the help o f his saint, 
gave many signs and worked many miracles. Many came from all over to 
his grave, and they received various healings. Thus his grave worked 
innumerable miracles. And by a [decision] of the [Byzantine] imperial and 
ecclesiastical councils, the relics of the saint were taken and were placed in 
the holy church. But that which we have gone over in passing should not be 
consigned to the abyss of oblivion. When they opened the shrine of the 
saint [Hilarion] ־־ Oh, what a miracle! — they found that springs of sweet- 
smelling myrrh were pouring forth from his eyes. And when the number 
of his disciples saw this, they were filled with inexpressible joy. A ll of the 
[people in the] nearby lands, when their ears had received the news, came 
zealously to the shrine, receiving various healings.
XVI. After much time had passed, the Greek empire became poor and 
decreased in size; the Bulgarian kingdom however became much greater, 
and the most pious Bulgarian tsar Kalojan157 at that time was holding the 
scepter.158 For he was very brave, and he took a large part of the Greek 
land called Thrace and Macedonia, Trivalia and Dalmatia, and to their 
number [he added] also Neada and Elada and also Aetolia.159
176
157 Bulgarian tsar from 1197 to 1207; he succeeded Asen and Peter who had led a 
successful revolt against Byzantine rule and restored to Bulgaria its independence, forming 
the so-called "Втората държава", or "Second Empire."
158 A circumlocution for "ruling the country."
159 Here some over-zealous patriotism has led to historical inaccuracies as to the territorial 
gains made during Kalojan's reign. In 1204, when Constantinople fe ll to the Latins o f the 
Fourth Crusade, Kalojan and his forces took advantage o f Byzantium's domestic problems 
to regain almost all of the Byzantine territory in Macedonian and Thrace. Further campaigns 
in 1205 won him the important cities of Adrianople and Demotika in Thrace; and the 
previous two years, he had annexed Niš from Serbia, as well as Beograd, Braničevo, and 
Vidin (See J.Fine, The Late Medieval Balkans, 54-55).
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And [the czar] heard about the miracles and signs o f the blessed 
Hilarion, which God performed for him. And delighting in the w ill of 
God, and wanting to delight in the virtue of the saint, he sent [an envoy] in 
great haste; and he took the holy relics o f the blessed Hilarion, and with 
incense and frangrances he carried him to his own glorious city o f 
Tmovo.160
When the [Bulgarian] patriarch had heard this, he left with all the 
clergy to meet the saint with candles and incense, and he zealously kissed 
the relics of [H ilarion], the bishop of Christ. And having poured forth 
many tears, they placed [his relics] in the Church o f the Forty Holy and 
Glorious Martyrs, where it remains today, giving healing unconditionally 
to everyone who comes with faith and love. For [Hilarion] loves everyone 
and he places himself before everyone; and as if  alive, he gives himself to 
all; and neither does he eschew the young man, nor does he abhor the old 
man, but rather he loves the old men as an old man himself, and he 
embraces the young. He provides everyone with every need so that all 
might be converted.161
XV II. We shall bring something worthy before the shrine of his relics, 
such as an all-night vigil, sharp eyes, blessed zeal, an attentive ear. We 
shall imitate the father [Hilarion] so that we ourselves might be [spiritual] 
fathers. We shall strive [to imitate] such a life  so that we may receive 
befitting gifts; we w ill receive them with great pleasure if  we be zealots for 
[Hilarion] and ardently follow in his footsteps, for God delights in nothing 
other than to see someone striving for virtue even to the death.
In order to preserve the memory of Hilarion, we shall now bring in 
a choir, we w ill embrace the shrine, we w ill sing the funereal songs 
[written] by the hand of David: "Precious in the sight o f the Lord is the 
death of a saint."162 Blessed indeed and glorious and worthy of all praise
160 Spasova and Ivanova, op.cit., 537, fn.108, write: "The translation o f H ilarion of 
Moglena’s relics probably took place in 1205.
161 See 1 Cor 9.22.
162 This is a paraphrase of Ps 116.15 (Slavonic Psalter 115.6), which in the AV reads, 
"Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints"; Sinai Psalter (Северьянов,
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is the death o f saints. Because of this not only during their lives did God 
bless them, but even after death with ineffable glory; and not only has He 
laid their souls to rest in the heavenly light, but also He has blessed their 
bodies on earth and through a miracle has given them the ability to drive 
out a ll the power and deeds of the Devil and to make these [things] 
disappear [from the hearts and minds] o f the faithful.
X V III. [Your] adornment o f the bishopric, [your] deeds and name are 
sweet to me, Hilarion. Since you have assurance in God, look upon us from 
above; for now, having destroyed the m irror and divination, you see 
clearly the Holy T rin ity.163 Protect our flock securely from a ll the snares 
of our Adversary; through your beneficence, set [the flock] apart which has 
been given to you by Christ, our Saviour and Master-Shepherd.
With the sling of your wise words fend o ff the blasphemous wolves; 
disperse the slander o f hostile enemies like weeds into the wind of 
munificence; bring about the fulfillm ent of the church; sympathize with us 
for our difficulties. You know how heavy is the burden of our office; you 
know the administration of the bishopric; you know well [what] to do and 
[how] to guide us to the harbor of God's desires and [how to] nourish us, if  
it be your wish, for you have expertise in all these things.
You have borne all o f the burdens for the sake of Christ's church, 
you have quelled the uprisings of the heresies. You have turned those who 
oppose the piety o f the dogmas to piety through your spiritual intelligence. 
You erected churches for Christ, our God; you turned your back on deceit; 
you healed those possessed by devils; you tore asunder the snares of 
heresies. Valiently you performed good, heroic deeds. You completed your 
course and maintained faith.
Because of this, though you have died, you live on even after death; 
and from the shrine of your relics, streams flow forth abundantly with 
various curative powers. Not only [does your shrine do this] but it also 
adorns our throne and encourages many of us to zealously imitate your
151): "Ckstbna prèdi) gospodomb: s-Mnr^t* prépodobnyn» ego.” Compare this with 
the original text: ‘Clbtstiia préd gospodomb sanarli» lb> p répodobnaago ־
163 1 Cor 13.12.
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heroic deeds. For you did not perform heroic deeds in a small measure but 
[in  great abundance] and up until your very death; and without [the 
shedding of] blood you revealed yourself to be a martyr. Moreover, you 
are now inducted into the angelic chorus, and you are delighting insatiably 
in those things which the eye cannot see and the ear cannot hear and the 
heart cannot know.164 To Christ, our Lord, alone is the glory and the 
kingdom with the Father and Holy Spirit now and always, forever and 
ever, Amen.
179
164 1 Cor 2. 9.
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Chapter 4: 
The Life of Paraskeva
The Life and Deeds of our venerable mother Petka1, in which it is told 
how she was brought to the glorious city o f Tmovo2, 
written by the kyrios3 Euthymius of Tmovo4
I. I f  the law o f love demands that we commemorate beloved people, 
that we contemplate their images and actions and words, and even paint 
many times their likenesses; then it w ill be very — indeed, extremely -  
fitting  and desirable for those who please God to honor properly God's 
saints and to relate their memory and acts to some benefit. For a story 
about good [people and deeds] is in no small measure beneficial for its 
listeners.
Like the sun in the summer hours when it spreads it rays over the 
whole earth, all living things grow and blossom, flourishing more. For a 
celebration5 o f a saint's holiday brings regeneration [to those who
1 See В.С.Киселков, Патриарх Евтимий, София, 1938, р.256. Не writes that 
Paraskeva lived in the 10 th -llth  cc. according to some sources, or in the 12th century 
according to others. She is famous not only for her relics, which found their way all over 
the Balkan peninsula (Epivat, V idin, Belgrade, Constantinople, Jaś), but she is also 
famous because o f her name, which corresponds to the name o f two other Christian 
martyrs, one o f whom lived in the period o f Emperor Anthony II  and another who lived in 
the period o f Emperor Diocletian. In addition to this, her name corresponds to the name of 
one o f the fo lk saints, Petka (or Petnica), a name which the peasants associated with the 
fifth  working day o f the week, Friday.
2 In the text A 3 o f Kałużniacki there is added the following: “i  o t tudu ѵъ slavn ij grad 
Bdinfc i pady v> préslavnejåuju zem lju Srbbskuju* ("and from there to the glorious 
city of Vidin and back to the glorious Serbian land").
3 See fn.2 to our translation o f the Ufe o f H ilarion o f Moglena.
4 In the texts o f the expanded redaction, second form (the versions expanded by Grigorij 
Camblak, See Kałużniacki ,Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien Euthymius (1375- 
1393),Vienna, 1901; reprint London:Variorum Reprints, 1971, pp.lxvi and lxxv), i.e. in 
the texts О, R, L 1, T^.Y ^, E2, R2, S2 and U2, there follows the addition: "Kt> koncu že 
slova i  kako prênesena bystb ѵт» s lavnu ju  zem lju  Srbbskuju, s>pisano 
Grigoriem Camblakom" ("and how at the end o f the story she was taken back to the 
glorious Serbian land, written by Gregory Camblak").
5 The word employed in the original is "sbborV ', i.e. "auvaÇiç", meaning a group 
celebration o f a holiday.
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participate], and a sacred tale provides a celebration for its listeners; for 
[such a story] dispells and chases away with ease the clouds of grief.
The memory of Petka w ill be like the brightest sun i f  we relate in 
detail the life, acts and the wanderings which she undertook on account of 
her love for Christ. [God] indeed accepts everything; and just like a mother 
who loves her child, [He accepts] even our childish baby-talk. And He w ill 
add strength unto zeal, for He rules over the best and the most blessed [of 
people].
I f  [we do] not [write this vita] with beauty, then we must introduce 
into it something good.6 Everything [included here] w ill be fitting [of the 
saintliness of its subject]. It is an honorable story; it is a story for us before 
all others, for it leads even the corruptible [aspects of this world] to beauty, 
as much as is possible; and it pays a debt to [Paraskeva] who is 
incorruptible and gives thanks [to her]; but we are impoverished by our 
weakness with words.
Because our story is addressed to the b rillian t [Paraskeva], the 
beginning w ill shine bright with a brilliant narrative. Who can relate in an 
honorable way her acts and miracles, who can tell of her blessed acts and 
defense [against evil], which she performed in Epivat, Thrace, Tmovo, 
Moesia and Dalmatia? Not only in these places, but everywhere you w ill 
find her name is known by all. The story of this blessed saint w ill be very 
long, and our intelligence is insufficient to be able to tell her story with 
beauty.
And although the government o f Your [Majesty's] pious kingdom, 
being zealous [in its faith], calls upon our powerlessness [to pursue] this 
blessed work7 which is pleasing to God; and although it is not fitting to
6 Kałużniacki observes (Werke, 60, fn.8) that this whole sentence is missing in the 
manuscript G 1, "in what can only be an oversight" ("was aber nur ein Versehen sein 
kann").
7 Euthymius is referring here to the fact that he was commissioned by Tsar Ivan Sišman to 
write this vita, as he mentions in the final chapter. According to Petar Dinekov (see 
П.Динеков, "Евтимий Търновский," История на българската литература, том 
1, 285-307; Стойко Божков, Петър Динеков, и.т.д. ред. София: БАН, 1963, 
р. 297), the vita was read on the occasion o f her holiday in the church and in the presence 
o f the tsar himself.
For an interesting study on the presence o f the image of StParaskeva in the tradition of 
Balkan visual religious art, see E.Bakalova, "La vie de Sainte Paraskeve de Timovo dans 
l ’art balkanique du bas moyen âge," Byzantinobulgarica 5 (1978): 175-209. For an
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ignore the zeal and desire o f Your [Majesty's] pious royal kingdom, I 
nevertheless think that it is much more useful to store up [such] divine zeal 
[and use it] for those souls who love God. How great w ill be the zeal that 
results from loving God and respecting his saints!
I in no way believe this venerable [woman] to have been singled out 
amongst the ancient and well-known saints.8 But i f  someone were to tell of 
[her] deeds, which were better than [those of other saints], then because of 
these deeds she would shine out; and were someone to te ll o f her vision, 
which was lo ftie r than theirs, then you would see how she would be 
adorned like the sun, which shines forth its rays everywhere.
For this reason, in accordance with Your Majesty’s wish, I am now 
bringing about the existence of this story, [and I might add that I labor] not 
easily and freely, but with diligence and with great effort. Several people 
have lit  up their souls just as they would light lamps with several candles, 
by gathering in the darkness of her lonely shrine9; and when each [returns 
home] and enters his own house, he feels the protection and shelter [that 
this home offers]. [These people] have a source of healing, and however 
much is ladled out, that is how much gushes forth, and however much 
gushes forth, such is the number of healings that flows forth [to cure any] 
illness that you can imagine.
Thus these [deeds and miracles] having been done for us [by 
Parasekva] at one time, we [now] run to her with haste, and because of such 
pious deeds we w ill praise her fo r an appropriate length o f time, 
recounting and recreating all o f her saintliness, and not leaving out one 
word or deed — as has been requested of us — so that our venerable mother
interesting textual study o f the work, see К.Иванова, "Ж итието на Петка 
Търновска от Патриарх Евтимий: източници и текстологически бележки," 
Старобългарска литература Ѳ (1980): 13-36. Another study by N.Dragova 
examined the transformations that this vita has undergone in the hagiographie tradition of 
the sixteenth-eighteenth centuries; see Надежда Драгова, "Жанрова трансформация 
на Евтимиевото житие за света Петка Търновска през XVI-XVIII век," Тър- 
новска книжовна школа, том 4, 85-101, София: БАН, 1985.
8 What Euthymius means by this is that, as far as he knows, there had not been written up 
till that time an account o f the life o f S t Petka-Paraskeva.
9 See M t 4.16: "[T]he people who sat in darkness have seen a great light, and for those 
who sat in the region and shadow of death light has dawned."
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[Paraskeva] should not abhor us, seeing what is related herein, and also so 
that she should not reject those who so ardently come to her. Being the 
lover o f her blessed Bridegroom, she w ill receive every blessing and 
forgiveness. For all she wanted in this world was to be betrothed to her 
Heavenly Bridegroom, so how could she be deprived o f her request? For 
nothing else like a pure life  and a life  o f brilliance leads to an angelic 
existence; and the angels, above others, rejoice in such a life; but more than 
anyone, so does God. [God is] true purity, and His face, as much as it is 
possible [to conceive o f His face], forever gazes upon you, [Paraskeva].
But why should I draw out my words, making this story longer and, 
thereby, thwart the zeal of its listeners, and not turn my attentions to the 
life  of the venerable [Paraskeva], and [present] her deeds [w ith the same 
reverence] as one would place [candles] on the candle holder, and proclaim 
the truth for all to hear? She intercedes for those who attempt to live [their 
lives] with diligence and to tread the path of sincerity and righteousness.
II. Thus, this venerable [Paraskeva] was from Epivat, and she had pious 
parents, who consistently followed all of God’s commandments, adorning 
their whole lives with merciful and pious deeds. Thus having raised this 
good girl, and having brought her into life, an innocent dove of Christ10 in 
character, and having taught her well and without error the law of God, 
they went to their heavenly dwelling places11, leaving Petka as the heir to 
their home with her brother Euthymius, who later became the bishop of 
M adit12 and performed many glorious miracles there. And after his death 
his glorious and miraculous relics gave forth a source o f myrrh, a big
184
10 The word used in the original text is "golubica".
11 A typical circumlocution to express their death.
12 Klimentina Ivanova (К.Иванова, ред., Стара българска литература, том 4, 
Житиеписни творби, София: Български писател, 1986, р.579, fn.9) writes: 
"Euthymius o f Madit, the brother o f Petka o f Tmovo [Paraskeva], was also canonized. 
Mention o f him in the vita has a significant meaning as a precise dating o f the time frame 
when Petka lived (10th century). His saint's day is celebrated on May 5. The details o f [his 
life ] we know from one panegyric which was dedicated to him by the Byzantine writer 
Gregory o f Cyprus. The city of Madit, o f which Euthymius was the bishop, is the present- 
day city o f Maidos on the Dardanelles."
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river o f myrrh, and it flowed a m ile13 into the sea; and even up to this day 
there are many witnesses of his miracles who say that his miracles and acts 
were wondrous.
Ш. Thus the venerable one, having given up her parents to God14, 
strove with much zeal to imitate the life  o f the apostles, exhausting her 
body with fasting, vigils, sufferings, and prostrations. Having fired herself 
up with a divine desire [to leave] that place, she could not bear to torture 
herself for long; but having left everyone, she fled; and having reached the 
desert, she led there an angelic and chaste life , void of material concerns, 
imitating completely and with no less zeal the life o f Elias, the visionary of 
God, or better to say [John] the Baptist15, maintaining fasting and vigils, 
eating desert grass ־־ and very little  and meagerly at that — withstanding 
intense cold and heat16, looking to the Powerful One alone to save her 
from cowardice and from storms that rend the heart.17 And she took 
neither grass nor water to the point o f satiation but rather she partook of 
them very sparingly and only late in the day at that.
Who then w ill relate this [life ], a source of tears? Who w ill te ll of 
her frequent and constant weeping? Who w ill tell o f her constant prostra- 
tion and exhaustion? There was no one there other than that Powerful One 
to look down [upon her], only the Eye which sees everything.
She had there no care for the yokes of oxen, nor for golden-bridled 
horses, nor for clothing, nor for beds, nor for homes, nor for servants, but
13 The original Slavonic reads here "na edno pbprište." See fn.52 to the translation o f 
The Ufe o f Ivan o f Rila.
14 The original Slavonic reads litera lly "having sent her parents to God", which is a 
circumlocution to express their death.
15 This passage in the vita alludes to one o f the central images in Hesychast mysticism, the 
Transfiguration o f Christ, in which Christ appears talking with Moses and Elias before 
disciples Peter, James and John (M t 17.1-3; compare also parallel passage in Mk and Lk, 
chapter 9). In M t 17.10-13, it  becomes clear to the disciples that Elias is John the Baptist 
(cf. also M t 11.14,Mai 4.5).
16 John the Baptist chose the life  o f an anchoritic monk, withdrawing into the desert, 
eating only w ild honey and locusts, and praying continually. See M t 3.1-4, Mk 1.1-6.
17 This is a paraphrase o f Ps 55.8 (Slavonic Psalter 54.9).
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for spiritual purification and for the verdict o f the Judgment to come, and 
for the meeting w ith her Bridegroom.18 "I am looking for you, my 
Bridegroom,” 19 she said; and that which is in the Songs [o f Solomon], she 
carried always in her mind, saying: "Make known to me 'him whom my 
soul loveth.'"20 And she would often suffer over this: when would she 
adom the lamp, filling  it with oil; when would she listen to the voice of her 
sweet betrothed; when would she rejoice together with the wise young 
women; when would she delight in a vision o f her Betrothed, His beauty, 
His glory, His brightness, His gloriousness? Her heart would suffer over 
this, and her eyes were always darkened over with tears: "When w ill I go 
to appear before His divine face?"21
Thus she was occupying herself with these and such things and she 
become fired up by them, but the Evil One, [Satan], in no way stopped 
tempting her with dreams and visions, many times taking on the image of 
various beasts, which he did to create an obstacle to her course. And the 
brave Paraskeva, placed for herself a refuge in the One on High22, 
bringing forth unceasingly a spring of tears from her eyes.
Thus she, being of a woman's nature, acquired the reason o f a 
man23, destroying all o f the Devil's snares like some spiderweb, and like
18 This refers to C hrist B iblical references o f God as bridegroom found in the Song of 
Songs and also in Is 62.5; M t 9.15, 25.1-10; M k 2.19-20; Lk 5.34-35. For the 
significance o f this image for the Hesychasts, see Section IV , chapter 2 o f this work.
19 K. Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit, 579, fn.13) writes: "[This phrase] is from the troparion 
o f the general service for female martyrs."
20 See Song 3.1
21 Ps 42. 1-2
22 K. Ivanova (Иванова, op .c it, 579, fn.16) cites here Slav.Ps 90.9 (RSV Ps 91.9 
"Because you have made the Lord your refuge, the Most High your habitation...").
23 Concerning the topoi in Byzantine hagiograpy about women that seek to find ways o f 
justify ing writing vitæ about women, see S.A. Harvey, "Women in Early Byzantine 
Hagiography: Reversing the Story", in That Gentle Strength, 36-59, Charlottesville and 
London: University o f Virginia Press, 1990. She writes (pp.4041־): "Here, in the language 
o f the hagiography itself, we confront the heavy-handed presence o f male writers at every 
level. We see it first at the basic level o f literary formulas. The topoi used to distinguish 
hagiography about women from that about men are variations on a simple theme: although 
inferior to men as a lo t women can sometimes achieve lives worth imitating — worth telling 
— and this alone is cause for wonder...Each holy woman is presented as the exception to
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Dav id, she vanquished every day an imaginary Goliath.24 And somehow it 
was seen to that this serpent, who bragged vilely on himself, was in no time 
trampled and thrown down by this wise young woman like some tiny bird.
And having aspired to [imitate] the essence [o f God], she thus adorned her 
own soul; and this [saying] o f the prophets was fu lfilled by her. "So shall 
the king greatly desire thy beauty."25 And so through her deeds, she found 
[divine] ascent in the vision [o f God]26; and adorning her life  with her 
words and deeds, she lived many years in the desert.
IV. One night, as was her habit, having given herself over to prayer and 
having extended her hand toward heaven in supplication, she saw a divine 
vision, of some bright youth, who came to her and said, "Leave the desert, 
return to your homeland; you should leave your body on the earth and 
bring your soul to its heavenly dwelling." Contemplating well the power of 
the vision and understanding it to be a vision from God, she rejoiced in this 
liberation from the corporeal yoke, but was saddened to leave the desert,
187
her kind, so much so, that she ceases to be one o f her own kind, becoming instead an 
honorary male."
24 See 1 Sam 17 for the story o f David and Goliath.
25 Ps 45.11 (Slavonic Psalter,44.12).
26 The "ascent" which Paraskeva places in her heart refers to her observance o f the steps 
prescribed by John Oimacus in his work "The Ladder." The "vision" is a reference to the 
Hesychastic ideal o f a vision (a result o f contemplation, or Ѳешріа) o f the Divine Light, or 
the Taboric L ig h t See Meyendorff, St. Gregory Palamas and Orthodox S piritua lity, 
Crestwood.NY: St. V ladim ir’s Press, 1982, p.32. What Euthymius is im plying in this 
passage is that Paraskeva attained the Hesychast ideal, which was a vision o f the Divine, or 
Taboric, Light; that is, a vision o f Christ in his Transfiguration.
According to Palamite doctrine, the nature o f God consists o f both his essence, which is 
unknowable and invisible, and his energy, which is that light that was seen by the disciples 
during the Transfiguration and can be seen by people i f  they follow  carefully the steps o f 
Hesychast mysticism.
Euthymius makes an important statement here concerning Paraskeva. In this one 
sentence, he presents her as a devoted disciples o f Hesychasm, for through her deeds, 
which correspond themselves to the Hesychasts' ideal, she achieves the ultimate goal o f the 
Hesychasts: the vision o f the Taboric L ig h t See Section IV , chapter 2 o f this work for 
more information on the Hesychastic content o f the vitæ of Euthymius and on the processes 
o f spiritual ascension according to the Hesychastic doctrine o f Gregory the Sinaite.
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for nothing cleanses the soul and leads to the prototypical state27 like the 
desert and quietude28.
Though not wanting to, she left the desert and returned to the world 
and arrived in the royal city and entered the magnificent cathedral of the 
Divine Word.29 What she did not say and do, making frequent genu- 
flections with her knees, crying streams o f tears, letting loose from her 
heart frequent weeping; and remembering her desert life , she was 
consumed with bitter grief. And after these things, like the labor-loving 
bee [lights on] all the spring flowers, thus she went in a labor-loving way to 
all the holy places. She went to the Church of Our Most Brilliant Mother of 
Christ, which is called Blachemitissa even today, and there she fe ll before 
the holy icon30, bitterly crying forth warm tears and said:
"Before you, Our Lady of the world, have I placed my whole life, 
and I put all my hopes in you, О Young V irgin. Do not reject me, 
wretched one that I am, and do not loath your servants, who from the time 
o f their youth have followed your only-begotten Son. You know the 
powerlessness of woman's nature, О Young Virgin, and you know the 
bitterness of my soul. I have no other hope, I have no other protection, you
27 The term Euthymius uses here is "ръ гѵооЪ гагпое", which means lite ra lly  
"archetypical” (see И. Срезневский, Материалы для словаря древнерусского 
языка по посьменным памятникам, 1893; reprint, Москва: Книга, 1989, ѵоі.2, 
р. 1764). This is a reference to one o f the philosophical bases o f Hesychast mysticism, 
namely that salvation o f the soul is attained by a re-establishment o f the primordial tie 
between man and God that had been broken by original sin. This primordial or archetypical 
connection between man and God is represented by Adam's relationship with God before 
sin; therefore, one o f the Hesychast goals, as specified by Gregory the Sinaite, was for 
man to restore himself to the state o f Adam, i.e. to a state o f archetypal, prim itive, or 
primordial perfection. For a discussion o f this, see Д. Ангелов, "Към историята на 
религиоэно-философската мисъл в средновековна България—исихазъм и 
варлаамистство," Българското историческо дружество  25 (1967): 73-92, 
esp.pp.77-78.
28 The term used here is "Ь е гь т іь ѵ іе ", the Slavonic translation for the Greek term 
"rjouxia", or "quietude, silence".
29 K. Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit, 579, fn.20) notes that this is the Hagia Sofia Cathedral 
in Constantinople.
30 K. Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit, 580, fn.21) writes: "The icon o f the Mother o f God in 
Blachema is s till revered today as miracle-working. A ll o f the pilgrims in Constantinople 
indicate that it is one o f the greatest jewels of the Byzantine capital.”
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are our teacher, you are our protectress, you are the preserver o f my 
whole life . When I went to the desert, I  had you as a helper, and today, 
now that I have returned to the world, what other help do I need apart 
from you? Thus today, Our Lady, appear before me, wretched one that I 
am, and be my companion, teacher, nourisher all the days o f my life ; I 
have no other hope besides you."
Thus having prayed with all her soul and having placed all her hope 
in the Mother o f God, she set o ff for her homeland. Having reached 
Epivat, she was there quite a long time, adding labor unto labor and to il 
unto to il, adorning herself with fasting and vigils and always speaking to 
[God] alone.
Some time having passed, realizing it was time for her to leave this 
place, she immediately turned to prayer and watered her earthly 
countenance with tears: "O Philanthropic Ruler," she said, "do not have 
contempt for me, Your wretched slave, who because of Your most holy 
Name has left everything and has followed You. And today, most generous 
Lord, command your angel o f peace to peacefully take my wretched soul, 
lest my path be impeded by unclean, bad, and evil demons; and deign 
graciously for me, though I am unworthy, to stand before your dread 
throne, for You are blessed forever and ever, Amen."
And thus she gave over her blessed soul to the hands of God. Her 
body was put in the grave by a few Christ-lovers. No one was present, for 
there was not anyone from anywhere around, and to this day it is unknown 
when she departed to the Lord.
V. These are the heroic deeds of the venerable Paraskeva, our mother's 
spiritual battles, through which she acted heroically and suffered in the 
short period of time she spent on this earth; and she receives great glory in 
heaven. But God did not forsake his slave that she should lie there long 
without memory, nor that her immaculate body should decompose with 
decay, but instead [He] worked a wondrous miracle.
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Somewhere nearby there was a stylite31 on a column, practicing 
quietude32, concentrating on himself and God. Some sailor appeared, 
suffering from some serious illness, and this afflicted man died. [His 
corpse] began to give o ff an unimaginable stench, so that no one coming 
near was able to pass by him. Also the stylite himself was unable to tolerate 
the intolerable stench of [the dead man] so that he was forced to come down 
from his pillar. And he commanded a few men to dig a deep hole and bury 
the stinking corpse there. They then taking on what was commanded of 
them with zeal, succeeded in their task. Occupying themselves with this, 
they were digging a deep hole in the ground, and they found [another] 
body, [buried] and lying in the earth, but [this body] was not giving forth 
any stench!
An awesome miracle had just occurred, and the men greatly 
marvelled at what had just happened; however, they, being inexperienced 
and ignorant, dismissed the phenomenon as a small and insignificant 
matter; and they buried that stinking corpse somewhere near [the body of 
the saint]. They all went home and explained to everyone what had 
happened.
One of them, George, a reverent and Christ-loving man, was at 
home one evening, and as it was his habit to pray, he gave himself over to 
prayer and he prayed zealously to God on behalf of his entire household. 
Towards morning he was seized by a dream [o f a woman]. Thinking her to 
be some kind of queen, sitting on brilliant throne, he saw a numerous 
number of brilliant soldiers standing around her. When this Christ-loving 
man, [George], saw them, he was immediately seized with terror, and he 
threw himself on the ground, not daring to gaze upon their brilliance and 
beauty. One o f the brilliant men took him by the hand and lifted him up. 
"George," he said, "why do you hold in such contempt the body o f the 
venerable Paraskeva? Take [her body] out [o f the ground] and place it in a
190
31 See H. Delehaye's introduction to Les saints stylites, Subsidia Hagiographica, no. 14. 
Brussels: Société des bollandistes, 1923.
32 The act o f maintaining the mystical tenets o f hesychasm appears here in a verbal form 
"Ь егьті ר> vstvovati ".
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brillian t shrine; for the King greatly desires her beauty33 and wants to 
g lorify her on earth."
Then the brilliant [Paraskeva] said this to him; "Immediately take my 
relics, put them in a honorable place, for I cannot tolerate the vile stench of 
that other man, though I am a human being, having come forth from my 
mother's womb. My homeland is called Epivat, where you now dwell."
And on that night one of the reverent women — Euthymia was her 
name »  saw a sim ilar vision to that vision, and in the morning both 
[George and Euthymia] were relating to everyone the details of what they 
had seen.
And when the people had heard these things, they all set out running 
to unearth [the body] in great haste; and they greatly marveled at it, as if  it 
were some rare and priceless treasure. Having taken the body with candles 
and incense, aromats and sweet-smelling fragrances, with great joy they 
placed her in the church of the Holy and Glorious Apostles, where she lay 
and gave many miraculous signs. And not only in that country, but also in 
all the neighboring countries her miracles and signs were well known to 
all. A ll in the area who were afflicted with disease and possessed by devils, 
who came to her with faith, received healing. And word about her spread 
around this whole country.
V I. Much time passed, and the scepter34 of the Greek empire weakened 
and was taken up to God in assumption, I don't know how; and the 
Romans, whom the Holy Scriptures call the rod of iron, then suppressed 
the empire; and the Imperial City, [Constantinople] was now under their 
con tro l.35 They shamelessly took a ll the holy vessels and also the 
immaculate relics of the saints, all the church utensils, and all o f the royal
33 See Ps 45.11 (Slavonic Psalter, 44.12).
34 A metonymical expression for ”emperor".
35 This refers to the taking o f Constantinople by the Romans o f the Fourth Crusade on 
April 13, 1204, which was the disastrous result o f growing tensions between Rome and 
Byzantium. See John Fine, The Late Medieval Balkans, A C ritica l Survey from  the Late 
Twelfth Century to the Ottoman Empire, Ann Arbor: University o f Michigan Press, 1987, 
pp. 60-63; Steven Runciman, The Last Byzantine Renaissance, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1970, pp. 1-5.
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property, and, simply speaking, all the beauty of the city; and they sent 
everything o ff to Rome.36
The assembly of the pious, seeing these things, were covered by a 
cloud o f grief and woe, and nothing was heard from them except: "O Lord, 
Who was resurrected, why do You sleep, why do You forget our lowliness 
and our grief?"37, and so on. In these ways the cloud of grief seized the 
pious men.
At the same time38, radiantly and brilliantly, piety was being upheld 
solidly by the pious Bulgarian tsar Ivan Asen, the son of the old tsar Asen, 
and who never frightened even a doe; but yet, when the right moment 
arrived, he attacked bravely the power of the infidels; and having taken all 
the Macedonian rule, he then took control o f Serres39, as well as all of 
Athos ־־ that is, more acurately, the Holy Mount40 ־־ and to these things 
also the glorious Solun41 and all of Thessaly, as well as Tri vaia [Serbia], 
Dalmatia, and Arvanitskaja. And they say he ruled over all these territories 
all the way to Durazzo [Dyrrhachium]42, in which he gloriously and
36 Regarding this historical detail, Fine (ibid.,62) says, "[The crusaders] massacred a large 
portion o f [Contantinople's] population and thoroughly looted the city, whose treasures, 
accumulated over nearly a thousand years, were seized and many of which were taken back 
west"
37 Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit, 580, fn.27) cites here Slav.Ps 43.24-25 (RSV 44. 23-24).
38 The historical events o f Ivan Asen Us reign (1218-1241) presented here were not at all 
concurrent ("ѵъ toźe vréme") with the taking of Constantinople by the crusaders, as the 
original text states, but rather occurred some twenty-five years after.
39 Modern-day Serrai, Greece
40 According to Fine (op .c it,126), Ivan Asen П did conquer the Chalcidic peninsula in 
1230, and later that same year he visited Mount Athos and announced his protection over 
the monasteries. He tried to put the Holy Mount under the jurisdiction o f the bishop o f 
Tmovo, but the monasteries protested and he abandoned this idea.
41 The ancient Slavonic name for Salonika, or present-day Thessaloniki.
42 See Kossev, et al., ed., A Short History o f Bulgaria, Sofia: Foreign Language Press,
1963, p.72. It seems that Euthymius, in this passage, is drawing from the contents o f an 
inscription that was ordered done by Tsar Ivan Asen II and placed in the Church o f the 
Forty Martyrs. The inscription, which still exists today, commemorated the tsar's victory in 
the Battle o f Kolotnica (1230, near present-day Plovdiv), in which he defeated Theodore, 
ruler o f Epirus and de-facto king of Thessaloniki, who had invaded Bulgaria with the 
agenda of his own imperialistic designs.
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piously appointed metropolitans and bishops, to which his glorious 
chrisobul kept in the Holy Lavra at Mount Athos actually testifies.
But he was not satisfied with this, but bravely he overmastered and 
took control o f everything, and he even conquered and overmastered the 
Imperial City [Constantinople], putting the Phrygians, who were ruling 
there, under his thumb.43 Thus having gained power and having conquered 
all these places, the glory of the venerable [Paraskeva] reached even him, 
which he received with much delight; his heart became emblazed "as the 
hart longs for the flowing streams"44; for he wanted somehow to delight in 
the holy relics o f the holy shrine o f the venerable [Paraskeva], an 
incorruptible treasure. Everywhere miracles were being requested, and 
everywhere rays of divine acts were being dispersed, and they lit  up every 
end of the earth.
Having found precisely the right moment, the pious tsar took divine 
counsel, which is pleasing to God, useful, and worthy of praise. He 
immediately sent [a message] to those who were there in Constantinople, 
the Phrygians, saying that he was not looking for gold, nor jewels nor 
precious stones, but the glorious shrine of the saint. What more could he 
want other than the most cherished body of the venerable Paraskeva? 
Behold this instructive thing was always in his mind: "Even if  they demand 
half of my kingdom, I am prepared to give everything—if  [they demand of 
me] gold, or silver, or jewels, or precious stones45, zealously w ill I give 
everything, deprive myself of everything; for indeed I w ill receive the 
treasures that I desire."
The contents o f the inscription appear in Fine (op.cit, 125): "I waged war in Romania, 
defeated the Greek army, and captured the Lord Emperor Theodor Comnenus himself and 
all his boyars. And I occupied the land from Adrianople to Durazzo, Greek, Serbia, and 
Albania alike. The Franks hold only the cities in the vicinity o f Constantinople itself. But 
even they are under the authority of my empire since they have no other emperor but me, 
and only thanks to me do they survive, for thus God has decreed."
43 Literally, "under the palm of his hand", "pod daniju".
44 Ps 42.1 (Slavonic Psalter 41.2).
45 Literally, "kamenie čbstnoje".
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When the Phrygians had heard this, immediately they were ready for 
forgiveness with every diligence and ardor. And when they had heard all 
of this, they ordered that he should be granted his request, and they sent 
other things as well as a reconciliation; they also sent [a message], 
promising and announcing that they would give even their own souls if  it 
were possible.
When the autocrat (Asen) heard this, it seemed to him as i f  he were 
flying in the clouds and there was no where to hide himself from his 
exceeding great joy. And immediately he sent there His Holiness Mark, the 
Metropolitan of Great Preslav, with much honor, to translate the [relics of] 
the venerable [Paraskeva] from Epivat to the glorious city o f Tmovo. 
[Maik] went there in haste, and arranged everything for the occasion, and 
with honor he took the holy relics. And returning home in haste, he 
offered praise to God and to the venerable Paraskeva. And when he had 
traversed the Phrygian land and arrived in his own country, everyone in 
the area gathered around, and with candles and incense and sweet-smelling 
myrrh, they accompanied the shrine of the venerable one to the glorious 
and royal city of Tmovo.
And when the pious tsar Ivan Asen saw this, he came out o f the city 
with his mother, the dowager tsarina Elena, and with his consort Anna and 
with all his noblemen, amongst whom was also The Most Reverend 
[Bulgarian] Patriarch kyrios46 Vasilij with all of the clergy of the church, 
and also amongst them was an innumerably large number of people. The 
tsar and everyone with him walked on foot four miles from the city with 
much honor to meet the venerable one, whom, having taken with their own 
pure hands, they kissed lovingly with their soul and all their heart. And 
having brought her, they placed her in the royal church, where she lies up 
to this very day, giving various healings to those who come to her glorious 
shrine with faith and love.47
194
46 Sec fn.2 to the translation o f The Ufe o f H ilarion o f Moglena.
47 Kałużniacki writes (Werke, 72, fn.8) that in the manuscripts О Д.Т1, Y 1, E2, and A 3 
there follows here under the heading ”0 svetéj Petcë Cam blakovo", or just 
"Camblakovo" the narration o f the translation of the relics of St. Paraskeva from Tmovo 
to Vidin and from there to Serbia. This narration, published many times, is also included in 
the appendix of Kałużniacki s publication, pp.4326־. The narration is not included in this 
translation.
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V II. I  am bewildered as to what to bring [to her]. ЛИ that is honorable in 
the world is not worthy of her. But even if  it is [done] without merit, I w ill 
proclaim what must be said on the occasion of an encounter with you, 
[Parasekva].48 Although we were not then prepared, О venerable 
Paraskeva, for such an encounter, today however, О mother, I w ill 
proclaim what should have been said then.
Like a proud mother who loves her children49, you accept sweetly 
the last g ift like the first. But what g ift should I present to you, О pure 
Paraskeva? For you are above all earthy gifts. So although I was deprived 
of that earlier encounter [when your relics were first brought to Tmovo], 
now I gaze upon you as on a very valuable treasure; and because [I am] 
inspired, I speak to you from the heart what I would have said to you then;
Welcome, О beautiful bride of Christ [Paraskeva], a pure innocent 
dove, covered in gold by the Holy Spirit, the glory of the Virgin, the 
desert-dweller, the confidante of the angels, jewel o f paradise, beautiful 
home o f purity. God desires your goodness and has adorned you with 
various miracles on earth; your soul is housed in the heavens with the host 
of angels. The angels have praised you; men glorify you, О young maiden; 
and having loved you, they followed in the fragrance of your myrrh. You 
are the honorable bride of the True Bridegroom, you are the "lily  among 
the thorns"50, human races glorify you because you followed your 
Bridegroom. You are the protectress [of those] in peril; for those who are 
beleaguered by the storm, you are the port; your shrine gives forth 
gracious streams, chasing away the Devil's hosts; your church is a router of 
diseases, sight for the blind, cleanliness for the lepers.
In this way I praise your body, Petka, a vessel of those consecrated; I 
also praise your bodily remains; I praise your sweet-speeched tongue, for it 
constantly glorified God; I praise your eyes, which never became drowsy
48 The word used in the original is "srétenie", which means literally "meeting".
49 The Slavonic reads literally "like a child-loving mother," "Ąko čedoljubivaa bo 
m a ti”.
50 Song 2.2.
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with sleep that leads to death; I praise your hands, which performed heroic 
acts, never resting; I praise your legs, which throughout all-night vigils 
never weakened. You are a vessel which has received the true myrrh, 
which is the Holy Spirit; you are the protectress o f the throng which comes 
to the shrine of your relics. Because of this your glory, the actions o f your 
miracles, w ill spread over all the earth just as lightning lights up the whole 
world. Kings thus honorably incline to you, lovingly they kiss you and 
pour forth rivers o f tears for the remission of sins.
You are a sweet joy for the archbishops, beauty for the priests; 
because of this with pure hands they embrace you and carry you into the 
impenetrable "Holy o f Holies.51״ I consider this deed to be o f the divine 
Providence, that upon death your venerable body enters inside the 
impenetrable. You are beauty to the Bulgarians52, our protectress and 
preserver. Through you our tsars are praised. Through your protection, 
we in s till fear in a ll those who fight us. Through you, our city is 
strengthened and achieves a brilliant victory. How many numerous kings 
and barbarians have wanted to do evil — and do it surreptitiously — to your 
glorious city o f Tmovo in which your ever pure body rests! But you, like 
some brave soldier, have chased out the shamed faces of these people by 
means of the force given to you by your Bridegroom Christ. Everybody 
comes to you bearing gifts and kneeling before you. The council of tsarinas 
makes way for you, and tliey stand before your shrine with reverence; for 
you are a tsarina, though not an earthly one, but the chosen bride of the 
Heavenly Tsar.
You are glory to women, beauty to maidens, an icon o f apostolic 
life, an encouragement to the desert-dwellers, a defender of the young, a 
preserver of those in matrimony, a provider o f every need. You perform 
acts o f miracles, and abundantly you give to everyone what they need 
without having contempt for them.
196
51 Sec Latin "sanctum sanctorum", Greek "xò йуюѵ таЯ׳ ауіш "; the most sacred chamber 
o f the temple, or the bema in an Eastern Orthodox church.
52 Kałużniacki writes (Werke, 74, fn5): "Also in F3; in О.Я, Т І, Y *. E2 R2, S2 and 
U2: jazyku' [,to the people'], respectively ązyku Sr־bbskomu’ [,to the Serbian people’]; 
in A3: ‘lEristianom ' [,to the Christians']".
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ѴПІ. Because we have brought, as many [gifts and laudations] as possible 
for the encounter with your pure body, and because we proclaimed the 
inexhaustible source53 of your blessed deeds and the abundant spring of 
your holy shrine, it w ill be neither surprising nor overbold if  we deliver 
over to your spirit these very things so that they may accompany you. Even 
if  nothing of our [labors] is sought after by you, we [s till] w ill not put aside 
our duty [in proclaiming your glory].
What w ill we send to your spirit, what songs, what laudations, what 
praises? You transcended all o f these things, flew above all o f these things, 
escaped corruption, delivered yourself from filth .54 You left us your body 
on the earth, and you freed yourself o f corporeal bonds. The heavenly 
choirs stand before you to accompany you, to praise you, to bless you.
What more?
Go, mother, go, go to the peaceful dwellings, to the heavenly halls, 
to the brilliance o f the saints, to ineffable joy, to incorruptibility, to 
tranquility [enjoyed by] the righteous. Satiate yourself, take joy in your 
Lover, take joy in the countenances o f the prophets, the apostles, the words 
of the venerable saints. Enter with the wise maidens into the heavenly 
mansion, into a heavenly existence, into the eternal dwelling. Take joy in 
the glory, beauty, existence, brightness, brilliance, joy of your Bridegroom 
of your Creator, [who is] sweet, beautiful, bright, unchangeable, invisible, 
ineffable, eternal, compassionate, kind, immeasurable, philanthropic, 
forgiving, and merciful.55
53 The word used in the original is "p u íin a ", which according to Sreznevskij 
(Срезневский, op.cit., vol.2, 1741), has, in addition to the literal meanings "море, 
залив, пучина", the figurative meaning "неиссяаемый источник".
54 The original Slavonic reads here "ка іъ ", which Sreznevskij (Срезневский, v o l.l,
1183) translates as Greek equivalents mļXoq, кѵЯлоца and the Latin coenum, volutabrum, 
lutum.
55 The word used in the original text is "b lagoutrobnyj", from "blagoutrobie" which 
is calqued from the Greek "etoxXcryxvia", which appears in the Greek texts o f Eph 4.32 
and 1 Pet 3.8.
On the subject o f common symbols for the heart employed in Byzantine literature, see 
С. Аверинцев, Поэтика ранневизантийской литературы, Москва: АН СССР,
1977, р.63. Не writes: "Среди этих символов [сердца] должна быть названа 
еще и 'утроба' прежде всего, конечно, это в м уках рожающая 
материнская утроба (rehem), которая представляет собой в библейской 
семантике синоним всяческой милости и жалости Сблаго-утробия',
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You received the riches that were prepared [for you] in advance, 
since the creation of the world, and you lived piously. You heard, and you 
saw and inclined your ear to what the eye does not see and the ear does not 
hear and what does not enter the hearts o f men56, things which God has 
prepared for those who love him. Forget your own people, fleshly 
thoughts, and your father's house, a mortal body created from the earth.57 
And I sing from Solomon: "And the king shall greatly desire your 
beauty.58 The king hath brought me into his chambers: we w ill exult and 
rejoice in you.59 How have thy cheeks adorned themselves like a 
turtledove?60 You are all fair, my love; there is no flaw in you."61 Behold, 
for you do not speak with corporeal language62; rather with deeds, with
гхю ккауіѵіа , как у Библии научились выражаться византийцы и затем 
крещенные византийцами славяне): символика 'теплой' и 'чревной' 
материнской любви...". (= "Amongst these symbols [fo r the heart] we should also 
mention the 'womb'; it  is, o f course, that maternal, life-giving womb in the pains o f birth 
that represents in B ib lica l semantics a synonym for every kindness and compassion 
(благоутробия’ , егхтяХатхѵіа, as the Byzantines learned from the Bible to express it 
and later from them the Christianized Slavs): a symbol o f 'warm' and ,embryonic' 
motherly love..."
56 1 Cor 2.9.
57 Ps 45.10 (Slavonic Psalter 44.11)
58 Ps 45.11 (Slavonic Psalter 44.12)
59 Song 1.4. The original text reads: "vbvede te сагь v* kleta» svoju", "the king has 
brought you into his chamber", whereas the Slavonic Bible (MSB) reads: "vvede mą 
сагь ѵъ loźnicu svoju", "the king has brought me into his bedchamber". The LXX  
reads: "Eianvcpcév \1z Ó flaoiXevç eiç то тсцигюѵ aïnou."
60 This seems to be a poetic reworking on the part o f Euthymius o f Song 1.15 
(RSV:"your eyes are doves"/MSB:"oči tvo l golubiné") and Song 4.1 (RSV:"your eyes 
are doves behind your veil"/MSB:"oči tvo i gol ubi né, krómé zamolćanią tvoego").
The image in the Euthymian text is unclear without some knowledge o f the bird itself. 
The turtledove is, according to Webster's Third International Dictionary (unabridged), "an 
Old World w ild dove o f Streptopelia or related genera; a common European bird (S. turtur) 
noted for its plaintive cooing and being mostly cinnamon brown with a white-bordered 
black patch on each side o f the neck and white-tipped outer tail feathers." This explains the 
"adorned cheeks" o f the turtledove.
61 Song 4.7
62 The original reads: T b iiju  se ne glagoljeśi е гукоть  plbténomb.. - See fn.89 to the 
translation of The Ufe o f H ilarion o f Moglena.
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trumpets you call out most clearly that which is in the Songs [o f Solomon]: 
,,W ith great delight I sat in his shadow, and his fru it was sweet in my 
throat63, for I am sick with love.64" Because of this the Bridegroom with 
sweetness announces to you: "Come with me from Lebanon, my spouse, 
w ith me from Lebanon65: pass from the beginning o f faith, be calm and 
delight in and celebrate the tme sabbath."
IX. W ell, О venerable mother and beautiful Paraskeva, mercifully look 
down upon us from above; and now you gaze upon Him whom you desired, 
Christ, not by means of mirrors and divination, but face to face you 
converse purely w ith Him.66 Pray for the hum ility o f the world and 
preserve our harmless and merciful tsar67, who moved us [to compose] this 
story about you. We place our hope in you, and because of this we have
63 An excerpt from Song 2.3. The original text and the MSB read, respectively, "plod ego 
sladbkb ѵь g r^ ta n i m ojem b"/ "p lo d i ego s la d o k i vt> gortan i m oem V, which 
translates as "and his fru it was sweet in my throat" The RSV text reads " his fru it was 
sweet to my taste."
64 Song 2.5.
65 Song 4.8. The differences in content o f the various biblical texts is worth noting.
The RSV reads: "Come with me from Lebanon, my bride; come with me from Lebanon. 
Depart from the peak o f Amana, from the peak o f Senir and Hermon, from the dens of 
lions, from the mountains o f leopards."
TTie MSB reads: "Grądi o t Livana nevésto, grądi o t Livana: p r iid i i  p re jd i iz 
nacala vé ry , o t g la vy  san ira  i  aermona, o t ograd* Іьѵоѵузгь, o t gor־b 
pardal e o W .
The original text reads here "Gredi o t Li vana, nevésto, gr edi o t Li vana; p r iid i i 
p ro id i o t načela véry; upokoj se, n ls lad i Isic, nasladi] se, subotstvuj is tinno je  
subotstvovanie. ".
The one line "pass from the beginning o f faith" is taken directly from the LXX  ("Дебро 
йисЬ Aißavov, ѵъц^л, ôeOpo іхяЬ Aißavov. ёХгъсп! ка! біеХегкл) іию &рхлс lacrrewę, âiiò 
КЕфаХп<; Lavip ка і Ерцшѵ, bucò цаѵбршѵ Хеоѵтшѵ, шю õpé<ov карбаХгшѵ"), but the rest 
o f the original text diverges from the biblical sources.
66 1 Cor 13.12.
67 Kałużniacki (Werke, 76, fn.4) observes that the texts T 1, Y 1, E2, R2, S2 and U2 
have instead the words: "b lagoí esti vago gospodina našego despota G juritga 
nevrednaą i  nenavetnaą" ("our pious lord, [our] harmless and benign despot 
George"), while A 3 on the other hand has "b lago ibstivy ix  i » is to lju b iv y ix  carej 
naåix nevrédnyix i nenavétnyix“ ("our pious, Christ-loving, harmless and benign 
tsars").
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striven to express to everyone your position as protector. Defend them 
with your holy mediators, fence o ff their flock from all opponents; grant 
longevity and peaceful days to the kingdom; and defend everyone who has 
come today to your holy church, with the power which was given to you 
by the Saviour, Christ. And place us, o f the original flock, above the 
temptation o f the Enemy; intervene [for us] directly, so that having saved 
well the entrusted flock, we may lead it to the heavenly pasture and bring it 
into the heavenly fold where the voices o f celebrants are [heard]. And we 
w ill house you and and w ill take pleasure in the eternal blessings o f grace 
and philanthropy of our Lord, Jesus Christ, whose is the glory and 
kingdom with the Immortal Father and the Brilliant and Blessed and Live- 
Giving Spirit, today and always, forever and ever, Amen.
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Chapter 5 : 
The Life of Philothea1
The Life and Deeds of our venerable mother Philothea2, 
written by Euthymius, patriarch of Tmovo
I. The path which leads to virtue instructs well the souls o f those who 
love God and sends them to their home in heaven. Thus this story blesses 
those who have striven for virtue, who have cleansed their spiritual 
conscience. What else could be more blessed or praiseworthy than the soul 
which has given itself completely over to God and which follows His law? 
Because o f this, those wise young maidens3 who, having abandoned 
everything, prepare their spiritual lamps for their meeting with their 
Bridegroom, [Christ], are worthy of praise; moreover they rejoice together 
over their Bridegroom and delight in ineffable glory. The blessed 
Philothea was a diligent zealot, and she imitated such blessedness [in her 
own life ].
She has called us together today and has bountifully laid upon our 
table many of her miracles, and she turns [to God] in prayer to ask that 
help may be rendered to us straightaway in order that we may fu lfill and 
carry out to completion that which you [holy sisters] requested us to do4,
1 Sec В.С.Киселков, Патриарх Евтимий, София, 1938, p.250. Не writes that 
Philothea lived in the 3rd century A.D. and that she was amongst those Greek saints whose 
relics were translated to Tmovo during the period o f the Asens in order to augment the 
significance and the prestige of the new capital.
2 See I D u jiev’s introduction to E.Eałuźniacki, Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien 
Euthymius (1375-1393),У  ienna, 1901; reprint, London :Variorum Reprints, 1971, p. iv. 
Dujčev refers to her as "a Byzantine saint unknown in Greek hagiography."
3 See M t 25.1-6 for the story o f the five wise maidens and the five foolish maidens. 
Euthymius employs the image o f the bride and the bridegroom throughout the vita. The use 
o f this theme by the Hesychasts is discussed in more detail in chapter 2 o f Section IV  o f 
this study.
4 Euthymius was requested by the nuns o f the Our Lady o f Temnishka convent in Tmovo 
to write a life  o f S t Philothea. See П. Динеков, "Евтимий Търновский 'И стория на 
бъпгарсната литература, том I, 285-307, Стойко Божков, Петър Динеков, 
и.т.д. ред. София: БАН, 1963, р.297. In Bulgarian, S l Philothea is referred to as 
"Филотея Темнишка," or "Philothea o f Temnishka".
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that is, to write this account o f [Philothea's life ]. For this account w ill offer 
much benefit to those who wish to go over it diligently, and it w ill lead 
them to zeal.
П. Because from the beginning of time the Evil Enemy, who was seized 
with hatred, could not tolerate [Adam], the first man, to be in paradise, he, 
having no other means for pouring forth his evil, found the woman [Eve], 
the simplest member [o f creation], the most powerless vessel, completely 
naïve to his snare, and he seduced her into believing that she was equal to 
God.5 She, being completely naïve to his snare, believing him, obeyed the 
death-bearing counsel. Then after the crime, she received just punishment 
and was deprived o f the food of paradise and deprived o f God. And she 
[and Adam] were thenceforth banished from [the Garden]: Hence the 
punishment to the whole race, hence various diseases and temptations, 
hence must the woman to the man turn, hence [man] rules over you, hence 
was the woman condemned to bear in grief, and thus this punishment came 
upon the whole of womankind!
What [were] the other miracles of God? He came down from heaven, 
and as He himself says, He was bom of the Virgin Mary, the Mother of 
God. He took His flesh from her pure blood, and was made God and Man, 
so that He should honor men and correct the female sex, which was made 
mortal by [Eve’s] ancient crime; and he gave the g ift o f victory to all 
humanity, not only to the male sex, but also to the female, to trample and 
to humiliate the Enemy completely, the Master o f Evil, who deceived 
woman in paradise, and all of his satanic power.
Thence those blessed myrrh-bearers6 who are filled with the Holy 
Spirit and though possessing a woman's nature possess also the strength of a
5 See Gen 3. 5 ("For God knows that when you eat o f it your eyes w ill be opened, and 
you w ill be like God, knowing good and evil").
6 Klim entina Ivanova, Стара българска литература, том 4 ,Ж итиеписни  
творби, София: Български писател, 1986, р.583, fn.3, writes: "The myrrh-bearers 
[or ,bringers o f spices'], according to the texts o f the Gospels, are women who go to the 
tomb of Christ. In numbering them, there is a discrepancy in the four Gospels; cf. M t 
28.9; Mk 16.1; Lk 24.10; Jn 20.15-16. Amongst the myrrh-bearers are numbered: Mary 
Magdalene, Mary the mother o f James, Salome, Joanna and others. According to John, 
only Mary Magdalene saw Jesus Christ directly after his resurrection."
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man — and they followed Christ the Ruler even to the cross and to the 
death; not only this, but also after the blessed passion and the resurrection 
o f the Saviour, they were the first to be granted a vision: "H ail!"7 they 
heard from the Saviour. Because of this these wise young women, whom 
the books o f the Gospels commemorate, prepared themselves whole- 
heartedly fo r the meeting with their Heavenly Bridegroom, and they 
despised the beauties of this world.
Each of them placed their own lamp before them -  that is to say, the 
purity o f their bodies — making sure it was never extinguished so that 
when they would hear the voice: "Behold, the Bridegroom", they would be 
ready to run and meet him; and having shown him both corporeal and 
mental purity, whole and complete, with great glory they entered with him 
into the heavenly mansion.
Pursuing zealously these things w ith all her heart, the blessed 
Philothea strove to please her Bridegroom and to bring to him the purity 
o f her body, pure and undefiled. That is why she offered up incessant 
prayers to God, and she served him with the spirit and the truth. She 
brewed the sweetest beer with spiritually pure faith, not at all like the 
intoxicating drink8 we call beer made from many and various seeds, but 
rather according to a God-given recipe was it made; for all insidious drinks 
are made by means o f heretical snares.
Thus she was like a tree, according to [the words] of David, "planted 
by the rivers o f water"9, forever preserving her purity and casting up her 
gaze to the [peak] of supreme blessedness.
7 Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit.,583, fn.4) cites here M t 28.9.
8 The word used in the original is "si ken» " (from Greek "aiicepa" = fermented liquor, 
strong drink), which Sreznevskij (И.Срезневский, Материалы для словаря 
древнерусского языка по письменным памятникам, 1893; reprint, Москва: 
Книга, 1989, vol.2, р.348) defines as "хмельной напиток," or "intoxicating drink". 
See a more detailed discussion of this passage on pp.354-355 o f this work.
9 SeePs 1.3, Jer 17.18; M t 7.17-18,12.32 (with parallel passages in Lk ).
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III. The home town of the blessed Philothea was the city M olivot10, as it 
is usually called, and was in the country o f Pamphilista. Her parents names 
were Ivan, who was a patrician11, and Irina; and they were children of 
noble parents. And they lived always in the passion of God, spending night 
and day in the house o f God, feeding the hungry and giving to beggars 
whatever they needed.
They had always desired very much to have a child. They prayed for 
this diligently, and they poured forth warm tears from their eyes, never 
losing hope. Thus this saintly one was bom, and they named her Philothea; 
and as a result o f this, their hearts were filled  with ineffable joy, and they 
offered up songs of thanks to God.
When three years had passed, the blessed Irina, having left her 
spouse and also her child, went to her immortal home.12
Thus Ivan, the patrician, saw how from her very birth [Philothea] 
would take no m ilk from her mother nor from any other woman, and he 
was in a state o f utter bewilderment; however she was fed by means of 
divine Providence and flourished from the beginning.
[Her father] waited until she was six years old, and then he gave her 
over to the priests to learn the Divine Scriptures. And she succeeded in 
mastering so much learning, that she knew the entire Scriptures by heart; 
and everyone greatly marvelled at her, and her glory spread everywhere.
How she blossomed under abstinence, and every week she spent both 
Saturday and Sunday without food, during which time she would partake of 
communion, eating only a little  bread and some lentils and also some kvass, 
and so she maintained the first [monastic] rule13, listening to God's law 
night and day and sating her soul with the Holy Scripture.
10 Ivanova (Иванова, op.ciL,583, fn.6) writes: "There is no city by that name in Thrace. 
It is possible that what is meant here is PoIivoL"
11 The word used in the original text is "pa trik  b", from Greek "noxpíiaoç" (see also Latin־
"patricius").
12 A circumlocution to describe her death.
13 The "firs t rule" refers to the monastic rule o f S l Athanasius (i.e. Athanasius o f 
Trebizond, 920-С.1000). Athanasius in 963 organized the Great Laura (monastery) on 
Mount Athos, and he organized a rule (typicon) for cenobitic societies o f monks, which 
were in turn based on a sim ilar rule established by Basil o f Caesarea and the 9th-century 
reformer, Theodore the Studi te.
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IV . Having reached the age of fourteen, she was given against her w ill in 
ea rth ly14 marriage. Her groom also was a nobleman and sim ilar to 
Philothea in all respects, and had reached his seventeenth year. That God- 
pleasing woman [Philothea], seeing in truth [the situation] she was in and 
not wanting to be given in marriage, was greatly perplexed: by means of 
what craft could she preserve herself undefiled? And she offered up this 
attentive prayer to the Lord with all her heart and soul: "Lord God," she 
said, "Look down upon my hum ility and give me the g ift o f strength to 
maintain my purity, undefiled, until You take me." Thus she prayed this 
every hour and was gripped by indescribable sadness.
When the right time came, she was given to him in matrimonial 
bond, and they withdrew to the wedding chamber. Suddenly she fe ll to the 
ground and wept inconsolably, wetting the floor with her tears and beating 
her head with her fists: "Woe is me," she said, "woe is me. What [a terrible 
thing] I have suffered! Open your mouth, О earth, and swallow me up 
alive, miserable one [that I am] ! "
When Constantine saw her crying inconsolably (this was the name of 
her groom), he lifted her up from the floor by force and asked her why 
she was crying unconsolably. After a while she stopped crying, having 
overcome her shame, she said to him: "My lord, behold, I am completely 
in your hands; but, if  you wait and hear me out and take my advise, and if  
in advising you we save our souls, then we w ill be of benefit to others."
And he said to her, " If  you want, speak, for I have put aside all 
doubt and fear." And the God-pleasing [Philothea] said, "In reading sacred 
books I found an ancient story which relates the following:
"Some young, pious g irl was given to a young man in marriage. His 
name was Amoun and he was bom a nobleman from a noble fam ily.15
14 The Slavonic reads litera lly here "p lłtsko m u  braku", i.e."fleshly", or "corporeal 
marriage".
15 W.H.C.Frend in his book The E arly Church, Philadelphia and New York: J.B. 
Lippincott Company, 1965, pp.203-204, gives us this description o f Amoun: ,,[St.] 
Anütony had many imitators, among whom was another Copt, a close friend named 
Amoun. In about 320 the latter had left his wife with whom he had been living for eighteen 
years in a celibate union and went to the mountain o f N itria in the southwest o f the Delta.
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When the time came to give himself to his bride, he said to her with a soft 
voice and sweet manner: ,Sweet spouse, do you know the temptations of 
men?' She said to him: ,My Lord, I know nothing o f it.* Then he said to 
hen ,Listen to me carefully, and I w ill tell you in detail everything that one 
can expect to happen, if  we are united to one another [in marriage].
,You w ill afford me many troubles and yourself immeasurable grief 
and continual torment. In addition to these things, when you conceive in the 
womb, unbearable pains w ill take you, so that you w ill not be able to enjoy 
eating food, and your sons w ill be bearers of tears. And when you begin to 
have children again, you w ill be sick, you w ill be moaning and weeping all 
the time, and [your body w ill become] stretched out. And I w ill te ll you in 
short that an unexpected death w ill overtake you; you w ill lif t up your eyes 
and there you w ill not find the help of the Powerful One.
,I f  you have children, you w ill have yet countless other troubles and 
to il: milking, spinning, shopping, cooking, working, endless worrying over 
your husband, the princes, the churches, garments. And if  it happens that 
you foolishly have a child, then your grief and the troubles concerning 
your [new-born] g ift w ill be twofold. I f  we find ourselves gripped by 
poverty, then we can very much count on death from such a life .16
Soon a fast settlement grew up. There were upwards o f 5,000 monks, each liv ing in a 
separate cell. Amo un and his wife visited each other twice yearly."
The story o f Amoun's w ife appears in Palladius's The Lausiac H istory, edited by 
R.T.Meyer, Ancient Christian Writers, vol.34, Westminster,Maryland: Newman Press,
1964, chap.8, pp.41-43. For the original Greek text, see Palladius, The Lausiac H istory o f 
Palladius, ed. by Cuthbert Butler, 2 vols., Reinheim: Georg Olms Verlangsbuchhandlung 
Hildesheim 1967, pp.26-29. The following passage can be recognized w ithin the context 
o f Euthymius's own text:
"Since [Amoun] was not able to withstand his uncle's pressure, it seemed best to him to 
be crowned [wedded] and to take his place in the bridal chamber, and to go through with 
the whole marriage ceremony. After they had all put the couple on the couch in the bridal 
chamber and departed, Amoun got up and closed the door. Then sitting down, he called his 
saintly companion to him and said to her: 'Come here, my lady, and I w ill explain this 
matter to you. The marriage which we have just gone through is not efficacious. We w ill 
do well i f  henceforth each o f us sleeps alone so that we may please God by keeping our 
virginity intact'"
16 This monologue against marriage is reminiscent o f S t Gregory o f Nyssa's treatise "On 
Virginity", especially the sub-section entitled "A reminder o f the difficulties o f marriage and 
proof that the author was not unmarried." See Gregory o f Nyssa, Saint Gregory o f Nyssa: 
Ascetical Works, Fathers o f the Church, vol.58. Washington, D.C.: Catholic University o f 
America Press, 1967, pp.3-78. StGregory writes (p. 16): "Let us assume that..the mother 
survives the pains o f childbirth and a child is bom, the very image o f the springtime o f his 
parents; what then? Is the supposition o f grief lessened because of this, or is it not rather
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Thus, listen to me who am telling you good things, and let us 
continue to live in purity during this short life  so that we can inherit the 
future life , from which every sadness, grief and sighing is driven away.
There there is no darkness, nor stars, nor summer, nor spring, nor winter, 
nor heat; but all is light, a ll is joy. Christ is there, the Tree of Life, and all 
saints delight [in this Tree] for its value: that Someone cleansed themselves 
[fo r their sake]. Thus being zealous, we [should] strive to achieve these 
things.'
"When the bride heard this from the bridegroom [Amoun], her eyes 
filled  with tears and she said, 'My lord, if  the [people o f this] world lead 
such lives, then I am ready to listen to you in this matter. Do what you 
wish, and I shall not go against your w ill.'
"Both [Amoun and his wife] having convinced themselves of these 
things, and having strengthened [their resolve] with a vow, they continued 
to preserve their virginity and chastity. And they lived there quite a long 
time like this, maintaining their mutual agreement to separate themselves 
immediately from the world and to live in isolation, fearing lest one of the 
evil and corruptible men might deceive them and set them again to passion 
or to the ruination of the soul through the body.
"According to the advise of the great Anthony17, they went to the 
top of a mountain, the Nitria Mountain, and there, in the desert, they built 
a modest shack, living there many years, controlling the body with fre- 
quent genuflections, fasting and vigils.
207
increased? In addition to their earlier fears, they have added those in behalf o f the child lest 
he encounter something unpleasant, lest some disagreable chance befall him with regard to 
his upbringing, some unwished-for casualty o f suffering or mutiliation or danger. They are 
shared by both parents. But who could enumerate the special worries o f the wife? I pass 
over the ordinary factors known to all, the discomfort o f pregnancy, the risk o f childbirth, 
the to il o f educating the child, and the special heartbreak caused by a child. And i f  she 
becomes the mother o f more than one, her soul is divided into as many parts as the number 
o f her children, since she experiences in her own being whatever happens to them. What 
can we say to all these things we know so well?"
17 A reference to Anthony the Great (3rd century, Egypt), whose vita has been attributed to 
Athanasius. Anthony is considered the founder o f anchoritic monasticism. Cf. С. Mango, 
Byzantium , The Empire o f New Rome, New York: Scribner, 1980, pp. 105-8; J. 
Meyendorff, St. Gregory Palamas and Orthodox S pirituality, Crestwood, NY: St. 
Vladim ir’s Press, 1982, pp.11-17.
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"The Devil, hating good, did not tolerate for long their chastity and 
the virtue o f these divine saints, and placed lustful thoughts into [the 
woman's head], and she suffered much from this and was constantly 
exhausting herself [w ith fasting, prayers and vig ils]. She was a wise 
woman, for she was Christ's bride; and when she understood the [cause] of 
her sufferings, she wisely and thoughtfully told the blessed Amoun about it 
and begged him to make a little  separate place for her in the hut. He 
fu lfilled her request. And so it was for all o f eighteen years, [they lived] 
preserving their purity and chastity.
"When a little  time had passed, the blessed woman fe ll asleep with a 
blessed sleep and went to Christ18; and desiring [the Lord], she went o ff to 
[meet] Him. The virtuous Amoun, himself a dwelling place of the Holy 
S pirit19, lived a few days more, and then came to the end of his life ; and 
Anthony the Great saw the angels carrying his soul to heaven on the very 
day [that it happened] from a distance that would have taken fifteen days to 
travel.20
"And many other such lives were presented [in the books I read], and 
if  we be imitators of [such holy lives], we w ill receive a g ift such as theirs. 
Thus now, if  my advise be pleasing to you, my lord and husband, let us 
then live in chastity, preserving our bodies undefiled, for momentary 
pleasure can in no way benefit us. Even if  we live long lives, we must
208
18 A circumlocution to describe her death.
19 See 1 Cor 6.19.
20 In chapter 60 o f The Life o f Anthony, Anthony witnesses Amoun's ascent into heaven. 
For the Greek text of this passage, see Patrologia Graca, edited by J.-P.Migne, vol. 26, 
pp.929-932. An English translation o f this passage is found in E arly C hristian  
Biographies, The Fathers o f the Church, no. 15, edited by R.J. Deferrari, New York: 
Fathers o f the Church, 1952, pp. 188-189. It reads: "On another occasion, also, as 
[Anthony] was sitting on the mountain, he looked up and saw one being bome along in the 
air, and there was great rejoicing among all who met him...Immediately, a voice came to 
him that this was the soul o f the monk Amun in Nitria, who had persevered as an ascetic 
until old age. Now, the distance from Nitria to the mountain where Anthony was is thirteen 
days' joumey...The monks to whom Anthony spoke o f Amun's death noted the day, and 
when, thirty days later, the brethren came from Nitria, they inquired and learned from them 
that Amun had fallen asleep on the day and hour when the old man [Anthony] had seen his 
soul carried upward. Both they themselves and the others wondered at the purity o f 
Anthony's soul, that he should learn at once what had happened at a distance o f thirteen 
days'journey, and should see the soul being led heavenward."
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return again to dust. Henceforth let us live in God's passion and we w ill 
receive the riches prepared [for us] with all God-fearing people."
And when Constantine had heard his bride's [words], he took his turn 
to speak, and said to her: " If I believed what you say to be the truth, I 
would gladly do it, but I fear lest it be some devilish deceit, and we would 
not be able to rid ourselves of the disgrace.”
She then immediately answered: "The Righteous Judge, whom it 
pleases to judge the living and the dead, is [my witness] that I have told you 
the truth, and even t ill death w ill I maintain my body undefiled, until I 
meet the darkness of death." When he believed that he had been told the 
truth, he immediately resigned himself to her advise, and fortifying 
themselves with vows, they abode thenceforth in purity and chastity.
V. When a little  time had passed, Constantine was chosen for the office 
of the clergy. A few days later, the blessed Philothea's father died. And 
they abode in all o f God's commandments, feeding the poor, clothing the 
naked, remaining in the church day and night. And everyone imitated 
[them] and profited much from [the example of] their lives. And they lived 
under such circumstances for six years, and then Constantine came to the 
end of this life.
The blessed Philothea, when she saw her husband go to the Lord21, 
made all the funeral arrangements in good order, and she sent up to God 
songs of thanksgiving. And when the time was right, she freed all the male 
and female slaves [belonging to her family's estate] and distributed the 
remainder o f their property and riches amongst the poor and the poverty- 
stricken, according to that which has been said: "Distribute and give to the 
poor, and your righteousness w ill endure forever."22 And having spread 
much of the wealth also amongst the holy churches and monasteries, she 
adorned them considerably. And taking one of the female slaves with her, 
she then left her home.
21 A circumlocution to describe his death
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V I. There is a lake near the city o f Molivot, and there is an island in the 
middle o f it, and there she went and made a small cell, and lived there, 
ridding herself o f a ll turm oil, maintaining fasting and vig ils and 
prostrations. And she zealously roused herself to such passion [through 
abstinence of food], that her skin was sticking to her bones.
Now the Devil hating good, would not tolerate for long to leave her 
untempted, but sent various troops [o f devils] against her, plaguing her 
heart at times with terrifying things, at other times with various tortures; 
and at times he would frighten her, appearing as a serpent, and at other 
times as a beast. She kept that verse from the Psalms on her lips: "Depart 
from me, all you workers of evil.23״
One of the nights, having stood up for prayer, as was her habit, and 
extending her hands toward heaven, the whole place suddenly began to 
quiver, and she heard cries and commotion from outside, as if  the emperor 
himself had arrived. And some men tried to remove the door, and others 
started to tear down her hut. [And she heard them say], "Take her quickly 
and throw her in the lake."
The pious Philothea, understanding this to be work of the Devil, 
began to pray and offered up yet another prayer: "Jesus Christ", she said, 
"the only-begotten Word of the Father, it pleased You to become incarnate 
[through the flesh] o f a woman, [the Virgin Mary], so that You could 
purify the sin of woman; indeed, you took your flesh from the pure Virgin 
and Mother of God. Look down on me, Your humble servant, who because 
of You has isolated herself. The Enemy, the originator o f evil, like some 
lion on the prowl, wants to swallow me up.24 Usually he pursues the female 
sex and always brings great shame upon women. But You, who have taken 
Your nature from the Virgin Mary, who shone forth with indescribable 
radiance, and You who have taken away the shame of woman, help me 
now, Your humble [servant], so that the Devil himself w ill suffer shame
210
23 Ps 6.8 (Slavonic Psalter,6.9).
24 See 1 Pet 5.8 ("Be sober, be watchful. Your adversary the devil prowls around like a 
roaring lion, seeking some one to devour"); and also the Life o f Anthony ("Neither did the 
Enemy cease laying snares...for again he went about like a lion", chap.7,141).
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and so that all his evil power w ill be destroyed, for You are praised 
forever and ever, Amen."
So she made the sign of the cross, and all o f a sudden all these 
dreams disappeared. She sang and praised God without ceasing t ill the 
morning hour, and she added accomplishment unto accomplishment and 
placed constantly the ascents in her heart.25
How can I te ll o f her spring of tears, her constant sighing, her 
beautiful quietude26, her constant prayer, frequent kneeling, her endless 
stoicism27, her love for God, her angelic life , and such things which she 
showed in divine love?
V II. Living in this manner, she spent her life in an incorporeal body. It 
did not please God to conceal for long such a life as hers; and [people] in 
the surrounding areas were proclaiming her life , and her glory spread 
throughout the land, and through her God was praised. Many of the pious 
people came to her and they were strengthened by her divine words.
A t that time the Hellenic deception28 was very strongly upheld 
everywhere, and the Devil's schools were always fu ll of fire and smoke.29
25 The "ascent" which Philothea places in her heart refers to her observance o f the steps 
prescribed by John Climacus in his work "The Ladder."
26 The word used in the original is "m lić a n ie ", which, along w ith the Slavonic 
"Ь е гт іъ ѵ іе / Ь в гтъ іѵ іе , is a translation o f the Greek "fiovxia" (sec Срезневский, 
op .c it, V01.2, 203), or "quietude, silence"; thus, what Euthymius is referring to is her 
practice o f the contemplative discipline of the Hesychasts.
27 The term used in the original Slavonic is "bestrastie", from the Greek "åimøeia", 
which means "insensibility, freedom from emotion, immunity" (Liddell and Scott, Greek- 
English Lexicon, 1940; reprint, Oxford: Garendon Press, 1989, p. 174)
28 This refers to the social debate in Byzantium that began as early the 9th century and 
continued into the 14th century, w ith a particular resurgence during the so-called 
Palaeologan Renaissance of the 13th century, o f the place o f the knowledge o f Classical 
antiquities (the Outer Learning) alongside with Christian theology (the Inner Learning).
There had begun in Byzantium, around the 9th century, an active revival o f classical 
literature and philosophy. This movement sought in form and content the "re-establishment 
o f contact w ith classical, non-Christian past" (R. Browning, Byzantium and Bulgaria, A 
Comparative Study Across The Early Medieval Frontier, Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University o f California Press, 1975, p. 172), that is a way o f combining secular 
knowledge with Christian knowledge. Another faction o f Byzantine society, however, 
rejected the "Christian-Classical synthesis". Browning says, "For them, the adoption of 
Christianity meant the rejection of the pagan, classical part"
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And a great multitudes o f monks were married, and the believers greatly 
faltered in storms [o f deceit] and confusion. Philothea heard it said that 
these things were happening every day, and she was wounded by bitter 
grief; and she instructed in the Holy Scriptures all who came to her, and 
she advised them to rout out completely this Hellenic deception.
Having acquired the g ift o f healing, many people afflicted with 
disease and many lepers were cured by her. She had learned the content of 
the Holy Scriptures completely, and she feared God and led everyone to a 
knowledge of God, just as by nature a magnet draws iron.
Some woman, gripped by some awful disease, came to her. Her 
breasts were completely ravished by this illness, and she had given quite a 
fortune to doctors, but for naught. But when the one who loves God, 
Philothea, when she saw [this woman] suffering so, her heart was deeply 
wounded, and she took pity on her. Suddenly she turned to prayer, and she 
poured forth a spring of tears: "God," she said,"Ruler o f a ll30, have mercy 
on your creation and do not leave her to be tortured long." And having 
taken some o il from the incense burner o f the Mother o f God, she rubbed 
[it on] both of the breasts o f the woman, and with her hand she made the 
sign of the cross over them. And in no time, she sent her home, completely 
healed.
During the Palaeologan Renaissance o f the 13th century, which began after the retaking 
of Constantinople from the Latins, the debate o f the extent to which a student could delve 
into the pagan, classical past while not jeopardizing his faith was resumed. See S. 
Runciman, The Last Byzantine Renaissance, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1970, pp.2229־.
This debate, however, came to a climax during the 14th century, particularly after the 
Scholasticism of the West had fostered an environment the Roman Church was now not 
opposed to: the marriage o f Christian faith and a knowledge o f classical scholarship. 
Ironically, in Byzantium, on the very soil on which the masterpieces o f classical Greek 
literature and płulosphy were produced, there was a conservative approach to the mixing of 
the study o f the ancient pagans with Christianity. See Meyendorff, "Les débuts de la 
controverse hésychaste," p.89.
29 See The Life o f Anthony, chapter 42: "Then we shall see the antics o f the demons to be 
like smoke."
30 The word used in the original Slavonic text is "v ^s e d riá ite lb ", from  the Greek 
"яаѵтократшр".
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When some time had passed, word o f this miracle spread, and some 
man, whose name was Euthymius and whose leg31 was infected, came to 
the saint on the island to receive healing. When the blessed one, Philothea, 
saw him, she asked the sick man what was the purpose o f his visit. He then 
showed the ulcer on his leg, and he lowered his gracious voice and he 
poured forth tears from his eyes. Then the good woman, Philothea, asked 
him the same thing that Christ had once asked a sick man: "Do you want to 
be healed?"32 He then immediately answered: "I want to be, my lady, I 
very much want to be; have pity on me, a poor man; for I believe, that if  
you ask for things, God w ill grant them to you." And she said to him:
"This which you suffer, you suffer because of your own tongue. [Your 
tongue] was given to you by God for worshipping and praising Him, but 
you use it for idle talk, for pleasure and fo r vile words. Give me your 
word that you w ill not dare to do such things to Him, and also that you w ill 
renounce the Hellenic myths, and their service and the thought o f those 
hostile words, and the thought of those things which are damaging to the 
mind, and immediately my Lord w ill make you whole."
He immediately did joyfully what was demanded of him, and he gave 
his word that he would never dare to do such things against [the Lord] 
again. Suddenly the saint, Philothea, touching his leg, called out the blessed 
name of Christ, and in a few days she sent him home completely well; and 
he was overjoyed and was praising God and giving thanks to Him. And 
when news o f this miracle had spread everywhere, everyone glorified God 
and offered up praises. The blessed Philothea in no way attempted to take 
credit for such miracles, but she was forever mindful o f the words of 
David and those too of the Holy Spirit: "Not to us" she said, "not to us, but 
to thy name give glory."33 And she soaked her bed with her endless
213
31 In Slavonic, "noga" can mean both "leg" and "foot". See the story o f Asa, 2 Cor 
16.12.
32 A quotation from Jn 5.6. The original text reads "Xoéteåi l i  zdravb b y ti ". Compare 
w ith the Codex Zographensis 0 a8^,143): "xoáteái l i  2іѵъ b y ti" ; and the Codex 
Assemanianus (Kurz, 28): "xoéteéi l i  cél Ъъій".
33 Ps 115. 1.
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tears34; and there passed before her eyes [a vision] of the Last Judgment, o f 
the incorruptible Judge and the merciless angels, and of those [dwelling] 
places of tortures and shame which w ill consume the sinful. And bitter and 
final is [God's] response: "Depart from me, you cursed!"35; and from her 
loud groaning, she forgot to eat her bread.36
ѴПІ. She had already been living and conducting her life  this way for 
quite a long time when she [understood that the time had come for] her 
departure from this world. And, as usual with her, she had great concern 
for the church dogmas, and she judged and understood things well, having 
been taught by the Holy Spirit; and throughout her life  she fortified the 
Church [by following] the commandments.
Thus so as not upon her death to leave the church without [imparting 
her thoughts], she called together the entire church clergy, and she said to 
them these sacred and mellifluous words: "The time," she said "o f my 
departure is come, and it is right that I should remind you of the Orthodox 
faith which has been handed down and established by the Holy Apostles and 
from the Church Fathers; for just as it is impossible for the blind to walk 
straight, so it is impossible to live without observing piety according to the 
w ill of God. Know that faith is the pious leader o f our lives. The apostles 
strove zealously for faith, suffering various forms of death for our sake in 
order to hand down [the faith to us], pure and unblemished. Thus, with all 
awe and trembling, you ought to preserve and maintain and observe the 
Church's tradition pure and unblemished, which is unchanging [and 
constant]; and not to let yourselves be carried o ff here and there by 
different winds. For if  the Enemy can use our lives to spread evil and 
unclean Hellenism, then he makes gains in destroying our Orthodox faith. 
But our Lord, Jesus Christ, who spilled his blood for us, w ill not leave his 
Church to decay in the end, but w ill render help, and he w ill lead the court 
to victory. For I, a wretched poor person, was raised from my youth in
34 Ivanova, (Иванова, op.cit, 584, fh.20) cites here Slav.Ps 6.7 (RSV Ps 6.7).
35 M t 25.41
36 See Ps 102.4-5: "M y heart is smitten like grass, and withered; I forget to eat my bread. 
Because of my loud groaning my bones cleave to my flesh."
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piety, and I received this piety from my parents like some priceless 
treasure.
"And I pray to your blessed leader not to forget the bequest of the 
holy prophets and the apostles. The great apostle Paul wrote to Timothy: 
,Child, Timothy, those things which you heard from me, te ll these things to 
faithful men, who w ill then be satisfied and teach others.'37 For it behooves 
you to adhere to the correct faith and not to pay attention to any Hellenic 
deceptions. I f  they insult us by the thousands, and if  by the thousands they 
revile us, s till no lie w ill be able to conquer the truth, nor can evil bring an 
end to wisdom.
"They [the Greeks] introduced the name of God into images of men 
and dogs which they made with wood and stone. Oh what blasphemy! And 
being in no way ashamed for this and thinking that creation itself was their 
[handy work], they exercised their impiety and wisdom under evil 
[influences], not understanding the inconceivable, how everything was 
brought into being from non-being by the one and true God, who created 
heaven and earth and all things visible and invisible.38
"The gods thus who did not create the heaven and earth w ill indeed 
perish39, as w ill all those who created them and all who put their faith in 
them. In this way the Hellenes pursue vanity, and their hearts, which 
understand not, have been cast into darkness. They, thinking themselves to 
be wise, lack understanding; they exchange the glory o f the one God for 
the likenesses of four-legged reptiles and birds.40 And these miserable 
[pagans] look around, [wondering] where the heavenly and earthly 
[creatures] came from: the things in the air and things in the waters; and, 
moreover, those things that existed even before these other things: the 
heavens and the earth and the air and the nature of the waters. Who mixed
37 Ivanova, (Иванова, op.cit,584, fn.23) cites here 2 Tim 2.2.
38 Col 1.15-16
39 Ivanova, op .c it,584, fn.24, cites here Jer 10:11 ("Thus shall you say to them: The 
gods who did not make the heavens and the earth shall perish from the earth and from 
under the heavens'"). See also Ps 135.15-18.
40 See Rom 1.22-23 ("Claiming to be wise, they became fools, and exchanged the glory o f 
the immortal God for images resembling mortal man or birds or animals or reptiles").
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them and divided them? What relation do these things have to one another, 
what [is their] hierarchy and harmony? Who moves and controls these 
elements? What is the nature o f the phenomenon that caused contrary 
elements to jo in together without disaster to form one world? How did 
[these elements] harmonize, and how do they harmonize now, [considering 
that] they cannot take counsel?
A ll these things are the thoughts of God. And [the Greeks], having 
abandoned the Creator, honor and serve creatures41, and in vain they make 
fun of the Maker, not knowing the truth of our pious faith and the piety 
which the Christians maintain.42 But [the Greeks] heap on them unmerciful 
tortures, rejecting those who have need of the sweet name of Christ. Do not 
heed their threats ־־ even if  they lead [you] to the wheel, or the kettles, or 
the sword, or the fire, do not be afraid of them. Another life  awaits us, 
another epoch, where we w ill not grow old, where the prophets sing 
together, where the apostles rejoice together, where groups of venerable 
monks dwell with the angels, with the archangels, with the martyrs and 
with all the saints.
"Think of this constantly, write these things in your hearts, heed 
yourself and the whole flock of which God has made you shepherd and 
teacher, in order that you and they may preserve yourselves pure and 
chaste.43 Everything o f this world which is beautiful and beloved w ill 
return to dust and w ill be gone without a trace; virtue alone w ill abide, 
enduring for centuries upon centuries. Hasten to keep yourselves pure and 
lead the flock which has been entrusted to you to life-giving pastures, so 
that the Lord, seeing your zeal in all matters, w ill reward your labors with 
a befitting reward and confer His kingdom."
IX . When she had said these things to all the clergy and fortified their 
hearts, she sent them home and commanded them to come back on the 
fourth day. The venerable Philothea, locking herself up in her cell, lived
41 See Rom 1.25
42 Actually, Rom 1.32 states: "Though they know God's decree that those who do such 
things deserve to die, they not only do them but approve those who practice them."
43 Ivanova, (Иванова, op.ciL, 584, fn.28) cites here Acts 20.28.
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four days, eating no food, but spent these days [keeping] vigils, [shedding] 
tears, and [praying] with frequent genuflections.
On the fourth day, as stated above, all o f the church staff came to her 
and delighted in her usual instruction. And having taught them well, she led 
them all to fear God in their hearts. When she had fallen asleep that night, 
she understood that the hour o f her departure was nigh; she beckoned 
everyone to pray [w ith her]. She said, "The time for my departure is 
come44, and it behooves you to labor with me a while. I hope, as you 
know, through your prayers to receive mercy on that day of the Last 
Judgement, in that terrible hour." And she said many other things like this 
to the holy clergy.
When they heard these things, their hearts were deeply wounded, and 
they let forth a wailing cry to the heavens. There was much praying and 
weeping. The venerable one, Philothea, gave a sign with her hand, bade 
them cease their unconsolable weeping: "My rulers and lords," she said, 
"do not upset my soul, for I am with you still and I w ill spend this time 
with you, as much as pleases the Lord. So be with me a while, and offer up 
prayers to God for me."
They, hardly containing their sobbing, all turned to prayer, and in 
one voice they offered up hymns for her. While they were singing, she 
gave her soul over to the Lord. And they grieved over from this 
unexpected event; weeping suddenly interrupted their singing, and great 
were their sobbing and wailing; and weeping voices filled  the air. 
Everyone around, seeing this, gathered together and cried over their 
common loss.
They reverently laid out the body of the venerable Philothea and 
honored her in the utmost decorum with a funeral service; and they placed 
her in the cathedral o f the Immaculate Mother of God, which was called 
the Church o f Saint Sofia, and she worked wonderful and glorious 
miracles, which are so numerous that were we to begin to tell [o f them] in 
detail, it would take me a year to relate them. Well, so that we should not 
make this story unnecessarily long, we w ill te ll about some [o f her
44 2 Tim 4. 6.
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miracles] in brief; and you w ill gain enough understanding from these to 
believe completely the other [miracles which I have not related here].
X. Someone named Naucratius, a famous and glorious man, from the 
city o f Amoria, was stationed as an officer45 in Greece by the man who 
held the royal scepter46 at the time. And it happened that he fought with 
the heretics, the Agars.47 When the two factions began their battle ־־ by 
what divine fate I know not! ״  he and his entire host were defeated; and 
some were killed and others were taken and brought to Sikelia. With them 
was taken also a m ilitary commander48, whose name was Artavan, from 
the city of Philomilia. And having been taken away by these heretics, they 
were locked up in a dark dungeon and with were guarded with great 
caution along with everyone else. They were held there and were 
completely perplexed as to what to do and what to think. And they were 
seized with immeasurable grief, and they called on the all-powerful God 
and His eternal saints for help.
Artavan, preserving the memory of Saint Philothea, started to tell 
them about the glorious miracles of this blessed woman, and how people 
received the g ift of healing for every disease and various sicknesses. When 
he heard these things, the heart o f the war commander was emblazed, and 
he called upon her help with all his heart. When he was filled with divine 
desire and fired up with burning faith, he could not bare to hide this for 
long; and standing up, he immediately and zealously urged everyone to 
pray, pouring forth tears and crying forth a river o f tears from his eyes.
They all, with a sincere heart, hastened to prayer together and called 
upon the God-loving Philothea for help: ,,Eternal servant of God," they 
said, "undefiled bride, pure innocent creature49, dwelling place of the Holy
45 The word used in the original text is "voevoda".
46 A circumlocution for "ruling the country", i.e. the Byzantine emperor.
47 i.e., the Arabs.
48 The word used in the original text is "s tra tila t* " , a slavonicized form o f the Greek 
"OTpoTnXá-rnç".
49 The word used in the original Slavonic is "golubica", literally "dove."
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Spirit, lover of Christ, turtle-dove of the desert, i f  you are looking, gaze 
down upon us humble and desperate people, and free us from this dark 
prison. We w ill be the trumpets [that proclaim] your innumerable miracles. 
We w ill tell of them with a booming voice, and henceforth we w ill live 
chastely and purely all our lives. Oh, venerable mother, do not despise us, 
we who live in a ll this bitterness and poverty. And everyone spent the 
whole night [saying] prayers, letting warm tears fa ll and weeping from 
their heart. And when they had fmished their all-night v ig il and ceased 
praying, they lay down to relax and give their body some rest in sleep.
When they were seized with sleep and each lay in his place, the 
venerable Philothea appeared to them and made their hearts happy with 
these soothing words: "Your prayer was heard," she said, "and God does 
not hold your lamentation in contempt. Henceforth go in peace, and when 
you have reached your homes safely, attentively offer up prayers to God, 
who leads forth with courage those [bound] in shackles."
They were thus moved with joy, and when they saw their iron 
[shackles] lying there unfastened, and seeing the prison [door] completely 
opened, they believed these things to be true visions. And immediately they 
le ft the unlocked prison and the prison guards, who lay there as if  dead, 
and they took flight. But they did not go home first, but rather they went to 
Philothea's island and gave befitting thanks to her. When each had said 
sufficient [prayers o f thanks], they went to their homes and told everyone 
about the glorious miracles of the venerable Philothea.
X I. Thus [news] o f these things spread, and everyone heard the stories. 
Some leper, when he had heard these things, was filled  with faith and 
burning zeal, and he went in haste to the church of the venerable mother 
[Philothea], and he was moved to prayers and prostrated himself [so that he 
might receive] holy mercy. And he spent many sleepless nights, exhausting 
himself with fasting and suffering; and he sat there without leaving the holy 
cathedral. The blessed [Philothea], when she saw how he stayed there 
diligently for a long time, in no time freed his body completely o f leprosy. 
He immediately knelt down for mercy, and then the ecclesiarch of the 
cathedral appeared in a dream, and commanded him to anoint himself with 
o il from the holy incense of the pure Mother of God all over his body. He 
then, when he had woken up from his dream, did what he was commanded
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to do in great haste. And after a few days, he was sent home, completely 
healthy; and [the man] praised and gave thanks to God and to His saint, 
Philothea.
X II. Much time having passed and many miracles having been worked, 
the Greek empire had become extremely weakened, and those holding the 
scepter were beleaguered. The Romans having found the right time, ruth- 
lessly attacked them, reducing the Greek power to unbearable destitution.50
At that same time, the Bulgarian kingdom was very solid and strong, 
and [Bulgaria] was seizing all the surrounding lands and conquering them. 
At that time [in Bulgaria], the royal scepter was being held by the pious and 
glorious Tsar Kalojan.51 And he seeing the Greek empire completely 
weakened, courageously rose up against it, capturing and destroying many 
cities and villages. And all objects there of beauty he took and transported 
back to his glorious city of Tmovo, transplanting all the [captive] people 
and even the cattle to his kingdom.
While transferring all these [things and people from Byzantium to 
Bulgaria], he heard of the miracles of the venerable Philothea, and a great 
flame stirred within his heart. And the souls o f the God-loving people 
became accustomed to pursuing virtue and displaying zeal. When [Kalojan] 
had conquered the whole country, and built it according to his command, 
he came to the place where the body of the venerable [Philothea] lay, and 
he was filled with ineffable joy, offering up to God praise and attentive 
thanksgiving. He fell before the relics of the pure venerable Philothea, and 
he poured forth many tears, and he sincerely and piously kissed the relics. 
And [Kalojan] commanded that there be an all-night v ig il, and he gave 
[generously] to the poor and to the destitute.
50 This refers to the taking o f Constantinople by the Romans o f the Fourth Crusade on 
A pril 13, 1204, which was the disastrous result o f growing tensions between Rome and 
Byzantium. Cf. J. Fine, The Late Medieval Balkans, A C ritica l Survey from  the Late 
Twelfth Century to the Ottoman Empire, Ann Arbor: University o f Michigan Press, 1987, 
pp.6063־; and S. Runciman, op.cit, 105.
51 Bulgarian tsar from 1197 to 1207; he succeeded Asen and Peter who had led a 
successful revolt against Byzantine rule and restored to Bulgaria its independence, forming 
the so-called "Втората държава", or "Second Empire". For other references by 
Euthymius to Tsar Kalojan see fn. 157 to the Life o f H ilarion o f Moglena.
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In the morning, after the service was performed, the tsar was 
oveijoyed and very delighted, and so too was his entire host [o f soliders]. 
And thus having taken divine counsel, [the tsar decided] to bring the body 
o f the venerable Philothea to his kindgom. However, he was pleased to 
have this idea and he deigned to have his princes and keepers appear to 
carry out the task. When they heard the tsar [state his decision], they 
opened their mouths in unison [to say]: "The heart o f the king is in the hand 
of God.52 Carry out, oh Tsar, what you have in mind to do, for we believe 
that if  we carry out this task, our souls w ill profit greatly; not only this, 
but also our land and our city w ill benefit from this great benefaction."
X III. After a few days, Tsar [Kalojan] commanded the body o f the 
venerable [Philothea] to be brought to the glorious city o f Tmovo with 
honor and reverence. Three hundred chosen soldiers were placed there, 
and Theodore was commanding them, a reverent and honest man, pious 
and faithful like no other, brave in war and ta ll in stature. He had, 
however, a white film  on his left eye for many years53, and had given 
much of his property to doctors, but received no help whatsoever [from 
them]. When he had received the final answer from the tsar and had 
collected the host [o f soldiers] together, [Theodore] went immediately to 
the relics of the saint and, kissing them ardently, he poured forth tearful 
drops from his eyes, and begged to receive mercy on his damaged eye.
The fire o f faith burning within him, [Theodore] took the le ft hand 
of the saint and put it on his eye. And oh what a miracle! A ll of a sudden 
the white film  on his eye disappeared and he saw clearly with clean eyes, 
and he rejoiced in exceeding great joy over his glorious sight. And when 
[news of] this miracle spread, everyone praised God and the venerable 
Philothea.
Theodore with the entire host, honorably took the relics of the God- 
loving Philothea, and he went along his way, being joyfu l and singing
52 See Prov 21.1.
53 The word used in the original Slavonic is "Ьеіьто", which translates as Latin "albugo".
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praises, just as Father of God had at some time before the shrine.54 And 
then God revealed many and various healings in the translation o f her 
relics to believers who accept them with faith and strive for virtue. But it is 
impossible to tell of these healings in detail [because they are so numerous].
ХГѴ. When [Tsar Kalojan and his retinue] began to approach Tmovo, the 
patriarch saw them and summoned together the entire church clergy, and 
he went out to meet them with all the people, with candles and sweet- 
smelling incense and myrrh; and he piously kissed the pure relics o f the 
venerable one; and with heart-felt zeal, he cried forth tears. And in the 
grief of his heart, he said these joyful words:
"Sincere servant o f Christ, О virtuous home, dwelling place of the 
Holy Spirit, desert־dweller, you who live with the wise virgins, bride of 
Christ, turtle-dove of the desert, О you of a gilded soul, how did you fly  
from the east and to reach even us humble people? Welcome to our land, 
and do not merely visit us, but live forever with us and teach the ignorant 
to follow your divine path and to strive to imitate your God-given purity. 
You have put your body here as an assurance [to us], and your soul delights 
in heavenly beauty, not with mirrors and divination, but face to face you 
see your Bridegroom55, sweet Jesus, Jesus your Lover, for whom you have 
prepared yourself, and were not ashamed; you do not speak to Him 
plaintively but as if  to your own kin, and you carry prayers to Him on our 
behalf. Pray thus constantly for us, your flock, that our lives should 
progress peacefully to piety and truth. Do not become impoverished 
visiting us, watching, acting, helping, teaching, protecting [us] from hostile 
slander; for we believe that the things that you ask of God, He w ill grant. 
We are thankful for you, and we rejoice in you, that you, our defender, 
have saved the throng."
And immediately they took the body, carried it into the glorious city 
o f Tmovo and placed it in the church of the Immaculate Mother o f God,
54 Ivanova (Иванова, op.cit,584, fn.37) writes: "The father o f God [bogootec] refers to 
David, who dances before the shrine o f the Testament in order to honor God (See 2 [Sam]
6.14״.)
55 1 Cor 13.12.
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the true Mother of God, Mary the Perpetual Virgin, called the Church of 
Temnishka56, where it rests up to this very day57; and her body works 
wondrous and glorious miracles, which are innumerable, and everyone 
comes to her with faith and love.
XV. Thus, this is the life  of our venerable mother, these are the miracles 
o f the chaste bride of Christ, who immediately roused herself zealously to 
fasting and vigils and prayers and tears and other sufferings. She w ill 
forever and ever rejoice with ineffable joy where there are pure voices of 
her celebrants, where there is praise of God, where everything is light, 
where there is no grief nor lamentation.
Though she lives on this earth only in body, now her soul, however, 
rejoices in heaven. Now she delights in those things that the human mind 
cannot express, that the human eye cannot see58, and the ear of the lazy 
man cannot hear and which does not enter the mind of man. But God has 
prepared these things for those who love him. And she sees these things, 
considers these things, and she hastens [to help us], having ridden herself of 
an earthly death.
The branch of a noble root brought forth countless fruits of various 
virtues; and with wise maidens [she] entered the heavenly mansion, and 
there she now rejoices in spirit, having left her body to us on the earth, just 
as Elijah at one time left his sheepskin to Elisha.59 Not only this, but also 
today, with her spirit, she stands amongst us, giving in return for our 
labors sufficient recompense and forgiveness to all the faithful [people], 
healing diseases, cleansing lepers, chasing away devils, driving away all 
slander [uttered by] our Enemy and all machinations of the Evil One; and
56 Sec fn.4.
57 Apparently the relics of Philothea were brought back to Vidin from Tmovo in 1394 (the 
year after Tmovo fe ll to the Ottomans) by Joseph of Vidin, one of Euthymius's pupils who 
became appointed Metropolitan o f Vidin in 1392. See Moser, A History o f Bulgarian 
Literature, 29.
58 See 1 Cor 2. 9.
59 See 2 Kings 2.14-15
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preserving our city unharmed and watching over the tsar in piety and 
harmony.
Oh you nuns [o f Temnishka], strive to imitate this good mother, and 
you who live in the desert, young, middle-aged and old alike. Lead a pure 
and chaste maidenhood, praying constantly and maintaining proper zeal 
from a pure heart. For the sake of this, renounce all uncleanliness. Give 
over your souls [to the Lord], and with the blessed Philothea enter the 
heavenly mansion, which God has prepared for those who love Him, which 
we w ill all receive, thanks to the love that our Lord Jesus Christ had for 
man; and to [Christ] is the glory with the Father and the Holy Spirit now 
and always, forever and ever, Amen.
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Section ІП
Style and Structure of the Vitæ: 
Word-Weaving Redefined and the 
Establishment of Narrative Patterns
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Chapter 1: 
The Legacy of Classical Rhetoric in Medieval Byzantium 
& the Origins and the Redefinition of "Word Weaving"
The history o f art abounds in 
"renaissances" -־ in a rebirth o f poetic 
languages o f the past—which are then
perceived as being innovative.1 
Lotman ־־
This section w ill examine the saints' lives by Euthymius on the levels 
of style and structure. By style, we mean Euthymius' use of rhetoric, which 
rhetorical devices—linguistic and poetic—Euthymius uses and how he uses 
them. By structure, we mean the organizing principles by which Euthymius 
constructs a narrative for the vitæ. Chapter 2 o f Section IV  w ill examine 
the content o f the Euthymian saints' lives and its connection with 
Hesychasm. With the findings from these three levels of consideration, we 
w ill be able to determine which elements, if  any, of Euthymius' 
hagiographie works can be considered original or innovative.
This first chapter aims to redefine the style that we now refer to as 
"word-weaving," a necessary step to any study on Euthymius, as much of 
the scholarship that deals with him attributes to him the innovation of a 
hagiographie style, referred to as "плетение словес" ("pletenie sloves"), 
or the weaving or plaiting of words. Before we attempt this, it is helpful 
first to take a cursory glance at the development of Byzantine rhetoric, as 
this is the tradition out of which Euthymius' own hagiographie works 
evolved. Because we are concerned with Euthymius' own use of rhetorical 
devices and methods, it is appropriate to trace in brief the development of 
the theoretical and practical approaches to rhetoric which medieval 
Byzantium inherited.
1 Ю.Лотман, Структура художественного текста, 1970; reprint, Brown 
University Slavic Reprint Series, no.9. Providence: Brown University Press, 1971, p.24: 
"История искусств изобилует “ренессансами"—возрождением художест- 
венных языков прошлого, воспринимаемых как новаторские."
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Classical Rhetoric and Its Byzantine Reflections:
During the period spanning the sixth to the second century B.C., 
Greece underwent a period o f rapid cultural development. During this 
period, as described by Kennedy, there arose for the first time in Greece a 
new intellectual discipline: to theorize about rhetoric and to find ways to 
describe in words a tradition of oral rhetoric that was already centuries 
old. Kennedy refers to this as the process o f the "conceptualization" of 
rhetoric.2
Of course, even in the ancient, pre-literary period, it must have been 
obvious to people that language could be used for various and differing 
social functions, such as the public oration, on the one hand, and the 
recitation of Homeric epics, on the other; but there is no attestation of 
abstract thinking about rhetoric until the period under discussion.
Briefly stated, there arose during this period three different schools 
of rhetoric: the technical, the Sophistic, and the philosophical rhetoric. The 
technical rhetoric, largely associated with jurisprudence and civic oration, 
was to have a large influence on the development o f rhetorical theory in 
the Latin West; whereas, the Sophistic ihetoric was to have a much greater 
influence in the East.3
Sophistic rhetors, such as Isocrates and Gorgias (both fifth  century 
B.C.)4 left a permanent stamp on the secular and Christian rhetoric o f 
middle and late Byzantium. Under their influence, long, complex
228
2 See G. Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric and Its Christian and Secular Tradition from  Ancient 
to Modern Times, Chapel H ill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1980; pp.6-8, and 15־ 
16. Kennedy states (p.7) that only the Greco-Roman tradition conceptualized rhetoric to the 
point that it did; and this development was concurrent "with the rise o f Greek philosophy 
and other forms o f conceptualization in the fifth  and fourth centuries B.C."
3 Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 16-17. M u lić  has acknowledged the importance o f 
Isocrates on the developments in the "pletenie sloves" style. See M. M u lić , "Srpsko 
'pletenije sloves' do 14 stoljeća," Radovi zavoda za slavensku filo lo ģ iju  5 (1963): 117-29, 
p. 127; and "Сербские агиографы ХШ-ХІѴвв. и особенности их стиля," ТОДРЛ
23 (1968): 127-142, р. 140.
4 For some general information on both, see Богдан Богданов, Анна Николова, 
Антична литература: енциклопедичен справечник, София: Държавно из- 
дателство "Д-р Петър Берон,“ 1988, pp. 78-79 and 51, respectively.
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constructions with several dependent clauses and antithetical statements 
became the sought-after style.5
During the intellectual movement of the Second Sophistic6 there was 
a significant rise in this already strong tendency to conceptualize rhetoric 
and to make distinctions of genres. The oration, an ancient, pre-literary 
genre, was broken down into different sub-genres in the hands of the 
rhetors o f the Second Sophistic, and the categorization o f the sub-genres 
was determined by the social function of the oration: there was an oration 
that was delivered at festivals (panegyric7), orations on the occasion of 
weddings (gamelian), birthdays (genethliac), funerals (epitaphios), and 
addresses to rulers (prosphonetic).8 A ll o f these epideictic (occasional)9 
forms of the Second Sophistic had in common certain structural features; 
for example, they all contained a section of praise (Ёукю цю ѵ) and a 
section of reproach or blame (yoyo«;).10
In the early centuries of Christianity, the Second Sophistic passed on 
to the Patristic writers the legacy of classical rhetoric that it had preserved 
and elaborated. Basil the Great, Gregory of Nazianzus, John Chrysostom
5 Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 29-36.
6 For general discussions on the movement, cf. G. Kustas, "The Function and Evolution 
o f Byzantine Rhetoric," Viator I (1970): 55-73, esp. pp. 55-57; and Kennedy, Classical 
Rhetoric, 39-40.
7 Evidence that the panegyric (a sub-genre o f the epideictic genre) comprised a part o f the 
most basic curriculum is found in Theophylact's Life o f Kliment o f Oxrid. He comments in 
bewilderment that in the Bulgarian tongue, before the period o f Byzantine religious and 
literary influence, "there were not even panegyrics" (XXII.65 [sic.66],118 = "ш;цт| óVroç 
ВоѵѴуаршѵ yXÚoor\ ха\п!уир11со\> X&jou" [XX1I.66, 132,lines 4-5]).
8 Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 39. Cf. also George Kennedy, Greek Rhetoric under 
Christian Emperors, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983, pp.23-26; and T.C. 
Burgess, "Epideictic Literature," University o f Chicago Studies in Classical Philology 3 
(1902): 166-194.
9 "Epideictic" is one o f the categories o f rhetoric devised by Aristotle in his Rhetoric. It is 
the only category of rhetoric in which the listener is not in the position of acting as a judge 
and is, therefore in Aristotle's opinion, less satisfactory than the other forms o f rhetoric in 
which the listener is acting in such a capacity. The other two are judicial rhetoric (in which 
the listener is judging past events) and deliberative rhetoric (in which the listener is judging 
future events). See Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 72-73.
See Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 39; and Kustas, op.cit, 58.
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took from the Second Sophistic the literary forms through which they 
expressed their chosen Christian content.11 For example, the encomium 
(è7K(ó|j.10v) ־־as we have seen, originally one formulaic component of the 
Sophistic o ra tio n s —was borrowed for sermons written about the Eastern 
bishops and for martyrise12, stories about the martyrdom o f Christians. 
Delehaye asserts that it was in the works of these early Christian writers 
that we can study " if  not the first panegyrics specifically on the death of 
martyrs then at least those which definitively solidified the laws for a new 
branch of the epideictic genre."13 He summarizes that it was through these 
men that "profane art was adapted for the service of the Church."14 Of the 
early Christian writers, Previale writes that they "strongly influenced the 
enormous hagiographie production in its two sub-species, the еукюцлоѵ 
and the píoç к а і лоЯлтшх."15
Once the classical form of the encomium was applied to martyria, 
applying this form to the saint's life was a small step away. Alissandratos 
points out that one of the ways in which the classical encomium entered 
Byzantine hagiography was through the martyria.16 Kustas recognizes 
three forms in which the encomium was transmitted to the Christian world: 
1) in its traditional, pagan form; 2) with the main structure retained but 
applied to Christian models; and 3) in the form of martyriæ, sermons and 
hymns. He writes:
11 See Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 39; and Kustas, op.ciL, 59.
12 J. Alissandratos, Medieval Slavic and Patristic Eulogies, Studia Historica et Philologica 
No. 14, Sectio Slavica, Florence: Le Lettere, 1982, p.8.
13 H. Delehaye, Les passions des martyrs et les genres littéraires, Brusells: Bureaux de la 
Société Bollandistes, 1921, p. 184.
14 ibid., 190.
15 L. Previale, "Teoria e prassi del panegirico bizantino," Emerita: Boletin de linguistica y 
filo log ia  clasica 17 (Madrid, 1949):72-105; reprint, Schmidt Periodical, 1989, p.87.
For a discussion on the difference between the two sub-species, see K.Krumbacher, 
Geschichte der byzantinischen L itteratur: von Justinian bis zum Ende des Oströmischen 
Reiches (527-1453), Handbuch der klassischen Altertums-Wissenschaft in systematischer 
Darstellung, vol.9.1. Munich: C. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, Oskar Beck, 1897, 
pp .l 76-206.
16 Alissandratos, op.cit, 8.
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The third is more useful, for it uses the resources o f the encomium to guide 
and adorn other forms o f literature. One thinks o f the panegyrics composed 
by the Cappadocians and later Fathers in honor o f Christian martyrs; the 
catalogues o f praise that are a vital ingredient o f the saints' lives...and, not 
least commonly, the praise o f the Lord o f Heaven and other persons o f the 
Christian pantheon through homily or hymn.17
The early Christian writers were employing the genres and 
rhetorical forms that they learned through the Second Sophistic, and the 
conceptualizing tendency continued to flourish on Byzantine soil. The 
treatises o f rhetors of the Second Sophistic, such as Hermogenes (2nd3־rd 
cc., A.D.), Menander of Laodicea (3rd century, A.D.) and Áphthonius of 
Antioch (4 th 5 th cc.,A.D.) formed, along with the writings o־ f other 
theorists o f their day, the basis of late Byzantine theories on the subject of 
rhetoric, and these writings made up the basis o f the medieval Byzantine 
school curriculum for the teaching of rhetoric.18 C. Mango writes the 
following:
The continuation o f erudite literature was made possible by the survival 
o f secular education in its antique, i.e. rhetorical form. The curriculum, 
based on a combination o f pagan and Early Christian authorities, 
remained unchanged and no textbook later than the sixth century was 
introduced. The privileged Byzantine boy learnt his...rhetoric from
Hermogenes o f Tarsus and Aphthonius.19
Hermogenes' Пері ібш ѵ, which described seven qualities o f good writing, 
became a standard pedagogical manual in Byzantine schools. Kennedy 
comments on the importance of Hermogenes for the Byzantine literary 
tradition:
[Hermogene's treatise Пері i&cõv] constituted a comprehensive account o f 
those aspects o f rhetoric which were o f interest and use to Byzantines...the "ideas" 
o f style were useful to the composition of., .homilies, and other forms of sermons, 
in religious polemic, and in the secondary rhetoric o f literary compositions, espe- 
da ily  in letters, in the lives o f saints...His great rhetorical model is Demosthenes,
17 Kustas, op.cit, 60.
18 Kustas, op.cit., 56*57.
19 Cyrill Mango, Byzantine Literature as a Distorting M irror, Inaugural Lecture, University 
o f Oxford, May 1974, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975; reprinted in Byzantium and its 
Image, London, Variorum Reprints, 1984, as article 2, p.9.
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who more than any other writer seemed to combine all "ideas" o f style.2®
And of the progymnasmata (compositional exercises)21 of Aphthonius, 
Kennedy writes the following:
These forms o f exercise directly influenced composition in almost all literary 
genres, being incorporated into homilies or histories or saints' lives as a writer
felt moved to do so!22
In order to trace the development of stylistic trends specifically in 
the hagiographie genre in Byzantium, we must, o f course, devote some 
words to the stylistic reforms of Symeon Metaphrastes. !During the eighth 
century A.D. Byzantium underwent a Classical revival, the so-called 
"Macedonian Renaissance", during which schools endeavored to teach an 
elaborate style based on what was perceived at the time to be an accurate 
recreation o f A ttic conventions of prose and poetry and combining 
rhetorical categories learned from the writers o f the Second Sophistic.23 
This revival paved the way for a formal stylistic revision of hagiographie 
texts by Symeon Metaphrastes in the tenth century in Byzantium.
Symeon paraphrased over one hundred and thirty-five saints' lives 
and published his revisions in ten volumes arranged in order of the church 
calendar. He was, in a sense, continuing the work begun a few decades 
before by Nicetas the Paphlagonian who, in about 900, had paraphrased 
about fifty  saints' lives "without, however, gaining much acclaim."24 In 
paraphrasing Byzantine saints' lives, Symeon Metaphrastes' primary 
intention was probably not a formal stylistic reform per se but rather to 
compile a convenient and stylistically, doctrinally and ideologically 
homogenous collection of hagiographie texts. The result o f this task was 
that Symeon introduced into the Byzantine hagiographie tradition a
20 Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 165.
21 See G.Kennedy, Greek Rhetoric, p.54-73.
22 Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 164.
23 C.Mango, Byzantium, The Empire o f New Rome, New York: Scribner, 1980, p. 137.
24 ibid., 250.
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circumlocutious and ornate literary style that then became the norm for the 
genre.
These stylistic revisions stood in stark contrast to the straightforward 
and unadorned idiom of the earlier martyriæ and vitæ. Mango writes that 
these earlier texts "were written in simple language, sometimes verging on 
the vernacular, but more often reflecting the normal linguistic uses of the 
Church."25
Symeon Metaphrastes developed a rhetorical style for hagiography 
which had already begun to develop during the eighth-century Classical 
revival and which involved, specifically, the "suppression of detail" in 
favor o f elegant, paraphrastic terms.26 Both the Macedonian Renaissance 
and the Metaphrastic stylistic reform were a result of a rediscovery of the 
ancient Greek tradition of classical rhetoric outlined above. Sevčenko 
comments on the influence of classical rhetoric on the eighth-century 
revival and on Metaphrastic reforms and the hagiographie style which 
resulted from these:
...through schoolmasters, textbooks and reference works [the first Byzantine
Humanism] resumed the traditions o f antique rhetoric and reshaped, in the 9th
century and the 10th century, the biographical and encomiastic genre and thus
helped shape the new hagiography2 '
One o f the results of this "first Byzantine Humanism" was the 
importance placed on the beauty and the elegance of the words chosen in 
composing a piece of writing, of whatever genre. According to the 
aesthetic principles of the middle Byzantine period, the loftiness of the 




 I.Sevčenko, "Hagiograpy of the Iconoclast Period," in Iconoclasm, 1-42, Papers ל2
given at the 9th Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies (University o f Birmingham) 
1975; reprinted in Ideology, Letters and Culture as article 5, p.22. For a general study, see 
also P. Lemerle, Le premier humanisme byzantin, Notes et remarques sur enseignement et 
culture à Byzance des origines au Xe siècle, Paris, 1971.
28 Mango, Byzantium, 249.
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Mango suggests that the ascendency o f the ornate classical-revival 
style in Byzantine literature had attained such a strong position that in 
instances where it was abandoned for the premise o f clarity, as in a 
technical treatise, an apololgy was in order.
Thus, Constantine Porphyrogenitus, in introducing his De administrando 
im perio, finds it necessary to say: " I have not been studious to make a 
display o f fine writings or o f an Atticizing style, swollen with the sublime 
and the lo fty, but rather have been eager by means o f everyday and 
conversational narrative to teach you those things o f which I  think you
should not be ignorant29
In the hands of most Byzantine writers, this "loftiness" o f language 
often took the form o f an incomprehensible and obscure prose, 
characterized by a tendency to "pile adjective upon adjective, to line up a 
string o f nearly synonymous phrases or else to entangle their 
constructions...with comical results."30
The aesthetic principles and stylistic practices discussed above are, as 
we shall see, most reminiscent o f the features of rhetoric that many 
scholars have identified as the "word-weaving", or "pletenie sloves" style 
of medieval Slavic writing.
This is merely a cursory glance at the tradition which formed the 
basis of the education of men of letters o f Euthymius' day and o f 
Euthymius himself. More discussion w ill follow below on how some of the 
treatises by rhetors o f the Second Sophistic on the use of the еуксЬцюѵ 
contributed to the solidification of the topoi in the hagiographie genre. For 
the sake of clarity, we have intentionally placed this discussion immediately 
following a general decription of the structure of a saint's life. For the time 
being, let us turn our attention to the question of Euthymius' own style and 
how it relates to this earlier Byzantine tradition.
The Role of Euthvmius and the O rigins o f "W ord-W eaving": 
Much scholarship has been devoted over the last forty years to 
corroborating or disproving the theories formulated on the period o f 
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One of the seminal works that brought to the attention of the scholarly 
community the importance of the fourteenth century for the cultural 
development of the Slavs was D.S. Lixaêev's paper, “Некоторые задачи 
изучения второго южнославянского влияния в России," 
presented at the Fourth International Congress of Slāvists in Moscow in 
1958.31 In this article, Lixačev brought Euthymius into the forefront of a 
scholarly debate on the nature of the Second South Slavic Influence that has 
since prompted many responses from the community of Slāvists. Some of 
the questions surrounding Euthymius' role in this fourteenth-century 
cultural influence of South Slavs on East Slavs have become obscured due 
to the aims of some to promote a nationalistic agenda, to determine which 
Slavic group's influence was the greatest. Nevertheless, many important 
steps have been made towards an understanding of the role played by the 
South Slavs as cultural middle-men in the transmission of Byzantine culture 
to East Slavdom.32
That Euthymius was an important medieval Slavic writer is beyond 
question. In fact, we would posit that Euthymius represents the apex in the 
gradual development of the Slavic hagiographie genre towards an imitation 
and perfection of Byzantine high-style rhetoric. We know that Euthymius 
developed as a hagiographer under heavy Byzantine influence, for he 
received a formal education at the hands of Theodosius, his spiritual father, 
who was closely associated with the circle of the Hesychast patriarchs of 
Constantinople, especially Kallistos33; furthermore, if  the primary 
literature from the period is to be believed, Euthymius received much of
235
31 Д.С. Лихачев, "Некоторые задачи изучения второго южнославянского 
влияния в России ,’ Исследования по славянскому литературоведению и 
фольклористике, Доклады советских ученых на IV  Международном съезде 
славистов, 95-151, Москва: АН СССР, I960.
32 For a sample bibliography, see Section I, Chapter 2, fn.55 and fh.58.
33 See Section I, Chapter 1, pp.24-26. See E.Turdeanu, La littérature bulgare du ХГѴе 
siècle et sa diffusion dans les pays roumains, Travaux publiés par l'institu t d'Études 
slaves, no.22, Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1947, p.68. Also, the "poxvalno slovo" written 
by Camblak in honor of Euthymius tells us that Euthymius travelled to Constantinople with 
Theodosius: "kupno s * оЪсМть ѵ г  v e lik y j p rix o d it Konstantinovb grad” 
(Kałużniacki, Aus der panegyrischen Litteratur der Südslaven, Vienna, 1901; reprint, 
London: Variorum, 1971, p.34 [chap.V, lines 19-20]).
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his formal education abroad-in Constantinople, the Stúdión Monastery, 
and Mt. Athos.34 These connections figured greatly in the development of 
Euthymius1 own career. Furthermore, the royal Bulgarian court had been 
undergoing a steady process of Byzantinization since Tsar Boris' 
acceptance o f Christianity in the mid-ninth century.35 There was an 
especial blossoming of Byzantine literary, iconographie, and architectural 
models under Tsar Symeon during the period of the First Empire and later
34 See Gregory Camblak's "Poxvalno Slovo" in honor o f Euthymius, contained in 
K a łu ż n ia c k i, ib id ., pp.28-60. According to Camblak, Euthymius travelled to 
Constantinople with Theodosius (V,34, lines 19-20). Kallistos, in his L ife  o f Theodosius 
(published by Zlatarskij as Житие и жизнь преподобнаго отца нашего 
Теодосия, Сборникъ за народни умотворения, наука и книжина ІСбНУНК]
20 [1904]: 1-41) also mentions Theodosius' arrival in Constantinople (chap. X X IV , 
pp.31-32); but Euthymius is not mentioned specifically as being a member o f the 
entourage. Camblak then tells o f Euthymius' travels to the Stúdión Monastery and Mt. 
Athos (V I,35,lines 11-20).
The most overt reference to the education Euthymius received while travelling in the 
Byzantine Empire is found in chap.VIU, p.39, lines 4-10 in which Camblak writes: "I 
poneže dovolno ѵъ tuždej vrćm ą s>tvori, mnogim sęśtimb d r * i  ąś tim  ego i s־b 
n im i pré by vati mol ąś tim , o t vkséx prépo&teno sçdivb otč-bstvo, i  кт> tomu раку 
vbzvraátaet są, razlićnoe bogatstvo prém çdrosti že i razuma nosą, egoźe jakože 
nékyj киресь na da ln ix  stranax, uskusenb ja v il>  są, kuplbstvova."
Petar Dinekov, for example, ascribes to this passage o f the "Poxvalno Slovo" a certain 
documentary value and concludes that Euthymius must have received his education abroad. 
See П .Динеков, "Личността на Евтимий Търновский," С таробългарска  
литература  7 (1980): 3-21. On page 8 he writes: "За нас е по-важно да 
узнаем какво е научил Евтимий. Отново Григоий Цамблак си е послужил 
със сравнение: Евтимий се отправя към отечеството си.'носещ различии 
богатства от премъдрост и разум, които накупи като някой търговец, 
проявил способността си в далечни страни'...Тези знания ще са били 
твърде разнообразии, от различии области: богословие, философия и 
литература, устройство и управление на черквата, културен живот; тук 
Евтимий се е запознал основно с византийския културен живот.”
35 D im itar Angelov, perhaps overstating the point, writes the follow ing in his article 
"Humanism in Medieval Bulgaria," Études balkaniques 3 (1980):3-20, p.17: "The 
penetration o f elements of the ancient philosophical heritage into Old-Bulgarian literature 
between the ninth and tenth centuries gives us grounds to claim that in that respect Bulgaria 
had a chronological priority before the remaining Medieval European countries. The 
closeness to classical antiquity which was observed in the West European Medieval world 
much later and which was known under the name of the Renaissance is observable, even if  
on a lim ited scale, among the educated circles o f Bulgarian society during the first early 
years after the introduction o f Slav letters and the creation o f the Ohrid and Preslav 
Schools. Very early indeed, regardless o f the domination o f a religious world outlook, 
Bulgaria got in touch with antiquity, forming a link which was never to be broken; a link 
reflected on the material and spiritual level in works created by the Bulgarian people during 
the Middle Ages."
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under Tsar Ivan Alexander during the period of the Second Empire that 
coincided with Euthymius' own life. That Euthymius should have mastered 
the forms of Byzantine high-style rhetoric is, then, no surprise, given his 
education and social position. But the question of Euthymius' role in the 
formation of a Slavic hagiographie style has not been exhausted in the 
scholarship to date.
As we have examined in Section I, Chapter 1, it is maintained by 
many scholars that Euthymius founded a school of manuscript making and 
orthographic reforms in the Bulgarian capital, Veliko Tmovo. This aspect 
o f Euthymius' activities has been handled in the past by many scholars: 
Sobolevskij, Syrku, and Lixaőev among them. Our own study, is 
concerned with the claims about Euthymius and his literary school in 
Tmovo: 1) it is claimed that Euthymius, his spiritual mentor, Theodosius, 
and his own pupils were Hesychasts themselves and supported the spread of 
Hesychasm in Bulgaria; 2) it is also claimed that at this school, Euthymius 
and his disciples innovated and developed a particular style of writing, 
known as "pletenie sloves"36, or word-weaving; and 3) and lastly, it is said 
that this word-weaving style employed by Euthymius was developed with 
the deliberate purpose of finding a literary expression for the tenets of 
Hesychast mysticism.37
36See Д.С. Лихачев, "Некоторые задачи". On page 98 he writes: "C 
изменениями в области орфографии и литературного языка связано также 
появление в России перенесенного из южнославянских стран «плетения 
словес»—особого литературного стиля, возникшего в Болгарии в 
Евфимиевскую эпоху и устойчиво сохранявшегося в России вплоть до X V II
237
The main works before Lizačev which established the notion in scholarship that 
Euthymius and his literary school in Tmovo developed a new hagiographie literary style 
are: К.Радченко, Религиозное и литературное движение в Болгарии в эпоху 
перед турецким завоеванием, K iev, 1898; А.И. Соболевский, Западное  
влияние на литературу Московской Руси ХѴ-ХѴІІ веков, Санкт-Петербург, 
1899: А .И .С оболевский, "Ю жно-славянское влияние на русскую  
письменность в Х ІѴ -Х Ѵ  веках," Переводная литература Московской Руси 
ХІѴ-ХѴ веков, Сборник отделения русского языка и словесности, 74, № I , 
Санкт-Петербург, 1903 ; and П .А.Сырку, И. истории исправления кни г в 
Болгарии в X IV  веке, 2 тома, Санкт-Петербург, 1890; reprint, London: 
Variorum Reprints, 1972.
In his article "Pletenije sloves i hesihazam," pp.l41-14Z M M ל3 ulić points to three main
ideas as having developed out o f scholarly inquiries into the Second South Slavic
influence, begun by Sobolevskij and continued by Radienko and Lixaiev: 1) The word-
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A discussion of this first point begins in Section I, Chapter 1, and is 
continued in Section IV , Chapter 2; and our conclusion regarding this 
question is that Theodosius and Euthymius were unquestionably Hesychasts 
themselves. We shall now focus on the other two claims; and in order to do 
so properly, we must first look briefly at the origins of "word-weaving" as 
a rhetorical phenomenon and establish a definition for word-weaving 
within the context of medieval Slavic writings.38
238
weaving style began in Bulgaria; 2) Euthymius developed his style under the influence of 
his contemporaries: Byzantine hagiographers, especially Patriarch Kallistos o f 
Constantinople, Euthymius' personal friend, and the Hesychast, Gregory the Sinaite; and 
3) Word-weaving as a literary style is closely tied with the Hesychasm of Gregory the 
Sinaite and Gregory Palamas and their pupils; and that without Hesychasm, ,word- 
weaving' obviously would not have appeared.
The original passage of his article reads as follows: *1) Pletenije sloves nastało je и 
Bułgarsko)...2) Jevtim ije je izgradio svoj stil pod utjecajem svojih suvrem enika- 
-bizantijskih hagiografa, osobito carigradskoga patri jar ha Kalista, Jevtim ijeva  
ličnoga pri jatel ja i hesi hasta, ućenika Grigorija Sinai ta...3) Pletenije sloves kao 
književni stil usko je povezano s hesihazmom Grigorija Sinajita i Grigorija 
Palarne, odnosno njihovih učenika, te se bez hesihazm a ni p leten ije  sloves, 
očito, ne bi pojavilo ־.
Other scholars after L ixa lev have repeated this notion o f a specifically Hesychastic 
attitude or philosophy toward language. Picchio regards ”word weaving" as a "result o f the 
hesychast theory o f knowledge" (R.Picchio and H.Goldblatt, "Old Russian Literature," in 
Handbook o f Russian Literature, 316-322, edited by Victor Terras, New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1985, p.319). K.Ivanova writes that the hagiography o f the Euthymian 
period is written in a new style, modeled on Metaphrastic prototypes but modified in the 
spirit o f the "abstract psychologism" o f Hesychastic teachings (К.Иванова, “Патриарх 
Евтимий и агиографската традиция в средневековната литература," 
Литературна мисъл 10(1977): 90-99, р.92.) M.Iovine (op.cit., 191) begins from 
the point o f departure that there exists a purely "Hesychastic attitude" toward language: 
"According to the Hesychastic attitude to the language, an attitude clearly inspired by the 
Neoplatonic tradition, the sense o f the word was contained in the word itself that is, in the 
combination of sounds and graphic signs which made up the word (either spoken or 
written)."
38 I am grateful to Professor Mathiesen who has made me aware o f a very important 
distinction concerning the interpretation o f the term "slovo" in this context Mathiesen 
advises me that "Xájoç" and "слово" both can mean "speech", "word" in the broad sense, 
also "sentence." "Word" as a grammatical term is "XéÇiç", "речение." I f  one takes 
"pletenie sloves" as referring to grammatical units, it  is to be translated "weaving o f 
sentences." In medieval texts, "слово" almost never means "word" as a grammatical unit, 
but "sentence." More likely, it is not used as a grammatical term in the phrase "pletenie 
sloves", in which case it might even mean "weaving o f thoughts" or something similar. 
Professor Mathiesen's interpretation actually corroborates our findings that are to follow  
below: that "word weaving" is actually more accurately defined as not the "weaving o f 
words", but the "weaving of themes." Professor Mathiesen also advises that some of the 
confusion here comes from the fact that слово = Xáyoç = verbum = word in theology, but 
in theology "word" is not specifically a term of grammar.
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First o f all, it should be pointed out that the very concept of "word- 
weaving" as a metaphor to describe a kind of rhetoric is not a phenomenon 
originating from fourteenth-century Slavic theories of aesthetics nor is it a 
concept resulting from modem scholarship; rather its origins lie in the 
ancient Greek and Roman rhetorical tradition.39 Greek writers and rhetors 
referred to a certain stylistic approach to writing that they called тсХокт) 
("tw ining, twisting,braiding"), or тсЯікеіѵ Xóyov ("to braid or weave the 
word"). It is mentioned by Aristotle, Theophrastus, Plutarch, Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus, Philodemus, Hermogenes, Alexander, and Phoebammon, all 
of whom use the term metaphorically to express a complication of dramatic 
plot, an interweaving of rhetorical devices, or contortions of speech.40 
Both Lucretius and Horace, as M.Roberts notes, advance the image of a 
poem being like a garland woven from flowers.41 Furthermore, the 
knowledge of this metaphoric way of describing the art of rhetoric had 
obviously been disseminated to other parts o f Europe other than 
Byzantium, for by the high Middle Ages in Provence, well before 
Euthymius, the twelfth-century troubadour Marcabru and several after him 
refer to a stylistic technique of "entrebescar los motz," or "plaiting or 
braiding words,"42 thus attesting to a continuation of the Greek tradition in 
medieval Western European cultural circles.
39 M u lić  ("Pletenije sloves i  hesihazam", 145) emphasizes the role played by ancient 
Greek and Hebrew literature in the formation o f a Byzantine style. He writes: "Moreover, 
in Byzantine literature-which consi tu ted the biggest influence on and helped in the creation 
o f Slavic writing and literature-there was a conjoining of the stylistic principles of ancient 
Greek prose and Hebrew literature" ("Prema tome, и bizantijskoj književnosti, koja 
je najviše utjecala i pomagała stvaranju slavenske pismenosti i književnosti, 
sas ta l i su se s t ilis t is k i p r in c ip i a n tićke  grčke prozę i hebrejske 
kn jiževnosti.. .־)
40 Cf. Liddell and Scott, Greek-English Lexicon , 1940; reprint, Oxford Clarendon Press, 
1989, p. 1422. See also Iovine, op.cit,326-27, for more examples o f references to яХою! 
from all periods o f the Greek tradition (classical, Patristic, and Byzantine)
41 Michael Roberts, The Jeweled Style: Poetry a n d  Poetics in Late Antiquity, Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 1989, p.49.
42 Marianne Shapiro, "Word-Weaving in Medieval Romance Lyric," in Figuration in 
Verbal Art, 83-112, by Michael Shapiro and Marianne Shapiro, Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1988. p.83, fn .l.
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Birnbaum draws the connection between the use of "word-weaving" 
in Slavic writing and its use in Byzantine writing by positing that the 
devices associated with "pletenie sloves" are taken from the Byzantine 
tradition of JcXoKf)43, and, he states, these devices were used very early on 
by the Eastern Slavs, as in Hilarion's "Sermon on Law and Grace" and by 
K iril o f Turov, and in some of the tales of the Kievo-Pecerskij Paterik.44 
As for South Slavic literature, he quite correctly points out that the features 
of word-weaving found in Euthymius1 writings appear well before in 
earlier Serbian vitæ.45
The Slavonic expression "pletenie sloves" used to refer to a style of 
writing is most commonly associated with the fourteenth-century Life o f 
Stefan o f Perm' by Epiphanius the Wise; but J. Børtnes points out that it
000Б6353
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This phrase "entrebescar los motz" — according to Emil Levy's Petit dictionnaire 
provençal-français, Heidelberg, 1973, p. 154 — means "enlacer des mots d'une manière 
ingénieuse." Given this translation, "motz" is meant to be understood in the Provençal 
phrase in the grammatical sense and not in the other senses discussed above in fn.38.
43 H. Birnbaum, "Old Rus' and the Orthodox Balkans, Differences in Kind, Extent, and 
Significance o f the Early and Later Cultural Impact," Cyrillomethodianum  8-9 (1984, 
1985):1-15, esp. p. 13.
44 See also J.Børtnes, "Hesychast Doctrine in Epiphanius' Life of Saint Stephen, Bishop 
of P e r m  ',"  International Journal of Slavic Linguistics a n d  Poetics 31/32 (1985): 83-87. 
On pp.83-84, he writes: "The device o f 'word-weaving' was taken over from the Greeks 
by the Orthodox Slavs centuries before Epiphanius wrote his L ife o f Saint Stephen. It is a 
stylistic technique which in the last resort can be traced back to a set o f rhetorical principles 
worked out by the orators o f ancient Greece and to the Old Testament in its Greek 
translations, in particular to the Psalms. The Greek Church Fathers cultivated this technique 
in their panegyrical and liturgical writings, and in its Slavonic variant it produced an early 
masterpiece in the eleventh-century Kievan Sermon on the L a w  a n d  Grace."
45 Mošin and M ulić have done much to show the connection between the earlier Serbian 
hagiographie tradition and the development o f "pletenie sloves." Cf. Mošin, ־S til stare
srpske proze,־ in  Stara književnost,  edited by D jordje T rifu n o v ič , 181-197, 
Belgrade, 1965; M ulić, “Jevtim ije Trnovski i uloga njegove śkole и stvaranju 
s tila  ■pletenija sloves־ и srpskoj i  ruskoj kn jiže vn o s ti/ Zbornik za slavistiku 3 
(1972): 99-113; ’"Pletenije sloves' i hezikazm," Radavi zavoda za slavensku filoloģiju 7 
(1965): 141-56; Тербские агиографы X III-X IV  вв. и особенности их стиля," 
ТОДРЛ 23 (I960): 127-42; "Srpsko 'pletenije sloves' do 14 stoljeća," Radovi zavoda 
za slavensku filoloģiju 5(1963): 117-29.
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appears much earlier in Slavic translations of early Byzantine hymns.46 
There are differing interpretations of what Epiphanius meant by it within 
Slavic scholarship. M. 10vine, referring the research of R. Picchio on 
Epiphanius the Wise47, makes special note of the fact that the references to 
"pletenie sloves" in the Life of Stefan of Perm' have been completely 
misinterpreted.48 lovine summarizes Picchio’s conclusions by stating that 
on the one hand, Epiphanius' remarks indicate that a highly elaborate 
rhetorical style, if  inspired by God, can serve as the appropriate vehicle 
with which to praise a holy figure in panegyric. On the other hand, when 
Epiphanius is referring specifically to "pletenie sloves," he does so, 
according to Picchio and lovine, in order to name precisely that style 
which should be avoided, a deceptive, uninspired and heathen approach to 
language. 49 lovine also gives examples of passages in classical texts where 
71X0101 has a negative meaning.50 Picchio and lovine conclude that while 
hagiographers of the fourteenth century such as Epiphanius certainly used 
an elaborate, high style rhetoric, the term "pletenie sloves" is clearly not 
what these writers used to refer to their own style.51 While lovine has 
presented a convincing argument to support the notion that "pletenie 
sloves," as used by Epiphanius, actually refers to an undesirable and 
dangerous approach to rhetoric, there are other interpretations which are 
equally convincing.
241
46 J. Børtnes,"The Function o f Word-Weaving in the Structure o f Epiphanius' L ife o f 
Saint Stephen, Bishop o f Perm'," in Medieval Russian Culture, 311-342, California Slavic 
Studies no.12. Los Angeles: UCLA Press, 1984, p.312.
47 Sec R.Picchio, "L ' ,intreccio delle parole' e g li stili letterari presso gli Slavi ortodossi 
nel tardo Medio Evo," in Studi slavistici in ricordo di Carlo Verdiani, edited by A.M.Raffo, 
245-262, Pisa, 1979.
48 lovine, op.cit., 378-79, fn.564. See lovine, op.cit., 322-23, for quotations o f these 
passages in English translation.
49 lovine, op.cit, 325.
50 lovine, op.cit, 327.
51 lovine, op.cit., 328; 378-79, fn.564.
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Mathiesen52 has suggested that the absence of such a style in Slavic 
letters was perceived to be a short-coming, putting Slavic below the level 
o f Greek:
The stylistic modification [of the fourteenth century] and the search for a 
foregrounded lan gu age53 are connected with the dissemination o f the 
notion that ecclesiastical Slavic lacked art (тёхѵл, хытрость) and was 
therefore not as valuable as Greek.
He also interprets the statements made by Epiphanius in the introduction to 
the Life o f Stefan o f Perm ' as a stated desire to acquire such a language.54
D. Freidank also offers a positive interpretation of the term "pletenie 
sloves" or яЯ іке іѵ X-Ó7 0 V.55 He gives a most thoughtful explanation of 
what Epiphanius and other medieval Slavic writers who used the term had 
in mind. Freidank observes a connection in Christian literature between the 
classical image of яА іке іѵ атефаѵоѵ ("to weave a crown") in honor of a 
victor in a competition and the acts o f praising or celebrating a holy 
figure.56 We have observed in the Life o f Daniel the Stylite and the Life o f
242
52 See R.Mathiesen, "Nota sul genere acatistico e sulla letteratura agiografica slava 
eclesiastica nel X IV  e XV secolo," Ricerche slavistiche 13 (1965): 57-63.
53 Mathiesen defines this as a language "which calls attention to its formal aspects." 
Mathiesen, ibid., 57, fn l.
54 ibid., 58.
55 Cf. Д.Фрайданк, "К сущности и предпосылкам стиля 'плетения словес’,“ 
Търновска ннижовна школа, том 2, Ученици и последователи на Евтимий 
Търновски, 89-93, София: БАН, 1980.
56 This connection is made earlier by M ulić in his article "Pletenije sloves i hesihazam." 
On p. 143, he writes: "The very notion o f 'word-weaving' came to the Slavs from Greek. It 
is met with in Homer's 'Odyssey' (ѴІП,171): there the [notion] is employed in the phrase 
'0 Oeòç цорфт)ѵ ёяет (гсіфеі...' As is known, the very отёфсо means ,to crown' and 
sim ilarly, 'to decorate', 'adom', 'make ornate' as well...and finally 'to weave a wreath’. In 
the ancient period a wreath, as is well known, was awarded to oustanding people as a prize 
for their service about which many ancient writers inform us."
The original passage reads as follows: *Sam pojam »pletenije sloves« došao je 
Slavenim a iz grćkoga jezika. Već se и Homerovoj Odiseji ( VI 1 1 , 1 7 1 )  susrećemo s 
njim e: ondje je  upotrebljen u rećenici '0 Oeòç цорф^ѵ еяеоі оіефеі...' Као što se 
zna, glagol спёфй) znači 'ovjenčati,‘ a isto tako i k ititi, ukraáavati, dati na 
u kraś’ ... i napokon isp lesti vijenac.' U antićko se doba vijenac, kako je već 
poznato, dodjeljivao istaknutim  ljudim a kao nagrada za njihove zasługę o demu 
nam syjedoće mnogi antićki autori.־
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Gregory the Sinaite passages that employ this image57, and Freidank 
equates this metaphor of weaving a crown for someone with praising that 
individual with encomiastic words.58 The metaphor between "weaving" and 
"praising" is even more obvious, Freidank points out, in two passages from 
the L ife  o f Athanasius o f Athos which read "та  Т(5ѵ èrcaivcûv 
71Л£к81ѵ"("плести похвальное слово", or "to weave an encomium").59 
As Freidank puts it, the term, then implies not a "stylistic manner" but 
rather a "communicative goal."60
The fact s till remains that the classical tradition o f rhetoric that 
Epiphanius was either embracing or eschewing in these passages 
nevertheless defines his style and the style o f Euthymius, among others. 
Therefore, we w ill not dispense with the term "pletenie sloves" to refer to 
the style employed in the Euthymian hagiographie texts.
Let us first continue our discussion of "word-weaving" by focusing 
on our stated purpose of defining what is or constitutes precisely "word- 
weaving" style. Many scholars have written on the language used by 
Euthymius and his pupils, and there are differing definitions of it resulting 
from these studies.61 It is worth summarizing some of them here in order
57 See the Life of Daniel the Stylite ; Greek text, edited by Hippolyte Delehaye, in Analecta 
Bollandiana 32 (1913): 121-229; reprinted in Les saints stylites, edited by H. Delehaye, 1- 
94, Subsidia Hagiographica, no. 14. Brussels: Société des bollandistes, 1923. The 
passages read as follows: "6 ià  xovto yap *Яік е т ш  c o i атсфаѵсх;“ (54, 53,lines 13-14) = 
"for this reason [your endurance] a crown is being woven for you" (54,38); and ’ аф' où Sè 
ЛР^ахо кХікеоѲш 6 tnç {m0!10vÍ1ç axnov azé^avoç" (101, 93,lines 10-11) = "at the time 
when the crown of his endurance began to be woven" (101,70).
In the Life of Gregory the Sinaite, one finds this passage in the introduction: "каі 
oré^avovç weep аѵжЗѵ яХгкеіѵ" (1,1,lines 5-7), from И. Помяловский, “Житие иже 
во святых отца нашего Григория Синаита,“ Записки  и сто р и ко - 
Филологического факультета Имп. Санктпетербургского университета 35 
(1896): 1-64. A summary of this life may be found in Радченко, op.ciL, 259-267.
58 "Желание удостоить добрых мужей похвальных слов и похвал и плести 
венцы над ними—полезное дело," (Фрайданк, op.cit, 90).
5 9 Фрайданк, op.cit, 90
6 0 Фрайданк, op.cit., 90: "Следовательно, словосочетанием 'плести слово‘ 
Епифаний выражает не какую-нибудь стилистическую манеру, а комму- 
никативную цель: составить похвалу."
61 Iovine (op.cit, 197-203) gives an excellent summary o f most o f these attempts by 
U xalev  and his predecessors.
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to gain an appreciation for the extent to which the meaning of the term has 
been obscured within much of the existing scholarship.
Lixačev was not the first to write on the subject of the high style that 
appeared in Russian hagiographie works of the fourteenth century. He 
acknowledges a debt to K ljučevsk ij, Petuxov, Speranskij, Gudzij, and 
Vranska, just to name a few.62 But he is the first o f these sources to try to 
outline the salient features of "word-weaving":
,Pletenie sloves' is based on the most careful relationship to the word: 
to its phonetic aspect (alliteration, assonance, etc.), to the etymology o f the 
word (a series o f words with the same root, etymologically identical 
endings, and the like), to the subtleties o f its semantics (synonymous and 
tautological series, and so forth); [ it  is also based] on the love for 
neologisms, compound words, caiques from Greek, etc. The incentive for 
calquing from Greek was the same as that which forced translators to 
fo llow  Greek constructions to the letter (see above). The quest for the 
word, the piling up o f epithets, synonyms, etc., derived from the very 
same ideas regarding the identity of the word and its essence, o f the Holy 
Scriptures and divine grace that lay at the basis o f the reform. An intense 
search for emotional expressiveness and striving for a mode o f expression 
were based on those very convictions that the life of a saint should reflect a 
part o f his essence, should be written with ”befitting" words, and should
express the same piety which he [the saint himself] evoked."63
244
6^ See Lixačev's bibliographical references (Лихачев, op.cit, 115, fn.58-62).
63 Лихачев, op.cit, 114. The original passage reads as follows: ,"Плетение словес’ 
основано на внимательнейшем отношении к слову: к его звуковой стороне 
(аллитерации, ассонанцы и т.п.), к этимологии слова (сочетания однокор- 
енных слов, этимологически одинаковые окончания и.т.п.) к тонкостям его 
семантики (сочетания синонимические, тавтологические и пр.), на любви к 
словесным новообразованиям, составным словам, калькам с греческого и 
пр. Кальки с греческого образуются из тех же побуждений, которые 
заставляли переводчиков буквально следовать греческим конструкциям 
(см.выше). Поиски слова, нагромождения эпитетов, синонимов и т.д . 
исходили из тех же представлений о тождестве слова и сущ ности, 
божественного писания и божественной благодати, что лежали и в основе 
реформы. Напряженные поиски эмоциональной вы разителности, 
стремление к экспрессии основывались на том же убеждении, что житие 
святого должно отразить частицу его сущ ности, быть написанным 
'подобными' словами и вызывать такое же благоговение, какое вызывал и 
он сам."
J.Børtnes ( "The Function of Word-Weaving," p. 311) rejects Lixatev s definition of 
word-weaving in the context of the hagiographie works of Epiphanius: "His interpretations 
of Epiphanius' style rely on empathy rather than on analysis, and like other definitions o f 
poetry as the language o f the emotions, Lizačev also runs the danger o f ignoring 
structure."
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Riccardo Picchio, in discussing the use of word-weaving in Old East 
Slavic literature says succinctly that "this technique consisted in combining 
words to form paranomastic series marked by a dense network of phonic 
correspondences."64
C iževskij65 offers a more detailed list o f rhetorical devices to 
identify the ornamental style: 1) compounds (composita); 2) the use of 
participles; 3) pleonastic expressions; 4) pleonastic expressions related to 
paranomasis of various kinds; 5) epithets, substantives and verbs, forming 
word-chains; 6) in such word-chains synonymic expressions are often 
joined together leading to a kind of word-play; 7) concrete ideas replaced 
by abstract constructions; 8) complex and archaic syntactic structures; and 
9) the réintroduction of archaic grammatical categories, such as the aorist, 
the imperfective and the dual.
Serge Zenkovsky66 basically repeats those features of word-weaving 
already discussed by Lixačev in the context o f Old Russian literature 
(although one should speak more properly of Old East Slavic literature for 
the period before the татарское иго, or Mongol Yoke): 1) bookish 
words, 2) compounds (composita), consisting of two or three words put 
together, 3) complex syntactic structures with a multitude of subordinate 
clauses, 4) numerous epithets, 5) repetition of the same sound at the 
beginning of each rhythmical unit, and 6) archaic forms.
Ilya Talev in his doctoral dissertation67 identifies sixteen basic 
elements of the high style associated with the Euthymian school and which 
he was able to identify in Bulgarian works that predated Euthymius: 1) 
synonyms, 2) genus-species relations, 3) paranomastic phrases (a string of 
words denoting close but not identical concepts), 4) epithets expressed by
64 Picchio and Goldblatt, op.cit, 319.
65 D. Ciževskij, History of Russian Literature, F r o m  the Eleventh Century to the E n d  of 
the Baroque,  3d ed., The Hague: Mouton, 1970, pp.149-150.
66 S. Zenkovsky, ed. and trans, Medieval Russia's Epics, Chronicles a n d  Tales , 2d ed., 
New York: E.P. Dutton, 1974, p.23.
67 See LTalev, "The Impact o f Middle Bulgarian on the Russian Literary Language (Post- 
Kievan Period)," Ph.D. Dissertation, University o f California at Los Angeles, 1972, pp. 
35-36 and 44-57.
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compound adjectives, 5) epithets expressed in gradation, also employing 
compound adjectives, 6) apposition, expressed by short adjectives to 
substantives with long adjective modifier, 7) paraphrase, 8) antithesis, 9) 
lexical anaphora (the repetition of a word or expressions at the beginning 
of successive phrases, clauses, sentences, or verses), 10) tautology (the 
repetition o f a word or root in a phrase), 11) compound words and 
neologisms, 12) personification, 13) metonymy, 14) synedoche, 15) 
metaphor, and 16) simile.
In his doctoral dissertation on the hagiography of Patriarch Kallistos, 
Robert Richardson correctly emphasizes the connection between Slavic 
"pletenie sloves" and Byzantine лЯ,ок11, but his definition of the device is 
worked out in impressionistic terms, based on the acoustic effect o f the 
device on its audience:
One of the most characteristic features of the hagiography o f the period o f the 
Second South Slavic Influence is the employment o f the so-called "word- 
weaving" (pletenie sloves). Basically the device is o f Byzantine origin and 
associated with Byzantine writings. In its simplest elements, pletenie sloves 
consists o f using words as a tour de force and employing every imaginable 
literary device in such quantity and in such a way as to force the reader or 
listener to eventually understand or at least heed the intended message, simply
through inculcation of it from no other reason.68
Joseph Manson, in his doctoral dissertation on the subject o f Russian 
hagiography of the period of the Second South Slavic Influence, defines 
"pletenie sloves" in terms of the semantic impact that it makes on the 
audience, and he couches his definition in terms of the Formalists' concept 
o f "rendering strange"69:
The fundamental principle underlying the creation o f this "hieratic" 
language was similar to what structural critics o f modem literature 
have referred to as "estrangement" (otstranenie). The principle had 
three general components: ordinary phenomena could be made "strange" 
by naming them in a new, abstract way; ordinary words could be made 
"strange" by connecting them in striking composita and neologisms; 
ordinary morphology and syntax could be made "strange” by disrupting
68 R. Richardson, "Hesychasm in the Hagiographie Works o f Patriarch Kallistos," Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Harvard University, 1969, p. 138.
69 Sec В. Ш кловский, "Исскуство как прием," О теории прозы, 7-23, 
Москва, 1929.
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normal word order, using archaic forms and imitating Greek patterns.70
In her article on word-weaving and manuscript ornamentation in the 
Russian tradition of the fourteenth century, Konovalova defines "word- 
weaving" as "a sui generis verbal ornamentation which is characterized by 
combinations of words of the same root and homophonie words, 
synonymity, rythmical prose, complex syntax, and a forcing together of 
homogenous comparisons and epithets."71
In her book on the history of Bulgarian literature, the Polish scholar 
D ą b e k -W irg o v a 72 defines "splatanie slow", or "word-weaving" through 
the following characterization of Euthymius' texts:
In [Euthymius'] lives and panegyrics, there abound quotes from the Holy 
Scriptures, allegories and symbols; there are many exclamations and 
rhetorical questions; long synonymic series o f epithets, elaborate 
comparisons and metaphors interwoven into an intricate cycle; and
tautological and paranomastic phrases are piled up into unending tirades.73
A ll o f these contributions are helpful inasmuch as they contribute to 
an understanding of some the most salient linguistic and impressionistic 
features of "word weaving." It is clear from the works cited above that the
70 J.Manson, "Studies in Russian Hagiography During the Period of the S e c o n d  South 
Slavic Influence,״' Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard University, 1968, p. 185. Also quoted in 
Richardson, ibid., p.87. The notion o f word-weaving as "rendering strange" is also 
expressed by Lixatev as being one o f the main characteristics of "abstraction" in medieval 
literature. In Лихачев, Поэтика древнерусской литературы, Ленинград: 
Худож.лит.,1971, р. 126, he writes: "Тому же абстрагированию служит обыч- 
ная манера говорить об известном как о чем-то неизвестном."
71 О.Ф. Коновалова, "«Плетение словес» и плетеный орнамент конца X IV  
в.," ТОДРЛ 22 (І9 6 б ):І0 І-1 11, р.102. The original passage reads: "Плетение 
словес—это своебразный словесный орнамент, представляющий собой 
сочетание однокоренных и созвучных слов, синонимики и ритмики речи, 
сложного синтаксиса и нагнетания однородных сравнений и эпитетов."
72 г. D־ ąbek-W irgova, H is to r ia  l i t e r a tu r y  b u łg a rs k ie j, W rocław: Zakład 
Narodowy im. Ossolińskich Wydawnictwo, I960.
73  D ąbek-W irgova, ibid., pp.45-46. The original passage reads as follows: "W jego 
żywotach i słowach pochwalnych roiło się  od cytatów z Pisma świętego, alegorii 
i sym boli, m nożyły się  w ykrzyn ik i i pytania retorycznej d ługie łańcuchy 
synonim icznych epitatów , wyszukanych porównán i m etafor sp la ta ły  s ię  w 
zaw iłe  okresy, w  n ie  kończących się  tyradach p iętrzy ły  s ię  tautologie i 
pleonazm y."
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"word-weaving" style is marked by the presence of certain rhetorical 
devices, complex ״  indeed at times impenetrable — syntax, and a tendency 
to abandon stating of something clearly when it can be expressed instead in 
elaborate circumlocutions. It must be pointed out, however, that every 
rhetorical device listed above can be found in certain Slavic vitæ before 
the period of a supposed stylistic innovation of Euthymius, even in those 
that are marked, generally speaking, for their use of a simple style.74
Birnbaum has already convincingly argued a case for the fact that the 
late twelfth-century and early thirteenth-century Serbian vitæ were 
reflective o f the growing tendency in Slavic to imitate the high-style 
Byzantine rhetoric.75 But even the earliest known vitæ written in Slavic, 
the lives o f evangelizers o f the Slavs, SS Constantine (C yrill) and 
Methodius (hereafter referred to as LC and LM, respectively), which are 
characterized for their simplicity of style when compared to later, more 
flowery works, contain an abundance of such devices. For example, one 
can fmd in the LC at least ten examples of metaphor, sixteen examples of 
tautological constructions, six examples of simile, seven examples of 
paraphrase (where a word or phrase intended is not stated overtly but 
rather is suggested by the use of circumlocutions), six paranomastic 
phrases, at least eight epithets (and many more contained within the form 
of fixed biblical parallels according to the topoi of ancient Jewish poetry,
248
74 Sec Professor I . Sevčenkos comments in his article "A Shadow Outline o f Virtue: The 
Gassical Heritage of Greek Christian Literature (Second to Seventh Century)," in A g e  of 
Spirituality: a  Symposium,  53-73, ed. Kurt Weitzmann, New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum o f Art, 1980; reprinted as article II in Ihor Sevčenko: Ideology, Letters a n d  
Culture in the Byzantine World, London: Variorum Reprints, 1982. He writes: "We would 
also detect in other early lives o f saints [in addition to the Life of Anthony  ], even those that 
do not affect a high style, the use o f antique devices. These lives, we would find, adhered 
to the same blueprint made for a pagan laudation by Menander, the third-century 
theoretician o f rhetoric, which had been so closely followed by the Cappadocians."
75 Sec H.Birnbaum, "Byzantine Tradition Transformed: The Old Serbian Vita," in O n  
Medieval a n d  Renaissance Slavic Writing, edited by C.H.van Schooneveld, 299-340, The 
Hague: Mouton, 1974; appeared originally in Aspects of the Balkans: Continuity a n d  
Change,  edited by H.Bimbaum and S.Vryonis, Jr., 243-284, Mouton: The Hague, 1972. 
See D.Obolensky's discussion o f Sava o f Serbia in his book Six Byzantine Portraits, 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988, pp.l 15-172; and also H.Bimbaum, "Serbian Models in 
the Literature and the Literary Language of Medieval Russia," Slavic a n d  Eastern European 
Journal  23 (1979): 1-13.
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such as the pattern of the name of a ruler/his title76); four examples of 
lexical anaphora, six compound words used w ith recurrence, seven 
examples of antithesis, and some impressive examples of complex syntactic 
structures (in which of a paragraph-length sentence, there may be 
contained within only one aorist, present tense, or imperfect verbal form, 
the rest being participles). The figures for the LM are similar.
The early Moravian (so-called "firs t") version o f the L ife  o f 
Wenceslas (Vjačeslav) is stylistically much simpler than either the LC or 
LM, yet it too has metaphors, similes, tautological devices, compound 
words calqued from Greek, paraphrase, epithets, antithesis, and even 
alliteration.
Indeed, none of the rhetorical features nor the ornamental high style 
used by Euthymius and his scions in Bulgaria and East Slavic territories 
were new to them. Most o f the metaphors and similes, for example, used 
by Euthymius in his vitae are either lifted from biblical verses or from 
other vitae. The roots of this style of writing, as already discussed, lay in 
the Byzantine tradition of rhetorical instruction. Some rhetorical features, 
such as tautology, just to name one, would have naturally entered into the 
medieval Slavic rhetorical repertoire from the Old Testament alone, and 
one need look only as far as the book of Genesis to find examples of 
tautology: ״,IÔoü ÔéôoKa \>цгѵ тс&ѵ xóptov ддЛслцоѵ отсвѵроѵ 
сттсерца." (Gen 1.29); and "Où Ѳаѵатю 0цс0Ѳаѵ£ІаѲе" (Gen 3.4).
Furthermore, other liturgical or paraliturgical literature that was 
translated for the Slavs from Greek or read by them in the original Greek 
would have acquainted them with these rhetorical devices. Encomiastic 
sermons of the early Byzantine period were resplendent with amplificatory 
epithets and lexical anaphora. Furthermore, there were vitae known to the 
Slavs during the period shortly after their Christianization that were 
written in the post-Metaphrastic hagiographie high style, such as the Latin 
version of the Life of St. Wenceslas77 and the Greek life o f Kliment of
76 Sec S.Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, Studies in Ancient Oriental 
Civilization, 32, Chicago: University Press, 1963, p.48.
77 The so-called "second" life, written by Gumpold, bishop of Mantua, ca. 980 A.D. and 
thought to have been translated into Slavonic ca. A .D . 1000. See F-Mareå, A n  Anthology 
of Church Slavonic Texts of Western (Czech) Origin, Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 1979, 
p. 123, for information on manuscripts and editions.
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Oxrid, written by Theophylact. The latter is certainly as elaborate as 
anything written by Euthymius and was probably known by the medieval 
Bulgarian men of letters since its composition, given the subject of the 
work. Its author, Theophylact Hephaistos (originally from the Greek island 
of Euboea) was appointed to the archbishopric o f the Macedonian town of 
Oxrid after having studied the art o f rhetoric under Michael Psellos in 
Constantinople.78 Furthermore, Euthymius' education gave him access to 
any of the Greek originals of texts, thus making it even more likely that as 
a writer looking for literary models, he was culling not only from all 
available Slavic vitae, but from Greek vitae as well.
When comparing, however, the Life o f Constantine and the Life  o f 
Methodius side by side with those by Euthymius, it is clear that there is 
something quite different and much more complex going on in the 
Euthymian texts. But what are these differences precisely? One difference 
is patently obvious and has been pointed out by almost every scholar who 
has worked on this question in the past: the Euthymian and other high-style 
"word-weaving" texts o f either Byzantine or Slavic origin are character- 
ized not by the presence alone of such rhetorical features, but rather by 
their abundant use of such devices. As Richardson puts it so well in his 
aforementioned dissertation, "The distinction is rather in degree than in 
kind."79
This brings us one step closer to distinguishing the levels o f language 
used in hagiographie composition. As a result o f our own research, we 
would posit a redefinition of the phenomenon of word-weaving in the 
hagiographie genre: that while an abundant use of some or all o f these 
rhetorical devices does add a richness to a text (for example, piling one 
simile or metaphor on top of another), giving the reader the impression 
that language is being "woven" or "braided" to create images, even their 
abundant use, however, is not the only feature that distinguishes "high 
style" texts from simpler examples.
00056363
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78 Sec D.Obolensky, Six Byzantine Portraits, Oxford: Garendon Press, 1988, p.37.
79 Richardson, op.ciL, 117.
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The other feature that we are positing as an addition to the definition 
o f "word-weaving" within the context o f the hagiographie genre is that of 
weaving of themes, or to put it more specifically, the weaving of 
subthemes. In order to explain what we mean precisely by the "weaving of 
subthemes", some words must first be said regarding the basic structure of 
the vita genre.
The Structure of the Saint's L ife :
The basic structure of a saint's life is made up of an introduction, the 
main body, and an epilogue. The content of the introduction and epilogue 
w ill depend on the level of language employed in the text. In vitæ of simple 
style, the introduction w ill usually include a "modesty topos" in which the 
author assures the reader or interlocuter of his unworthiness to undertake 
the task of writings this saint's life. Also included is usually something that 
I term the "benefit topos", a statement of all the spiritual edification that 
can be had from imitating the life contained herein.
The epilogue usually contains a prayer or supplication to the saint. In 
addition to this, many of the vitæ considered for this study have embedded 
either within the body of the text or have included at the end of the main 
body, but before the epilogue, a panegyric to the saint. In some of the 
Euthymian vitæ, the panegyric is a pronounced part of the composition, but 
the device of introducing into a vita the panegyric is not an innovation of 
Euthymius. It occurs as early as the Life o f Anthony. This is shown in 
detail in Chapter 3 of this section.
The main body of a saint's life is usually composed of five major 
themes: the theme of origins of the saint, the theme of birth, the theme of 
training, the theme of deeds, and the theme of death (the theme of death 
w ill include, according to my analysis, posthumous deeds and miracles).80
80 See Evelyne Patlagean, "Ancient Byzantine Hagiography and Social History," in Saints 
a n d  their Cults: Studies in Religious Sociology, Folklore, a n d  History, edited by Stephen 
W ilson, 101-120, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p.105. In her study o f 
hagiography, she obseves three basic typological patterns of the vita narrative that typify 
the hero's relation to his world, relations that are encompassed within the exposition of 
deeds: the demonic model  which encompasses the subtheme o f harmony restored; the 
scriptural model, "in which the terms o f the relationship closely follow the characters and 
events o f the Gospels or occasionally o f the Old Testament"; and the ascetic a n d  moral 
model,  "which differs from the previous one in that the terms o f the relationship are 
consciously transposed on to a plane of asceticism, virtue and sin."
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Л sixth category should also be addressed: the comparison theme or the 
comparison topos, whereby the hero of the vita is compared favorably to a 
biblical or holy predecessor, or some natural phenomenon, such as an 
animal or a celestial being.81 These images are often taken from the Bible 
and are expressed in various ways: as a simile ("and like David, she 
vanquished every day an imaginary Goliath"82); as an expression in which 
the saint "imitates" the figure ("and imitating in everything the great 
monastic founder, Theodosius"83); as an expression in which the hero is 
stated to be the "second" so-and-so ("Thus this second Joseph"84); or as an 
expression where the hero is said to "surpass" the figure he or she is being 
compared w ith ("her vision was lo ftier than theirs" [i.e.those other 
saints]85). The comparison topos generally is employed in those places of 
the narrative that describe or elaborate upon the deeds of the saint. In fact, 
the comparisons are used in order to amplify his or her deeds.
Accompanying each of these themes, there are subthemes that are 
associated with them, and in turn, there are thematic phrases and fo rm u la ic  
images that are associated with the subthemes. Many of the formulaic 
images employed in the hagiographie genre are, predictably, lifted from 
the Bible and are expressed in the form of metaphors and similes. In the 
next chapter, we present an exhaustive inventory of these poetic devices 
employed by Euthymius and document occurrences of these same images in 
earlier, pre-Euthymian texts of both Slavic and Greek origin. In order to
0005Ѳ363
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81 In a fascinating study Picchio posits a double semantic nature o f biblical references in 
medieval literature; according to his analysis, biblical references in medieval literature are 
meant to be interpreted both literally (that is as allusions to verses that are to be understood 
within their Scriptural content) and as a set of signs that relate to the sanctity o f the hero and 
contribute towards an amplification of the subject's glory. In the latter context biblical 
references function as "thematic clues." See R.Picchio, "The Function o f Biblical Thematic 
Clues in the Literary Code of 'Slavic Orthodoxa'," Slavica Hierosolymitana 1 (1977): 1- 
31.
jakože Davi db na kbźdo dlb ״1 82 jnt mysi knago nizlagaśe Goliata" (LP, III, 64).
83 "i vb ѵъздть podrażavaą velikaago onogo Teodosia obśteźitelć" (LHM , III, 30).
84 "Sic© ubo v to ry j Iosiíb" (LHM, III, 30).
85 "ašte vidéniem b vysočajše té » "  (LP, I, 61)
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define the structure of "word-weaving", however, we are concerned here 
more with the role of thematic phrases in reshaping the narrative pattern of 
the genre in the post-Metaphrastic period. Such thematic phrases are often, 
but not always, formulaic.
W ith the theme of origins, for example, there are the subthemes of 
the saint's parents (with thematic phrases expressing their piety or nobility, 
or both) and the saint's city and/or country of birth.
With the theme of birth, one finds commonly the subthemes of the 
mother's d ifficu lty in conceiving a child (with thematic phrases o f her 
barrenness or her divine vision in which she is told the news that she w ill 
give birth to her long-desired child) and the subtheme o f the greatness or 
saintliness of the child presaged (with thematic phrases of visions, or the 
child quoting Scriptures from a very young age, or even his/her singing 
out from the mother's womb).
With the theme of training, the common subthemes are religious 
instruction (with thematic phrases of memorizing the Scriptures, reading 
from the Scriptures with diligence, singing from the Psalms, quoting the 
Scriptures, or receiving a good and pious upbringing at the hands of the 
parents), academic instruction (thematic phrases include learning to read or 
write, and then excelling, or being sent away to a monastery or going 
voluntarily to do the same), the subtheme of innate qualities o f the saint's 
mind or soul (e.g. self-discipline, obedience, reason, intelligence, virtue, 
humility, love).
With the theme of deeds, the common subthemes are acts o f piety 
and virtue (with accompanying thematic phrases of the saint's retreat from 
the world to a monastery, or the wilderness or cell to be a hermit; the 
saint's maintenance of fasting, vigils; the renunciation o f worldly 
possessions or riches; the acts of piety of the hero expressed in increasing 
intensity [i.e. "and adding labor unto labor"]; phrases of the saint surviving 
famines or shortages of food; phrases of the saint "adorning" his or her life 
or position through pious deeds and miracles), the subtheme of the saint as 
a good teacher or pastor (some thematic phrases involve the saint leading 
people to God, shepherding the flock well, instructing followers to 
maintain orthodoxy, followers being increased or added to the orthodox 
fold, etc.), the subtheme of the saint drawing a following by virtue of 
his/her piety and holiness (accompanied by thematic phrases o f God not
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wanting the saint's virtue to be concealed, of people coming to the saint 
with zeal, of people wanting to receive blessings or healings from the saint, 
o f his/her reputation and glory spreading throughout the land, or the saint 
having to reject the adulation o f men and retreating again, etc.), the 
subtheme of battles or struggles with the Devil, demons and/or heretics 
(with thematic phrases such as "the Devil, not being able to tolerate the 
good deeds of the saint," phrases of the heretics or demons tormenting or 
tempting the saint, phrases of the demons or heretics wanting to get the 
saint o ff the track from the pure faith, etc), whereby the saint overcomes 
these torments through various means86 (with thematic phrases of the saint 
overcoming their torments, the saint driving out the demons or heretics, 
the demons/heretics being "filled with shame", or the heretics repenting or 
rejecting their former faith); and there is also the subtheme of divine 
visions accompanying the deeds of the saint (with thematic phrases o f the 
visionary "contemplating the power" o f the visions just seen).
With the theme of death, there is the subtheme of the saint's death 
foreshadowed (with thematic phrases of the saint's illness, phrases of the 
saint presaging the death through visions or revelations, and the saint 
making preparations for his/her death [through final admonitions and 
instructions to the community, or carrying out a special ritual]), the 
subtheme of the saint's actual death (with thematic phrases of the date, 
year, place of death; circumlocutions to state the saint's death), the 
subtheme of the adoration of the relics (with thematic phrases of honoring 
the relics with fragrances and pomp, phrases of people crying tears onto 
and kissing the relics, and phrases of relics being likened to some priceless 
treasure), the subtheme of the translation of the relics (thematic phrases can 
include placement o f the relics into the the church or cathedral and a 
patriotic topos ascribed to the city where they are brought or to the ruler 
who commands that they be transferred), and the subtheme of posthumous 
deeds (w ith thematic phrases o f the relics giving o ff myrrh, the 
incom iptibility of the relics, the relics continuing to perform miracles, the 
impossibility of detailing all o f the posthumous miracles performed, the
00056363
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Alissandratos, op.cit., 8.
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saint appearing in visions to people, and the saint intervening in defense of 
good after death).
This is more or less a complete inventory of all the subthemes and 
thematic phrases that appear in the vitæ examined for this study. It should 
also be pointed out that all of the main structural and narrative components 
o f the hagiographie genre can be traced back to the classical tradition 
which was passed on to Byzantium through the movement o f the Second 
Sophistic and is not new to the Metaphrastic period. As Alissandratos points 
out, the basic themes of the main body of a saint's life  the themes of ־־ 
origins, birth, training, deeds, comparison, death — are all a part o f the 
"encomiastic disposition."87 The prescriptions for their use in the 
hagiographie genre can be traced back to treatises like Hermogenes' and 
Theon's (2nd c., A.D., Alexandria) Progymnasmata 88 and Menander of 
Laodicea's Пері èîcvÔeiKTiKÜv. Hermogenes in his Пері lôecov prescribes 
the form of the encomium which one must use if  one wishes to praise a 
person. The list reads almost exactly like an outline of any saint's life : 1) 
marvelous events at his birth, 2) his upbringing, 3) his training and 
education, 4) nature of his soul (qualities of mind and spirit), 5) nature of 
his body (physical description), 6) his pursuits and deeds, 7) external 
resources, 8) how long he lived, 9) the way he died, and 10) posthumous 
events.89
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87 See Alissandratos, op.cit, 7-9. Lixaõev has written extensively on the formulaic nature 
o f Old Russian literature, including hagiography, though largely in the theoretical 
framework o f Old Russian literature as a contained system. On page 103 o f his book 
Поэтика (ibid.), he writes about the "stencilling" patterns o f the literature's structural 
organization: "Словесное выражение этого трафарета может быть различным, 
точно так же, как и различных других трафаретов ситуации в описании 
жизни святого—его рождения, от благочестивых родителей, удаление в 
пустыню, подвигов, основания монастыря, благочестивой смерти и 
посмертных чудес."
88 There is apparently some controversy surround the authorship o f the progymnasmata 
usually ascribed to Hermogenes. See D.A.Russell's entry on Hermogenes in the Oxford 
Classical Dictionary, edited by Hammond and Scullar, 1970; reprint Oxford: Garendon 
Press, 1976, p.505.
89 Quoted in J.J. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages: A  History of Rhetorical Theory 
f r o m  Saint Augustine to the Renaissance, Berkeley: University o f California Press, 1974, 
p.41.
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In his Пері èmõeiKTiKúáv Menander proffers a similar formula for 
how the еукбцю ѵ should be applied to the eulogy, or the KaGapòv 
ё у кю ц ю ѵ .90 It is easy to recognize in this outline, as well as in 
Hermogenes', a ll the formulaic components o f the hagiographie genre. 
Delehaye points out that the structure is clearly that o f the paoiXiKÒç 
Xóyoç91, the o ffic ia l ceremonial panegyric o f the Byzantine Empire. 
According to Menander, there should be in the main body various topoi in 
the following order: a section on the country, city and people to whom 
honor should be given for producing our hero (m xpíç, tcóXiç, eGvoç); 
something on the hero's family (yévoç); his birth, particularly if  it is 
accompanied by any miraculous signs (та тсері tî1ç ׳уЕѵеаеах;); the hero's 
qualities (та тсері фѵаесіх;); his education (аѵатрофг!); his childhood 
(ítaiôeía); his way of life, his occupations and habits (е7п.т110£61־ш та); his 
deeds (rcpáÇetç), his fortune (та t t 1ç T'ùx'HÇ); and comparisons 
(егбукршец).
The introduction to the main body of the saint's life  finds its roots in 
classical Greek oration as well, which included an introduction, or 
proemium, that sought, as Kennedy writes, "the attention and goodwill of 
the audience."92 Delehaye writes that the тгрооіцюѵ (introduction), as 
prescribed by Menander, should be essentially an amplification (afóÇrçaiç) 
emphasizing the importance of the hero.93
The modesty topos of the hagiographie genre can be traced back to 
the ancient Greek rhetorical system o f public oration, which, Kennedy 
notes, possessed a category in which the speaker "indicated his lack of
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90 What follows from the treatise o f Menander is cited by Delehaye, Les passions des 
martyrs et les genres littéraires, 196-197.
91 ibid., 1%.
92 Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 12.
93 Delhaye, Les passions des martyrs et les genres littéraires, 196. See also L.Previale, 
op.cit., 80-81. Previale writes that the "fundamental elements o f the ßaoiXitcä; XxS-»oç, 
according to Menander, are aví^aiç (amplification), а<уукр1ац, xáÇiç, but truly essential 
in the panegyric is only а ѵ^о ц , that is, a deliberate and for die most part a hyperbolic 
amplification o f the good qualities and successes o f the celebrated person."
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knowledge or fitness to speak."94 Menander stresses that the ярооіцю ѵ 
must include a section in which the orator states the d ifficu lty in treating 
the subject with decorum and skill and feigns helplessness in his task.95
As we have seen above, the comparison topos of the vita, a structural 
device that Euthymius uses with particular frequency, was one of the 
standard components o f Menander's encomiastic eulogy and o f the 
panegyrical composition o f the Aphthonian progym nasm a. In such 
compositions, the comparison was referred to as the aúyicp ia iç. The 
follow ing comment by Kustas reveals the identical function o f the 
аѵукр іац  of the panegyric of the progymnasma and the comparison topos 
of the vita:
ЗДукріоц is indispensable to the encomium (how better to stress the virtues 
of your subject than by comparing him to a lesser man)...Although the 
comparison appears in many o f the genres o f Byzantine literature, it  is 
particularly effective in the homilies with their exhortations to the good life: 
the works o f the devil are contrasted with the woiks of God, the grossness 
of heathenism with the beauty o f the Christian revelation, the way o f the 
sinner with the way of the pious.96
In almost every one of Euthymius' lives, every theme is developed 
through the use o f several subthemes, which are in turn made up of 
thematic phrases and formulaic images; but it is important to point out any 
of the thematic phrases, subthemes or even themes mentioned above can be 
omitted from a vita except for the theme of deeds, which, o f course, is 
required by virtue of the genre's very purpose, i.e. to retell the life  and 
deeds of a particular hero. For example, the Life o f Anthony, the L ife  o f 
Constantine and the Life o f Ivan o f R ila do not develop the theme of 
birth; the Life o f Kliment o f O xrid does not develop the theme of origins 
or the theme of birth. Furthermore, when a life-writer develops more than 
the theme of deeds in the composition, the sequence of themes is usually 
fixed in the order given above (origins, birth, training, deeds, death), but
94 Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 7. This statement appears in a section where Kennedy 
compares several aboriginal rhetorical customs o f Oceana that correspond to those o f 
ancient Greece.
95 Delehaye, Les passions des martyrs et les genres littéraires, 197.
96 Kustas, op.cit., 61.
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this is not always the case: the Serbian Ufe o f Symeon by Sava develops the 
themes of birth, training, deeds and death, but the theme of birth appears at 
the end o f the text, after the theme of death.
A Redefinition of ,,Word-Weaving"!
In previous studies on the literary tradition of Euthymius and other 
texts of the period of the Second South Slavic Influence we have seen that 
scholars have focused almost singularly on the fact that the texts o f the 
"word-weaving" style are marked by a more abundant use of certain 
rhetorical devices, such as complex syntactic structure, metaphors, similes, 
tautological devices, paraphrase, etc. While these observations are certainly 
correct, they fa il to touch upon the characteristics o f these texts that make 
them, structurally, completely different from those texts which were 
written in the earlier tradition.
We maintain that the texts Slāvists refer to as being written in a 
"word-weaving" style are actually texts which were written according to 
the stylistic norms that became fashionable in Byzantium during the 
Macedonian Renaissance of the eighth century and later incorporated by 
Symeon Metaphrastes into his paraphrases of saints' lives. Viewed this way, 
the "word-weaving" technique of such writers as Patriarch Euthymius — 
who, along with Epiphanius the Wise is the best Slavic representative of 
this phenomenon — is nothing more than the Slavic realization of stylistic 
trends that were already alive in the Byzantine hagiographie genre for five 
hundred years.97
971.P. Eremin recognized that early, pre-Euthymian medieval Slavic hagiography followed 
the pattern o f pre-Metaphrastic models. See И.П. Еремин. “О византийском влия- 
нии в болгарской и древнерусской литературах 1X-XII вв.," Литература 
древней Руси СЭтюды и характеристики), 9-17, Москва-Ленинград: Наука, 
1966. On page 16 Eremin writes: “Всякая литература в какой-то мере связана с 
предшествующей ей литературной традицией. Это имело место также в 
Болгарии и на Руси. Ориентация на классиков старохристианской 
литературы здесь не могла так или иначе не проявиться и в местном 
оригинальном творчестве. И она действительно сказалась, особенно ярко в 
агиографии. Относительная «историчность» в обрисовке центрального 
героя, внимание к разного рода бытовым реалиям, простота изложения, 
почти полное отсутствие декоративной риторики—все это свидетель- 
ствует о том, что болгарские и дренерусские агиографы примкнули к 
дометафрастовской традиции. И это неудивительно, если учесть, что 
образцами для них были в первую очередь такие произведения, как 
«Житие Антония Великого» Афанасия Александрийского (в переводе
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Because we maintain that Euthymius and his scions were fu lfilling  in 
Slavic letters a Byzantine style that was firm ly in place since the time of 
Metaphrastes, it then follows that we maintain that the origins of this style 
in Byzantine and Slavic letters had nothing to do with the Hesychasts, as 
their fourteenth-century revival in Byzantium occured long after 
Metaphrastes' literary activities. Logically, it must also follow that, based 
on our association of the Euthymian style with the Metaphrastic style, that 
there can be identified tangible differences between the pre- and post- 
Metaphrastic styles in both the Byzantine and Slavic traditions. Indeed, 
redefining "word-weaving" actually entails the task o f defining and 
characterizing the salient features of the post-Metaphrastic hagiographie 
genre and differentiating it from pre-Metaphrastic examples. The most 
important difference between the two traditions, we posit, is not that the 
pre-Metaphrastic texts use certain rhetorical devices sparingly while post- 
Metaphrastic texts use them abundantly. The main difference between the 
two traditions, rather, lies in their narrative structure.
Like post-Metaphrastic texts, pre-Metaphrastic texts such as the Life  
o f Anthony (a fourth century Egyptian life  in Greek, attributed to 
Athanasius the Great) and the Life o f Daniel the Stylite (early sixth 
century Greek text) contain a narrative structure that is built around the 
development of most or all of the main themes or topoi associated with the 
encomiastic genre: those of origins, birth, training, deeds, comparison, and 
death. Furthermore, in both traditions, various subthemes are associated 
with each theme (see above). In the Life  o f Anthony, for example, the 
whole focus of the narrative and the whole basis of Anthony's sanctity lies 
in his ability to fend o ff the Devil and evil forces and to lead other people 
to God. There are numerous separate tales or anecdotes of Anthony's 
encounters with the Devil and his valor in overcoming his torments; and 
most of the main body of the text consists of a sermon that he gives, which 
demonstrates his sk ill for teaching people to follow  Christianity and 
renounce heresies.
пресвитера Иоанна—болгарского книжника I - X I  вв.), как творения 
крупнейшего классика греческой дометафрастовской агиографии Кирилла 
Скифопольского. Господствующей в то время в византийской агиографии 
«украшенный» стиль Симеона Метафраста е его последователей стал 
прививаться в Болгарии и на Руси значительно позже, в ХІѴ-ХѴ вв."
к
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In the Life o f Daniel the Stylite, there arc more than fifteen separate 
stories within the vita in which Daniel performs some healing or exorcism. 
The focus o f his sanctity, then, is on his miracle-working. Both texts 
develop subthemes associated with the deeds of the saint (triumphs over 
evil in the case of Anthony and miracle-working in the case of Daniel) 
through a narrative structure that is nothing more than a composite of 
numerous tales or anecdotes about the saint. Any of these short tales, could, 
in fact, stand alone as one incident out o f the life  o f that particular saint.
The thematic phrases and formulaic images that are associated with 
the subthemes, while they do appear in these texts, are used sparingly by 
comparison with later, post-Metaphrastic texts. In the early texts, the 
anecdote is the most productive narrative component, with thematic phrases 
interspersed from time to time as a way o f unifying these otherwise 
separate anecdotes into a single, comprehensive text.
In the later, post-Metaphrastic tradition, however, the opposite 
obtains: anecdotes of the aforementioned sort usually number no more than 
three or four, and the device of repeating and interweaving thematic 
phrases is used as the main vehicle by which the author creates an image of 
sanctity and holiness out o f the hero. In the later tradition, only a handful 
of anecdotes are included; and the thematic phrases, interwoven and strung 
together throughout the texts, serve to repeat a particular subtheme without 
having to restate it with an anecdote.
In post-Metaphrastic texts, then, the subthemes are developed in a 
completely different way. Let us take, fo r example, the subtheme of 
Anthony’s ability to lead people to God and see how this same subtheme is 
developed in post-Metaphrastic examples. As stated above, this subtheme of 
his deeds is developed in the text through the vehicle of an actual sermon of 
considerable length that is inserted into the main body o f the text. In 
Euthymius' Life o f H ilarion o f Moglena, for example, there are repeated 
three times thematic phrases that emphasize the same subtheme, phrases 
like "he taught them to maintain carefully the correct faith" and "teaching 
and convincing them to keep the orthodox faith."
In all o f Euthymius' texts, the Life o f Ivan o f R ila , the L ife  o f 
H ila rion  o f Moglena, the Life o f Paraskeva, and the Life o f Philothea, this 
same subtheme dominates. Euthymius, however, relates only a few tales of 
miracle-working in each text and, instead, relies on thematic phrases that
00056353
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are interwoven throughout the texts to communicate the same message. In 
each of these texts there are repeated four, five, sometimes six times 
thematic phrases such as "and he/she worked innumerable miracles", "many 
miracles", "the relics worked wondrous miracles", "working wondrous and 
glorious miracles", and the like. This is true not just of the Euthymian 
texts. In the U fe o f Klim ent o f Oxrid, Theophylact develops the subtheme 
o f Kliment's outstanding academic ability. As is mentioned below in chap- 
ter 3 of this section, this same subtheme of training is the focal point o f the 
Life  o f Constantine, a ninth-century Slavic text that is nevertheless written 
according to the norms of the pre-Metaphrastic hagiographie tradition. The 
subtheme of academic excellence is underscored by three separate incidents 
in the life of Constantine, told as three separate tales within his life . In the 
Life  o f Klim ent o f O xrid , this subtheme is developed instead through the 
use of phrases that merely suggest and keep recalling this subtheme without 
Theophylact having to relate several incidents from his life.
This tendency is already visible in the Slavic tradition by the 
thirteenth-century in the Serbian vitæ, such as the Life o f Symeon by his 
son St. Sava. In this saint's life, the main subtheme that is developed is that 
o f the saint as a good teacher and pastor. Chapter 3 w ill cite the use of 
certain thematic phrases and formulaic images that run throughout the 
work. In terms of both style and narrative structure, this Serbian life  falls 
well within the category o f post-Metaphrastic texts; but by the Euthymian 
period, one fmds many more subthemes developed in the same way within 
one text. In chapter 3 we w ill see that the Euthymian texts contain several 
subthemes each that become "leitmotifs," as it were, in the texts through the 
use of interwoven phrases.
The life-w riter of the post-Metaphrastic tradition not only employs 
thematic phrases and formulaic images to take the place of recounting 
anecdote after anecdote, but he also piles them one on top of another to 
give the impression of a braiding or a tapestry of these thematic phrases. 
To put it another way, the hagiographer laboring according to the stylistic 
norms of the post-Metaphrastic tradition prides himself not on creating 
vivid and detailed stories of the saint, as his predecessors did, but on the 
creation of a text that is a dense string of formulaic clichés. For example, 
instead of relating as separate tales the various subthemes associated with 
the theme of the saint's training (such as his good upbringing, the death of
00056353
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his parents, his academic and spiritual instruction, and his innate qualities 
o f mind and soul) and deeds (such as his acts o f piety), the post- 
Metaphrastic hagiographer can intimate or imply all o f these in just two 
sentences through a skillfu l combination of phrases, as in this example 
from the Life  o f Ivan o f R ila :
After much time had passed, and his parent having died, he was always 
in fear o f God, under no circumstances being absent from church, but 
listening with great attention to the divine words o f the sacred teaching; 
and it  was his habit to please the Lord with fasting and prayers. And he 
was entirely captivated by the love o f God; and like one o f the 
seraphims, his soul burned for the Lord, his God; and he bore fru it, in 
truth, a hundred-fold, like a tree which has been planted by the streams
o f water.98
In this passage, Euthymius employs the convention of comparison, likening 
Ivan to one of the fiery, six-winged angels that guard the throne of God; 
and he also includes a Biblical reference, another feature that becomes 
more prevalent in the post-Metaphrastic hagiographie style. In this next 
passage from the Life o f Ivan o f R ila, we see that Euthymius is able to 
communicate in just a few phrases several o f the subthemes that are 
associated with the theme of the saint's deeds: his acts o f piety and virtue 
(through tears, prayers, and fasting), his battles with agents o f the Devil 
and subsequent victory, and his ascending virtue. In most pre-Metaphrastic 
lives, these subthemes would each be developed through story-telling; here 
they are merely implied through the careful selection of phrases, with 
rhetorical questions and similes added for intensity:
Who then can tell o f the works he then did? He would not take enough o f 
that desert plant to f ill him, but rather very little of it and in great scarcity, 
and he also took only a little water, and after sunset, [when it grew cold], 
he nearly froze. Who is worthy to inform of his "fountain o f tears," and 
also his all-night vigils and prayer? In multitudes demons would come to 
him, taking on the shapes o f various beasts, wishing to frighten him and 
chase him away. But he was brave and unshakeable in the face o f such 
tortures, and like a hard stone, he beat them o ff and deflected all the
98 "Vrém eni ubo ne malu préáedáu, i roditelemb ego um erśem i, t־b bé ѵ  ъ strasé־
gospodbni vynç, o t сгіъ ікѵе  nikako otstępaą, nę st> ѵ ъ п іт а п іе т ь  posluśaą 
božU>Jstvnyix slovesb svąśtennaa ućenia, postomi» i  m o litvam i blagougoźdaaśe 
gospodevi. I bystb ѵьэь plénenb ѵь ljubovk boźię, jako edinb o t Seraiimb gorą 
duxomfc кт> gospodu, bogu svoemu, i tvorą plodb, po istinnom u storićnyj, jakože 
d r évo, nasaźdenno p rl is to in iko x  vodnyx” (LIR, II, 7-8).
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waves that саше upon him; or, to put it more precisely, [he was] like an
adamant, [uncorrupted] by any iro n ."
These types of constructions abound in the saints' lives o f Euthymius and 
other "high style" vitæ, such as The Life o f Symeon by Sava, the L ife  o f 
Klim ent o f O xrid by Theophylact, and the Life o f Theodosius by Patriarch 
Kallistos; while the saints' lives written in the pre-Metaphrastic style, such 
as the L ife  o f Constantine, the Life o f Methodius, the L ife  o f Wenceslas, 
the Life  o f Daniel the Stylite and the Life o f Anthony are all built on the 
compilation of story-telling, with thematic images and formulaic phrases 
reduced to a minimum. The Life o f John the Almsgiver seems to be an 
example of a transitional style between the two ways of approaching life - 
writing; but as Delehaye's manuscript dates from the late twelfth/early 
thirteenth century, it is impossible to determine to what extent this may 
simply be later, post-Metaphrastic interpolation.100
By way of summarizing, the narrative structure of pre-Metaphrastic 
texts is, simply speaking, a composite of separate stories, tales or anecdotes 
about the saint: how he or she resisted the temptations of the Devil; what 
miracles they performed, his or her ability to lead people to God. This is 
what we term a "linear" narrative; the whole text reads like an uninter- 
rupted string of tales. Phrases that become commonplace in the post- 
Metaphrastic period do appear, but seldom more than once or twice in the 
entirety of the text and never as a replacement o f the anecdotes lifted from 
the biography of the hero. The specific incidents in this kind of narrative 
are more important in communicating the message to the reader. In post- 
Metaphrastic texts, the reader or interlocutor is inundated with a repetition
263
99 ,,Kto ubo s-bkazati vizm ožetk togo ąźe togda tvoréáe trudy? Ni bo to samoe 
b y lie  pustynnoe do sytosti priimaaše, nç malo 3élo i skçdno, i  se po zazoždeni 
в іъпьіпёть, i vodç že takožde, e liko  tv t iç  v 1>nątr־bnóa p ro x la d iti. S lizny j že 
раку togo istoćnikb kto po dostoaniju i z vesti t i,  vbsenoštnaa že takožde stoania i 
kolenopréklonenia? Množice? bo, prêobrazuçábe sebe, vésu prixoádaaxç, ļvē re j 
ra lićn yz  obrazy u s tra ś iti i  otgnati togo zotąśte. Nç dob ly j nepokoléblem b 
prébyvaaáe tèx къ гп ь т і, jakože nêkyj катепь  tv r  kd vT>są prixodąśtąą na־
пьѵіъпу razbivaą i otraźaą, i l i ,  istinnée reá ti,  jakože adam anti ne ąt* byvaaSe 
nikakovémb želēzomb" (LIR, II, 9).
1°° See footnotes 4 through 20 to Chapter 2 o f this section for the information on edited 
and published texts o f manuscripts used for this study.
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of thematic phrases or formulaic images. The writer o f post-Metaphrastic, 
or "word-weaving", texts, uses such phrases to take the place of anecdotal, 
"linear" narration. According to this literary sensibility, the distilled 
qualities, truths and acts o f the saint expressed by means o f thematic 
phrases interspersed throughout the text become more important than a 
detailed account or relation of a particular act or deeds. This is similar to 
what Liračev has described as "абстрагированность" or "абстрагиро- 
вание", although he makes no statement on how it ties in with the 
Metaphrastic or "word-weaving" tradition en gros. O f this concept he 
writes the following:
For hagiographie literature, another feature is characteristic, and this feature 
appears especially clearly in later hagiographie literature o f the 14th and 15th 
centuries, but it can already be observed in the 11th- and 12th-century 
examples. This is the feature o f "abstraction" [абстрагированность]. The 
essence o f this feature o f abstraction is that the author deliberately avoids 
definitions, precision, and any details which would reveal any uniqueness o f 
the described situations. This is not by chance, but is rather a premeditated 
attempt to regard the life of the saint, as it were, as being outside o f time and
space, as a standard of aesthetic norms, eternal and universal.
"Word-weaving," more accurately described, is not just an 
interlacing and piling up of rhetorical devices but is also a weaving of 
themes and subthemes. Moreover, we posit that the component o f inter- 
weaving textual subthemes is the most important structural characteristic of
264
101 See Д.С.Лихачев, История русской литературы X -X V II вв., Москва: 
Просвещение, I960, р. 107. The original passage reads: "Для агиограф ской 
литературы характерна и еще одна черта, которая особенно ярко 
проявится позднее в житийной литературе Х ІѴ -Х Ѵ  вв., но дает о себе 
знать уже в житиях Х І-Х ІІ вв. Черта эта—абстрагированность. Суть ее в 
том, что автор нарочито избегает определенности, точности, любых 
деталей, которые указывали бы на частность, единичность описываемых 
ситуаций. Это не случайность, а омысленное стремление рассматривать 
жизнь святого как бы вне времени и пространства, как эталон этических 
норм, вечный и повсеместный".
A discussion o f "abstraction" also appears in Lixačev s earlier study: Лихачев, 
Поэтика дренерусской литературы , Ленинград: Худож. лит., 1971, р .123; in 
which he writes: "Абстрагирование вызывалось попытками увидеть во всем 
временном' и 'тленном', в явлениях природы, человеческой жизни, в 
исторических событиях символы и знаки вечного, вневременного 
духовного', божественного." Lixaćev points out that hagiography, along with 
hymnography and chronicle-writing were the genres that were most strongly influenced by 
the tendency toward "abstraction".
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post-Metaphrastic texts. It is this latter feature that gives "word-weaving" 
texts their character of repetition and lexical "wrapping." One should, in 
describing the style of these texts, speak not of the "weaving of words" but 
rather the "weaving of themes," or, more specifically, the "weaving of 
subthemes."
In addition to the device o f "weaving o f subthemes," we have 
identified three other features that are found typically more abundantly in 
those texts of high style and complex narrative: 1) a markedly greater use 
of the device of lexical anaphora; 2) a frequency of long appositional 
series102; 3) the abundant use of the comparison topos (whereas in texts of 
simple style they are used sparingly); and 4) use of the rhetorical question 
by the author to advance the narrative in those sections dealing with deeds 
of the saint (e.g. "And so, what were they to do?" [LKlOxr, II], "And what 
did God do Who wants His saint to be glorified?" [LTheod, XVI, 22], 
"Who can tell o f the works he did?" [LIR, U], "Well, what then? [LIR, 
III]" , "And so what did He do, He Who does everything to some 
benefit?"[LIR, V], etc.).
The narrative structure of "weaving of subthemes" and the use of 
rhetorical questions are the only features of life-writing that are specific to 
the post-Metaphrastic style. The other rhetorical devices listed above and 
examined in detail in the next chapter do appear in an abundance in the 
later, post-Metaphstic texts, but they are not exclusive to these texts. They 
all appear to some extent in the earlier, pre-Metaphrastic texts as well.
Refutation of the Connection between ,,Word-Weaving" and a 
"Hesychastic" Euthvmian School:
Having defined "word-weaving" more specifically to mean the 
weaving of subthemes rather than the actual weaving of words, we can now 
address the assumptions that have been made about Euthymius and his style. 
First, we w ill address some notions which previous scholarship has 
maintained: that Euthymius and his Hesychast disciples innovated and 
developed a new style of writing, that Euthymius' use of language 
represented an innovation in the hagiographie tradition.
00056353
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102 See Section ІП, Chapter 2 for more information on points 1 and 2
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Since Lixačev, there have been many scholars who credit Euthymius 
with these distinctions. Contemporary Bulgarian scholarship in particular 
has been devoted to propogating Lixalev's assessment of Euthymius as a 
stylistic innovator.103 This is done with the motive of preserving a unique 
place for medieval Bulgarian letters in the sphere of study on the Second 
South Slavic Influence. This impulse on the part o f our Bulgarian 
colleagues is understandable when one considers the bias established in the 
work o f some Soviet scholars to downplay the contribution made to 
Russian cultural development by what had become for much of the second
00056363
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103 Sec, for example, P.Dinekov, "Outlines o f Old Bulgarian Literature," in К  ir  i l  and 
Methodius: Founders o f Slavonic Writing, edited by Ivan Dujčev, 1-36, East European 
Monographs, no. 172, Boulder, 1985 (originally published in Похвала на старобъл- 
гарска литература, София, 1979), рр.26-27.
In this article, Dinekov echoes L ixa i в v's statements made in his "Некоторые 
задачи." He says "D.S.Likhachov subjected the stylistic and linguistic techniques of 
Evtim iy and his school to a profound and original analysis in order to demonstrate that in 
old Bulgarian literature there appears a new style which spreads as far as Russia and gives 
grounds to speak o f a new intellectual movement in the history o f the southern and eastern 
Slavs. D.S. Likhachov termed it 'a Byzantine-Slavonic pre-Renaissance' and claimed the 
sphere o f its influence to involve various realms o f culture such as architecture and 
painting. Likhachov's study again v iv id ly  disproved the traditional concept o f old 
Bulgarian literature as stagnant and static and concretely noted the new elements appearing 
in its ideological content, genres and styles. "
See also К.Иванова, "Патриарх Евтимий и агиографската традиция в 
средновековната литература," Литературна мисъл 10 (1977): 90-99. Ivanova 
cautiously stands between two points o f view, wanting to demonstrate simultaneously 
Euthymius' innovations in the Bulgarian hagiographie tradition in matters of style while, at 
the same time, underscoring his debt to the Byzantine tradition that preceded him. On p.92 
she writes: "Euthymius tria l out his talented pen in the most typical genres—hagiography 
and hymnograpy, for he created brilliant examples o f the classical Byzantine canon, 
m odified in the contemporary Hesychast 'abstract psychologism' [абстрактен 
психологизъм] and at the same time he gave them a corresponding literary form, 
establishing the beginning to a new style -  brilliant and rhetorical, expressive and heavily 
saturated with complex rhetorical ornamentation."
See also Д. Косев, Иратна история на България, София: Наука и изкуст- 
во, 1969. Kosev explains on р.78 how Euthymius took the Byzantine high-style and 
crafted out o f it something purely Bulgarian, apart finom the Byzantine tradition: "Although 
influenced by the models o f Byzantine literature, [Euthymius] displayed in his own works 
a significant independence both in choice o f material and in their elaboration. His style is 
distinguished by its artistry, by its richness o f contrasts and by its poetic descriptions o f 
nature."
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half of the twentieth century dependent satellite countries. Consider, for 
example, this illustrative passage from Lavrov104:
But hardly another Slavic people acquired the Cyrillo-Methodian heritage to 
such a degree as the Russians in their acceptance o f Christianity from the 
Greeks through the medium of the whole wealth o f the first Slavic writing 
and its continued development in Bulgaria...We Russians were especially 
strongly enriched by the elements o f the Church-Slavonic language...and 
there is no other Slavic language in which there remains in the present day so
many elements of Old Slavic as ours. 10^
In order to prove the point that Euthymius innovated a new literary 
style, many scholars are fond of pointing to Euthymius' own stated purpose 
to write "po lépoté“, or "with beauty" in his hagiographie texts.106 This
104 П.А. Лавров, Материалы по истории возникновения древнейшей 
славянской письменности ,1930; reprint, The Hague: Mouton,1960, p.ii. Moreover, 
as Iovine has observed (op.cit ,38-39), the willingness of Soviet scholarship to recognize 
the role played by Bulgaria and other Slavic countries in the cultural development o f Russia 
has changed with the political tides. She points out that the subsequent editions of Gudzij's 
История древнерусской литературы have had deleted from them the section on the 
Second South Slavic Influence that was included in the original 1938 edition.
105 For a good illustration o f how nationalistic aims have marred the Soviet scholarship 
done on early East Slavic writing and literature, see H.Lunt, "History, Nationalism, and 
the Written Language of Early Rus’," Slavic and Eastern European Journal 34 (1990): 1- 
29.
Alissandratos (op.cit, 3) cautions specifically against such an approach to scholarship: 
"Establishing whose influence was strongest is less important than recognizing this [the 
period o f the Second South Slavic Influence] as a period o f intense mutual cultural and 
literary interaction. This lays the groundwork for comparative literary analysis and frees the 
comparison from conforming to preordained national goals."
Dujčev, moreover, maintains that the notion o f nationalism is in itself anachronistic in 
its application to the culture and period under consideration. See I. Dujčev, "A Nationality- 
Building Factor: The Role of the Slavic Script for the Bulgarians," in K iril and Methodius: 
Founders o f Slavonic Writing. On page 40 he writes: The Middle Ages still had no proper 
sense o f nationality and national consciousness. The Byzantine Empire itself, until its last 
two centuries, was a polyethnic entity in which no Byzantine nationality in the true sense of 
the word was ever formed." For general information on the question o f a developing sense 
of Bulgarian nationality in the medieval period, see M. Pundeff, "National Consciousness 
in Medieval Bulgaria," Sūdost-Forschungen 27 (1968): 1-27.
106 Cf., for example, К.Станчев, "Евтимиевата школа в контекста на евро- 
пейското духовно развитие," Старобългарска литература 11 (1982): 8-18, 
р.9; П. Русев, "Реформата на Евтимий Търновски: характер, особености, 
разпространение," Търновска книжовна школа, том 2, Ученици и последо- 
ватели на Евтимий Търновски, 49-54, София: БАН, 1980, р.50; and Т. Dąbek- 
W irgowa, op.cit р.45. She writes: 'Patriarcha tyrnow ski wzorem hesychastòw 
żyw ił lęk, te  nie zdoła wysławić świętości po lépoté', czyli dostatecznie pięknie,
i tym  kunsztowniej splatał słowa ." ("Follow ing the model o f the hesychasts,
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extract from Euthymius' texts cannot, however, be held up as proof that 
Euthymius consciously crafted a new language to express with sufficient 
beauty the chosen themes of his hagiographie works; rather, one must 
attribute this stated desire on the part of Euthymius to contemporary 
Byzantine notions about what constituted "good writing." In Tomašev- 
ski an terms, this stated desire to write with beauty could be termed a 
function of the "normative poetic" o f the period.107
A conscious concern for and effort to write with "beauty" stems at 
least as far back as Longinus108, and this concern was passed on to 
Christian writers through such writers o f the Second Sophistic as 
Hermogenes. In Hermogenes' treatise Пері lôeôv he elaborates seven 
important characteristics of good style: ааф^ѵеіа (clarity), čt^ico^ia 
Xóyoi) (loftiness), ׳yopyÒTT1ç (speed or conciseness), T10OÇ (character), 
ètX110e1a (verity, truth, sincerity), ôeivórnç (gravity, decorum, force), 
and kÓXKqç (beauty).109 Moreover, the famous Byzantine writer Michael
268
Patriarch Euthynùus was afraid that he would not be able to praise the saints "po lepoté", 
that is with sufficient beauty, and all the more artistically he ,wove words'.")
107 Tomaáevskij refers to this as the "нормативная поэтика" in Russian. See Б. 
Томаш евский, Теория литературы, поэзия, 4th ed. М осква -Л енинград : 
Государственное издательство, 1928; reprint, Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1971, p.7: 
"Каждая литературная школа имеет свои взгляды на литературу, свои 
правила, и, следовательно—свою нормативную поэтику."
108 For an interesting discussion of the historical development o f the aesthetic category of
beauty, beginning with Longinus, see B.B.Бычков, "Образ как категория визан-
тийской эстетики," Византийский временник 34 (1973): 151-167. Не writes
on p.l54: "Из античных эстетических категорий в ранний христианский
период часто используются «красота» (го кАХЯос) и «прекрасное» (1ca3l6ç)" 
("Amongst the ancient aesthetic categories in the early Christian period one often uses 
Ъеату' and ,the sublime'").
109 Cf. Kustas, op.cit, 65; and D. Shuger, Sacred Rhetoric, The Christian Grand Style in 
the English Renaissance, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988, p.259.
Byzantine writers throughout the Macedonian and Palaeologan Renaissance set for 
themselves a goal of recreating what they thought was Attic style; and, they belived, the 
way to achieve this was to follow the stylistic prescriptions o f Hermogenes. See Kustas, 
op.cit.,64-65.
Runciman also writes about this period in the development o f Byzantine stylistic norms 
in The Last Byzantine Renaissance, 15: "The Byzantine child had to Ъеііепіге' his tongue 
(as Anna Comnena words it); that is to say, he had to learn to write Greek in a classical 
style with a classical vocabulary. The study o f rhetoric, as this discipline was called, was a 
necessary part o f a fu ll education. But the language taught in it was far removed from the
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Psellus (1018-1078), in his encomium to Symeon Metaphrastes, writes that 
earlier hagiographers (i.e., those before Metaphrastes) should be rebuked 
for not adorning their works with beautiful words.110 And in the Latin 
West, Cicero (106-43 BC) includes in his Rhetorica ad Herennium  
"dignitas" as one of the virtues of writings, which means distinction, or 
"ornamentation of style and consists in the use of figures."111
Anyone who has read the saints' lives of Euthymius w ill require no 
further proof that he was a conscious writer and strove to write with 
elegance and skill; but to claim that Euthymius, under the influence of 
Hesychasm, was reponsible for a new style o f w riting w ithin the 
hagiographie tradition runs contrary to the facts. There is nothing about 
the use of language or the structure of the vitæ of Euthymius that can be 
called either new, innovative, or Hesychastic, despite many claims to the 
contrary that seek to forge an intimate tie between an ornamental style and 
the expression of Hesychast mysticism.112 Radčenko has recognized that
spoken tongue. It aimed at Attic purity but it became far too often an artificial kathareuousa, 
flowery and verbose."
In the 14th century, during the Palaelogan Renaissance (which was contemporary with 
the career o f Euthymius), there ensued a famous debate between two Byzantine writers, 
Theodore Metachites and Nicephorus Chumnus. One of Chumnus' attacks on Metachi tes is 
that the latter's style lacks ?J0o<; and tcáXXoç. See Kustas, op.ciL,70-71, and I.Sevčenko, 
Études sur la polémique entre Théodore Métochite et Nicéphore Choumnos, Brussels, 
1962.
110 Quoted in C.Mango, Byzantium, p.250.
111 Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 99.
112 Picchio, in his article, "Old Russian Literature," 319, regards the 'word-weaving’ style 
as a "result of the hesychast theory o f knowledge."
Charles Moser in A History o f Bulgarian Literature, The Hague: Mouton, 1972, p.8, 
states that "the literary tone [o f 14th-century Bulgaria]...was set by an ill-defined mystical 
movement: Hesychasm."
K. Stančev (Станчев, "Евтимиевата школа," рр.9-10) writes: "The style which 
Euthymius used and which later acquired the name "pletenie sloves" has as its main goal 
the maximal use of the word as a means of uncovering the divine being/essence o f the thing 
in the spirit o f Hesychasm" ("Стилът, който Евтимий налага и който по-късно 
получава названието "плетение словес", има за основна цел максималното 
използуване на словото като средство за разкриване на божествената 
същност на нещата в духа на исихазма.")
А.Е. Tachiaos in his article "Mount Athos and the Slavic Literatures," 
Cyrillomethodianum 4 (1977): 1-35, p.16, writes: "This movement o f which we speak 
[Hesychasm] had very strong repercussions in Byzantine literature. It quickly spread to 
neighboring Bulgaria and Serbia, and eventually to far o ff Russia. The chief characteristic
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Euthymius wrote his vitæ partly under the influence of Metaphrastes and 
partly under the influence o f Patriarch Kallistos.113 While many 
similarities can be found between Euthymius' and Kallistos' hagiographie 
works in the poetic images they employ and the themes they develop 
(particularly Hesychastic themes), it must be remembered that Kallistos 
himself, as a hagiographer, wrote according to the Metaphrastic examples 
that came before him. Kallistos may have been the most influential writer 
in Euthymius' own formation as a hagiographer, but even if  this is so, it 
must be emphasized that the tradition that got passed on to both of them is a 
Metaphrastic one and not a specifically Hesychastic one.
A call to re-examine the assumed role of Hesychasm on the 
development o f a literary style during the period of the Second South 
Slavic Influence has been made before us by other scholars in the field, 
such as Birnbaum114, Ivanova115, Iovine116, Meyendorff117, Børtnes118,
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of the period was a revival o f the mystical and ascetic literature o f Byzantine, a return to the 
sources o f mysticism. A t the same time we find a blossoming in liturgical texts and 
hymnology while hagiography created a new style..."
See also Ian White, "Hesychasm and the Revival o f Bulgarian Literature in the 
Fourteenth Century," in Bulgaria, Past and Present, 249-254, Columbus: AAASS, 1976. 
On page 250 he writes: "The Bulgarian literary revival o f the fourteenth century was to a 
certain extent nourished by a religious movement known to modem historians as 
Hesychasm; Evtim ij's work is informed with the spirit o f this movement. The most 
noteworthy features o f Evtim ij's writings are their novel language and style. It is possible 
that these features o f his work cannot be explained without reference to Hesychasm." 
White implies but does not committ himself to the notion that the "novel language and 
style" employed by Euthymius is tied to the spread of Hesychasm in Bulgaria.
113 Радченко, Литературное и религиозное движение, 259.
114 See our discussion above on Bimbaum's contributions to the problem o f identifying 
the Byzantine roots o f the "word-weaving" high style and his contribution to identifying 
this style in pre-Euthymian Serbian texts.
115 In her article "Патриарх Евтимий и агиографската традиция в средно- 
вековната литература," Ivanova underscores, and quite correctly so, Euthymius' debt
to the stylistic reforms o f Symeon Metaphrast. On pp. 93-94 she writes: "In the monastic
libraries o f Athos and Constantinople, where he had access to classical examples o f the 
vita-panegyric genre, Euthymius received a fu ll understanding o f Byzantine hagiographie
literature in all the brilliance o f its several centuries-old development. A no less significant 
moment in the hagiographie 'education' o f Euthymius is his contact with the Metaphrastic 
codices—the reading menaea collections, containing saints' lives written or edited by 
Symeon Metaphrast. Throughout the 14th century, copies o f these poured into the holdings 
o f all the biggest monastic and church repositories...In the hagiographic-panegyric work of 
Euthymius o f Tmovo, we find two traditions: Bulgarian hagiography — inasmuch as he is a
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and Kitch.119 Furthermore, many have correctly observed Euthymius' debt 
to the stylistic reforms in hagiography brought about by Symeon Meta- 
phrastes in the tenth century and the debt owed in general by late medieval 
South Slavic w riting to Byzantine models.120 Popov, fo r example, 
observes:
representative o f the Byzantino-Slavic cultural community — and the Byzantine 
hagiography."
116 lovine, op.cit, 201, writes: "No serious scholar o f the Second South Slavic Influence 
would insist that either the orthographic reforms or the style called 'pletenie sloves' was 
created ex novo by Patriarch Euthymius and the Hesychasts."
117 See J. Meyendorff, "Society and Culture in the Fourteenth Century: Religious Pro- 
blems," Actes du XIVe Congrès International des Études Byzantines (September 6-12, 
1971), v o l.l, 51-65, Bucharest 1972; reprinted in Byzantine Hesychasm as article 8. On 
page 58 he writes: "...hesychast spirituality may have had quite a different impact on art in 
the Slavic [sic] countries and in Byzantium. There is no evidence, for example, that any 
major figure o f Byzantine hesychasm...manifested any peculiar interest for a rt"
118 Børtnes, "Hesychast Doctrine," 84, writes: "There is nothing inherently mystical in 
this rhetorical mode o f expressions [o f 'word-weaving'], and the attempt to identify 
Epiphanius' pletenie sloves with Hesychast theology is contradicted by the writings o f the 
great Hesychast mystic Symeon the New Theologian (949-1022) and by those o f his 
successor Gregory Palamas, the leader of the Hesychast revival in the fourteenth century."
119 See Faith C.M. Kitch, The Literary Style o f Epifanij Premudryj: Pletenije Sloves, 
Slavistische Beiträge 96, Munich: Verlag Otto Sagner, 1976. On pages 28-29 she writes: 
"Emotion was conveyed through the medium o f rhetoric. But there is no specific hesychast 
style, no special relationship between rhetoric and Hesychasm Rhetorical style had always 
been in Byzantium the elegant clothing for all genres, hagiography included Lives by both 
hesychasts and their opponents were elegantly composed."
120 Radćenko (Радченко, Литературное и религиозное движение, pp. 248, 
258) suggests that Bulgarian and Byzantine hagiographie literature o f the fourteenth century 
was under the influence of both Hesychasm and Metaphrastes. Both Speranskij (M .H. 
Сперанский, История древнерусской литературы, том 2, Московский 
период, 3d. ed., Москва, 1921); and later Dujčev (И.Дуйчев, "Итальянская книга 
по истории дренерусской литературы," ТОДРЛ 18 [1962]: 552-568) articu- 
lated the necessity o f looking at trends in Byzantine literature when studying the 
developments of word-weaving in Slavic literature of the period o f the Second South Slavic 
Influence. Talev (op.cit, 42) writes: "The new style typical o f South Slavic literature [o f 
the 14th century] fully reflects the Byzantine style dominant after the firm  establishment o f 
Christianity." In retaliation o f Lixaiev's assumptions regarding the role played by Euthy- 
mius in the elaboration o f a high style in 14th-century South Slavic w riting, Talev also 
writes on p.34: "But it is definitely incorrect to state that 'the connection between the 
reform (of Euthymius)...and the new style o f ,weaving o f words,' characteristic o f the 
14th-15th centuries, is beyond doubt"
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This new [style] in Bulgarian literature was not created in Bulgaria, but 
was borrowed from Byzantium...Euthymius, as a well-educated man o f 
his day, incorporated not only the spirit o f contemporary Byzantine 
literature, but also the style and even the structure o f its rhetoric... His 
own works were created according to Byzantine models: he preserved 
medieval Byzantine artistic devices and interwove [преплиталj  the main 
ideas with rhetorical phrases.121
Lixacev himself in his aforementioned article writes: ,,The question 
of Byzantine influence in the area of the ,word-weaving’ style has been 
very little  studied, but its influence here is unquestionable."122 But so far a 
detailed comparison of the lives written by Euthymius with those of earlier 
Byzantine and Slavic authors has not been made in order to prove this 
point. In this study we hope to elucidate the position of Euthymius in 
relation to the Byzantine and Slavic tradition that came before him.
That Euthymius was part of a circle of Hesychasts is certain. His own 
hagiographie texts abound in references to Hesychast mysticism (this is the 
subject of Chapter 2 o f Section IV ); also, G rigorij Camblak in his 
"Poxvalno slovo" of Euthymius gives ample examples o f Euthymius' 
involvment with the Hesychastic movement, complete with references to his 
fulfillm ent of the stages of "7cpáÇ1ç" and "Ѳешріа" taught by Gregory the 
S inaite.123 There is also archaeological124, historical125, and literary
Cf. also Димитър Кенанов, “Симеон Метафраст и търновската книжовна 
школа,“ Търновска книжовна школа, том 4, 26-36, София: БАН, 1985; and К. 
Станчев, "Нормативност на средновековната естетика и поетика,” Старо- 
българска литература 6 (1980): 3-10. Standev makes an interesting point 
concerning the "normalization" o f hagiographie texts and their entrance into the ranks o f 
high literature. He maintains that this process happened in Byzantine literature only with the 
advent o f the Metaphrastic reforms; and he draws a parallel between Metaphrastes' reforms 
and Euthymius' reforms in their role in "normalizing" the hagiographie genre in their 
respective literary traditions.
121 Х.И. Попов, Евтимий, последен Търновски и Трапезицки патриарх 
(1375-1394), Пловдив: Печатница на Хр. Г. Данов, 1901, р. 123.
122 Лихачев, "Некоторые задачи," 6. The original passage reads: "Мало изучен 
вопрос о византийском влиянии в области стиля ‘плетения словес‘, но и 
здесь это влияние несомненно."
123 See Е.Kałużniacki, Aus der panegyrischen Litteratur der Südslaven, Vienna, 1901; 
reprint, London: Variorum, 1971. The text o f the "poxvalno slovo" is contained in pp.28- 
60. For references to Euthymius as a Hesychast, see especially chap.IV, p.33, lines 5-18; 
chap.V, p.34, lines 25-29; and chap.IX, p.39-40, lines 3-31 and lines 1-2, respectively.
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evidence126 that demonstrates unequivocally the strong presence o f the 
Hesychasts in medieval Bulgarian society; nevertheless, the only component 
o f Euthymius' texts that is specifically tied to the Hesychasts is the content. 
In other words, the language and structure o f the Euthymian vitae are 
borrowed from an earlier Byzantine tradition that developed completely 
independently o f the Hesychasts. The category of religious content is the 
only sphere in which Byzantine Hesychasm had an influence in the 
composition of Euthymius' saints' lives. As we have stated above, the 
literary style which Euthymius employed was already established in 
Byzantine writing well before his lifetim e and before the influx of 
Hesychastic mysticism in Byzantium and on the Balkans.
We do not imply by this that Euthymius did not contribute much to 
the development o f the genre; on the contrary, Euthymius is one of the
124 See Стоян Маслев, "Пустинножителска Мадара," Арехеология, 1, кн .3-4 
(София, 1959):24-34, esp. 24-30. Maslev maintains that archaeological findings in 
Madara, Bulgaria corroborate the existence of religious hermits in 13th-14th century 
Bulgaria. He says that the period o f the 13th and 14th century — esp. after the fa ll o f the 
tsardom of Ivan Asen II (1218-1241) -  witnessed foreign invaders, and the Bulgarian 
countryside was laid waste. As a result there was a new wave o f anchoritic monasticism: 
"Such were the conditions which prepared the soil for the spread o f the religious movement 
o f Hesychasm, by far the most rudimentary form of mysticism." C f also К. Шкория, 
"М а д а р о -М о ги л ск о т о  плато," Byzantinoslavica 4 (1932):103-4, fig.12,13,14; C. 
Diehl, L'art byzantin dans l ’Italie meridionale, Paris, 1894, p.24.
12^ See E.Bakalova, "La société et l ’art en Bulgarie au ХГѴе siècle (L ’influence de 
l'hésychasme sur l'art)," Actes du ХГѴе Congrès International des Études Byzantines 
(September 6-12,1971), vo l.2 ,33-38, Bucharest: Editerai Academiei Republicii Socialiste 
Románia, 1975. On page 36 Bakalova discusses the benefaction which the hermit monks 
received from the Bulgarian tsar for the construction o f their cenobitic community at the 
caves of Ivanovo. She writes that the fact that Tsar Ivan Alexander had a private chapel 
constructed far away from Tmovo in the caves where colonies o f ascetics and anchorites 
had been established and commissioned for its decoration a remarkable artist-who in all 
likelihood had trained in a studio in Constantinople-all testify to the importance that 
Hesychasm had in the spiritual life  o f Bulgaria. For a reworked English version o f the 
same study, see E.Bakalova, "Society and A rt in Bulgaria in the 14th Century," 
Byzantinobulgarica 8 (1986): 17-72.
126 Cf. Д.Ангелов, "Към историята на религиозно-философската мисъл в 
средновековна България—исихазъм и варлаамитство," Българското  
историческо дружество. 25 (1967): 73-92, esp.pp.7887־; and К.Иванова "Някои 
моменти на българо-византийските литературни връзки през X IV  в.," 
Старобългарска литература 1 (1971): 209-42, рр.211-212.
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most talented life-writers in the Slavic tradition whose mastery o f all the
formulaic rhetoric and thematic topoi o f the genre was extraordinary. For
this reason, Picchio rightly confers onto him the distinction of being one of
the few medieval Slavic authors whom we can consider as "writers in the
modem sense o f the word, that is, masters of verbal art."127 The focus of
our research, however, is to point to the origins of the devices that
Euthymius used so abundantly and artfully and to underline the fact that
everything he brought into his vitæ he learned from an earlier tradition, a
tradition that predates the fourteenth-century Hesychastic Revival. He
neither invented nor innovated the style he used. In a word, "word-
weaving" in Slavonic literature reaches a high point in its development with
Euthymius, but it was not a new product o f him or his scions. The content
of his hagiographie works ־־ that is, the subjects he chooses for his saints'
lives and how he describes their spiritual ascent ־־ is, however, intimately
tied with Hesychast mysticism and the tenets of the movement.
The absence o f stylistic innovation in Euthymius' writing in no way
stigmatizes him; rather, it is in perfect accord with the aesthetic of his day.
A learned medieval audience would have viewed Euthymius as a good
writer not for his ability to innovate but for his ability to perfect a received
style and to recombine skillfu lly  a formulaic repertoire of literary tropes
and images. In this context, it is useful to remember a point made by the
theorist Jan M ukafovskÿ. Concerning the definition of poetic language, he
stresses that individuality is not one of its prerequisites:
Not even individuality...characterizes poetic language in general. Regardless 
o f the fact that a distinctly individual style is possible outside of literature (in 
scientific discourse, for example), we should keep in mind that there are entire 
developmental periods in which poetic language avoids individuality of ex•
pression.128
274
127 R.Picchio, "Isometric Semantic Markers in the Prose o f Patriarch Euthymius o f 
Tmovo," International Journal fo r Slavic Linguistics and Poetics 31-32 (1985): 309-318, 
p.309.
128 Sec J. M ukafovskÿ, "On Poetic Language," first published as "O jazyce básnickém" 
in Slovo a sloves nost, 6 (1940); English translation in The Word and Verbal Art, Selected 
Essays by Jan M ukafovskÿ, translated and edited by John Burbank and Peter Steiner, 
Yale Russian and Eastern European Studies, 13, Yale University Press, 1977, p.3.
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Euthymius was working with fixed formulae and topoi to construct the 
narrative of his saints' lives, and reliance on fixed formulae is one of the 
principles on which many ancient art forms were built. In such contexts, 
the skill of the creator-author was not a function of his ability to innovate 
new forms and themes but of his ability to manipulate and recombine fixed 
and prescribed topoi.129
A ll o f the points raised in this chapter, o f course, have to be 
supported by textual evidence. There are basically three levels of consider- 
ation that we must examine. In order to prove the statement that the style 
and structure of the Euthymian vitæ are neither new nor tied in any way to 
the Hesychasts, we must examine in detail both components o f his works. 
First of all, we must identify what the components o f his style arc (i.e. the 
rhetorical devices he employs, both linguistic and poetic) and then examine 
each one to determine the extent o f its originality. Secondly there is the 
structure of the vitæ to consider; we must demonstrate whether the 
presence of weaving of subthemes, the interplay o f formulaic phrases of 
emotion, and the use of rhetorical questions in the hagiographie genre are 
original to Euthymius. Within the category o f "structure" one o f the most 
important considerations is that of the intermixing of the genres of the vita
275
129 Quoting Jousse, Mulcafovslcÿ writes (ibid.): "In Studies in Linguistic Psychology 
[M.Jousse, Études de psychologie linguistique, Paris, 1925, p. 13], Jousse [observes]: 
The narratives o f the guslars, similar in this respect to the narrative o f Homer, the prophets 
and the rabbis, to the Epistles o f Baruch, St. Peter and S t Paul...are a juxtaposition o f 
relatively few clichés. The development o f each o f these clichés happens automatically 
according to fixed rules. Only their order can vary. A good guslar is one who plays with 
his clichés as we play with cards, who arranges them in different ways according to the 
effect which he wishes to produce from them.' Thus ind ividuality in such poetic 
configurations is obviously relegated to a secondary position, and what is left to it is merely 
an influence on the arrangement o f a priori given formulae."
Lizačev comments specifically on the tendency o f medieval art to be composed o f 
prescribed themes and expressions (Поэтика, pp. 126-7): "Для 'высокого' стиля XIV- 
XV вв. характерны трафаретные сочетания, привычный 'этикет' выражений, 
повторяемость образов, сравнений, эпитетов, метафоров, и .т .д ... 
Литературный язык средневековья полон условно приподнятых трафаретов, 
тесно связанных с теми, которые привычны читателю по языку бого- 
служебному, языку священного писания и сочинений отцов церкви. Эти 
условно приподнятые трафареты, закрепленные неподвижным, не под- 
лежащим измению основым фондом’ чисто церковной литературы, пере- 
ходят из произведения в произведение. Заимствования и компиляции, 
стремление избегать индивидуальных особенностей стиля составляют 
характерную черту литературы церковных жанров."
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and the panegyric in Euthymius' writings. It has been pointed out by 
Klimentina Ivanova that the presence of the panegyric in Euthymius' vitæ 
is not an innovation of his own but the result o f an earlier Byzantine 
tradition.130 This is correct, and this point w ill be examined in our inquiry 
on the structure of the Euthymian hagiographie works in chapter 3 o f this 
section. Lastly, there is the question o f content in Euthymius' vitæ: the 
claim that Euthymius' connection with the Hesychasts reveals itself solely in 
the content o f his hagiographie works has to be demonstrated with proof 
from the primary texts. The subsequent two chapters of Section III and 






130 К. Иванова, "Патриарх Евтимий и агиографската традиция.’’ 95
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Chapter 2
Euthymius' Style: An Examination of the Rhetorical
Devices in the Vitæ
As we have stated in the previous chapter, Euthymius and the 
Hesychasts did not invent the style they employed. A ll o f the rhetorical 
devices Euthymius uses in his hagiographie works are used in other post- 
Metaphrastic texts of the period before the Hesychast Revival in Byzantium 
and Bulgaria (e.g. the Life o f Symeon by Sava and the L ife  o f K lim ent o f 
O xrid by Theophylact). A ll of these devices can, furthermore, be found in 
texts o f the pre-Metaphrastic period, though there is a noticeable increase 
in the extent to which these devices are used in texts of the post-Metaphra- 
stic period.
A definition then of "word-weaving" that focuses on the rhetorical 
devices tells, as it were, only half the story. It describes the differences 
between the texts in terms of the extent to which the same elements are 
employed across texts. We agree completely with Iovine's assessment that 
studies that focus on the rhetorical devices of "word weaving" texts do not 
go beyond the general nature of the questions at hand.1 In fact, the only 
other large study done of the stylistic features of Patriarch Euthymius' 
works does not go beyond mere considerations of specific rhetorical 
devices.2 It is, however, necessary to examine individually a ll the 
rhetorical components o f Euthymius' style and compare them with earlier 
texts in order to prove our claim that there is nothing about the style of the 
Euthymian vitæ that is either new or that can be attributed specifically to 
the Hesychasts or Hesychasm. This chapter w ill be devoted to this task. 
Before we look at the origins of Euthymius' repertoire o f rhetorical 
devices employed in his hagiographie texts, we should first give some 
information regarding the other texts employed in this study.
1 M .lovine, "The History and Historiography o f the Second South Slavic Influence," 
Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale University, 1977, p. 199: "This type o f analysis [that focuses on 
the individual stylistic devices and figures used by Euthymius] s till remains w ithin the 
realm of the general and fails to clarify the unique peculiarities o f the style and its rhetorical 
function within the context of the individual lives and panegyrics themselves."
2 See Цветана Вранска.Хтилни похвати на Патриарх Евтимий," Сборник на 
Българската академия на науките и изкуствата 37. 2 (1942): 107-280.
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Hagiographie Texts Employed for the Study:
For a complete list o f the hagiographie texts that were examined for 
this study, one should consult the bibliography at the end of this 
dissertation under the section entitled "Primary Sources." Only those texts, 
however, that we have scanned for rhetorical devices/poetic images and 
outlined for narrative structure are discussed in greater detail here.
Before we can employ edited versions o f hagiographie texts to prove 
the theory posited in this work, we must, when dealing with high-style 
texts, first be sure that we are either working with exemplars of the texts 
that date from the period before Euthymius; or, i f  they date from the 
period after Euthymius, then we must be working with several exemplars 
of texts in order to compare the content. I f  the only extant manuscripts of a 
vita date from the period after the fourteenth century, and if  the content 
varies insignificantly over several copies of the same text (provided they 
are not done by the same scribe or by scribes of the same scriptorium), 
then this is evidence that the scribes who penned the manuscripts tampered 
very little  with the content of the prototype. The reason this is important 
primarily for the high-style texts is that in the revision of a hagiographie 
text, it is possible that the text might undergo a transposition from low 
style to high style, as did happen in the period following the Metaphrastic 
reforms. I f  one is using a post-fourteenth-century manuscript of a high- 
style text presumably written before the Euthymian period, the data cannot 
be used to make any definitive statements about the use of language or the 
development o f the hagiographie genre up to the time o f Euthymius 
because the high-style features could well have been added at a later date.
Assuming the approximate time range o f the prototype o f the 
manuscript can be determined, the case where a pre-Euthymian low-style 
text exists only in a post-fourteenth-century exemplar is not necessarily 
cause to dismiss the data collected from such a text. The reason is that the 
kind of stylistic transposition from low-style to high-style just discussed 
does not generally travel in the other direction, so that if  you have a post- 
fourteenth-century manuscript o f a low-style text, the possibility for 
stylistic interpolation is much less likely than in the first case. Some words 
should be said regarding the editions used for this study.
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ЮОБбЗБЗ
1) The Life o f Anthony (hereafter referred to as LAnth) is a fourth- 
century life, presumably written by St. Athansius between 356 and 357, not 
long after the saint's death. This vita is perhaps the most widely distributed 
and the best known in the hagiographie tradition. It exists in hundreds of 
copies of many different translations across many centuries, including 
Latin, Syriac, Arabic, and Slavonic, the contents of which varies little  
across texts. For the purposes of this study, we consulted J.-P. Migne's 
P atro log ia  Grœca, which also includes the Latin translation done by 
Evagrius in 384.3
2) The Life o f Daniel the Stylite (hereafter referred to as LDanStyl) 
an early sixth-century Byzantine text, was edited by Hippolyte Delehaye.4 
He employed prim arily three eleventh-century manuscripts and one 
twelfth-century manuscripts, and he includes all o f the textual variants in 
the annotation to his edition. While there are some differences in content 
across texts, stylistically they are homogenous, exhibiting pre-Metaphrastic, 
simple style and a linear narrative structure.
3) The L ife  o f St. John the Alms giver (hereafter referred to as 
LJohnAlm), an early seventh-century composite work by Leontius of 
Cyprus and Sophronius was also edited by Delehaye.5 For this edition, 
Delehaye used a late twelfth-century/early thirteenth-century manuscript 
found in the Library of St. Mark of Venice, a menology for the month of 
November, and the texts of the vita is found under the date 12 November.6
279
3 Sec Patrologia Graca. vol. 26, 835-976, edited by J.-P. Migne, Paris: Gamier, 1887.
4 See the L ife  o f Daniel the Stylite ; Greek text, edited by Hippolyte Delehaye, in Analecta 
Bollandiana 32 (1913): 121*229. This text has also been reprinted in Les saints stylites, 
edited by H. Delehaye, 1-94, Subsidia Hagiographica, no. 14, Brussels: Société des 
bollandistes, 1923. AU quotes from the LDanStyl are given by us with page and line 
numbers based on the edited text in Les sains sylites. In Delehaye's introduction to the text, 
he discusses the manuscripts used for the edition.
5 See Leontius and Sophronius, Life o f St. John the Alms giver, Greek text, edited by 
Hippolyte Delehaye, in Analecta Bollandiana 45 (1927): 5-74. A ll quotes from the text are 
taken from this edition. See also Dawes and H. Baynes, Three Byzantine Saints, 
Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1977, pp. 195-96, on the history behind 
the composite text
6 See Delehaye's introduction to the edition for fu ll information on the manuscript
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Because Delehaye was working with one manuscript only of this vita, it is 
impossible to know to what extent the original was interpolated. This life, 
however, is not used by us as one of the examples of high-style life- 
writing. As it appears in this manuscript used by Delehaye, it seems to be a 
transitional example, employing at times certain features of high-style texts 
(such as flowering and abundant metaphor, simile); but the narrative 
structure is definitely pre-Metaphrastic, relying entirely on anecdotal 
exposition of the hero's sanctity.
4) The L ife  o f K lim ent o f O xrid  by Archbishop Theophylact o f 
Oxrid (hereafter referred to as LKlOxr) -  also known as the Пространно 
Нлементово житие or the Legenda Bulgarica 7-- was written in the late 
eleventh century. In his edition o f the text, Aleksandar Milev cites five 
extant manuscripts o f the life (only one of which is a fu ll text), all of which 
date from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. When comparing the 
content o f all o f the texts, Milev writes that they do not differ very much 
from one another. The most essential difference, he writes, is the year cited 
for the Christianization of Tsar Boris.8 Because the texts do not show a 
significant discrepancy in content, we can assume that the extant exemplars 
o f the vita are a good representation of the content o f the original work as 
Theophylact wrote it.
1) The Life o f Constantine (LC) and 2) the Life o f Methodius (LM) 
are ninth-century Slavic vitæ, the authorship o f which is still disputed by 
scholars. Vaillant writes that they were both originally composed in Greek 
and then translated into Moravian Church Slavonic.9 There are
00056363
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7 See А. Милев, Гръцните жития на Климент Охридсни, София: БАН, 1966, 
р.9. See also our fh.58 to Chapter 2 o f Section I.
8 Cf. Милев, ib id .,p .l2 : ТІетте эапазени cera ръкописа на житието не се 
различават много един от друг. Най-съществена е разликата в годината 
за покръстването на българите и княз Борис."
9 See A. Vaillant, Textes vieux-slaves, vol.2, Textes publiés par l'institut d'Études slaves, 
no. 8/2, Paris: Imprimérie nationale, 1968, p.25.
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approximately th irty extant manuscripts o f the LC .1® A ll o f these 
manuscripts date from the fifteenth century and after. In his edition of the 
LC and the LM, Vaillant writes the following concerning the extant East 
Slavic manuscripts o f the LC:
They are numerous but all recent, from the fifteenth century at the earliest 
The majority of them are Russian redactions: they are various copies from 
the Menology o f the Russian Church, which [copies] give the same text 
with some small variants between them. It is not ordinarily possible, nor
useful, to make a choice [amongst them].11
As with the LKlOxr, several extant manuscripts o f the same text, when 
compared with one another, reveal no significant difference in content, 
thus pointing to the conclusion that the original text is well represented in 
these later exemplars. Concerning the extant South Slavic manuscripts of 
the LC, Vaillant writes that some of them (and he includes the one by 
Vladislav the Grammarian used by Kantor for his English translation) have 
been significantly reworked and therefore have not been employed by him 
in a reconstruction of the original text:
Some of the copies give a reworked text: this is the case for two manuscripts 
o f 1469 and 1479 o f Vladislav the Grammarian, which are curious as works 
of revision by the Serbian scholar o f the fifteenth century; but they cannot be 
employed for the purposes o f reconstructing the Old Slavonic texts o f the L ife
o f Constantine.12
Concerning the LM, there is a manuscript of the Uspenskij Cathedral 
in Moscow which dates from the twelfth-thirteenth century, published in 
the Успенский Сборник (i.e., the Uspenskij Compilation). Vaillant used
281
10 See Marvin Kantor, Medieval Slavic Lives o f Saints and Princes, Michigan Slavic 
Translations, no. 5, Ann Arbor. Michican Slavic Publications, 1983, p. 17.
11 Vaillant, op.cit, 26. The original passage reads: " Il sont nombreux, mais tous récents, 
depuis le XVe siècle au plutôt La plupart sont de rédaction russe: ce sont diverses copies 
du Ménologe de l'Église russe, qui donnent le même texte avec quelques petites variantes 
entre lesquelles. D n'est pas ordinairement possible, ni utile, de faire un choix."
12 See V a illan t op.cit, 26. The original passage reads: "Mais certaines d'entre elles 
donnent un texte remanié: c'est le cas pour les deux manuscrits de 1469 et 1479 de 
Vladislav le Grammairien, qui sont curieux comme travail de révision d'un savant serbe du 
XVe siècle, mais dont il ne faut tenir aucun compte pour l'établissement du texte vieux- 
slave de la Vie de Constantin."
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this manuscript as "le texte du base" for the edition.13 Also employed was a 
manuscript dating from the fifteenth-sixteenth century.
3) The Life o f Wenceslas (Václav) (hereafter referred to as LW) is a 
West Slavic text, the protoype for which probably dates from the tenth 
century. There are several extant manuscripts for this vita; the oldest one is 
the Vatican Breviary copy, dated 1387. The other copies, none of which 
are West Slavic in origin, are from the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. The content, however, of these manuscripts varies little  from one 
another.14
4) The Serbian Life o f Symeon (Stefan Nemanja) (hereafter referred 
to as LSym(Sav)), was written by Symeon's son, Sava (Rastko) in the early 
thirteenth-century. The Czech scholar Safaffk writes that the vita was 
composed between 1208 and 1215.15 He writes that the manuscript 
employed for this edition is the only one extant and is dated 1619. It comes 
from the St. Sava Chapel at the Studenica Monastery.16 Although the 
manuscript dates from the early seventeenth century, Safari к  points out 
that it contains a heading that reads:
Sii t i p ikk siré ík obraznik* svetago savy srfcbbskago prépisa se 
ѵь U tó 7127 [1619 A.D.] ▼ь peštere svetago savy postinca. bé 
bo prènde nas* sk p i sank rukoju svetago savy. ѵь lé  to reče 6708
[1200 A .D .]17
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13 ibid. See Vaillant's notes on p.43.
14 F. Mareá, An Anthology o f Church Slavonic Texts o f Western (Czech) O rigin, 
Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 1979. See pp.104,110, and 116 for fu ll information on the 
manuscripts. In his edition, one can compare the three different versions of the Slavonic 
prototype, the Vostokov variant, the Croatian Glagolitic variant, and the Menology variant, 
pp. 104123 ־.
15 SeeP J. Saíafík, Pam átky â fe vn íh o  p íse m a íc tv í jihos lovanùv, Prague: 
Nákladem В. Tempského, 1873, p .iii o f his introduction to the LSym(Sav).
16 ibid. Saíafík writes: "2ivot sv. Symeona, svéts Icy Stépána Nemane, knfźete 
srbského, sepsanÿ mezi 1. 1206-1215 od sv. Sávy, arci biskupa srbského, a ted' 
ponejprvé z vazby rukopisu vyproéténÿ a át'astné na svétlo  vyprovozenÿ, 
najden mnou v rukopise na papífe v malém oktávu, psaném 1. 1619 v tak 
feíené Postaid sv. Sávy (domek to poustevníka s kap lí a jeskyní) obi iż k l áá ter a 
Studenice v Srbsku.־
17 ibid. "This tipicon, i.e. historical account, of Saint Sava the Serb was copied in the year 
1619 in the cave o f the Postnik of Saint Sava; and before us it  was written by the hand o f 
Saint Sava in the year 1200."
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As S a fa fík  points out, one can deduce from this heading that this 
manuscript dated 1619 was probably taken directly from the original 
manuscript o f St. Sava.18
5) The Life o f Theodosius by Patriarch Kallistos (hereafter referred 
to as LTheod) was edited first by Bodjanskij19 and then by Zlatarski.20 In 
his introduction, Zlatarski explains that the text used by Bodjanskij was an 
eighteenth-century copy of a fifteenth-century manuscript, the only one 
known to be extant. The fifteenth-century manuscript was written in 1479 
by Vladislav the Grammarian21, who also copied the LC, mentioned above. 
Given Vaillant's comments on the reworking of the LC done by Vladislav, 
there is reason to believe that this manuscript o f the vita may have also 
been reworked to some extent by him. Without another exemplar, it is 
impossible to tell. Were one or several more manuscripts o f the LTheod to 
be discovered and were they to reveal significant differences in content, 
some of our data might change regarding the common use of metaphors 
and similes between the LTheod and the Euthymian texts. The proof 
supporting our theory on the redefinition of "word-weaving" does not, 
fortunately, hinge on this text, and none of our conclusions regarding the 
use of language or the structure of the Euthymian hagiograpic texts would 
have to be changed by excluding this text from the body of sources.
A ll of the manuscripts employed by Kałużniacki for his edition of 
the saints' lives by Patriarch Euthymius are discussed in detail in the 
introductory chapter to Section II. At this juncture, we may proceed with
)0056363
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ib id .:“Z toho domÿéleti se Ize, že pfepis nāš p fe ja t snad z pûvodniho rukopisu 
sv. Sávy"
19 See О.Бод янский, Чтения в Импер. Обществе истории и древностей 
российских при Московском Университете, кн .І, I860.
20 See В.И.Златарски, Житие и жизнь преподобнаго отца нашего Теодосия, 
Сборник за народни умотворения, наука и книжина (СбНУНК) 20 (1904): 
1- 41.
21 ibid., 4. Zlatarski writes: "Отъ тия думи на о. Спиридона се ясно види, че 
като оригиналъ за написаното отъ него житие му е послужило едничкото 
за cera известно житие на св. Теодосия Търновски, което се намира въ 
прочутия, принадлежещъ на Рилския манастиръ панигирикъ, написанъ 
отъ Владислава Граматикъ въ 1479 г."
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our inquiry into the rhetorical devices used in the Euthymian vitæ and an 
anlysis of them based on a comparison with the other hagiographie texts 
listed above.
Inventory of Rhetorical Devices Employed in the E u th vm ia n  
Hagiographie Texts and Comparison with Other Texts:
In the saints' lives of Euthymius one can identify at least seventeen 
broad categories of rhetorical devices: 1) complex syntactic series, 2) 
composita (compound words), 3) metaphor, 4) simile, 5) tautology, 6) 
alliteration and assonance, 7) appositional series, 8) synonyms (or nearly 
synonymous phrases), 9) antithesis, 10) epithets, 11) paranomasis, 12) 
paraphrase, 13) lexical anaphora, 14) personification, 15) metonymy, 16) 
litotes, and 17) hyperbole.
There is, as stated, a rise in the extent to which rhetorical devices are 
employed in the texts; but more importantly, there is a structural principle 
that appears only in texts o f the post-Metaphrastic period, the principle of 
the "weaving of subthemes" as defmed in the previous chapter. Including 
the category o f "weaving of subthemes" into a definition o f the style 
employed in post-Metaphrastic high-style texts is important because it is 
precisely this category which differentiated the narrative structure o f the 
texts under consideration.
In order to prove from the primary texts the fact that the rhetorical 
devices used by Euthymius can all be found in earlier pre- and post- 
Metaphrastic hagiographie texts or in Scriptural sources, we w ill present 
here a comprehensive inventory of devices, as used by Euthymius in his 
saints' lives, and give similar examples from the earlier hagiographie texts 
included in this study. Where metaphors and similes are borrowed from 
scriptural passages, the Bible w ill also be cited.22 A ll quoted passage from 
texts are taken from the editions that appear in the footnotes above. The 
editions in which the original texts appear as well as the editions from 
which their translations may be found appear in the bibliography at the end
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22 A ll quotes are taken from the Revised Standard Version. For the sake o f comparison, 
some passages are also given from the King James Bible. The abbreviations for each are, 
respectively, RSV and AV (Authorized Version). The abbreviation for the Septuagint is 
LXX .
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of this work under the heading, "Primary Sources." Citations are followed 
by the abbreviated title of the vita, the chapter number as it appears in the 
edited version, the page number, and the line number where the editor 
gives them in the margin. The lives o f Euthymius are referred by the 
abbreviations LIR (the Life o f Ivan o f R ila), LHM (the Life o f H ilarion o f 
M oglena), LP (the L ife  o f Paraskeva), and LPh (the Life  o f Philothea). 
Translations of all the cited passages are given in the footnotes from edited 
versions, except in the case of the Euthymian texts and the LTheod, which 
appear in our own translation.
1) Complex syntactic series.23 Simply put, these are very long 
sentences that acquire their length through the piling up of one dependent 
clause onto another. Consider these examples from the four vitæ by 
Euthymius:
V־b lépő tu ubo kto патч» ponosi 1ь by, jako ne tbcio o dobryix lénivé 
imąśtirm» i neradivé, nç i  zavidąśtinn> edinoplém ennym  dobryixb 
prićąstiu, ašbe т іѵ іа п іе т ь  blaźennago Ioanna ż itie  préiS li byxom 1 ne 
v ’bsécémb tbátaniem b, po ѵ ъ гт о ^ п о т у  п а ть  napisano, jakoze 
naćalnoobraznyj obrazk p red lož ili ize dobryą źelaęśtim * i  revnuçátim  
dobrodétéli na nas i  sice prćźde in yx  po i#  vbsxodąsci ? (LIR, I, 2(צ**
Edi nomu bo będetb t bćię udobb ta povédati Ila־ rio n u , iże i duśeę i 
čjuvstvomb ta ob iiné  naslaźdaęśtomu są, egovç n ly lné  prizvavše 
blagodléjt, ašte i ne po lépoté, obaće po ѵъ гто гп о ти  togo s'kpovémy 
déanie i ž itie . (LHM ,1,28)
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23 See Professor Picchio's study on the poetic and semantic function o f complex syntactic 
series as used by Euthymius in his Panegyric to Constantine and Helena in "Isometric 
Semantic Markers in the Prose o f Patriarch Euthymius o f Tmovo," International Journal 
fo r Slavic Linguistics and Poetics 31-32 (1985): 309-318; and in another study he applies 
the same principles o f textual analysis to a broader selection o f texts: Рикардо Пикио, 
"Върху изоколните структури в средновековната славянска проза," 
Литературна мисъл 3 (1980): 75-107.
2^ " If  we were to pass over in silence the life  o f the blessed Ivan, and i f  we were not to 
offer with all possible diligence what has been written for us as a primary example unto 
those who desire and are zealous for the virtues which are good, then could not someone 
indeed justifiably revile us, [saying] that we are not only indolent and negligent towards 
our goods but also that we are envying our fellow countrymen their share o f the goods 
inasmuch as we have profited before others?"
25 "It w ill be easy only for Hilarion to relate such things. He delights abundantly in these 
things both in soul and feeling, he whose beneficence we have called upon today. I f  [we do
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Ašte ubo ljubovnyj obyće zakon*, eže ljubkznyix pameti pom inati i  téx* 
s*zr*covati obrazy i  dèa n i a že i  glagoly, mnoźiceju ze 1 téx* podobia 
ž ivop isova ti, mnogo, paće množaje k ljuč im o budet* i  3élo želatelno 
bogoljubbznym *, eźe b o ź iiz  u g od n i k* ibstnè  p o lita ti i  téx pameti i  
déania na pol zu povéstvovati (LP,I,59)26
Complex syntactic series can be found in examples from the early 
medieval Slavic period as well, as in the Life o f Constantine and the L ife  
o f M ethodius, both texts that chronologically date from the post- 
Metaphrastic period but stylistically fa ll into the category of simple style, 
pre-Metaphrastic texts:
Gospodi Boże m oi, iže esi angel*skyą vsą ć iny i  besplotnya s^stavilTs 
s iły , i  nebo raspen־*, zem lju osnoval*, i  vsą suśtaą o t nebytia vt> bytie  
ргіѵе іъ , iže esi vbsegda bezde poslušal־* tvorąśtix vo lju  tvoju, bojaátix 
są te be i  xranąśtix zapovédi tvoa, posi u šai moea m o litvy , i vérnoe 
tovoe stado ST>xrani emuže mą bé p r is tv il־* neključ im ago i 
nedostoinago raba tvoego, izbavląa vsą o t vsąkyą bezboźnya i 
pogankskya zloby i  o t vsąkogo mnogord iva g o  i  xulnago eretič*skago 
jazyka glagoljuštago na tą xu lç (LC, X V III, 39) 27
Bog'* b la g ł i  vksemogai, iže jest* s 'k tvo ril'* o t nebytija  ▼ * b y ti je 
v*sąć*skaja v id im a ja  že i nevidim aja i ukrasi 1> v*sąkoju krasotoju, 
juźe k to*־  ramySląja, pomyśląja i po malu, o t ćąsti možet* razum éti i 
togo poznati iže jest* s 'b tvoril'* sicą dél a div*na i  mnoga—ot1* ve li koty 
bo i  dobroty d é l*  po razm yslu i rod i bel* іхъ  Is'bmotrim '*] est*--4źe 
po ju t* angeli tr*svą ty im * glasom* i v*si p ra vo vé r*n ii, s la v im * v 
svątei T ro ici, s ir& *  v *  tr*x *  upostaskxb, ježe možet* k *to  tr i lica  reśti, 
a v* jedinom * vož*stvē. (LM,I,41)28
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not succced in writing this] with beauty, then we w ill, however, relate to the best of our 
ability the life  and deeds o f this man."
26 " I f  thus the law is loved, then it  w ill be very, indeed extremely, fitting  and very 
desirable for those who please God to remember the memories o f cherished people and to 
contemplate their images and actions and words, to paint many times their likenesses, to 
honor God's saints purely and to relate their memory and acts to some benefit For a story 
about good [people and deeds] is in no small measure beneficial for its listeners."
27 " 0  Lord,my God, who hast created all the ranks o f angels and incorporeal powers, 
stretched out the heavens and founded the earth, and brought all things into being from 
non-being, who hast always heeded those that work Thy w ill, fear Thee and keep Thy 
commandments, heed my prayer and preserve Thy faithful flock which Thou appointed to 
me, Thy useless and unworthy servant Deliver them from the godless and heathen malice 
o f those speaking blasphemy against Thee" (ХѴІП, 77-79).
 Gracious and almightly is God, who from non-being called into being all things visible״ 28
and invisible, and adorned them with all beauty, so that he who contemplates it with
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There are, of course, examples of complex syntactic series, too, in 
pre-Euthymian texts written in the post-Metaphrastic high style, such as the 
Life  o f Klim ent o f O xrid by Theophylact, an eleventh-century Byzantine 
text:
О г о ѵ т а і y a p  o i Я0ХХ01 x o v ç  ка Ѳ ' т!дби; K a ip o ù ç  цт! а ѵ  x i та>ѵ
ápX aícD V  * c o p iļa a i,  a X X à  x o ù ç  ц е ѵ  w p o x é p o u־ ç  x p á v o v ç  к а і
Ѳ а и ц а т  Х а ц я р и ѵ Ѳ л ѵ а і к а і ß vo it; ávS pcűv коац г!Ѳ т1ѵ а 1 , ccoco^áxoç
o x e ô ò v  Ç rçôàvxœ v év а о ц а а і, t f !  5è Tļļ1 ex£pqt ׳уеѵеа  ц 110е ѵ  x o io v x o v
ק(60 &ף v ןז a i 7ta p á  Ѳеой, оѲеѵ к а і x p b ç  x ò v  а я о и־ 8а ш ѵ  ß io v , foq xt1ç
v í v  ф {юЕ0х ; ļj.־n S e xo ^e vn ç  x o u x o v , éX ee iv íúç а л е ѵ а р к т іа а ѵ , K a iâS ç
TE eíôóxeç ккЕѵѵоі к а і Xíav етпафаХш;; (ЬЮОхг, 1.2; p.76 line 18-20; 
р.78, line 1-5)29
Therefore, we can conclude that the feature of complex syntactic 
series is a feature of both high and low style in text written well before the 
time of Euthymius and the Hesychasts.
2) composita (compound words). Composita, or compound words, 
likewise appear in texts o f both high and low styles. The LC has such 
composita as VT>sedn»žitelb (X II,28), b lagovèrna (X IV ,3 1 ), 
dobrorodenb (11,2), 2ivotvorąśtago duxa (IX , 15), blagoslovenie 
(X,21), mnogomlT>vnago ž itia  (1,1); the LM  has such composita as 
blagovèrbnago (V ili,48) and pravoѵегьпъ (X II,52); and the LW has the 
following composita: blagosloviti (105), dobrotvorąti (106), bogoceté 
(108), and xristoljubec (108). A ll the texts examined have composita o f 
the type blago־, bogo-, dobro-, x ris to -, ž ivo ־ . The nature o f the 
compound words found in the Euthymian texts is the same. There are
reverence might in time perceive and recognize the One who called forth such abundant and 
wondrous works. For in reflecting upon the greatness and goodness o f the works, one 
senses their Maker, whom the angels praise in thrice-holy voices, and all we Orthodox 
glorify in the Holy Trinity, namely, in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, that is, in 
three hypostases-which can be called three Persons-but in one Deity." (1,99-101)
29 "Many think that our age is in some respects a step back from antiquity's miracles and 
the lives of men who, though dwelling in the flesh, lived almost entirely in the spirit, and 
that nothing like this has been given to our generation by God. Therefore, people with a 
poor and uncertain knowledge o f the reality o f God have become most ignominiously unfit 
for a righteous life, since present human nature could not conceive of i t "  (1.2,93-94)
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compounds in blago30־, bogo1̂ dobro-32, xristo-33, and ži ,־ vo34־, ац 0f  
which, as the information contained in the footnotes shows, are attested in 
earlier prc-Euthymian texts o f the period before the Hesychast Revival. 
Euthymius employs many other compound words, mostly calqued from 
Greek, which can all be found in earlier, pre-Hesychast sources as well.35
288
30 In the LP one finds the compound "blagoutrobnyj" (V III,75) = "compassionate", an 
adjectival form of the noun "blagoutrobie", which is a caique from the Greek еькХаухЛа. 
Sreznevskij (И.Срезневский, Материалы для словаря древнерусского языка по 
письменным памятникам, 1893; Reprint, Москва: Книга, 1989, v o l.l, р .108) 
cites an attested use o f this compound word in its noun form  in S łu ż e b n ik  
prepodobnago Varlama X II v.
31 In the LHM one finds "bogonenavistnoe ućenie" (V I,36) = "teaching which is 
hateful to God". This is a caique from the Greek øeocrrvrynq. Sreznevskij (Срезневский, 
op.cit, v o l.l, p. 133) cites an attested use o f this compound in the Izbomik Svjatoslavov of 
1073 and the Kormčaja Kniga Efremovskaja, written around 1100.
32 In all o f the Euthymian vitae the word "dobrodételb" appears throughout Sreznevskij 
(Срезневский, op.cit, v o l.l, p.676) cites its earlier appearance in two pre-Euthymian 
and pre-Hesychastic texts, e.g. the Pandekt Antioxa (11th c.), the Kormčaja Kniga 
Efremovskaja. Similar forms (dobrodéjanije, dobrodéjani, dobrodételbni») can be 
found in the Euchologium Sinaiticum and the Codex Suprasliensis (see Sadnik, 
Aitzem iiller, Handwörterbuch zu den altkirchenslavischen Texten, The Hague: Mouton, 
1955, p.20.
33 In the LP one finds "ot nékotoryix xristoljubbc" (IV ,67) = "by a few Christ-lovers". 
This compound is also found in the LDanStyl: a) "01 rife кбХшс фіХбхрипоГ (40, 36,line 
22) = "the Christ-loving inhabitants"(chap.40,p.30); and b) "cm f| ^iXóxpioxoç Apdtóvn" 
(91, 86,lines 1-2) = "Christ-loving Ariadne" (chap.91,p.640; and the L ife  o f Wenceslas 
(9th century Moravian) "xr is to lj и bee" (108). According to F.von M iklosich, Lexicon 
paleoslavenico-graeco-latinum, Vienna, 1862-5); reprint Aalen, 1963, p. 1098, this 
compound word can be found in a 14th-century patericon o f the Zograph Monastery and a 
14th-century patericon of the Krka Monastery in Dalmatia.
34 In the LP, one finds "áivotvoréátiim b duxomb" (IX ,77) = "[by means of] the Life- 
Giving S p irit" This is a present active participle o f the verb ž ivo tvo riti, which is calqued 
from the Greek ÇoxmiouÍv. Sreznevskij (Срезневский, op.cit., v o l.l, p.866) cites an 
attested use o f the whole phrase "2ivotvorąi DuxV' in the Izbomik Svjatoslavov of 1073. 
Sadnik and A itzem iiller (op.cit., 169) cite the appearance o f this compound in the 
Euchologium Sinaiticum and the Codex Assemanianus.
35 In the LIR, one finds the following composita:
a) "m irodr'kžca" (П,9) = ,,[o f the] ruler of the world". The Slavonic word is calqued 
form the Greek кооцокргіпшр, and there is an attested earlier use o f the word in the 12th- 
century Slavonic translation o f Eph.6:12 in the Codex Christianopolis: "к ъ m־ iro - 
dbrźibeljemT)", (Kałużniacki, Actus Epistolaeque Apostolorum Palaeoslavenice, Vienna, 
1896, p.196). According to M iklosich (op.cit.,370), also found in a 13th-century
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Chronicle o f Perejaslavl'-Suzdal'. According to Sadnik and Aitzem iiller (op.cit, 56), it is 
also found in the Euchologium Sinai ticura
b) "ko lènopréklonenie* ־ "genuflection" (LIR ,II,9). Sreznevskij (Срезневский, 
op.cit, V01.3, p. 142) cites an earlier appearance of this compound word (calqued from the 
Greek yovvkjUctîov) in an 11th-century Slavonic translation o f the letter o f St. Basil the 
Great to Bishop Gregory, contained in the Evfremovskaja kormčaja. It can also be 
found in the LDanStyl: "•jovwicXiaiav ixtXJm кой ейхлѵ" (14, 15,line 10) = "making 
genuflections and prayers" (ХГѴ, 15).
c) "pustynnoźitelb" (V III,18,line 37) = "desert dweller". Compounds in "pustyno-" 
obviously serve those writers whose subjects choose an anchoritic life . A sim ilar 
compound word is found in the LSym(Sav), "pusty noi jubnye grblice* (V II,8) = 
"desert-loving", or "solitude-loving turtle dove." Sreznevskij cites a 12th-century 
appearance o f the phrase "pustyneljubivaja gorlice" in the 2 itie  Alekseja ie loveka 
Božija, from a 12th-centu1y manuscript o f the "Zlatostruj", (Срезневский, op.cit, vol.2, 
p. 1733). According to Miklosich (op.cit,755), this compound is also found in an East 
Slavic Triodium dated before 1100.
d) Sim ilar to the compound in "a", one finds in the LIR a caique from the Greek 
xavTOKpátcúp, ״Y is e d rłż ite lb " (IX ,21) = "ruler o f all". This compound is found the 
LSym(Sav) "gospodi vbsedrbiitelu" (IX ,11,line 14-15); and Sreznevskij cites its use in 
the Izbomik Svjatoslavov o f 1973 (Срезневский, op.cit, v o l.l, p.468).
e) "p rbvop rés to ln ik i" (V III,20) = "the ruling heirarchy o f the Church", is cited by 
Sreznevskij as appearing in the Služebnaja m inēja za nojabrb po ru ko p is i 
Tipograískoj b ib lio te k i 1097 g., (Срезневский, op.cit, vol.2, р.1764).
0  "slavoslovie" (LIR,X,21; also LPh, V II,88) = "service, worshipping" can also be 
found in the LSym(Sav) ("krasnymb slavosloviemb" X II,14,line 19) as well as in the 
Hesychastic text o f Patriarch Kallistos, LTheod ("slavoslovia", X I, 18, line 5). In the LPh, 
there is also an antonymie compound word "praznoslovie" (ѴП,88), which means "idle 
talk". This is calqued from the Greek кеѵофшѵіа, which can be found in the New 
Testament verse I Tim 6:20 as "sujeslovie" (Moscow Synod Bible). There is also a similar 
compound found in the LTheod, "blądoslovąśte" (X IX ,25,line 6 СБ).
In the LHM, one finds:
a) " ilo v é k o lju b ie" (111,30), which is calqued from the Greek ф1Я.аѵѲршх1а. 
Sreznevskij cites an attested earlier use in the Stixirarb ZI I v. b ib lio tek i Im p. Akadem ii 
nauk (Срезневский, op.cit, vol.3, p. 1534).
b) "żitonosbnyi " is cited by Sreznevskij as appearing in the in the Služebnaja m inēja 
za oktjabrb po sp. 109b g. (Срезневский, op.cit, v o l.l, p.880).
c) "zakonopolagaetb" (V II,40) = "[he] makes laws". Sreznevskij (see the supplement 
to the dictionary contained in volume 3, p .l 11) cites an earlier attested use o f the noun form 
"zakonopoloźenie", which is calqued from the Greek ѲеацоѲеаіа. Sreznevskij cites its 
appearance in the P ravila  Vtorogo Nikejskago vselenskago sobora, contained in the 
Eiremovskaja Kormčaja o f the 11th century. The verbal form is found also in the 
LTheod, "zakonopolagaetb " (1,9,line 7).
d) "pasty renačal n i ка" (ХѴІП.58) = "[o f] the Master-Shepherd"; Sreznevskij cites an 
attested earlier use o f this compound word in its adjectival form "pastyrenaćalbnyi" in 
the Sluiebnaja m ineja za oktjabrb po sp. 109b g. (Срезневский, op .c it, vol.2, 
p.887).
Lastly, in the LPh one finds
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There is one compound word in the Euthymian vitæ which I have 
only been able to find in the hagiographie works o f Kallistos, another 
Hesychast: ״otlbjceljubéznym b čadomb״ (LHM,1,28) = "a child who is 
loved by his father". A similar compound word "bgo ljub iznu״ is found in 
the LTheod (ѴП,14, line 10); and according to Miklosich, it is also found 
in a fourteenth-century patericon o f the Zograph Monastery.36 This, 
however, does not provide any proof that these compounds were original 
to Kallistos or his Hesychastic circle. They may well appear in other 
Byzantine non-Heysychastic works contemporary to or antedating Kallistos 
and Euthymius. Another compound word cannot be found in any other text 
consulted for this study or in Sreznevskij: "d o s to jn o s ly ś a te ln a  
isp ra v le n ia ", "deeds worthy of note", or literally, "worthy to be heard" 
(LHM,111,30). This, however, does not provide conclusive evidence to state 
that these words constitute neologisms on the part of Euthymius. Like those 
compound words common only to the texts by Euthymius and Kallistos, 
they could appear in pre-fourteenth-century works. Furthermore, the 
absence of an earlier attested appearance of these words in Sreznevskij does 
not prove anything, as his work, though vast, does not even come close to 
exhausting the body o f extant Slavonic, let alone Greek, manuscripts.
3 &  4) metaphor and simile. O f the poetic devices used by Euthymius 
in his vitæ, the most commonly found are metaphors and similes. 
Hagiographie texts written under the influence o f stylistic norms 
introduced by Symeon Metaphrastes, such as the LKlOxr, the LSym(Sav),
a) "ony m ironosica" (11,79) = "those myrrh-bearers", which is calqued from the
Greek ц\>роф0ро<;. Sreznevskij cites an earlier attested use o f this compound in the 
Ostromirovo Evangelie, ca.1056 (Срезневский, op.cit, vol.2, p.146).
b) "ce lom çdrie " (IV ,84) = "chastity". Sreznevskij ((Срезневский, op.cit, vol.3, 
p. 1455) cites earlier attested uses o f two forms o f this compound word in earlier sources. 
He cites the use o f célomudrbstvo (calqued from the Greek ошфрообѵл) from an 11th- 
century translation o f the 13 Sermons o f Gregory Nazianzus (X III slovb G rigorija  
Nazianzina) and in the P ravila  Trulbskago vselenskago sobora, contained in the 
Kormčaja kn iga Efremovskaja (ca 1100); and he cites the use o f "célom udrbcb“ 
(calqued from the Greek оифрюѵ) in the 11th-century Pandektb Antioxa Voskre- 
senskago m onastirja. Compare this with the verbal form of the same compound word in 
the LTheod: "cé lom udriti" (I,9,Hne 8).
36 Miklosich, op.cit, 36.
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LTheod and the vitæ by Euthymius himself, a ll employ many more 
metaphors and similes than texts o f the pre-Metaphrastic tradition, e.g. 
LAnth, LDanStyl, the LC, the LM  and the LW. By the way of 
demonstrating Euthymius' debt to the Slavic and Byzantine tradition that 
came before him, I have compared every instance o f metaphor and simile 
with those from the LAnth, the LDanStyl, the LJohnAlms, the LC, the LM, 
the LW, LKlOxr, LSym(Sav), LTheod and the Bible. The exhaustive 
comparison of the Euthymian vitæ with those other texts yielded interesting 
results: almost every metaphor and simile employed by Euthymius can be 
traced to one or more o f these earlier texts. A t times (especially from the 
LTheod) the images are lifted completely, at other times, the images are 
borrowed and then modified in some way.
I f  one is to speak at all o f originality in Euthymius' poetic imagery, 
it is only in the context o f his variations on old, fam iliar images that this 
notion could be considered correct; for what constituted Euthymius' appeal 
to his medieval audience was not his talent for devising new images but 
rather his talent for taking well-known images from earlier works and 
reusing them with modifications. Those images drawn from the Bible and 
the liturgy would have been readily recognizable by a wide audience, while 
those images culled from other hagiographie texts could have been more 
esoteric, unless the texts were very well known to Slavs, as were the LAnth 
and the LC.
Because metaphor and simile are the most often-used poetic devices 
in the Euthymian texts (and in all texts o f the high, post-Metaphrastic 
style), it can be said that it is precisely these two devices, more than the 
others, that give the texts their lofty character, resplendent with poetic 
imagery. In his book on Byzantine rhetoric, George Kustas comments on 
the importance of metaphor in Byzantine theories about language in the 
expression of the sacred: "Metaphor provided not only comparison but also 
transcendence in a link which raised events from the secular to the 
divine."37 And we have already seen that simile, in addition to adding 
poetic imagery to the text, was employed by the author to increase the 
sanctity of the hero through the convention of the comparison topos.
37 G. Kustas tud ies  in Byzantine Rhetoric, Analecta Vladaton 17, Thessaloniki: Patriar- 
chal Institute for Patristic Studies, 1973, p. 149.
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Tracing the earlier occurrences of these devices is valuable in 
demonstrating how Euthymius' style (i.e. his use of linguistic and literary 
devices) actually stems from an earlier tradition. We w ill now present each 
example o f metaphor and simile in Euthymius' vitæ and show earlier 
appearances of them in Byzantine and Slavic vitæ and the Scriptures. Also, 
we w ill comment on those examples — where they occur — in which Eu thy- 
mius has reworked the image in a way that is original.
It is convenient to treat the categories of metaphor and simile 
together because most of the examples of metaphor and simile found in the 
vitæ of Euthymius can be grouped into categories of poetic imagery. The 
main categories we have identified are images of food, plants, animals, 
water, meteorology, light/dark, hunting, precious objects, captivity, and 
clothing. There are several examples of metaphor and simile that cannot be 
grouped into categories, and these are treated at the end o f this section.
Food Imagery: In the introduction to LIR, Euthymius presents an 
image of the life  o f this holy person as representing "spiritual food":
Elma ubo оЪоіть, sipovéduçétlmk javé jako 1 slyśęśtiimb, 
prilagaet są duševnaa piśta, i  lé i ba к  spaseniju takovoe ż itie  ja v ít 
są... (LIR ,I, 6) = Spiritual food is being offered to both those who relate 
clearly this story and to those who listen to it; and this life  represents the
cure o f salvation. "38
This image of food as representing righteousness and spiritual health can be 
found in four o f the sources examined for this study: 1) the Bible39; 2) 
UohnAlm,40 3) the LKlOxr 41; and 4) in the LTheod.42
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Also contained w ithin the excerpt above from the LIR is the image o f christianizing 
forces as a cure, implying the diseased state of impiety. This image is found in the Bible 
(Jer 33.6, "Behold, I w ill bring to it health and healing, and I w ill cure them, and w ill 
reveal to them the abundance of prosperity and security"). See also Eccles 6.2, in which 
vanity is equated with a disease (AV: "...this is vanity, and it is an evil disease'TRSV: "this 
is vanity; it  is a sore affliction").
39 Ps 104.15, "...and bread to strengthen man's heart"; 1 Cor 10.3-4; AV: "And did all eat 
the same spiritual meat; And did all drink the same spiritual drink"/ RSV: "and all ate the 
same supernatural food and all drank the same supernatural drink."
40 The LJohnAlm contains the metaphor "spiritual hunger" ( " k o ì  t5v ката yvxV  
Хціатхоѵоиц^ѵюѵ" [8,22,cf.lines 28-30]
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In the next example, Euthymius borrows the biblical metaphor of 
"spiritual food" and extends it by drawing the analogy that if  "spiritual 
food" represents salvation and righteousness, then the state o f perdition is 
represented by "material" or "bodily food"; and also by analogy, he speaks 
of "divine hunger", which is satisfied by "spiritual food":
Bezméstnéjèe bo będetb, eže o veátestbvnéj i tekçátoj piété télés- 
néj vksegda tv o r it i пать  prom yślenie, jako množajšee па ть  
vbvodąśti tbśtanie, pače že i  vąśte méry tę p rlem atl к ь p־ iš ti 
pop l1>zaęśtim są, o neveátestkvnéj že 1 ne istbåtim éj i  duś? 
pol^uęśtej i  vynç prébyvaçátoj niże malo popećenie tv o r it i,  
glademb boáestbvnymb svoç duśę taçátç préziraçáte. (L IR ,1,6 )^3
A similar example can be found in the LPh, in which Euthymius says Eve 
was deprived of the "food of paradise", or eternal life: "i rajskęą liš i są 
p iśtę" (LPh,II,79) = "and [Eve] was deprived of the food of paradise."
In another example, the image of food is merely suggested by the use of 
a metaphor, but unlike the previous example, whereby spiritual food 
represents salvation and righteousness, here the beverage "wine" represents 
sin. In chapter X IV of LHM, Euthymius writes the following of Hilarion:
Glagolaaxç že i  se о петь, jako ѵъ j unos t i svoej vkséx t r i desą t i x 
lé téx vina nikakože vākusi (LHM,XIV,55) = They said o f him that 
in his youth, in his whole thirty years, he had never tasted wine.
In this example from the LHM, food is a metaphor for the abstract notion 
of sin. Another example where food is associated with an abstract notion is 
found in the LSym(Sav), where rest or repose is equated with a food that
41 "тіцІХгі 8è каі той ошцсткш^ гріфеіѵ cxrouç xoiaiSrnç tpo$Í1ç êmSeetç еъріакеѵ;" 
(XXI.64,130, line 20-21) = "But did he ever omit to also feed the bodies o f those who he 
knew needed spiritual food?" (XXI.64,117)
42 " i sice dxovnago p itia  nasyåtenb bé, jakože nékyi telbcb sT*sei svoju m aterk" 
(V I, 13,1 ine 29-30) = "He was filled with spiritual food like the calf sucking on its mother" 
(V I,3); and another example, ״podajuštee emu pištu pravednuju* (XXVI,33,line9) = 
"giving him the food o f righteousness."
43 "It would be most unseemly for us to have thoughts o f material and ephemeral 
nourishment, which does nothing but create toil for us. Rather, we can profit beyond all 
measure by finding our nourishment in immaterial and inexhaustible [food], for such food 
profits the soul and is always in abundance and requires no toil or pains from us, who are 
emaciated in our hunger for things divine."
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one can taste o f or savour: "i nékoliko malo pokoa vbkusiti," literally, 
"to savour some rest."
The metaphor of food is also suggested by the image o f a table that is 
abundantly laid out. Euthymius employs this image to represent the 
generosity o f his heroine in the LPh, who wishes to help those who follow 
her:
jaie  i  dlklnesb nas s'bzvavšia 1 trapezç пать obilnç predi oživši 
m nogyix eę ćjudesb (LPh, I, 78) = She has called us together today 
and has bountifully laid upon our table many of her miracles
The same image can be found in the introduction to the LJohnAlm:
e íç  t f ļ v  JcapoÃXKXv xcóv È T ia ívtov к а к г і я а ѵ б а іа іа ѵ , & ç  à ô á íia v o v
х р іх ^ ѵ  я р о т іѲ е ц  d ç  к о іЦ ѵ  e o r ía o iv  x à  xóSv l5 íco v  като рѲ ш щ ітсо ѵ
ка \ xXeoveicxnnáxtúv ̂ б іа ха  б ілт^цаха (1,19, lines 6-8) = 
this [John]...invites us to the present banquet o f praise, and as a dainty and 
free fare he sets before us for our common feast most pleasing tales o f his 
achievements and his triumphs'* (1,199)
Some biblical metaphors employing the image of the Messianic banquet, the 
table o f God, are found in the Bible in Ps 23.5 ("Thou preparest a table 
before me in the presence of mine enemies") and Lk 22.30 ("that you may 
eat and drink at my table in my kingdom").
Euthymius chooses the image of the sweetness of honey to represent 
the value o f the words of advice o f his saintly heroes. In Chapter ѴПІ of 
LIR, the Bulgarian tsar writes to Ivan o f Rila in a letter:
i  ve lm i tvoe v 1>źdelćx v id é ti prépodobie i  tvo ix  medoto£nyix 
nasi adì t i są gl agol ר», ne mal? o t tvoego zrénia mnévb p rip lo d iti 
P0 I 39 (L IR ,V III ,18) = And I desired very much to see your 
venerableness and to delight in your mellifluous words, for I have thought 
o f how much benefit would flower forth from seeing you.
Compare this with example found in the Bible: Ps 19.9-10 ("...the ordinan- 
ces of the Lord are true, and righteous altogether. More to be desired are 
they than gold; sweeter also than honey and drippings of the honeycomb"), 
Ps.l 19.103 ("How sweet are thy words to my taste, sweeter than honey to 
my mouth!"). Furthermore, one can find this exact same metaphor used in 
LC: "do syti vbséxb ny naslaždb medotočnyixb slovesb otb svetyxb 
knigb" (X,24) = "...delighting each of us in fu ll with the mellifluous words 
from the Holy Scriptures" (X,59). The same image is used again by
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Euthymius in LPh: "syąśtennaa i medotočnaa témb dovolbno izglagola 
slovesa" (LPh,VIII,89) = ,,and she uttered forth to them these sacred and 
mellifuous words".
The image of intoxicating wine or drink is used twice by Euthymius 
to symbolize dangerous heresies. The first examples appears in chapter IX  
o f the LHM: "Nékogda že, раку nedçgomb pré lbsti ix  p ian i sęśte" 
(LHM ,IX,43) = "One time [the heretics], being drunk with the disease of 
deceit..." This metaphor, which equates an abstract notion (here, "deceit") 
with an intoxicating drink, is also found in the Bible, Is 63.6 ("...and I 
made them drunk in my wrath"). The second example is an unusual 
metaphor. Euthymius uses the image o f "sweet beer" as a contrast to 
"intoxicating drink," which symbolizes heresy and deceit:
i duxomb i istinnoç tomu služaaše, o zdravéj že ▼éré sladčajšee 
rastvaréaée pivo, ne jakože si ker ь glagolemoe pievo, o t mnogyx i 
ra z liln y x  sémenej ST>tvoreno, nç bogoprédannym i vv>braženii 
rastvoreno i vbséko p itie  smçtnoe, eretićskym i къ гп ь т і s is tro - 
enoe, vbzražaĢŠte. (LPh, II, 80) = She brewed the sweetest beer with 
spiritually pure faith, not at all like the intoxicating drink we call beer 
made from many and various seeds, but rather according to a God-given 
recipe was it made; for all insidious drinks are made by means o f heretical 
snares.
This image is an intriguing reworking of a biblical metaphor that occurs in 
the book of Isaiah.44 ,The Slavonic word used here by Euthymius, "пиво" 
(pivo), in the medieval period meant either "drink, beverage" (icoxfjç, 
тссоца) or "fermented liquor, strong drink, beer" (а ікера). The pair 
"wine/strong drink" ("olvoç/ а(кера") is a fixed lexical pair in biblical 
Hebrew poetry.45 In those biblical verses where the pair "oïvoç/aÎK8pa" 
appears in the Septuagint46 "oivoç" is, o f course, translated as "вино"; 
however, "а ікера" is sometimes translated as "сікеръ" —a slavonicized
4 4 See Is 28.7; 29.9; 51.22.
45 See S. Geviitz, Patterns in the Early Poetry o f Israel, Studies in Ancient Oriental 
Civilization, 32, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963, p.39.
4^ See, for example, LXX Lev 10.9 ("Oivov ка і оікера oh 1аеаѲеи); Num 6.3 ("à*ò 
oivov) кой oiKEpa, &уѵюѲг(аета1"); Deut 14.26 ("èm otvaj îj èià miœpa Vļ èià каvxòç, oZ
eòtv еж1Ѳицт| ף уихЛ 0 0 5 ").
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form o f the original Greek word־־and sometimes as "кв а съ ,"47 a 
fermented bread drink, but never as "пиво." In the biblical verses where 
this fixed lexical pair "oTvoç/aÍKSpa" does occur, in every instance both 
are referred to in a negative context, as things to avoid inasmuch as they 
impede man's path to purity.48 In this passage in the LPh, Euthymius is 
taking one member of the fixed lexical pair, "а ікера" (which he translates 
as "пиво"); and he is using it in a positive sense, replacing its usual 
negative connotation with a positive one.
In addition to the evidence that the metaphor o f "beer" used here is 
taken from the fixed biblical pair "wine/strong drink," the use of the 
Slavonic "пиво" (as "а іке р а ") in a positive context is not original to 
Euthymius. Sreznevskij cites an earlier attested use of "пиво" in pre- 
Euthymian texts that is very similar to the passage above. He cites the use 
of "piva nbsnago" ("heavenly beer") in an eleventh-century Slavonic 
text.49
Plant imagery. In the lives of Euthymius, plant imagery is used with 
frequency. There are several passages in which the righteous man is 
likened to a tree. In one passage, Euthymius likens Hilarion to an olive 
tree50, which is lifted from Ps 52.8 (Slavonic Psalter 51.10): "But I am like
296
47 Compare, for example, Lk 1.15 from the Codex Assemanianus and the Codex 
Zographensis. The firs t reads: “i  v ina  i s ikera  ne im a ti p it i" ;  in  Kurz, 
Evangella r iurn Assemani (E vangelii  Assemanûv), V o l.2, lívod, text v pfepise 
c y rils k é m , poznám ky textové , seznamy ć te n f. Prague: N a k la d a te ls tv f 
leskoslovesnské akademie véd, 1955, p.299. The second reads: "i v ina  i  tvorena 
kvasa ne im á t*  p it i" ;  in Jagić, Quattuor evangeliorum codex glagoliticus olim  
Zographensis nunc Petropolitanus, Berlin, 1879; reprint, Graz: Akad.Druck- 
U.Verlagsanstalt, 1954, p.81.
48 Lev 10.9: "Drink no wine nor strong drink"; Is 24.9: "No more do they drink wine with 
singing; strong drink is bitter to those who drink it"; Is 28.7: "they are confused with wine, 
they stagger with strong drink".
49 See Sreznevskij (Срезневский, op.cit., vol.2, p.931; this is in the Služebnaja 
M inēja o f 1096 (O ct).
bé jako m !״50 aslina plodovitaa ѵт> domu boźii, jakože drugyj Isaak ѵь VT>semb 
svoemu pokarćą są otcu" (LHM ,111,29) = "And he was like a green [fru itfu l] olive tree 
in the house o f God, like a second Isaac, obeying his father in everything"
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a green olive tree in the house o f God..." In three passages, Euthymius 
likens Ivan, Hilarion and Philothea to a tree planted by a watery source.51 
This is taken from Psl:3 which likens a righteous man to a tree planted by 
the waters ("He is like a tree planted by the streams o f water"). A third 
example of the righteous man likened to a tree appears in the LIR in which 
Euthymius likens Luke, Ivan's nephew, to a cedar growing in Lebanon.52 
This simile is borrowed from Ps 92.12 ("The righteous shall flourish like 
the palm tree, and grow like the cedar in Lebanon"). This simile also 
appears in the LTheodfjakože stbb lie  p ri гекахь i jako kedri eže 
vbdruzi bogb.“ (XI, 17,line 28) = "[He was] like reeds by the rivers and 
like a cedar which God has erected."
The deeds of the impious and evil are likened to weeds in the LHM: 
"saposta tn y ix  navéty jakože p lé ve ly  razvéj tvoeç b lagod lé jti 
vétromb" (ХѴШ , 58) = "disperse the slander of hostile enemies like weeds 
into the wind of munificence." This simile, too, is taken from the Bible. 
Job 21.18 reads: "That they are like straw before the wind, and like chaff 
that the storm carries away"; Ps 1.4 reads: "The wicked are not so, but are 
like chaff which the wind drives away"; and Ps 35.5 reads: "Let them be 
like chaff before the wind; with the angel of the Lord driving them on!"
51 LIR : " ..i tvo rją  plodb, po istinnom u storićnyj, jakože drévo, nasaždenno p ri 
istoćnikox vodnyx." (LIR, II, 8) = "...and he bore fru it, in truth, a hundred-fold, like a 
tree which has been planted by the streams o f water"
LHM: "I bé proćee jako drévo saźde&noe p ri osxodiâtix vöd duza, rastç i 
prćsp4vaą po bogé ѵъ vbséx blagočkstia dogmabox" (LHM ,Xn,53) = "And he was 
like a tree planted by the flow ing waters o f the spirit, growing and flourishing in all the 
sacred dogmas acconiing to God's [w ill]"
LPh: "Sice ubo béée jakože drévo, po Davliidu nasaždennoe p ri isxod ié tix  vod, 
ćistotę po prémnogu xraną i к ъ vyånemu p־ ri sno vbziraç blaženstvu" (LPh,II,80) 
= "Thus she was like a tree, according to [the words] o f David, 'planted by the rivers o f 
water1, maintaining her purity for a long time and always looking up to the highest bliss [to 
maintain her strength]."
The same simile is also found in an eliptical variant in the LTheod: "prébyvae jakože 
p ri istodnikox vodnyx* (111,12, line 3) = "and he lived as i f  by the streams o f water."
52 ,Togo ubo zrą prépodobnyj s* soboç sçéta, jakože nékyj k e d rt iže ѵъ Livané
mnożęśt są" (LIR, III, 10) = "And the venerable one, seeing [Luke] w ith himself like the 
cedar which grows in Lebanon"
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Spiritual ascent through ascesis is likened to the growing, flowering, 
and budding o f plants. One example is from the LHM, which equates the 
process by which faith and Christianity spread to the growth of a plant:
"kako bo?--nç>, uprostranéçáti są i  rastęśti véré, uprostranéaxç
1 t i s'b v>sécémb bestraśiemb I r i  stova ta instva ѵт> slavç i 
ve ličks tv ie  ego.” (LHM , IX  And how was this so? Faith־, = (46 ,
dispersed and grew, and so they also dispersed, encouraged by the 
sacrament Christ [performed for them], in his glory and majesty."
A similar example appears in the LPh in which spiritual gains are equated 
with the blossoming o f a plant:
Toliko bo vvzdr^ianiem b procbvte .Bośtię že i dlkJniç božlkjstbv- 
nomu v'bnimaaâe zakonu i  svąśtennym i p isa n ii svoç nasyśtaaśe 
duśę. (LPh,III,81) = How she blossomed under abstinence...listening to 
God's law night and day and sating her soul with the Holy Scripture.
And in the LPh Euthymius utilizes plant imagery to describe Philothea's 
aristocratic background and her achievements. Her family stock is equated 
to a good root that was noble. Her own life's training is equated with the 
"branches" o f the plant or tree, and her virtuous deeds are equated with the 
fruits o f the plant:
Blagorodnago sęśti korene vétfcvk, dobrodétélej raz lićny iz  
neizćktenyą iznese płody (XV,99) = The branch o f a noble root 
brought forth countless fruits of various virtues.
In general, the images of faith growing, blossoming, flourishing or 
flowering abound in the Scriptures (e.g. Num 17.5; Is 27.6; Ezek 7.10; Ps 
92.12-14; Mt 7.16-20); and plant imagery is common both in the Bible and 
in hagiographie literature of all stylistic levels. In LSym(Sav) one finds, 
for example: "xristova že ljuby rastéase ѵь njernb" (111,3,line 13-14) = 
"But love for Christ grew in him" (III, 263). The metaphor o f the root, the 
branches and the fru it can also be found in the Bible and earlier 
hagiographie texts: Prov 12.12 (AV:"The root of the righteous yieldeth 
fru it"/ RSV: "but the root o f the righteous stands firm "); Ezek 17.8 ("he 
transplanted it to good soil by abundant waters, that it might bring forth 
branches, and bear fru it, and become a noble vine"); and twice in the 
LSym(Sav): “когепь blagy izbśbdb izb utroby moee" (IV,4, line 17-18) = 
"a good root has issued from my loins [said of his son Stefan] (IV ,267); and
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“vêtvb otь p l oda ego i cvétb otb korén© ego” (V II,9,line 1-2) = "the 
branch from his fru it and the flower from his root" (said of Rastko [Sava], 
his other son) (V II,279). Examples of this in the pre-Metaphrastic tradition 
can be found in the LDanStyl: a) "noXkoX каряо і èK f11ç f>í£11ç аой 
ехоиаіѵ èÇavGfjaai" (53,52,lines 13-14) = "many fruit-bearing branches 
are to blossom from your root" (53,38); and b) "t)v  яарауЕѵбцеѵоѵ 
TcoXXaiç ксгі біафброц m paiveaeaiv 6 íryioç аѵт!р І к  tcov Ѳеісоѵ 
ТрафсЗѵ ápôeúaaç, ôévôpov &£10aAi:ç карлофброѵ cwiéSeiÇev" (60, 
59,lines 6-8) = "on his arrival the Saint watered him with many and divers 
counsels from the Holy writings and proved him to be an ever-blooming 
fruit-bearing tree" (60,43).
There are many examples in the vitæ of Euthymius where the images 
of fru it and seed are employed. In the LIR and the LHM, Euthymius 
equates ones offspring or child with fru it of a seed.53 One can also find 
such images in the LDanStyl.54 The image o f both fru it and seed in 
reference to God's children and their acquisition o f righteousness is used 
throughout the Bible; some examples are Gen 21.13; Prov 12.12; Ezek 
17.8; Mt 13.38, 22.24; Lk 1.42.
In the Bible, the seed is equated with the word of God in Lk 8:11. 
Euthymius uses this metaphor twice in LHM. In one example, he speaks of 
the "seed of orthodoxy,"55 and in the other example, he speaks of the "seed 
of piety."56 In the LDanStyl, the image of sowing seeds is employed to
5 tvoego sémene plod" (L״3 IR ,III,10) = "the fru it o f your seed"; and, "ѵт»гті svoego 
sémene plod" (LIR Д 11,11) = "take the fru it of your seed"; and "i vkzádelételno i mèsta 
kako po luč iti p lod" (LH M ,II,28) = "and wanted with all their hearts to receive fru it [i.e. 
be blessed with a child]"
54 "кои. iiapdoxov карпоѵ ןוז коіХІа" (2,3,line 2) = "grant me fru it o f my womb" 
(2,8) ‘ ‘
55 " i nečbstivoe onéx velénie o t srh>Jdca ego da le le  négde progna, pravoslavia 
že sćmą ѵт> петь ug lçb i" (LHM ,X,52) = "And he chased their unclean w ill far away 
from his heart, for the seed of orthodoxy was all the deeper in his heart"
Bogom״ 56 ilskyą eresi poklonn iky, e lik y  blagoćbstia priem śę sómą božij 
arxierej v idé" (LH M ,X III,54) = "The blessed arbishop [H ilarion] saw so many o f the 
Bogomil heresy accept the seed o f piety."
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communicate a negative meaning: "Ó ccei фѲоѵерос; к а і ß d a K a v o c , 
ôiápoXoç 111aoç aSiKov ёѵёаяеіреѵ" (68,65,lines 22-23) = "the ever 
envious and malignant Devil sowed the seeds of unjust hatred" (2,19). Л 
similar metaphor is used in LSym(Sav): "bože otbCb naéixb, аѵгатоѵь, 
isaakovb, jakovlb i semeni pravednago" (DC,11) = "God of our fathers 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and of the seed of righteousness" (IX , 285,lines 
15-16).
Another example in which Euthymius employs images of flowering 
fru it to represent a hero's spiritual progress is found in the LIR: "i klasy 
dobrodetelnyą procvitaą" (LIR,V ,13) = "and flowering forth the fruits 
of grace" (lit.: "flowering forth virtuous ears o f grain"). Similar images of 
flowering fruit can be traced to Prov 12.12 ("but the root o f the righteous 
stands firm ") and Mt 7.17 ("every sound tree bears good fru it"); however, 
it is most likely that with the specific image of "ears o f grain" employed in 
this passage, Euthymius had in mind Gen 41.5 ("...and behold, seven ears 
of grain [AV: com], plump and good, were growing on one stalk"). 
Compare this with an example from the LDanStyl:
(ácsiсер 7П сгуаѲті ôeÇcqiEvr! ־ôexòv ка р ж о ф о р й  oftxcoç ко л  6  Ѳ а и ц а -
CTioç a v f ļp  o lk o ç  T ít o ç  к а П׳ 1хл с׳ 1 к о ц  X ó y o iç  т о й  о с п о й  ic a ì
SiKaíou фотаѲе^ ־r iļv  S idvo iav (60, 59, lines 9-12) = and just as 
good earth when it has received the rain brings forth much fruit, so this 
admirable man Titus was illuminated in mind by the teaching o f the holy 
and just man (60,43).
Another example where fru it is a metaphor for the results o f 
spiritual deeds and ascesis is found in chapter V II o f LIR, "i v!>se־ 
nośtbnymi bdénii i VT>zdyxanii ѵъ sto trudy plodą" (LIR,V II,16) = 
"and through his all-night vigils and sighs, he produced the fru it o f his 
labors a hundred-fold". This passage is based on biblical verses, Mt 13.8 
(Lk 8.8): "Other seeds fe ll on good soil and brought forth grain, some a 
hundredfold..."; and can also be found in these examples from the 
LDanStyl: a) "où y a p  ecmv év aoi Kaprcòç á^aO tov  è'p7 w v" (76,74,lines 
7-8) = "for in you there is no fru it of good works" (76,54); and b) "к а і
d)0é(DÇ x tíç  Tdaxecoç T0׳óę  Kap710\)ç IxrceAÄußavev" (8 8 ,83,lines 9-10) 
= "he received the fruits of his faith" (88,61).
The image of fruit also serves as a metaphor for repentance in the 
LIR: "pi od у pokaania ot sçdu otslern" (LIR,VIII,18) = "we send from
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here worthy fruits of repentence." This is taken from Mt 3.8 (Lk 3.8): 
"Bear fruit that befits repentence".
A nim al im agery. Animal imagery is the largest category of 
metaphors and similes in the vitæ of Euthymius. There are of course, as in 
almost all hagiographie texts looked at in this study, metaphoric references 
to the chosen flock as a metaphor for Christians and to the pasture as a 
metaphor for heaven57, and the innocent lamb and shepherd58, all of which 
have their roots in biblical passages.59
One finds again references to the bee. Under food imagery we found 
references to the words of righteous men likened to sweet honey; here, in 
both the LIR and the LP, we find passages in which Euthymius employs a 
simile that likens the endless to il of holy figures to the labor of the bee:
"s^lagaą jakože ljubodélnaa pćela med^ynyą s1>ty i  polagaą ѵт>
301
57 The third metaphor in the poučenie (instructive section) contained w ithin the LPh 
equates heaven with a "life-giving pasture": "Cisty ubo sebe potbštati są s łb lju s ti i 
VT>ręćenęą ѵа ть  pastvç na pažiti izvesti żivonosnyę־ (LPh,V ili,91) = "Hasten to 
keep yourselves pure an lead the flock which has been entrusted to you to life-giving 
pastures."
A similar metaphor appears in the LP, in which heaven is equated to a "heavenly 
pasture": "xodatajstvuj nexodatajstvné, jako da dobré vbručennoe upasēe stado, 
izvedemb na pażity nebesnyje i ѵь ogradu ѵь vedem ь nebesnuju" (LP,IX,77) = 
"intervene [for us] directly, so that having saved well the entrusted flock, we may lead it to 
the heavenly pasture, and bring it into the heavenly fold."
The LSym(Sav) contains the metaphor o f heaven as a pasture, and it is developed much 
more elaborately: "i dostignuvb požiti pokoa ѵь krasna dréva vbzrastomb i płody, i 
sladkye ptice pojuśte ѵь njemb.־ (V II,8, line 32-33) = "Thus he acquired a pasture of 
peace with its beautiful, full-grown, fruit-laden trees and sweet-singing birds" (V II,279); 
and "i poći na p a ž iti k rasné i, na neiže pojaše p tica , izm én ja juá ti
gl asy (ѴП,9Діпе 2-3)־ "and he rested in this beautiful pasture in which a birds sang with 
various voices" (ѴП.279).
k п־bé s ך׳ 58 іт ь  ѵ-ъ pustyni jakože agną nezlobivo, is tinny im b  pastyremb 
pasomo, jakože drugyj Аѵеіт» i l i  IsaakV  (LIR ,111,10) = "And [Luke] was with him in
the desert like an innocent lamb, shephereded by a true shepherd just as Abel or Isaac had 
been..."; and "Božij že ugodnikb jako ovćą nezlobivo po srédé ѵ іъ кь nelbstia 
zoždaaše i psalomskoe ono ѵ־ъ ustéx obnošaaše pénie" (LHM,V1n,42) = "The holy 
saint like an innocent lamb in the midst of the filth  o f wolves walked around with this song 
from the Psalms on his lips". See M t 9.36.
59 See Is 5.17; Jn 1.36; 21.15; 1 Pet 1.19.
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siero v i š tex srl> ļde inyx" (L IR ,III,9) = "storing them up as the labor- 
loving bee does honeycomb and putting them into the treasure chests o f 
his haut"
"jakoż« ljubodélnaa pčela vbse p ro lé tny je  evéty, sic« iže tamo 
vksa svetaa ljubotrudné obśkd mèsta" (LPJV,65) = "like the labor- 
loving bee [lights on] all the spring flowers, thus there she went in a 
labor-loving way to all the holy places."
This simile does not appear anywhere in the Scriptures, but it does appear 
in three o f texts we examined: the L ife  o f St. Anthony ("cdç ף־ аофт̂  
ціЯлаоа” [3,844])60י C yrill o f Turov's Service to S t  Olga (“nynê jako 
pčela dobro razumiva daleče cvetuštee xristovy véry v *z y s k a ja " )61,
and the L ife  o f T h e o d o s iu s In the introduction of the LIR, Euthymius 
likens the vita itself to a bee's sting which rouses the slothful:
.. i pamątię xranim o jakože nélcoe źęlo b y ti i  po m alu podstrékati 
téx къ podrażaniu (I, 6) = and...being preserved in memory, [this life ], 
being like a sting, w ill in due time incite people to imitate [the life  o f 
Ivan].
This echoes the image found in the introduction o f the LKlOxr:
щ  хістхгбоцгѵ, baa yàp &v іясгпеШ־  оцеѵ r\ ХаХтіашцеѵ, \)wèp
ЬріѲцЬѵ ёяХлѲ^ѵѲлоаѵ xá Хеілбцеѵа. åXX b'xi к а і xoîç
Êqtíhí^oxépoiç Kpòç TTļv хой каХог» ертаа іаѵ a;cov\)atáÇ o\xn
61VJCV101AÓÇ x iç  y ív e x a i ף  xtí>v т о й  Ѳ еой 6 a v |xa< 7 i(0v р ךוא  и־ т  то  ц іѵ т !
цгуаХ ояргягіа  (1.1,76, line 13-17) = as we believe-for, much as we 
may witness and proclaim, the things unsaid are many more—but also 
because the proclamation o f the greatness o f God's wonders becomes a 
prod unto wakefulness for the more careless ones are drowsy when it 
comes to the doing o f good deeds (1.1,93).
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60 "like a wise bee" (3,136).
61 "now, like the bee who knows well what is flowering far away, [she was] seeking the 
Faith o f Christ". See H.K.Никольский, Материалы для истории древнерусской 
духовной письменности. Санкт-Петербург: Тип. Имп. академии наук, 1907, 
р.89.
62 The follow ing passages can be found in the LTheod: "пь jakože nékaa ljubodélnaa 
pčela evéty obbxodeâti razi i čn ye i v ises lad ky i ST>byrajuáti med" (IV , 12, lines 8- 
9); "s^brav že ubo otonudu ljubotrudné jakože ljubodélnaa pč e l a" (X, 16, lines 
16-17); "nedouméaxuse ito  i s-btvoretb, р іе іа т ь  ubo upodobiśese пгаѵоть, 
jakože bo one vvajegda ne obrétajut» b lizu  prébyva liá ta  medb s>brati" (X,17, 
lines 10- 12 ).
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Compare these with the following passage from the LDanStyl:
Ъ  5è S e^á fxevoç K a i ־yvoщ  K a tié v a l a ù x ò v  ю х \ è v ף׳  е ן к к Х л а іа
S iá y E iv , т<р K évxpío  TT1ç S e iX ía ç  Хл!фѲец à v x ô r |X tíi аЪ тф  (73,71,
lines 13-15) = When [the Emperor] received the letter and found that 
[Daniel] had come down and was in the church, he was stung by the 
prick o f fear (73,52).
The next simile is also lifted from the Psalter. It likens the arduous 
desire for the truth of God to a deer, or hart, which longs for the water (Ps 
41.2: "As the hart longs for flowing streams, so longs my soul for thee, О 
God"). Euthymius borrows this simile three times, twice in the LIR63, and 
once in the LP .64 This simile is also employed three times in the LTheod.65
There is also bird imagery in the vitæ of Euthymius. In one passage in 
the LIR, Euthymius likens happiness to flying. This simile occurs in both 
the LIR and the LP; it does not appear in any of the sources consulted for 
this work and may be original:
mnéx są o t radosti po vbzduxu jakože lé ta ti (LIR,Xn,23) =
"I thought myself to be as if  flying in the air from joy!
Sia že jako uslyéavb samodrkžbcb, mnéáe sebe po nebesi lé ta ti i 
ot 3élnyje ne iméaáe kamo dénuti se radosti (LP,VI,71) = When 
the autocrat (Asen) heard this, it seemed to him as if  he were flying in the 
clouds and there was nowhere to hide himself from his exceeding great 
joy.
ѴъгЬъпфѵь ubo o״ 63 t s1>na i rasm otrivb s ilę  v i déni a, raspali są jakože еіепь къ 
istoćnikom * vodnyim v.." (LIR ,II, 8) = "...he became fired up with excitement over it, 
as the hart longs for the flow ing streams..."; and "tečaše jakože еіепь ѵъ źot*vnyą 
ćasy к ъ istoćnikomb vodnyim־ b” (LIR,VUI,17) = "he hastened away as the hart hastens 
in the hours o f harvest to the water brooks."
64 "prispé i  do njego slava prépodobnyje, juže ѵт> slastb gèlo prijem b, raždeže se 
srl^łdcemb i jakože еіепь, р а ііт ь  na istoćn iky vodnyje" (LP,V I,70) = "the glory o f 
the venerable one reached even him [the tsar], which he received with much delight; his 
heart became emblazed as the hart panteth after the water brooks"
65 "пь jakože želaetb еіепь na istoćn iky vodnye...glaaše sice želaetb dśa moa otca 
nasi adi t i se m o litvb  i  s toboju v>d va ra ti se vynu" (IX , 15, lines 17-19); "jakože 
žežduštei elene na istočnikb vodnyi" (XV I, 23, lines 5-6); "imže obrazomb glagol- 
juste želaetb еіепь na istoćn iky vodnye, sice želaetb dśa naśa k tebé boże" (XX I, 
29, lines 4-5).
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and in another he likens the Devil, in his powerlessness, to a "tiny bird":
Sic« ubo to) ѵь żenbskomb jestiblstvé mużbskyj stežavši га гить 
...I bé nékako v i dé t i iže ѵь zlobé xvaleStago se ve lm i smia xudé 
nizlagaema 1 popirajem a o t m ud ry  je seje dévy jakože zudu 
nékotoruju p ticu  (LIP,111,64) = Thus she, being o f a woman's 
nature, acquired the reason o f a man...And somehow it was seen to that 
this serpent, who bragged vile ly on himself, was in no time trampled 
and thrown down by this wise young woman like some tiny bird.
This simile is taken from the Bible. In Job 41.5 the bird is used to 
symbolize a powerless creature: "W ill you play with him as with a bird?"
Animal imagery is used several times in the vitæ of Euthymius to 
characterize the heretics who oppose the saints. In two passages o f the 
LHM, the heretics are likened to wild beasts:
i  tkśtęśte są s־bstréléti ѵ-ъ mracé pravyą srfridcemb, razvraátaç- 
àte prāvosi avnoe i rasxyátaçáte stado jakože d i v i i  nécii 3 vé ri e 
(LHM,V, 33) = and they were trying to cast [lit: to shoot] the upright in 
heart into darkness, corrupting the orthodox people and tearing the flock 
to bits like some awesome beast
Prćdrećenyą že eresi, sia ćąsto o t nego glagolema slyśąśte, 
raspyxaaxç są s rl-ь )dc y i  jakože d iv ii 3vérie  slcreáetaaxç na пь 
zęby, pakosti emu tvorąśte 1 ljubop ré im i i  s-btąganmi s לי p i ra - 
ęśte są s ł п іт ь  (LHM ,V,33) = The aforementioned heretics, hearing 
the things frequently said by him, set their hearts ablaze, and like w ild 
beasts they gnashed their teeth at him, playing dirty tricks on him, and 
quarrelling beligerently with him.
This image appears many times in the Bible: Job 16.9; Ps 35.16; 37.12; 
112.10; Lam 2.16; Mk 9.18; Acts 7.54.
In chapter V of the LHM and chapter III of the LP, Euthymius 
employs a simile which likens the snares of heresies to a spider's web.66 
This same simile apears in Job 8.13-14 ("Such are the paths of all who
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66 "N9 dobryj slovesnyix ovec Xristovéxb pastyrb, I la r i on ъ, vyánégo položi 
prebéáiáte sebé i  vbsą téx къ гп і i śeperania jakože paoćinaa tkan ia  udobb 
razdiraaśe i v*se vérnyix  veseléåe is p l-ьпепіе* (LHM ,V,33) = "But the good pastor 
of God's sheep, Hilarion, made the One on High a refuge for himself; and he brushed 
away easily, as one would a spider's web, all their snares and idle talk; and he continued to 
rejoice in the fulfillm ent o f the faithful"; and "Sice ubo toj ѵь ženb skomb jestistvé 
m uibskyj stežavši га гить , v4>se vražie jakože nékotoruju paućinu razaraaśe 
kbzni" (LPJII,64) = "Thus she, being of a woman's nature, acquired the reason of a man, 
destroying all of the Devil's snares like some spiderweb."
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forget God; the hope of the godless man shall perish. His confidence breaks 
in sunder, and his trust is a spider's web").
Euthymius borrows another simile from the Bible for the LHM in 
which he likens the snares of heretics to the ferocity of wolves:
Božij že ugodnikb jako ovćą nezlobivo po srédé ѵіъкъ neibstia 
zoždaaše i  psalomskoe ono ѵъ ustêx obnośaaśe penie 
(ІЛМ ,ѴШ ,42) = The holy saint like an innocent lamb in the midst of the 
filth  o f wolves walked around with this song from the Psalms on his 
lips.
Euthymius employs this same simile again in chapter X III o f LHM, 
manipulating it with rather poetic results to describe the process by which 
the Manichaeans (Paulicians) renounced their former faith and accepted 
Christianity:
vbsi bo iźe o t ѵіъкоѵ byvêei ovćą, préménåe sebe dobryimb 
izméneniemb, poslédovaaxç svoemu pastyrju , jakože agnv:i 
nezlob ivi (LHM ,XIII,54) = "Those who from wolves became sheep 
transforming themselves with a good change, followed our pastor like 
innocent lambs.
And a third example can also be found in the LHM: "Praèteç m çdryix ti 
slovesb vlT)ky nečbstia otženi"(LH M ,XV III,58) = "W ith the sling of 
your wise words drive o ff the blasphemous wolves. "This metaphor can 
also be found in both the Old and New Testaments: Ezek 22.27; Zeph 3.3; 
Mt 7.15; 10.6; Lk 10.3. It is also employed in the LDanStyl: "ка і Xaov 
акортп£оц£ѵо׳и \)7cò àvrçnépwv Я.6׳к 0)ѵ" (72, 69,line 13) = "the people 
are scattered by fierce wolves" (72,50)
In the LPh, Euthymius likens the Devil to a lion on the p r o w l .67 This 
image can also be found in the LAnth ("ovxe Ö éxOpòç, <bç tjxTnOeiç, 
êm tfe io  той év8pø\>e1v. Пері^рхето тар яаЯлѵ <&ç Xecov" [7,852]).68 
In both instances, the source of the image is the Bible, 1 Pet 5.8 ("Be sober
00056363
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67 "Se bo zlonaćąlnyj vragb jako Іьѵь rykaą xoditb, isky  pogl-b titi mą" 
(LPh,VI,86) = "The Enemy, the originator o f evil, like some lion on the prowl, wants to 
swallow me up."
68 "Neither did the Enemy cease laying snares...for again he went about like a lion" 
(7,141).
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and be watchful; your adversary the devil prowls around like a roaring 
lion, seeking some one to devour").
In the LP Euthymius equates the burdens of this life  to an animal's 
yoke.69 This image of the yoke for burdens or cares is used throughout the 
Bible (e.g. Gen 27.40; Lev 26.13; 1 Kings 12.4,9,10,11,14; 2 Chron 
10.4,9,10,11,14; Is 9.4; 10.27; 14.25; Jer 2.20; 5.5; 27.8,11,12; Lam 3.27; 
Ezek 34.27; Mt 11.29; Acts 15.10). The last example of animal imagery is 
an unusual one. Euthymius likens the Manichaeans (Paulicians), whose 
flim sy arguments have just been put to shame by Hilarion's profound 
erudition, to "voiceless fish".70 Earlier usages of this image can be found 
in classical literature ("àíJxüvÓTepoç тшѵ i^O vov"), by which, according 
to Liddell and Scott, is meant "a stupid fellow".71 A similar image is also 
found in the LTheod: ("jakože bezglasni* [XV,22,line 14]= "as if  mute").
W ater imagery. There are four examples in the vitæ of Euthymius 
o f water imagery. In the first example, tears are symbolized by springs of 
water and the act o f crying tears of deep emotion is symbolized by the 
image of watering a field:
sl*znyą istékaç istoćniky 1 napaaą duśevnyą brazny i klasy 
dobroctótćlnyą proevi taą (LIR,V, 13) = crying forth springs o f tears 
and watering the furrows of his soul, and flowering forth the fruits o f 
grace.
The first metaphor, "slT>znya istoćniky" can also be found in Ps 119.136, 
("...streams of tears"), Jer 9.1 ("...and my eyes a fountain of tears"), Lam 
3.48 ("rivers o f tears"). The second metaphor, "giving his spiritual 
furrows to drink" with his tears, is based on the image in Ps 65.10: "Thou 
waterest its furrows abundantly...softening it with showers." Furthermore,
69 "radovaaáe se ubo o télesnomb raspreženi" (LP,IV,65) = "she rejoiced in this 
liberation from the corporeal yoke".
studa mnoga ispl'knáe są, staśą jakoźe ryby bezglasny i ך• 70  ćjuźdaaxę są 
blagodlélti i  s ili,  isxodąśtij izb ustb istinnago pastyré" (LHM,Vn,40) = "And being 
filled with shame, they [the Manichaeans] stood there like voiceless fish and marvelled at 
the grace and power that came out of the mouth of this true pastor"
00056363
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1989, p.846.
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a sim ilar image can also be found in the LDanStyl: "fóaxe xò ебафо^ 
fx x v T ia Ø fjv a i xotç ô á K p D a iv  ai)xa>v" (58,57,lines 16-17) = "They 
watered the ground with their tears" (58,41).
The second example of water imagery likens God's protection of men 
to a harbor.72 This is a biblical image that can be found in Ps 107.30 
("...and he brought them to their desired haven").
The third example has already been presented above in the section on 
animal imagery; it likens the knowledge of God to "flowing streams" to 
which the deer hastens.73
The fourth and last example o f water imagery seems to be an 
original image on the part o f E u th y m iu s :" iž e  ѵъ m ori sego suetoago 
v laçstix  są ž itia " (LIR,V1n,18-19) = "those of us who are floundering in 
the sea of this vain life."
Meteorological imagery is also abundant in the poetic language of 
Euthymius. In the LIR, the Bulgarian tsar, in his letter to Ivan, begs him to 
alleviate his sadness by granting him an audience so that he may receive the 
blessings of the saint. Such an opportunity would, writes the tsar, "cool the 
intense heat o f sadness."74 Heat is used metaphorically in the Bible as well 
to intensify the effects of an undesireable state; but in Is 25.4 God is 
likened to a "shade from the heat," and in Lam 5.10 one finds "the burning 
heat o f famine." In the same letter to Ivan, Tsar Asen symbolizes his 
struggles and grief in this world with the image of storms and the weakness 
of his heart with clouds:
V ésti bo, véstb tvoe prépodobie e lik y  burą m ira i  mąteźej oblaci 
carskaa oburevati obykośą srl^Jdca (V III, 19) = For you know, 
your venerableness, you know how many storms o f the world and 
clouds o f uprisings have caused my royal heart to become upset!
yési bo dobré p״ 72 ra v iti i napravléti, aáfce *oáteêi, nas i ѵъ pristaniáte božiiz  
xoténij о к гъ т ій "  (LHM, X V III, 58) = "and you know well [how] to guide us to the 
harbor o f God's desires and [how] nourish us, i f  it be your wish."
73 See Ps 42.1.
74 "m olą są i pripadaç tvoemu prépodobiu otradç nékoç utéáenia кт> пать  
posi a ti i p e ia li p rostud iti znoj" (LIR,VUI,19) = "I...pray that you might send us some 
comfort o f consolation and cool the intense heat of sadness. "
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A similar image is used in the LPh, in which Euthymius writes that the 
Christians, in their confusion, listened to the words of heretics, and they 
"greatly faltered in storms of confusion."75 Both of these passages borrow 
metaphors from Is 25.4 which employs the image of the storm as a pitfa ll 
in the righteous path to God ("For thou hast been a...shelter from the 
storm...for the blast o f the ruthless is as a storm against a wall"). The 
image of the storm is also employed in the LDanStyl:
Чѵа Gíóanç цгта Ѳебѵ 6иокоц£ѵт!ѵ jricm v ica'i ёюсХт1аш ѵ
Хе1ца£оц£ѵт!ѵ ка '1 яо іцѵю ѵ акоря 1 £0ц£ѵоѵ к а і íepéa <п>ѵ
хо Х іа ц  аѵа 1роъ!л£ѵоѵ (72,69, lines 20-22) = That you w ith God's 
help should save the faith which is being persecuted, save a storm-tossed 
church and a scattered flock, and save our priest who, despite his grey 
hairs, is threatened with death (72,51).
In chapter ѴПІ of LPh, there is a poučenie (or instruction) given by 
Philothea on her deathbed in which Euthymius symbolizes heresy and 
impiety with winds that carry away the righteous:“a ne obnosi t i są sçdu i 
sędu razlićnym i vétry" (LPh,V ili,90) *  "and do not let yourselves be 
carried o ff here and there by different winds." This same image can be 
found in Eph 4.14 ("so that we may no longer be children, tossed to and 
fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the cunning of man, 
by their craftiness and deceitful'wiles").
Imagery o f captiv ity is employed three times in the lives of 
Euthymius. In chapter II of LIR, Euthymius writes o f Ivan that he was 
"entirely captivated by the love of God" ("I bystT» vbsb ріепепь ѵь 
ljubovb boźię" [LIR,n, 8]). The Slavonic word "ріепепь" can also means 
"taken prisoner", from "p lê n V , which means "captivity" (Greek, 
ôéonioç). The metaphor of a captive or prisoner for God or Christ 
appears many times in the epistles of Paul: Eph 3.1 ("For this reason I, 
Paul, the prisoner for Jesus Christ on behalf of you Gentiles"), Eph 4.1 ("I 
therefore, the prisoner for the Lord, beg you..."), Philem 1.1 ("Paul, a 
prisoner for Christ Jesus"), Philem 1.9 ("...and now a prisoner also for
308
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Christ Jesus"), Philem 1.23 ("Epaphras, my fellow prisoner in Christ 
Jesus").
The second example symbolizes the state of mortal man to being in 
shackles: "bogovi״.izvodąśtomu okovanyą męźbstvomb“ (LPh,X,94) = 
"to God, who leads forth with courage those [bound] in shackles." A 
metphoric use of chains or shackles can be found in the Bible: Ps 116.6; Jer 
5.5; 36.8; and Nahum 1.13.
In the last example of this kind of imagery, Euthymius employs a 
metaphor that is lifted from the book of Mark: "vt> skoré ązyka ego çzy 
razreši i blagoglagolbna раку togo ustroi " (LIR,X I,22) = "and so in 
short time [he] undid the knot on his tongue and restored back to him his 
speech."
Compare this with Mk 7.35 (AV: "...and the string of his tongue was 
loosed").76 In chapter II of LHM, he employs a variation on this metapor: 
"mogęśtoj neplodstva moego razdrešiti ązy [sic. çzy77]” (LHM,n,29) =
"you who have the power to loosen the bonds of my barrenness." This can 
be traced to other biblical examples, such as Job 30.11; Ps 116.16; and Lk 
13.12.
Hunting imagery. There are four examples of hunting imagery in 
the Euthymian texts, and each one is associated with the fight against 
heretics and evil. The first example symbolizes the process by which 
Christians are taken in by heresies with the stinging of their hearts by 
means of the "arrow of unbelief'.78 The metaphor o f the arrow as an 
instrument of deceit or evil can be found in the Bible: Ps 11.2 ("for 10, the 
wicked bend the bow, they make fitted their arrow to the string"); Ps 64.3־
4 ("who whet their tongues like swords, who aim bitter words like arrows, 
shooting from ambush at the blameless"); Jer 9.3 ("And they bent their
76 In this case the RSV translation is not a precise rendering o f the Greek: "his tongue was 
released" for "áXtten ô ôeajiòç ■rtfç оЛтои."
77 See fn.lO to our translation o f the Life o f H ilarion o f Moglena, Section II, chapter 3.
78"nenavidaj Ž0 dobra d iavola ne s'ktx'bpé na mno^é slavi t i są prépodobnomu, 
no nevéria stré loç s rlijd ce  episkopa grada togo uézvi" (LIR ,X I,22) = "Now the 
Devil, hating good and not tolerating for long their glorification o f the venerable saint, [but] 
stung the heart of the bishop o f the city with the arrow of unbelief'
3 0 9
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tongue like a bow"); Jer 9.8 ("their tongue is a deadly arrow"); and Ezek 
5.16 ("deadly arrows o f famine, arrows for destruction"). Euthymius 
employs another variant on this metaphor in the LHM :
i  tbśtęśte są s־bstré lé ti ѵь mrące pravyą srfrjdcem b, razvraátaç- 
áte prāvosi a vnoe i  rasxyátaçáte stado jakože d iv ii né ci i  jv é rie  
(LHM ,V,33) = and they were trying to cast [lit: to shoot] the upright in 
heart into darkness, corrupting the orthodox people and tearing the flock 
to bits like some w ild beast
The next two metaphors are similar. In the first one, one fmds a 
poetic reworking of a biblical metaphor (see Ps 141.10 and Eccles 9.12), 
whereby deceit is equated with a net.79 The next one represents the deceits 
o f the Devil with the image of a "snare."80 This image appears in many 
verses of the Scriptures (e.g. Job 18.10; Jer 5.26; 2 Sam 22.6; Ps 18.5; 
116.3; Eccles 7.26).
The last metaphor under this category uses the image of a sling to 
symbolize a defense against heresies: "Praéteç m çdryix t i slovesb ѵ іъ ку  
nečbstia otženi" (LH M ,XVIII,58) = "W ith the sling of your wise words 
fend o ff the blasphemous wolves." The metaphor o f righteousness as a sling 
is found in 1 Sam 25.29 ("...and the lives of your enemies, he shall sling 
out as from the hollow of a sling"). In the same category, the metaphor of 
the cross as a weapon against evil is also found in the LDanStyl: "K a i 
extov то йкахацахлхоѵ ояЯоѵ той атсшрой" (14, 15, line 9) = "And 
holding the invincible weapon of the Cross" (14,15).
Imagery o f Precious Objects. The most common image in this 
category likens the relics o f the saint to a priceless treasure. As is shown 
below in chapter 3 o f this section, this image abounds in the hagiographie 
worics of Euthymius. The image of a rare and priceless treasure is found in 
another context in the LIR. In referring to the Bulgarian tsar's reaction to
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79 "N9 sl>ga nepravda sebé, i  ѵъ séti, ąże s!>kryśą, ugl!>bośa, i l bża is־ tinoę  
oblićena bystb" (LH M ,V I,34) = "But falsehood, lying to itself, becomes deeper 
entrenched into the net which it conceals, and the lie was clothed in truth."
eresem* k'kzni razorilb esi" (LHM״ 80 , X V III, 58) = "you tore asunder the snares of 
heresies"
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Ivan's letter to him, Euthymius employs a simile which equates something 
holy to a valuable treasure:
i  ljubezné to lobzavb. iméåe to ѵъ nédrox s v o la  jakože nékoe 
mnogocénnoe skrovište (ѴШДО) = [the tsar] kissed it  tenderly [i.e.
Ivan's letter]; and he kept it  near his bosom as i f  it  were some very 
valuable treasure
The image is then used again in the LP: "пъ n ly jn ja  jako skrovište  
mnogocénnoje te zru" (LP,V II,73) = "now I gaze upon you as on a very 
valuable treasure."
This image of treasure can also be found in the Bible: Is 33.6 ("...the 
fear o f the Lord is his treasure") and Mt 13.44 ("The kingdom of heaven is 
like unto treasure hidden in a field..."). There is also a metaphor in the 
LTheod where Theodosius is equated with a treasure ("božstvnyi že mužb 
i dobrodêtéljei skrovište Teodosie־ (X X II,31 ,line 3) = "This blessed 
man, Theodosius, a treasure house of virtue."
There is a passage in the LIR in which Euthymius employs a 
metaphor that equates the human heart with a treasure chest, a repository 
of righteousness: "i polagaą ѵъ skrovištex s rl1>Jdečnyx־ (LIR,1n,9) = 
"and putting them into the treasure chests of his heart." This is taken from 
the book of Matthew (with parallel passages in Luke): Mt 12.35 (Luke 
6.45): ("A good man out o f the good treasure o f his heart bringeth forth 
good things"); and Mt 6.21 (Luke 12.34) implies an innate relationship 
between "treasure" and the "heart" ("For where your treasure is, there w ill 
your heart be also"). A similar passage from the LIR has been cited above 
in the section on bee imagery.81
In a passage of the LIR, in Ivan’s letter to the Bulgarian tsar, Ivan 
instructs the tsar on pious living and tells him to "let the o il o f your 
compassion pour forth onto everyone."82 This exact image is in the 
LDanStyl in which it is written in conclusion to the vita, "keep the lamp of
311
81 "s-blagaą jakože ljubodćlnaą pćela med>vnyą s ity  i  polagaą ѵъ skroviåtex
s rl־kłdeinyx" (LIR ,II,9) = "storing them up as the labor-loving bee does honeycomb and 
putting them into the treasure chests of his heart"
82 "Da p ro livaet są na v isé x  tvoego m ilovania masło" (LIR ,V IIIДО)
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faith unquenched, carrying the oil o f sympathy in our vessels" (102,71).83 
Also, metaphoric use of o il is found in Ps 45.7: the "o il o f gladness" (LXX, 
Ps 44.8: "iX a iov à7aXXváae0)ç").
In another passage, labors of sincerity and love are likened to another 
luxury item, incense.84 A similar image can be found in Ps 141.2 ("Let my 
prayer be counted as incense before thee"). Also, in the LSym(Sav), there 
is a passage that likens the labors of the desert monks to fragrant desert 
flowers.85
In several places in his hagiographie works, Euthymius uses a 
popular metaphor in the vita genre: that of the hero "adorning" his or her 
life  through deeds or "adorning" his or her position. The implied image is 
that one adorns one's life or position with pious deeds as one would adorn 
oneself with precious jewels. This image is employed by Euthymius seven 
tim es.86 In the Bible, one finds in Is 61.10 a metaphor whereby the
312
83  "...Koà tiaßeoxov rí)v Ялцхя<і5а tîjç xúrcecoç 5штпреГѵ, ехіфероцсѵоі fXaiov év тоц
orflciou; л і̂шѵ аицяабеиц" (102, 94, lines 1-3)
84 "tru d * ubo tvo j i  prèdi ożeni e jako kad ilo  blagovonno bogovi prinesośą są i 
p rią ti byśą" (LIR ,VID, 18) = "your labor and proposal come to me and is received like a 
sweet-smelling incense from God."
85 "pride množbstvo Ігьпьсъ, jako blagovonyxb cvétbcb с vbteá t i םנ> ѵь to i svetéi 
p u s tyn i" (Ѵ ІП , 10-11, lines 37,1). = "there came a multitude o f monks like fragrant 
blossoms, blooming in the holy wilderness" (ѴПІД85).
86 a)”i  arxierejskyj ukrasi t i préstől־»" (LHM,IV,31) = "and adorn the archbishop's 
throne.” (i.e. serve as archbishop)
b) "Sice svoj ukrasi p réstő l*” (LHM ,XIII,54) = 'Thus he adorned his throne"
c) "Nç, о агх іе геоть udobrenie i  mné sladkaa veáti i  im ą, Ila rio n e " 
(LH M ,XVIII,57) = "[Your] adornment o f the bishopric, [your] deeds and name arc sweet 
to me, Hilarion"
d) "ne tkćię že, nç i  naśb ukraśaetb préstő l*" (1Л М Д Ѵ ІІІ,58 ) = "Not only [does 
your shrine do this] but it also adorns our throne"
e) "rodi te l je že blago&stivy, xodeáte v *  vséxb božiizb zapovédexb neuklonno, 
m ilostyn jam i i  blagotvorenii vbsu svoju ukraśajuśte žizm>" (LP,II,62) = "and she 
had pious parents, who consistently followed all o f God's commandments, adorning their 
whole lives with merciful and pious deeds."
f) "I sice ubo podvigśe se na jestlblstvo i sice svoju ukrasi dušu, jakože i na 
toj isp lb n iti se proročbskoje ono. i  délomb ž itie  ukraśbśi, prébystlbj léta dovolna 
vb pustyn i" (LP4II,64-65) = "And thus having aspired to the essence [o f God], she thus 
adorned her own soul, and this [saying] o f the prophets was fu lfilled  by her...and adorning 
her life with her words and deeds, she lived many years in the desert"
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acquisition of righteousness is equated with adornment ("as a bride adorns 
herself w ith jewels"); and in T it 2.10 we find, "that in everything they may 
adorn the doctrine of God." In addition to these biblical roots, one can 
trace this metaphor to the LKlOxr, a post-Metaphrastic vita, as well: 
"MeOóÔioç, oç Tf|v Ilavóvíov èjcapxíav èKÓ a^aev" (П.4, 78, lines 
20-21) = "Methodius who adorned the Panonian diocese" (П.4, 94).
L ight/D ark Im agery. There is only one example of each in all of 
the hagiographie texts o f Euthymius. In one, Euthymius equates a sinful, 
irreligious existence with darkness.87 Examples of this metaphor can be 
found in the Bible: Ps 18.28 ("...the Lord my God lightens my darkness"), 
Ps 107.10 ("Some sat in darkness and in gloom"). Also in LTheod, one 
finds mention of "тга къ  dusevnyi“ (= "spiritual darkness" [X X V II, 33, 
line 30]) and also in LTheod, one fínds "prébyü ѵъ mracé svoego 
nečbstia” (= "to live in the darkness of ones own sinfulness" [XX, 26, line 
29]). Other examples of this metaphor are found in the LHM .88 In the 
other example, the light o f a lamp is a symbol of purity and chastity.89 
This image is taken Prov 31.18, which refers to the lamp of a virtuous
313
g) "Tvoej bo vbidelé bogb dobroté i razlićnym i ukrasi te í j  udes y na zem li" 
(LP,VII,73) = "God desires your goodness and has adorned you with various miracles on 
earth."
87 "ćąstyimb pro iitan iem b sego т іъ ѵ у  m irskyą otganéaâe tbm ç" (LD I,V ili,20) = 
"with frequent readings o f this letter he chased away the darkness o f the world."
88 a) ,׳V-bzniknéte, élovéci, ot naleźęśtago ѵатъ  mraka, ottrąsćte ot oćiju  vašeju 
ne ijuvstv ia  s m i "  (LH M ,V I, 37) = "Come out, men, from the darkness that surrounds 
you; wipe from your eyes this sleep of insensibility."
b) ,Témáé v izn ikn é te  o t glçbokyç pré lbsti, iže vas odnćęśtęą, i  o tt^s é te  
należęśtęą oćima vašima slépotç" (LHM,IX,51) = "Moreover, extract yourselves from 
the profound deceit which grips you, and wipe away the blindness from your eyes."
c) "Pročee p riim é te  čjuvstvo odr-kżęśtęą vas tT>my i suetnaa i l^źo  ostavite, 
poznajte is tin ę  i toę ozarite są svétomb" (LH M ,V II,41) = "Moreover, gain an 
understanding of the darkness that opresses you, abandon your vanities and lies, gain and 
understanding of truth through which you w ill be enlightened with lig h t"
89 "edina kaaido svoemu presédéâe svéti 1 n i ky, ne ugasimb t zranąśti, si rè <י  i 
téla svoego ćistotę»" (LPh,II,80) = "Each of them placed their own lamp before them -- 
that is to say, the purity o f their bodies -- making sure it was never extinguished."
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woman ("her lamp does not go out at night"). Consider also Prov 20.27, 
which refers to the spirit of man as "the lamp of the Lord."90
Clothing imagery. Clothing imagery is employed in three passages 
in the hagiographie texts o f Euthymius. In the LHM, one finds the 
following poetic reworking of biblical metaphor, whereby abstract notions 
such as emotions are equated with garments or raiments that one can don 
(cf. Job 29.13; Ps 93.1; 109.19; Is 59.17):
Nç sl'kga nepravda sebé, i  ѵ־ъ séti, ą ie s-bkryśa, ugl-bbośą, i  lłź a  
istinoę obličena b ys ti (LHM,V I,34) = But falsehood, lying to itself, 
becomes deeper entrenched into the net which it conceals, and the lie 
was clothed in truth.
In the next example, the metaphor is lifted from Ps 109.19 ("He clothed 
himself with cursing as his coat"):
Sia ubo jako опт» slyéavb, öblébe są ѵ־ь пепа v is ti jako ѵъ rizç 
(L IR jn .l 1) = When [Ivan's brother] heard this, he clothed himself 
with hatred like as with his garment
A similar image can be found in Is 59.17 ("he wrapped himself in fury as a 
mantle"). O f special note is that the passage "and the lie was clothed in 
truth" appears also in the LTheod: "i jako ubo is tinnym i obi i cena byś 
11>ža" (XV, 22, line 17). Euthymius employs this kind of metaphor again in 
the LHM:
my ie  v> crl>Jkvax służby въѵгъЗаеть i  na duxovné árktbvnicé 
svąśtennyę glagolą trapezy i a lćn i stoęśte ѵъ svą tite liskę ą  
odeżdę obi ־v ien i, ne ѵ־ъ razorenie prédreíenyim b. nç čbstnējši 
tvorąśte čink (LH M ,IX ,46) = We then in churches perform the 
services on the spiritual sacrificial altar, which we call the sacred table; 
and desirous, we stand dressed in priest's clothing, not [in  the garments] 
o f perdition o f the aformentioned [heretics], and we perform the holiest 
ceremony.
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90 Professor R. Mathiesen has pointed out to me in one o f our many discussions o f this 
work that in view of the role of "light" in Hesychast thought and practice, one might have 
expected more light metaphors i f  style were truly under the influence o f Hesychasm. Their 
rarity, he suggests, supports our argument that style was not influenced by Hesychast 
mysticism.
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Clothing imagery is also employed in the LDanStyl: a) "àXKà к а і 
&v0pû)7coç 0ІЦ1 ка і aápKa 7c£p1ßäßX11|Aa1" (62, 61, lines 19-20)= "I too 
am a man and am clothed with flesh" (62, 45); and b) "атсегюсоцгѵ кат* 
lXv°Ç cròton 71p о ß a i veiv к а і аатсіХоѵ фиМсттгіѵ xòv хітш ѵа той 
aá)11aT0ç" (102, 93, lines 31-32) = "let us do our utmost to follow in his 
step and to preserve the garment of our body unspotted" (102, 71).
There are several metaphors Euthymius employs to express strong 
emotion. Some of these metaphoric phrases ־־ e.g."filled with envy"91, 
"seized/gripped with sadness"92, "fired up with zeal"93-־ are used so often 
that they become formulaic phrases in the texts. A ll o f these, as the 
information in the footnotes indicates, have biblical roots and are employed 
in pre-Euthymian hagiographie texts. The other metaphor which Eu thy- 
mius employs in this category seems to be original:
91 "gr'bdyj i ve leréêivy v ra g v .isp ieni są zav is ti" (LIR ,III,10) = "the proud and 
bombastic Enemy...was filled with envy", has its roots in the biblical and earlier Slavic 
hagiographie tradition. In Acts 13.45 we find: "they were filled with envy". Sim ilarly, in 
the LSym(Sav) we find “srama isplknenb־, or "filled with shame" (ѴПІ,10Діпе 26).
92 "Nécii že, zavistiç odrkžim i, lèn i v i sęśte na blagoe, dosadami i  ukoriznam i 
togo oblagaaxç, licem érna narićaęśte i nepotrebna do konca m irskago 
prébyvan ia ." (L IR ,II,8) = "Some, seized by envy, being indolent toward goodness, 
heaped on him injustices and humiliations, calling him a hypocrite and an evil man to the 
end of his earthly life."
The metaphoric use o f "seized" is found in the Bible: Jer 49.24 ("panic seized"); Job 3.6 
("let their darkness seize it"); and also in the LDanStyl: "...ф0|Ц>...катаХщф<іѵе1" (49, 47, 
lines 12-13) = "seized with fear" (chap.49,p.35); LTheod: ״obkjeti byåe p ré l^s t i и  ״
(X IV , 19,line 27-28) = "seized with deceit", and "obkjeti studb" (ХѴД2,1іпе18) = "seized 
with shame."
93 "Božbst'bvno9 ubo revnostiç raždeg są сагъ i radosti obkąt* ego oblakk" 
(LIR,vn1,17) = ,”Піе tsar became fired up with divine zeal and a cloud of joy seized him." 
The image of "divine zeal" can be found in LTheod: "Togo vidévb v e lik y i bžstvnuju 
revnostb״ (V I,13,line 32); and "ѵъ božestvnuju (podvig-ь) revnostk־ (X X I,27,line 
17). The image of becoming "fired up" or "kindled" can be found in many bibilical verses 
in expressions of anger or wrath (Gen 30.2; Num 11.10; Deut 6.15; Josh 7.1; 1 Sam 11.6;
2 Sam 6.7; 1 Chron 13.10; Job 32.2, Ps 106.40, 124.3; Is 5.25, just to cite a few 
examples).
Euthymius employs this clearly in LHM: "eretici že zavistiç i  gnévomk rażdi3aaxę 
są" (LHM ,IV ,33) = "The heretics were fired up with hatred and wrath." Furthermore, in 
the LSym(Sav) one finds images close to that employed by Euthymius: "razkgaraaše 
srkdee ego” (111,3,line 14) = "ignited in his heart" (111,263), and "i VTiZgorévk se 
duxomb־ (V I, 7, line 28) = "and with his heart enkindled" (VU75).
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I po m olitvé  sédéáe, skrybą 1 tężą o l i  še n i otroka ...s^pletet są vt> ż itijskyz  
pećalex (L IR ,n1 ,ll) = And after the prayer, he sat down, saddened and grieved 
over the loss o f the child...and absorbed himself in worldly sorrows [lit: and wove 
himself about in wordly sorrows].
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There are a few metaphors and similes which Euthymius employs that 
involve images for the human heart. One metaphor speaks o f the "depths of 
the heart."94 Two passages compare the heart to stone tablets.95 These 
images, as indicated in the footnote, appear in earlier hagiographie texts. 
Euthymius employs a simile in the LIR which likens the steadfastness or 
resolve of man to a hard stone, or adamant (diamond), and this has its 
origins in scriptural texts.96
There are a few examples of sleep and blindness being equated with a 
lack of knowledge of God. Here are two examples which equate spiritual 
indolence with sleep:
pad• na zemlą i, iz g״ 94 lçb iny srx ica  vkzd־bxnçv" (LIR ,V I,15) = "[Ivan] fe ll to the 
earth, and from the depth o f his heart he sighed."The exact metaphor is also found in the 
LKlO xr ("ік  (кхѲёшѵ картой; èÇotioXxrrfoeaç" [ХХѴШ .77, 144, line 4] = "He cried from 
the depths o f his heart" [ХХѴПІ.77,123]) and the LSym(Sav): ־iz  g lub iny srbdkca־ (III, 
3,line 9).= "from the depths o f his heart" (ПІД63).
ne к״ 95  tomu na skriža lex kam ennyix, nę na skriža lex s rl-ь )dea, sl ■bzami
omakaą катепь" (LIR,VII,16) = "Moreover, it was not tablets o f stone but the stone of 
the tablets o f his heart that [Ivan] wet with his tears". This is also found in the LSym(Sav): 
*napišita na skri żal i srbdbca vāju״ (IV , 4, line 34-35).= "write them upon the tablets of 
your heart" (IV , 267)
A metaphor contained in Philothea's poučenie equates the heart o f the believer with 
tablets or scrolls, but only by suggestion through use o f the verb "napisati": *sia 
napi su j te ѵъ srlTbJdcix vaåix־ (LP h,V ili,91) = "engrave these things in your hearts". 
This same image appears in Clement of Oxrid's Sermon on Constantine: 'napiáerm» na
sbrdci naśemb* (See Vaillant, Textes vieux-slaves, v o l.l, p.86). Compare also this 
metaphor with the preceding example in which there is an explicit metaphor equating the 
heart with a tablet
96 "jakoźe nékyj катепь tv r id  v־bsą prixodąśtąą na пь ѵ ьпу razbivaą i־1  otrażaą, 
i l i ,  is ti née reá ti,  jakoże adamant* ne ąt* byvaaåe п ік а к о ѵ іт ь  żelćzomk" (LIR, 
11,9) = "and like a hard stone, he beat o ff and deflected all the waves that came upon him, 
or, to put it more precisely, like an adamant not containing any iron." The same simile can 
be found in two different biblical verses, Ezek 3.9 ("Like an adamant harder than flin t have 
I made thy forehead...") and Zech 7.12 ("Yea, they made their hearts like an adamant 
stone...")
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1 se n ly iné jako o t s1>na nékoego głęboka ѵ^Ьъпфѵь, vbsxotéx 
tv 09 svątosti v id é ti (LIR ,VIII,19) = and so now as i f  having woken 
up from some deep sleep, I wanted to see your saintliness.
Ѵ ъ гп ікпё іе , ílo vé c i, o t naleźęśtago ѵа ть  mraka, o ttrąs^te o t 
oć iju  vašeju nečjuvstvia ST»m» (LH M ,V I,37) = Come out, men, 
from the darkness that surrounds you; wipe from your eyes this sleep of 
insensibility.
The metaphor of spiritual lassitude or impiety equated with sleep is taken 
from the Bible, and both examples from Euthymius refer to these: Rom 
13.11 (,,Besides this you know what hour it is, how it is fu ll time now for 
you to wake from sleep"); 1 Thess 5.6 ("So then let us not sleep, as do 
others; but let us keep aware and be sober"); Ps 13.3 ("...lest I sleep the 
sleep of death"); Ps 132.4 (Prov 6.4) ("I w ill not give sleep to my eyes, or 
slumber to my eyelids"); and also Prov. 19:15 ("Slothfulness casts into a 
deep sleep..."). In another example, Euthymius equates spiritual sloth with 
blindness:
T4mže vbzniknéte ot glçbokyç prelksti, i že vas odritźęśtęą, i 
o ttrąsćte  należęśtęą o lim a  vaãima slépotç (LH M ,IX ,51) = 
Moreover, extract yourselves from the profound deceit which grips you, 
and wipe away the blindness from your eyes.
This, too, has its roots in biblical verses. It comes close to the metaphor in 
1 Jn 2.11, which also recalls the first o f these two examples ("But he that 
hates his brothers is in the darkness, he does not know where he is going 
because that darkness has blinded his eyes"). Cf. also Is 42.18; 59:10.
There are also several miscellaneous examples of metaphor and simile 
in the hagiographie texts of Euthymius that cannot be grouped into larger 
categories. Most of these, too, can be traced to earlier biblical and/or 
hagiographie sources.97
97 a) "öblébe są ѵт> b r*n ç  pravdy, v bzlagaeb> i šlemb spasenia, boálbjstvnyj־
рокгоѵь"(LIR , 11,8) = "[Ivan] dressed himself in the armour o f righteousness, taking up 
the shield o f salvation, the divine protection." A ll o f these metaphors are taken from the 
Bible: the armour o f righteousness" and the "armour o f God" are found in several verses. 
Cf. 2 Cor 6.7; Is 59.17; Eph 6.11,13,17; 1 Thess 5.8). The shield o f salvation is found in 
Ps 18.35, and the Psalter abounds in images of the shield as a source o f protection (Ps 3.3; 
28.7, 33.20; 59.11; 84.9, 11; 115.9,10,11; 119.114; and 144.2). Note also that the 
phrases "shield o f salvation" and "the divine protection" are juxtaposed in paranomastic
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In all o f the four vitæ of Euthymius there are a total of eighteen 
examples o f the rhetorical feature of tautology, i.e. the repetition of a word
relationship. A similar rendering o f these biblical images is also employed in the LTheod: 
"0Ы bk.se ubo d o b ly i sk mužb ѵ-ъ oca m ltvy  jakože ѵъ brbnje i  Slémk i tvrbdoe 
v־bseoruźbstvo" (ѴШ , 14,lines 28-29) = "This valient man dressed himself in the prayer 
o f the father or in an armour and shield, a firm  protection".
b) Euthymius also borrows from the Bible the metaphor which equates the abolishment 
o f sin w ith cleansing: "Napisa že к ь nemu i p־ isan ie , povelévaçStee vbsą 
Bogomilskęą erest o t stada o ć is titi i  pokaréçátçrç są ubo blagočbstia dogmatomb 
usrbdno p riem a ti i  izbrannom u ST»ćetavati stadu" (LH M ,X I,52-53) = "And he 
wrote a letter to [H ilarion], ordering the flock to be cleansed o f all Bogomil heresy, to obey 
and zealously accept the piety o f the [church] dogmas and to add themselves unto the 
chosen flock." Some scriptural examples o f this metaphor are to be found in Ps 51.2 
("Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity and cleanse me from my sin!"); Ezek 36.25 ("and 
you shall be clean from all your uncleannesses, and from your idols I w ill cleanse you"); 2 
Cor 7.1 ("...let us cleanse ourselves from every defilement o f body and spirit").
c) "Sice ubo p ravoslavnyix  vkznese są ro g i, nećkstie že do konca ugase" 
(LHM,X1n,54) = "Thus he lifted up the horn o f orthodoxy. He extinguished impiety 
completely." ТЪе first part o f the metaphor is found in numerous biblical examples: the 
image of the "horn o f salvation" is found in 2 Sam 22.3; Ps 18.21; Luke 1.69; "lifting  up" 
or "exalting the horn" is found in Ps 75.4-5; 89.17, 24; 92.10; 112.9. The other half of the 
metaphor, which equates impiety to a fire or flame that is stamped out or extinguished is 
not found in any o f my other sources.
In chapter X  o f LPh Euthymius employs a metaphor that equates the proselytizers o f 
Christ to trumpets:“bçdem i my tręby bez<íisl־bnyix t i čjudesb" (LPh,X,94) = "We 
w ill be the trumpets [that proclaim] your innumerable miracles." This is a biblical 
metaphor. There are several verses which speak o f the trumpet proclaiming the truth o f 
God, e.g. Ps 47.5; 150.3; Is 58.1; Jer 51.27.
d) "A eže jako ѵъ m im otečeni préidoxom b, ne podobaetb to zabbvenla 
glçbinam o ts la ti” (LHM ,XV,56) = "But that which we have gone over in passing should 
not be consigned to the abyss o f oblivion." There is a sim ilar image in the LKlOxr: "кш 
Xtíxvoç tóv wíò T^v kXÍvt1v tt1ç &фаѵе(оц иѲоио" (Ш.10, 84, lines 5-6) = "and being a 
lamp, is put under the bed o f oblivion (Lk 8.16)” (1П.10,96).
e) "jako ćądoljubivb оtlbJcי> maldenečnaa naáa ném otovania" (LH M ,1,28) = 
"Like a loving father who delights in the meaningless babble o f his own baby" (1,44). This 
also seems to be original.
f) A simile is found in LPh likens the force which draws people to God to the force by 
which a magnet attracts metal:"v1>sé ѵъ bogorazumie p r iv i ačaaše, jakože magni dé 
estkstvo obyće p r iv la č iti železo" (LPh,V II,87) = "and [she] led everyone to a 
knowledge o f God, just as by nature a magnet draws iron." This exact same image is found 
twice in the LTheod: ־ jakože magnitk к *  sebé p riv la č itb  ie lèy> V) ־... I, 13, line 20); 
and ”jakože magni tk o t ra z ličn y ix  privlačaaše méstk..." (X II, 18, line 25).
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or root in a phrase or sentence. What follows is a comprehensive list of 
:them ן
I
a) "naćąl noobrąznyj obrazi»" (LIR,I,5) = lit: "the original image"
b) "ostaviéetb zemnaa zemnym t i pepelnyim  p r^8tb."(LIR ,II,8) =
"leaving the things of this world to the worldly and the dust to the 
ashes "
c) "isxoditb m ira i m irodrbžca" (LIR,П,8-9) = "he left the world and
the Ruler o f the world [i.e. the Devil]"
d) "i vodç, ąźe neskçdno istočnic i istêkaotb" (LIR,n,9) = "and water
which the springs abundantly poured forth"
e) "prilagaą trudy кт> trudomb i къ želaniu želanie” (UR,n1,9) =
"adding labor unto labor and desire unto desire"
f) "istinnyim b pastyremb pasomo. jakože drugyj Аѵеіъ i l i  IsaakV
(LIR ,III, 10) = "shepherded by a true shepherd just as Abel or Isaac 
had been"
g) "aggelskoe ono, eže ѵъ vyén iix p é v a e m o e  VT>spetb pèni e”
(LHMJI,29) = "he sang out that angelic song which is sung on high"
h) "no i osirevšee stado svoimb prosvétit i svétomb" (LHMJV,31) =
"to enlighten his own orphaned flock with his light"
i) "i prilagaaše są p ri sno къ či si и prāvosi avny x množbstvo mnogo
lju d ij"  (LHM,V1n,42) = "and he was constantly adding to the 
number o f orthodox believers a numerous number of people"
"zréti i množbstvo mnogo svétly ix  ѵоіпь" (LP,V,68) = "he saw a 
numerous number of brilliant soldiers"
"sb nim iže i množbstvo mnogo bezčislbnago naroda" (LP,V I,72)
= "and also amongst them was an innumerably large number of 
people"
j)  "Kako že iže i krl^Jétenie i žrbtvo osvaštaal кгІъЬЕь ot
osvaétaemyixb obraza osvaštaet sa?”(LHM.IX.48ì = "How then 
can the cross, sanctifying baptism and sacrifice, be sanctified by 
sanctified images?"
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k) "v 1>sékç posluži službo" (LHM,XIV,55) = "and performed for him 
every service"
1) "Elma že kb iže sice s vèti oi пать slovo, i s véti o pročeje načelo 
budet* sb svétloiu po vēstij u." (LP,1,60) = "Because our story is 
addressed to the brilliant [Paraskeva], the beginning w ill shine bright 
with a brilliant narrative. "
m) "Nb ni tako prézré bogb svoju rabu па тпозе bezbpametnu Ieža ti, 
niže tlie iu  rasti éti se neporočnomu onomu tél esi, пь i о semb 
čjudo pokaza divno." (LP,V,67) = "But God did not forsake his 
slave that she should lie there long without memory, nor that her 
immaculate body should decompose with decay, but instead [He] 
worked a wondrous miracle."
n) "Ѵъ nošti že toj i nékaa ot blagogovéjnyx ženb—Evtim ia toj
prozvanie--podobno tomužde vidéniiu  vidénie v idé " (LP,V,68- 
69) = "And on that night one of the reverent women—Euthymia was 
her name-saw [lit: visioned! a similar vision to that vision"
0) "subotstvuj istinnoje subotstvovanie" (LP,V1n,76) ־ "celebrate the 
true sabbath"
p) "xodataistvu i nexodataistbvné" (LP,IX,77) = "intervene directly [lit.: 
without intervention]"
q) "jakože ni samç эгпёаы  vizm ošū sladko sanesti" (LPh,IV,82) = 
"so that you w ill not be able to enjoy eating food"
r) "I tako sebe znamenavši гпатеп іеть  krft>Jsta" (LPh,VI,86) = "So 
she made the sign of the cross"
Like all of the rhetorical features examined thus far, tautology is
employed not only in texts of a rather complex nature predating Euthymius
(such as the LKlOxr, LSym(Sav) and LTheod98), but also, and more
320
98 An example from the LKlOxr is "етгарл ц?|ѵ ytxpáv цгубЛлѵ аф05ра" (ІІІ.9 , 82, 
line 2) = "[Hadrian] rejoiced greatly" [ lit :  "rejoiced with great jov"l.
In the LSym(Sav) we find, for example, "i s im i u vê ty  uveátav t іхь dobry 
gospodink i b l agy pastyrb" (III, 4, lines 5-6) = "And with these admonitions the good 
lord and gentle shepherd admonished them" (III, 265); and "vbsacém že хгапіе п іе ть
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significantly, in pre-fourteenth century texts written in a simple style, such 
as the LDanStyl, LC, LM and the LW. Here are some examples:
Life of Daniel the Stvlite:
a) "èxápT10av x^pav Ц£т&Ял1ѵ" (5, 5,lines 14-15) = "[his parents] 
rejoiced with great joy" (5,9)
Life of Wenceslas:
a) “i blaeoslovi i se гект> glojslpodjb ilsu js* x lris to js* blagoslovi 
otroca se blagosloveniemi)" (105) = "and blessed him saying: 'O 
Lord Jesus Christ, bless this boy with the blessing with which Thou 
blessed all Thy righteous men"
b) “i blolgi) pokoi ego dlulšju ѵъ ѵеёпетъ pokoiśti..." (109) = 
"May God 1£SÍ his soul in eternal rest"
Life of Constantine:
a) "Po six že i ina mnoga ѵърга§апіа ѵт>рга§а§а" (VI, 11) = "After 
these things they asked him many questions"
b) “to poslédi si adok!) p lod* p rip lod itb " (XI,25) = "it [the tree] 
w ill be the last to bear sweet fruit".
c) "a om> uzritb vt> sudnvi. egda sądetb sudii vetxyi denbmi 
sud iti vsém jazykom V (XI,26) = "...but he w ill come on the 
Judgment Day, when the Judge, the Ancient of Days, w ill take his 
seat to iudge all of the nations"
Life of Methodius:
a) "aste l i  pr*stupita> ST>mbrtim umbret*, o t svojeja volą a ne ot
božija velénija." (1,42) = "...if he transgressed [the commandment], 
he would through death by his own w ill, and not by God's 
command."
b) "zapovedb zapovédav * jemu" (1,42) = "a commandment was 
commanded unto him"
g a n i svo* srbdbce" (V III, 9, line 26) = "Preserve your heart with all diligence" [ l i t :  
"preserve with every preservation] (ѴІП, 281).
In the LTheod we find, an example of tautology is "i grozbnb pozoņ» ѵъвёть 
zreśtiimb“ (XIV, 20, line 13) = "and gazing at everyone with a frightful gaze".
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The device of tautology, as well as appearing in earlier Byzantine 
and Slavic texts, would have naturally entered into the medieval Slavic 
rhetorical repertoire from Biblical examples. One, need look only as far as 
the book of Genesis to find examples of tautology in the Septuagint: "I80\) 
ôéôoKa ty iïv  nav  xópxov отсбріцоѵ акеТроѵ orcépna." (Geni.29); ,,CM) 
eaváxy бттоѲаѵеТсѲе" (Gen 3:4), and "ГШ Ѳ цѵшѵ гсЛпѲУУã>" (Gen 
3.16).
6) alliteration and assonance:
These devices overlap with the category o f tautology, presented 
above. Most o f the examples of tautology are alliterative; and because they 
are tautological, they are also ipso facto  assonantal. For this reason, 
alliteration and assonance are not treated here as separate categories but are 
comprehended in the category o f tautology. There is only one example of 
assonance we found in the vitæ by Euthymius that does not f it  into the 
category o f tautology: "umovrédnaago téxb m çdrovania" (LPh,VII,88) 
= "and the thought o f those things which are damaging to the mind". 
Another example o f this can be found in the LSym(Sav): “ž itie  bo se sénb 
i sbnb" (Ш,4,line 1-2) = "life  is but a shadow and a dream" (111,265).
7) appositional series:
Throughout the vitæ, Euthymius employs series of appositions like 
this one from the LIR: "tvoeç starosti podpora i tvoego domu 
naslédnika i tvoego sémene plod...otroka" (111,10) = "your child...your 
support in your old age, the heir to your home, the fruit o f your seed." 
These are markedly prevalent in those passages of the vitæ where 
Euthymius introduces an encomium, or panegyric, to the saint. For 
example, in the panegyric to Saint Paraskeva, which takes up all o f chapter 
V II o f the vita, there are twenty-seven laudatory epithets which Euthymius 
uses to praise her.
Apposition itself — which often manifests itself in hagiographie texts 
by simply referring to the hero by one or more fixed epithets -־ is a 
common feature o f all periods of life-writing, pre- and post-Metaphrastic 
alike. However, the feature o f describing or characterizing the hero
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through a long string of encomiastic epithets, sometimes numbering ten or 
more, is peculiar to texts of the post-Metaphrastic tradition and is generally 
absent from the vitæ of simpler style, such as the LAnth, LDanStyl, LC, 
LM  and LW. For example, the LSym(Sav) contains the follow ing 
panegyric passage to St.Symeon containing a long, am plificatory 
appositional series:
Cto bo i  nareku, ѵь is ti nu nedouméju. gospodina l i  dobrago? učite lja  
l i  pravovériju? otbća l i  blagago? pas t ir  a l i ,  iže vér oj u upase stado emu 
prédanoe? сгькѵать l i  p ro své tite lja  i  b lagonrav iju  u ć ite l ja i  ѵь 
m o litvé  v in u  prébyvajuèta? n iš tim b  l i  p ré izob ilnago s lu ż ite lja  i 
lju b ite lja ?  pravovériju  l i  nastavnika i  blago vér i  u u ć ite lja  i  ć is to tl 
vbseljenéi svétilo? i spi ьп jen ago l i  vé ry i  obraz* kro tosti i  pośteniju 
nastavn ika?  p ré m u d ro s ti l i  n a s ta vn ika  i  sbm yslodavca i 
nesbmyslbnymb kaza te i ja? sbb ljud ite lja  l i  stadu svoemu i  prém udro 
otvétodavca къ vbsémk okrbstb ž iv u š ti»  ego?־ (V,6Jines 6-14)^9
8) synonyms (and nearly synonymous phrases):
In addition to the abundant use of metaphor and simile, one of the 
most striking characteristics of Euthymius' hagiographie style is his use of 
synonyms or synonymous phrases in the texts. According to this feature, 
rather than stating something once, one employs words or phrases that 
means almost the same thing in order to emphasize the content. Here is an 
inventory o f the instances of this device in the vitæ by Euthymius:
a) "otemletb vlasy st> strastm i i poxotmi " (LIR ,II, 8) = "and he had
himself tonsured with passion and desire".
b) ״Y^zdeyaą prepodobnyą ręky bez gnéva i ST>mośtenia" (LIRJI, 9)
= "Lifting up his venerable hands without ire and agitation"
c) "nç malo 3élo i skodno" (LIR, II, 9) = "verv little  o f it and in great
scarcity."
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good father? A shepherd who through faith tended the flock entrusted to him? An 
englightener o f churches, a teacher o f morality, a man o f unceasing prayer? The most 
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d) "ideže peéterç obrêtb temno 3élo i mračno" (LIR, Ш, 9)= "where he
found a very dark and gloomy cave."
e) "Stoaše mlbča i ničbsože otnod vēštaa" (LIR,1n,l 1) = "He stood there
in silence and said absolutely nothing [lit: "He stood there being silent 
and saying absolutely nothing"]
f) " i po m olitvê sedeśe, skryba i toža 0 lišen i otroka" (LIR,1n,l 1) =
"And after the prayer, he sat down, saddened and grieved over the 
loss of the child"
g) "obrčtoša kamen vei ej, vysokb 3élo i žestokb i vēsma neudobb
śestbvenb" (LIR,V ili, 17)="they found the big rock, verv high and 
treacherous and very difficult to climb"
h) "Pečalenb ubo velm i bystUJ сагь...otide эъ тпоз$ть  sétovaniemb i
skrbb io" (LIR,Vm,18) = "The tsar was sad...and left with great 
lamentation and grief."
i) "i beše némb vibséõbsky i nikakože véétaa" (X I,22) = "and he was
completely mute, not being able to sav anything"
j)  '*kralb, straxomb i užasomb odr־bžimb bystlbj" (X I,22) = "the 
king...was seized with terror and awe"
k) "Malu že vrémeni prešedšu i svątomu preležne vérnya ućaśtu i 
nakazaośtu lju d i"  (LHM,V,33) = "Only a little  time having passed, 
and the saint having taught and instructed carefully the devout 
people."
1) "Nb niže to samoje bylie , niže vodu do sytosti prijem ljaaše, пь 
malo i xudé i se 3élo кь večeru" (LP,111,63) = "And she took 
neither grass nor water to the point o f satiation but rather shg took 
of them for herself very sparingly and late in the day at that."
m) "obače, jako ne iskusni i nevežde sušte" (LP,V,68) = "however, 
they, being inexperienced and ignorant"
n) "i mužbstbvnē ѵъэа pokori že i pooblada i samy tb carbstvujuštij 
gradb povoeva že i pokori” (LP,VI,70) = "bravely he overmaster- 
ed and took control of everything, and he even conquered and over- 
mastered the Imperial City [Constantinople]"
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o) "pećalb. skrabb i vizdY xanie" (LPhJV,83) = "sadness, grief and 
sighing"
p) "dévbstvo xranąśte i ćistoto" (LPh,IV,83) = "to preserve their 
virginity and chastity"
q) "čistoto i célom odrie" (LPh,IV,84) = "chastity and purity"
r) "slavoslovie božie i xva lo" (LPh,VII,88) = "worshipping and praising 
Him"
s) "st» visécémb straxomb i boaznio tę cisto i neporočno x ra n iti i 
b l i u s ti" (LPh,Vn1,89) = "with all awe [lit: terror! and fear, you 
ought to preserve and maintain [the faith] pure and unblemished" 100
t) “beše сагь ѵъ radosti i veseli тпозе" (LPh,Xn,%) = "the tsar was 
overioved and
This feature, too, is found in texts that predate Euthymius and the 
Hesychasts. O f the texts examined for this study, this rhetorical feature 
appears in both "low" and "high" style texts, e.g. LC, LSym(Sav), and the 
LTheod. Here are some examples:
Life of Constantine:
a) “kon’stanti m> filo s o fi, nastavnika i učitelb naśb־ (П,2) = 
"Constantine the Philosopher, our preceptor and teacher"
b) “budi m i pros vé ti te l b i učite lb" (ПІ,4) = "Be my enlightener 
and teacher"
Life of Svmeon (bv Sava):
a) "i obrétoxb čbstnoe télo ego célo i nevrédim o" (XI,134ines 24־
25) = "and they found his pure body whole and unharmed"
Ю0 This is a particularly illustrative example, because it  contains three sets o f near- 
synonymous lexical series.
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b) “çélb i Sbxranienb i nevreždenb ničimže־ (X I,13,line 32) = 
"whole and preserved and in no way harmed"
Life of Theodosius:
a) “i gnéva že i i ar os t i  ХХѴІІ,34Діпе 9) = "with anger and) ־
wrath"
b) ־tbmna i mračna־ (XXII,30,line 25) = "and dâlk and gloomy"
c) "skrbbeše nembnjee i tužaaše“ (X ,16,line 10-11) = "and he was 
very grieved and saddened"
d) "i ot tőlese célomudrbnyx i čistotnyixb־ (XXI,29,line 25) = 
"from the body o f the pure and the chaste"
e) "vêrovati ут> nepročnuiu i čistuiu našu veru” (ХХ,26Діпе 24)
= "to believe in our pure and clean faith"
9) antithesis:
One common feature of all the hagiographie texts examined for this 
study is the a ffin ity  for creating contrasts, even at times where, 
contextually, they seem out o f place. According to this rhetorical device, 
the writer introduces a phrase containing information that he then intends 
to show as being contrary to the truth, usually by employing the 
conjunction "but" (Slavonic "nç") or "and" (Slavonic "i"). What follows is 
an inventory o f this device in the vitæ of Euthymius:
a) "ot сгІъ ]кѵе n ikako otstępaą, nç s t » ѵ ъ п іта п іе ть  posluśaą 
božU>Jstvnyix slovesb syąśtennaa učenia." (LIR,II, 7-8) = "...under no 
circumstances being absent from church, but listening with great attention 
to the divine words of the sacred teaching."
b) "Ni bo to samoe b y lie  pustynnoe do sytosti priimaaše, nç malç 
3élo i skçdno" (LIR ,n, 9) = "He would not take enough of that desert 
plant to f ill him, but rather very little  of it and in great scarcity."
c) "Nç Іѵапъ nikakože na są nadeą są bé, nę na boga..." (LIR ,VI,14) = 
"But Ivan־-in no way relying on himself, but on God..."
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d) "ne naéeç radi pravdy, nç radi tvoeç blagosti i štedrot tvo ix " 
(L IR ,V I,15) = "not thanks to our truth, but thanks to Your kindness and 
generosity."
e) "Nenavidąj že dobra diavoli» ne ST>tr*pé na mno^é to lik ç  doble s tb 
męża, nç, роешь st> soboç legeon* bésov, surovè na svątago p ri idoša" 
(LIR,VU,16) = "Now the Devil hating good, did not tolerate for long such 
virtue of this man; but, having taking with him a legion o f devils, they 
were coming to the saint ruthlessly."
"nenavidąj že dobra d ia v o li ne s itr ip ê  па тпозе  s la v iti są 
prépodobnomu, nç nevéria s trê l09 s rlijd c e  episkopa grada togo 
uézvi" (LIR,X I,22) = "Now the Devil, hating good, did not tolerate for 
long their glorification of the venerable saint, [but] stung the heait of the 
bishop of the city with the arrow of unbelief."
f) "n i edinomu času razlénenie i l i  unynie podavb, nç кт» revnosti 
pače revnostb i къ u s rid iju  u s rid ie  prilagaą" (LIR,IX ,20)= "and not 
for one hour did he fa ll to indolence or depression, but added [lit: adding] 
zeal unto zeal and diligence unto diligence."
g) "Véra že neispytanna veštb estlbj i neskazanna i otnęd ązykomb 
p liténom b skazati są ne m ogęśti" (LHM ,V I,38) = "Faith is an 
unfathomed and ineffable thing, and on the contrary it cannot be expressed 
with a tongue of the flesh."
h) "Oni že ćąstaa prixoždenia кт> nemu tvoréxç, ne rad i роізу se 
tvorąśte, nç vinç nekęą tomu v iz lo ž iti xotąśte" (LHM,Vn,42) = "They 
paid frequent visits to him. They did this, o f course, not to benefit from it, 
but because they wanted to find some fault to reproach him with."
i) "Ne bo ot ćąsti podvi3al są esi, nç daže do кгъѵе, i bez кгъ ѵі 
pokazał są esi mçcenikb" (LHM ,XVIII,58) = "For you did not perform 
heroic deeds in a small measure but [in great abundance] and up until your 
very death; and without [the shedding of] blood you showed yourself to be 
a martyr."
This device is common both to "high" and "low " style texts. 
Numerous examples can be found in the LC and the LM. In the LC alone 
there are seven examples, and in the LM, three. Here are some examples 
from the Life o f Constantine:
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a) *ne ljudskago obyćaa d rtó i, no božiix zapovédi zri (V,6) = 
"keep not the ways of man, but keep God's commandments"
b) "i na u tr ii denb ničtože ne ostavląja, no n iš tim * razdaaše 
vbse, na boga pećąlb vim êtaa, iže są (i) vsémi na vsąk*b denb pečetb" 
(ѴП,11-12) = "He kept nothing for the next day, but distributed it
all to the poor, casting up his care upon God, who cares for everyone 
every day."
c) ai obbštago spasenią ne o trin i, no vsą podvigni ne lé n iti są, 
no ja ti są po is tin ’nyi putb" (X IV ,31) = "and do not reject universal 
salvation. Prod all not to be idle, but to take the true path"
10 ) epithets:
The vitæ o f Euthymius, like the other vitæ included in this study, 
abound in epithets that are attached to the heroes of the lives themselves, to 
God or Christ, to the Devil or his accomplices, or, where patriotic themes 
are employed, to the emperors, tsars, or cities of the country of origin of 
the vita. The most common epithets for the saint/hero of Euthymius' vitæ 
are:
a) “blaźenyi" ("blessed") (e.g., LIR,UI,9; LHM,Ш ,30; LPh,V,85), 
which can also be found in the LM (ѴПІ,48) and the LSym(Sav) (П.2Діпе
26);
b) ־božii־ ("divine", "godly") (LIR,X I,22; LHM ,VIII,42), which can 
also be found, for example, in an early thirteenth-century manuscript of 
the late eleventh-century Life o f Theodosius, Abbot o f the Kievan-Crypt 
Monastery by Monk Nestor (hereafter referred to as LThKCM)101; and in 
the LTheod (XXVIII, 34, line 11 ).
c) “okaannii־ ("miserable," "unfortunate") (LPh,IV,82; V III,90), 
which is found in the Izbomik Svjatoslava of 1073;102
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101 "božii že o tro k V  =  "the blessed child"; Life  o f Theodosius in У спенский  
сборник X II-X III вв. под редакцией С.И. Коткова, Москва: АН СССР, 1971, 
р.79, 30г2.
102 Sreznevskij cites this under the entry for this word. See Срезневский, op.cit., vol.2, 
p.640.
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d) “prêpodobnyj ־ ("venerable") (LIR,1n,10; V ili, 19; ХП,23,24), 
which can be found also in the LSym(Sav) (ѴП,8,1іпе 6);
e) "ubogyj" ("wretched") (LIR,VHI,19; LP,IV,66; LPh,VI,86,90), 
which is found in Lk 21.3 (Zograph.: "eko ѵъДоѵіса si ubogae"103; 
Assem.: "èko v!>dovica si ubogaa"10*) and in the LThKCM by Nestor.105 
Some epithets applied to the saint in the LDanStyl are "athlete o f 
Christ"106, "servant o f God"107; and in the LJohnAlm, "the great servant 
[attendant] o f Christ" 108 and "renowned light of the Church".109
One epithet that appears in the LPh (X,94), "pustynnaa gn>lice", or 
"turtle dove of the desert", also appears in the LSym(Sav): "pustynoljub- 
nye grblice“ (ѴП,8,1іпе 37), and Sreznevskij cites its appearance in a 12th- 
century manuscript o f the 2i tie  Alekseja.
The most common epithet fo r the devil is "v s e lu k a v y i"  
(LIR ,IV ,12), or alternately, "iu ka vy i" ("crafty", "sly", evil") (LP,111,64). 
This epithet is found in the LThKCM110 and in the LTheod (ХѴШ,24,1іпе 
20; and X X III, 31); but there are biblical sources for these: Mt 6.13 [from 
the Lord's Prayer] (Assem.: "izbavi пъі o t lçkavaago"111); Mt 18.32
00056363
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103 See Jagić, Quattuor evangeliorum codex glagoliticus olim Zographensis nunc 
Petropolitanus, Berlin, 1879; reprint, Graz: Akad.Druck-U. Verlagsanstalt, 1954, p. 126.
104 See Kurz, Evangeliarium Assemani (Evangelif A s s e m a n ûv), vol.2, tJfvod, text v 
pfepise cyrilském , poznámky textové, seznamy čteni, Prague: Naki adatéi s tv í 
îeskoslovesnské akademie véd, 1955, p. 135.
105 Успенский сборник, op.cit., 129, 63в2б2־ Ѳ:'пійе om yvaite ubogago mojego 
téla" = "nor cleanse my wretched body".
106 "6 àeXjvcrjç гои Xpicrtou" (15, 16,lines 2-3)
107 "той 606X0U iov Ѳео\5" (18, 18,line 4)
108 "Ò ц̂ цои; веои ôepájwov" (l,19Jine 3)
109"õ 10 ק1^0ף10;< ׳ rffe еккХла{ои; фшт̂ р" (2,19,line 17)
110 Успенский сборник : "i lukavago vraga" (р.84,34в2) = "of the evil Enemy"; and 
sja zm״ ii lu ka vy i" (92,39625) = "this evil serpent"
1 1 1  Kurz, op.cit, 146.
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(Zograph.: "rabe lçka vy״H2; Assem.: ,,rabe lçkavyi"U 3). Other epithets 
for the devil appear in the vitæ such as "ve le re iiv y  vrag" (LIR,Ш, 10) = 
"the bombastic Enemy" (LIRJII,24) and "zlonaćalnyj vragb" (LPh,VI,86) 
= "The Enemy, the originator o f evil" (V I, 108), which do not appear in the 
other vitæ examined in this study. Similar examples, however, of epithets 
applied to the Devil in the pre-Metaphrastic tradition can be found in the 
LDanStyl: "o olel  <1>0ovepòç к а і ß d o K av o « ; ôidpoXoç" (68, 65, line
 ;ei фѲоѵюѵ xotç KaXoîç ôiápoXoç" (49, 47, lines 1-2)115& ״5 ;114(22
and ,łO 0Ъѵ èLUC0Ô1<raiç тшѵ каЯл>ѵ SiápoXoç" (62, 61, line 7).116
Because the relics of every subject o f Euthymius' vitæ were trans- 
lated to Tmovo, they are filled with laudatory references to the Bulgarian 
tsar and the royal capital o f Tmovo. In every instance, the tsars are 
referred to as "pious": “blagočbstivom u...carju Petru" (L IR ,V III,19); 
'blagočbstivejšemb cari Aseni” (L IR ,X II,23); “blagočbstivejšij сагь 
Kalojan" (LHM ,XVI,56). And there are seven references to the "glorious" 
("slavnyi" or "préslavnyi") city o f Tmovo (LIR,ХП,23-24; LHM,VI, 56; 
LP,VI,71; ѴП,74; ХП.95). The LDanStyl also contains an example of this 
kind o f patriotic epithet. We find mention o f "the pious Emperor Leo the 
Great" (67,47)117 and "the pious sovereigns and their unfailing protec-
tion"(92,64).H8
The epithets that refer to the relics o f the saint: “ćbstnyą m ošti “ 
(LIR,Xn,24) and "vbsečbstnoje...tēlo" (LP,XII,74) can both be found in 
the LSym(Sav) (ѴШ Д0 and IX , 14, respectively).
3 3 0
1 1 2 jag ļ^  op.cit.,27.
И З Kurz, op .c it,88.
114 "the ever envious and malignant Devil" (68,48)
the Devil, who is ever envious o״ 115 f the good" (49,35).
the Devil, the hinderer o״ 116 f good men" (62,44).
117 "tó v  ruoeßrj ßacaAia Л ё о ѵ х а  1 òv ц £ у а ѵ " (67,65,line 10)
״и&ѵ rixjeßü)v׳״ 118 .Kai 0ז  àvevôeèç & аф \)Х < ітге1ѵ" (92, 86, lines 28-29)
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1 1 ) paranomasis:
In paranomasis, two or more words or phrases are juxtaposed side 
by side that express roughly the same meaning. The difference between 
paranomasis, as it is employed in the hagiographie texts examined for this 
study, and synonym, is this: while both (or a ll) components o f a 
paranomastic series communicate similar meaning, one o f the member of 
the pair (or the group of words/phrases) w ill express the notion more 
concretely, while the other (or others) w ill express the notion more 
abstractly. In all four vitæ, there is a total of six examples o f this device:
a) "Ašte ubo dolnimb i tléoétimb poné i malo umom ѵ гп іт а і Ы 
bozlbjstvnéjéij s* męźb i o nécbsom zemnémb tv o ril b i popečenie. ѵт> 
skore togo m im otešti xotéxom pamątlbj i zabbvenia o tsla ti 
glçbinamb" (LIR,1,6-7) = "Because this most divine man paid no heed to 
lowly and perishable things and had no concern for things o f this world, it 
is our desire to relate quickly the memory of this man, thereby consigning 
to the depths of oblivion all the aforementioned lowly things."
b) "obrêtaetb ego pečalio d r1>žima i estestbvnym i žoly strečema" 
(LIR ,ПІ, 10) = "He found him gripped bv sadness, pricked bv nature's 
sting"
c) "ѵъ skorê azyka ego ozy razrési i blagoglagolna раку togo ustro i" 
(LIR,X I,22) = "and so in short time [he] undid the knot on his tongue and 
restored back to him his speech"
d) "Elma ubo...sbVbnesoxomb i tvo ix  blagodéanij obbjavixomb pučinu 
i svestennyje tyojee raky neskudnyi is to čn ikb "(LP .V III.75 ’) = 
"Because...we proclaim the inexhaustible source of your blessed deeds and 
the abundant spring o f your holy shrine"
e) "Mné ubo popečenia isxodataiéi mnoga, sebé že bezmérnoa pečalb 
i vгsegdaśnee m očite lstvo" (LPh,IV,82) = "You w ill afford me many 
troubles and yourself immeasurable grief and continual torment."
f) "i prébodemb ѵ г  ć is to te . neoskvr1>nena té lesa s!>xranśe" 
(LPh,IV,84) = "let us live then in chastity, preserving our bodies 
undefiled."
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This device is commonly found in vitæ of all periods where paranomastic 
citations from the Scriptures are used, as in this example from Euthymius: 
"vizlagaeto ślemb spasenia. božlblstvny1 рокгоѵь" (LIR JI,8) = "[Ivan] 
taking up the shield o f salvation, the divine protection." In general, 
examples of this device may be found in the earliest Slavic vitæ, the LC and 
the LM. In the LC one finds the following, for example:
"dva mlažena bésta и césara nékoego ѵъ čbsti velicé i ljub im a
3$10" (X I,24) = "Two newly-weds lived with a certain king in high
esteem and were much loved."
Two examples of paranomasis from the LM are:
a) "načatb že раку s i рокогъть povinuą są s lu ž iti filoso fu  i 
u č iti S'b п іт ь " (V,47) = "Once again, [Methodius] began to serve the 
philosopher [Constantine] with humility, obeying him, and to teach with 
him" ( V . lll)
b) “vbsju že vo lju  jego ST>tvori je liko  xotê, i ne oslušavi ni о 
čbsombže־ (ХПІ,53) = "And he fu lfilled  whatever Methodius desired, 
refusing him nothing" (ХШ,123)
12 ) paraphrase:
Paraphrase is a rhetorical device whereby a given concrete or 
abstract idea is expressed in a purposely circumlocutious manner. This is a 
fa irly common device in Euthymius' hagiographie style. Earlier instances 
o f the device are found in the LDanStyl, the LC and the LM, where there 
are at least seven examples alone in each, as well as in more stylistically 
complex works such as the LSym(Sav) and the LTheod. These are some 
examples from the Life o f Constantine :
a) "ot vas* že iže sutb s iln ii ѵъ sloveséx" (X,16) = "o f those of
you who are strong in words" [i.e. good speakers/writers]
b) "došedše (že) bezvodnyx méstb pustb" (X II,27) = "having
come to an empty, waterless places" [i.e. the wilderness].
c) "da by 0brélT> želanie serdca svoego" (ІП,4) = "that he would
gain his heart-felt desire" [i.e.his wish].
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And these are examples from the Life o f Methodius :
a) "preloži zembnyja tamy volju na nebestn^ja m ysli" (111,45) = 
"he exchanged his inclination toward earthly darkness [i.e. sin] for 
heavenly thoughts."
b) ‘N1• v e liju  в1у§аѵъ§а rečb na m olitvu są naložista i st> iném i 
iže bąaxu togože duxa jegože i s i“ (V,47) = "Having listened to the 
great matter, they began to pray with those who were of the same spirit as 
they."
There is also a particularly poetic example of paraphrase from the 
LTheod in which honeycomb is referred to as a "śestouglbnye domy" 
(X,17, line 12), or "hexagonal houses."
What follows is an inventory o f the paraphrastic expressions in the 
vitæ of Euthymius. As the footnotes indicate, many of them appear in 
earlier hagiographie texts:
a) "Estk že s* Srèdecb ѵъ prédéléxb Evropijskyx" (LIR ,II,7) = "And 
Serdica is in European lands" [i.e. Europe].119/  "Sredećbskyj gradb" 
(LIR,Xn,23) = "Serdican city" [i.e Serdica/Sofia]
b) "ničtože ѵъ ST>nédb im y, razvé by lie  trévnoe, eže zemlé skotomb 
pr03ąbati oby ce, i vodç, ąźe neskçdno i sto in i ci istèkaçtb״ (LIR,II,9) = 
"having nothing for food except a grassy plant [i.e. grass], which the earth 
usually sprouts for cattle [i.e. which usually cattle/beasts eat], and water 
which the springs abundantly poured forth."
c) "Ni bo to by lie  pustynnoe do sytosti priim aaše" (LIR,n,9) = "He 
would not take enough of that desert plant [i.e. grass] to f ill him."
d) "telesnęą nemoštb malo uteśaą i ątrobnęą skędostb is p l1>neą" 
(LIR,V, 13) = "comforting somewhat his bodily sickness [i.e. healing him 
somewhat] and filling  the poverty of his belly [i.e. assuaging his hunger]"
333
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bolgarskią zem li־ (V ,12,line 35; foonoted variation) = "in the territory between the 
Greek and Bulgarian lands"
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e) "aggelbskoe prêbyvanie" (LIR,V1n,18) = ,,angelic existence [i.e. asce- 
tic life / ״[  "aggel skoe žite lstvo" (LPh,V I,87) = "angelic life  [i.e. ascetic 
life]
f) "postnićbskyimb s^nêdemb" (LIR,V1n,19); "postnićbskyą...s!>nedi״ 
(LIR,Vn1,19) = "fasting food [i.e. fasting]"
g) "kną3i že tvoą poxvaly na ą3ycex da nosąt" (LIR,Vn1,20) = "let 
your princes carry praise for you on their tongues [i.e. let them praise 
you/let them speak your praises"] /  "jakože v*sej b ra ti togo na ą3yce 
obnosi t l"  (LHM,Ш ,30) = "all his [monastic] brothers carried him on their 
tongues" [i.e. his name was on the lips of all...]120
h) "v^zradova są duxomb" (LIR,Xn,24) = "became overjoyed in spirit" 
[i.e. very happy].
i) "кт> inoćbskomu priteče ž itiu " (LHM,111,29) = lit: "he ran to a monk’s 
life" [i.e. he went o ff to pursue a monk's life/he became a monk]121
j)  "naćąlstvuęśtomu svoç 0 gospodi prékloni vyç" (LHM,111,29) = lit: 
"bowing his neck to his superior [i.e. abbot] in the Lord" = "deferring 
to/obeying his superior in the Lord"
k) "anggelskyimb pročee odéa są obrazomb" (LH M ,III,29) = lit: 
"moreover he dressed himself in the angelic image", [i.e. he became a 
monk] /  "ovi že inoćbskyimb odévaaxç są obrazomb" (LHM ,III,31) = 
"and these people donned the monk's image" [i.e. became monks]122
1) "ćąstaa prixoždenia къ nemu tvoréxç" (Ш М,ѴШ ,42) = lit: "and they 
were making frequent visits to him", [i.e. they came to see him often]
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120This paranomastic phrase is also found in the LTheod: "pisanie...na ezycé nose’ 
(X II, 18, lines 16-17) = "he carried the Scriptures...on his tongue" [i.e. he had memorized 
the Scriptures].
121 A sim ilar passage is found in the LDanStyl "кой цеѲ'uf1v0X07íaç 8í5axnv агяф то 
trjiov (5, 6,lines 9-10) = "he bestowed upon him the holy robe o f the monk"; and 
in the LTheod:"▼י  inoibskoe vknide ź itie " (Il.lO Jine 21) = "he entered the monastic 
life"
122 Sim ilar examples are found both in the LSym(Sav): "vksprieti anbgelbskу .. obrа2ь־ 
(n,24ines 21-22) = "to receive the angelic...statíon" [i.e.become a monk] (11,261); and the 
LTheod: “mniébskyi odéa obrazk* (III, 11 ,lines 19-20) = "donning a monk's image"; 
"ѵъ inoćkskyi odéjavb оЬгагь" (ІХ,15Діпе 12) = "having donned a monk's image"
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т )  "iže nem oštiju si ova bedbstvujuštimb пать" (LP,1,60) = "but we 
are impoverished by our weakness with words", [i.e. we lack the ability to 
write well]
n) "ѵь prém irnaa seljenia, ѵь nebesnyje séni...vb nebesnyj črbtogb" 
(LP,V III,75) = "to the peaceful dwellings, to the heavenly halls...to the 
heavenly mansion" [i.e. heaven].123
o) "i neutešim  tvoreše plačb" (LPh,IV,81-82) ־  lit.: "and [Philothea] 
made unconsolable weeping", [i.e.wept unconsolably]124
p) "ot tvoeç bo volą агъ nikakože izydç" (LPh,IV,83) = lit.: "I w ill 
never depart/stray from your w ill", [i.e. and I shall not go against your 
w ill]
q) "vT>zlegosą počiti i tē lu malo utešenie ot эъпа podati“ (LPh,X,94) = 





The device of lexical anaphora is characterized by a series of phrases 
or sentences that all begin with the same word or group of words. Lexical 
anaphora is a common device in the ecomiastic genre, and it is present, 
though rare, in pre-Metaphrastic texts. Euthymius employs it with special 
emphasis in the LHM, LP, and LPh:
a) "Se pokazaxb ѵать o t evaggelia že i apostola,
123 Compare this w ith the follow ing passages from LSym(Sav): ״raiskoe ono i 
neizrećennoe ź iliś te  II,2,line 20)= "heavenly and ineffable dwelling" (11,261); and) ״
*ubo и ть  našb da budetb na nebeséxb ѵь v idén i, na krasotaxb raiskyxb, na 
оЬіШ ехь vé£nyixb־ (X II,14,lines 32-33) = "Thus may our spirit contemplate the 
heavenly, the beauties of paradise, the eternal abodes" (ХПД95).
124 A sim ilar expression can be found in the LTheod: “v t > slozax i u m ilje n ix  i plačē 
v-bsegdašnjem prébyvajušte־ (XXI,28Jine 32) = "and they were in constant tears and 
appeals and weeping" [i.e.they wept and cried ceaslessly].
125 Compare this with the expression found in the LSym(Sav): "i nékoliko malo pokoa 
vb ku s iti‘  (IX,12Jines 2-3) = "and to savour some rest" [i.e. to rest/sleep a while]."
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jako bog* nebu i zem li i vbsékoj tva ri estlbjtvorec*, i 
jako drevn ij i novyj zakon* o t nego dan* bystUJ, i 
jako naśę tlónnęą i mn>tvnęą v*zątb pl!»tb i tę, oboživb, na 
nebesa ѵъгпеэе i odesnęą o tea s*posadi, i 
jako o t déviõbskyx čistyx kn>vej p l1>t v*zątb, i 
jako Xristos k r li» Js tomb v־bselenęą spase, i 
jako tomu poklon it są v*séko ko léno nebesnyxi zemnyx 
pr éi spodni x i ѵъэекь ązykb ispovéstb, 
jako gospodb Is i [sic. Isus] Xristos ѵъ slavç bogu oteu. "
(LHM,Ѵ П ,41)126
b) ,,kto spćśe ѵъ korab li, ašte ne naše estlbjstvo,
kto o gradé poplaka, 
kto nad Lazaromb prosi *z i,
▼ъ domu Simona prokaženago 
kto vizleže
kto nogy um yt ućenikomb, 
kto tainstva prëdastlbj,
kto svązanb vedenb bystlbJ ѵъ dvor־b Kai afim», 
kto na k rlijs té  povešenb bystUj. 
kto ѵъ grobê položen bystlbj
kto po VTiSkrlèiseni и с е п ік о т ь  reče...״ (L H M ,IX ,44) 127
c) ,Temže blažu tvojego telese, Petko, svestennym sbsudb;
blažu i ćbstnyje tvoje udy;
blažu dobroglasnyj tvoj ezykb, jako slavoslove boga ne presta; 
blažu oči, jako ne vbzdremaše эьпоть, sbvodeštimb ѵь sbmrbtb; 
blažu rucé, jako ѵъ délnoje podv izajušti se, ne oblin isté se;
126 "Behold I have shown you from the Gospels and from the Book o f the Apostles
that God is the Creator o f heaven and earth and all the creatures, and that the Old and New 
Testament were given by Him, and that He took up our corruptible and mortal flesh to 
heaven, and once he had sanctified [our flesh] he carried it  up and placed it at the right hand 
o f the Father, and that his flesh was taken from the pure blood o f the Virgin, and that 
Christ saved the world through the cross, and that every knee in all o f heaven and the earth 
below w ill bow to him, and that every tongue w ill proclaim that Jesus Christ is the Lord in 
the gloiy o f God, the Father."
127 "Who slept in the boat, i f  he was not o f our nature? Who cried for the city? Who wept 
over Lazarus? Who went into the home o f Simon the leper? Who washed the feet o f his 
disciples? Who handed down the sacrament to us? Who was bound and led into the court 
o f Caiaphas? Who was put on the cross? Who was put in the grave? Who said to the 
disciples after the Resurrection..."
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blažu i позе, jako кь vsenoštnomu sto jan iju  ne oslabevše."
(L P ,V U ,73)128
d) "Ot sçdu кагпь na vesb p riid e  ro d i, 
o t sçdu nedç3i raz ličn ii i iskušenia, 
ot sçdu къ mężu ѵъ2ѵга§tenie žene, 
o t sçdu tb j tobojç obladaetb,
ot sçdu ѵъ peôalex raždati žena otsęźdena bystlbj i tako na ves 
źenskyj rod p riid e  кагпъ" (LPh,n,79)129
This device is also found in earlier vitæ, such as the LAnth, the LC 
and the LM. In the chapter 87 o f the L ife  o f Anthony one finds this 
panegyric passage:
TÍÇ Х\)я0<)Ц£ѵ0£, òtTcfjvxa, каі ov% йлёатрефе xcupojv; nç 
i|£Xexo Ѳрт!.а>ѵ 51à xoûç abxoî» хеѲѵтікбхси;, ка і ой к ейѲесіх; 
ánexíöexo xò J1év0oç; 1 Í£ òp־y1ÇÓH£voç típxexo, ка\ ойк elç 
ф1Х{аѵ neießctXXexo; j ļ ļ  7t£VT|ç <Łkt151c5v &7rrļvxa, каі акогкоѵ 
а\)хо\) *a i ßX ĵtwv aüxòv, оі) кахефроѵеі xou nXomov, каі 
7сарец\)Ѳе1хо xfjv леѵіаѵ; jíç  novaxòç, ÔX1ycopf1aaç каі еХѲсЬѵ 
wpòç айіоѵ, oi) цаХХоѵ ,lax^póxepoç èyávexo; 1 Í£ vetbxepoç 
еХѲшѵ elç xb <$poç, каі 0ecop^oaç ’Avicdviov, 0Õk eLøéox; 
е^лрѵеіхо xàç f|ôovàç, коп. r\yána скдфроа־иѵт1ѵ; liç  ffpxexo *pòç 
avxòv г>7ю ôaî ovoç JteipaÇdnevoç f|pxexo, каі oùk ávexauexo;
1 І£  ôè èv Xo׳y1 a p o íç  évoxA*>־ó n £ v o ç  ffp x e x o  к а і  о и к  è 7 a X rçv ía  щ  
& a v o ía ;
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128 "In this way I praise your body, Petka, a vessel o f the consecrated ones; I also praise 
your bodily remains; I praise your sweet-speeched tongue, for it constantly glorified God; I 
praise your eyes, which never became drowsy with sleep that leads to death; I praise your 
hands, which performed heroic acts, never resting; I praise your legs, which throughout 
all-night vigils never weakened."
 ,Hence the punishment to the whole race, hence various diseases and temptations״ 129
hence to the man must the woman turn, hence [man] rules over you, hence was the woman 
condemned to bear in grief, and thus this punishment came upon the whole o f 
womankind."
1̂ O Mignę, Patrologia G raca , vol.26, p.965. The English translation reads: "For, who 
came in sorrow who did not return rejoicing? Who came mourning for his dead and did not 
quickly put aside his grief? Who came in anger and was not converted to kindliness? Who 
came weary in his poverty and, upon hearing and seeing Anthony, did not despise wealth 
and find consolation in his poverty? What monk grown careless came to him but did not 
become stronger? What youth came to the mountain and have seen Anthony did not
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In the LC and LM, lexical anaphora does appear, but only when 
biblical passages are being quoted, e.g. "X valite  gospoda vsi jazyci, 
poxvalite  ego vsi lju d ie LC)־ ,XVI,34)131; and ־bédy ot гагЬоіпікъ, 
bédy ѵъ m ori, bédy ѵъ rékaxb, bédy ѵъ liž i b ra tii...“(LM,XrV,53)l32,
In the LKlOxr there is a good example of this rhetorical device in 
the epilogue, which also contains a panegyric, or encomium, to the saint:
A lá  ооц ׳yàp xãoa  t t 1ç ВогАуаріси; ף־ хюра öebv ejtfyvtooEV ...
ц о ѵ а а іа і S ta  а о ц  ß io iq  xaxépcov о б г іу а и ѵ т а і jcp ò ç  a o ic iļc n v
...k p e ïç  81à а о ц  то  к а ѵ о ѵ ік о х ; Ç nv я а іб е ѵ о ѵ т а і (X X IX .79, 144, 
lines 27-31) = Through vou, the whole Bulgarian land came to know 
God !...Through vou. and by the Lives o f the [Fathers] the monks are 
inspired in their holy to ils!...Through vou the priests are taught to live 
according to the canons! (XXIX.79,124)
From the examples above, it is clear that the presence of this device 
in the hagiographie tradition, too, predates the Euthymian vitæ and the 
Hesychast Revival. While it can be found in pre-Metaphrastic texts, this 




There are only three examples of personfication in the hagiographie 
texts o f Euthymius. Most of them are of the type whereby one is "seized״ 
or "gripped" by some strong emotion, e.g. "i gnévnyj obbemletb ego 
oblakb" (LIR,Ш, 11)= "a cloud of anger seized him"; "pečali togo obbątb 
oblakb" (L IR jn ,ll)  = "a cloud of grief seized him"; or "i radosti obbątb 
ego oblakb" (LIR,V1n,17) = "a cloud of joy seized him." Similar images
straightway renounce pleasure and love self-restraint? Who came to him tempted by the 
DevU and was not relieved? Who came troubled in thought and did not gain peace of mind?
131 This is a quotation o f Ps 116.1 (English Psalter 117.1), translated from  the 
Septuagint, which reads: "A lm it xòv rópiov, návxa та 7еѲѵп, Ì.na1véaat£ afaòv, nétvreç
oi Xaoí״.")
132 д  reference to 2 Cor 11.26-27, which in Greek reads: ^Oôoijtopíaiç *oXouaç,
íavSúvou; яотоцішѵ, k i v S ú v o u ;  ^oxtív, k i v S ú v o l ç  Ik  уіѵощ , icivStWoiç Ц  еѲѵшѵ, 
KivSfWoiç fev жЬХех, KivStivon; iv  €рлц(а, k l v S i í v o i ç  ,ev ѲаХоасл, k ly M y q u  év
yeuSa&X+oiç’ )• L
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appear in the LTheod whereby a character is "seized with deceit" (ХГѴД9) 
or "seized w ith shame" (X V ,22,line 18). The other examples o f 
personification in the vitæ of Euthymius are:
a) "i abie krotkym a dlanma в ъ т гы и  togo vT»spriąt." (LIR,Ш ,12) = 
"and immediately death took the child away with her meek palms"
b) "Obače strax premagaaše glade, i ne préstaaxç iś tęśte ." 
(LIR,VUI,17) = "However, their fear vanquished their hunger, and they 
did not stop looking [for him]."
c) "STímrliíJtb nenadeždna tebe postignetb" (LPh,IV,83) = "unexpected 
death w ill overtake you"
Use of the device of personification is found in the earliest Byzantine 
and Slavic hagiography. In the LDanStyl one finds the passages "tm voç 
Я£р1е׳уёѵе10 " (15,15,line 15) = "sleep overpowered him"; and "ка і tcûv 
év біафороц àoGeveíaiç крато\)ц£ѵ0)ѵ" (85, 79,lines 27-28) = "those 
overmastered by divers illnesses" (85,59). In the LC, there is this fine 
example: “Skorostb bo są st» p riležan iem i s^k ljuč i, i druga drugu 
préspejuéti, imže są učenia i xudožbstva s1>vrbśąjutb" (LC,IV,5) = 
"For keenness joined with zeal, the one vying with the other, by which 
ability studies are perfected."
15) metonymy:
Every example of metonymy in the vitæ of Euthymius occurs in 
those phrases that refer to the Bulgarian or Byzantine political powers or 
rulers; and because of the patriotic nature of Euthymius' vitæ, there are 
several such references. Metonymic expressions such as "xo ro g v i 
d riźęśtu" imply, for example, the tsar's or emperor's position as ruler of 
the country. Other expressions such as "B ligarskago skip tra ", “tvoa 
bagrenica“, and "vizdviže  rog", too, connote the office of the tsar or 
emperor or the duties implied by the office. Here is an inventory of such 
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a) "Blagočbstivomu bo togda carju Petru Bligarskago carstva xorçgvi 
d r־kźęśtu" (LIR,VIII,17) = "A t that time the pious Tsar Peter o f the Bui- 
garian kingdom was holding the [battle] flags."
This phrase contains a metonymic device within a metaphor: "holding the 
flags" is itself a metaphor for "ruling the country", and "flags" itself is a 
metonymic notion for the country: "St> ubo xorçgvi carbstvia jako 
préemb..." (LIR,Xn,23) = having taken the flags of the kingdom."
b) "Blagočbstivomu i samdn>žcu BlT>garskago skiptra, carju Petru" 
(LIR,V1n,19) = ,To the pious and autocrat Tsar Peter o f the Bulgarian 
scepter."
"blagocbstivéjèij сагь Kalojan Bligarskoe togda pravleaše skiptrç" 
(LHM ,XVI,56) = "the most pious Bulgarian tsar Kalojan at that time was 
holding the scepter"
"Grbčbskago carstva skip tru  iznemogšu" (LP,VI,69) = "The scepter of 
the Greek empire weakened"
"ot iže togda carskaa pravą§ta skip tra “ (LPh,X,93) = "by the man who 
held the royal scepter at the time" (occurs again in LPh,XII, two more 
times)
c) "Da siaetb s veti osti ç dobrodétèlej tvoa bagrénica" (LIR,V1n,20) = 
"Let your purple mantle [i.e. the office of your kingship] shine forth with 
the brightness of virtues."
d) "b lagovoli bogT> obnoviti Bl^garskęą dn>zavç i v iz d v ig n ç ti 
...padśęą są sénb, obetśavśęą Gn>čbskyimb nasiliem b" (LIR,X II,23) = 
"God graciously deigned to renew the Bulgarian kingdom and raise up 
again..šthe fallen canopy which had become dilapidated as a result o f the 
Greek war."
In the previous example "d" we have a metonymic phrase which serves as a 
metaphor for the weakened Bulgarian kingdom: "fallen canopy." In this 
last example "e", "horn" or "trumpet" is employed as a metonymic symbol 
to represent the power and glory of the monarchy.
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e) "v!>zdviže rogi» Bl^garsk.ago carbstva p ri blagočbstivējšemb cari 
Ase n i"  (X II,23) = "He lifted up the trumpet o f the Bulgarian kingdom 
under the pious Tsar Asen."
The exact image employed in example "b" can be found in the 
LDanStyl in the following passage:
Kcà è^vexo av>nßo{)X10v Ыо tt|ç avyxA.fļxo\) eve ke v гои vrjjciov 
Ъяархеіѵ xòv ßaaiXia Kod цт! &6ѵааѲа1 ífaOTpa^àç яоеіѵ. каі 
èâiicaúooav xòv xoúxou icaxépa Znvcova Xxxßdv xà 0кт1яхра tt1ç 
ßaaiXfiou; (67 ,65,lines 12-15);133
and in the Life  o f Gregory the Sinaite : ,,Öre paatÀeùç ekeivoç  ò néyaç 
naXaioXÓYOÇ ía jp iç ,AvôpóviKoç та окт1лхра if jç  paaiXelaç f|v  
Ѳ1е\)Ѳг>ѵшѵ..." (4,3,lines 29-30) = "When that great emperor, Lord Andrò- 
nicus Palaeologus, was holding the scepter of the empire."
16) litotes:
Litotes is a device which can, most simply put, be defined as the 
opposite o f hyperbole. Litotes is characterized by intentional understate- 
ment o f emotion or emphasis, and its expression is often the negation o f the 
opposite meaning intended, as in "not a little " for "a lot." There a few 
examples of this device in the vitæ of Euthymius:
a) "posiа раку к г  nemu zlata ne malo" (LIR,ѴІП, 18) = lit: "he sent [to 
Ivan] not a little  gold" = "a lot of gold"
b) "ne malç ot tvoego zrénia тпеѵь p ri p l odi ti pol 39" (LIR, V ili, 18) = 
"for I have thought of how much [lit: not a little ] benefit would flower 
forth from seeing you."
c) "Elma ubo...sbVbnesoxomb i tvoix blagodéanij obbjavixomb pučinu 
i sveštennyje tvojee raky neskudnyj istočn ikb"(LP ,V III,75) = 
"Because...we proclaim the inexhaustible source of your blessed deeds and 
the abundant spring of your holy shrine"
I 33  "Then the Senate convoked a meeting because the Emperor was an infant and 
unreliable to sign documents; and they determined that his father Zeno should hold the 
sceptre[s] of the Empire." (67,47)
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d) "i rydanie i т іъ ѵ а  ne mala bé" (LPh,IX,92) = "and great [lit: not 
small] were their sobbing and wailing"
Examples o f this device can be found in an earlier hagiographie text 
from both the pre-Metaphrastic Byzantine period: LDanStyl: "Xpóvov ôè 
огж òXíyov лроакартерѴіаааа" (39, 36, line 1) = "she stayed there not 
a little  time" [i.e. a lot o f time] (39,30); and from the post-Metaphrastic 
Byzantine tradition: LK lO xr: "огж õXíyoi тар xf|<; SiôaaKaXiKrjç 
xa־ÓTr|ç 7ct|׳yÍ1ç è'juvov" [11.7,80,line 25).= "not a few [i.e. many] drank 
from this source of learning" (П.7,95).
17) hyperbole:
Most o f the examples of hyperbole in the vitæ of Euthymius are in 
the form of expressions of grief or lament in which someone "pours tears 
all over him self’, "sl*zam i sebe оЫ іаѵь" (LIR,111,11; and V I,15); or 
"slibznya istekaę is toćn iky." This last expressions also appears in the 
LTheod: "oblivaaxu sebe slbzami" (ХХѴШ,34,1іпе 13).
The other striking example of hyperbole is found in chapter V III o f 
the LIR: "bystrée neže slovo Rylç dosti3aax$” (ѴШ,17) = "faster than a 
word/speech [they] reached Rila." A very similar example can be found in 
the LTheod, in which it is written that the reputation and glory of the saint 
"spread faster than a bird in flight." An example of hyperbole can also be 
found in the LK lO xr in which Theophylact introduces the deeds of the 
C yrill and Methodius by speaking of their "unconsolable grie f' ("a m p a - 
KĀfļTOD ט.ג7ןהו <;"; П.5,80,1іпе 5) over the fact that the Slavs were not able 
to read the Scriptures.
This chapter has given an inventory of all of the rhetorical devices 
found in the four vitæ by Euthymius, and in our discussion we have given 
evidence to demonstrate how each feature of Euthymius' style appears in 
earlier texts that predate his literary career as well as the Hesychastic 
Revival in Byzantium and on the Balkans. As we have noted above, 
although apposition does appear in texts of all stylistic levels, the feature of 
long appositional series appears only in texts o f the high-style, post- 
Metaphrastic tradition. Lexical anaphora — while it can be found in early,
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low-style texts, such as the LAnth — is quite rare in pre-Metaphrastic texts.
In the case of the categories of metaphor and simile, the two poetic devices 
most often used by Euthymius, we have managed to trace almost every one 
back to an earlier source. Thus we have demonstrated in this chapter that 
all o f the poetic and rhetorical components of Euthymius' works — and 
even the specific poetic images that he uses ־־ a ll came to him from a 
received Byzantino-Slavic tradition of life-writing, which, by virtue of the 
genre's liturgical function, drew heavily from ancient poetic images found 
in the Scriptures.
The most important conclusion that we have reached from this 
inquiry on the style of the vitæ is this: not only does every single ihetorical 
feature found in the vitæ of Euthymius appear in texts that predate his 
literary career, but they also appear in texts that predate the period of 
Hesychastic cultural influence in Bulgaria. As we have pointed out, 
beginning approximately in the tenth century in Byzantium and the late 
twelfth to early thirteenth century in Slavic lands, hagiographers begin to 
follow the example set by Symeon Metaphrastes. In this post-Metaphrastic 
tradition of life-writing, rhetorical devices such as those examined above 
are used with much greater frequency, resulting in a much more ornate 
and dense poetic language what one finds in the period before it. This leads 
us to an important distinction: the ornate literary style that scholars have 
tried to attribute to the "Hesychastic schools" of Patriarchs Kallistos and 
Euthymius was inherited by them from this earlier tenth-century shift in 
the hagiographie genre.
While the texts o f Euthymius represent an apex in the Slavic 
hagiographie tradition of high style life-w riting — employing to an 
unprecedented extent in the Slavic tradition these various rhetorical devices 
— the Byzantine texts that predate the Hesychast Revival o f the fourteenth 
century, such as the LKlOxr, employ these rhetorical devices to as large an 
extent as those that were written within the period o f the assumed 
Hesychastic influence. The tendency to use the ihetorical devices discussed 
above to a greater and greater extent within the Slavic tradition beginning 
around the early thirteenth century and flourishing in the fourteenth 
century is not a function of Hesychastic influence or any attitude toward 
language that reflected Hesychastic ideals or tenets, but it is rather a 
function of the fact that Slavic hagiographers, such as Euthymius, began to
056363
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take more of an interest in mastering and implementing the complexities o f 
the already centuries-old Byzantine tradition of high-style rhetoric. The 
high point o f Slavonic imitations of this borrowed Byzantine style is 
represented in hagiographie literature by the woiks o f Patriarch Euthymius 
on the Balkans and Epiphanius the Wise in East Slavic lands.
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Chapter 3 :
The Structure of the Euthymian Vitæ
As we have pointed out in the conclusion to chapter one of this 
section, this study of the Euthymian hagiographie texts should concern 
itself w ith three primary levels o f consideration: the style, the structure, 
and the content o f the vitæ. In chapter 2 of this section we succeeded in 
tracing all o f the rhetorical devices of Euthymius' style back to the period 
preceding the assumed Hesychastic influence in Byzantine and Slavic 
territories and, in most cases, to the period preceding the career of Symeon 
Metaphrastes. In this chapter we w ill determine whether the structural 
elements o f Euthymius' hagiographie works are taken from an earlier 
tradition (as the rhetorical features of his works do) or whether they 
contain elements that are original to him.
According to our analysis, there are five basic structural charac- 
teristics o f the Euthymian vitæ: they are marked by 1) the presence of 
weaving o f subthemes (this is defined in chapter one of this section); 2) the 
use of formulaic phrases of emotion (e.g. formulaic phrases of weeping 
and crying, grief and lament, anger and hatred, joy and happiness) as a 
narrative device that lends structure to the vita by creating recurring 
images in much the same way as the repetition of subthemes does; 3) the 
use of rhetorical questions as a structural device to advance the narrative; 
4) the abundant use of the comparison topos as a structural device to 
amplify those sections in the text that are devoted to the deeds of the hero; 
and 5) by the insertion of long encomiastic or panegyric digressions to 
praise the saint and underline his or her greatness.
First let us consider the question of the weaving of subthemes and 
thematic phrases. In order to determine whether this device (which we 
have posited to be the main feature of "word-weaving" style) is either 
original to Euthymius or to hagiographie practices in general of the period 
of the Hesychast Revival of the fourteenth century, we have traced and 
outlined the narrative structure of several vitæ which represent various 
periods.
The Life o f Anthony by Athanasius (fourth century Egyptian text in 
Greek) dates from the period of the early Desert Fathers. The L ife  o f 
Daniel the Stylite (early sixth-century Greek text) is a good example of the
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stylistic norms of pre-Metaphrastic Byzantine hagiography. The Life o f St. 
John the Alm sgiver, an early seventh-century work by Bishop Leontius of 
Neopolis (Cyprus) and Sophronius, the sophist, represents the transitional 
period in Byzantine writing that marked the beginnings o f the Macedonian 
Renaissance in Byzantium that was to later inspire Symeon Metaphrastes. 
The Life o f K lim ent o f O xrid  by Theophylact (late eleventh-century Greek 
text) represents that post-Metaphrastic Byzantine hagiographie style. The 
Life o f Constantine dates from the ninth century, the early Slavic Christian 
period. Though the text chronologically is post-Metaphrastic, it (as well as 
the L ife  o f Methodius) can be characterized stylistically as a pre-Meta- 
phrastic work. 1 The L ife  o f Symeon by his son Sava (early thirteenth- 
century Serbian) is an example of Slavic hagiography influenced by post- 
Metaphrastic Byzantine works; and like the LKlOxr, it dates from the 
period preceding the Athonite Hesychast Revival in Byzantium. The late 
medieval Byzantine and Slavic period that coincides with the Hesychast 
Revival are also represented respectively by the 14th-century L ife  o f 
Theodosius by the Byzantine Patriarch Kallistos (only the Slavonic text 
survives) and the four vitæ by Patriarch Euthymius.
1. The L ife  o f A nthony. The narrative structure o f the LAnth is 
rather straightforward. The introduction to the life  realizes the benefit 
topos ("К<іцо\ yàp цёуа KéÔpoç (ЬфеХеіои; è a ii к т  то цбѵоѵ 
’Avx©vío\) цѵтщо vettet ѵ" [intro.,837A]2) and a modified modesty topos 
(1 ״0,ג1סץ  тйѵ ёкеіѵоъ ц\п1 цоѵе1)а(х<;"[ітго, 837В]3). In chapter 1, the 
theme o f origins is developed but the theme of birth is missing. The main 
body of the life  (chapter 2-88) contains an alternation back and forth
1 See К.Иванова, “Патриарх Евтимий и агиографската традиция в средно- 
вековната литература," Литературна мисъл 10 (1977): 90-99, р.95. Ivanova 
writes: "Двете пространни жития на славянските първоучители, създадени 
пет века преди [Евтимий), са изградени в духа на дометафрастовия 
житиен канон." ("Two long vitæ o f the first teachers o f the Slavs [she means here, of 
course the L ife  o f Constantine and the L ife  o f Methodius) were written five centuries before 
[Euthymius] and are created in the spirit o f the pre-Metaphrastic literary canon").
2 "Indeed, merely to call Anthony to mind is o f great profit to me..." (intro.,133)
3 "A ll that I shall write w ill be but a few of the things I have remembered about him" 
(intro, 133)
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between the themes of training and deeds, as do all the texts included in this 
study, and this feature alone does not constitute what we have defined to be 
the interweaving o f themes. For example, the author o f the life  w ill at 
times alternate between exposing some deed or miracle o f Anthony's and 
reminding the reader or interlocutor o f his outstanding moral or spiritual 
qualities (which he acquired through his spiritual training). Also, the 
author o f the LAnth employs the subtheme o f harmony restored a total o f 
fourteen times in the text. Clearly the focus of Anthony's sanctity is on his 
resolve to overcome all forms of evil and sin through his faith and purity.4
Even the repetition o f the subtheme o f harmony restored does not, 
however, represent a weaving o f subthemes. In the LAnth, each time the 
subtheme of harmony restored is developed, it is done so through a simple, 
straightforward narrative w ith a beginning (appearance o f a devil), a 
middle (the devils torments or tempts the saint), and an end (the saint 
overcomes the torments and harmony is restored). In a sense, each time the 
subtheme appears, it is realized as a self-contained story w ithin the 
narrative. The weaving of subthemes takes the place o f a linear narrative 
development; so that instead of developing an idea or notion surrounding 
the saint (such as his ability to lead people or fight evil) through a linearly 
exposed sujet, the author can merely suggest it by inserting one, two or a 
whole string of phrases that became intimately associated with that idea or 
notion. In sum, the narrative of the LAnth does not contain a weaving of 
subthemes, but is rather an example of simple, linear narrative.
2. The L ife  o f D anie l the S tylite. The LDanStyl, like the LAnth, has 
a narrative structure that is characterized by the stringing together o f a 
number o f stories or anecdotes about the saint. Both vitæ are examples of 
"linear" narrative structure, for both are comprised of string of stories or 
anecdotes about the saint. Just as the LAnth repeats again and again tales of 
Anthony’s struggles against the Devil, the LDanStyl contains no fewer than 
nineteen incidents o f healings and exorcisms performed by Daniel. The
рОБбЗБЗ
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journey to Bzyantium See Three Byzantine Saints, edited by E. Dawes and H. Baynes, 
CrestwoodJ^Y: S t Valdimir's Seminary Press, 1977, chapter 24, pp.14-15.
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main subtheme that the narrative is built around is the subtheme o f the 
saint's miracles, unlike the post-Metaphrastic examples which merely 
suggest the vast number o f miracles performed by the saint through the 
repetition of stock thematic phrases and poetic images that say that the saint 
worked innumerable, glorious, wonderful miracles (as in the LHM, LP, 
LPh, see below). The point that the saint indeed did perform many 
miracles is underscored instead by repeating over a dozen times specific 
incidents o f healings and casting out devils. Although there are a few 
phrases in the text that indicate the miracles performed by the saint (three), 
the reputation and glory o f the saint spreading (two), the innumerability of 
the saint's miracles (one), and the saint as a good pastor o f his flock (two), 
the basic narrative structure is that of the pre-Metaphrastic vita.
3. The L ife  o f John the Alm sgiver. The LJohnAlm in some respects 
is a good representation of the transitional period between the earlier and 
later hagiographie traditions. In this text, the syntactic structures are more 
complex than in the LAnth and the LDanStyl: antithesis is now preferred 
whereby a negative statement is followed by its opposite; more epithets are 
employed in the introductory sections on the saint's origins and training. 
These are indications o f the stylistic changes that later become de rigueur 
after the reforms o f Symeon Metaphrastes. But these devices in the 
LJohnAlm soon dissipate and the narrative gives way to the fam iliar 
"linear" structure. Each chapter is basically an anecdote from the saint's 
life , and there are only a couple of the types of phrases that later become 
formulaic in the post-Metaphrastic period. There is, for example, only one 
phrase o f the type that states that the reputation and glory of the saint 
spread and one phrase that states that the heretics renounce their former 
faith.
4. The L ife  o f K lim ent o f O xrid, and 5. The L ife  o f Constantine 
(C y rill); A C om parison: The LKlO xr is extremely complex, both 
stylistically and structurally. Structually, it really contains three lives in 
one: chapters 2-3 summarize the life and deeds of Constantine; chapters 4-6 
summarize the work continued by Methodius; and chapters 7-29 contain the 
life  and deeds of Kliment o f Oxrid. Because o f the subject o f the life, the 
first known teachers and educators of the Slavs in Christianity, it is not at
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a ll surprising that the subthemes of academic and spiritual training are 
underlined throughout the text and become its main focus. These subthemes 
are repeated no fewer than twenty times throughout the text; and in order 
to lend even more support for the case of Kliment's canonization, in 
addition to his activities in educating and instructing the Slavs in 
Christianity, Theophylact also attributes to Kliment the power to work 
miralces (see chapters ХП, ХШ, and XV).
By way of demonstrating why this life represents a good example of 
weaving of subthemes, it is useful to compare it with the LC, which also 
relies primarily on the subthemes of academic and spiritual training. Like 
the episodes in the LAnth where harmony is restored, the passages in the 
text o f the LC where the subtheme of academic training does appear 
develop the subtheme not through suggestion by way of phrases (as does 
the LKlOxr) but through the development of an actual narrative episode.
In chapter 3 of LC, Constantine is sent away to receive a formal 
education. His promise as a brilliant scholar is suggested through the use of 
a poetic metaphor ("Siaet* bo premudrostb pače solnca“ [Ш ,3] = "For 
Widsom shines even more than the sun"), and it is stated that he surpassed 
all o f his fellow students in his ability to learn (spejaše pače vsêx 
исепікъ ѵт> knigax pam ątiju i xy trostiju  dobroju ѵ е іь т і“ [111,3 ]). 
Then he commits to memory the writings of Gregory the Theologian ("ućą 
są knigarm» izmust* svątago Grigoria Feologa111,3] ־]). Finally, in 
chapter 3 he meets a man "who knew grammar" ("StranenT) že bé пеку i 
tu uméa gram otikiju" [111,4]), and Constantine begs him to teach him. In 
chapter 4, Constantine begins a formal education in Constantinople, where 
he studies all formal subjects. His success is expressed by means of a 
personifying metaphor ("Skorostb bo są st> prileźan iem * s4>ključi, i 
druga drugu préspéjuèti, imže są učenia i xudozbstva s^yrbśąjutb־ 
[IV ,5] = "for keeness joined with zeal, the one vying with the other, by 
which ability studies and skill are perfected"). In chapter 8, he masters 
Hebrew and Syriac (Russian?)5; and in chapter 13 he displays his erudition
5 For various positions in the scholarly community on the interpretation o f this passage to 
mean either "Syriac” or Russian", cf. A.Vaillant, "Les ,Lettres Russes' de la Vie de 
Constantin," Revue des Études Slaves, 15 (1935): 75-77; G.Vernadsky, Ancient Russia, 
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1943, pp.347-350; R. Jakobson, "Saint Constantin et 
la langue syriaque," Annuaire de l'institut de Philologie et d'H istoire Orientales et Slaves 7 
(1939-1944): 181-186; H.Lunt, "Again the rusbskymi pismeni,” Cercetåri de lin g -
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by deciphering an inscription on a chalice, written "in Hebrew and 
Samaritan letters" ("na nembže sut pismena 2idov*ska i Samareiska" 
[ХШ,29]).
AU o f these instances o f demonstrating Constantine's academic 
training are anecdotal, whereas in the LKlOxr, the subthemes of academic 
training, teaching, and miracle-working (a subtheme o f deeds) are all 
suggested again and again through phrases associated with the subtheme. In 
chapter I Theophylact compares the scions of the Moravian mission to the 
first teachers o f the Slavs, Constantine and Methodius. Here the subthemes 
o f good teacher and miracle-worker are both developed: "*Лаяер oftv ка і 
xfjv Tt&v Bo־uX7ápov x<6pav ёфюхшаѵ èv xotç èaxáxoiç xovxoiç 
Xaipoïç rcaxépeç ц а кгір ю і к а і ÔiÔáaxaXoi, Xányavxeç бібауцааі 
xe кой ѲаіЗцасті," (1.3,78,line 10-12) = "In the same manner, blessed 
fathers and teachers enlightened in these later years the Bulgarian land, 
shining with their teaching and their miracles (1.3,94)
In chapter II he writes, "кои KópiXXoç, о яоА/ùç цёѵ Tīļv 
фіЯюаофіаѵ, tcXeícúv ôè xfļv  7éoío" (II.4,78,line 23-24) = "K iril who was 
great in his knowledge o f the heathen philosophy, and even greater in his 
knowledge of the Christian lore" (П.4,94). Theophylact also adds that after 
Constantine and Methodius invented the Slavic alphabet, they imparted this 
knowledge to their most talented disciples; but rather than relating this 
anecdotally, Theophylact employs a fam iliar biblical metaphor to 
communicate this meaning: "ог>к òXvyoi ׳yàp TT1ç 5150caKctA.1KT1ç xaóxriç 
irnynç èrcivov" (11.7,80,line 25) = "many drank from this source of 
learning" (П.7,95).
In chapter III, as in the preceding example, the success of 
Constantine and Methodius's translations is suggested through a metaphor:
‘Qç ôè icai то ер׳уоѵ ффаѵіоѲеіл xœ jidutą, кта tf!v  xöv трафйѵ èv
yXxóxxti цехаѲеагѵ ка х а а к^ у тх о , 6tnoaxoA.11cnç Ьѵхах; y v x ^ ç
xápixoç Âvev^axiicnç oSoav ־у^ѵѵтіца (ПІ.9,82,1іпе 14-16) = [The 
Pope] saw that the translation o f the Scriptures into the [Bulgarian] 
language was the fru it o f spiritual grace poured on truly apostolic souls 
( III.9,96)
v is ticá  3 (1958): 324-326; Franz Grivec, Konstantin und Method: Lehrer der Slaven, 
Wiesbaden, 1960; Francis Dvornik, Byzantine Missions Among the Slavs, Brunswick, 
NJ: Rutgers, 1970.
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In chapter ГѴ, Theophylact writes of Methodius that he "outshone all 
w ith his teaching" (IV . 14,98) (= "ка \ Ttávxcov яроЫ цяш ѵ xò 
б іб а а ка Х л ко ѵ" [IV . 14,86,line 23-24]). Also, Theophylact makes 
reference for the fifth  time to the fact that Constantine and Methodius 
translated the Scriptures, yet again with a biblical metaphor
к а і 1po<|>r1ç 5è ná vK D ç я ѵ ги ц с т ю 1 < ; S é o vxa i, т р б ц ц а т а  te
è ^ ró p o v x o , к а &  íx  я р о е ір ^ к а ц г ѵ , к а і  t ì ! v  xô5v траф соѵ xò
B o u A /ya p iK ò v  ц е хб Ѳ е а іѵ  ! * o if ja a v io ,  iv a  x à  ■yewTiØ évxa х € к ѵ а
т о й  Ѳ еой к а \  B e ía ç  хроф >п־  ̂ \к а ѵ а к ;  ’е х о іг ѵ ,  ка '1  e íç  a ü Ç rçv
Kve\)ļj.ax1KTļv (TV.16,88Jinc 20-24) = they were wholly deprived o f 
spiritual food, they invented the alphabet, as we said, and translated the 
Scriptures into Bulgarian so that the newly born children o f God could 
have enough divine nourishment and attain spiritual growth...
(IV.16,99)
Chapters X V III through X X V III contain many references to 
Kliment's academic skill and his teaching o f Christianity to his fellow 
Slavs:
a) "åXK (Samp |хУ|7ссо цт|5гv i Oeparceúoaç Xpioxòv àpx^v той 
Tcepi xòv Xò׳yov àycovoç ка І xÎ1ç icepl xò кт^р\)7ца ajiovôf^ç xaüxaç 
ôf| xàç xi^àç кахербШ хо..." (ХѴШ.56,124,line 26-28) ="He proceeded 
about his business as if  he had not yet served the Lord. He TKlimentl looked 
at the honours as the beginning of his toils in teaching and his diligence in 
preaching" (XVIII.56,115).
b) "ка і Tcávxoxe сгиѵгіцеѵ айхш л&аі 7саракоЯл׳иѲойѵт£<; otç 
,ёлраттеѵ, о ц  êteyEv, otç ôi йцфохёрсоѵ êÔiбаскеѵ" (ХѴШ .58, 126, 
line 14-16) = "We were constantly with him, present at everything he did, 
at all his preaching, and at all his teaching both by act or sermon" 
(XVIII.58,115).
c) "eüpcbv ytìp xòv TT1ç èvopíaç xa׳óxnç Xaòv 7cavxám a1 0eío׳u 
Xóyoy) каЧ урафйѵ 0сѵоц1Ял1тоѵ, к а і цл&бѵ летсаібеѵцёѵоѵ xâSv 
ёкк>л101аѵ к 0а ѵхшѵ к־1̂00 а і Axxòv xaxxóvxcov хф xfjç eí>xaÇíaç ка \ 
К00ц16хт1х0(; 71ѵе6׳цах1, огж ëô160׳u ътсѵоѵ xoîç ЬфОа^цой; o\)Ôè 
vuaxaY^òv xotç рХгфброц, àXkà хроф^ѵ к а і триф^ѵ х^ѵ 7сер\ той 
Алой èrcoieixo !іф іцѵаѵ. K a l dei èÔíÔaaKe к а і dei ôiáxxaxe, xf!v 
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,,Finding the people in that district entirely unfamiliar with the word 
o f God and with the Scriptures and untutored in anv o f the things that 
adorn the Church, he sought to guide the people with the spirit of the good 
order and prosperity, and he gave not sleep to his eyes, nor slumber to his 
eyelids but turned the cares for his people into his food and his pleasure. 
He constantly preached and constantly taught, correcting the ignorant and 
turning disorder into order...” (XXI.63,117).
d) "Хоуп nèv o\)TCûç £хрефе" (XXI.64,130,line 19) = ,,Не поиг- 
ished them in this wav with the Word” (XXI.64,117)
e) "L tm ôòv Ôè xò xoft Xaoft тсах^ ка і 7æpl xò vor!aa1 урафси; 
àxexvc5ç ôepnáxivov, к а і iepéîc Ôè 710M.0ÙÇ BouX7 típo\)ç
ôua^Dvéxíüç fxovxaç x&v ypaiKdSv, <Sv 7cepi xf!v &ѵа׳уѵахпѵ ן10עףע
èvexpíprçaav 7páj1 |1 acn., каѵхеАѲеѵ ktt!vcó Ô £1ç  ovxaç, á3ç ífvxoç 
BoD^yápíov уЯ,а>аат1 jcavrçYupiKoi) X,óyo\), хайха xoív-uv 
a\)ve7vcúK(ix; ^ х а ѵ а х а і ка \ jipòç xo־uxo ка \ каѲ аіреі xb xr\q 
à׳yvoía<; xeíxoç хф ц11хаѵЛЦахГ (ХХП.66,132,line 1-6)
= "Knowing of the coarseness of the people, their utter dullness for 
comprehending the Scriptures, and seeing that many Bulgarian priests were 
slow to understand writing in Greek with letters of which they were only 
trained for reading, and for this reason were as simple as cattle, because in 
the Bulgarian tongue there were not even panegyrics, he invented some 
means against it and made the wall of ignorance crumble before his deed," 
(ХХП.65 [sic,66],118).
0  "Ôià xoúxíov xàç xtöv à 7cXo\)axápcov ВоиЯ/усхршѵ 
èOpéyaxo ус& акхі rcoxfoaç xoüç jit! 0\)ѵац£ѵо׳и<; oxepecoxépav 
хроф^ѵ rcpoaíjm oOai..." (ХХП.66,132,line 9-12) = "W ith [his sermons] 
he nourished the souls of the simpler o f the Bulgarians, and fed with m ilk 
those who could not take more solid food..." (ХХП.65 [sic,66],118)
g) " ë a 71£DÔ£ yàp Ô ià  тѵтсоѵ xf)v tgűv Bo־uX/yàpœv лері xà Ѳеіа 
É>qc0׳un1av ёккройеаѲаГ (Х Х ІІІ.67,134,line 5-6) = "In every possible 
wav he sought to overcome the indifference of the Bulgarians to the things 
divine" (XXIH.67,119)
The theme is also repeated in the conclusion to the vita:
h) "A ià аой 7àp тсааа xîjç Bo\)X׳yapíaç f! X®Pa Ôeòv 
biéyvcoaev, xòcç ёкк>л1а((х<; aüxòç xotç йцѵоц ка i  xaiç yaX,|1 q>Ôía1ç 
è7cí)Kvcoaaç, xàç éopxàç xolç &ѵауѵс6ацаа 1 кахефа(0р\)ѵа<;,
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цоѵаата і Ôià аоь  p ío iç тсахерсоѵ 00т1׳уоъѵта1 npòç аакт!а 1ѵ" 
(ХХІХ.79,144,line 27-30) =
"Through you, the whole Bulgarian land came to know God! You, 
by yourself supplied the churches with songs and psalm-singing. You 
explained the holy days with homilies. Through you, and by the Lives of 
the [Fathers], the monks are inspired in their holy toils!" (XXIX.79,124).
Clearly the nature of the development o f the same subthemes (those 
of academic training and ability to instruct) within the LC and LKlOxr are 
handled in very different ways. The LKlOxr employs an interspersing, or 
weaving, o f phrases -  most o f which contain the poetic devices of simile 
and metaphor — to suggest the same subthemes. In addition to this, 
formulaic images and thematic phrases are employed ("teaching and 
preaching", "nourished the people"). By contrast, in the LC, the same 
subthemes are realized through a narrative structure that develops these 
same subthemes through various episodes or anecdotes taken from the 
biography of Constantine, as explained above. The subthemes in this kind 
of narrative structure are not suggested and are not repeated throughout 
the text as a recurring theme; they are, rather, overtly stated and reappear 
only as specific incidents built into the framework o f the vita's plot 
structure.
6. The L ife  o f Symeon by Sava. The L ife  o f St. Symeon, written by 
his son Sava sometime in the first decade of the 13th century, is a veritable 
tour de force  of the rhetorical phenomenon o f weaving of subthemes. 
Stefan Nemanja's (St.Symeon’s) historical significance was great: he was 
the consolidator o f power in Serbia and the founder o f the Nemanja 
dynasty; but, the most significant o f his achievements for the purposes of 
this vita was his founding of several monasteries in Serbia, among them the 
Chilandar Monastery on Mt. Athos, and his abdication o f the throne to 
pursue the life o f a monk. As a result, the most prevalent subtheme of the 
work is the subtheme o f the saint as a good teacher and pastor o f his 
people; and this subtheme is suggested in nearly every chapter o f the text.
First of all, it should be commented that the disposition of themes in 
the text is completely unconventional. The text begins with the theme of 
deeds (chapters I-V), with a brief panegyric to the saint inserted in chapter 
V, a continuation of deeds through chapter V II. Chapter V III contains a
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poučenie to his son Sava, and this begins the theme of death, which covers 
chapters IX  through X I. The theme o f training and origins is not 
developed; but chapter ХП, the last chapter, contains in brief the theme of 
birth, the benefit topos (“U védeti že ѵать  esti о ветъ blaženemb otbci 
našemb i x tito ré  gospodiné Simeone־ (ХП, 14, lines 8-9) = "And you 
ought to learn about him, our blessed father and founder Symeon").
Let us see how the subtheme of Symeon as a good teacher and pastor 
o f his people is developed and interwoven in the text o f the life. In chapter 
I, the subtheme is introduced through the following lyrical passage:
Cto bo sego narečemb? vladyku l i  pače i  uči te lja? u tvrkd i bo i  
v ьг azumi vbséxb srbdbca, i  nasta v i ny Itako podobaet» pravo vé r- 
п у т ь  xristianom b drbžati pravuju véru кь bogu (ІДДіпе 27) =
Yea, what shall we call this man, Shall it  be lord, or even more teacher?
For he fortified and edified the hearts o f all, and taught us how Orthodox 
Christians should keep the true faith before God. (1,259)
In this next passage, the subtheme is stated and then elaborated upon by a 
long amplifying passage:
soboju prbvée blagovérie polc aza, po tomb že 1 іпёхь nastavi. сгькѵі 
osveti, mon as t i  rø skzda, s ve ti te l ļe ѵь sl a s ti poslušae, i  er ее čbte, кь 
m nixom  že v e lik o  sm érenie i  ljubovk im ae, nenadéjuâtim  se 
nadežda, ubogymb zastupnikb, n ištim b krbm itelb, nagye ѵь domb 
svol vbvode 1 odévaáe, sirye vbspita, vbvodice opravda, slépymb i 
за־ о т  у т ь  i nemośtnymb i gluxym b i п ё т у т ь  ѵь i s ti nu m ati 
b ys ti, i  prosto rešti vbse svoe im énie ѵь га іт ь  izda (1,1,line 30-36)
= First he revealed piety in himself, and then he taught others. He 
consecrated churches, bu ilt monasteries, listened to holy men w ith 
delight, respected priests and treated monks with great love and humility.
He brought hope to the hopeless, defended the needy, and sustained the 
poor. He took the naked to his home and clothed them, he fed orphans, 
protected widows, and was truly like a mother to the blind and the lame, 
the in firm , the deaf and the dumb. Put simply, he lent out a ll his 
possessions... (1,259).
From here on out, the subtheme is repeated in the narrative of subsequent 
chapters, as in chapter П:
edinb bo bogb véstb, i ílovékom b neutaeno, ко іікь  podvigb ego 
bystb о nasb i о ljudbskyxb nev£ždbstvixb, sego blaźenbnago 
muźa, gospodina ny i ući te l ja, im uśtago solomonovu p ré - 
mudros th, davidovu krotkoetb, iosiíovo blagonwavie. (11,3,line 1- 
4) = For God alone knows, though it was not concealed from men, how 
great was [Symeon's] struggle on our behalf and against man's 
ignorance, the struggle o f this blessed man, our lord and teacher who
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possessed the wisdom o f Solomon, the gentleness o f David, and the 
righteousness o f Joseph (ПД63).
in chapter Ш:
nékotor i  т ь  priloženiem b ѵь и ть  ego proloživšu ieristu i  nas ta v i к- 
šomu . i  sbvbkupivb jee кь sebé načetb іт ь  uče glagolati... (Ш , 3, 
lines 15-16,18) = And by some inclination Christ inclined his mind and in- 
structed him...And having gathered them to himself, he began to instruct 
them, saying... (Ш.263)
Then what follows in chapter III is the poučenie to his followers:
i  паи ііхь vy, kako drbžati se pravovérnye véry.nezabyva ite  
u le n ia  svoego i  pravovérnago zakona m noju ustavljenago 
(Ш.ЗДіпе 26; 29-30) i  s im i uvéty uveétavb іхь dobry gospodim» i
blagy pastyrb (ПІ,4,1іпе 5-6) *  'And I have taught you [a ll my sons] 
how to keep the Orthodox faith...Therefore...forget not your instruction 
and the Orthodox law, which I have established'...And w ith these 
admonitions the good lord and gentle shepherd admonished them 
OH,265).
Chapter Ш then concludes with this prayer from Symeon's disciples. This 
passage also repeats the subtheme of Symeon as a good teacher and pastor:
neostavi nasb siri», g os podi, toboju bo osveš tenni Ь ухо ть , i 
toboju naućeni Ь у х о т ь , i  toboju prosvétixom  se, p a s ty rju  
dobry, polagaei dušu svoju za ovee. i  n iko l iže bo ѵь tvoe dbni 
vbsxyáteno bystb ovče ѵ іь к о т ь  otb bogaprédannago t i  stada 
pastve (ПІ,4,1іпе 5-10) = 'Leave us not orphans, О lord, for you have 
illumined us, and you have instructed us, and you have englightened us,
О gentle shepherd, who lays down his soul fo r his sheep! fo r never 
during your days has the w o lf carried o ff a lamb from the flock which 
God entrusted to you, О shepherd' (Ш , 267).
Chapter IV  contains this repetition of the subtheme, built into the narrative 
framework of Symeon's instruction to his son, Stefan Nemanjić:
i  načetb i  u č iti pospéåbstvovati emu о ѵьэакоть délé blazé ѵь 
v ladyíbstv i ego, i  blagosrbdu emu b y ti na т іг ь  xristianbsky, egože 
emu prédastb bogoupasenuju іт ь  pastvu (IV ,4,line 20-23) = [Sym- 
eon] began to instruct [Stefan] to concern himself w ith every good deed in 
his dominion, and to be kindhearted to the Christian community, the God- 
sheltered flock which he entrusted to him (TV,267).
Before leaving the royal court to pursue his wanderings and life as a monk, 
Symeon says these parting words to his subjects:
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b y s ti ш п ^  i  upasb vy  nev rèd i me sbxranixb, jako pastyrb dobryi 
dušu svoju polagae za ѵу (ГѴ,5Діпе 29-31) = Peace be unto all of 
you, О flock o f the Word o f Christ, which was entrusted to me by God, 
you whom I  preserved from harm, having tended you like a good shep- 
herd who lays down his life  before you" (TV, 271).
In chapter 5, the subtheme appears yet again, this time, interwoven into a 
panegyrical passage that consists o f a series of twelve epithets, all restating 
the subtheme o f the good teacher and páston
čto bo i  пагеки, vb istinu  nedouméju. gospodina l i  dobrago? ućite lja  l i  
p ravovériju?  otbca l i  blagago? pastira l i ,  iže véroju upase stado emu 
prédanoe? сгькѵать  l i  p ro své titlja  i  b lagonraviju  u iite lja ?  ...pravo- 
vé ri j и l i  nastavnika i  b lagovériu uć ite lja  i  ćistotó vbsel jenéi s vé ti lo? 
...poàteniju nastavnika? prém udrosti l i  nastavnika i  sbmys-lodavca i 
nesbmyslbnymb kazatelja? S bbljudite lja  l i  stadu svoemu i prémudro 
otvétodavca kb vbsémb okrbst* živuštisb ego? ѵь is tinu  bo sia vsa byśe о 
пе ть . (Ѵ,6Діпе 6-15) = For what shall I call him? Yea, I  know not! A good 
lord [master]? A teacher of Orthodoxy? A good father? A shepherd who through 
faith tended the flock entrusted to him? An enlightener o f churches, a teacher of 
morality...? A preceptor o f Orthodoxy, teacher o f piety, and luminary of 
universal purity?...preceptor o f abstinence? A  preceptor o f wisdom, and a 
counselor and teacher o f the thoughtless? A protector o f his flock and the wisest 
o f oracles to all who lived near him? Yea, he was all o f these things... (ѴД71)
In the course of the next few chapters, the subtheme is repeated four more 
times through the following phrases:
a) "syi že prèdi vnyi blaźeny otbcb našb i xtirorb, gospodinb 
Simeonb, prébyvaáe ѵь nasb ѵь vsakomb blagovêry i čistote, 
préspévae i uče vbsехь podvigomb duxovnymb־ (V,6,line 31-34) = 
"And Lord Symeon, our truly wonderful and blessed father and founder, 
abided among us in piety and purity, helping and teaching all by his 
spiritual struggle" (V,273).
b) "sego bo radi blaźenyi otkCb gospodinb Simeonb vbždele it i 
vbsvetuju goru, jako pastyrb dobryi poiskati ovčete zabegšago, i 
vbzbmbšu na ramo i prinesetb kb oteu si, i кь svoemu xo tén iju ” 
(V I,7,line 23-25) = "Thence was the blessed father Lord Symeon moved by 
a desire to go to the Holy Mountain to search for his stray lamb like a good 
shepherd and, upon laying it on his shoulder, to bring it home to its father 
and its hope" (V I,275).
c) ‘divešte se to liku  sméreniju i obrazu krotosti i pošteniju 
nastavnika i poslédatelja svetyxb evanbgelii učenia" (V II,8,line 21-
23)= "They marveled at his great humility, and at the model forbearance
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and abstinence of the preceptor and follower o f the teachings of the Holy 
Gospels..." (V II,277).
d) “srédé že togo jako sladkoglasnuju p ticu  i pustynoljubnye 
grblice želaemago vbluči nékoego mnixa, m ilu ju  utéxu x ris to lju b iv - 
omu starcu, i inogda byvšee vbspiténoe emu ovče, vétvb otb ploda 
ego i cvétb otb koréne ego" (V II,8-9,lines 36-38,1-2) = "And amidst all 
this be found, like a sweet singing bird and a solitude-loving dove, that 
particular sought-after monk, the tender consolation o f this Christ-loving 
patriarch, the lamb that was once nurtured bv himś the branch of his fru it 
and the blossom of his root" (ѴП,279).
Throughout the Life o f Symeon, as is clear from the passage given 
above, the subtheme of good teacher and pastor is interspersed numerous 
times throughout the text through metaphor, simile, and the repetition of 
key formulaic words and thematic phrases such as "teacher/preceptor o f 
Orthodoxy", "good pastor", "good shepherd", "nurturing his flock", "the 
flock entrusted to him", etc.
7. The L ife  o f Theodosius. The L ife  o f Theodosius by Kallistos 
employs the technique of weaving subthemes as well. In the case of this 
particular work, the leitm otif is purely Hesychastic in content: Kallistos 
intersperses throughout the text various acts of ascesis that reflect the tenets 
of the mystical movement in much the same way Euthymius does (a fu ll 
discussion the Hesychastic content o f Euthymius' vitæ is presented in 
Section IV , Chapter 2 of this study). There are several references to the 
central concepts in the teachings of Gregory the Sinaite: TtpáÇiç (deeds), 
vfjxjaç (sobriety), ѲесорСа (contemplation), Yjfauxia (quietude, i.e. 
"Hesychasm"). Here are some examples:
a) "radi umnago dél ani a i radi opasnago trézvenia" (І.ЮДіпе 19) =
"for the sake of mental deeds and careful sobriety"
b) ,,S'b ubo v e lik y i i nbsnyi člkb i zemlbnyi agglb...mnogyxb nauči 
dobré že i neprél-bstné déaniu i vidéniu. ibo jako ѵт> i sti nu опь béée 
obogativyise dobrodétélnym  Ь е гт іь ѵ іе ть " (V ,13,lines 5-8)= "Thus 
this great and heavenly man, this earthly angel [Gregory the Sinaite]... 
instructed many well and without deceit in [the principles of] deeds and
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contemplation, fo r in truth he had enriched himself through virtuous 
quietude."
c) "Jako ubo zréée čjudnago Teodosi a bžstvnyi опь mužb vel ik y  i otcb
i Ь ѳгтіьѵ іа  dêlatelb..." (Ѵ Ш ,14,lines 24-25) = "When [Gregory], that 
great and godly father and practitioner o f Hesychasm, saw Theodsius"
d) "i VT>2vraštse ѵъ svoju k je liju  obyćnago drbiaašese bezm Uvia" 
(ХПІ,19,1іпе 17) = "and upon returning to his cell, he would habitually 
practice quietude"
e) "opasnago i agglskago drbžaaše bezm lbvia" (XX I,27,lines 21-22) = 
"maintaining careful and angelic quietude"
As is clear from the evidence presented above, the device o f weaving 
subthemes ־־ i.e. suggesting one or several subthemes throughout a text by 
a repetition o f phrases that reiterate that subtheme — is a feature of 
hagiographie works that predates Euthymius and the period o f the 
Hesychast Revival. But unlike our findings with regard to the rhetorical 
devices in chapter 2 (all o f which appear in pre-and post-Metaphrastic 
texts), the structural device o f weaving subthemes occurs only in texts that 
date from the period after the Metaphrastic reforms. In the Byzantine 
tradition the device seems to appear somewhat earlier than in the Slavic 
tradition. The earliest Slavic hagiographie texts (LC, ninth century) do not 
employ the device at all, while the LKlOxr, a Byzantine text o f the late 
eleventh century, does employ the device. By the thirteenth-century, 
however, the weaving o f sub-themes is already, we would posit, the main 
organizing structural principle o f such hagiographie works as the 
LSym(Sav). There is a continuation, then, o f this device in both the 
Byzantine and Slavic hagiographie traditions o f the fourteenth century, as 
attested to by the LTheod by Kallistos and the vitæ of Euthymius.
8. The L tfe  o f Ivan o f R ila . Let us now examine how Euthymius 
weaves subthemes into the narrative o f his saints' lives and how, if  at all, 
his technique differs from his predecessors. We w ill begin with the L ife  o f
Ф
Ivan o f R ila. This vita realizes all of the stock hagiographie themes except 
that of birth; and as with earlier Byzantine and Slavic texts, there is a
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regular alternation between the larger themes o f deeds and training. What 
is immediately striking about this text when one looks at an outline of the 
subthemes it contains is this: not only does Euthymius weave or intersperse 
subthemes, creating a kind of leitm otif, but he also constantly intersperses 
several subthemes, not just one or two, to create many leitmotifs in the 
work. As we w ill see, the same is true for his other vitæ as well.
In the LIR , Euthymius develops the follow ing leitm otifs, or 
recurring subthemes: 1) the first is the saint's ascesis. Euthymius includes 
five different references to the saint's maintenance of fasting and vigils:
359
a) "postomb i m olitvam i blagougoždaaše gospodevi’  (П,8) ■"and 
it was his habit to please the Lord with
b) "pošteniemb i bdéniemb udręcavaą té lo “ (11,9) ■"burdening 
his body with
c) “Sl^znyj že раку togo istočnikb kto po dostoaniju izvestitb, 
v*senoštnaa že takožde stoania i kolénopréklonenia?” (П,9) = "Who 
is worthy to recount his 'fountain of tears', and also his all-night vigils and 
praver?"
d) "i VT>senoštbnymi bdén ii i  v 1>zdyxanii ѵт» sto trudy plodą" 
(V II, 16) = "and through all-night vigils and sighs he produced the fru it o f 
a hundred labors"
e) "PrékIoni są ubo blaźennyj Іоаппъ къ то іе п іи , ѵъ kupé že i 
postni ćbskyі т ь  sinédem b" (ѴШ,19) = "The blessed Ivan inclined him- 
self to prayer, together with fasting"
There are fomulaic phrases interspersed in chapters ІП, ГѴ, V, V II 
and IX that suggest the saint's pursuit o f ascesis with increasing intensity. 
This commonplace is usually in the form "adding labor unto labor," etc. 
("prilagaą trudy къ trudomb...“):
a) “prilagaą trudy къ trudomb і къ želaniju želanie“ (ІП,9) = 
"adding labor unto labor and desire unto desire"
b) “trudy къ trudomb i bolézni кт> boléznemb prilagaą“ (IV ,12) 
= "he added labor unto labor and to il unto to il"
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с) "pr$xodą ot s iły  ѵъ s ilę  i VT>zxoždenia ѵъ srh>Jdci polagaą" 
(V,13) = "going from strength to strength and placing the ascents in his 
heart"
e) "ni edinomu času razlênenie i l i  unynie podavb, nç к.לי 
revnosti pače revnost* i къ usn>diju usn>die prilagaą" (IX,20) = "and 
not for one hour did he fa ll to indolence or lose heart, but [he] added zeal
It is interesting to note that this kind o f fomulaic phrase is present in the 
mid fifteenth-century manuscript o f the LC by Vladislav the Grammarian 
(dated 1469)6, but is missing from the earlier manuscripts used by Vaillant 
and Safari к . In the manuscript o f Vladislav the Grammarian the following 
passage is added to the end o f chapter ѴП: "And thus, exalting in his heart, 
he conducted his life  honorably, adding labor unto labor and excelling 
greatly in godly virtues" (V II,42). But this kind of thematic phrase that 
expresses the saint's ascesis in increasing intensity still appears only once 
throughout Vladislav's manuscript. This suggests that even though his 
reworking o f the text did employ some o f the formulaic conventions 
known to Vladislav from later Slavic hagiography (he also worked with 
Euthymius' vitæ), the reworkings were only minor. He did not introduce 
into the text an elaborate interplay or interweaving of subthemes that was 
already, by his time, a well-established tradition in the genre.
The LTheod by Kallistos employs this formulaic phrase three times 
in the text:
a) "trudy že къ trudomb i poštenie къ posteni)и prilagaaxu, 
v^sxoèdenia ѵъ srdci polagajušte (X ,17,line 5-6) = "adding labor unto 
labor and fasting unto fasting, they placed the ascents in their hearts"
b) "trudy къ trudomb prilagaaše i къ boléznemb bolézni" 
(XV,22,line 25) = "adding labor unto labor and to il unto to il"
c) "temže i tru d y  prilagaaše къ trudom , i къ boléznemb 
bolézni’  (XXX,35,lines 29-30) = "moreover he added labor unto labor 
and to il unto to il"
360
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Translations, no. 5. Ann Arbor: Michigan Slavic Publications, 1983, p. 17.
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Given the appearance of this commonplace only in the late medieval 
texts or recensions of texts, it is tempting to attribute its use to conventions 
o f Slavic hagiographie composition that belong to the period of the 
Hesychast Revival, but evidence based on such a small body o f texts is 
insufficient to prove this. A ll that can be said with confidence is that its use 
in the texts is an example o f the weaving o f subthemes that has been 
discussed above, and its function is to intensify in the LIR the already stated 
subthemes of the saint's maintenance of an ascetic life.
2) A second subtheme that Euthymius develops into a leitm otif in the 
LIR is that of the importance of quoting or singing from the Psalms. There 
are three references to this:
a) "poą st> Davidomb" (11,9) -  "And he would sing from the Psalms
of David..." [lit: "with David"]
b) "poą" (IV , 12) -  "and he would sing [from the psalms]"
c) "i sladostné v*spevaą“ (ѴП,15) * "and sweetly he sang [from
the psalms]."
3) A third subtheme is that o f the saint's glory and reputation 
spreading. There are six references to this in the text. The formulaic 
phrases are typically "his glory spread" and "word of him began to travel."
a) "Oni že...v* svoa otxodątb, xvaląśte i slayąśte boga о v 1>séx, 
jaže v i desą i slyśaśą, skazaęśte po vT»sej strane onoj i v t> okn>stnyix 
vesex." (V,14) ■ "...they returned home, praising and glorifying God for 
all they had seen and heard, telling [about it! throughout that country and in
b) "Slave že ot to lê  po vT>sej strane toj prošedši о петь, 
xvaléaxç boga v1>si i mnogç ljubovb i revnostb къ nemu stąźavaxę" 
(V I, 15) -  "From that time on, as the glorv of [Ivanl spread throughout that 
land, everyone was praising God, and they attained much love and zeal 
toward him"
c) "Vt> s ix ubo i sicevyx tomu sęśtu, slux о петь, jakože 
predreče są, proxoždaaše" (V ili,  16-17) » "Once all these things 
happened, word of him, as he had predicted, began to travel"
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d) "Slavé že ne maié po vT>sej zemli toj prošedši, mnoÿ dobro- 
détélnomu ego v!>zrevnovaśą ž itiju  i ž iti s* п іт ь  izvoliśą i IX) ־ ,20) -
"His great glorv spread throughout this land, and many, envying his 
viituous life, wanted to live with him"
e) ‘ Sluxu že po vise] strane onoj prošedšu i ѵъэеть tamo 
ST»tékaçétim są־ (X I,22) = "Word then spread throughout that country, 
and everyone gathered there together"
f) "Slavé bo mno^é о петь vT>są się stranę is p lin š i, i divnaa i 
préslavnaa tyorąśtu iscélenia, ne tbćię ubo zde, nç i v*są Vęgr*skęą 
dn»źavę> oglasiśą־ (ХП,23) = "Much glorv o f him has filled this whole 
country, and the wondrous and glorious healings performed [by the relics] 
are heard about not only here, but in all of the Hungarian kingdom."
4) The fourth subtheme is that of the posthumous miracles performed 
by his relics. Euthymius develops it through the interspersing of such 
formulaic phrases as "wondrous and glorious miracles", "wondrous and 
awesome miracles", "glorious and innumerable miracles." It appears six 
times in the text:
a) "i ѵъ nej poloźeny byśą ćbstnyą ego mośti, divnaa i préslav- 
naa tvorąśte čjudesa" (X,21) = "and his pure relics were then placed in 
it, working wondrous and glorious miracles"
b) "ѵъ gradé glagolemémb Ostri gomb. i tu préslavnaa i divnaa 
sitvaréaxç čjudesa, ѵъэекъ nedçgb i v isékç boléznb otgonąśte" 
(X I,22) = "...and there too [in Ostrogan] they worked glorious and 
wondrous miracles, chasing awav all disease and sickness"
c) "Mnoga že i ina divnaa i užasnaa čjudesa ѵъ zemli V çgristé j
ST>tvori " (X I,22) = "And he performed many other wondrous and awe- 
some miracles in the Hungarian land"
d) "préslavnaa i bezčisl^naa prépodobnago čjudesa slyèavb"
(X II,23) = "...and [Tsar Asen] having heard about the glorious and 
innumerable miracles of the venerable one"
e) "priidox...0lbJstnyą mošti prépodobnago otca Ioanna...čjudes- 
m i i iscéleni іэріъпепа" (X II,23) = ",I arri ved... finding the saintly relics 
o f the venerable father Ivan...who has performed miracles and healings'"
0005ѲЗБЗ
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f) "čbstnē poloźiśą prépodobnaago ѵт> nej mošti...ideže i do 
dlbjneśnego leząt dlbjne, različnaa iscélenia tvorąśte" (X II,25) 
="they...piously placed the relics in [the church]...where they lie up to this 
very day, working various healings for everyone who approaches them
with faith.”
5) There is a fifth  subtheme developed in the LIR through the 
interweaving of formulaic phrases: that of the relics of the saint or things 
associated with the saint being likened to "very valuable treasure." This 
appears three times in the text:
a) "prepodobnyą svątago blagočbstne obi oby za v ь mošti, mneše 
są nékoe mnogocénnoe skrovište obrésti" (X II,23) = "And having 
kissed piously the venerable relics of the saint, he [the tsar] believed he had 
found some very valuable treasure"
b) "i jakože nékoe mnogocénno skrovište v *s x y titi xotąśte" 
(ХП.24) = "And like some very valuable treasure, they wanted to steal the 
[relics]"
The third example, c, is formed by analogy with the relics, which are a 
part o f the saint. Ivan's letter to Tsar Peter is also likened to a valuable 
treasure because it was penned by Ivan, therefore part o f him:
c) "Сагь že, jako sia pročbtb, mnēše są ve lie  nććto p rią ti, i 
ljubezné to lobzavb. imése to ѵъ nédrox svoixb jakože nékoe 
mnogocénnoe skrovište" (ѴШ,20) = "The tsar, when he had read the 
letter, thinking he had received something great, kissed it tenderly; and he 
kept it near his bosom as if  it were some very valuable treasure."
This last image is juxtaposed nicely after an episode where Ivan, in his 
letter to the tsar, advises the tsar that he is rejecting his g ift o f gold and 
precious stones, i.e. earthly treasures.
9. The L ife  o f H ila rion  o f Moglena. The Life  o f H ila rion  o f Moglena 
realizes all of the main hagiographie themes: origins, birth, training, deeds, 
and death. Like the LIR, the LHM contains an interweaving in the text of at 
least six subthemes. They are the subthemes of 1) the saint leading people 
to God, 2) the saint instructing people in Orthodoxy, 3) the followers being
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added to the orthodox fold, 4) heretics rejecting their former faith, 5) the 
saint's reputation and glory spreading, and 6) the saint's posthumous 
miracles.
Based on this inventory of developed subthemes, it is clear that the 
sanctity o f Hilarion is focused on and demonstrated by his abilities as a 
good teacher and pastor (like the LC and LKlO xr), his far-reaching 
reputation, and the miracles performed by his incorruptible relics. Let us 
now look at the passages from the text:
1) The subtheme of the saint as a good teacher and pastor is developed 
in the text through much the same kinds of phrases employed in the 
LSym(Sav) ("shepherding flock", "teaching and instructing", "good 
shepherd/pastor", "innocent lamb",etc.). The first example, a, is in the 
form of a simile of biblical comparison:
a) "Sice ubo vtoryj Iosifb žitodavecT» svoim t učenikomb jako 
pokaza są, mnoźajśee u s rid ie  i vêrç къ nemu stąźaśą" (Ш ,30-31) = 
'Thus this second Joseph turned out to be a giver of grain to his pupils, for 
increased diligence and faith were added unto him"
b) "Sice ubo tomu léta dovolnaa s itvo ršu , inoćbskyą dobrê 
pravąśtu lik y "  (IV ,31) = "Several years passed, and Hilarion continued to
bg a good leader for thg monks”
c) "M aiи že vrém eni prešedšu i svątomu preleźnć vernyą 
oćąśtu i nakazaęśtu 1 jud i " (V,33) = "Only a little  time had passed, and 
the saint had taught and instructed carefully the devout people"
d) "Nç dobryj slovesnyix ovec Xristovexb pastyrb, Ila r io n V  
(V,33) ־־ "But the good pastor of God's sheep. Hilarion..."
e) "Božij že arxierej, пеѵъгЬгаппо ućą i nakazuą..." (ѴІП,42) = 
"The blessed bishop [Hilarion], invincibly teaching and instructing..."
f) "I bystlbj pročee edino stado i edinb pastyrb" (X,52) = "And 
from then on there was one flock and one shepherd"
g) "ѵъэі bo iže ot ѵіъкоѵ byvèei ovcą, premeiše sebe dobryimb 
izm éneniem b, poslédovaaxç svoemu pastyrju , jakože agn*ci 
n e z lo b iv i" (X III,54) = "Those who from wolves became sheep, trans- 
forming themselves with a good change, followed our pastor, like innocent 
lambs"
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h) "dobré napravléemo i vodimo dobry im  pasty геть"
(ХШ,54) = "well directed and led bv the good pastor."
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2) The next subtheme, that o f the saint instructing the people to 
maintain the orthodox faith, is realized three times in the text through the 
following phrases:
a) "Pouči že téx priležne pravyç d riž a ti są véry, pr el eža t i že 
zapovédem gospoűbnimb i pravoslavnyimb poslédovati роѵеіепіоть, 
neõbstivyx že eresej i téx tbśteglasia udaléti są po rečenomu..."
(IV ,32) = "He taught them to maintain carefully the correct faith, to keep 
God's commandments, to observe the rules of orthodoxy, to forsake 
blasphemous heresies and their idle verbiage according to the Scriptures"
b) "i ćąstaa pouce ni a кт> svoimb tvorése ljudemb, ućą i utvn»ž- 
daą téx pravoslavnyç dr!>žati są véry" (V,33) = "and he gave frequent 
instruction to his people, teaching and convincing them to keep the 
orthodox faith"
c) "ućą i nakazuą VT>są iže pod п іт ь  lju d i blagoõbstivyix 
dr!>žati s ą  ve lén ij, zloslavnyix že udaléti s ą  eresej i téx otbégati" 
(ХП,53) = "He taught and instructed everyone under him to uphold the 
sacred commandments io f God! and to shun and avoid infamous heresies."
3) The third subtheme, that of Hilarion's followers being increased 
and added to the Orthodox fold, appears nine times in the text:
a) "i množaaše są čislo učenik" (111,31) = "and the number of his 
gy.EÜS.ggw"
b) "eretici že zavistiç i gnévomb raždi3aax? są; sam že blaźenyj 
vT>ręćennyj emu um nožiti tbštaše są talanti» " (IV ,33) = "The heretics 
were fired up with hatred and wrath, for the blessed one himself was 
endeavouring to increase the talent that had been given to him"
c) "pristępiśą къ s^bornéj crh>Jkvi i izbrannomu s!>ćetaśą są 
stadu" (V II,42) = "...and they [the Manichaeans] went to the catholic 
church and added themselves to the number of the chosen flock"
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d) "i prilagaaše są prisno къ čislu pravoslavnyx množbstvo 
mnogo lju d ij"  (ѴШ,42) = "and he was constantly adding to the number of 
the orthodox believers a numerous number of people"
e) "P rédreíenii že Armene...izbrannomu sićetaśą są stadu" 
(X,52) = "The above-mentioned Armenians...adding themselves to the 
chosen flock"
f) "I bé v id é ti mnoźęśtee są pravoslavnyx množbstvo" (X I,53) 
= "And it was seen how the number of orthodox believers was increased"
g) "Ilarion'b.-.i crhbjkovb v!>zdviže 3élo ćlbjstnę...eęźe krāsotā 
mnogyx udivlêetb i ѵъ slavoslovie p rivod itb  božie" (X I,53) = ״ 
"Hilarion...erected a very honorable church...the beauty of which surprised 
many and led many to the glorification of God"
h) "Nećbstiyyą že i skvr!>nnyą Bogomilskyą eresi poklonniky, 
e liky  blagoćbstia priemśę s^mą boźij arxierej vidé, v*są sičeta къ 
p ravos lavny ix  stadu" (ХПІ,54) = "[H ilarion] saw so many of the 
blasphemous and evil adherents o f the Bogomil heresy accept the seed of 
piety, adding all of  them to the orthodox fold"
i) "P rédrelennoe že inoćbskoe ono s^stoanie, dobré 
napravléemo i v odi т о  dobry im  pastyremb, rastéée, prespevaą ѵъ 
slavç bozię" (ХПІ,54) = "The aforementioned group o f monks, well 
directed and led bv the good pastor, increased in size, flourishing in the 
glory of God."
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4) The fourth subtheme, that of the heretics rejecting completely their 
former, unclean faiths, appears four times in the text:
a) "prosąśte ot nego dar'b svątago kr h> isteni a i mnogo svoç 
ukorivše i 0plT>vavśe vérç" (ѴП,42) = "asking of him the holy gift of 
baptism; and [the Manichaeans] cast aspersions upon and spat upon their 
[former] faith..."
b) "v * poznanie priidośą svoeç ix  prélbsti i, 3élo svoç ukorivše 
i 0р1ъѵаѵ§е eresb" (X,52) = "[the Armenians]...came to an understanding 
of their deceit, and they completely spat upon their heresy"
c) "Oni že, jako sia slyšavše, p ri stępi są są p rią ti krh>Jštenie, 
svoç 0р1ъѵаѵ§е do konca eresb" (XI,53) = "When [the Bogomils] heard
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this, they went to the church and they accepted baptism, completely spitting
upon thgir own heresy"
d) "vt> vsemb tomu pokaréçète są, ukarêçéte že i opljuvaçste 
iže ргъѵее téx odr^źayśęą prélbstb i toę naćąlniki krépcé xulą§te že i 
p rok linaęśte " (ХШ , 54) = "[They obeyed] him in everything, insulting 
and spitting upon those who maintained those deceits and abusing and 
damning strongly the leaders of such heresies."
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5) The fifth  subtheme of the LHM, that of the saint's reputation and 
glory spreading, appears three times in the text:
a) "v*sej bra ti togo na ą3yc4 obnosi t i i togo krasi t i są 
d o b ro d ê té lm i" (111,30) = "...and his name was on the lips o f all his 
[monastic] brothers, and they adorned him with precious adornments"
b) "Sluxu že о петь prosluvšu są po v*sçdu, ne bê nigdeže 
mesto, ideže imą ego ne obnošaaše są" (111,31) = "The word about him 
spread all around, and there was no place where his name was not being 
uttered"
c) "Semu že užasnomu čjudesi po v^sçdu proizšedšu" (XV,55) = 
"News of this awesome miracle spread everywhere."
6) The sixth, and last, subtheme, that o f the saint's posthumous 
miracles, is realized in the text in three different passages:
a) "Različnaa že mnoga znamenia i čjudesa bog* st> svoimb 
ugodnikomb tvo rą " (XV,56) = "God, with the help of His saint, gave 
many signs and worked many miracles"
b) "ot vT>sçdu къ grobu ego mno^i prixoždaax$ i različnaa 
iscélenia ѵъгітаах?. Sice ubo grobu ego bezmérnaa déjstvuçátu" 
(XV,56) = "Many came from all over to his grave, and they received 
various healings. Thus his grave worked innumerable miracles."
c) "ѵъ člbjstnej položi сг1ъ]кѵі...і do nlyjné leźęste, podavaçtb 
iscélenia пеѵъгЬгаппо ѵъэеть, iže st» véroç i ljubov iç  къ п іт ь  
p rix o d ą ś tiim b ” (X V I,56-57) ־ "they placed [his relics] in the holy
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church...where fhis relics! remain today, giving healing unconditionally to 
everyone who comes with faith and love.”
10. The L ife  o f Paraskeva. The L ife  o f Paraskeva realizes all o f the 
major themes o f the hagiographie genre except that o f birth. Throughout 
this vita, Euthymius develops three basic subthemes: 1 ) the subtheme of the 
saint's ascesis (her constant maintenance o f fasting and vigils), 2) the 
subtheme o f the posthumous miracles performed through the relics o f the 
saint, and 3) a subtheme which was popular amongst the Hesychasts (but by 
no means specific to it), that o f the "Bride of Christ", which also figures in 
the Life o f Philothea (see below).
1) The first subtheme is interwoven into the text in three separate 
passages:
a)"postomb i bdéniemb iznurajušti télo, zlostradanii i na zemli 
lé g a n ii" (Ш.63) = "exhausting her body with fasting and vigils, suffer- 
ings, and prostrations"
b) "tamo neveštbstvnoe i aggelbskoe prébyvaaée žitie...postomb 
i bdéniemb sebe udručajušti, pustynnoe že bylie  pričeštajušti se, i se 
skaredé že i xudé, studeniju že i znojemb istavajema...Nb niže to 
samoje bylie , niže vodu do sytosti prijem ljaaše, пь malo i xudé i se 
3élo  kb večeru" (111,63) = "she led there an angelic and chaste 
life...maintaining fasting and vigils, eating desert grass-and very little  and 
meagerlv at that-withstanding intense cold and heat.And she took neither 
grass nor water to the point of satiation, but rather she took of them for 
herself very sparingly and late in the dav at that"
c) "trudy kb trudom  i bolézni кь boléznemb p rila g a ju š ti, 
postomb i bdéniemb sebe ukraša jušti i edina edinomu vynu 
b e sé d u ju s ti" (IV ,66) = "adding labor unto labor and to il unto to il, 
adorning herself with fasting and vigils and always speaking to Him alone."
2) The second subtheme, that o f the saint's posthumous miracles, 
appears in the text five times:
a) "Nb n i tako prézré bogb svoju rabu па тпозе bezbpametnu 
Ieža ti, niže t i jeju rasti é ti se neporoćnomu onomu tél esi, пь i o semb 
čjudo pokaza d ivno" (V,67) = "But God did not forsake his slave that she
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should lie there without proper burial, nor that her immaculate body 
should decompose with decay, but instead ГНеІ worked a wondrous 
miracle”
b) "VbZbmše že to...vb сг[ъ ]кѵ і...р010г ііе  ,ѵь nejže ležešti״.
mnogaa i čjudna znamenia tvoraaše" (V,69) = "Having taken [the 
body]...[and] placed it in the church...where she lav and made many 
miraculous signs"
c) "vbsi bo iže okrstb nedužnii i be snuj us te i se, sb vēroju 
prixodeétei, iscéljenia polučaaxu" (V,69) = "A ll in the area who were 
afflicted with disease and possessed by devils.who came to her with faith, 
received healing"
d) "V isudu bo prosia čjudesi, vT>sudu luče rasprostrétb 
blagodléjtnyje, v ise  ozari ге т іьпуе  koncé" (V I,70) = "Everywhere 
miracles were being requested, and everywhere ravs o f divine acts were 
being dispersed, and they lit up every end of the earth"
e) "poi 02 i še vb c rM kv i carbscéj, ideže i do dlblnbšnjago Ieži t i  
dlblne, različnaa iscéljenia podavajušti iže Sb véroju i lju b o v iju  кь 
tője slavnéj p ri téka juštiim b racé" (V I,72) = "And...they placed her in 
the royal church, where she lies up to his very day, giving various healings 
to those who come to her glorious shrine with faith and love."
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3) The third, and last, subtheme in the LP is that which presents her as 
the Bride of Christ. The significance o f this subtheme for the Hesychasts 
w ill be dealt with in detail in Section ГѴ, Chapter 2. For the present, we 
w ill simply cite here all o f the occurrences of this theme in the text. 
Euthymius often realizes this particular theme in the text by referring 
simply to the Bridgeroom, i.e. Christ. The theme appears a total o f ten 
times in the text:
a) "Elma ubo vbsa préobidé m ira krasnaa i nebesnomu sebe 
unevésti ženixu" (1,61-62) = "For as all she wanted in this whole wide 
world was to be betrothed to her Heavenly Bridegroom"
b) "Ne bé toj tamo popečenie о..ль 0 srétenii ženixov$" (111,63- 
64) = "She had no care for [material concerns]...but for the meeting with 
her Bridegroom"
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с) "Tebe ženiše moj, iš tu " (111,64) = "I am looking for you, m y
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d) "kako sladkago ženixova uslyśitb glasa" (Ш,64) = "...and she 
would listen to the voice of her sweet Betrothed"
e) ,Т у istinnago ženixa čbstnaa nevesta" (ѴП,73) = "You are the 
honorable bride o f the True Bridegroom"
f) "tebe rody člov&bscii blažetb, jako svojemu poslédovala esi 
ženixu" (ѴП,73) = "...human races glorify you because you followed your
g) "dannoju t i o t tvoego ženixa X rista" (V II,74) = "...which was 
given to you by vour Bridegroom Christ"
h) "Carica bo i ty , aśte i ne zemUnaa, nebesnago že cara 
izbrannaa nevesta" (ѴП,74) = "For you are a tsarina, though not an 
earthly one, but the chosen bride o f the Heavenly Tsar"
i) ',Nasladi se slavy...svoego ženixa" (ѴШ,75) = "Take joy in the 
glory...of vour Bridegroom"
j)  "Sego radi i ženizb sb sladostiju t i provešta: ‘Gredi ot Livana, 
nevesto...‘" (ѴШ,76) = "Because o f this the Bridegroom with sweetness 
announces to you: *Come with me from Lebanon, my spouse...'"
11. The L \fe  o f Philothea. The L ife  o f Philothea is a particularly rich 
example o f the rhetorical category of weaving of subthemes. I have 
identified in this vita six basic subthemes which are elaborated in the text 
by means o f interspersing formulaic phrases. The two most prevalent 
subthemes are: 1 ) the Bride of Christ subtheme ־־ seen above in the LP -  
which is tied intimately with the work's most important subtheme: 2) that 
o f chastity. The other subthemes are: 3) the saint's ascesis through fasting 
and vigils; 4) Philothea's instruction to the people to maintain Orthodoxy;
5) the saint's reputation and glory spreading; and 6) the posthumous 
miracles worked through her relics.
The vita realizes all o f the major hagiographie themes: origin, birth, 
training, deeds, and death. Within the body o f the life  is the tale of Amoun
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(chapters IV  ,V), which Philothea relates to her earthly bridegroom־
Constantine, in an effort to persuade him o f the benefits — and necessity -- 
o f maintaining a chaste life  within marriage. W ithin this tale are included 
some fomulaic phrases that recall the themes of ascesis and chastity.
1) The subtheme o f the Bride of Christ is realized eight times in the
text:
a) "Sego radi poxvalé spodobléçt są mędryą ony dévy, ąźe, 
VT>sé prézrévée, s v é tiln ik y  duśevnyą ugotoyaśą къ áenixovu 
sréteniu, témze i s1 1 ik *s tvu ą t1> ženixu i neizglagolannyç naslaźdaęt 
są slavy." (1,78) = "Because of this, those wise young maidens who, 
having abandoned everything, prepare their spiritual lamps for their meet- 
ing with their Bridegroom. [Christ], are worthy o f praise; moreover they 
rejoice together over their Bridegroom and delight in ineffable glory."
b) "Sego radi i mędryą ony dévy, ixže evaggelskaa pominaetb 
kniga, ugotoyaśą v^sedušno sebe къ sréteniu nebesnaago ženixa i, 
ѵъэё m ira sego krasnaa ni ѵъ čtože ѵътепіѵёе" (11,79-80) = "Because 
of this these wise young women, whom the books o f the Gospels 
commemorate, prepared themselves whole-heartedly for the meeting with 
their Heavenly Bridegroom, and they despised the beauties o f this world."
c) ^ n e g d a  uslysçtb glas: 'se ženix‘ l gotové къ togo sréteniu 
po tekçtb " (11,80) = "when they would hear the voice: ,Behold, the 
Bridegroom’, they would run ready to meet him"
d) "blažennaa Filotea, potbšta są svoemu ugoditi ženixu" (11,80) 
= "the blessed Philothea strove to please her Bridegroom"
e) "'Prisna...Xristova rabo, пеэкѵгъппаа nevēsto*" (X,94) = 
",Eternal servant of God...undefiled bride'"
f) "m çdryixb dévb эъйі te ln i ce, Isusova nevesto" (X IV ,97) = 
"you who live with the wise virgins, bride of Christ..."
g) "nç l i  сеть къ licu  svoego zriš i ženixa, I susa sladkago" (ХГѴ, 
98) = "but face to face you see your Bridegroom, sweet Jesus"
h) "siceva čjudesa neporocnyç X ristovy nevésty" (XV,98) = 
"These are the miracles of the chaste bride of Christ."
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2) The next subtheme, that of chastity, is realized eleven times in the 
text. The formulaic phrases associated with this subtheme are ,,live in 
purity", "virginity and chastity", "preserving ones body undefiled", etc.
a) "koeç xytrostiç sebe neoskvrinenç s ixran itb " (ГѴ,81) =
"...by means of what craft could she preserve herself undefiled?"
b) "daruj m i s ilę  s־bbljus ti są čistote moej neoskvn>nené" 
(IV,81) = ",...give me the g ift o f strength to maintain mv purity, 
undefiled'"
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c) "׳Poslušaj ubo mene, blagaa t i sivétuçètago, i prébçdem vг  
íis to té '" (IV ,83) = [А тип]: "Thus, listen to me who am telling you good 
things, and let us continue to live in puritv..."
d) "prébyvaaxç pročee dévbstvo xranąśte i čistotp." (IV ,83) = 
"they continued to preserve their virginity and chastity"
e) "diavol, ne mogy trupē ti па тпозе ćistotę i dobrodétélb 
bož iix  ugodnikb" (IV ,84) = "The Devil...did not tolerate for long their 
chastity and the virtue of these divine saints"
f) "tako prébysta 4 VT>séx и <ר і-tix [18] létéx, čistot? i célom çdrie 
do konca s^xranée" (IV ,84) = "And so it was for all o f eighteen years, 
[they lived! preserving their purity and chastity."
g) "prêbçdemb ѵт> čistote, neoskvrinena télesa s^xranée" 
(IV ,84) = ",Let us then live in chastity, preserving our bodies undefiled’"
h) "neoskvn>neno s^bljudç tèlo moe" (IV ,85) = ",I w ill maintain 
my body undefiled'"
i) "prébyvaaxç pročee ѵъ čistote i cé lom çdrii" (IV ,85) = "they 
abode thenceforth in purity and chastity"
j)  "eže čiste i neporočne sebe že i téx s ib i ju s ti" (ѴПІ,91) = "in 
order to that you and they may preserve yourselves pure and chaste."
k) "i pročee célomçdrbno i čisto poživemb" (X,94) = "’we w ill 
live in chastity and purity all our lives/"
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3) The next subtheme of ascesis through fasting and vigils is realized a 
total o f four times in the text:
a) "prebyśą na mnoga léta, ćąstaa kolenopoklonenia tvorąśte i 
postomb i bdéniemb télo udrçéavçste" (IV ,84) = "[Amun and his wife 
lived] there many vears.controlling the body with frequent genuflections.
••
b) "i tu  VT>šedši i ke lijcç malç s*tvo rš i, prebyyaaśe pročee, 
mąteźb visécbsky ot sebe ottrąsśi, poš te ni ешь i bdéniemb i na zemli 
léganiemb té lo" (V I,85) = "and there she went and made a small cell, and 
lived there, ridding herself of all turmoil, maintaining
•I
c) "Prépodobnaa že Filotea, sebe ѵъ kel i i zatvorši, prébystlb] 
dibini četyri, nikakože pis tę ѵъкиэіѵь, nç ѵъ bd é ni i i sUzaxb i ćąstyx 
kolénopréklonenix y^są ony istbšti d lb jn i" (IX ,92) = "The venerable 
Philothea, locking herself up in her cell, lived four days, eating no food, 
but spending these days [keeping] vigils, [shedding] tears, and fpraving] 
with frequent genuflections. "
d) "Sicevo ž itie  prépodobnyç naśę matere...jaže, ѵъ malo vremą 
podvigavši są ѵъ posté i bdénix i m olitvax i s lizax i ѵъ і пух
pročix zlostradaniix" (XV,98) = "Thus, this is the life  of our venerable 
mother...who immediately roused herself zealously to 
pravers and tears and other sufferings."
4) Unlike Euthymius’ other heroine, Paraskeva, Philothea is establish- 
ed as a defender o f Orthodoxy against current heresies. Unlike her male 
counterparts, she does not have a debate with the heretics in order to 
overcome them. But she does contribute in the battle against the heresy in 
her contact with the man who comes to her for healing the disease o f his 
feet. She says that he is diseased because he has used his tongue to support 
the Hellenic deceit. Also she teaches against it as she is dying in a fmal 
instruction. The subtheme is realized only three times in the text, thus 
showing itself to be clearly secondary to her virtues of chastity and ascesis:
a) "Sia ubo byvaema na kiždo, jakože bi rešti, dlbjnb Filotea 
slyźęśti, pečalia lju toç sebe ujazvéase i v־bséx, iže къ nej priKodąśtiK, 
o t božlbJstvnyx poučaaše pisanij i Ellinskęą do konca uničižaaše
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pré lbstb ." (ѴП.87) = "Philothea heard it said that these things were 
happening every day, and she was wounded by bitter grief and she was 
instructing everyone who came to see her from the Holv Scriptures and 
advising them to rout out completely this Hellenic deception."
On her deathbed, Philothea gives this final instruction to her disciples:
b) "Dostoitb ubo ѵать эъ visécemb straxomb i boaznię tę ćistę i 
neporoćnę xran iti i b ij usti i nepokolêblema сгіъікоѵпаа dn>žati pré- 
dania" (ѴШ  Thus, with all awe and fear, you ought to preserve" = (־8990,
and maintain and obseve the Church's tradition pure and unblemished,"
c) "Podobaetb ubo ѵать pravyą drbžati są very i nikakože 
EUinskyim  ѵ ъ п іта й  blądemb" (V ili,90) = ",For it behooves you to 
adhere to the correct fa ith  and not to pay attention to any Hellenic 
deceptions.
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5) Philothea's miracles both before and after her death are underscored 
by the subtheme of her reputation and glory spreading, which appear in the 
text a total of six times:
a) "VTíSémb d iv iti są 0 nej i toç po v־bsçdu proxoditi slavé" 
(111,81) = "everyone greatly marvelled at her, and her glorv spread 
everywhere.
b) "nç v ise  okrbstnaa onogo mèsta toç oglašaaše ž itie , i slava 
mnoga isxoždaaše 0 nej" (V II,87)= "and [people] in the surrounding 
areas were proclaiming her life, and her glorv spread throughout the land
c) "Vrémeni že ne malu mimošedšu i čjudesi semu po visçdu 
prośedśu" (V II,88) = "When some time had passed and word o f this 
miracle had spread everywhere"
d) "I semu ubo čjudesi po v isçdu prosedśu, slavéaxç v is i 
boga, blagodarestbvnaa vizsilaçé te  xvalenia." (V II,88-89) = "And 
when news of this miracle had spread everywhere, everyone glorified God, 
and offered up praises. "
e) "Simb ubo v 1>sçdu protékaemomb i ѵъэеть sluxy oglaśaę- 
štim b" (X I,95) = "Thus [word! about these things spread everywhere, and 
everyone heard the stories.
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f) "I semu že čjudesi po visçdu prošedsu, v is i slavléaxç boga i 
prepodobnęą F ilo teç" (ХПІ,97) = ”And when inews ofì this miracle 
spread everywhere, everyone praised God and the venerable Philothea."
6) The subtheme of Philothea's posthumous miracles is realized four 
times in the text through these phrases and the subtheme o f the 
innumerability o f her miracles is realized three times in the text:
a) "tvorąśti divnaa i préslavnaa čjudesa, imže néstUJ čisla, jaže 
ašte po drobnu skazovati načbnemb, posti gnet mą povéstvuçéta leto" 
(IX ,93) = "she worked wonderful and glorious miracles, which are so 
numerous that were we to begin to tell fo f theml in detail, it would take me 
a year to relate them."
b) "Vrémeni že mnogu prešedšu i čjudesemb mnogomb byvaç- 
štim b" (ХП,95) = "Much time having passed and many miracles having 
been worked"
c) "Iscelenia že mnoga togda bogi pokaza ѵъ toç prénesenii i 
različna, ixže ne vizmožno estļbj po drobnu skazovati vêruçétiimb, 
véroç že tić ię  p riim a ti i dobrodétéli revnovati" (ХШ,97) = "And then 
God showed many and various healings in the translation of her relics, f if  
which healings it is impossible to tell in detail to believers who accept them 
in faith alone and strive for virtue."
d) "i divnaa i préslavnaa tvoritb  čjudesa, imže néstlbj čisla, 
vbsém iže s t » véroç i ljuboviç къ nej p ririś tęśtiim b" (XIV,98) = "and 
her body works wondrous and glorious miracles, which are innumerable, 
and everyone comes to her with faith and love."
As shown with textual evidence above, the device of weaving 
subthemes is employed by hagiographers beginning in at least the late 
eleventh century (e.g., LKlOxr). While some of the imagery in the 
subthemes interspersed in the Euthymian texts is specific to Hesychast 
mysticism (as is discussed in Section IV, chapter 2), the device itself is not 
new to the period of the Hesychast Revival.
W ithin the category of weaving subthemes, another feature of the 
Euthymian texts must also be considered: that o f the constant repetition 
throughout his texts of formulaic phrases of emotion: 1 ) expressions of
375
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weeping and crying, 2) expressions of grief and lament, and 3) expressions 
of joy and happiness. Also present in the texts are formulaic circum- 
locutions for death and dying.
As for the circumlocutions for death and dying in the vitæ of 
Euthymius, these can also be found in earlier texts spanning the period 
from the ninth to the fourteenth centuries. Expressions such as "went to the 
Lord" and "time to depart to the Lord" abound in the Euthymian texts:
a) "I jako ubo svoe eže къ gospodu otxoždenie razumé" 
(LIR,ĪX,20-21) = "And when he understood that his own time to depart to 
the Lord was nigh"
b) "Létomb že dovolnom preśedśem b.otlbjci svoe eže къ 
gospodu otxoždenie razumévb" (LHM,Ш ,30) = "When a few years had 
passed, the father understood that the time for him to depart to the Lord 
was nigh"
c) "gospodevi svoj prédastlb] duxb" (LHM,111,30) = "and then he 
gave his soul over to the Lord"
d) "s *ž ite le  bo svoego p rédo tpustila  beše къ gospodu" 
(LHM,Xn,53) *  "She had given her husband over to the Lord"
e) "svoe eže къ gospodu otxozdenie razumé" (LHM ,XIV,54) = 
"understood that it was time for him to depart to the Lord"
f) "копесъ ž itia  p rią t1>...Blaźennaa že, jako męża къ gospodu 
ošedša vidé" (LPh,V,85) = "[Constantine] came to the end of his life [lit: 
"having taken the end of his life..."]...The blessed Philothea, when she saw 
her husband go to the Lord..."
g) "Vrém4 ubo...moego oéestvia nastoitb" (LPh,VIII,89) = "The 
time...of my departure is come"
h) "Simže poçstim b, ta svoj gospodevi prédastlb] duxb" 
(LPh,IX,92) = "While they were singing, she gave her soul over to the 
Lord."
But similar expressions can be found in the LC: "na sud že emu 
xotąśtu i t i “ (11,2) ="and when he could depart to Judgment Day"; in the
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LKlOxr: "rcpòç ìaipiov Ц е б ^^о е " (ХХѴП.75,142Діпе 3-4) = "he went 
to the Lord״ (XXVII.75,123); in the LSym(Sav): "juže prispé vréme 
razlučenia naju" (ѴШ ,10,line 11) = ”Behold, the time of our parting is 
already at hand" (ѴШ,283); and in the LTheod:
a) Vbkupé že i оса кт> glospodju otslavb“ (ГѴ,12Діпе 6) = "having
sent [their spiritual] father to the Lord"
b) "i vréme uže p riide  eže кт» boga ošbstvia onomu" (IX ,15, line
29-30) = "the time had already come for his departure to the Lord"
Expressions like this one from the LIR: "ѵъ ręce božii prédastb 
dux." (IX ,21) = "he gave his soul over to the hands of God" can be found 
in the LKlOxr: "xò яѵейца xotç 00p׳u<ļ>0pfļaaa 1v afrxòv àyyèXoiç" 
(VI.23, 96, line 26-27) = "he gave his spirit to the angels who had 
accompanied...him" (VI.23,102); and the LTheod: "ѵъ rucé božii pré- 
dastb dlulxb" (ХХѴШ,34,1іпе 25).
Other expressions which employ elaborate metaphors for heaven ־־ 
such as this one found in the LPh: "ѵч> netlennyą p ré id i obi té li"  (111,81)
= "[Philothea's mother] went to her incorruptible home", and the LP: "ѵь 
nebesnye préidoáe o b ité li"  (11,62) = "they went to their heavenly 
dwelling places" — can also be found in the LC: "i jakože p rib liže  se 
časb, da раку p riim e tb  i p re s ta v itb se ѵь večnaa ź iliś ta " 
(X V III,24,line 9-10) = "And when the hour to repose and remove to the 
eternal dwellings approached."
Concerning expressions of emotion, many of the formulaic phrases 
for iov and happiness that are found in the Euthymian texts can also be 
found in earlier hagiographie sources. In the LSym(Sav) one finds this 
passage: "radostiju radujušte se i veseliemb veselešte se" (X I,13,line
36) = "They rejoiced in joy and made merry in merriment" (X I, 293), 
which is similar to another passage found in the LPh: "beše сагь ѵь 
radosti i veseli тпозе tako i st> ѵъэеть voinstvomb" (X II,96) = "the 
tsar was overjoyed and very delighted, and so too with his entire host [of 
soldiers]".
In the LTheod one finds this example: "nés rešti ko lik y  radosti 
dxovnye i sladosti neizrečennye is p l1>nise" (V I,13, line 22-23) = "it is 
impossible to express with how much spiritual and ineffable joy and delight
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he was filled." This image of ineffable joy is taken from 1 Pet 1.8 ("àyaA,- 
ХіаоѲе àve>cA,aA,f|T<p" = AV: "ye rejoice with joy unspeakable")
This example corresponds to the following passages from Euthymius1 vitæ:
a)"neizglagolannoç radovaaxç są radostiç" (LHM,Vn,42) = "they 
rejoiced in inexpressible joy"
"neizglagolannyą ispl^néaée są radosti" (LHM,X,52) = "and he
was filled with ineffable joy"
b)"Božij že ar xi er ej jako sia ѵъ prédnjaa prošbdšaa vidé, 
radosti vesb isplineaśe są i veselia duxovnaago" (LHM,XI,52) = "The 
divine bishop [H ilarion], when he saw what had happened, was completely 
filled with joy and spiritual happiness."
c) "I jako sia v idé  množbstvo ono togo učenikb, neizgla- 
golannyç isp l^n iśą  są radosti" (LHM,XV,56) = "And when the number 
o f his disciples saw this, they were filled with inexpressible joy"
d) ,*témèe i neiskazannoç radostiç isp linéaxç svoa srh>Jdca" 
(LPh,Ш ,80) *  "their hearts were filled with ineffable joy"
e) ־i radosti neskazannyę is p l1»nlbj są־ (LPh,XII,96) = "and he 
was filled with ineffable joy"
f) ,V ise  radosti іэр іъпі są" (LHMJI,29) = "she was filled with
joy"
g) "radosti kupno i nedouménia isplinéase są" (LHM,11,29) = 
"she was filled with both joy and disbelief'
h) "duxovnyj 0tlb jc־b na v isé k  veselia isp lineaśe są dlbjnb" 
(LHM,ПІ,30) as "His spiritual father...was filled with joy [lit: happiness] 
every day."
i) "Radosti ubo mnogyą іэріъпь są i veselia duxovnaago" (LIR, 
ХП,23) = "He was filled with much joy and happiness of the soul"
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Also, this example from the LHM, "neizglagolannoç radovaaxç są 
radostiç" (ѴП,42) = "they rejoiced in inexpressible joy", is similar to this
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passage from the LTheod: "neskazannaa objemljaše radostb״ (X X I,27, 
line 2 1 ) = "they were seized with ineffable joy".
The LKlOxr has these expressions of joy and happiness in the text:
a) "ÀvÔp1av6<;...àx(xpT1 цёѵ xap&v цгуаХпѵ афббра" 
(Ш.9,82,1іпе 1) = "Hadrian...rejoiced greatly [w ith joy] on learning 
of their arrival" (ІП,9,95).
b) "ка '1 хф тшѵ Xa^iJtáôwv ф ат ті*|ѵ ffļq  ХЩ>Щ> ёт<П1ца1ѵа)ѵ 
фа10 р01П1 та ПІ.9,82, line 10-11) = "and by the light o) ״ f the 
candle-sticks he expressed his shining joy" (Ш.9,96).
c) ,,хртіатто Щ  хара"(Ш.9,82, line 17) = "[The Pope] was joyous 
with joy]" (ІП.9,96).
Like the example from the LC given above, examples a and с from the 
LK lO xr both employ the device of tautology to express joy. A similar 
expressions is also found in the Bible in M t 2.10 ("èxáp^oav x a P&v 
ЦЕ׳убсХ11ѵ афббра" = AV: "they rejoiced with exceeding great joy").
It is clear that the formulaic phrases to express joy or happiness are 
not themselves original to Euthymius. Identical phrases or phrases of 
sim ilar rhetorical complexity are found in pre-Euthymian texts from the 
early, middle, and late medieval period. The Euthymian texts do not reveal 
a more frequent use of these phrases of joy and happiness. The most 
rhetorically elaborate texts included in this study, e.g. the LKlOxr, the 
LSym(Sav) and the LTheod, use such expressions on an average of three 
per text. In the LIR there are at least four such examples, and in the LHM 
there are eight; but in the LDanStyl alone there are six such phrases
employed.7
7 a) "èxáprçaav xapàv nryáXrçv" (5, S,lines 14-15) = ״[his parents] rejoiced with great 
j oy5,9) ״)
b) "I&bv ׳yàp aòxòv ô (iaicápioç Гицесйѵ хаѵъ  ёхарл" lū,lines 4-5) = ״Symeon 
rejoiced exceedingly when he saw him" (9,11)
c ) "о  ж а тл р  с Л то й  d7 tfļX 0ev d ç  xò v  с й ко ѵ  а й х о й  x a íp o v  к а і  ôoÇáÇcov x ò v  0 e ò v " 
(34, 33,lines 1-2) = "Then the father...returned to his home rejoicing and glorifying God"
(34,27ld) "t| TÎ1Ç e־ü0 £ßoö<; ц ç7E\)ôo^(a...хофатіоілѲеіаа оф05ра" (35, 33, line 5,8) = 
"[Eudoxia] o f pious memory.״ rejoiced greatly" (35,27)
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Concerning expressions of grief and lament. Euthymius employs an 
average o f three such expressions per text. Here is an inventory of the 
formulaic phrases he employs:
a) "pećali togo obbątb ob lakV  (LIR,1n,l 1) = "a cloud of grief seized 
him”
b) "i la s ty im i v4>zdyxanmi sn>dbčnoe s ikrušen ie  pokazovaaše” 
(LIR,X I,22) = ”And with frequent sighs he showed his heart-felt grief'
c) "3élo bo pećalię sinédaema esmV' (LHM,11,29) = "I am very much 
consumed by grie f'
d) "i bratiamb naleźąśtij pečali otgna оЫакъ" (LHM,Ш ,30) = "and the 
cloud of grief that was hovering over the brothers was chased away"
e) "i skribeše ubo o razlęćeni b ra tii"  (LHM,IV,32) = "And though he 
[H ilarion] was filled  w ith grief at [having to be] separated from his 
brothers
f) "lju toç ST>nedaaše są pećalię" (LHM ,V,33) = "he [H ilarion] was 
consumed with bitter grief"
g) "i pustynnoe pom inajušti prébyvanie, lju to ju  snédajema béée 
p e ć a liju ." (LP,IV ,65) = "and remembering her desert life , she was 
consumed with bitter grie f'
h) "Sia vbsa blagoč1>stivyix zrešte sbborb, sé to vani a i pečali téx 
prikryvaaåe 0Ь1акь...Ѵъ six ubo i sicevyix blagocbstivyx sétovania 
0d r1>žaaše oblakb" (LP,VI,69) = "The assembly of the pious, seeing these 
things, were covered by a cloud of grief and woe...In these ways the cloud 
of grief seized the pious men"
i) "Sice ubo toj na visékb moląste są cas i neizrećennoę odn>žima 
sęśti pećalię" (LPh,IV,81) = "Thus she prayed this every hour and was 
gripped by indescribable sadness"
380
c) "0 1  icai Xaßövxeq айтт^ѵ цех׳ ейфро<г0ѵт1 <; ая 11ХѲоѵ" (40,37,lines 14-15) = "and 
they took her and went away rejoicing" (40,31)
f )  " te a l T ļv 18eïv xò  цех* e fy p o o tfv r iç  * a i  x a p u o v ífe  к б Х іѵ  й я е р х б ц гѵ о ѵ
*pòç xòv oa iov" (20, 21,lines 10-11) = "The people could be seen flocking to the holy 
man again with joy and delight" (20,18)
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j)  "Sia ubo byvaema na kiźdo, jakože b i rešti, dlbjnb Filotea slyśęśti, 
pečali a lju toç sebe ujazveaše" (LPh,Vn,87) = "Phüothea heard it said 
that these things were happening every day, and she was wounded by bitter 
g rie f־
k) "Bogoljubeznaa že, jako tç vidé sice straźdęśtę, srlłjdcem b зеіо 
ujazvi są i m ilosr*dova o nej" (LPh,V II,87-88) = "But when the one 
who loves God, Philothea, when she saw [this woman] suffering so, her 
heart was very wounded, and she took pity on her"
pećalię bezmérnoç s ־1 (1 ird rb ž im i־ (LPh,X,93) = "and they were 
seized with immeasurable grief."
The Life o f Klim ent o f O xrid above contains four such expressions, 
the same number as the LHM:
a) "аларакЯл1то\) Xútitiç 67с10г>ѵх0 (мюѲеоіѵ. ף Алю ѵ, і0\хтф0ро׳иѵ, 
0wceX£yovxo xi!v Çanív" (11.5,80, line 5-6) = "They found reason for their 
unconsolable grief...They grieved, suffered, and denied this earthly life" 
(11.5,95)
b) "ка і ף aúÇvyoç айхйѵ ейфроайѵт! xrjv ярохераѵ Xtí7rr|v аѵхшѵ 
0c7nļXaae" (11.7,80,line 20-21) = "and the joy that comes from these things 
dispelled their g rie f11.7,95) ־)
c) "Ял)7гр цеѵ xrjv карб іаѵ eßaA.Xexo" (IV . 13,86,line 10-11) = 
"[Methodius] gave his heart to sorrow" (IV.13,97)
d) "xi ôè 0Ьк а яс іѵ  хоаоѵтоѵ 7cèv0oç km  x© rn iô i xolç ^évoiç 
eXeeivôSç Ô-uaxvxfiaavxa" (XV.44,116,line 29-30) = "What he did not 
say to the foreigners, overwhelmed with grief and lament for his child?" 
(XV.44,111).
The result of this comparison is that the LKlOxr, a pre-Euthymian, 
high-style hagiographie text, contains as many, and in some cases more, 
expressions for grief and lament as the Euthymian texts.
Furthermore, in considering the formulaic phrases for weeping and 
crving. one is struck by the frequency with which they are used in the 
Euthymian texts: four occurrences in the LP and LHM, five in the LIR and 
ten in the LPh. The LKlOxr reveals none, the LSym(Sav) only one, and the
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LTheod five. A t this juncture, it would be tempting, based on the evidence 
from the use o f expressions o f joy/happiness and weeping/crying, to ascribe 
to Euthymius a greater overall use of these formulaic phrases of emotion in 
the hagiographie tradition. The examples, however, are hardly sufficient to 
prove this. Furthermore, there is more evidence that argues against such a 
claim. In the ,,Narrative and Passion" version of the life of Boris and Gleb, 
one can find at least seventeen occurrences of formulaic phrases of 
weeping/crying and grief/lament.8 And in the sixth-century LDanStyl there 
are at least thirteen such phrases in the text.9
382
8 A ll quotes in Slavonic are taken from the Успенский Сборник X ll-X lll вв., под ред. 
С.И.Коткова, 52-58, Москва: АН СССР, !971. The English translations o f the 
passages are taken from Kan tor's edition, op.cit, 165-236.
a) "i slbzami razlivaaàe sia v b S b " (45,10a; lines 19-20) = "[He] was completely choked 
with tears.173) (״ 
b) "i k^źbdo ѵъ dél svoje i  stonaaše gorestiju srdblbnoju i vsi sim uśtaazu sja о 
p e la li" (45,IOa;lines 26-29) = "And each in his soul groaned with heart-felt grief, and all 
were troubled in their sorrow." (173)
c) "ta le  гаЬуѵъ зкъгЬь s^m brtbnuju" (46,106; lines 15-16) = "Then, forgetting his 
deathly sorrow" (173)
d) "i bjaaée ѵъ dnb subotbnyi ▼> tuzé i  p e la li udrulbn-bmb srdcbmb" (46,1 Or ;1 ines 
24-27) = "On the Sabbath day he was in distress and grief, and his heart was oppressed" 
(175)
e) "plakaáe są s־b кги іе п ъ ть  srdcwnb a dšeju radostbnoju" (46,1 Or; lines 28-30) = 
"[He] wept with a broken heart but a joyfu l soul" (175)
f) "na la tk  m ltvu  tv o r it i ve le rn ju ju  s'» slbzami gorbkym i i lastyim b vbzdyz- 
anijemb" (47,1 la; lines 24-27) = "[He] began to say the evening prayer with bitter tears, 
frequent sighs, and much groaning" (177)
g) "v> p e la li k ré p v tf i  tjaábcé i straëbné." (47, 11a,б; lines 30-32, 1) = "His was 
troubled by״ .a great, heavy, and terrible g rie f (177)
h) "i n a la t* slkzy ispuśtati ot> oćiju svojeju" (47,11в; lines 9-11) = "and he began 
to shed tears from his eyes" (179)
i) "i uzbrésta роріпъ jego i  o trok־b iže služaaše jemu i vidévbáa gospodi na 
svojego drjaxla i pe la i iju  oblijana sušta zèlo rasplakasta sja zèlo" (48,1 Ів,г; lines 
29-32; 1-2) = "And when the priest and the retainer who served him looked and saw their 
lord downcast and overwhelmed by grief and they began to mourn greatly" (179)
j)  "i ѵъгьгёѵъ na nbo s * slbzami i  goré v'bzd'wmuvV (48,12a; lines 12-14) = "And 
upon glancing tearfully up at the heavens and sighing bitterly" (181) 
k) "I ѵъгмгіѵъ k'k п іт г  um ilenama o li ma i spad-báemb Іісь ть  i ѵьвь slbzami 
oblijavT. sja" (49,126; lines2326־) = "looking at them with tender eyes and a downcast 
face, and bathed in tears” (181)
1) "da je liko  slyśazu slovesa jego otb slbzb ne možaazu n i slovese rešti o t^ straxa 
že i  p e la li g o riky  i  m 'bnogyn slbz^ m> s> vizdyxanijem b gorbkymb żalostbno 
glagolaazu i  plakaaxu sja i  k  -dèi svojei stonaaše" (49,126,в; lines 30-32; 1 <רbžbdo 4־
7) = "And all those hearing his words were unable to utter a single word because o f tears 
and fear, and bitter grief, and much weeping, but with bitter sighs they wept, and each 
groaned in his soul and said mournfully" (181-83)
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ш) "blażenyi ѵъгърі plaćkmk gorkkyim k i  pećaliju  srdkčknoju" (50-51,136 ,в ; lines 
21-22; 1-2) = "the blessed one cried out with bitter weeping and heartfelt g rie f' (185) 
n) "o t* dvoju plačju plačju sia i  stenju d'bvoju sétovaniju sé tu j u i  tužju" (51,136; 
lines 25-28) = "W ith twofold weeping I  weep and moan, w ith twofold greif I greive and 
groan"(185)
0) " i sice jemu stenjuśtju i  p lać juśtju  sia i  slbzami zem lju omaćajuśtju s> 
vbzdyxanii ćastyim i boga p rizyva juá tju " (51,13в, lines 25-30) = "And so, he was 
groaning and weeping, and wetting the earth with his tears, and calling upon God with 
frequent signs" (187)
p) "vbzw év* къ п іт ъ  umilenama oćima i sl bzami lice  se um yvaja эъкгиёвпътк 
srdcwnk зъ тё ге п ъ ть  га ги т ъ т ь  i  ćastyim k vbzdyxanijem k vksk slkzam i 
razliva ja  sja 13 ,51) ״r ; lines 24-31) = "He gazed at them w ith tender eyes, his face 
bathed in tears, broken in heart, humbled in mind, frequently sighing, choked with tears" 
(187)
q) "vižb tećenije s lb z ł тоізгъ jako réku" (52, І4в; lines 10-12) = "See my tears 
flowing like a river!" (191)
9 a) "к а і кХшЗаааа *iKpÔç к а \ охеѵа׳уцоц жоХЯдц ovvxp fíyaoa ta v x ffe  xfļv
карб (av" (2, 3,lines 3-4) = "after weeping bitterly and afflicting her soul w ith many 
lamentations" (2,8)
b) "fckmç гіоеХѲсЬѵ t ip p iy e v  é c u n ò v  èjri xò ебафо^ ецкрообеѵ той kîovoç кХаиоѵ
к а і 0Хоф־ир6|і£ѵо<; к а і ßocov " (29, 29,lines 12-14) = "This man came and threw 
himself to the ground in front o f the column, weeping and lamenting and crying out" 
(29,24)
c) "оіхлгеѲеІс Kai auxòç ебакргюЕѴ29,29) ״,l ines 19-20) = "he, too, was affected and 
burst into tears" (29Д4)
d) "караксЛ еі xòv 0eòv...|iexà бакръоѵ" (40, 37,line 8) = "he besought God with 
tears" (40,31)
e) "л£р1е7сХ<ікг| x<j) kío vi кХаіоъоа к а і ейХоуогхта xòv Ѳеоѵ" (40, 37, lines 12-13) 
= "she embraced the pillar weeping and praising God" (40,34)
f) ,,O ôè óaioç 5акр<коѵ è jiì xoóxodç^ t!"  (45,434ines 2-3) = "the holy man wept with 
them and said..." (45,33)
g) "ка і ßocu; Xoijiòv цгха 5акр\к1)ѵ аѵ^тсецтюѵ" (47,45,lines 10-11) = "Their shouts 
were mingled with their tears" (47,34)
h) "Tr( x^p iT i ôè xov Ѳеои 00x0) ках1!ѵг5уп 6 jciaxóxaxoç Xaòç, Ькпе xò е5афо<;
^avxioO fjvai xotç бакргхпѵ айхюѵ" (58, 57,lines 15-17) = "And by the grace o f God 
the hearts o f the faithful people were so touched to the quick that they watered the ground 
with their tears" (58,41)
noXX.T1ç ôè iKßot^aeox; yEvo^évriç ка״ (1 \ Jtávxcov ôáKpum v ѵ іксац іѵоѵ" (70, 
67,lines 18-19) = "A great shout arose and all were overcome [vanquished] by tears" 
(70,49)
j)  "Kcà IxXXaç xiváç фсоѵіЦ &ѵ£лецлоѵ |i£xà 0акргк1)ѵ" (71, 68,lines 26-27) = "And 
other such exclamations they poured forth with tears" (71,50)
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To summarize, it is clear from the evidence presented that the 
structural device of weaving subthemes and formalaic phrases into the 
texts, while a salient feature o f "pletenie sloves" and Euthymius' style in 
general, was not an innovation o f Euthymius or o f the Hesychasts. 
Furthermore, the weaving o f subthemes is a feature o f the post- 
Metaphrastic texts only; whereas the use of formulaic phrases o f emotion 
are employed in the earliest Slavic vitæ, which are examples o f the pre- 
Metaphrastic hagiography.
We would posit that the practice of developing and interweaving 
subthemes into a hagiographie text as Euthymius does (thus creating many 
leitmotifs, as it were) is one of his contributions within the Slavic tradition 
of life-writing toward its total assimilation into the Metaphrastic norm.
We have now completed our inquiry into the first two structural 
components o f the Euthymian vitæ, i.e. the weaving of subthemes and the 
use of formulaic phrases of emotion. The third component to be considered 
is the device o f rhetorical questions. As stated in chapter one of this 
section, they are used by the author o f a vita as a device to advance the 
narrative and signal to the reader or interlocutor a shift in focus; usually 
they signal and introduce sections in the narrative that deal with the deeds 
of the hero; or, alternately, they are used to introduce a panegyrical 
passage to the hero.
The oldest hagiographie texts examined here, the LAnth and the LC 
do not employ this device at all; the LSym(Sav) employs a rhetorical 
question only to introduce the panegyric to Symeon in chapter V; but the 
LKlOxr employs a total of ten rhetorical questions, significantly more than 
any of the Euthymian texts:
384
к) " к а і жрооег^ацёѵои айхой цеха бакрбсоѵ *pòç xòv Ѳедѵ, euOecrç
е1саѲар10Ѳт10аѵн (77,75,lines 2-4) = "and after he prayed with tears to God, they were 
immediately cleansed" (77,55)
1) "b 6e ÍKTioç àv11p...cru7XD0£1ç xotç 5ак р  ба1ѵ" (79, 76, lines 2-5) = "the holy man־
was dissolved in tears" (79,56)
m) "ббѵрцшѵ к а і ôaicptkov á<J>évx£Ç xXfjôoç, ?ixov кокъ ѵ  âu ie iéteaav aíaei
ßpovxife" (95, 89Jines 28-30) = "they burst into such weeping and wailing that the noise 
of ther lamentation sounded like unto a clap o f thunder" (95,67)
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a) "Tiveç o ïv  01 mxépeç o ïxo i, xà^a Слтгітг цаѲеіѵ;" (П.4,78,line 
20) = "Perhaps you would like to know who these church fathers are?" 
(11.4,94)
b) "T i ׳уойѵ xcoiotiai;" (П.6,80,line 7) = "And so, what were they to do?" 
(П.6,95)
c) "xíç ó KXrjpoç, xáxa 7co0etxe цаѲеіѵ" (IV  [sic V I].22,94,line 18) = 
"Perhaps you are curious to know what this inheritance was?" (VI.22,101)
d) "Та ēm toútoiç  xíç av екбілтлаетаі Xóyoq, fta a  ка к іа  Адфоц^ѵп 
ôvvaaxeíaç elp׳yáaaxo" (ХІ.34,110,1іпе 6) = "What speech can describe 
the evils that followed, once corruption was given power?" (XI.34,108)
e) "T i тсаѲеТѵ оіеаѲе tòv icaxépa, ׳r i §è огж еіяеіѵ тоаогЗтоѵ rcévOoç 
етп. тсо Tcaiôi xòiç Çávoiç IXeeivcoç бъахъхлааѵха;" (XV.44,116,line 
29-30) = "What, do you think, did the father feel? What did he not say to 
the foreigners, overwhelmed with grief and lament for his child?" 
(XV.44,111)
f) "T i xoivuv 0 7tax1ļp ;" (XV.46,120,line 1) = "And what did the father 
do?" (XV.46,112)
g) "Ta Ôè xo\) КХт1цеѵхо<; o ia ; àpa xaïç х іц а ц  xa^vcoGeiç ra i. \mep 
5  íjv  èa\)xòv Xx>71aán£voç eTxa к а і хрѵферсбхероѵ ££1ļae, návxa ף5ןז  
кахюрѲожёѵаі o tó ^vo ç ; й ка уг" (XV III.56,124,line 24-26) = "And 
what were the deeds of Kliment himself? Was he not filled with pride after 
the honor given him, did he not esteem himself something more than he 
was? And after this did he not start a life of luxury, reckoning that he had 
achieved everything? By no means!" (ХѴІП.56,115)
h) "T i Se;" (XXI.64,130,line 19) = "And what else?" (XXI.64,117).
i) "TÍ exi;" (XXVI.74,140Діпе 17) = "What else?" (XXVI.74,122)
j)  "K a i xi Ô8Î  Ц£ xáÔe ка і xáÔe гахар1Ѳц£1аѲаг,"(ХХѴІІІ.78, 144, line
7) = "Must I list these things?" (ХХѴІП.78,124)
The LIR contains six rhetorical questions, the LHM none, the LP five, and 
the LPh three:
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a) "Kto ubo s*kazati v^zmožetb togo ąźe togda tvoréèe trudy?"
(LIR,11,9) *  "Who can tell o f the works he then did?"
b) "S l^znyj že раку togo istočnikb kto po dostoaniju izvéstitb , 
v!>senoštnaa že takožde stoania i kolénopréklonenia?" ( ī JR,m, 10) = 
"Who is worthy to recount his "fountain o f tears" and alsp his all-night 
vigils and prayer?"
c) ״Nç čto?" (LIR,Ш ,10) = "WeU, what then?"
d) "Nç čto ubo krotkago v ladyky k ro tky j učenikb?" (LIR ,111,11) = 
"And what about the humble disciple o f the Humble Ruler?"
e) "Nç čto ubo tv o r it bog*, iže dē ti os ta v iti къ nemu p rix o d iti 
p o v e lé v y j? " (L IR ,III,11) = "And what did God do, He who has 
commanded that we leave our children and come to Him?"
f) "Nç čto ubo tvoritb , iže v 4>sé na p013ç tvorąj?" (LIR,V ,13) = "And so 
what did [God] do, He who does everything to some profit?"
g) "Nb к  to ubo toje po česti izrečetb dêania že i čjudesa, kto 
blagodéania i zastupljenia i prédstatelstva.״?" (LP,1,60) = "Who can 
relate in an honorable way her acts and miracles, who can tell o f her 
blessed acts and defense [against evil]?"
h) "Kako uboi porešitb prosi maa?" (LP,I,62) = "And how could she be 
deprived o f her request?"
i) "I čto m i pročeje ѵь dlbgotu p rostira ti slovo i slova slyśateljemb 
usrbdie zagraždati...?" (LP,I,62) = "But why should I draw out my 
words, making this story longer and, thereby, thwart the zeal o f its 
listeners...?"
j)  "Kto bo toje iže togda sbnovestb slbznyj istočnikb stenania že čestaa 
i nepréstannaa kto izrečetb, nizolégania že i tom ljenia visegdašnaa 
kto skažetb?" (LP,III,63) = "Who then w ill relate this [life ], a source of 
tears? Who w ill tell of her frequent and constant weeping? Who w ill tell of 
her constant prostration and exhaustion?"
k) "Cto bo i duxu tvojem u posljemb, ko to ry je  pésni, kotoraa 
xvaljen ia , kotoryje  poxvaly?" (LP,V III,75) = "What w ill we send to 
your spirit, what songs, what laudations, what praises?"
386
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1) "Cto bo ino bçdetb blažajšee i l i  povlanjējše duśą ony, iže sebe 
v^sedušno bogovi y^zloźiyśęą i togo zapovédemb poslćduęśtęą?" 
(LPh,1,78) = "What else could be more blessed or praiseworthy than the 
soul which has given itself completely over to God and which follows His 
law?"
m) "Cto ubo iže čjudesemb bogi?" (LPh,11,79) = "What [were] the other 
miracles of God?"
n) "S lizny j že toç kako skażę istočnikb, neprèstanaa ѵъгйухапіа, 
т1ъ<5апіе krasnoe, neprestannyą m olby. ćąstaa kolénopoklonenia, 
bes tras tie  konečnoe, lju b y  ąźe o bo^e, aggelskoe źi te is tvo i ina 
takova, taže 0 božlbjstbvnēj pokaza lju b v i? " (LPh,VI,87)= "How can I 
te ll o f her spring o f tears, her constant sighing, her beautiful quietude, her 
constant prayer, frequent kneeling, her endless stoicism, her love for God, 
her angelic life, and such things which she showed in divine love?"
The device o f using rhetorical questions in the narrative o f the saint's 
life  clearly predates the Euthymian tradition. Based on the texts used for 
this study, the device of weaving of subthemes appears only in those texts 
of the post-Metaphrastic period.
The fourth component o f the structural devices of the Euthymian vitæ 
that we must consider is the comparison topos, whereby the hero of a life  is 
compared favorably to a biblical or holy predecessor, or to some natural 
phenomenon, such as a celestial object. I f  one compares all the instances of 
the use of the comparison topos in all o f the texts included in this study, the 
figures suggest a rise in the use o f this topos in texts o f the post- 
Metaphrastic period. The LPh contains only two examples of the 
comparison topos, but the LHM contains seven, the LP eight and the LIR 
fifteen. The LSym(Sav) contains nine, the LKlOxr six, and the LTheod 
eight; whereas the LAnth and the LC contain only four.
The fifth , and last, structural component o f the Euthymian vita that 
must be taken into consideration is that o f genre-mixing, specifically the 
insertion of panegyrics into the narrative of a hagiographie text. Not only 
do some pre-Euthymian hagiographie texts o f non-Slavic origin contain 
panegyrics — such as the LAnth (see chapter 87), the LKlOxr (see chapter
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29) — but so do some pre-Euthymian hagiographie texts o f Slavic origin ״  
such as the LSym(Sav)10 and the Narrative of Boris and Gleb.11
To conclude our inquiry into the style and structure of the Euthymian 
vitæ, we can summarize our findings in the following statements:
1) None o f the rhetorical devices employed in the hagiographie texts 
o f Euthymius are new to the genre. The ihetorical devices appear in texts 
belonging to a ll periods in the development of the genre. What is new in 
the post-Metaphrastic tradition (beginning in Byzantine hagiography in the 
tenth century and in Slavic hagiograpy of the late twelfth/early thirteenth 
century) is the extent to which these devices are used, as in the LKlOxr, 
LSym(Sav), the LTheod, and the vitæ of Euthymius. In particular should 
be noted the fact that in the post-Metaphrastic tradition, the device of 
lexical anaphora becomes much more common, and long appositional series 
enter the genre in the post-Metaphrastic period from other forms of 
encomiastic literature. In terms of structural components, rhetorical 
questions and the comparison topos become much more prevalent in the 
post-Metaphrastic hagiographie texts.
2) The weaving of subthemes appears as a structural element in the 
hagiographie genre only in those texts o f the post-Metaphrastic period. 
Euthymius uses this device every bit as much as his Byzantine predecessors, 
such as Theophylact and Kallistos, and significantly more than any of his 
predecessors in the Slavic hagiographie tradition.
3) W ithin the category o f the weaving subthemes, the weaving of 
formulaic phrases o f emotion appears, on the whole, to no greater extent in 
the vitæ of Euthymius than in earlier texts. Unlike the feature of weaving 
o f subthemes, this device appears to some degree in the earliest o f Slavic 
vitæ, e.g. the LC and the Narrative of Boris and Gleb, and in the sixth- 
century Byzantine vita LDanStyl, all of which were written according to 
the stylistic and structural norms of pre-Metaphrastic texts.
4) The device of rhetorical questions is not used to any greater extent 
by Euthymius than by his post-Metaphrastic predecessors. The device, 
however, begins to appear in the hagiographie texts examined for this study
10 Sec Section III, Chapter 2, fn.99.
11 Sec Kantor, op.cit, 199.
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only in the post-Metaphrastic period. The LAnth and the LDanStyl and the 
earliest Slavic hagiographie texts do not employ this feature at all.
5) The comparison topos prevails in the hagiographie texts o f all 
periods, from the LAnth to Euthymius. There is, however, a significant 
rise in the frequency of the use of this topos in post-Metaphrastic texts.
6) To return to a question raised in the first chapter o f this section, 
the phenomenon o f genre-m ixing in hagiographie texts to include 
panegyrics (and even sermons, as in the LAnth, see chapters 16-60) is as 
old as the genre itself. Panegyrics can be found in hagiographie texts dating 
back to the time of the Early Desert Fathers, through the Metaphrastic 
period and the post-Metaphrastic period, down to Euthymius. 
Furthermore, this kind of generic intermixing is common to medieval 
literature in general, not just to the fourteenth century or to one particular 
school within that period.12
In terms of style and structure, then, there is not a single component 
o f Euthymius' texts that can be deemed original. Every rhetorical feature 
and structural component can be traced to earlier sources — both pre- and
12 See Д.С.Лихачов ( ־ Лихачев), “Старославянските литератури като 
система,” Литературна мисъп I (1969): 3-38. On р. 23 he writes: "Понятието 
произведение' е по-сложно в средновековната литература, отколкото в 
новата. Произведението—това е и летопис, и включващите се в летописа 
отделяй повести, жития, послания. То е и житие като цяло, и отделни 
описания на чудеса, 'похвали,' песнопения, които се включват в това 
ж итие. Поради това отделните части на произведението могат да 
принадлежат на различии жанрове, а тъй като през средните векове 
художественият метод е тясно свързан с жанра на произведението, то в 
различните свои части произведението е могло да бъде написано по 
различии художествени методи." ("The notion o f a ,work' is more complex in 
medieval literature than in contemporary literature. I f  the work be a chronicle, then the 
chronicle is comprised o f separate tales, lives, epistles. And the vita as a whole contains 
separate descriptions o f miracles, 'panegyrics,' psalmody, which are all included in the 
vita. Because o f this, the separate parts o f a work can belong to different genres; and 
because the medieval artistic method is closely bound up with the genre o f the work, then 
in its different parts the work can be written according to different artistic methods.")
For studies on the question o f genre idenfication specifically w ithin medieval Slavic 
literature, cf. D m itrij Ciževski], "On the Question o f Genres in Old Russian Literature," 
H a r v a r d  Slavic Studies 2 (1954): 105-115; Norman W. Ingham, "Genre-Theory and Old 
Russian Literature," Slavic a n d  Eastern E u r o p e a n  Journal  31 (1987): 234-245; Gail 
Lenhoff, "Categories of Early Russian W riting," Slavic a n d  Eastern European Journal  31 
(1987): 259-279; G. Lenhoff, ,Toward a Theory o f Protogenres in Medieval Russian 
Letters," The Russian Review  43 (1984): 31-54; and Klaus-Dieter Seeman, "Genres and 
the A lterity o f Old Russian Literature," Slavic a n d  Eastern European Journal  31 (1987): 
246-258.
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post-Metaphrastic — all o f which predate the period of the fourteenth- 
century Hesychastic Revival. Euthymius certainly employed abundantly the 
devices of weaving subthemes and the comparison topos — already found in 
such pre-Hesychast Byzantine predecessors as Theophylact and to a more 
lim ited extent in the Serbian Life  o f Symeon by Sava ־־ but he did not 
introduce these techniques into the genre.
The next section o f this work w ill examine the history o f the 
Hesychastic movement and its importance for the Slavs; the content o f the 
vitæ o f Euthymius (specifically, the ways in which the texts reflect and 
allude to the tenets o f Hesychast mysticism); and the last chapter w ill 
attempt to characterize the Metaphrastic and Euthymian aesthetic within the 
framework o f literary theory.
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Chapter 1: 
On the Origins of Hesychasm and its 
Role in Orthodox Slavic Culture
Each day, as it comes, brings its own shadow 
for the soul, and the nights, taking over the 
troubles o f the day, beguile the rrund with the 
same phantasies. Tbere is but one escape from 
these distractions, a complete separation from 
the world.1
-Saint Basil the Great
Hesvchasm and Earlv C hristian ity:
In order to better understand the content of Hesychasm in the vitæ by 
Patriarch Euthymius and the significance of the movement for fourteenth- 
century Slavic and Byzantine religious life, it is appropriate that we should 
first examine in some detail the origins and history of the movement and its 
manifestation in Slavic Orthodox culture.
Many scholars who have dealt with the subject of Hesychasm, its 
dissemination among the Slavs in Bulgaria, Serbia2 and East Slavdom, and 
its assumed consequences for literary creation in these lands, tend to 
approach the issue from primarily one perspective; namely, Hesychasm's 
fourteenth-century Byzantine revival and not its entire history as a mystical 
movement.3 The term "Hesychasm", in fact, designates different things
1 Epistle II [Benedictine order] of S t Basil to Gregory Nazianzus, in St. Basil, Letters 1- 
185, The Fathers o f the Church, vol. 13, New York: The Fathers o f the Church, 1951, p.6.
2 For general studies on Hesychasm in Serbia, cf. В.Розов, "Синаитцы в Сербии в 
X I V  ъеке ~Byzantinoslavica^ 1 (1929): 16-20; M.Vasič, "LTiésychasme dans l'Eglise et 
l'art des Serbes au Moyen Âge," in L 'a rt byzantin chez les Slaves, Receuil dédié à la 
mémoire de Theodore Uspenskij, 1, 110-123, Paris, 1930; and A.E. Tachioas, "Le 
monachisme serbe de saint Sava et la tradition hésychaste athonite," in Хиландарски 
зборник, v o l.l, 83-90, edited by G.Ostrogorsky, Belgrade: Српска Академи)а 
наука и уметности, 1966.
3 The most comprehensive scholarship to date done on the history of the movement is that 
of Professor John Meyendorff, who is cited extensively in this chapter. For some other 
good general overviews, consult J.Bois, "Les hésychastes avant le X lVe siècle," Échos 
d'O rient 1 (1901): 1-11; J.Bois, "Les débuts de la controverse hésychaste," Échos 
d'O rient 5 (1902): 353-362; Игнатий Брянчанинов, О молитве Исусовой, 
Санкт-Петербург, 1867; I.Hauscherr "La méthode d'oraison hésychaste,"O rientalia  
Christiana Analecta 9.2 (1927): 101-210; I.Hauscherr, "Les grands courants de la 
spiritualité orientale," Orientalia Christiana periodica 1 (1935): 114-138; I.Hauscherr,
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depending on where it is examined on the time line of its long evolution. 
The history o f this branch of mysticism spans over a thousand years, from 
the times o f the early Desert mystics of the fourth and fifth  centuries o f the 
Christian era to the period of the theological polemics between Gregory 
Palamas (1296-1359) and Barlaam the Calabrian (ca.1290-ca.1348) in 
fourteenth-century Byzantium; and the Hesychast tradition continues to 
survive even into the twentieth century.
This chapter w ill trace the origins of Hesychastic mysticism from the 
early Desert Fathers to the fourteenth-century Byzantine Athonite revival, 
which culminated with the formulation of the defense of the movement by 
Palamas and the spread o f the movement to Slavic lands through the 
teaching o f Gregory the Sinaite. Before venturing into an investigation of 
the origins and influences of Hesychasm on Slavic culture, one must first 
understand the roots of that influence.
We can use as a point o f departure for our own investigation the 
four definitions o f Hesychasm proposed by John Meyendorff, all o f which 
are interrelated to some extent but have to be understood within a separate 
historical fra m e w o rk .4 He writes that Hesychasm, first, "designates the 
phenomenon o f Christian monastic life, based on contemplation and ,pure 
prayer’, o f which the writings o f the great Evagrius Ponticus (fourth 
century) are the firs t articulate expression."5 Secondly, he writes that 
Hesychasm also refers to a mystical tradition of meditative prayer and
"Hćsychasme et prière,M Orientalia Christiana analecta 176 (1966): 1-308; Bishop Kallistos 
o f Diokleia, T he  Holy Name o f Jesus in East and West: the Hesychasts and Richard 
Rolle," Sobornost: E.CJt  4.2 (1982): 163-184; George A. Maloney, Russian Hesychasm: 
T h e  Spirituality of Nil Sorskij, The Hague: Mouton, 1973, pp. 269-279; Г.А. Острогор- 
ский, "Афонские исихасты и их противники, (К истории поздневизан- 
тийской культуры)," Записки Русского научного института в Белграде, 5, 
Белград, 1931 ; М M ulić, “Pletenije sloves i hesihazam," Radovi zavoda za slovensku 
filoloģiju  7 (Zagreb, 1965): 141-156, esp.pp.150-155; Н.Кочев, "И дейно- 
теоретические корни исихазма," Études balkaniques 1 (1973): 41-61.
4 See J. Meyendorff, Byzantine Hesychasm: Historical, Theological a n d  Social Problems , 
London: Variorum Reprints, 1974. See also pp.447-452 o f his more recent article,"Is 
,Hesychasm' the Right Word? Remarks on Religious Ideology in the Fourteenth Century," 
Okeānos, Festschrift on the Sixtieth Birthday o f I bor Sevčenko, H a r v a r d  Ukrainian 
Studies 7 (1983): 447-456.
5 See introduction to Meyendorff, Byzantine Hesychasm.  Pages o f the introduction are 
unnumbered.
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specific psychosomatic disciplines which, as Hesychasm gained ground 
amongst these early desert monks, became increasingly and eventually 
inseparably associated with the monks (Hesychasts) who embraced it, 
thereby obtaining the designation "Hesychasm." Thirdly, Meyendorff 
writes that Hesychasm also refers to the theological system proposed by 
Gregory Palamas in his *Yrcèp ׳ш ѵ  lepíoç fjauxaÇóvxcDV, written as a 
defense of the methods of prayer practiced by Gregory's fellow Hesychasts 
against the charges of heresy levelled by Barlaam.6 Fourthly, and lastly, 
Meyendorff asserts the existence of a "political Hesychasm", that is, the 
social, cultural and political ideology which Byzantium exported, as it 
were, to the Balkan Slavs and later to East Slavic lands.
One o f the objectives of this chapter is to examine which elements of 
the Hesychast tradition were passed on to medieval Slavic culture; 
therefore, we w ill have to determine to what extent this fourth distinction 
o f Hesychasm made by Meyendorff is a composite o f the first three 
elements or whether it excludes any of them.
The term "Hesychasm" comes from the Greek word 
meaning "silence" or "quietude". The term "Hesychast", or "fjcruxaoTTfe", 
(meaning therefore "one who practices quietude or silence") had been used 
to designate a monk since the beginnings o f Christian monastic history.7 
During this period of the early Desert Fathers o f the fourth and fifth  
centuries, to be a monk meant by virtue o f its root ("^lóvoç" = alone, 
single) to live the life  of a hermit. Although many early monks lived in 
isolation in the desert, it seem that from the earliest times anchoritic
6 The work consists o f nine treatises that are divided into three parts. For this reason it is 
sometimes referred to as the Triads.
7 Cf. J. Meyendorff, Byzantine Legacy in the Orthodox Chruch, Crestwood, New York: 
S t Vladim ir’s Seminary Press, 1982, p. 168. This work w ill be referred to hereafter by the 
abbreviation BL.
Cf. also M ulić, "Pletenije sloves i hesihazam," p.151; he writes: "This much is clean in 
the early Byzantine period, Hesychasm was seen as synonymous with the life  o f a hermit" 
( Stvar je jasna: u ranob־ izan tijsko  doba hesi hazam se po istoveću je  s 
pūstin jaštvom .’ ). N. Koćev (Н.Кочев), in his article "Идейно-теоретические 
корни исихазма,‘ Études balkaniques 1 (Sofia, 1973): 48-61, p.48, echoes M u lić  s 
opinion, noting that in the early Byzantine period Hesychasm was "identified with a 
hermit's life " ("в ранневизантийскую эпоху исихазм был отождествляем с 
отшельничеством").
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communities existed alongside cenobitic ones. Achieving the quietude o f 
spiritual stillness ("fja u x ia ") was the main purpose for leading such a life  
o f seclusion and asceticism. The term "^a v x a o x fiç " appears in the 
writings of Evagrius Ponticus (345/6-399) and his friend St. Gregory o f 
Nyssa (335-395), who together with his brother, St. Basil the Great, and St. 
Gregory Nazianzus, made up the group known as the Cappadocian Fathers.
In the writings of these men, "Hesychasm" is used to designate the 
life  o f a monk in general, not a religious movement or group apart from 
the common monastic practice contemporary to them. "Hesychasm" as a 
term to identify a distinct religious and mystical movement was not used 
until the fourteenth-century Byzantine revival o f the Hesychastic methods 
o f prayer, largely resuscitated by Gregory the Sinaite and a supporter o f 
his teachings, Gregory Palamas. As a result o f this revival, the 
practitioners of this meditative prayer became identified formally as a 
group. Before the revival, the Hesychast ascetics had been identified in the 
East simply as practitioners of an ongoing tradition of meditative prayer.
From the time o f Evagrius, Hesychasm became associated with a 
particular philosophy behind the act o f prayer. Evagrius interpreted New 
Testament references to constant prayer8 as the ultimate method of spiritual 
purification .9 Evagrius did not prescribe the repetition of one particular 
prayer (though he did extol the healing power of the Psalms). It would not 
be until the mystical writings of Pseudo-Macarius10, St. Diadochus of 
Photice, and especially St. John Climacus that Hesychast mysticism became 
centered on and firm ly rooted in the practice o f one specific prayer, the 
Jesus Prayer, or "prayer of the heart" (i.e., "Lord Jesus Christ, Son of 
God, have mercy on me, a sinner," or "Ktfpie Írçaotf Xpiaxè mè той 
ѲеоІ), èXeeíaov 1£ן xòv ацарт(0Я.0ѵ"), which was extremely common in
8 e.g. M t 6.6, 1 Thess 5.17.
9 Cf. J. Meyendorff, Saint Gregory Palamas and Orthodox Spirituality, Crestwood, NY :
S l Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1974, pp.20-23. This work w ill be referred to hereafter by 
the abbreviation SGP&.OS.
10 Macarius is more correctly referred to as Pseudo-Macarius as modem scholarship has 
discovered that the works historically attributed to St. Macarius had been done so 
erroneously. S t Macarius was Evagrius' spiritual master in the Egyptian desert o f Scete. In 
the few of his apophthegmata (short, instructive sayings) which are s till extant, he shows 
himself to be one of the first practitioners o f Evagrian "pure prayer."
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the earliest Byzantine liturgies. The Jesus Prayer later becomes shortened 
to simply a repetition of the name of Jesus.
The Jesus Prayer is so essentially tied to Hesychastic spirituality that 
a study of the origins of Hesychasm or its Byzantine revival would be 
incomplete without an investigation into the origins and practices of the 
prayer itself. Moreover, the Jesus Prayer tradition must be understood in 
order to understand the Palamite controversies, which were caused by the 
Hesychasts' traditional methods of prayer and their goal to attain a vision 
of the "Divine" or "Taboric Light".
The tradition of this contemplative prayer among the Hesychasts has 
a long history of practice, the origins o f which are not entirely clear, and a 
long evolution as a doctrine, which is codified in the extant writings of 
many important figures in Orthodox patristic theology.
The Jesus Prayer is an ancient prayer. It is known that constant 
repetition of the Jesus Prayer in the Eastern Church goes back to the Desert 
Fathers,11 and that mysticism associated with the name of God goes back at 
least as far as the ancient Hebrews. G illet writes that Yahweh "was a kind 
of entity detachable from the divine person, a greatness existing in itself, 
alongside this person."12 In pre-Christian pagan culture, too, the invocation 
of the name of the deity played an important role. G illet notes that it is 
found among the Mandaeans and the cults of Isis and Astarte.13
Because the ancient Hebrews associated mystical powers with the 
utterance of the name Yahweh, G illet notes that a concept of spirituality 
naturally developed in which the utterance could either constitute a 
"sanctification of the name" (kiddush hashem) or a "profanation of the 
name", (h illu l hashem).14 It is presumably this tradition that the Christian 
world inherited as a direct model for its veneration of the name o f Christ.
.356353
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11 Cf. Meyendorff, SGP&OS, p.24, and L.G illet, The Jesus Prayer, edited by Kallistos 
Ware, Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1987, p.30.
12 G illet, op.cit., 23.
Í3 G illet, op.cit, 23.
14 Gillet, op.cit, 23-25.
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One of the first Christian writers to allude to the power contained in 
the name of Jesus was Hennas in the Shepherd (2nd century ,A D ) who says 
"to bear the name o f the Son of God...[is] to lay aside mortality and to 
assume life Origen (3rd century A ״15. D ), in his Contra Celsum , writes, 
"Even today the name of Jesus frees people from mental distraction, puts 
devils to flight, cures the sick.16״
Throughout these early centuries of Christianity the name of Jesus 
Christ was invoked in prayer, but no formal theology o f a Jesus Prayer 
tradition was elaborated until the sixth-century Sinaite monastic ism17, 
largely by S t John Climacus, who w ill be discussed in more detail below.
Even the Cappadocian Fathers, contemporaries o f Evagrius and Ps- 
Macarius do not develop the theme o f the name o f Jesus as a formal 
meditative device.18 Nor does one find any special mention in the writings 
o f the contemporaries o f the Cappadocians, Athanasius or John 
Chrysostom. Indeed, the only Cappadocian Father from which Palamas 
draws heavily in his defense of the Hesychast tradition of the Jesus Prayer 
is Gregory of Nyssa, the only mystic amongst the Fathers. 19
Meanwhile in the West, St. Ambrose (fourth century A D ) became 
interested in the connection between deep spiritual meditation and the name 
of Jesus. G illet writes, "Acording to [St. Ambrose, Jesus'] name was 
contained in Israel like perfume in a vessel."20 St. Paulinas o f Noia (354־ 
431) and Pope St. Damascus (366-84) were also contributors to the 
theology of the name of Jesus.
The absence of an elaborated tradition of repeating the name of Jesus 
in prayer amongst the early Desert Fathers does not lead conclusively to 
any assumption that they did not practice such a prayer. On the contrary,
0005ѲЗБЗ
398
15 As quoted by Gillet, op.cit, 25.
16 As quoted by G illet, op.cit, 28. Origen is alluding to Acts 19.
17 G illet, op.cit, 35.
18 G illet, op.cit, 31.
19 G illet, op.cit, 30.
20 G illet, op.cit, 29.
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the appearance of a later tradition among the Islamic mystics, the "dikhr" 
(also a prayer o f the Divine Name), could suggests a direct influence from 
an earlier but unattested Christian tradition of the Jesus Prayer on Islam.21 
G illet notes that two early (fourth century) apophthegmata of Syrian 
origin, collected by Bousset, are devoted to the mysticism o f the name of 
Jesus.22
The fourth-century Desert Fathers used the Kúpie èXeeíaov 
formula in which God, not the Son, Jesus, is invoked.23 Gillet's conclusion 
is that this tradition of short prayer became fused among the Hesychasts 
with the name of the Son, and the result was the Jesus Prayer.24
Evagrius Ponticus was one of the first intellectuals to adopt the life  
of the early desert ascetics and is the first important figure in the histoiy o f 
a doctrine of the Jesus Prayer.25 Meyendorff writes that Evagrius was not 
"content with the ascetic practices [of his fellow monks] and manner of 
prayer, so he tried to integrate them into a metaphysical and anthropolo- 
gical system inspired by Neoplatonism."26 Since according to platonic 
philosophy man was possessed of a divine mind, which existed naturally 
and without matter, he was anthropologically defined as a divine mind 
trapped within a corporeal prison. Evagrius seemed to have found in this 
philosophy a justification, as suggested by Meyendorff27, for the desert life
21 See L.Gardet, "Un problème de mystique comparée: la mention du Nom divin — dikhr— 
dans la mystique musulmane," Revue Thomiste 3 (1952): 642-679; reprint 4 (1953): 197- 
216. See also Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 62.
22 Gillet, op.cit, 31.
23 See the Ufe o f Daniel the Stylite. The Greek text is found in Les saints stylites, edited 
by H. Delehaye, 1-94, Subsidia Hagiographica, no. 14. Brussels: Société des bollandistes, 
1923. An English translation may be found in Three Byzantine Saints, edited by E. Dawes 
and H. Baynes, 1-72, Crestwood,NY: S t Valdimir's Seminary Press, 1977. In chapter 33 
ones finds this passage: кар<коѵ bcpaÇov xò Kćpie ?teucrov" (32, 33, linel5).The 





27 Meyendorff, BL, 168.
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that he had embraced: one went to the desert, according to this justification, 
to forget the material, abjure the physical and the corporeal in order to 
develop and fortify the mind as an instrument of God.
In the century before Evagrius lived, neoplatonic philosophy had 
been employed by Origen, as a Christian theologian, whose aim was to 
elaborate a complete Christian philosophy based on the Scriptures and the 
works o f Plato. Plato's writings were cleary influential in the formulation 
of Hesychastic doctrine; the categories of the primordial state o f man in 
which his reason and understanding are unclouded and pure, a spiritual 
ascent, the ultimate contemplation (Ѳешріа) resulting in a vision of the 
bright sun during which one beholds a godlike face are a ll concepts 
common to Plato and the Hesychasts, particularly as elaborated in the 
fourteenth century under Gregory the Sinaite.28 Plato’s ideas reached later 
Hesychast intellectuals through the medium of such Christian, neoplatonic 
writers as Origen and Evagrius.
Louth, however, cautions us from making the assumption that there 
is more correspondence than actually existed between Origenistic and 
Platonic philosophy. He underscores the point that although Origen may 
have found in Platonic concepts a way of expressing the Christian's 
spiritual ascent, Origen's concepts, nevertheless, mean something very 
different from what Plato or Plotinus intended. "Origen is talking about the 
life  o f a baptized Christian within the Church; Plato and Plotinus about the 
search for ultimate truth by an intellectual élite."29
Evagrius drew directly from Origen in his neoplatonic sympathies.30 
Long after his death, Evagrius was condemned by the ecumenical Council 
o f 553 for his Origenistic theology31; however, despite the supposed
28 See A. Louth's discussion o f Plato in The Origins o f the Christian Mystical Tradition 
From Plato to Denys, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981, pp. l .־17
29 ibid., 53.
30 See H. Станчев, Поетика на старобългарска литература, София: Наука и 
иэкуство, 1982, р. 13. Не writes that the ideas o f Origen were most widely developed in 
the writings o f the Cappadocian Fathers, especially in those o f Gregory o f Nyssa. 
According to Gregory, the most important goal of man is the knowledge o f God's beauty 
[божествената красота].
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heretical nature of Evagrius' writings, they continued to be circulated and 
read, often under the pseudonym o f St. Nilus. Meyendorff writes that 
Evagrius, better than any other early teacher of monastic spirituality 
"formulated...that fundamental doctrine on prayer which w ill inspire the 
hesychasts in all later centuries."32
The early spiritual fathers taught that the way to discover "fj crucia", 
through which one obtained the highest possible communion with God, was 
through a life  o f solitude and silence. Evagrius Ponticus was living the life  
o f an ascetic when he formulated his doctrine on prayer. The doctrine was 
adopted by his fellow monks and became associated with them. This was 
the notion of "pure prayer", or "mental prayer" (voepà яроае׳их^)» as he 
called it. Evagrius taught that the practice of this kind of prayer should be 
the goal of everyone.
Evagrius' doctrine itself was simple in essence, but it called for 
extreme intellectual and spiritual discipline: the most important activity 
toward spiritual improvement was prayer, specifically "mental prayer"33, 
and this was the only activity that one should be concerned with: "prayer 
without ceasing" as it is stated in 1 Thess 5.17. In the Life o f St. Anthony 
(written between 356 and 357), Athanasius writes that "he prayed contin- 
ually, because he learned that one must pray in secret without ceasing."34
It seems that by choosing "mental prayer" as a term, Evagrius was 
not only revealing his own neoplatonic convictions, but he was advocating a 
mode o f prayer in which one employs prim arily the forces o f 
concentration. In addition to exalting statements on the practice of prayer 
in and of itself (e.g. "Prayer is the ascent of the intellect to God", and 
"Prayer is the energy which accords with the dignity of the intellect; it is
32 ibid., 168.
33 See Д. Ангелов, "Към историята на религиозно-философската мисъл в 
средновековна България--исихазъм и варлаамитство," Б ъ л га р ско то  
историческо дружество 25 (София, 1967): 73-92, р.79.
34 For the English text, see Early Christian Biographies, The Fathers o f the Church, 
no. 15, edited by R.J. Deferrari, New York: Fathers o f the Church, 1952  ̂ chapter 3, 
p. 137. The original texts reads: "Пр0сп1<$хе10 5è ouvexÕç, цаѲсЬѵ, îm  ôei кат’ tSíav 
лроае\$хеоѲ<ы &&aXd7rra>ę." (See J.־P. Mignę, Patrologia G raca, vol.26, p.845).
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the intellect's true and highest activity"35), one finds specific quotations in 
Evagrius' "Chapters on Prayer" that point to a definition of "mental 
prayer". For Evagrius, "mental prayer" first o f all implies mental concen- 
tration:
[35]. Undistracted prayer is the highest intellection of the intellect
[42]. Whether you pray w ith brethren or alone, try to pray not simply as a 
routine, but with conscious awareness o f your prayer.
[43]. Conscious awareness o f prayer is concentration accompanied by 
reverence, compunction and distress o f the soul as it  confesses its sins with 
inward sorrow.36
Secondly, "pure prayer" implies control over the intellect, whose 
seat, along with the soul, is in the mind:
[52]. We practise the virtues in order to achieve contemplation of the Logos 
whogives them their being: and He manifests Himself when we are in the state 
o f prayer.
[54]. He who wishes to pray truly must not only control his...power and his 
desire, but must also free himself from every impassioned thought37
In addition to these precepts, Evagrius, true to his neoplatonic roots, 
includes as a prerequisite for "pure prayer" the separation of mind from 
body; and the suspension of all bodily and evil sensations:
[62]. When your intellect in its great longing for God gradually withdraws 
from the flesh and turns away from all thoughts that have their source in 
your sense-perception, memory or soul-body temperament, and when it 
becomes fu ll o f reverence and joy, then you may conclude that you are close 
to the frontiers o f prayer.
[64]. He fills  [the intellect] w ith whatever knowledge He wishes; and 
through the intellect He calms the uncontrolled impulses in the body.
[105]. Detach yourself from concern for the body when you pray; do not let 
the sting o f a flea or a fly , the bite o f a louse or a mosquito, deprive you o f
the fru it o f your prayer.38
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As Meyendorff observes, it is with the writings o f Evagrius that "the 
desert anchorites began to speak the language of the Christian didascaleion 
o f Alexandria."39 Because of Evagrius’ writings, New Testament precepts 
on prayer for these monks became the way of meditation. Evagrius himself 
taught that only through this kind o f prayer could human beings restore 
their natural relationship with God; and as the only part o f the human 
1 organism that was naturally divine was the mind, it was then through the
I
mind, by way of "mental prayer", that this relationship could be 
restored.40 His followers took his doctrine so much to heart that they 
rejected everything but prayer and deliberately withdrew from cenobitic 
communities.41
This shift o f Hesychast spirituality away from an Origenistic 
orientation was largely accomplished by the S p iritua l H om ilies o f Ps- 
Macarius. W ith Ps-Macarius, the mystical writings of Evagrius on "pure 
prayer" receive a christocentric interpretation.42 As Christianity had no 
need to make a separation of mind and body (after all, Christ was human 
and divine, body and mind together) one could employ both to sanctify the 
whole being. The Neoplatonic opposition of the body and mind could be 
discarded in favor of a concept o f the mind and body working together in 
unison towards purification, a concept based on the Christian doctrine of 
the Incarnation.43 The incarnation of God in Christ into an entire human 
person was a demonstration of the fact that both the body and the soul 
could be sanctified.44
39 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 20.
40 Meyendorff, BL, 168.
41 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 21.
42 Meyendorff, BL, 169.
43 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 24. He suggests that the concept o f man as a single whole in 
the Macarian vocabulary is inspired by the Stoics as well as by the Bible.
44 See Д.Ангелов, "Към историята," 77. He writes that the Hesychasts were against 
the Bogomils and other Dualists who thought that only man's soul is inspired by God, and 
his body is a creation o f an evil power. They maintained that both soul and body stem from 
God, and the flesh is his temple. They wanted to renew the spiritual tie between man and 
God that had been broken by sin, i.e. for man to restore himself to the state o f Adam, as
рООБбЗБЗ
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In this christocentric reinterpretation, the soul is seated not in the 
mind but in that organ o f the body through which the incarnate God is 
accessible: the heart. According to the writings of Ps-Macarius, one should 
employ the heart, since that is where the Name of the Incarnate Word 
dwells in all humans.45 W ith Ps-Macarius, the Evagrian "mental prayer" 
becomes reinterpreted as "the prayer o f the heart."
This historical development in the history of Hesychastic spirituality 
takes a broad leap between the writings of Evagrius and Ps-Macarius. With 
Evagrius, the Hesychasts are for the first time associated not only with the 
ascetic practices they embraced as early Christian monks, but also with a 
particular philosophical approach to the act of praying itself. W ith Ps- 
Macarius' writings, the Jesus Prayer — as a formal discipline discussed 
later by Diadochus (fifth  century) and John Climacus (sixth century) — is 
clearly on its way to being incorporated into the canon of Hesychastic spiri- 
tuality. Ps-Macarius' contribution is the mysticism of the heart, around 
which the Jesus Prayer philosophy of the Hesychasts is elaborated. With SS 
Diadochus and John Climacus, the Hesychasts — in addition to being 
associated with the revised Macarian philosophical approach to prayer, 
"prayer o f the heart" — come to be identified by their practice o f one 
specific prayer, the Jesus Prayer:
For [Diadochus and John Climacus], prayer was basically a simple though 
d ifficu lt displine o f "keeping one's mind in the heart," o f "placing" there the 
name o f Jesus—since the name of God is identified with the presence o f the 
divine person Himself—or o f "attaching the name of Jesus to one's breath"
(S t John Climacus).4**
Another important figure in the formation of Hesychastic doctrine is 
Ps-Dionysius. According to his mystical system, the path of mystical 
ecstasy -- which is attainable only for a select few and which is directly tied 
to an anchoritic life ״47   leads to a knowledge of godliness, to a closeness
Gregory the Sinaite preached, to renew the "premordial perfection" (първобитно 
съвършенство) that was man's before his fa ll from grace.
45 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 38.
46 Meyendorff, BL, 171.
47 See K. Stanley's (К. Станчев) discussion o f the Areopagite's teachings in Поетика 
на старобългарската литература, p. 15. Не writes: "In the system o f Pseudo-
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with God. According to Ps-Dionysius, one could be bapised anew in the 
pursuit o f monasticism.48
The founding of the monastery o f St. Catherine on Mt. Sinai in 527 
by Emperor Justinian I was to have enormous impact on the spread of 
Christian culture in general, and specifically on the development o f an 
elaborate Jesus Prayer tradition among the Hesychasts and its diffusion. 
The spirituality o f the "Taboric Light" had come to represent the 
Hesychasts' goal o f prayer49 ־־ to have the Divine Light o f God revealed to 
them as it had been revealed to Jesus' disciples on Mt. Tabor. Origen in the 
third century and St. Gregory o f Nyssa in the fourth century had linked 
this light mysticism to the Biblical image of Moses on Mt. Sinai. In fact, the 
Hesychasts' elaboration of a mysticism o f the Taboric Light can already be 
seen in Gregory of Nyssa's Life o f Moses.5® As Meyendorff points out, it 
was appropriate that the Hesychast spirituality should flourish on the "very 
spot where God had given the Law of people [to Moses]."51 It is here that 
the Jesus Prayer tradition as a formal mystical theology of the Heschasts 
was elaborated.
A century before the founding of the monastery on Mt.Sinai, St. 
Diadochus of Photice (400-486?), whom Meyendorff credits as being "a 
great popularizer o f desert spirituality o f the Byzantine world"52, wrote
405
Dionysius there are two ways to acquire a knowledge o f the divine, to [attain] a closeness 
with God. One is the path of mystical ecstacy, which is for a select few and which is 
directly tied to the practice o f an anchoritic life  [отшелничеството]. This line is continued 
even by later Byzantine thinkers...and leads eventually to the theory and practice o f 
Hesychasm in the 14th century."
48 See Николай Кочев, page 49 o f his article "Идейно-теоретические корни 
исихазма, Études balkaniques 1 (1973): 48-61.
49 See Д.Лиге лов, op.cit.,79-80; see also, Bois, "Les hésychastes avant le ХГѴе siècle," 
10, writes that according to the Hesychasts, the Divine Light is the way God manifests 
himself in the soul o f the Hesychast, a result o f the physical and spiritual disciplines. The 
Light penetrates the soul, purifying and sanctifying.
50 See A. Louth, The Origins o f the Christian Mystical Tradition From Plato to Denys, 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981, p. 84.
51 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 32.
52 ibid., 30.
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his work On S p iritu a l Knowledge and D iscrim ination  in which he 
employed both Evagrian vocabulary and Macari an concepts to insist on the 
oneness of the mind and body and on the invocation of the name Jesus:53
[31]. When our intellect begins to perceive the grace o f the Holy Spirit, then, 
Satan, too, importunes the soul with a sense o f deceptive sweetness in the 
quiet times o f the night, when we fa ll into a light kind o f sleep. I f  the intellect 
at that time cleaves fervently to the remembrance o f the glorious name o f the 
Lord Jesus and uses it  as a weapon against Satan's deception, he gives up this 
trick and for the future w ill attack the soul directly and personally. As a result 
the intellect clearly discerns the deception o f the evil one and advances even
further into the art o f discrimination.54
The founding o f the Jesus Prayer tradition as a formal practice is 
credited however to the great Sinaite doctor St. John Climacus (580־ 
650).55 In his mystical work The Ladder (or КХТЦ.Ы; in Greek, whence his 
name), St. John continued the Macarian theme of the heart mysticism and 
adds to the tradition one of its most important components: a particular 
role o f the body in prayer. Bois writes that Climacus devotes a long 
chapter in his treatise on מ’י\ ןו0^  but he goes a step further by 
distinguishing between the notions of "Hesychasm of the body" (f)a  oxi(X׳
a(0| ia io ç) and "Hesychasm o f the mind" (f)cruxia \|П>ХЛ£)•56 В°Л  аге 
necessary for Ѳесоріа (contemplation) and a vision of the Divine Light. 
This is what forms the basis o f Gregory the Sinaite's teachings o f íipáÇiç 
and ѲесорСа, or, in Slavonic, dé jan ie  and s ize rzan ie . Climacus also 
writes o f the (Хряступ rcpòç Кг>рюѵ, the "rapt en Dieu" (or the "seizure in 
God"), and the "g ift o f tears." Meyendorff suggests that the tradition of 
Hesychast psychosomatic prayer may have begun with the writings o f St. 




55 See G illet, op.ciL,39; see also p.37 for mention o f SS John and Barsanuphius, two 
other 6th century representatives o f Sinaite spirituality. The two lived in a monastery near 
Gaza, wrote letters, over 840 o f which are still extant, on spiritual matters. These letters 
apparently were not a personal correspondence, but were intended as edifying reading for 
others. In them is stressed the importance o f the name of Jesus.
5^ Bois, "Les hésychastes avant le X IV  siècle," 4.
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Certain passages might even lead us to believe that the Sinaitic abbot already 
knew the practice o f uniting the Jesus Prayer to breathing, later adopted by 
the 14th-century hesychasts. Hence, it is not surprising to find many refer- 
ences to The Ladder in later authors, such as Nicephoros the Hesychast,
Gregory o f Sinai, and Gregory Palamas. The exceptional authority o f Clima- 
cus even led the Byzantine Church to celebrate his memory on the fifth  [sic., 
fourth] Sunday of Lent, thus ranking him first among the spiritual and ascetic 
doctors. 57
The first appearance of the appellation "Jesus Prayer" (ейхЛ ז׳0נג  
’ iT ļaoū) is so far attributed to a work which was written after St. John 
Climacus, though it has been falsely attributed to S t Hesychius, a priest at 
Jerusalem (c.450).58 The work quotes Climacus and was probably com- 
posed by a monk or group of monks associated with the Batos (burning 
bush) monastery on Sinai.
So far we have examined briefly the origins o f the particular 
Hesychastic philosophy on prayer, which finds its first expression in the 
vocabulary o f the Evagrian "pure prayer", and the origins o f the 
Hesychasts' adoption of one specific prayer. With the adoption of the Jesus 
Prayer as a means of putting Evagrian and Macarian philosophical 
approaches to prayer in practice, two important components o f the 
Hesychastic mystical tradition have been examined. The third component of 
the Hesychast method of prayer is the psychosomatic element o f the 
tradition, the actual physiological discipline of controlled breathing and 
bodily position, with the eyes' gaze fixed on the stomach. The discipline of 
controlled breathing practiced by the Hesychasts was done in order to 
locate the area o f the heart, "en cherchant à découvrir la région du 
coeur"59; and, as Bois points out, the heart was considered by the 
Hesychasts to be the center o f the soul, the seat o f God and the Divine 
Light.
The combination of this psychosomatic element o f controlled 
breathing with the element of repeating again and again the name of Jesus 
has led some to draw comparisons between the Hesychastic tradition and
57 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 35.
58 Gillet, op .cit, 40.
59 Bois, "Les hésychastes avant le ХІѴе siècle," p.9.
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the Tantric yoga tradition (with the repetition of "Jesus" serving as the 
analog to the Indian mantra).60 Thus far, research has not produced 
conclusive findings as to the extent or nature of such an influence between 
the two traditions.61
!Descriptions of the breathing techniques attached to the practice of 
the Jesus Prayer begin to appear most noticeably in the thirteenth-century 
writings of the Hesychasts, and not, however, with the Sinaitic monks of 
the period of St. John Climacus.62
G illet comments that the eighth and ninth centuries produced no 
outstanding texts concerning Hesychastic mystical tradition.63 The tenth 
century, however, produced St. Symeon the New Theologian (949-1022), 
who effectively bridged the gap between the early Desert Fathers and the 
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Hesychasts of the Byzantine Athonite 
revival period. In his Пері т<йѵ Tpió&v тролсоѵ t ï 1ç 7cpoae\)XT1ç» or 
Three Methods o f A ttention and Prayer,64 Symeon describes the 
importance of the heart and breath rhythms.65 It is he who develops the 
theme of our incorporation in Christ and introduces the psychosomatic 
elements o f prayer in his writings; he speaks of the concentration o f the 
eyes on the stomach during prayer. By doing this, one attains Ѳесоріа, a 
"firm ly established and undeviating" concentration.66 One possible reason
60 Cf. Thomas Matus, Yoga and the Jesus Prayer Tradition, An Experiment in Faith, 
Ramsey, NJ: Paulist Press, 1984, p.45; and Antoine Bloom, "L'Hésychasme...yoga 
Chrétien?" Cahiers du Sud No.sp. (1953): 177-195.
61 Bois, op.cit, 1, writes: "The adherents [o f Hesychasm] pretended, in fact, to arrive at a 
tangible vision of the D ivinity through an analogous-if not identical—procedure used by the 
fakirs o f India in order to obtain the "delicious repose" of Nirwana. [Eventually one would 
see] a mysterious light, the sight o f which...is a source o f unspeakable pleasure. This light 
was none other than that emanated by God, which was manifested to the prophets o f the 
Old Testament and revealed to the aposdes on M t Tabor."
62 Meyendorff, BL, 172.
63 G illet, op.cit, 41.
64 The authorship o f the text is still a point of controversy. See Bois, op.cit,9.
65 Matus, op.cit, 8.
66 G illet, op.cit, 41.
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fo r the focus on the stomach as a center o f convergence of the soul, mind 
and body during prayer is discussed by Gendle in the notes to his 
translation of Gregory Palamas' Triads :
According to mediaeval notions, the power of concupiscence is concentrated 
in the belly (hence the reference to 'law  of sin" that rules there and the use of 
the strong word ther (wild beast) for "intelligible animal". By fixing attention 
o f this "lower ha lf', the contemplation as it were descends to do battle in the 
area where evil is centered. Alternatively, "beast" may refer to the Devil,
whose seductive powers are concentrated in the belly.67
Another theoretician of the movement, Symeon the Younger, in his 
work Divinorum  amorum describes the vision of the Divine Light as the 
descent o f God to the soul, where He lights it up like a brilliant and warm 
sun.68
A ll the elements of Hesychastic mysticism, especially the methods of 
prayer, which are justified by the theology of the "Taboric Light", w ill 
become issues during the polemics between Palamas and Barlaam.69 
Barlaam labelled the practitioners of the Hesychastic methods of prayer as 
the 0цфаХ0 \|Д)х01 ("people with their souls in their navels").70
Thus far the first two of Meyendorffs definitions of the term 
"Hesychasm" outlined in the beginning of this chapter have been examined: 
"Hesychasm" as a designation for the ascetical practices carried out by
409
67 See N. Gendle, trans., Gregory Palamas: The Triads, Classics in Western Spirituality, 
Crestwood, NY: Paulist Press, 1983, p.127, fn60. In this chapter we make reference to the 
treatises o f Gregory Palamas by employing the notations (e.g. I,ii; ІІДІ, etc.) that are used 
by Gendle in his edition.
68 Bois, op.ciL, 10.
69 For other discussions on Palamas and Palamism, cf. Д. Ангелов, op.ciL, esp. pp. 78- 
80; J.Bois, op.cit., pp.1-11, esp.p.2; H.G. Beck, Kirche und theologische L ite ra tur im 
Byzantinischen Reich, Munich, 1959, pp.712-761; H.G.Beck, "Humanismus und 
Palamismus," in Actes du X II Congrès International des Études Byzantines, Ochrid 1961, 
vo l.l, 63-82, Belgrade, 1963; E.V. Ivanka, "Palamismus und Vatertradition, 1054-1954," 
L'Église et les Églises 2 (1955): 29-46; В. Krivocheine, The Ascetic and Theological 
Teaching o f Gregory Palamas, London, 1954; К. Радченко, Религиозное и 
литературное движение в Болгарии в эпоху перед турецким завоеванием, 
Киев, 1898, рр.98-168; and R. Sinkewicz, "A  New Interpretation o f the First Episode in 
the Controversy between Barlaam the Calabrian and Gregory Palamas," Journal o f Theo- 
logical Studies 31 (1980) :489-500.
70 See Meyendorff, introduction to Byzantine Hesychasm; pages unnumbered.
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early Christian monks in the deserts o f Egypt and Palestine, and 
"Hesychasm" as a term for the system of mystical tradition of theological 
beliefs and methods o f prayer embraced by such monks, sometimes 
referred to as "Sinaite Hesychasm" because of the major role that the 
doctors o f Mt. Sinai played in the elaboration of the doctrine. Now we w ill 
turn to the third designation of Hesychasm, the one that is, traditionally in 
scholarship, most closely linked with the diffusion of Hesychast theology to 
the Slavic world: the system of concepts elaborated by Gregory Palamas to 
defend his fellow-Hesychasts against accusations of heresy by Barlaam, and, 
more importantly, the teachings of Gregory the Sinaite on Mt.Athos and 
among the Bulgarians. This form o f Hesychasm, sometimes called 
"Palamism", did not begin with the writings o f Palamas, but was rather the 
culmination of what had been a very strong and far-reaching revival o f 
Hesychast spirituality. This revival o f Hesychast spirituality began largely 
as a result of the teachings and writings of Gregory the Sinaite and spread 
to the monastic community o f Mt.Athos.71 For this reason one also 
encounters the term "Athonite Hesychasm" to characterize the revival o f 
Hesychast mysticism in fourteenth-century Byzantium.
The role of Gregory the Sinaite in the spread of Hesychasm amongst 
the Slavs is primary and w ill be discussed in more detail shortly. First 
some attention must be given to the other spiritual leaders of Athonite 
Hesychasm who had a profound impact on Gregory Palamas personally and 
on the formulation o f his theology as expressed in his defense of the
71 For a general discussion o f the important role played by Gregory the Sinaite in the 
dissemination o f Hesychasm to Athos and the Southern Slavs, see J. Bois "Grégoire le 
Sinaite et ltiésychasme a l'Athos au X lVe siècle," Échos d'Orient 2 (1901): 65-73. Bois 
points out in both o f the articles cited in this chapter that Hesychasm was practiced on 
Athos before the 14th-century revival. There is evidence of its practice in the 13th century 
at the Serbian Chilandar Monastery. Furthermore, Bois points out in "Les hésychastes 
avant le X lVe siècle", p.4, that Athanasius, the founder of the Lavra Monastery at Athos, 
mentions in his typikon that five monks separated themselves from the community in order 
to give themselves over to a purely contemplative life : "névre цоѵахой; кеХЯкбхси; xffç 
Xaópaç ^шѲеѵ t|avxáÇe1v {іоъЯЛцсѲа". But in Bois' article "Grégoire le Sinaite," p.66, 
Bois stresses that although Hesychasm was known to the Athonite community before the 
arrival of Gregory the Sinaite, he nevertheless introduced some elements not previously 
known to them such as the concept of mental prayer (voepà крооеихл). the "preservation o f 
the soul" (fóXaiai voóç, or фг>Ха£ц toC voáç), and abstinence (vtfyiç)--all concepts that he 
had himself learned from Arsenius when he was on Cyprus. Bois concludes with these 
words: "On peut à juste titre, le considérer comme l'initiateur du movement hésychaste que 
nous étudions." Cf. also p.69 o f the same article.
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Hesychasts. The names Nicephoms and Theoleptus figure here beside the 
name of Gregory the Sinaite.
Gregory Palamas, himself a devout follower o f the writings and 
teaching of all the early desert Fathers and Sinaite doctors, found sources 
of inspiration from some of his contemporaries. The Athonite monk 
Nicephorus the Hesychast wrote of the beneficial results o f the practice of 
the Jesus Prayer. He also emphasized the technique of controlled breathing, 
holding back within the heart the air that is breathed in, "so as to 
facilitate", as he puts it, "the entrance o f the intellect (vo\)ç) into the 
heart."72 Theoleptus, archbishop of Philadelphia (died between 1310-1320) 
was interested not in the psychosomatic technique of the Jesus Prayer but in 
the psychological implications of the prayer and in his writings, which have 
remained mostly unpublished, assigned to each function of the brain a role 
in the practice of the Jesus Prayer.73 Both of these men were spiritual 
masters of Gregory Palamas.
The Role of  Gregory the Sinaite:
Gregory the Sinaite, who brought the practice of the "prayer o f the 
heart" to Mt. Athos, had a profound impact on his Orthodox 
contemporaries at home and abroad in the territories o f Orthodox 
S la vd o m .74 Gregory the Sinaite also inspired Palamas in his own elabor- 
ation of Hesychast theology. Gregory the Sinaite not only defended 
Hesychasm in the face of other ascetic doctrines gaining popularity at the 
time, but he also "enriched it with a new philosophical foundation."75
Gregory the Sinaite's treatises consist of one hundred and thirty- 
seven КефаХша 51 акр0<тх150<;76, dogmatic commentaries on various
72 Gillet, op.cit.,49.
73 ibid.,56.
74 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 56.
75 E.Turdeanu, La littérature bulgare du XlVe siècle et sa diffusion dans les pays 
roum ains, Travaux publiés par l'institu t d'Études Slaves, 22, Paris: L ’Imprimerie 
Nationale, 1947, p.8
76 For the Greek text, see J־P.Migne, Patrologia Graeca, vol. 150, Paris: Gamier, 1887, 
pp. 12391346 ־.
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points o f ascetic life plus three or four small treatises on Hesychasm and 
the methods of prayer. In Church Slavonic translations, these texts appear 
only in fragments as separate chapters of various compilations.77 Although 
much of what he preached was taken from an earlier tradition of Hesychast 
mysticism, Gregory's main contribution to the knowledge of Hesychasm in 
Athonite society consisted in the distinction between the voÜç TipcücnKOÇ 
and the voúç OetôprçxiKÓç, or to put it in simpler terms, the distinction 
between the component of deeds and the component of contemplation, both 
o f which were necessary in order to obtain the sought-after vision of the 
"Divine Light."
Throughout the course o f Gregory the Sinaite's life  he acquired 
many disciples, a few of whom were later to become prelates o f the 
Orthodox Church in Byzantium and Bulgaria. Among them were the monk 
Theodosius of Tmovo, Patriarch Euthymius of Bulgaria, and Patriarch 
Kallistos of Constantinople (twice patriarch, from 1350-1354, and 1355־ 
1363). Hesychastic ideology was also popularized in Serbia by Patriarch 
Kallistos' biographer, Jacob, who became the archbishop of Serbia.78
Gregory the Sinaite was bom in Asia Minor and spent most o f his 
life  traveling, seeking to perfect his religious ideals, often meditating and 
fasting. It was on Mount Sinai that he became a monk, hence his name. He 
devoted several years to the recopying of the Holy Scriptures and studying 
the writings of early ascetics. Eventually Gregory travelled to the island of 
Crete. There he met a hermit named Arsenius, who taught him the 
fundamentals o f Hesychast spirituality: the practice of silent, contemplative 
"mental" prayer."79 Filled with inspiration, Gregory then went to Mount 
Athos, and from there he made several visits to outlying monasteries,
77 Turdeanu, op.cit, 12. For a Russian translation o f his treatises, see Добротолюбие, 
том 5, 195-256, Москва, 1890.
78 Turdeanu, op.ciL, 6.
79 Turdeanu (op.ciL, 5) writes that Gregory learned from Arsenius "la pratique de la prière 
en silence et la contemplation divine par une méditation profonde et ininterrompue." In his 
article "Grégoire le Sinaite," p.67, Bois writes the following concerning the formation o f 
Gregoiy under Arsenius' influence, who obviously knew well the tradition stemming from 
Evagrius, Macarius, and John Climacus: "Arsène parla de la prière mentale, voepà 
ярооеихіі: il expliqua ce qu'est l'^auxia et la tou voôç, il déclara comment l'âme 
peut arriver par la pratique des préceptes a la possession de la lumière."
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making inquines about the practices of the monks. Soon thereafter the 
increasing pillages of Turkish invaders made the monasteries and most of 
the coastline unsuitable for a peaceful, much less meditative, existence. 
Gregory then set out on a journey to seek a place to teach. He went to 
Constantinople and then back to Bulgaria, to Parorius, where in 1325 he 
founded a monastery under the patronage of Tsar Ivan Alexander. It was 
here that the Hesychast doctrine found a formal center.80 Proxorov points 
out that the number o f practicing Hesychasts in the first decade of the 
fourteenth century, in the period before the dissemination of Gregory the 
Sinaite's ideas, was very small:
It is possible to term the first decades of the 14th century the "esoteric" 
period o f Hesychasm, inasmuch as Hesychasm—in the life o f society~was 
not yet playing a major role...On all o f Athos, even at that time, Gregory 
the Sinaite-who was making it a point to seek out Hesychasts—was able to 
find only three monks who were practicing contemplation even on a small
scale [ØecDpio].81
By the time of Gregory's death, however, Hesychasm — which must have 
been perceived by the Orthodox Christian community as the apotheosis of 
the anchoritic ideal and not as a separate sect apart from the mainstream — 
had spread to such an extent amongst the Greek and Slavic monastic 
communities as to be practiced by the leaders of the Church. In both the
80 Turdeanu, op.cit., 5*7. See also Г.М. Прохоров, "Исихазм и общественная 
мысль в Восточной Европе в X IV  в.," ТОДРЛ 23 (1968): 86-108. On page 88 
he writes: "In the meanwhile, in the silence o f the Athonite wilderness and cells, the 
number o f pupils and followers who came to Athos after Gregory the Sinaite's travels 
around the Mediterranean increased. He taught them all about the ancient but almost 
forgotten technique o f 'mental prayer'—the technique o f Hesychasm, or quietude" 
("М ежду тем в тиши афонских пустынь и келий множилось число 
учеников и последователей прибывшего на Афон после скитаний по 
восточному Средиземноморью Григория Синаита, который обучал их 
древней, но почти забытой технике 'умного делания’, технике исихии, 
безмолвия'").
81 See Г.М. Прохоров, op.cit The original passages read: "Первые десятилетия XIV 
в. можно назвать "келейным" периодом исихазма, поскольку в общест- 
венной жизни серьезной роли он еще не играет" (р.87). "Даже на всем 
Афоне в это время Григорий Синаит, спецально разыскивавший исихастов, 
смог обнаружить лишь трех монахов, которые упражнялись немного и в 
созерцании" (р.87, fn . ll) .
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Byzantine Empire and the Bulgarian Kingdom, Hesychasts occupied the 
patriarchal throne.
Palamas and Barlaam:
Because many o f the writings o f practitioners o f Hesychastic 
mysticism up to the time o f Gregory Palamas had been regarded as purely 
Orthodox in content, the practices o f the Hesychasts were in no way 
regarded as heretical or unorthodox in the eyes of the ecumenical 
authorities. It is for the first time with Gregory Palamas and Barlaam that 
Hesychasm requires justification before the eyes o f the Byzantine 
Church.82
Palamas and Barlaam actually came into contact with one another 
from the time when both were recruited by Constantinople to discuss with 
Rome the controversy o f the Filioque and the possibilities for a 
reconciliation between Rome and Byzantium.83 In the writings of Ps- 
Dionysius the Areopagite, Barlaam had found what he felt to be sufficient 
proof for arguing that the whole controversy of the Filioque itself should 
not be subjected to mortal exegesis: since the apophatic theology of Ps- 
Dionysius teaches us that we cannot know the qualities that define God, that 
they transcend a ll knowing, it is fruitless and even inappropriate for 
humans to endeavour to determine whether the Holy Spirit proceeds from 
the Father alone or from both the Father and the Son. His proposal, then, 
for a reconciliation between the two rites was to dispense with the polemic 
o f the Filioque. Both Barlaam and Palamas defended the Greek view; it is 
in this matter of theological debate that one finds the seeds of the issue over 
which they argued vehemently and pointedly, with high stakes to fuel the 
fire o f their respective positions.
414
82 Turdeanu (op.cit, 8) observes the following: "L'hésychasme n'était pas une doctrine 
contraire à l'orthodoxie; son contenu idéologique, simple et puissant tendait au contraire à 
régénérer la vie chrétienne...[et elle] apporta, dans la spiritualité relâchée du temps, un 
réconfort considérable et, dans l'activité littéraire, un renouveau appréciable des écrits 
ascétiques." ("Hesychasm was not a doctrine which opposed Orthodoxy; its ideological 
content simple and powerful, tended on the contrary, toward the regeneration of Christian 
life...and carried, in a period o f relaxed spirituality, a considerable comfort in and an 
appreciable renewal o f interests in the writings o f the ascetics.")
83 See Gendle, Triads, 6.
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Their differences of ideological conviction were determined by their 
irreconcilable views on the "knowability" o f God. Barlaam maintained an 
unwaivering apophatic view, while Palamas insisted on the simultaneous 
unknowability and knowability o f God. According to Palamas' theology, 
God remains in his essence unknowable, but reveals himself to human eyes 
by means of his uncreated energies.84 The sources Palamas had for this 
theology were drawn from the tradition of Greek patristic thought, which 
ultimately is why he was able to argue his stance so well and have his 
doctrine accepted fu lly by the Church. In 1341, after his‘Y7cèp icûv lepcoç 
rçcruxaÇóvTíDV had been reviewed by the Council o f St. Sophia, Palamas' 
theology was incorporated into the body of canonical writings and Barlaam 
was condemned.85
The notion that God reveals himself in some form to the mortal is at 
the very basis o f why Hesychasts prayed the way they did, and the 
mysticism of the "Taboric Light" had been elaborated to prove the point 
that through the heart, one can experience an image o f Divine Light, the 
Taboric Light, through which Jesus revealed himself to the disciples and 
indeed through which he can reveal himself to mortals. This controversy, 
one o f the three main ones addressed in Palamas' cY 7cèp хюѵ tepôç 
11a  xaÇóvx(úv, is often referred to as the controvery on the "doctrine of(׳1
grace" or the controversy of the "Taboric Light."
Barlaam denied the claims of the Hesychasts to be able to experience 
the divine essence at all and felt that one could rely only on spiritual or 
patristic writings for proof o f the nature o f God. Palamas did not, 
however, take the nominalist approach. Instead he took the realist view: 
that one could gain apodictic knowledge of God through experience. For 
Barlaam, a knowledge of the "unknowability" o f God had nothing to do
415
84 For further reading on Palamas' distinction o f the essences and energies and the polemic 
with Barlaam, see Ware's introduction to Gendle's translation o f the Triads ; Meyendorff, 
"Les debuts de la controverse hésychaste," Byzantion 23 (1953): 87-120, reprinted in 
Byzantine Hesychasm as article I; Д .Ангелов, op.cit., esp.p.80; Г.М. Прохоров, 
"Исихазм и общественная мысль в Восточной Европе в X IV  в," esp.pp.88- 
100; H-G. Beck, Kirche und theologische Literatur im byzantinischen Reich, pp.322-332, 
and 712-732.
85 For a detailed discussion of the controversy between Palamas and Barlaam, see 
Gendle, Triads, intro, pp.1-22, and SGP&OS, 86-107.
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with human experience and could only be approached through a knowledge 
of "creatures," another side to the controversy which w ill be examined 
below.
Barlaam decided to acquaint himself with the Hesychast methods of 
prayer and was horrified by their claim that the human body — and not just 
the mind ״  could be transformed through psychosomatic prayer. It was 
claimed that this transfiguration took place by the Divine Light. According 
to their theology, psychosomatic prayer would lead to visions of the Divine 
Light such as the disciples saw on Mt.Tabor, and this in turn would lead to 
purification or sanctification/deification (Ѳеоац) of the body as a whole, 
not just the mind.
Meanwhile Palamas' student Akindynos, a Bulgarian by birth, 
entered into polemics with Palamas. Akindynos could accept the basis of 
Hesychastic spirituality, but he could not accept Palamas' theology of a 
separate "essence" and "energy". To Akindynos, God was equal to his 
essence only.
Palamas began writing his'Tjcèp xcov lepû5ç fjcruxtxÇ6vT(ûv before 
Barlaam had written his own criticisms of the Hesychasts (entitled "On the 
Acquisition o f Wisdom, On Prayer and On the Light o f Knowledge" and 
"Against the Messalians"). Palamas' reason for beginning his treatise was to 
defend the theology and methods of prayer of the Hesychasts and to 
demonstrate that their methods of prayer could lead to a knowledge of the 
"uncreated energies" o f God, which is available to every Christian by 
means o f baptism. He also wanted to demonstrate that the entire Greek 
patristic tradition can be seen as an affirmation of the goal o f Geóaiç.
Barlaam affirmed the truths of apophatic theology, namely the 
principle o f God’s unknowability; and that the only possibility o f knowing 
the unknowability of God was "through the intermediary of creatures" or a 
knowledge o f beings (׳yvííxnç töv Övtídv). Palamas masterfully 
maintained an important distinction: that a part of God, the "uncreated 
energies" were knowable to man, but Palamas was careful to describe this 
side of God which is revealed to humans in apophatic terms. It is "an 
illumination immaterial and divine, a grace invisibly seen and ignorantly 
known. What it is they [who practice Hesychast methods of prayer] do not
416
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pretend to know."86 Herein lies the very core o f the controversy over the 
"Taboric Light." To support the notion of God's real manifestation to us, 
he draws on St. Maximus the Confessor and John of Damascus, who had 
referred to the New Testament accounts and references to the 
Transfiguration of Christ on the Mount.
For Barlaam, the inability of humans to know God was a condition, 
proven by apophatic theology. For Palamas, apophatic theology was but 
one step; "a change of heart and mind" is what enabled man to achieve a 
Geoaiç, a purification in Christ through the Hesychastic methods of prayer.
In other words, true knowledge of God implied a transfiguration of man 
by the Spirit o f God, and the negations of apophatic theology signify only 
the inability o f reaching God without such a transfiguration o f the spirit.
Treatise number III o frY7c£p tüW tepcoç fjauxctÇóvTíúv is directed 
against Barlaam's subsequent claims that the Hesychasts were Messalians 
(which Barlaam had claimed on the ground that they professed the ablity to 
see the divine essence of God with human, material eyes).87
The second and most famous point o f the controversy involved 
Barlaam's attack on the Hesychast method of prayer, in which the body was 
utilized in the invocation of the Name of Jesus in the Jesus Prayer. To the 
refutation of Barlaam’s claims that the Hesychasts were practicing heretical 
methods, Palamas wrote treatises I, ii and II, ii o feYrcfcp тшѵ tepćoę 
fjcn)X(xÇóvTü)V. jn these treatises, Palamas drew from the writings of 
Nicephorus the Hesychast, his spiritual mentor88, and the New Testament 
to uphold the assertion that man's body may be sanctified through prayer:
417
86 See Gendle, Triads, p.57, П, iii,8.
87 Meyendorff, BL, 171.
88 See К.Иванова, "Някои моменти на българо-византийските литературни 
връзки през XIV в.,“ Старобългарска литература I (1971): 209-42. On page 
223 she writes that Nicephorus the Hesychast (not to be confused w ith Nicephorus 
Gregorus, an enemy of the Hesychast Patriarch Philotheus and his circle) collected into one 
anthological tome excerpts from the lives of famous ascetics and mystics (from Anthony 
the Great, founder o f monasticism, to Symeon the New Theologian), and he accompanied 
them with praise o f "mental prayer" (voepà upooevjcn) and "contemplation" (Ѳешр(а).
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,,Our bodies are the temple of the Holy Spirit which is in us...We are the 
House of God."«9
In these sections o f his work, Palamas returns the same accusation 
made originally by Barlaam of the Hesychasts, that is, he accuses Barlaam 
of adopting the Bogomil philosophy that the body was the creation of 
evil.90 After all, even the most platonic o f the Church Fathers would admit 
that the body was something good, and this idea had been accepted as a 
basic assertion of Christian Orthodoxy.
Palamas states that "some" (here he refers to S t Gregory o f Nyssa) 
have held that the principle organ of the mind is the brain, whereas 
"others" (meaning Ps־Macarius) maintained that the seat of the mind is in 
the "heart".91 Here Palamas, quoting from Ps־Macarius, launches into his 
defense of the heart as the seat of the soul and mind in order to justify the 
tradition of the "prayer o f the heart", or Jesus Prayer:
And the great Macarius also says, "The heart directs the entire organism, and 
when grace gains possession o f the heart, it reigns over all the thoughts and 
all the members; for it is there, in the heart, that the mind and all thoughts of
the soul have their seat92
418
89I Cor 6.19, Heb 3.6; Gendle, Triads, 41, treatise I, ii, sec.l. The original Greek text, 
found in J.-P. Migne, Patrologia Graca, vol. 150, Paris, 1865, p. 1104, A, reads: "ÂSeX̂ è, 
оѵ>к &K0úe1ç той XxooxdXov Xéyovxeç, 0x1 'Td осбцата fjjxSv vaòç xdv ev fļļuv ávíou 
nveufiaatcóç êtm.m References to Palamas' Triads below in the original Greek w ill be 
designated by PG 150 (Patrologia Graca, vol. 150) followed by the page number and 
section number.
90 Gendle, Triads, 124, fn4. See also Радченко, op .cit, 206-207. Radčenko posits a 
connection between the Bogomils and the Hesychasts o f this period, stating that Athos and 
Thessalonika were centers where both groups thrived. Furthermore, he posits that on 
Athos Hesychasm incorporated certain philosophical tenets o f Bogomilism. We have found 
nothing that indicates that Athos was a center o f Bogomil activity, nor does there seem to be 
any significant similarity between the Hesychasts and the Bogomils.
91 ibid., p.42,treatise I, ii, sec.3. The original text reads: "Ofc цеѵ yùç, fix; Ы  акротюХа
rivi, tő־  ёукеф<Ш» tavnļv èviôpúoxxnv. oí 8c tcapâíaç xò (iemxdxov, m i xò ках’ aùxò
той, у\>х1кой xvefyuxxoç аягіАлtcpivr!ціѵоv, &хлца Si&óaoiv afrxfj" (PG 150, 1105,С) (= 
"Some place the mind in the brain, as in a kind o f acropolis; others hold that its vehicle is 
the very centre o f the heart, and that element therein which is purified o f the breath o f 
animal soul"; Triads, 42).
92 ibid.,43. The original Greek passage reads: "Taux'Xpa кой Ѣ Matcápioç. 'H 
кар&а, fTļoiv,^ fj־!e^wveóe1. oXov xo& òp^dcvov. кой Ьсаѵ кахахгр\ jà ç  v<x1dç tt)ç кар&сц ף 
YÒtpiç, ßaoOLevei oJUov xőv Хотѵоцйѵ, коà хшѵ цеХшѵ. è kei yap eoxiv 0 voîiç, коа «ávxeç
oi Xoyujļtoi xfíç yvxffç" (PG 150, 1105,D).
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Palamas in the Macarian tradition calls the heart "the place of the rational 
faculty,"93 as a consequence of his assertion that the heart is the principle 
organ of the mind.
In defense of the Jesus Prayer, Palamas upholds that its purpose is to 
recollect, i.e. concentrate and reintegrate the distracted mind, which is so 
easily led away from inner attention on God. The whole purpose of the 
Jesus Prayer "is to achieve this interior recollection [by]...bringing the 
mind into the heart."94 To lend canonical authority to the role o f the heart 
in prayer, Palamas draws from John Climacus' The Ladder: "The hesychast 
is one who seeks to circumscribe the incorporeal o f his body."95
In regard to the practice of controlled breathing, Palamas refers to 
the "Three Methods" of Symeon the New Theologian. The idea, he implies, 
is to control the mind and bring it back into the heart by controlled 
breathing. As for the practice of focusing the eyes on the navel, he again 
draws from the writings of Symeon and says, "How should such a one not 
gain great profit if, instead of letting his eye roam hither and thither, he 
should fix  it on his navel, as a point of concentration?"96
93 ib id .,43. The original Greek passage reads: "Оіжоѵѵ ף карбш łmSW eon то xo\> 
Хотшцой тсцхеюѵ." (PG 150, 1105,D).
94 ib id .,125, fn25. The passage in question from  Palamas' treatise reads: "Tò xoivvv 
X0710UKÒV гіцшѵ ev &Kp1ßet vt^yei ojceúõovteç fanoicexxeoOai ка і біорѲоѵѵ, ־riv i &Xk(p 
£к10кеуа(|іеѲа, ci uî| xòv Ikkex^jiívov ôià xöv аіаѲтіоешѵ ѵоСѵ f|n<ov е£(0Ѳеѵ 
auvoryòvxeç, *pòç xà оѵтос Ёкаѵатйтоцігѵ, кой 1cpòç 0&xf|v хоАтпѵ ■riļv кар&аѵ, xò хшѵ 
Ххгуіоішѵ хсщ ііоѵ'' (PG 150, 1105.D - 1107,A ־) ( ”Consequently when we seek to keep 
watch over and correct our reason by a rigorous sobriety, w ith what are we to keep watch, 
i f  we do not gather together the mind, which has been dissipated by the senses, and lead it 
back again into the interior, to the selfsame heart which is the seat o f the thoughts?" 
(Triads, p.43,1, ii, 3).
95 ibid., р .45,1, ii, sec.6. The original passage reads: "íjovxcwmifc ticmv, 6 xò дошцахоѵ 
év oáfian яерюрЦеіѵ oœ&kov" (PG 150, 1109,В). Неге Palamas is quoting from a 
passage o f John Climacus' Ladder o f Divine Ascent (KAÎjiaÇ). See PG 88,1097, B; from 
Step 27.
96 ibid., p.46, I, ii, sec.8. The original passage reads: "1«3ę owe av аѵѵтгЯгаеіг xi piya 
xö ояеілоѵхі огхтхрефгіѵ xbv votiv eiç lavxòv, Sç цт) x^v ках’  еѵѲеіаѵ, àXkà riļv  
kukXakíJv ка\ áxXav^ кгѵеіаѲш кіѵяоіѵ, xß jirj xòv ЪфѲаХДдѵ шбе какеше xepiåyeiv, 
hXX olov ереіоцахі xivì хоѵхоѵ ярооереібеіѵ, 4(5 oikeícú ох^Ѳеі, Ц xö 0цфаХ$" (PG 150,
1112, ВС). ״
In the Ufe o f Anthony, Athanasius writes: "he [Anthony] then placed his confidence in 
the weapons 'in the navel o f his belly'" (Early Christian Biographies, The Fathers o f the 
Church, no. 15, edited by R.J. Deferrari, 133-224, New York: Fathers o f the Church,
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The third point o f the controversy over which Palamas and Barlaam 
debated was the meaning o f "purification" (кб Ѳ арак;), which in 
neoplatonic terminology is a condition for knowledge. According to 
Barlaam, who was quoting Plotinus, the purification of intelligence, or the 
knowledge o f God, was obtained through the acquisition of secular 
knowledge. The monks on the other hand maintained a christocentric 
approach asserting that such purification was only attainable by keeping the 
commandments. What ensued was a discussion of the role o f secular 
knowledge towards an understanding of God. Treatise I,iii of the Triads 
refutes this intellectualism of Barlaam and his disciples.97
Palamas and his followers were strongly anti-Hellenic and 
maintained that the Platonists and neo-Platonists expressed dangerous ideas; 
such ideas, they believed, thwarted the process of purification. Barlaam had 
grown up in Italy and had come to Constantinople to pursue his interest in 
ancient philosophy, to which he had been introduced in his native country. 
Nicephorus Gregoras, an eminent humanist and contemporary of Barlaam, 
(also the politica l enemy o f the Hesychast Patriarch Philotheus of 
Constantinople98) said in effect that Barlaam had come to Constantinople 
because he wanted to study Aristotle in the original.99 Moreover, Barlaam 
was coming from Italy, where, because of the ground gained by Scholasti- 
cism, the classical tradition had been reconciled with the Christian heritage, 
and the two were no longer seen as incompatible. Ironically, in Byzantium 
on the soil where these philosophical traditions had been bom, the
420
1952, chap.5, p .138). The original passage reads: "хате 51} xoTç ек'оцфаХои Yoorpòç 
føXou; Lavrov Ѳа££к8ѵ, *a i xauxcopEvoç lu i xofaoiq' (PG 26, 848,A).
97 Cf. Meyendorff, "Humanisme nominalistę et mystique chrétienne à Byzance au X IVe 
siècle," Nouvelle Revue Théologique 70, N0.9 (1979), reprinted in Byzantine Hesychasm 
as article V I, p.908.
98 See H.Иванова, “Някои моменти,“ 222. Nicephorus Gregoras (1295-ca. 1360) was 
one of the most educated opponents o f Palamas. He was the author of the Roman History, 
one of the works translated into Slavonic in the 14th-century that summarized for the Slavs 
the arguments o f the Barlaam-Palamas controversy. He was also the author o f encomia and 
vitæ of famous figures from Byzantine history, e.g. Michael Syncellus, Patriarch Anthony
II Kavleas, Empress Theophana and others. He also wrote a vita about his uncle John, 
bishop o f Heraclea.
99 Meyendorff, "Les debuts de la controverse hésychaste,” p.93.
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Separation between the two remained quite sharp, and ancient philosophy 
penetrated into a few disciplines in pedagogical application, such as 
mathematics and music100; and the notion of its existence within theological 
discussion and debate remained a point o f controversy.
The idea surrounding the renewal o f classical antiquities over which 
Barlaam and Palamas polemicized was by no means a new one. There had 
begun in Byzantium, around the 9th century, the second active revival of 
classical literature and philosophy. The first revival had occured during the 
eighth century, when classical rhetoric was reintroduced — a period known 
as the Macedonian renaissance.101 These periods were characterized by the 
desire o f the Byzantine world to establish to some extent a continuity 
between its present culture with that o f its non-Christian, pagan past, the 
so-called "outside knowledge" (f| £Çío фіЯюаоф(а). This tendency in 
Byzantine society to reawaken its consciousness of its classical past was, 
however, met with differing and contrasting viewpoints. Robert Browning 
writes:
There was another strand in Byzantine culture, that o f those who opposed 
the Christian classical synthesis and based their view o f life  solely on 
Christian tradition. For them, the adoption o f Christianity meant the 
rejection of the pagan, classical pa rt102
This debate, however, came to a climax during the fourteenth century, 
particularly in light of the popularity o f Scholasticism in the West.
Palamas' treatise I,i in the Triads is devoted to this issue. In an effort 
to demonstrate the fallacy of the notion that secular knowledge was a 
prerequisite for any knowledge of God, Palamas avails himself o f 
quotations from Evagrius and Maximus the Confessor, for whom 
"unknowing" (cryvGXTÍa or äyvoia) denotes self-emptying, a voiding of
100 Cf. Ann M offatt, "Early Byzantine School Curricula," in B y z a n c e  et les slaves, 
Mélanges Ivan Duļčev, Paris, 1976.
101 The consequences these classical revivals had on Byzantine rhetorical style and Slavic 
writing have already been discussed at some length in Section ІП, see especially Chapter 1.
102 R.Browning, Byzantium a n d  Bulgaria: A  Comparative Study Across the Early 
Medieval Frontier, Berkeley: University of California Ptess: 1975, p. 172.
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the mind, so as to be fille d  w ith the grace of supernatural under- 
standing.103
The final outcome of the Palamite controversy was that the Orthodox 
Church accepted the treatises o f Palamas as Orthodox, Barlaam's 
condemnation and exile to Italy and Palamas' eventual promotion in 1351 
to the archbishopric o f Thessalonika. The first strong defense for Palamas 
came with the issuance o f the Hagiorite Tome, which was composed by 
Palamas himself and signed by the abbots o f Mt. Athos in 1341 as a 
statement that they recognized Palamas' doctrine as orthodox and rejected 
Barlaam's "nominalistic humanism."104 In June and August o f 1341, two 
councils were held in St. Sophia at Constantinople condemning Barlaam. 
Barlaam was not able to realize his dream of finding in Byzantium a place 
where the study of ancient letters existed and thrived alongside with Christ- 
ian theology. He returned to Italy, where such a combination of scholarship 
was already being pursued in the fourteenth-century, and where the 
Western European Renaissance was to flourish later in the quattrocento :
It was [in  Italy] that the clear, proud and worldly spirit of Roman Antiquity 
could be rediscovered, that its contrast with Christian faith did not bar its way, 
that its attitude to physical beauty in the fine arts and beauty o f proportion in 
architecture found an echo, that its grandeur and its humanity were under- 
stood. The fragments o f the Roman past in art and literature had been there all 
the time, and had never been entirely forgotten. But only the 14th century 
reached a point that made a cult o f the Antique possible.105
Barlaam received the post o f bishop of Gerace and spent his old age 
tutoring Petrarch in Greek. 106 "In condemning Barlaam," Meyendorff 
writes, "the Byzantine Church had condemned the spirit o f the 
Renaissance."107
103 Gendle, Triads, p .ll7 ,fn .3 .
104 Meyendorff, S G P & O S ,  95.
105 N. Pevsner, A n  Outline of E u r o p e a n  Architecture, reprint o f 6th edition, 1960; 
Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1961, pp.289-290.
106 See Enciclopedia Italiana di scienze, lettere ed arti, (in 35 tomes), Rome: 1949, vol. VI, 
p.192: " il Petrarca ricominciò con lui [Barlaam] lo studio del greco."
107 Meyendorff, S G P & O S ,  96.
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For the ensuing five years Palamas' career, however, remained 
unstable as a five-year c iv il war for the throne broke out during the 
Regency of Ann of Savoy. The details of this political conflict between the 
throne and Cantacuzenus can be found in a number o f histories of 
Byzantium and Orthodox theology and need not be dealt with here.108 The 
eventual outcome, however, in 1347 proved to secure Palamas' place in the 
history o f the Orthodox Church. That year Ann o f Savoy assembled a 
council which deposed the Patriarch John Calecas, who had in the 
meantime excommunicated Palamas, and Cantacuzenus wielded his power 
at the councils to raise Palamas to the position o f archbishop of 
Thessalonika. And in July 1351 another council published the Synodal 
Tome, which thenceforth constituted "the officia l manifesto in which the 
Orthodox Church sanctioned the doctrine o f Palamas."109 The rulings of 
the Council o f 1351 were also "incorporated into other local councils"110; 
for example, they were confirmed by the patriarchate of Tmovo111 and by 
other Bulgarians who were not only disciples of Gregory the Sinaite but 
also closely connected with Palamite zealots o f the patriarchate of 
Constantinople: Isidore, Kallistos, and Philotheos. These historical events 
lead Meyendorff to the conclusion that "the theological structure elaborated 
by Palamas and confirmed by the Church was adopted by the whole 
Hesychast tradition."112
423
108 See for example Meyendorff, "Society and Culture in the Fourteenth Century 
Religious Problems" in Byzantine Hesychasm, article V III,52*55; and SGP&OS, 99-103.
109 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 103.
110 ibid.
111 See К.Иванова, "Някои моменти," 211. She writes that Barlaam was condemned 
in Bulgaria by the Council o f 1360. H. Goldblatt (Orthography and Orthodoxy, 347) 
writes: "A fter their 'victory' at the synods o f 1341, 1347, and 1351, the Hesychasts not 
only dominated the spiritual life  o f the Second Bulgarian Empire during the last decades of 
its existence but also created a network o f religious propaganda which extended from 
Serbian lands and Romanian principalities to the East Slavic territory.
112 Meyendorff, SGP&OS, 132
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Hesvchasm Amongst the Slavs:
While it is a fact o f history that Palamite theology was confirmed 
and incorporated by the Bulgarian Patriarchate of Tmovo, one has to 
approach the question of Palamas' concrete influences on the development 
o f the mystical side of Hesychasm in Slavic territories carefully. It is at this 
juncture that we can now turn our attention to the original question posed 
in this inquiry, namely which forms of Hesychasm were adopted by 
medieval Slavic Orthodox culture o f the fourteenth century.
A ll evidence concerning which works from the vast Byzantine 
heritage were translated for the Slavs from the ninth century through the 
end o f the fourteenth century points to an overwhelming preference for the 
compositions (liturgies, martyriæ, vitæ, etc.) o f the Early Church Fathers. 
In addition to portions o f the Scriptures (including the Psalms) and 
liturgical books (such as the Euchologion, Praxapostolos, Horologion, 
Triodion, Pentekostarion, Oktoechos, Menologies — all translated in Bui• 
garia probably before the end o f the tenth century), the Christian Slavs 
translated the liturgies of St. John Chrysostom, St. Basil, and St. Gregory 
the Great. Mathiesen writes that the mystical works translated by the Slavs 
"were mostly those important for the hesychast movement: pseudo- 
Dionysios the Areopagite's works and the scholia thereto by Maximus the 
Confessor, the Sermons of Isaac the Syrian, and especially the works of 
Symeon of Thessalonika."113 Also The Ladder of John Climacus enjoyed 
wide translation and popularity. Diadochus of Photice, Dorotheus, John 
Damascene and Theodore of Studios were also translated to a lesser 
extent.114
While it is probable that some well educated Slavic contemporaries 
o f Palamas would have conceivably been familiar with the Greek original 
o fh is ‘Yítèp Tcov lepôç f|a uxa׳ C^VXÎÙV ап<* studied its content for 
doctrinal purposes, the evidence points to a relatively small knowledge of 
Palamas' writings based on extant copies of Slavonic translations.
424
113 R. Mathiesen, "Byzantine Influence" in Handbook o f Russian Literature, ed. Victor 
Terras, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985, p.71.
114 Browning, o p .c it,171.
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Klimentina Ivanova discusses in detail the treatises of Gregory 
Palamas that were translated into S l a v o n i c .115 Most o f the extant 
manuscripts o f the translated treatises of Palamas date from the late 
fourteenth/early fifteenth centuries. There are other treatises that are extant 
only in sixteenth-century copies, penned by Vissarion Debarski.1 16 While 
Ivanova notes that most o f these translations were probably done on Mt. 
Athos, she notes that the technique o f the translation and some o f the 
linguistic features of the Vissarion manuscript give basis to the notion that 
they can be ascribed to the translation activities o f the Euthymian 
School.117
Though the body o f Palamas' treatises actually translated into 
Slavonic is small, there were several other polemical works that were 
translated which summarized for the Slavs the basic positions o f the 
arguments of the Barlaam-Palamas controversy. O f these only the pro- 
Hesychastic literature was translated in Bulgaria, while the pro-Barlaamite 
literature was not. Ivanova notes that the correspondence o f Gregory 
Palamas and his group was translated as well as various contemporary 
histories (e.g. the Roman History by Nicephorus Gregoras and the History 
by Ioann Cantacuzin), all of which treated the topics of the debate.118 But, 
as Ivanova notes, the controversy was largely known to the Bulgarians 
solely from one side of the argument, the pro-Palamas side. She writes: "In 
our translated literature, the ideological battles were reflected one-sidedly: 
translations were made of the works which defended Hesychasm."119
115 See К.Иванова, "Някои моменти," 213-216. She also refers to a study done by 
M.T. Попруженко, "Из истории религиозного движения в Болгарии в X IV  
в. "Slavia 7 (1928): 536-548. Не suggests that the works o f Palamas translated for the 
Vásárion Sbomik was done in Bulgaria at the time of Euthymius (see pp.536-548).
116 See К.Иванова, "Някои моменти," 2 17 -2 19 for details.
117К.Иванова, "Някои моменти,” 220. Concerning Serbian translations made of 
some of Palamas' treatises, see also I Dujčev,"Les rapports littéraires byzantino-slaves," 
Medioevo bizantino-slavo, vol.2, 3-27. Storia e letteratura, raccolta di studi e testi, 113. 
Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1968, pp.16-17.
118 Иванова, ibid., 212.
119Иванова, ibid., 212. The originai reads: "В преводната ни литература идей- 
ните борби са отразени единостранно—превеждат се произведеия в 
защита на исихазма." In another article by her (“Отражение борьбы между
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Ivanova also adds that this was completely natural because Barlaam (with 
his support o f f| t £<0 фіХяооф(а) was perceived by the Bulgarians to be 
an exponent o f Latin ideas.120
Despite the fact, however, that pro-Barlaamite works were not 
translated by the Bulgarians, his position against Palamas was known at 
least superficially to them, for it figures in the L ife  o f Theodosius by 
Kallistos in passages where Theodosius' stance against Theodorite, a 
Barlaamite, is revealed explicitly. In chapter ХШ  o f the LTheod, we learn 
that a monk named Theodorite comes from Constantinople to Tmovo, 
spreading various heresies, including the Barlaamism as well as "magic and 
witchcraft":
Some monk named Theodorite came to Tmovo from Constantinople, 
proclaiming hateful heresies; and in undertaking these deeds, he 
began to grow the weeds o f heresy, fo r weeds indeed they are! — 
these abuses were [the ideas] o f Akindynos and Barlaam. Not only 
this, but he was also deceiving many with magic and w itchcraft121
426
исихастами и их противниками в переводной полемической литературе
болгарских славян, Actes d u  X I V e C o n g r è s  International des Études Byzantines 
[Semptember 6-12, 1971], vol.2, 167-176, Bucharest: Editarai Academiei Republicii 
Socialiste Románia, 1975), Ivanova writes (pp. 167-8): "Во всяком случае славянские 
переводчики отбирали произведения информативного характера, излагаю- 
щие сжато идеи варлаамитов и их опровержение. Переводы эти были 
адресованы более широкому кругу читателей, скорее всего с той целью, 
чтобы предохранить их от заблуждений, чем для того, чтобы дать им 
возможность рассуждать о них." On page 167, fn.2, Ivanova underscores that there 
is a dearth o f translations o f Barlaam's texts into Slavonic. She writes that in South Slavic 
literature there have not been preserved any o f the works in defense of the Barlaamites. 
Moreover, the only work o f Barlaam which penetrated into the Slavonic written tradition is 
his anti-Latin treatise "On Papal Authority."
120 ibid.
Mnixb nékyi іт־■ 121 е п е т ь  Teodorit o t konstantinova grada ѵъ trbnovb prüde,
vraõevskye i zvétóm xy tro s ti. i  jako pojetse déla, naćet p léve l y séati nećbstia, 
p léve le že ѵ ь i־  si t i nu oni, aki od i na neíbstivago i  varlaam a béxu xuljen ia. ne 
tb ć iju  že, пь i iarodéanm i i  ѵ іьхо ѵа пті mnogy prél4>átaaáe...13,19) l,־  ines 3-7). 
Taken from Zlatarski's edition o f the Life of Theodosius. See B.H. Златарски, Ж и т и е  
и жизнь преподобнаго отца нашего Теодосия, Сборникъ за народни 
умотворения, наука и книжина (СбНУНК), №20.София, 1904.
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He also advocated the ancient Indo-European custom o f worshipping the 
oak. 122 Theodosius, however, defends and saves his flock in the face of 
such danger.123
G rigorij Camblak's "poxvalno slovo" in honor o f Euthymius 
contains a reference to the dissemination o f Barlaamite ideas in Bulgaria
122 The passage from the LTheod reads: ‘poklan ja ti bo se nakazovaaáe duby, i  o t 
njego iscé ljen ia  p rim a ti.” (13,19,line 10) -  "he was teaching [them] to bow down 
before the oak tree and to accept healing from it "
D ąbek-W irgow a (H is to ria  lite ra tu ry  bu łga rsk ie j, W rocław, 1980, p.42) 
discusses some of the heresies that were spreading in Bulgaria o f Euthymius' day; and she 
makes note specifically o f this incident involving Theodolite: "Podczas gdy w  
pusteln iach hesychaści podzukiw a li zjednoczenia z Bogiem, wśród ludności 
k rzew iły  się zabobony i  herezje; p o ja v ili się  adam ici, na dawnych uroczyskach 
pogańskich odbyw ały się nocne orgie, p rzyb y ły  z Konstantynopola m nich 
Teodoryt składał o fia ry  pod św ię tym  dębem־ ("D uring the period when the 
Hesychasts were seeking a unity w ith God in the wilderness, superstitions and heresies 
were spreading amongst the people: the Adamites appeared; nocturnal orgies were taking 
place on ancient, pagan sacred spots; and having arrived from Constantinople, the monk 
Theodorite was putting offerings under the sacred oak"). See also К.Радченко, 
Религиозное и литературное движение в Болгарии, Киев, 1898, рр.191192־ .
J.G.Frazer in his seminal study on Indo-European mythology, religion and magic 
entitled The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion (1922; reprint, New York: 
Macmillan, 1985, pp. 184187 ־) observes that the religious custom o f worshipping the 
sacred oak obtained in all Aryan cultures, including the Slavs. He writes the following: 
"The worship of the oak tree or o f the oak god appears to have been shared by all the 
branches o f Aryan stock in Europe. Both Greeks and Italians associated the tree with their 
highest god, Zeus or Jupiter, the divin ity o f the sky, the rain, and the thunder. Perhaps the 
oldest and certainly one o f the most famous sanctuaries in Greece was that o f Dodona, 
where Zeus was revered in the oracular oak...When we pass from Southern to Central 
Europe we still meet with the great god o f the oak and the thunder among the barbarous 
Aryans who dwelt in the vast primaeval forests. The among the Celts o f Gaul, the Druids 
esteemed nothing more sacred than the mistletoe and the oak on which it grew; they chose 
groves o f oaks for the scene o f their solemn service, and they performed none o f their rites 
without oak leaves...In the religion o f the ancient Germans the veneration for sacred groves 
seems to have held the foremost place, and according to Grimm the chief o f their holy trees 
was the oak...Amongst the Slavs also the oak appears to have been the sacred tree o f the 
thunder God Perun, the counterpart o f Zeus and Jupiter. It is said that in Novgorod there 
used to stand an image o f Perun in the likeness o f a man with a thunder-stone in his hand. 
A fire o f oak wood burned all day and night in his honour, and i f  ever it  went out the 
attendants paid for their negligence with their lives...From the foregoing survey it appears 
that a god o f the oak, the thunder, and the rain was worshipped o f old by all the main 
branches o f the Aryan stock in Europe, and was indeed the chief deity o f their pantheon."
123 "tèrnie i s> tbśtaniemb šbdb, zloe ubo o t srédy s־b tvori. crkovnoe že utvrbd i 
prédanie, i edinomu bogu ѵъ triexb s1>stavéxb poklanjatise na uč i" (13,19,lines
12-15) -  "Moreover, [Theodosius] came with great haste to banish evil from the land, and 
he upheld the traditions o f the Church and taught [a ll about] the one God who exists in the 
three hypostases [o f the Cross]."
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during Euthymius' incumbency as patriarch. In chapter X II, Camblak tells 
the story o f Piron, a supporter o f the Nestorian heresy and Iconoclasm and 
Barlaamite v i e w s .124 Piron comes from Constantinople to Tmovo, where 
he meets up with a "pseudo-monk" (лжеинок) Theodosius — whose name 
is really Fudul — with whom he shares the same beliefs. They bring 
troubles to Euthymius' flock, tempting them away from the true faith, but 
Euthymius saves his people through his prayers. We also know that 
Akindynos, one o f Barlaam's allies against Palamas and Palamas' former 
pupil, was a Bulgarian125; and Barlaam was condemned by the Bulgarians 
at a separate council from that convened by the Byzantines.126
The small number of translations of Palamas' treatises, suggests 
Ivanova, is due to the fact that their content was too complex and 
sophisticated for the fourteenth-century Bulgarians. While the Slavs of this 
period were interested in the fundamentals of the argument going on in 
Byzantium — inasmuch as they were concerned about the future of 
Hesychasm as would be determined by the councils in Constantinople — 
they could, apparently, do without the details o f Palamas' written defense 
of the Hesychasts. Ivanova writes:
Our bookmen selected works o f an informative character, [works] which 
presented concisely the ideas o f the Barlaamites and their brief refutation 
[o f their ideas]...The subtleties o f Palamas' theological definitions, his
428
124 See Kałużniacki, A u s  der panegyrischen Litteratur der Südslaven, Vienna, 1901; 
reprint, London: Variorum, 1971, p.46, lines 1-26 for the entire story. Lines 3-5 read as 
fo llow s: 'N ékto  P irone, Nestorievy eresi to p ił x ra n ite lb  i  A k in d in o vy  i 
V arlam ovy, к  sim  i ikonoborbskyą slovy vuda po bor n i къ, o t konstantinova 
grada isśed " Radćenko points out that Piron was a Monophysite, not a Nestorian, as 
Camblak writes. See К.Радченко, Религиозное и литературное движение в 
Болгарии, Киев, 1898, р.201.
125 Akindynos was not anti-Hesychast but was anti-Palamas, see Beck, 0p.ciL,716.
126 See E. Bakalova, "La société et l'art en Bulgarie au X IVe siècle (L'influence de 
l'hésychasme sur l'art)," Actes d u  X I V e  Congrès International des Études Byzantines 
(September 6-12,1971), vo l.2 ,33-38. Bucharest: Editarai Academiei Republicii Socialiste 
Románia, 1975, p.35. She writes that Ivan Alexander convened two councils against the 
heretics, one in 1360—i.e. exactly during the period when the frescoes o f Ivanovo were 
painted (which are said to be o f Hesychastic significance)—which condemned the heresy o f 
Barlaam and Akyndinos.
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complex constructs concerning the divine essence and divine energy are 
less well represented in our translated literature.127
It could be said, then, that Hesychasm as a culmination of monastic 
anchoritic values — i.e. Hesychasm according to its first two definitions by 
Meyendorff ־־ was known to the Slavs on Mt. Athos and at home; but 
Hesychasm as Palamism (Meyendorffs third definition) was evidently far 
less well known to the Slavs. While the former became absorbed into 
monastic practices and culture of fourteenth-century Bulgaria, as is 
evidenced alone by the content of such works as the L ife  o f Theodosius 
and the vitæ by Euthymius, the latter notion, i.e. Hesychasm as Palamism, 
probably remained esoteric to a large measure in late medieval Bulgarian 
Orthodox culture. What Gregory the Sinaite in his teachings brought to the 
Slavs was a revival of the physical and spiritual disciplines that offered the 
promise of a meeting and unity with God. What Palamas presented was a 
highly technical theology that did not touch the daily life  and experience of 
the medieval monk, whereas Gregory the Sinaite's teachings did.
Support fo r this notion is found elsewhere in the scholarly 
community. Meyendorff contends that the influence o f Gregory the Sinaite 
was "far greater than that o f Palamas in the sphere of spiritual life " among 
the Slavs128; and he credits Gregory the Sinaite's works as being the main 
corpus of writings which systematized the whole Hesychast tradition in 
Orthodox Slavdom. Fine also discusses the important role played by 
Gregory the Sinaite in the spread of Hesychasm amongst the Slavs and 
points out that the dissemination of Hesychasm in Bulgaria was 
accomplished by the disciples of Gregory the Sinaite, notably Theodosius 
and Euthymius.129 Obolensky's findings also point to the same conclusion:
127 Иванова, "Някои моменти," 213. The original passage reads: "Наш ите 
книжовници подбират произведения с информативен характер, излагащи 
сбито идеите на варлаамитството и тяхното кратко опровержение... 
Тънкостите в богословските определения на Палама, неговите сложни 
построения върху божествената същност и божествената енергия, са 
нмерили по-слабо отражение в преводната ни литература."
128 Meyendorff, S G P & O S ,  131.
129 J.Fine, T h e  Late Medieval Balkans, A  Critical Survey from the Late Twelfth Century 
to the Ottoman Empire,  Ann Arbor University of Michigan Press, 1987, p. 139.
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It may seem surprising, in view of the manifest readiness o f the Slavs to 
adopt the tenets o f Hesychasm, that the theology o f Gregory Palamas 
appears to have had little impact on Slavonic countries in the late Middle 
Ages...It is true nonetheless that the Russians in the late Middle Ages 
showed no great interest in Palamas' theology; and even N il Sorsky 
reveals no fam iliarity with his writings. Palamas' dogmatic and philo- 
sophical works were probably beyond the range o f understanding o f 
most Russian theologians o f the time. It was from Gregory o f Sinai, not 
from Gregory Palamas, that most medieval Slav readers derived their 
knowledge o f Byantine Hesychasm.130
It is not surprising at all that in the spread of Hesychast mysticism 
among the Slavic monastic communities in medieval Bulgaria, Serbia and 
Russia, the writings of Palamas were given far less attention than those of 
Gregory the Sinaite, especially when one bears in mind the sociological and 
cultural differences at the time between Byzantium and Slavdom.
Defining what is meant by the term "Hesychasm" as it applies both to 
Byzantine and Slavic culture proves to be somewhat elusive. Primarily this 
is because it meant different things to the cultures that embraced it. While, 
as Dujčev suggests, the spread of Hesychast mysticism within the monastic 
communities between Byzantium and Orthodox Slavdom was the result of 
close contact and theological exchange131, it is nevertheless true that in 
Byzantium, the Hesychast revival o f the fourteenth century was marked by 
a different theological impetus than that which propelled the movement in 
Slavic territories. In Byzantium, the Hesychast revival was primarily an 
intellectual and political one: the prelates of the Church in Constantinople 
at the time were greatly concerned that the learned members of Byzantine 
society subscribe to the "correct" theory of knowledge.132 Perhaps the 
growing interest of the West in Scholasticism and the "rehabilitation" of
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130 See D.Obolensky, "Late Byzantine Culture and the Slavs: A Study in Acculturation," 
Actes d u  X V e  Congres International d'Etudes Byzantines, 3-26, Athens, 1976; reprinted in 
The Byzantine Inheritance of Eastern Europe  as article 17, p. 11.
131 See I .Dujčev, "Collaborazione fra artisti bizantini e bulgari nel secolo X IV ," in 
M e d i o e v o  bizantino-slavo, vo l.l, 455-466, Rome, 1965. He states on p.456: "I monasteri 
degli esicasti e la migrazione degli eremiti da un paese in un altro creavano le m igliori 
possibilità di una simbiosi fra persone d'origine greca e d'origine slava."
132 See С. Mango, Byzantium, the Empire of N e w  R o m e ,  New York, Scribner: 1980, 
p.88.
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Aristotle (both of which preview the Renaissance) increased the misgivings 
of such thinkers as Palamas as to the compatability of the classical heritage 
with the Christian one. There was a tendency to view the activities of the 
West — and especially of Italy — as, at best, intellectual promiscuities, and, 
at worst, heresies.
The notion o f Hesychasm as an intellectual and political movement 
holds true for medieval Slavdom as well; however, the climate in which it 
developed was quite different from that in Byzantium. The primary 
difference is this: in Byzantium, Palamite theology grew out o f conflicts 
w ithin the Orthodox Church regarding the heretical or orthodox nature of 
the Hesychasts' methods o f prayer. In Bulgaria, the flourishing of 
Hesychast mysticism ־־ and most notably in the center of Kalifarevo and 
Tmovo — served as a timely religious campaign against heretical sects that 
were challenging the position o f the Orthodox Church as the single source 
of spiritual refuge in a time o f tumultuous domestic politics. In primarily 
one respect did the role of Hesychasm in Bulgaria share something in 
common with the role it played for the Byzantines: the role o f a combative 
measure against ascetic laxity. In this sphere the Hesychasts were viewed as 
a kind of elite within the monastic community.133 But this is the only main 
point of commonality between Hesychasm in Bulgaria and Byzantium. With 
the growing threat of the Bogomils134, the neo-Manichaeans, and the 
invading Turks, Bulgaria's immediate need was the consolidation and 
strengthening o f Orthodoxy as a cultural and political force. Although 
Byzantium's politics were anything but stable during the period under 
consideration, Orthodoxy had already permeated her institutions and
133 See J. Bois, "Les hésychastes avant le X lVe siècle," p.7. He writes: "Les hésychastes 
jouissaient, au mont Athos, d'une consideration toute spéciale...Ils formaient une élite 
parmi les moines: on les considérait commes des maîtres dans les voies de la spiritualité et 
de la mystique."
134 See J. Fine, T h e  Early Medieval Balkans, A  Critical Survey f r o m  the Sixth to the Late 
Twelfth Century,  Ann Arbor: University o f Michigan Press, 1983, pp. 171-79. He 
considers Bogomilism "a small movement" (179). See also his earlier article "The Size and 
Significance o f the Bulgarian Bogomil Movement," East European Quarterly, 11, no. 4, 
(W inter 1977): 385-412. A contrasting viewpoint is found in J.Bois, "Les hésychastes 
avant le X lV e  siècle", p.8, in which he writes that "Nicéphore Grégoras affirme 
positivement que l'Athos se trouva à l'époque où il écrivait, infesté par l'erreur des 
messaliens et des bogomils."
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cultural activities. After all, Christianity had by this time been their official 
religion fo r nearly a thousand years. The Bulgarians, by contrast, 
Christians o ffic ia lly only since 864, lacked the same kind o f ecclesiastic 
vision that afforded the Byzantine's the luxury o f debating the fine points 
of Hesychast practices and the adverse effects of a classical revival.135
Precisely because the need fo r consolidation was pressing in 
Bulgaria, Tsar Ivan Alexander supported a large-scale Orthodox cultural 
revival. O f course, this importation o f culture had been going on since the 
Christianization o f the Bulgarians under Tsar Boris and his younger son, 
Tsar Symeon, in the period known as the "Golden Age" o f Bulgarian liter- 
ature. During the 14th century, Bulgaria was undergoing its second period 
of conscious, intensive "byzantinization", especially in artistic spheres: 
iconography, literature, manuscript illumniation136 and architecture.
The Baroque developed at the time when the Roman Catholic Church 
launched its own campaign to attract the populace away from the "heresy" 
o f the Reformation; sim ilarly, the activities in the arts in fourteenth- 
century Bulgaria that coincided w ith the spread of Hesychasm were an 
outgrowth o f Bulgaria's own campaign against heresies. Yet we maintain 
that Hesychasm was not the source o f inspiration for these arts (as we have 
made clear in Section III o f this woik). Hesychasm was rather a concurrent 
development in monastic culture that primarily changed the way Bulgarian 
monks o f Euthymius' day practiced ascesis. While Hesychasm provided 
material for the religious art o f the day, it did not determine the form of 
literary art; that is, it did not change either the style or the structure.
Because the monastic circles o f medieval Slavdom were interested in 
Hesychasm primarily as a means o f combatting heresy and ascetic laxity,
135 Sec I Dujčev, "Slawische Heilige in der byzantinischen Hagiographie," Medioevo 
bizantino-slavo, vol.2, 207-224. He states on p.208: "Die verschiedenen häretischen 
Bewegungen unter den Süd- und Ostslawen stellten eine starke Opposition gegenüber den 
byzantinischen Einflüssen in Religion und Kirchenleben dar. In diesem Sinn könnten sie 
als eine Äusserung des Strebens nach nationaler Autonomie im geisdichen Leben gewertet 
werden." See also Dujčev, "I Bogomili nei paesi slavi e la loro storia," pp.251-282; and 
Browning, op.cit, 162-165.
136 See A. Джурова, Болгарская рукописная книга X-XVtll вв., Москва: АН 
СССР, 1978: "Le manuscrit pendant le deuxième Royaume Bulgare (1185-1396)," 
Cyrillomethodianum  4 (1977): 36-99; Хиляда години българска ръкописна книга, 
Орнаменти и миниатюра, София: БАН, 1981.
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they naturally would have been more interested first in disseminating the 
content o f Hesychast mysticism among Slavic monastic communities before 
launching into the complexities of Palamite theology. Gregory the Sinaite's 
writings in essence contained the most important elements o f Hesychast 
mysticism, whereas the writings o f Palamas presupposed an extremely wide 
knowledge of Hesychast writers before him and enter into detailed 
arguments which, for these Slavic monks learning the basics o f Hesychasm 
for the first time, would have unessential i f  not incomprehensible.
Returning to our original definitions of Hesychasm, as previously 
formulated by Meyendorff, we would herefore conclude that what the 
Slavs of the fourteenth century inherited from Byzantium, the so-called 
"political hesychasm" that was passed on to the Slavs from Byzantium, is a 
composite o f the first two definitions of Hesychasm given by Meyendorff, 
and in the main lacks any significant element o f Palamism, Meyendorff s 
third definition. Obolensky cites Serbia as something of an exception to this 
conclusion in that the Serbs had translated Palamas into Slavonic in the 
fourteenth century137 and even began to venerate him as a saint before his 
o fficia l canonization in 1368138, but there is no evidence pointing to a 
significant contribution by him in the development o f Hesychast mysticism 
in Serbia, Bulgaria, or in any other area o f Orthodox Slavdom.
In other words, we may now identify the form o f Hesychasm 
embraced by the Slavs as 1) a continuation of the early Christian and 
Sinaite Hesychastic tradition and 2) the Athonite Hesychastic tradition, the 
revival of which occurred with the teachings of Gregory the Sinaite. This 
is not to suggest that Palamas could not have had a place in highly 
sophisticated exegeses among the educated elite o f Slavic lands, but to 
suggest an influence of Palamas on the common level o f monastic practice 
equal to or even approaching that o f Gregory the Sinaite is so far 
groundless.
137 Hesychasm itself seems to have penetrated the Chilandar Monastery on M t Athos in 
the 13th century. Apparently Sava, St. Symeon's son, established an fjovxao^piov at 
Chilandar. See J. Bois, "Les hésychastes," pp.6-7; and also in his article "Grégoire le 
Sinaite," p.69, he writes: "Nous savons que le typicon rédigé par saint Sabbas de Serbie 
pour les habitants de l'ffougaarnipibv établi par lui...leur imposait la récitation quotidienne 
du psautier."
138 Obolensky, "Late Byzantine Culture and the Slavs," И .
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As we shall see in the next chapter, Euthymius' hagiographie texts 
contain numerous references to Hesychastic mysticism as taught by 
Gregory the Sinaite (and as described in the Life o f Gregory the Sinaite 
and the Life o f Theodosius by Patriarch Kallistos and in the Life o f Romil 
o f Vidin ). Euthymius employs key images taken from Hesychast mysticism 
and refers to Hesychasm iteself by name in several passages; but the 
Euthymian texts contain no references to the theology of essences and 
energies developed by Palamas.
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Chapter 2:
The Hesychastic Content in the Vitæ by Euthymius
Nothing cleanses the soul and 
leads to the prototypical state
like the desert and quietude.1
Patriarch Euthymius ־-
As we have already seen, many claims have been made in the field of 
Byzantino-Slavic scholarship that seek to establish a connection between a 
particular style of writing and the mystical movement o f Hesychasm, 
claims that find no proof in an examination of the very hagiographie texts 
in which this connection is said to be manifested. As we have posited above, 
the only sphere of the Euthymian hagiographie texts in which one can 
detect a Hesychastic influence is the content, while style and structure are 
demonstrably directly borrowed from an earlier, inherited Metaphrastic 
tradition. This chapter examines those passages of the Euthymian texts that 
show clearly the author's intent to develop each protagonist specifically as 
the embodiment o f Hesychast mysticism .2 Euthymius himself was a
1 From chapter IV  of the Life of Paraskeva. The term used in the original is "Ь егьтіь- 
v ie ", the Slavonic translation for the Greek term "fjavxia", or "quietude, silence".
2 See J.Børtnes, "Hesychast Doctrine in Epiphanius' 'Life o f Saint Stephen, Bishop of 
Perm International Journal of Slavic Linguistics a n d  Poetics 31-32 (1985): 83-87. In 
this study Børtnes comes to the surprising and important conclusion that the elements o f 
Hesychast mysticism (which we do find in the Euthymian texts) are missing in the Life of 
Stefan of Perm'  by Epiphanius, another writer who has been singled out for employing a 
style and thematic structure that is reflective of Hesychasm. On page 84 Børtnes writes: "A 
reader expecting to find in the Life o f Saint Stephen a reflection o f Hesychast mysticism 
w ill be sadly disappointed. The recurring elements o f Hesychast theology, such as the 
liberation from the passions through mental prayer, the idea o f the deifying g ift o f the Spirit 
as a mystical light, transforming into light those who receive its richness, deification as 
imitation of Christ and participation in him—none o f these elements are to be found in 
Epiphanius' account. When 'light' is used in a metaphorical sense by Epiphanius, it refers 
to the missionary work o f Saint Stephen among the people o f Perm', whom he 'enlightens' 
by the Word o f God, whereas it never occurs in the sense o f mystical illumination by the 
'light of deification' or 'divine energy,' as we know it  from Hesychast theology. The 
doctrine o f deification in contemplation of the hypostatic light' has no place in Epiphanius' 
representation o f the life  o f Saint Stephen...Omissions such as these are hardly accidental. 
Clearly, Epiphanius never intended to represent his saintly hero as an embodiment o f 
Hesychast mysticism"
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Hesychast and developed as a writer within a Hesychastic cultural circle in 
Bulgaria and Byzantium. As a Hesychast, Mulić observes, Euthymius 
"demonstrates Hesychastic concepts in his works, especially in the vitæ, 
which ascribe to his heroes the characteristics and ideas of the Hesychast of 
[Euthymius'] day."3 Ian White also points to the significance o f the "purely 
Hesychast content" o f the Euthymian literary texts, and he cites some 
examples drawn specifically from the saints' lives.4
Every hero of Euthymius' vitæ is depicted as a Hesychast.5 To what 
degree the incremental steps toward the ascension of the soul o f the saint 
are explicitly developed varies across texts but every Euthymian subject has 
this in common: each attains the ultimate goal of the Hesychasts, a vision of 
the D ivinity in the form of the Taboric Light. Moreover, the way in which 
this moment of ecstasy is described also differs from vita to vita; neverthe- 
less Euthymius' intent is clear—that Ivan, Hilarion, Paraskeva, and 
Philothea should all stand out as shining examples of Christian and, more 
specifically, Hesychastic perfection. A ll retreat from the world, all endure 
physical hardships (e.g. abstinence from sleep, food, manual labor,
3 See M ulić, "'Pletenije sloves' i hesihazam," Radavi zavoda za slavensku filoloģiju 7 
(1965): 141-56, pp. 141-2; the original passage in fu ll reads: "I sam Jevtim ije  kao 
učenik Teodosi ja Trnovskoga, ućenika G rigorija S inajita, bio je hesihast pa je 
h e s ih a s tilka  shva lan ja  is p o ljio  i  и svojim  d je lim a , oso b i to  u ž itijim a , 
p rip isu juć i svojim  junacima osobine i shvaćanja hesihasta svoga vremena."
4 See I.White, "Hesychasm and the Revival o f Bulgarian Literature in the Fourteenth 
Century", in Bulgaria, Past a n d  Present, Columbus: AAASS, 1976: 249-254, p.252. 
White states that while " it is not possible to show that Hesychast beliefs prompted Evtim ij 
to develop the language employed in his surviving works... [nevertheless] the proposition 
that this language was devised for purposes framed in the spirit of Hesychasm may be 
supported by reference to the purely Hesychast content of some of these works."
5 On the subject o f Hesychastic themes and content in the tradition of Slavic hagiography, 
Richardon's dissertation, ("Hesychasm in the Hagiographie Works o f Patriarch Kallistos", 
Ph.D.Dissertation, Harvard University, 1969) makes a claim that we cannot agree with. He 
maintains that only the Life of Gregory the Sinaite and the Life of Theodosius represent, in 
the Slavic tradition, vitæ o f Hesychastic content He writes on page ii o f the preface: "...I 
make a claim that there existed in medieval Slavic hagiography a special category o f lives, 
which might properly be called hesychastic lives. But the claim is [a] much more modest 
one than I had anticipated when I began my research, because hesychastic hagiography in 
Slavic literatures is represented only by two lives: these o f Gregory and Theodosius by 
Patriarch Kallistos." Richardson's work offers many valid and interesting points, but his 
decision to exclude Euthymius' vitæ from this category o f Hesychastic Slavic lives is 
puzzling, especially when one considers the obvious references in his works to the vision 
o f the Divine Light as taught by Gregory the Sinaite.
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exposure to the elements), all give themselves over to solitude and prayer. 
While all o f these subthemes of deeds are common to most hagiographie 
texts, not just Hesychastic ones, there is a moment in each text that is 
undeniably specific to Hesychast mysticism: the culmination of ascesis, the 
vision o f God in the form of the Taboric Light. Whatever mode o f 
expressing it—"clearly delighting in the light o f the consubstantial 
T rin ity ,"6 "seeing clearly the Holy Trinity ,"7 "conversing face to face with 
the Bridegroom Christ,"8 "speaking with Christ as one would with one's 
own kin"9—the result is the same: all o f Euthymius' heroes complete their 
journey of the ascent of the soul to the apotheosis of earthly sanctity; and in 
each case, this is accomplished through the prescriptive steps of icpáÇiç 
(dêjanié, or deeds) and Gecopia (s*zercanie, or contemplation), both of 
which were carefully prescribed by Gregory the Sinaite in his teachings.
Similar to what we already observed in chapter 1 of Section III (in 
which we argue that the post-Metaphrastic texts are characterized by a 
suspension of the "linear narrative" whereby interspersed formulaic 
phrases are favored over an anecdotal exposition) the references to a vision 
of the Divine Light do not appear as an integral part o f the narrative. 
There is not an anecdote or episode in which the saint attains the goal of the 
Hesychastic mysticism. Rather, the attainment of this goal of the vision of 
the Taboric Light is stated — usually with only one phrase — either in the 
introduction, in the panegyrical section at the end of the life , and/or with 
short phrases interwoven throughout the text, much like the formulaic sub­
6 "i jasno naslaźdaą są svéta edinosęśtnyą tró jcą" (LIR, X III, 25-26).
7 "Üsté z riś i svątęą trójcę" (LH M ,XV III, 57)
8 "пь Іісе ть  ky licu  Üsté ST>besédujeéi emu lżeni xu X ristu j " (LP, IX ,76)
9 The fu ll passage reads: "not with mirrors and divination, but face to face you see your 
Bridegroom, sweet Jesus, Jesus your Lover, for whom you have prepared yourself, and 
were not ashamed; you do not speak to Him plaintively but as i f  to your own kin." The 
original reads: "ne ггъсаіоть i gadaniem, nç Ііс е ть  къ licu  svoego z riś i ženixa,
I susa sladkago, I susa ljubeznago, I susa svoego ra& te lé , emuže ugotovi są i ne 
smąte są, i ne xodatajstbvné къ nemu besédueSi, no svojstbvné i  ąźe o nas lis té  
къ nemu prinoosiśi m olby" (LPh, X IV , 98). Another reference to mirrors appears in 
this passage from the LTheod: "v'kséx bo togda budutb télesa jakože ггьсаіа préd 
zreštim i ix "  (LTh, XXI, p.29, line 23).
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themes examined in Section Ш, chapter 3. In fact, all o f the references to 
Hesychasm are subtle references in the sense that Euthymius alludes to 
various processes toward the attainment of the vision o f the Taboric Light 
without an overt statement that the saint actually experienced the vision. It 
would seem to provide sufficient material to lead to a conclusion about the 
status o f Hesychasm in Euthymius' society: that Euthymius — and the select 
audience whom he was trying to reach — were fam iliar with the processes 
of TcpáÇiç and ѲешрСа (expounded by Gregory the Sinaite) that it was not 
necessary for Euthymius to present in his literary works an explicit 
explanation o f the goals o f the Hesychasts. Euthymius' texts lead one to the 
conclusion that these points were already known, so that a detailed 
summary or explanation o f the processes would have been superfluous. 
Mere references to the processes o f Hesychastic practice sufficed.
In the LP, for example, one goal of the Hesychasts ־־ the restoration 
of man's original, unfallen state — is encapsulated in just one line: "Nothing 
cleanses the soul and leads to the primordial state like the desert and 
quietude [f|<ruxia]."10 Here Euthymius is establishing a dialogue with one 
o f Gregory the Sinaite's points made in Chapter 61 o f Gregory's 
Ke<t>áA.a1a in which he speaks of the primordial simplicity o f man. 11 
Obviously, Euthymius assumes some basic knowledge of Hesychastic tenets 
on the part o f his audience: 1) that the goal o f TcpáÇiç and Ѳесор(а is a 
vision of God which occurs only when one has reclaimed the prim itive 
sinless state o f Adam12, and 2) that a life of isolation in the desert as well
10 "nićtoźe bo ino  tako dušu oíiáta jetb i ѵт> ргъѵооЬгагпое p rivod itb , jakože 
pustynja i bezbmlbvie" (LP,ГУ,65).
11 Gregory the Sinaite, КсфбЯша 8í ÒKpooxixfôoç. in Patrologia Graca.  vol. 150, 1239- 
1346, edited by J.-P. Migne, Paris, 1887 (hereafter referred to as Migne, P G  150). See 
1256, C, Chap.61.
12 This is not to be confused with the doctrine o f the Adamites, who advocated the 
shedding o f one's clothes in im itation o f the first man. See J.Fine, T h e  Late Medieval 
Balkans, A  Critical Survey f r o m  the Late Twelfth Century to the Ottoman Empire,  Ann 
Arbor: University o f Michigan Press, 1987, p.441. There is mention o f an Adamite in the 
U f e  of Theodosius  by Kallistos; and Theodosius, a Hesychast, refutes their teachings.
Earlier reflections o f this particular philosophical approach that regarded the spiritual 
purification o f man as a recapturing o f his primitive or premorii al state can be found in the 
U f e  o f  Anthony  : "We need only to w ill perfection, since it  is w ithin our power and is 
developed by us, for, when the soul keeps the understanding in its natural state, perfection 
is confirmed. The soul is in its natural state when it remains as it was created, and it  was
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as the practice o f quietude and silence (fjcruxia, bezm M vie) are the two 
basic components o f TipáÇiç that must be fu lfilled  before the work of 
Ѳешріа (contemplation) can be undertaken.
The disciplines of 7cpáÇ1ç and Øecopfa, as discussed in the first 
chapter of this section, were introduced to the Slavic community largely 
through the teachings of Gregory the Sinaite. The scholar A.E. Tachiaos 
writes:
Quant à la prière du coeur...on peut conclure qu'elle se trouvait sous l'influence 
du manuel byzantin bien connu, qui traite de l'oraison hćsychaste. Aussi faut-il 
noter que cette prière avait dans la vie hćsychaste athonite le caractère-qu'il nous 
soit pennis d'appeler "dure"״ de la tradition sinaitiaue, telle qu'on voit d'ailleurs 
ranimée ensuite à 1'Athos par Grégoire le Sinaite.13
It is worth examining the details of the processes and steps that were to be 
followed by the aspiring Hesychast in order to obtain the sought-after 
vision of the Divine, or Taboric, Light.
Certain prerequisites must be met before one can undertake íipáÇiç. 
One must first isolate oneself in the desert or wilderness, or in a cell apart 
from the community. Angelov writes that the Hesychasts believed that they 
had to break with all human contact and either live in a cell alone or in a 
deserted place where they would not be disturbed, so-called "love of the 
wilderness" ("п усти н н о л ю б и е то " ) .14 Then the body must be
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created beautifully and exceedingly upright" (chap.20); and " If  we care to know the future, 
even once, let us be pure in mind, for I believe that, when a soul is perfectly pure and has 
been preserved in its natural state, it becomes clear sighted and is able to see more and 
futher than the evil spirits" (chap.34).
13 A.E.Tachiaos, "Le monachisme serbe de saint Sava et la tradition hćsychaste athonite" 
in Хиландарсни зборнин, edited by G. Ostrogorski, 83-89, Београд: Српска Ака- 
демкф Наука и Уметности, 1966, рр.85-86.
14 Д. Ангелов, "Към историята на религиоэно-фи'лософската мисъл в 
средновековна България—исихазъм и варлаамитство,“ Българсното истори- 
ческо дружество 25 (1967): 73-92, р. 79. See also J.Bois, "Les hésychastes avant 
le XlVe siècle," Échos d'Orient 1 (1901): 1-11; he adds (pp.56־) an interesting historical 
note, pointing out that the monks on Mt. Athos who chose to go o ff by themselves 
remained officially attached to the monastery, and the monastery provided them with their 
essential needs. The monk who wished to pursue such a life  had to make an appeal through 
his superiors, and he was or was not then deemed worthy or sufficiently serious. Others 
completely detached themselves, becoming independent and wayfaring.
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strengthened through abstention from spiritually debilitating comforts. One 
must abstain from food, sleep and exhaust the body with manual labor.15
In each o f Euthymius' saints' lives, the hero fu lfills  these 
requirements by retreating far from the city to a place where, in a cell, the 
work o f ascesis can be pursued. In the Life o f Ivan o f R ila , Ivan is led by 
God from his home to the wilderness, and this is expressed in the form o f a 
biblical comparison: just as God commanded Abraham to leave his city and 
go to the place that God showed him, so He "showed [Ivan] also the place 
where it pleased Him ." 16 Ivan is shown a mountain where he goes and 
builds himself "a small hut out of bushes."17 In the next chapter, Ivan 
moves to "a dark and gloomy cave,"18 where he is pursued by his nephew 
Luke who has run away from home in search of his uncle, Ivan, and a pure 
life  in the desert.
In this particular scene, Euthymius lends authority to the chosen life  
o f the Hesychastic desert hermit in three ways. First, Euthymius borrows 
an incident out o f the Life  o f Anthony. As a boy, Anthony comes across an 
old man living a life  of solitude, and Anthony begs him to let him stay and 
live w ith him. Even i f  this literary allusion is missed, the biblical 
comparison cannot be: "And Luke was with him in the desert like an 
innocent lamb, shepherded by a true shepherd just as Abel or Isaac had 
been, and he was imitating in every way his forerunners, who had been 
raised from childhood in the desert."19 Lastly, when Luke is found by his 
father (who is shown the place by the Devil) and taken against his w ill back 
home, Euthymius as narrator inserts a poetic contrast between the sinful 
existence of inhabitants of the world filled with sin and the sacred, chosen
15 Bois, "L'hésychasme avant le XlVe siècle," p.7, writes that in addition to vocal prayer 
and recitation o f the Psalter, the days o f the Heschast monks of Athos were occupied with 
mediation and manual labor. This is reflected in certain formulaic phrases Euthymius 
employs, such as "adding labor unto labor".
16 "рокагаѵь *m u 1 mèsto, id  eže tomu blagougoditi vbzmožet" (LIR, II, 8).
17 "s'btvorb m al9 o t xrastia ko libę" (LIR, II, 9).
18 "peêterç obrétk temnę 3$10 i mraćnę" (LIR, III, 9).
19 " I b4 s-b п іт ь  ѵъ pustyn i jakože agną nezlobivo, is tinny im b  pastyremb 
pasomo, jakože drugyj A v e l*  i l i  Isaaky p rć te ią  ѵъ ѵъветь podrażaą, iže o t 
mladensta v pustyn <־ i vkspitannago ” (LIR, III, 10).
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existense of those who follow the call o f God to retreat into solitude and 
silence (т\а\)Х1а): "[Luke’s father] seized the child, and went back to the 
world, to the world more evil than a fornicator, back to the mother o f all 
uncleanliness and evil; he took him away from the divine mountain, the 
fertile mountain where God deigned him to live."20
In the L ife  o f H ila rion  o f Moglena, as explained in Section ГѴ, 
chapter 3, the focus of Ilarion's sanctity rests not so much on his ascesis (as 
is the case with Ivan) as on his ability to fight against heresy and lead the 
Bulgarians to Orthodoxy; but there is a single reference to his pursuit o f an 
anchoritic life  as well: "...and he rejoiced and returned to his cell, to a far 
and secluded place from the city where they had beaten him ."21
In the Life o f Paraskeva, Euhthymius writes: "...she fled; and having 
reached the desert, she led there an angelic and chaste life , void o f material 
concerns, imitating completely and with no less zeal the life  of Elias, the 
visionary of God, or better to say [John] the Baptist."22 This biblical 
comparison is especially significant. The passage alludes to one o f the 
central images in the mysticism of the Hesychasts, the Transfiguration of 
Christ in which Christ appears — talking with Moses and Elias ״  before the 
disciples Peter, James and John.23 In addition to this reference to the vision 
of the Taboric Light (which, by association with John the Baptist we are to 
assume Paraskeva attained), this passage is a justification for the anchoritic 
life, for John the Baptist also withdrew into the desert, eating only w ild 
honey and locusts.24
20 "Ѵъгхуиѵь ubo.otroka, i къ m iru  grądćśe, къ m iru  s k v ^n n é j b łędn i ci, къ 
ne i is to ty  i вкѵгъпу vksékoç m ateri, ottrkże togo o t gory bozię, gory tućnyę, 
gory, ѵъ nejźe blagovoli Іх^ъ  ż iti ѵъ nej " (LIR, III, 11).
21 "raduą są ѵъ svoę otide ke lię , daleće sęśtu o t grada méstu i  uedinenu, na 
nemże pobiśą i"  (LIR, V III, 43)
22 "bégu se jetb i,  pustyn ju dos t i gśi, tamo neveátbstvnoe i  aggelbskoe 
prébyvaaSe ž itie , ničim že mbnjeje bogovidca I lie  podražavaje žite lbstvo, i l i  
istinnéjéeje reśti, k r^ ls tite lja "  (LP, III, 63).
23 For biblical references, see M t 17.1-3. Compare also parallel passages in the ninth 
chapter of Luke.
24 a . M t 3.1-4; Mk 1.1-6.
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In the beginning o f the fourth chapter o f the L ife  o f Paraskeva, 
Paraskeva has a vision in which she is told to leave the desert, and she is 
saddened to relinquish her life  of quietude. While it may be argued, and 
correctly so, that mere references to a life  o f isolation do not constitute 
anything peculiarly Hesychast about these lives, this next passage is proof 
that Euthymius is developing specifically Hesychastic subjects in his 
hagiographie works: "but she was saddened to leave the desert, for nothing 
cleanses the soul and leads to the pristine state like the desert and quietude 
[Hesychasm]."25 The whole point for the Hesychast in fu lfilling  various 
steps of TCpáÇiç was to first restore back to the sinful man his earlier, 
sinless, primordial state before his fa ll, which is symbolized by Adam.26
Following the steps of 7cpaÇ1ç, or "practical virtues" (тсрактіка і 
ápexa í) w ill inevitably lead to the restoration of "natural virtues" 
(ф гхпкаі àpexaí).27 In other words, the practice of these deeds then 
leaves the soul o f man in its natural state. Once this occurs, the soul o f the 
Hesychast is then ready to begin its ascent to a superior world. In the 
ultimate step of Hesychastic mysticism, the Hesychast attains the vision of 
the Divine Light o f God and "creation itself takes on a condition o f a 
completely intellectual nature, such as Adam had until his fa ll."28 The 
means to acquire the goal, as is clearly stated in this passage, is a life  of 
quietude (bezm ilvie , fjoux ia , Hesychasm) in the desert.
Furthermore, in the LPh, the association between isolation in a cell 
and fja\)xl(x is also made ־־ not overtly, but rather through the expression 
of its opposite, ôópuPoç (mąteźb, turmoil): "There is a lake near the city 
of Molivot, and there happens to be an island in the middle o f it, and there
25 "peialovaaáe že о ostav ljen ii pustynje, ničtože bo ino talco dušu očištajet* i 
ѵ> рггѵооЬгагпое p rivod itb , jakože pustynja i  Ьегътіьѵіе" (LP, ГѴ, 65).
26 Angelov (Q. Ангелов, op.cit, 77) comments on this: "The [Hesychasts] wanted to 
renew the tie between man and God that had been broken by sin, i.e. for man to restore 
himself as Adam." This is what Gregory the Sinaite referred to as the primordial or 
prim itive perfection [първобитно съвършенство]. See also R. Richardson, 
"Hesychasm in the Hagiographie Works o f Patriarch Kallistos," p. 16.
27 See J.Bois, "Grégroie le Sinaite," 70.
28 Richardson, op.cit, 16
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she went and made a cell, and lived there, ridding herself o f all turmoil"29, 
that is, practicing Hesychasm.
And lastly, there is a passage in the LP in which a minor character, a 
stylite, is introduced. The passage which mentions him for the first time 
states that he, like Paraskeva, is a Hesychast: "Somewhere nearby there was 
a stylite on a column, practicing quietude [i.e. Ь е гтъ іѵ іе , fļcru^ia ]."30
In addition to the prerequisite o f pursuing a life  o f isolation, the 
successful TtpáÇiç also requires several other steps. Angelov31 notes that in 
the Life o f Romil o f Vidin 32, three observances in particular are stressed: 
1) abstention from sleep, 2) abstention from food, and 3) abstention from 
bodily comfort. Richardson offers a summary of the cycle o f TtpaÇiç33 as 
taught by Gregory the Sinaite in his Кеф(Шх1а 34 (teachings which also 
provide the framework for the acts of the heroes in The L ife  o f Theodosius 
and in The L ife  o f Gregory the Sinaite written by Patriarch Kallistos35).
! 29 "B liz že grada M olivota ezero nékoe es tlH  ostrov že nék ij sa lu ti są ѵъ петь 
! b y ti, i tu  v b śedśi i־  ke lijcç  malç s^tvoréi, prébyvaaèe proćee, mąteźb v 1>s&bsky 
ot sebe ottrąsśi ״ (LPh, V I, 85).
j  30 "S tl־kpniku ubo togda blizb négde tu na stlbpé bezkml*v s tv u juátu" (LPh, V, 
í 67).
31 Ангелов, op.cit, 78.
32 The texts has been published by P.Syrku. See П. А .Сырку, "Монаха Григория 
житие преподобного Ромила," Памятники древней письменности и искус- 
ства 134 (1900): 1-54. For secondary literature on this vita, see LDujčev, "U n 
manuscrit de la vie de StRom il," Studia Serdicensia 2 (1940):8892־ (Reprinted in 
Medioevo bizantino-slavo, vol.2, 231-236); and F.Halkin, "Un ermite des Balkans au 
XlVe siècle," Byzantion 31 (1961): 111-147.
33 Richardson, op.cit, 16-17.
34 See Migne, PG 150, pp. 1272 D, 1273 A-D, Chapters 100-104.
35 E.Turdeanu summarizes the teachings of Gregory the Sinaite and his contribution to 
Slavic lands in his book La littérature bulgare du XIVe siècle et sa diffusion dans les pays 
roumains, Travaux publiés par l'institu t d'Études slaves, no.22. Paris: Imprimerie 
nationale, 1947, p.7: "Grégoire prêchait l'isolement et le jeûne, le détachement de l'âme des 
tentations de la vie par le travail spirituel et le silence, d'où le nom donné à sa doctrine: 
hésychasme ( ^cruxia= silence, calme). Partant de i'idée qu'à la création l'homme avait joui 
de la perfection divine, qu'il perdit au moment du premier péché, Grégoire cherche les 
voies par lesquelles l'âme peut attaindre sa pureté primordiale. Elle peut y parvenir par un 
long effort, au cours duquel elle se détache toujours davantage de ses liens avec la vie du 
corps. Dans cet exercise de l'ascèse, Grégoire envisage plusieurs degrés, —et c'est là
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According to Gregory the Sinaite, fasting leads to abstinence. This is the 
concept o f vrí\jaç that Bois suggests was one o f Gregory the Sinaite's 
contributions to the already existing tradition o f Hesychasm on Athos. 
Abstinence, then, leads to vigilance, vigilance to patience, patience to 
fortitude, and fortitude to inner calm (־fja 'uxfci, Ь е гтъ іѵ іе ). Inner calm 
then leads to prayer, as we recall from the previous chapter. This 
particular step, f|a\)% ia, involves several physical disciplines: controlled 
breathing, a fixed bodily position, and vocal prayer, and the repetition of 
the K6־p1£ eXeeiaov, the eitøf! той’1ףaoú, and psalmody.36
In a discussion of Hesychasm as it was practiced amongst the monks 
at Chi landar, Bois writes that the daily office specified that the Psalter must 
be distributed between various parts o f the office in such a way that it be 
recited in fu ll every day. He also notes that much of the time of the average 
Hesychast went to the reading of the Psalter and to "vocal prayer".37 In the 
Euthymian texts there are many references to recitation of the Psalms, i.e. 
1) "And he would sing from the Psalms of David..."38; 2) "The holy saint 
like an innocent lamb in the midst o f the filth  o f wolves walked around
surtout son originalité. Le premier degré est la maîtrise de soi-même et la soumission à 
toutes les privations et à toutes les éprouves ascétiques; mais la lutte ainsi engagée contre 
les sens, si variés que soient ses moyens, n'est qu'une préparation pour la libération de 
l'esprit; elle est une discipline physique, non pas une régénération morale; elle n'est qu'une 
pratique (npàÇiç). C'est le degré que Grégoire constate chez tous les ascète de son époque 
et auquel lui-même se trouvait avant sa recontre avec l'ermite Arsène. Mais cette pratique, 
indispensable pour m ortifier les tentations du corps, doit être rehaussée par une vie 
spirituelle intense, par une participation continue de La conscience à tout acte de dévotion, 
par une méditation prolongé de la divinité; d'où la nécessité pour l'ascète de vivre isolé, 
loin de tout bruit qui puisse le soustraire à sa vie intérieure, et d'occuper constamment son 
esprit par la méditation (ѲешрСа), par l'étude et surtout par des prières qu'il dira en lu i- 
même; pour se détendre, il chantera des psaumes. L'essentiel de cette vie spirituelle est la 
prière mentale. C'est elle qui élève la pensée vers Dieu et permet à l'ascète de contempler 
dans les replis de son propre coeur la lumière divine (SôÇa Oeoîf), c'est elle qui, enfin, rend 
à l'âme sa pureté primordiale et la possibilité de se confondre avec l'Entité suprême, par 
l'extase (екотаоц). La prière mentale, idée de base de l'hésychasme, est ainsi pour l'âme 
un moyen de purification et de résurrection: ף xîfç yugifc кбѲароц ł) àváotaoiç
36 H-G.Beck, Kirche und Theologische Literatur in Byzantinischen Reiche, Munich: C.H. 
Becksche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1959, p.352, specifically underlines the point that 
psalmody enjoyed the same prestige in Hesychastic circles as the "Jesus Prayer" and the 
Kúpie &££Íoov.("Sie steht gleichberechtigt neben der yaX^S ia, aber nicht höher.").
37 Bois, "L'hésychasme avant le X lVe siècle," 6-7.
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with this song from the Psalms on his lips39; and 3) "She kept that verse 
from the Psalms on her lips."40 Under Gregory the Sinaite, who was in 
turn under the influence of Arsenius, the monk on Cyprus, the emphasis on 
vocal prayer is shifted to the Evagrian concept o f "mental prayer" (voepà 
71pо0£\)£1ן ) as "the highest achievement of contemplation."41
To continue with the steps of 7cpáÇ1ç, prayer w ill lead to silence, 
silence to inner suffering, inner suffering to humility ־־ which is mentioned 
in the LIM : "But Hilarion in no way enjoyed this, but assumed even more 
the hum ility o f Christ" (LH M ,III,48) — and hum ility leads to inner 
suffering again. This completes the cycle o f xcpáÇiç, which prepares the 
soul for its ascent (vbsxoáenie), which in turn is achieved only through 
contemplation (Ѳешр(а).
According to Bois, the distinction between rcpáÇiç and Ѳешріа was 
not made in Athonite Hesychasm until the dissemination of Gregory's 
! teachings: "Le principe fondamental de sa méthode, c'est la distinction 
ļ entre le vo\)Ç TcpaKUKÔç and the votfç 0£ ^ 42".;>0^ 1  ף
! Before we examine the stages of Ѳешріа, let us first examine the
occurences in the Euthymian texts of the various acts o f ascesis enumerated 
above under ítpáÇiç. By far not all of the steps in TcpGíÇiç are mentioned 
by Euthymius, but there is a striking consistency in the development of 
some of them in the narrative. Particularly pervasive are the themes of 
abstinence from food, sleep and physical comfort. First of all, as is 
formulaic for the hagiographie genre in general ־־ not just vitæ penned by
445
39 "Božij že u godni kb jako ov£ą nezlobivo po srédé ѵіъкь nelbstia xodaaâe i 
psalomskoe ono ѵт» ustéx obnośaaśe pénie" (LHM, V III, 42).
40 "Ona že psalomskyj om> ѵь ustéx obnośaaśe g lago lV  (LPh, V I, 86). Sec A.E. 
Tachiaos, "Mount Athos and Slavic Literatures," Cyrillomethodianum 4 (1978): 1-35. On 
page 10, fn26, he writes: "These Sinaitic influences affect chiefly the life  o f the hermit 
monks and those living in skites. The information given to us by the Russian monk Dosifej 
o f the Kievan Lavra is highly valuable for the history o f the spiritual life  on Athos at the 
end of the 12th century and the beginning of the 13th. It appears from this that in the 
isolated cells inhabited by the more ascetic monks, a typikon o f reading the Psalter was 
observed (the well-known typikon o f the twelve psalms that originated in Jerusalem), but 
more emphasis was placed on the 'Jesus Prayer,' which is o f Sinaitic origin."
41 Bois, "Grégoire le Sinaite," 66.
42 ibid., 70.
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Hesychasts ־־ the hero renounces his or her wordly fortune. Ivan o f Rila 
disperses "his property into the hands o f the p o o r,"43 and Euthymius 
repeats the topos with this passage: "Leaving the things of this world to the 
worldly and the dust to ashes, he left the world and the Ruler o f the world 
and took nothing except one leather tunic."44 In the LP, Euthymius 
completes the same theme (rejection of riches) and does so with details 
from the culture o f his time that provide the present-day reader w ith a 
poignant look back to the persistence of materialism as a component of 
human nature and weakness: "She had no care for the yokes of oxen, nor 
for golden-bridled horses, nor for clothing, nor for beds, nor for homes, 
nor for maiden servants, but for spiritual purification..."45
Sometimes the themes of abstinence from food, sleep and physical 
comfort are developed individually in the narrative, but most often they 
are developed through an economical composite of all three into one phrase 
which is usually repeated several times throughout the narrative. This we 
have examined in detail in chapter 3 of Section III, whereby formulaic 
phrases of this sort constitute a leitm otif of the text and are interwoven into 
the narrative. We need not repeat all o f them here; rather, a few examples 
w ill suffice.
Ivan takes only enough desert grass to keep himself alive "and he 
also took only a little  water, just enough to refresh his innards."46 The 
rejection of physical comforts is stated explicitly: "He lived in this cave 
twelve years, and having no physical comforts, he added labor unto labor 
and to il unto to il."47 The author of the Life o f Anthony, in describing
00056363
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43 "lIoann־kJ rastoći sęśtaa togo ѵъ rçky  ubogyx" (LIR, II, 8).
44 "ostavléetb zemnaa ге т п у т ь  i pepelnyim  prbstb, isxoditk m ira i m irod r־bžca, 
ničksože ino ѵьгеть  razvé edinç odežd? kožan?" (LIR, П, 8-9).
45 "Ne bè toj tamo popečenie o s^prugoxb ѵоіоѵь, niže o zlatouzdnyxk konjexb, 
ne о odeždean i postei j ax, ne о domox i rabynjax, пь о duáevnomb o ć iś te n ii" 
(LP, Ш, 63-4).
46 "i se po zasoźdeni si T>n*ïnémb, i vodç že takožde, el i ko tbćię  ? iną trbnća  
p ro x la d iti" (LIR, II, 9).
47 "PrébystlbJ že tu  ѵт> to j peété 112 J lé t, n i edinogo pokoa télesnago imćą, trudy 
къ trudomb i bolézni кт> boléznemi» prilagaą" (LIR, IV , 12).
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Anthony's own ascesis uses the same construction, and it is in no way 
surprising or coincidental that it should appear in the specifically 
Hesychastic texts o f Euthymius. As we have seen above in the LIR and the 
LP, Euthymius borrows from the LAnth (one of the earliest translated and 
best-known vitæ to the Slavs). He does so in order to establish his own 
place as a direct continuant o f a well established hagiographie tradition, the 
norms of which get established with the LAnth, and to lend prestige to the 
subjects of his saints' lives. In the first borrowed scene, Luke repeats the 
actions of Anthony as a youth, in seeking the direction o f the older, 
experienced desert-dweller (see chapter 11 of LAnth). Also, the incident of 
the correspondence between Tsar Asen and Ivan is completely lifted from 
chapter 81 of the LAnth in which Anthony receives a similar letter from 
the emperor, and his response, like Ivan's, is in the form of an admonition 
to the sovereign. Another borrowing from the LAnth is Hilarion's status of 
"bloodless martyr", stated twice by Euthymius: 1) "and voluntarily 
Hilarion showed himself to be a bloodless martyr"48; and 2) "...and without 
! [the shedding of] blood you showed yourself to be a martyr."49 This is 
reminiscent o f chapters 46 and 47 of the LAnth in which Anthony longs to 
become a martyr.50 Also, the comparison in the third chapter o f the LP 
i which likens Paraskeva to Elias, the visionary of God is also a reference to 
the Life o f Anthony. In chapter 7 of the LAnth, one finds this reference to 
Elias: "And [Anthony] used to say to himself that in the life  o f the great 
Elias the ascetic ought always to see his own image, as in a mirror."51 To 
the educated reader of his day, it was clear that Euthymius was establishing 
beyond the shadow o f any doubt the canonical nature of his texts not only
0056353
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48 "I męćnikb bez к г ьѵе Ііагіоггь pokazovaaše są р־ го ігѵо іе п іе ть " (LHM , ѴШ , 
42).
49 "i bez kn>vi pokazał są esi męćnikb" (LHM, X V III, 58).
50 Cf. fn. 115 to our translation o f the Life o f H ilarion o f Moglena.
51 English passage quoted from Early Christian Biographies, The Fathers o f the Church, 
no. 15, edited by RJ. Deferrari, 133-224. New York: Fathers o f the Church, 1952, p. 142. 
The original passage reads: "Е Я гт е  Sè èv é a v t S ,  5eïv t ò v  io K iļ 'n ļv  etc ־rifç  itoXtteíaç тог> 
цеубХоѵ ,HXíox) катощаѵ távéi v, œ ç tv  èoóxzpqt t ò v  eavxov ßiov à e i "  (Mignę, P atro logia
Graca, vol.26, p.853).
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by the implementation of structural and stylistic formulaic models and by 
contextual references to the Scriptures, but also — and of no lesser impor- 
tance — through correspondences with what can be termed the proto-vita of 
the encomiastic kind, the Life  o f Anthony. This kind of dialogue that is 
established across texts where scenes from well-known works are lifted 
into another work is what L ixacev refers to as the employment of 
"этикетные моменты."52
Other examples of phrases that indicated abstention from food and 
sleep in the vitæ w ill be fam iliar to the reader from chapter 3 of Section 
ІП; phrases such as 1) "and he lived there, burdening his body with fasting 
and vig ils"53; 2) "..having nothing for food except a grassy plant, which 
the earth usually sprouts forth for cattle" 54; 3) "Who is worthy to recount 
his ,fountain o f tears' and his all-night vig ils and prayers?"55; 4) 
"restraining himself with fasting and vigils and all-night prayer"56; 5) "I 
praise your eyes, which never became drowsy with sleep that leads to 
death...! praise your legs, which throughout all-night vigils never weak- 
ened" (LP, ѴП, 94)57; 6) "exhausting her body with fasting and vigils"58;
448
52 Sec Д.С. Лихачев, Поэтика древнерусской литературы, Ленинград: 
Худож. лит., 1971, р. 106-107. Concerning thematic and anecdotal borrowings, he 
writes: "Писатель считает, что этикетом целиком определялось поведение 
идеального героя, и он воссоздает это поведение по аналогии 
...Средневековный писатель ищет прецедентов в прошлом, озабочен 
образцами, формулами, аналогиями, подбирает цитаты...Писатель жаждет 
ввести свое творчество в рамки литературных канонов, стремится писать
обо всем 'как подобает‘, стремится подчинить литературным канонам все 
то, о чем он пишет..."
53 '1 bé tu pr$byvaą, poáteniemb i bdéniemb udrę£avaą té lo ” (LIR, И, 9)
54 "ničtože ѵъ sMiédb іт у ,  razvé b y lie  trévnoe, eže zemlé skotomb p r03ąbati 
obyće, i  vodç, ąże neskędno istoćn ii istékaçtb" (LIR, II, 9).
55 "S lizn y j že раку togo istočnikb kto po dostoaniju izvéstitb, vbsenoštnaa že 
takožde stoania i  kolénopréklonenia?" (LER, U, 9).
56 "postomb i bdéniemb i bisenośtbnymi stoanii sebe udręćaą" (LHM, Ш , 30).
57 "blažu oći, jako ne vbzdrémaâe эьпоть, sbvodeštimb ѵь sbmrbtb...blažu i no3é( 
jako kb vsenoštnomu stojaniju ne oslabévée" (LP, V II, 73).
postomb i bdéniemb iznurajušti té״ 58 lo״ (LP, П, 63)
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7) "...and [she] lived there [on the island] maintaining fasting and vigils and 
prostration. And she roused herself to such passion [through the abstinence 
of food] that her skin was sticking to her bones"59; 8) "The venerable 
Philothea, locking herself up in her cell, lived four days, eating no food, 
but spending those days [keeping] vigils, [shedding] tears, and [praying] 
w ith frequent genuflections."60
One of the passages on abstention in the LPh corresponds precisely 
w ith an historical note made by Bois. In describing the life  of Hesychastic 
monks associated with the Serbian Chilandar Monastery o f the thirteenth 
century, Bois writes that they were allowed only one meal a day, except on 
Saturday and Sunday when, presumably, they had none.61 This excerpt 
from the LPh coincides with the monastic rule described by Bois: "How she 
blossomed under abstention, and every week she spent both Saturday and 
Sunday without food, during which time she would partake of communion, 
eating only a little  bread and some lentils and also some kvass, and so she 
maintained the first [monastic] rule, listening to God's law night and day 
and sating her soul with the Holy Scripture."62
The "first rule" refers to the monastic rule of St. Athanasius (i.e. 
Athanasius of Trebizond, 920-C .1000). Athanasius in 963 organized the 
Great Laura (monastery) on Athos, and he organized a rule (typicon) for 
cenobitic societies of monks, which were in turn based on a similar rule 
established by Basil o f Caesarea and the ninth-century reformer, Theodore 
the Studite. Bois notes that in later Athonite society, in which the Greeks, 
Bulgarians, Serbians and Russians all had their own monasteries, the rule
59 "prébyvaaåe pročee...pošteniе ть  i bdéniemb...Toliko ubo na s tras ti seb♦ 
podviže, el i  ko p rilbpnçti kostemb eç к г  plT>tem " (LPh, V I, 85).
Prépodobnaa že Filotea, sebe v> k־ 60 e lii zatvorši, p rébystlk j d ib in i će ty ri, 
nikakože piśtę ѵъкивіѵь, nç ѵ ъ bdénii i sl-bzaxb i־  ćąstyz ko lénopréklonenix 
VT»są ony is tkś ti dlbjni* (LPh, IX , 92)
61 See J. Bois, "Lliésychasme avant le X IV  siècle," 6.
62 "To liko  bo v'bdr'bžaniemb procT>vte, jakože v!>są sedm icç Ьегъ s'bnédi 
pro vaida t i,  ѵъ sçbotç že i ѵъ nedé^, po vbnegda božlbļstvnyim-b p r iią s tit i są 
ta jnam x malo vbkušaaše xléba i sočiva takožde kvašena i tako prbvaago раку 
dfbžaaše są p rav ila , nośtię že i d lb jn i? božlbjstbvnomu vbnimaaše zakonu i 
svąśtennymi p isan ii svoç nasyśtaaśe duèç" (LPh, III, 81).
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of Athanasius was s till imposed.63 In addition to the LPh, the LIR and the 
LPh both contain references to Athansius' rule: 1) "And he never fe ll to 
depression but held himself firm ly to the first rule"64; and 2) "...and so she 
maintained the first [monastic] rule."65 Each of these passages follows an 
exposition o f the heroes' ascesis and lends even more authority to 
Euthymius' heroes not only as model Hesychasts but also obedient monks.
According to Gregory the Sinaite, just when the body and soul are 
engaged in the steps of ярсх^Ц and just when the individual is attaining the 
joy and passion that comes from observance of ascesis, evil powers appear 
in the form o f different vices: indolence, disobedience, or sensual 
thoughts.66 This notion is reflected in all of Euthymius' texts. Perseverance 
and success in ?cpáÇiç are always met immediately by interference from 
the Devil and expressed in the narrative with formulaic phrases like these: 
1) "Now the Devil, hating good, did not tolerate for long the bravery of 
this man"67; 2) "The Devil seeing this, did not cease to cause him grief in 
every way: sometimes with depression, sometimes with indolence"68; 3) 
"...the Evil One in no way stopped tempting her with dreams and visions, 
many times taking on the image of various beasts; which he did in order to 
create an obstacle for her from her course"69; and 4) "Now the Devil 
hating good, did not tolerate for long to leave her untempted."70
00056363
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63 J.Bois, op.cit., 5.
64 "nikakoźe unyvaą, nç p r ivago p ra v ila  svoego krépcé d n żą  są" (LIR, IV , 13).
65 "i talco privaago раку drižaaše są p ra v ila .(LPh, III, 81) ־
66 Cf. Bois, "LTićsychasine avant le X IV  siècle", 8; and Angelov, op.cit, 78.
67"Nenavidąj že dobra d ia v o li ne s itr ip é  na mn03é to lik ç  dobiestb męża" (LER, 
V II, 16).
68"Sia že d ia v o li zrą, ne préstaaâe viséőbsky togo o s k r ib ^ ą , ovogda ubo 
ипуп іеть, ovogda že lénostiç" (LIR ,IV , 12).
69 "nikakože prèsta lukavyj tu iskuśaje mečtanmi že i  p riv idénm i, množieeju že 
ѵъ razlućnyje 3vére sebe prétvaraje, eže kako bi toj sponu o t te ienią sbtvorilb." 
(LP, ІП, 64).
70 "Nenavidąj že dobraa d ia v o li ne s itr ip é  ne mno3é ostavi t i tę neiskuśenę" 
(LPh, V I, 85-86).
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According to Gregory, the mere mention of the name o f Jesus 
dispells these futile attempts of the Devil and harmony is restored, though 
Euthymius' heroes use psalmody rather than the Jesus Prayer. As 
Alissandratos has pointed out71, "harmony restored" is simply a thematic 
commonplace for the encomiastic genre in general and is certainly not to 
be attributed solely to hagiographie texts devoted to Hesychastic subjects.
Once harmony has been restored and the saint has recollected his or 
her strength and fortitude, the soul is ready for the next phase— 
contemplation, or Ѳесоріа. Through Oecopia, the soul w ill begin its ascent 
to a supernatural world. The concept o f the "ascent" (v*sxožen ie ) is 
specific to the doctrine of the Hesychasts, and it is mentioned specifically in 
two passages o f the Euthymian vitæ. In the LIR and in the LPh, Euthymius, 
in accordance with the teachings of Gregory, expresses the ascent as a 
direct result o f a culminating process of abstention which strengthens the 
heart: 1 ) "...comforting somewhat the sickness of his body and fillin g  the 
poverty of his belly, going from strength to strength and placing the 
ascents in his heart"72; and 2) "She added accomplishment to 
accomplishment and placed the ascents in her heart."73
According to Gregory the Sinaite's teaching, once one has fu lfilled 
TcpáÇiç, then the heart, the center o f the soul and the seat o f God and the 
Divine Light, reveals its secrets.74 Richardson discusses in detail the steps 
of contemplation.75 First he explains that according to Gregory the Sinaite, 
contemplation leads to a supreme virtue (dobrodetelb), a theme that is 
repeated many times over in the LTheod. Then Richardson enumerates the 
three stages of contemplation, or Ѳесоріа. He writes:
The first moment [o f contemplation] is, so to speak, preparatory. The Hesy-
71 J. Alissandratos, Medieval Slavic and Patristic Eulogies, Studia Historica et Philologica 
14, Sectio Slavica 6, Florence: Le Lettere, 1982, p.8.
72 "tflesnęą nemoáti malo utóśaą i  ątrobnęą skçdosti is p lin ć ą , ргбзкхЦ o t s iły  
ѵ־ъ silę  i vbsxoádenia w s r li jd c i polagaą" (LIR ,V ,13).
73 "podvigy къ  podvigomb prisno i  vbsxoádenia ѵъ s r lijd c i polagaaáe." 
(LPh,VI,86-87).
74 Bois, 'ЪЪёзусЬавте avant le X IV  siècle," 9.
75 Richardson, op.cit, 19
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chast, wishing to attain contemplation, gathers together ail o f his feelings, 
concentrates his mind on the idea of the Cross o f Christ and its meaning...
[then he] is filled with tears o f tender emotion and contrition for his sins.76
Bois also mentions that John Climacus in his treatise КЯлца^ writes about 
the "rapt en Dieu", or the ápiccry^ 7upòç K6׳p10v, and the "g ift of tears".77 
In reference to Euthymius' use of formulaic phrases for crying, Ian White 
writes that "warm tears were associated with the repeated Jesus Prayer used 
by some Hesychasts."78
As we have seen in Section Ш, chapter 3, Euthymius' vitæ employ 
many phrases of weeping and crying. Twice in the LIR, Euthymius speaks 
of Ivan's "fountain o f tears",79 and at the time of Ivan's death he "poured 
forth warm tears."80 In the LHM, Hilarion, fired up with zeal in his heart 
from the day's ascesis, was "pouring forth every night tearful streams."81 
In the LPh, Euthymius as narrator asks rhetorically, "How can I tell of her 
spring o f tears, her constant sighing, her beautiful quietude (i.e. 
bezm־b lv ie ,82"*%1°0( ף־0ג  and in the LP, "Who then w ill relate this [life ], a 
source of tears? Who w ill te ll o f her honest and constant weeping?"83 In 
these passages one can see once again the influence of Gregory the Sinaite 
on Euthymius' ascetic formulae. In chapter 45 of the КефаЯ.а1а, Gregory 
associates the act of purifying the soul through tears with the act of viewing 
the D ivinity and becoming an incorporeal, earthly angel:
He who cleanses his soul with tears w ill resurrect his soul here on earth
76 ibid.
77 Bois, "L hésychasme avant le X׳ lVe siècle," 4.
78 White, op.cit, 253.
79 "s l*n y j istoćnikb y" (LIR JI, 9) and "sl*znyą is toćn ik" (LIR, V, 13)
80 "i toplyą sl'kzy ot oćiju izlivaaše" (LIR, IX , 21).
81 "i sl-kznyą na v isékç nośtb pro livaą istoćn iky" (LHM, III, 30)
82 "S lvznyj že toç kako skażę i s to in i к г  nepréstannaa vkzdyxania, т іг іа п іе  
krasnoe" (V I, 87)
83 "Kto bo toje iže togda sbpovecst* slkznyj istoćnikb, stenania že ćestnaa i 
nepréstannaa kto izrećetb...?" (LPh, III, 63)
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through the Spirit; and through the medium o f understanding he w ill 
make the flesh bright, as a depiction of divine beauty. He w ill almost 
become a cohabitant with the angels and incorporeal.84
After completion of this first step, the process of contemplation is in 
its "active manifestation."85 In the second step, the world o f the Hesychast 
undergoes a transformation: passions disappear, and divine love rushes in 
to f il l the soul. The Hesychast is overwhelmed with ineffable consolation86, 
and he is bathed in a vision of the Divine Light, which fills  his cell. This is 
the beloved moment, the precious, sweet reward of the carefully prescribed 
steps of rjo  ux1a• This is the goal which was taught and glorified by the־
Sinaitic doctors and commemorated in their art, such as in the marvelous 
mosaic o f the Transfiguration at St. Catherine's.87 Bois writes that 
according to the Hesychasts, the Divine Light is the way God manifests 
himself in their soul ־־ that is, God descends into the soul as a penetrating
84 The original passage reads: "ХууеХоц óiioSíaixoç ?(vetai ßpax<> ***י■ aaĆĄunoę, üç 
афѲсцпо<; 8 xòv nèv vouv òíÒl Saicpówv каѲароц, xf|v Se у\>х^ѵ, &vourn{oaç еѵхсъѲеѵ х§ 
хѵеицаті, ־riļv Sè oápica тш Xtryw +&m»e1&ç xe icat jrópivov ftyaXtia OeCaç Öpaiórnxcx; 
jto^oáfievoç, xòv +úoe1 *I^Xivov àvôpiávxa ftx\>x<nS. Ккгр  &+ѲарсКа £0x1 ocúfiáxtov, 
XUiûiv ОДеіуц к а і жахѵст11шѵ. " (PG 150, р. 1253,А).
85 Richardson, op.cit., 19.
86 Bois, "LTiésychasme avant le XTVe siècle," 8.
87 See J.Beckwith, E arly C hristian and Byzantine A rt, reprint o f 2nd edition, 
Harmondsworth, England: Penguin, 1986, p. 105 for an illustration of the mosaic. See also 
Paul Evdokimov, "The Meaning o f Icons," One in Christ 2 (1967): 165-182, p.177. He 
writes about the importance o f the theme o f the Taboric Light fo r the schools o f 
iconography: ״There is never any source o f light on an icon, for light is its veiy subject״  
one cannot shed light on the sun. It is the kingdom of the ,day which never fades', it ,has 
no need o f sun or moon to shine upon it, for the gloiy o f God is its light, and its lamp is 
the Lamb* (Rev .21:23). By contemplating the Transfiguration every icon painter learns that 
he paints with the ligh t o f Tabor and not simply w ith colours. The technical terms 
themselves demonstrate this; the golden background o f the icon is called the ligh t' and the 
method o f painting is known as 'progressive illum ination'. I t  is worth noting that the 
picture o f the Transfiguration is usually the first icon that a monk-iconographer paints, so 
that Christ 'may make his light shine in his heart' A manuscript o f Mount Athos sets down 
the epiclesis or invocation o f the Holy Spirit on the 'divine art': ,Let him pray with tears so 
that God may enter his soul. Let him go to the priest so that he may pray over him and say 
the hymn of the Transfiguration'. The canons of the councils suggest that the iconographer 
'work with the fear o f God, for his is a divine art
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light, purifying and sanctifying.88 Ás already stated in the opening 
paragraph of their chapter, all four o f Euthymius' heroes attain this goal.
A t one point, Ivan is compared to Moses when Ivan climbs up the 
rock again in order to take refuge: "And he found a very high rock, and 
immediately ascended it just that one [Moses] who had a vision o f God at 
one time [ascended] Mount Sinai; and [Moses] entered into an impenetrable 
darkness of a vision of God and received the tablets written by the hand of 
God."89 The Old Testament scene of the original vision of God by Moses — 
which is later witnessed by the disciples as the Taboric Light in the New 
Testament ־־ is referred to here; and by the power o f comparison, Ivan, it 
can be assumed, achieved his vision o f God. Later in the vita, this is stated 
more explicitly: "Oh esteemed leader [Ivan]... standing before the throne of 
the King o f a ll and clearly delighting in the light o f the consubstantial 
T rin ity ."90 Almost the same image is echoed in the LIM : "...for now, 
having destroyed the m irror and divination you see clearly the Holy 
Trin ity ."91 This image used by Euthymius is lifted almost directly from the 
writings of Gregory the Sinaite. In his КефбХаіа, he places considerable 
emphasis on the Trin ity. A passage found in Chapter 98 corresponds 
closely to these excerpts from the Euthymian vitæ:
And when they, having made themselves in one image, are united through 
the Spirit into one, then directly and essentially they w ill come to know 
both divine and mortal things such as they are in reality, they w ill 
contemplate clearly their characteristics, and, as much as is possible, they
w ill clearly see the one and only reason for everything ״  the Trinity.92
88 Bois, "LTiésychasme avant le ХГѴе siècle," 10.
89 "I obrét» ubo kameru 3élo vysoki, abi» v'ksxodit jakože bogovi deck i  nog da na 
Sinaijskęą, v>xoditb ѵъ nevkxod im yj т га кь  bogovi dén i a, p riem le tb  i si» 
bogopisannyą s k riž a li" (LIR, V II, 16)
90 "I oanne.prédstog и préstől a v^séxb caré i  jasno naslażdaą są svéta, edi no- 
sęśtnyą tró jcą" (LIR, ХШ , 25-26).
91 "ibo nyné, ra2dréákáem są ггъсаіотъ i gadaniomb, lis té  z riś i svątęą trójcę" 
(LHM , ХѴПІ, 57).
92 The original passage reads as follows: ״Нѵіка 8è ец еѵ аиѵафѲ&п S i a  той Пѵеѵцато^ 
еѵое1£ец ־!еѵоцгѵаі, ■nļvncavra та Ѳе?а ка і та йѵѲрбжіѵа ájjéoax; K a i ovomú&úç, 03ç 
¥xo\xn фгхтздх; тіѵюокогхп, кш  t o u ç  Хсгуогх; а&тшѵ траѵох; Ѳешрогкп, ка і тт*1 ѵ ц(аѵ 
аЫаѵ тшѵ оХшѵ TpiáSa" (Mignę, PG 150, 1272В).
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In the introduction o f the LP, Euthymius states that Paraskeva 
attained a vision, but raises her prestige by comparing it to that o f other 
saints before her: "But if  someone were to te ll o f her deeds, which were 
better [than other saints], then because of these deeds [i.e., de ja n i e, 
ftpáÇ iç] she would shine out; and were someone to te ll o f her vision 
[v id é n ie ], which was lo ftier than theirs, then you would see how she 
would be adorned like the sun, which shines forth its rays everywhere."93 
Sun imagery occupies a primary importance in the symbology of the 
Taboric Light. In the mosaic at St. Catherine's, mentioned above, Christ 
appears as the source of a brilliant sunburst which emanates to his disciples 
who surround him. The image o f the sun in Hesychastic mysticism is dealt 
with specifically by Symeon the New Theologian (949-1022) in his treatise 
D ivinorum  amorum  (Hymns o f D ivine Love): during the vision of the 
Divine light, God descends into the soul like a brilliant s u n .94 Sun imagery 
is used also in the introduction to the LP in which Euthymius writes: "Like 
the sun in the summer hours when it spreads its rays over the whole earth, 
all living things grow and blossom, flourishing more."95 Then, there is a 
repetition o f sun imagery with a passage in chapter V I which equates divine 
rays with miracles: "Everywhere miracles are being requested, and 
everywhere rays of divine acts were being dispersed, and they lit up every 
end of the earth."96 This passage provides a correspondence back to the 
original reference of Paraskeva as the sun: we are to understand that as a 
sun, Paraskeva is both the recipient o f a vision of the Divine Light and a 
source of miracles. This idea is reinforced by the passage in chapter ѴП 
which employs lightning rather than sun imagery: "Because o f this your 
glory, the action of your miracles, w ill spread over all the earth just as
93 "Aśte bo vk déanixb reseti» kto  téx iześtny, 1 sia déanij rad l prosia; aáte 
vidéniemb vysočajše téxb, i s iju  simb v i d i ài ukraśenu, vbsudu jakože s i l i  ince 
luče ispuštaejtk." (LP, I, 59).
94 Bois, "L ’hésychasme avant le X lVe siècle," 10.
95 "Jakoże bo s i l i  Jeu, ѵь pro lé tn je je  ćasy luče po vsej prostréváu zem li, vsa 
životnaa rastutb i  botéjutb, na bolšeje préspévajuáte" (LP, I, 59-60).
96 "V isudu bo prosia čjudesi, v isu d u  luče rasprostrétb b lagodlé jtnyje, v is e  
ozari ге т іьпуе  koncé." (LP, V I, 70).
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lightning lights up the whole world."97 The idea of Paraskeva's vision is 
developed through the image of the sun and through the statement made in 
the concluding passage that she now converses face to face with God98, 
Furthermore, Euthymius states clearly that Paraskeva "through her deeds 
[dè jan ie, icpáÇiç] found ascent in the vision of God."99 In this one sen- 
tence, both of the components of Gregory the Sinaite's teachings — rcpá^iç 
and Gecopia -- are referred to explicitly.
The third and last moment of contemplation brings the Hesychast to a 
supernatural knowledge of the world100, or as Richardson paraphrases 
Gregory the Sinaite's teaching, "The soul o f the Hesychast reaches the 
highest degree o f enlightenment, and he realizes the real essence o f 
things." 101 In other words, all of creation reveals itself to the Hesychast, 
devoid o f mystery, and the mind of the individual can penetrate directly to 
the essential, elementary yet otherwise elusive, understanding of nature, 
such as man once enjoyed before the fall, such as Adam once had.
As we have seen, the concept o f the retrieval or reclaiming of man's 
proto-state as Adam is mentioned specifically in the Euthymian vitæ, as is 
the next step of the sanctification of the Hesychast. Gregory teaches that at 
this point, the Hesychast, now in his primordial state of Adam, is filled  
w ith love for the Bridegroom, Christ; he "converses privately and 
unqualifiedly with God, and a personal and physical contact is made with 
God him self." 102 Averincev writes that in an apocryphal apothegm 
(изречение) attributed to Jesus Christ103 one finds the suggestion to " lift
97 "Sego rad i slava tvoa po vsej zemli prostrét se i dé j s tv  a čjudesb tvoixb jakože 
т іь п іе  vksu os vé ti še zem lju" (LP,ѴП,73-74).
98 "пь Іісе ть  к г  licu  Üsté s'bbesédujeái emu" (LP,IX,76).
99 "I tako ubo déaniemb ѵь v idé n ii obréte vbsxod" (LP,111,65).
100 Bois, "Grćgroie le Sinaite," 71.
101 Richardson, op.cit, 20.
102 ibid.
103 See С. Аверинцев, Поэтика ранневизантийской литературы, Москва: АН
СССР, 1977, р.54. Не refers to the book АОГІА IHLOY. Sayings o f Our Lord from  an 
Early Greek Papyrus, disc.and ed. by B.P. Grenfell and A.D. Hunt, London: 1897, p. 17
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th>e stone" and "chop up the tree" in order to meet face to face with the 
"embodied absolute"104, the vision of God; but the reference to the mirror 
(ёаотсхроѵ) and looking face to face with God is found in the canonical 
Bible: 1 Cor 13.12 ("For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face 
to face: now I know in part; but then I shall know even as also I am 
known"). It is from the biblical source that Gregory the Sinaite 
incorporated this idea into his doctrine.
There are some overt statements of this third and last moment of 
Hesychastic ascent in Gecopla included in both the LP and the LPh. Chapter 
3 o f Section III  contains many citations from the subtheme of the 
"Bridegroom Christ" and the "Bride of Christ"; but the most explicit 
passages of the attainment o f this Hesychastic movement are these: 1) "not 
by means of mirrors and divination, but face to face you converse purely 
with H im "105; and 2) "...not with mirrors and divination, but face to face 
you see your Bridegroom, sweet Jesus for whom you prepared yourself 
and were not ashamed; you do not speak with him plaintively but as if  to 
your own kin ..."106 At this moment of the vision, the Hesychast is as close 
as possible to God, the "union intime avec Dieu" 107 has been achieved.
Proxorov writes that Gregory the Sinaite "immersed himself in the 
,mental paradise' of contemplation, from which he exited enlightened, 
joyous, and with the conviction that he had already tasted the sweetness of 
the resurrection of the soul, the acquittal at the Last Judgment and solemn 
im m ortality." 108 Euthymius employs this idea from Gregory's teachings
104 The "воплощенный абсолют"; see Аверинцев, ibid.
105 "n ly in ja  bo ne jako ггъсаіоть i  gadaniemb 2r iá i, jakože v izžde lā la  jesi. 
I r i  sta, nk Іісе ть  къ licu  Üsté s-bbesédujeéi emu.” (LP,vn,72).
106 "ne ггьса іоть  i  gadaniem, nç Ііс е ть  к г  licu  svoego zriá i ženiza, I susa 
sladkago, I susa ljubeznago...i ne smąte są, i  ne xodatajstbvné къ  nemu 
besldueśi, nç svojstbvné" (LPh,XIV,98).
107 Bois, "Lliésychasme avant le X IVe siècle," 10.
108Seef\M. Прохоров, "Исихазм и общественная мысль в Восточной Европе 
в X IV  в.," ТОДРЛ 23 (1968): 86-108, р.88. The original passage reads: 
"[Григорий Синаит погружался] в мысленный рай' созерцаний, откуда он 
выходил просветленным, радостным, с уверенностью, что уже вкусил 
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and includes it in the LP and the LPh: both women undergo visions o f the 
Last Judgment, and though it is not stated that both experience their 
acquittal, the vision is associated, in the case of LP, w ith spiritual 
purification and the meeting with the Bridegroom Christ, and in the case of 
Philothea, with the fam iliar scene o f the shedding o f tender tears o f 
emotion that accompanies the ascent o f the Hesychast through ѲешрСа:
She had there no care for the yokes o f oxen, nor for golden-bridled horses, 
nor for clothing, nor fo r beds, nor fo r homes, nor for maiden servants, but 
for spiritual purification and for the answer o f the Judgment to come, and 
for the meeting with her Bridegroom (LP, Ш)Ю9
And she soaked ha־ bed with her incessant tears; and there passed before 
her face [a vision] o f the Last Judgment, o f the incorruptible Judge and the
merciless angels. (LPh, ѴП )!
Many o f the steps o f npáÇiç and Gecopia that are expounded by 
Gregory the Sinaite in his "Chapters" and portrayed by Euthymius in his 
lives are not at all specific to the Hesychasts. These concepts are known to 
the generations o f mid- and late-fourteenth-century Hesychasts through the 
writings o f Palamas and Gregory the Sinaite, but their origins are found in 
the writings of Plato and Origen. The themes of ascesis (fasting, seclusion, 
constant prayer, psalmody, virtue, tears, vigils) as well as the poetic images 
describing a union with God (the Bride o f Christ, the act o f conversing 
with God, the image o f gazing into the mirror) are all taken directly from 
an early biblical and patristic tradition that appears in the earliest Christian 
writings.
This significance o f the image o f the Bride o f Christ and the 
Bridegroom (Christ) as a metaphoric depiction of Christ's relationship to 
the Church, for example, had long ago been dealt with by Christian 
intellectuals. Hippolytus discusses it in his commentary on the Song of
458
109 "Ne Ы  to) tamo popečenie о skprugoxb ѵоіоѵь, niże о zlatouzdnyxk konjexb, 
ne о odeždar> i  postei jax, ne о domox i rabynjax, пь о duševnomb oćiśten ii, о 
otvété vuduåtago suda, o sré ten ii ženisovā” (LP,Ш ,63-64).
110 "i nepr és tanno pos te l ą siczam i omakaaśe i  straśnoe ono 1 groznoe préd 
licem * provoždaaāe sędiśte 1 sędię neumytnaago i nemi 1 o s tivyą aggely” 
(LPh,V II,89).
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Songs and Origen after him .1 1 1  For Origen, the Song o f Songs is about 
"the soul's intimate converse with God."112  Origen considers the Song of 
Songs to be the third and ultimate step in a spiritual ascent that begins with 
Proverbs (the moral step), then Ecclesiastes (the physical step) and ends 
w ith this last book of the Wisdom o f Solomon (the metaphysical step).113 
Consequently, Euthymius' references to the Song o f Songs, the Bride of 
Christ, the Bridegroom, direct conversation with God in the LP and the 
LPh may be seen, in a larger historical context, as not specifically Hesy- 
chastic but rather Origenistic in content While this is true, it must never- 
theless be remembered that many Platonic and early Christian ideas 
reached the medieval Slavs through the medium o f Hesychastic 
intellectuals, beginning with Evagrius and culminating with Gregory the 
Sinaite. Only in this sense were these concepts tied to Hesychasm.
The concepts elaborated by Gregory the Sinaite and expressed by 
Euthymius can hardly be called purely Hesychastic; nor can they, more- 
over, be identified as stemming solely from either the mystical line of 
Christian thought or the anti-mystical line of thought. In fact, the emphasis 
on both contemplation (Ѳешр(а) and on the restoration o f man from a 
fallen state to a better, primordial state reveal a kind o f patchwork of both 
a neoplatonic Origenistic view on the one hand and the Athanasian creatio 
ex n ih ilo  view on the other, the latter o f which renounces the concept o f 
contemplation.114
Few o f the features examined here allow us to characterize the 
Euthymian hagiographie texts as being inspired soley by the tenets of 
Hesychast mysticism. Indeed, most o f the tenets o f Gregory the Sinaite's 
"Chapters" are taken directly from a long-established ascetic tradition and 
do not break from the mainstream of monastic practice. The concept o f a 
vision of the Divine, Taboric Light is, however, specific to the Hesychasts;
111 A. Louth, The Origins o f the Christian M ystical Tradition From Plato to Denys, 
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and this image, as we have already demonstrated, is developed in all o f 
Euthymius' works. Furthermore, all doubt as to the connection between 
Euthymius' theological message and the teachings of the Hesychasts is laid 
to rest when one considers the fact that he himself uses several times the 
Slavonic word for "Hesychasm'', that is, "Ъ егтъ іѵіе", to specify the goal 
o f his heroes. Thus, through his literary works, Euthymius reveals himself 
to be a supporter o f the tenets o f the Hesychasts.1 15
Even if  the figures depicted in Euthymius' saints' lives were not 
Hesychasts in actuality, the fact that he creates out o f them model 
Hesychasts is of supreme importance in what this states about the culture of 
Euthymius' day. Euthymius was commissioned to write all o f these vitæ, 
and — as is explicitly stated in the Life o f Paraskeva 116 — he was working 
in some cases under the royal subvention of Tsar Ivan Sišman. Tsar Ivan 
was a patron of the cenobitic community at the Ivanovo Cave Monastery 
(where he had a royal chapel dug out o f the side of a c liff) as well as the 
benefactor o f many other centers o f Hesychastic activity.117 These facts 
indicate that Hesychasm -- in its form as a religious, monastic movement — 
was the official expression of Orthodox spirituality in the Bulgarian court 
during Euthymius' patriarchate.
460
115 Other textual evidence for this conclusion is found in Camblak's "poxvalno slovo" on 
Euthymius and has been discussed above in Section III, chapter 1, fn 123. See also 
П.Динеков, "Личността на Евтимий Търновски ” Старобългарска литература
7 (1980): 3-21. On page 8 he comments specifically on the portrait o f Euthyius as a 
Hesychast that is painted by Camblak in the "poxvalno slovoH: "Исихазмът e важен 
момент във формирането на личността и мирогледа на Евтимий. Евтимий 
черпи от първоизвора--преките ученици на Григорий Синаит в България 
и Византия. В близост до Теодосий той се запознава не само с теорията 
на исихазма, но и с неговата практика; наблюдава своя учител в екстазно 
молитвено състояние."
116 In the first chapter o f the LP, Euthymius writes: "And although the government o f 
Your [Majesty's] pious kingdom, being zealous [in its faith], calls upon our poweiiessness 
[to pursue] this Messed work which is pleasing to God..." ("Ifc, el т а  drbžava tvoego 
blago&stivaago carbstva usrbdstvujet i  ponuádajet naśu nemoátk ѵь sie blagoje i 
bogougodnoje <tólo..." LP, I, 60).
117 The Life o f Theodosius by Kallistos informs us that Tsar Ivan Alexander granted 
Theodosius the Monastery at Kelifarevo, o f which he became the abbot; and during Ivan 
Alexander's reign other Hesychastic centers sprang up in Messembria, Madara and 
Cerven (see J.Fine, The Late Medievai Balkans, 440).
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As the patriarch of Bulgaria and an aristocrat (it is believed that 
Euthymius was bom into a boyar family) in the court of the royal capital, 
Euthymius would have served as an apologist for the cultural and religious 
norms o f his day, not as a representative o f any minor or off-shoot 
movement within the Orthodox Church. In fact, Euthymius devotes much 
of the narrative of his vitæ to renouncing the heresies that persisted in 
Bulgaria o f his day: Messalianism, Manichaeanism, Bogomilism, and 
Hellenism. In the Life o f H ilarion  Euthymius reveals his knowledge of the 
central figures in heretical controversies of the past, thus removing any 
doubt from his audience of the possibility that he, as a Christian, might err 
out of ignorance of history's challenges to Orthodoxy. On the contrary, by 
developing the subjects o f his hagiographie works as Hesychasts, he 
solidified his position as a defender of the official position of the Church. 
W ith Hesychast patriarchs on the throne in Constantinople and with 
Hesychasm sanctioned at home by the tsar himself, Patriarch Euthymius 
was not only at liberty to but probably actually compelled to create out of 
his heroes paragons of Hesychastic zeal and devotion.
Maurice L. Hébert - 9783954790081
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Chapter 3
In Search of Celestial Language: A Semiotic Approach to
Metaphrastic and Euthymian Aesthetics
Twould be better for the sun to be 
extinguished than for Euthymius' 
tongue to be silenced.1
—Joseph o f Vidin
In the first chapter o f Section ГѴ of this work, we presented what 
amounts to a diachronic analysis o f the rhetorical heritage which was 
passed on to Euthymius and the aesthetics o f the post-Metaphrastic period. 
This chapter aims to present a synchronic analysis o f Metaphrastic and 
Euthymian aesthetics. As the reader w ill recall, we have already demon- 
strated that an examination o f Euthymian aesthetics entails defining 
Metaphrastic aesthetics, because Euthymius is a direct descendent o f this 
tradition. Analyzing the aesthetics of medieval literature in the theoretical 
framework of semiotic study is a fru itfu l application. The structural and 
linguistic peculiarities o f the hagiographie tradition begun by Symeon 
Metaphrastes and continued in the Slavic world by Patriarch Euthymius can 
be described in terms introduced by such theoreticians as Lotman, 
Jakobson, M ukarovskÿ, and Bakhtin. I f  we can accept medieval literature 
as art, then we can view this art as a system o f signs that carries 
information to the reader-decoder just as we can view contemporary 
literature in this light. Through a semiotic analysis o f the texts of 
Euthymius, the underlying changes in the synthesis o f signs that take place 
in the post-Metaphrastic tradition and the implications of these changes for 
the formation of a literary style become clearer.
1 A passage from Metropolitan Joseph o f Vidin's panegyric to Philothea, published in 
K ałużniacki, Aus der panegyrischen L itte ra tu r der Südslaven, London, 1971. The 
original passage reads: "Unj© ubo bé slh>|cu ugasnuti, neželi E vtim ievu ezyku 
u m l*kn u ti." (chap.IX, p.110, linesl7-18).
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The "lexicon" and "syntax" of the language of the vita genre:
In his seminal book, С труктура худож ественного текста , 
Lotman writes that "every system that serves the goals o f communication 
between two or many individuals can be defined as a language."2 In the 
course o f the first chapter, Lotman develops the argument that all forms of 
art, having as their aim the communication of a message, are a form of 
language; not a "natural language", like Russian or French, but a special 
kind of language than can be called a "secondary modeling system." Just as 
natural languages have signs, which are represented by their lexical 
inventory, the language o f art also has signs; and just as natural languages 
have rules that govern the synthesis or ordering o f its lexicon-signs (i.e. 
syntax), so too, "secondary modeling systems" have rules that govern the 
synthesis o f its signs. The first step in our inquiry is to determine what the 
signs are that make up the lexicon of the "language" of the vita genre as a 
whole. Lotman's formula "secondary modeling system" does not contribute 
to an understanding of the differences between the use of language for 
ordinary purposes and its use for aesthetic purposes; the formula merely 
represents one way of describing that the differences exists. In our stated 
task of differentiating between pre- and post-Metaphrastic aesthetics, we 
place the greatest emphasis on Jakobson's fam iliar dyadic analysis of 
language according to the metonymic-metaphoric poles. What Lotman's 
discussion of the synthesis of signs provides us with is a framework with 
which to introduce the notion of a "syntax" that governs the ordering of 
"lexical units" or "signs" in the "language" o f the hagiographie genre.
The most basic model that is contained in the hagiographie genre 
taken as a whole is that of a binary world view: there is a holy personage 
and an evil personage; and these personages represent the two basic signs of 
the "language" o f the hagiographie genre. Every formulaic theme and 
subtheme, the topoi of the genre, is an elaboration of these two basic signs 
and serves to "encode" them with more information. Each individual vita 
may contain many specific signs from categories, such as animal, food or
464
2Ю. Лотман, Стуктура художественного текста, Moscow, 1970; reprint, Brown 
University Slavic Reprint Series 9, Providence: Brown University Press, 1971, p. 13. The 
original passage reads: "Всякая система, служащая целям коммуникации между 
двумя или многими индивидами, может быть определена как язык."
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celestial imagery, but all imagery w ill refer either to the holy personage or 
the evil personage. The themes of origins, training, comparison and death 
convey information about the holy personage; while the theme of deeds 
(and sometimes death where it includes posthumous miracles) serves to 
give more information about the holy personage in relation both to good 
and evil. This is precisely why the theme of deeds and death are the most 
essential themes of the genre: without them there is no conflict, no drama 
o f struggle between the two worlds (struggles which always end in victory 
o f holy over evil), and there would be no basis or grounds for sanctity.
What is the basic semiotic structure (i.e. the synthesis o f signs) of the 
hagiographie genre? In its most basic form, the only requirement for the 
synthesis o f signs (or the "syntax" of the "language" o f the vita-genre) is 
that the holy personage (let "H" represent him/her) must be juxtaposed to 
the evil personage ("E"), which juxtaposition is represented by "EH". 
Preferably this juxtaposition w ill occur many times, thus increasing the 
level o f sanctity o f "H"; and after each encounter with "E", "H" emerges 
transformed as now more saintly, which is represented by "H 1". This 
notion of multiple juxtapositions of the two basic signs can be expressed 
simply as "EH...". What gets formed in the synthesis of our two basic signs, 
then, is a chain o f sign juxtaposed to sign in such a way that their sum 
warrants the holy personage's status as saint, and with each juxtaposition, 
the restoration of harmony is guaranteed: "H" w ill always vanquish "E".
In order to complete the structure of the language of the vita-genre, 
more, however, is required than simply the juxtaposition of the two signs. 
The synthesis is essential to a correct decoding of the information. The 
"syntax" o f the structure looks like this: {H + [(EH —> H 1)...]}. This 
represents the most basic possible structure: sign of H is introduced (this is 
the function of the introduction to the vita); then E must confront H (i.e. 
EH), but H vanquishes (sign of H again, but now transformed through 
increased glory, represented by H1, which is the function of the conclusion 
to the vita, usually in the form of a prayer or panegyric to the sa int).3
3 This is sim ilar to the phenomenon described by L. Ginzburg in "О структуре 
литературного персонажа" (in Искусство Слова: Сборник статей к вО-летию 
Д .Д .Б лагого, 376-388, Москва, 1973) as the "hero's exposition". According to 
Ginzburg, the structure of the novel necessitates the introduction o f the protagonist as 
having a value (or characteristic) x, and this is specified later in the novel as (+ or - ) x. 
Quoted in K. Pomorska, "Poetics of Prose" in Roman Jakobson: Verbal A rt, Verbal Sign,
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What we can take from Lotman's vocabulary is this: all vitæ, when 
considered as a whole, have a language; furthermore, this language has a 
lexicon, which is the sum of its signs; and, moreover, this language has a 
structure (or syntax), i.e. rules for governing the synthesis o f its signs.4 
Just as English (a "natural language", according to Lotman's definition) has 
a lexicon and a syntax regarding the possible synthesis o f its lexicon ־־ 
which, on the level of a basic analysis, is usually SVO (subject-verb-object) 
and w ill only sometimes tolerate a syntax of OSV, but not SOV, OVS, VSO 
or VOS5 — so a ll secondary modelling systems seek to communicate 
information, inasmuch as they are a kind of language. Just as English, an 
analytical language, cannot tolerate certain syntheses of lexical components 
which can be tolerated by synthetic languages (like Russian, Greek or 
Latin), so the language of all art too has rules that govern the synthesis of 
its lexicon.
Bakhtin offers a different binary analysis o f human verbal 
expression, a schema which breaks down all utterances (whether spoken or 
written) into two categories: "simple" speech genres and "complex" speech 
genres. Lotman's analysis can be compared with Bakhtin's inasmuch as in 
both systems, all verbal art falls into the category that represents the more 
abstracted, more complex (Bakhtin), or secondary (Lotman) category.6
To return to our work o f examining the vita-genre, we repeat that 
basic structure is H (statement o f holy personage) + EH (juxtaposition of 
evil personage and holy personage, which ends in victory for holy 
personage, and which juxtaposition can be repeated several times) —> H 1
Verbal Time, 169-177, Oxford: Blackwell, p.173. The protagonist is introduced, and there 
is atributed to him or her the quality o f sanctity, which is always specified and restated later
as +H, or, according to our notation, H 1.
4Л0тман, op .cit, 14-16.
5 There are, o f course, other human languages that w ill tolerate these word orders. Cf. 
H.H. Hock, Principles o f H isto rica l Linguistics, Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1988, 
pp.316319־.
6 Cf. M.M. Bakhtin, "The Problem of Speech Genres," in Speech Genres & Other Late 
Essays, edited by Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, 60-102, University o f Texas 
Slavic Series, no.8. Austin: University o f Texas Press, 1986. (orig inal Russian 
"Проблема речевых жанров," in М. М. Бахтин: Литературно-критические 
статьи, 428-472. Москва:Худож. лит., 1986.)
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(restatement o f holy personage after transformation). Just as the laws 
governing English syntax w ill not allow variations SVO, we cannot replace 
our basic linguistic structure o f the vita with {[(EH —> H 1)...] + H }, nor 
are other combinations of the components H, EH, and H 1 possible. In 
essence, the structure, or the synthesis o f signs of the "language" of the vita 
genre is fixed: the two basic signs "EH" must be "framed" cm either side by 
a statement o f the sign "H" alone, which is accomplished by the 
introduction and the conclusion to the life . The restatement of "H" at the 
end as "H 1 " represents the evolution of H to a more glorious state, which is 
in itself a direct result o f the victory over evil ("EH"). This basic structure 
of the life  is similar to the basic structure o f some fairy tales, in which 
there can be an underlying structure o f the good personage ("G") and an 
evil personage ("E"). In the introduction, the sign "G" is stated. Then in the 
development of the plot, "E" is juxtaposed to "G", but "G" vanquishes; and 
then the sign "G" is restated as "G1", where "G 1 "represents "G" after a 
transformation usually through the medium of some magical powers, like 
the kiss o f a prince or the aid o f a wizard. Thus the basic structure of the 
"language" o f some fairy tales is the same as the saint's life  and can be 
expressed with the same formula: [G + [(EG—1^ .{[...(נ
Obviously, our observations regarding the sim ilarity o f the 
transformation o f the main actant(s), which function as character-signs, 
does not apply to all fairy tales. In his work Морфология сказки , Vladi- 
mir Propp fla tly rejects any analysis o f the fantastic tale that attempts to 
classify them by themes. He writes: "...we shall say that the division of 
fairy tales according to theme is, in general, impossible."7 The formula 
given for the vita genre fits all vitæ and shares a common disposition of 
signs with many, though certainly not all, fairy tales.
Our formula for the narrative of the saint's life  represents the 
simplified message (Lotman's "сообщение"8), which is "good vanquishes 
evil", and the most simplified formula for the synthesis o f signs in the 
language of the genre as a whole. Most often the important characteristics
7 This is taken from the English-translation version o f his book, Morphology o f the
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of the actants H and E are communicated to the reader (i.e. "encoded" for 
the reader) through the use of other signs associated with them. This is the 
case for vitæ o f all periods, though the density of such signs in the text 
varies.
M etaphrastic and E uthvm ian Aesthetics; D iffe ren t Synthesis. 
D ifferent Messages:
The vitæ of Euthymius ״  written according to the norms of the post- 
Metaphrastic tradition — employ the same signs but follow different rules 
for their synthesis than do the pre-Metaphrastic texts. Furthermore, this 
change in synthesis, if  it is not superfluous, can only indicate that a 
different message is being transmitted.9 The basic stock of signs employed 
in the Euthymian and other post-Metaphrastic texts is the same as for those 
texts mentioned above, but the signs in the post-Metaphrastic texts are 
repeated and interwoven into the text in a way that produces less tension 
between the forces of the holy personage and the evil personage (i.e., EH) 
and more emphasis simply on the holy personage (i.e., H and H1). Speaking 
in terms of narrative structure, this is achieved through avoiding numerous 
repetitions of the formula [(EH—>H1)...]. Rather, through a different 
synthesis of signs, the author can "encode" the information contained in H 1 
to the reader-dec oder without having to articulate the formula [(EH—> 
H1)...]. This is achieved technically by increasing in the text the number of 
thematic phrases and formulaic images associated with H1, expressing the 
hero's virtues and sanctity.
We can elucidate the basic difference in the synthesis in the following 
way: the formula for the synthesis o f signs in the pre-Metaphrastic 
tradition, as we have seen, is [H  + [(EH —> H1)...]}. If the author-encoder 
of the signs wants to communicate H1, he must, according to these rules for 
synthesis, precede H* by a statement o f EH. And these statements of EH 
may — and usually do in the pre-Metaphrastic tradition ־־ occur often in 
the text. By contrast, the formula for the synthesis of signs in the post- 
Metaphrastic tradition may be expressed as: {H + [(EH...) —> (H1...)]}. 
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times, and "EH" has to be stated at least once; but a statement o f H 1 (the 
holy personage increased in his sanctity through conflict with evil) is not 
dependent on an immediately preceding statement o f EH. As we see, the 
signs have not changed: they are still H, E, and H1, but their synthesis has 
changed.
A change in the synthesis of signs does result, as Lotman states, in a 
differing message. As stated in Section Ш, Chapter 1, the emphasis of the 
post-Metaphrastic texts consists not in what the saint does, not in specific 
deeds, incidents, anecdotes that pit him against the forces of evil, but in the 
distilled, timeless and universal qualities. To restate this in terms of our 
signs, the emphasis is now on "H 1" rather than on "EH".
What consequences does this shift in signs have for our study of 
Metaphrastic and Euthymian aesthetics and the development o f a particular 
literary style? The information transmitted by these two syntheses of signs 
is clearly different. Moreover, we would argue that the latter formula 
presents information that is more complex than the former, for in the 
latter, H 1 is sometimes but not always a result o f EH, whereas in the 
former example it is always and only a result o f EH. Lotman maintains that 
an increase in the complexity o f information automatically necessitates a 
greater complexity of semiotic structure:
Looking at the nature of semiotic structure, one can make the following 
observation: the complexity o f the structure [i.e. the synthesis o f signs] 
is in direct proportional relationship to the complexity o f the information 
transmitted. Increasing the complexity of the information inevitably leads 
to an increase in the complexity o f the semiotic structure [synthesis o f signs] 
used to transmit the information...According to this notion, there cannot 
exist in a correctly constructed semiotic systenv-i.e. in one that accomplishes 
its goal—superfluous, unjustified complexity. Ю
In the case o f the post-Metaphrastic texts, it is precisely because the 
message is more complex that a more complex structure is required.
10 Лотман, op .c it.,17. The original text reads: "Рассматривая природу 
семиотических структур , можно сделать одно наблюдение: сложность 
стуктуры находится в прямо пропорциональной зависимости от сложности 
предаваемой информации. Усложнение характера информации неизбежно 
приводит и к усложнению используемой для ее передачи семиотической 
системы. При этом в правильно построенной (то есть достигающей цели, 
ради которой она создана) семиотической системе не может быть 
излишней, неоправданной сложности."
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Lotman cites poetic language as an example o f a semiotic structure of 
enormous complexity when compared to natural language; and this 
observation is germane to our own study.
Clearly, the language (here, meaning literary style) o f the texts of 
the post-Metaphrastic tradition is more complex. A ll that we have esta- 
blished thus far is that the post-Metaphrastic tradition represents a more 
complex synthesis o f signs; so to make such a statement implies that we 
have equated a more complex literary style with a more complex synthesis 
o f signs. But we must ask ourselves whether this is justified. Can we 
attribute the appearance o f a more ornate literary style in the post- 
Metaphrastic tradition to an increase in the complexity o f the information 
and the synthesis o f signs? I f  we accept Lotman's thesis, it is justified. A 
more complex structure (synthesis of signs) is characteristic of poetic lang- 
uage (i.e. the language of verbal art). This is to say that a more complex 
structure is an indicator or marker of poetic language.
As we have just mentioned, the texts written according to 
Metaphrastic aesthetics do communicate a more complex message, and this 
w ill be elaborated below. The more complex message justifies the use of 
the more complex structure. I f  the more complex structure were not 
justified by the message, then, according to Lotman, the structure would 
have to be simplified. Lotman maintains that if  the synthesis o f signs of 
simple speech (i.e. natural language) transmitted the same information as 
the synthesis o f signs o f poetic language, then poetic language would 
perish:
Poetic speech presents a structure o f great complexity. It is significantly 
complex in relation to "natural language". And if  the information contained 
in poetic (either as poetry or prose-in the given context, it doesn't matter) 
language and common language were the same, then poetic language would
lose its right to exist and would, undoubtedly, die out 11
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11 ibid. The original reads: "Поэтическая речь представляет собой структуру 
большой сложности. Она значительно усложнена по отношению к 
естественному языку. И еслу бы объем информации, содержащейся в 
поэтической (стихотворной или прозаической—в данном случае не имеет 
значения) и обычной речи был одинаковым, художественная речь 
потеряла бы право на существование и. бесспорно, отмерла бы."
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We believe we are justified, moreover, in terming the language of 
Euthymian texts and other texts written in the post-Metaphrastic tradition 
as more poetic than those of the pre-Metaphrastic tradition. We need not 
rely solely on Lotman to provide a theoretical framework for our 
discussion. Jakobson and Bakhtin both offer a similar construct for viewing 
the stylistic shift that takes place in the hagiographie genre under 
Metaphrastic aesthetics, a shift that is characterized by an omamentality o f 
style (what we term here the "poeticization" o f the hagiographie text).
Bakhtin suggests that "historical changes in language styles are 
inseparably linked to changes in speech genres." 12 This observation 
corresponds precisely to what we have just observed in Lotman's terms:
I
namely, that the change in the literary style (the way linguistic units are put 
together to form meaning, or the synthesis o f signs) exists in order to 
accommodate a change (and greater complexity) o f message, which is the 
kind of "change in speech genres" to which Bakhtin is referring. This 
change could be put, as well, in fam iliar Jakobsonian terms: in comparing 
aesthetics o f the pre-Metaphrastic tradition with the post-Metaphrastic 
tradition, one finds that the addresser, addressee, context, and contact are 
all constants, but there is a radical shift in the "message" and, consequently 
in the "code".13
The Poeticization of the Hagiographie Text:
In the Euthymian vitæ, as in hagiographie texts in general of the 
post-Metaphrastic tradition, there is a greater tendency toward what we 
term the "poeticization" o f the text. In this evolution, the "linear", 
anecdotal narrative is abandoned for a narrative that represents a composite 
o f thematic and formulaic phrases that serve to remind the reader o f a 
theme or subtheme through the repetition of one or several phrases but not 
through an actual tale about the saint. In Jakobsonian terms, the weaving of 
subthemes becomes, for the Metaphrastic and Euthymian poetic text, the 
"dominant" that integrates all of the parts into a whole structure; the
12 Bakhtin, op.cit.,65.
13 Sec R.Jakobson, "Linguistics and Poetics", in Style in Langauge, ed. by T.A. 
Seboeok, Cambridge, Mass; reprinted in Selected Writings, vol.3, Poetry o f Grammar and 
Grammar of Poetry, 18-51, The Hague: Mouton, 1981, pp.21-22.
100563B3
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weaving o f subthemes is the organizing principle o f this kind o f poetic text 
just as rhyme, syllable or meter can serve as the dominant fo r other, 
"pure" poetic texts.14
The proposal that Euthymian (and in general, post-Metaphrastic) 
aesthetics is characterized by a growing "poeticization" o f the text is not at 
odds with the fact that (as chapter 2 o f Section Ш  has demonstrated) all or 
most o f the figurative language is borrowed and unoriginal. M ukafovskÿ 
comments on this phenomenon in poetic language, pointing out that there 
are whole movements or periods in which novelty is not sought The times 
spanning the tenth through the fourteenth centuries may certainly be 
regarded as examples o f such a period:
It would be equally incorrect to propose "novelty" as the essential quality 
o f poetic reference, since there are frequent instances ofpoets and whole
schools o f poetry fond o f using traditional references.1̂ ״
We shall now explain what we mean by the "poeticization" o f the 
hagiographie genre. Just as any system o f communication (and any art 
form, inasmuch as it is a system o f communication) has basic and more 
highly developed and sophisticated modes of expression, so does human 
language. A primal musical expression employing percussion is not on the 
same level as Bach or Mozart; the cave drawing of Dordogne and Altamira 
are but the beginnings o f the human potential that later produced 
Michaelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci. So in human language, quotidian 
linguistic expression (i.e. the use o f language for ordinary purposes) does 
not exist on the same plane as poetic language. This much is obvious. These 
things need not, however, be viewed in terms o f evolutionary processes. 
One can restate these analogies by means o f synchronic rather than 
diachronic analogies: an attempt to trace the outlines o f an original 
masterpiece painting w ith pencil and tracing paper, or the whistling or
14 Cf. R.Jakobson, "The Dominant" in Readings in  Russian Poetics: Form alist and 
S tructura list Views, ed. L .Matejka and K. Pomorska, 82-87, Cambridge, Mass.: M IT  
Press, 1971.
15 J.M ukafovskÿ, "Poetic Reference" in Semiotics o f A rt, ed. by Ladislav Matejka and 
Irw in R. T itunik, Cambridge: МГГ Press, 1976: 155-163, p.155 (appeared orig ina lly as 
"Dénomination poétique et la fonction esthétique de la langue," Actes du Congrès 
international de linguistes [19361,98-104, Copenhagen, 1938).
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humming o f a symphonic opus w ill inevitably compromise and destroy 
something o f the original structure and information o f the original work, 
just as a re-telling o f a poem or passage o f lyrical prose into quotidien, or 
"primary", language also changes the structure -־ the information and the 
polyphonic character o f all o f these art forms is compromised.
Just as the information "encoded" in a Bach concerto, a painting by 
Michaelangelo or a poem by V irg il cannot be "restated" without destroying 
the structure o f the work and, therefore, part o f the information, so too 
with the literary prose texts o f Euthymius. These texts are already encoded 
in "poetic" language, that is, in a linguistic medium that is clearly crafted 
for aesthetic effect. While the hagiographie texts o f the pre-Metaphrastic 
tradition, as art, are also encoded in a linguistic system that, by virtue o f 
the texts’ literariness, is not the same as ordinary language; we would, 
nevertheless, posit that less is lost in their "re-telling" into "natural" 
language. To retell one o f Euthymius’ vitæ, to "transfer" the content o f the 
text from the poetic to the quotidien form o f expression, from the intricate 
interweaving o f subthemes to more simple narrative, is to destroy 
completely the poetic integrity o f the original. We would posit that in the 
transposition of the pre-Metaphrastic text from the poetic to the ordinary 
system o f language, much less of the artistic integrity o f the original is lost 
in the translation, less o f the complexity is destroyed, much less 
information is compromised.
Lévi-Strauss in his seminal article "The Structural Study o f Myth" 
draws conclusions about the language of the myth in contradistinction to 
poetry that converge quite closely w ith what we have said here our 
contrastive study o f the simpler, more "anecdotal" language o f the pre- 
Metaphrastic texts as compared to the more "poetic", post-Metaphrastic 
examples. For Lévi-Strauss, the linguistic expression o f the myth is the 
antipode o f poetry in that no level o f translation is too unskillfu l or 
awkward to destroy the essential meaning, whereas the same is not true of 
poetic texts:
Myth is the part o f language where the formula traduttore, traditto re reaches 
its lowest truth-value. From that point o f view it  should be put in the whole 
gamut o f linguistic expressions at the end opposite to that o f poetry, in spite 
o f all the claims which have been made to prove the contrary. Poetry is a 
kind o f speech which canot be translated except at the cost o f serious 
distortions; whereas the mythical value o f the myth remains preserved, even
Ю563БЗ
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through the worst translation. Whatever our ignorance o f the language and 
the culture o f the people where it originated, a myth is still felt as a myth by 
any reader throughout the world. Its substance does not lie in its style, its 
original music, or its syntax, but in the story which it  tells. It is language, 
functioning on an especially high level where meaning succeeds practically 
at "taking o ff’ from the linguistic ground on which it keeps on rolling. 16
A re-telling of the Euthymian vitæ according to the formula {H + 
[(EH —> H1)...]}. which is a less complex structure than [H  + [(EH...) —> 
(H1...)]}, destroys the "poetic" aspect o f the Euthymian texts. To reduce the 
Euthymian texts simply to a cause and effect relationship o f "good 
vanquishes evil" fails to encapsulate what makes these texts different from 
pre-Metaphrastic examples. The difference in artistic complexity within 
texts o f the hagiographie genre can be explained in this way: the synthesis 
o f signs according to the formula [H  + [(EH —> H1)...]} presents merely a 
stated plot, and its maximum potential for complexity consists only in a 
reduplication o f the plot, that is, by restating [(EH —> H 1 )...]. But the 
synthesis o f signs according to the formula [H  + [(EH...) —> (H 1...)]} 
presents rather a more complex potential: that o f theme (holiness when 
confronted with evil vanquishes and produces even greater holiness and 
sanctity (EH—>Н !)) and variation (once EH has been stated once, H 1 can 
be stated as many times as the author-encoder wishes with as many 
corresponding signs as he wishes without an overt statement o f EH, for EH 
is understood to be there).
An analogy can be found in music, in which one can have a stated 
musical theme followed by variations. Modifications to the theme notwith- 
standing, the theme can be recognized as the underlying structure o f the 
variation, and these variations can follow one after the other without any 
restatement o f the theme in between them, just as statement o f H 1 can be 
repeated (and are repeated in the form o f thematic and formulaic phrases 
in the Euthymian texts) without a restatement o f EH. Variations on a 
musical theme interspersed throughout a musical text serve as an analogue 
to the various thematic and formulaic phrases that are interwoven in texts 
like the Life o f K lim ent o f O xrid, the Life o f Symeon by Sava, the Life  o f 
Ivan o f R ila , the Life  o f H ila rio n , the Life  o f Paraskeva, and the Life  o f
16 Cf. Claude Lévi-Strauss, ,The Structural Study o f Myth," Journal o f American Folklore 
68 (1955): 428-444, pp.430-431.
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P hilo thea. Each thematic phrase may differ slightly from another, but 
taken as a group these thematic phrases all have in common the fact that 
they serve to restate the same literary theme.
The shift in the narrative structure o f the hagiographie text away 
from an anecdotal, ,,linear" narrative to a structure that models roughly the 
pattern of theme and variation in music is one of the manifestations o f the 
process o f the "poeticization" o f the text under Metaphrastic (and 
Euthymian) aesthetics. This change in narrative structure can be better 
understood in light o f this passage from Pomorska's article "Poetics of 
Prose":
In poetry the crucial question is not "what happened?"; there is no chain 
o f events and therefore no suspense based on the expectation o f an 
outcome. Poetry in its epitome...involves rather a system o f equivalent
pieces o f information expressed in various symbolic forms... ̂
Pomorska goes much further than Lotman in actually articulating meaning- 
fu i differences between ordinary and poetic language. Although this 
passage refers to poetry in contradistinction to prose, it, nevertheless, 
reiterates precisely the differences between the texts o f the two traditions. 
In texts of the pre-Metaphrastic tradition the numerous anecdotes that 
comprise the narrative lay emphasis prim arily on "what happened"; 
whereas the narrative of the post-Metaphrastic texts restate already stated 
ideas about the saint through a structure of theme and variation that is 
implemented by various thematic phrases and formulaic images.
Jakobson provides us with the theoretical framework to refine most 
clearly our definition of the poeticization of the hagiographie text under 
Metaphrastic aesthetics. The differences in the narrative structure of texts 
o f the pre- and post-Metaphrastic tradition can be explained in terms of 
Jakobson's bipolar relationship between selection and combination. 1$ The 
process of selection is linked to the cognitive act o f drawing metaphoric
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17 K. Pomorska, "Poetics o f Prose" in Roman Jakobson: Verbal A rt, Verbal Sign, Verbal 
Time, 169-177, Oxford: Blackwell, p.171.
18 See R. Jakobson, ,Two Aspects o f Language and Two Types o f Aphasie Disturbances," 
in Selected Writings, vol. II: Word and Language, 239-259, pp.254-256.
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analogies and the process o f combination, to metonymic analogies.19 The 
informational intent o f poetry, as described above by Pomorska, to "give 
equivalent pieces o f information expressed in various symbolic forms," 
describes the pattern o f Metaphrastic and Euthymian aesthetics and is 
situated on Jakobson’s metonymic-metaphoric continuum closer to the 
metaphoric end.20 Pre-Metaphrastic aesthetics conjoin narrative structures 
not based on poetic or metaphoric relationships (which is the role o f 
"theme" and "variation" in Metaphrastic and Euthymian aesthetics), but on 
a plot-sequence contiguity based on metonymic relations and associations. 
To put it another way, the narrative o f the pre-Metaphrastic hagiographie 
text links into a chain a string of verbal structures that relate to one another 
through contiguity — the metonymic principle o f plot ("what happens 
next?"); whereas, by contrast, the post-Metaphrastic text links a string of 
verbal utterances that relate to each other through sim ilarity, i.e. they 
restate metaphorically but in differing ways the qualities of the saint.
Assuming that texts o f both traditions fa ll into the category o f art, 
we can justifiably conclude that texts of the post-Metaphrastic tradition are 
artistically more complex, and moreover, that this complexity is a function 
of the fact that in the evolution of the genre, the message encoded by the 
synthesis o f signs changed and became more complex and subtle. Changes 
in complexity o f message require more complex semiotic structures. The 
"word-weaving" literary style is a more complex semiotic structure from 
what was used before it, and provides a vehicle for expressing the new 
message.
A l b
19 Jakobson demonstrates this point through the examination o f two types o f aphasie 
disorder. He calls them Sim ilarity and Contiguity Disorders, See Jakobson, ibid.,pp.244- 
254.
20 For an interesting emendation to Jakobson's dyadic analysis of tropological structuring, 
based on metaphor and metonymy, to a triadic analysis, cf. M. and M. Shapiro, "The 
Structure o f Figures" in Figuration in Verbal A rt, 23-45, Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1988. They add the component o f ranking or hierarchization, whereby "ranking or 
hierarch ization represents an evaluative superstructure imparting form to selection, or 
paradigmatization, and combination, or syntagmatization" (p.27). By introducing the 
concept of raking, the Shapiros elucidate basic differences in the hierarchical structuring of 
metonomy and metaphor (see esp. p. 30).
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Specificity versus Abstraction:
Starting with the assumption that all vitæ exist as art, not only can we 
talk o f comparative degrees of complexity across texts, we can also talk 
about the differences in the messages that are transmitted through the two 
different traditions of life-writings in relation to what Jan M ukafovskÿ 
calls the "aesthetic object". According to M ukafovskÿ, each individual 
may perceive a work o f art differently, according to his own sense 
perception, but there is something in the work o f art -- as an autonomous 
sign — which is perceived and understood as a whole by society and in the 
collective consciousness. That which is perceived and understood in the 
collective consciousness (i.e. the "signification"), M ukarovskÿ refers to as 
the "aesthetic object". In other words, the aesthetic object is that which is 
common to all of the subjective, individual perceptions o f the work of 
art.21
The language of the pre-Metaphrastic texts can be characterized as 
less poetic (here, we mean specifically less figurative) and more reportive, 
i.e. oriented to the transmission o f detailed information about the hero. 
Furthermore, as we have pointed out above, the emphasis in the synthesis 
o f signs is on the juxtaposition of "EH", that is, on the juxtaposition and 
confrontation between holiness (sanctity) and evil. W ith few instances of 
figurative signs (through metaphor and sim ile) in these texts, the 
overriding aesthetic object that resounds in the collective consciousness w ill 
no doubt be almost entirely focused on the message o f the prevailing 
dualism of good versus evil. By contrast, in the post-Metaphrastic texts, the 
aesthetic object w ill be inextricably bound up in the many poetic signs that 
serve to restate "H 1" (i.e. the saint as increased in sanctity and holiness) in 
the text.
Another point in defining the differences between pre- and post- 
Metaphrastic aesthetics can be illustrated using M ukarovsky's termino- 
logy. According to M ukarovskÿ, all art exists as an autonomous sign; but 
in addition to this, all representational art (poetry, prose, painting, 
sculpture, as opposed to music, dance, architecture) exists simultaneously as
A l l
21 JJdukarovskÿ, "A rt as Semiotic Fact," 3-10, Cambridge: МГГ Press, 1976, pp.3-4; 
(appeared originally as "L'art comme fa it sémiologique", Actes du huitième Congrès 
international de philosophie à Prague 1934, 1065-1072, Prague, 1936).
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an informational sign. The entire structure o f works of representational art 
is comprised of the subject (i.e. theme and content) and the formal aspects 
o f the work. This provides a theoretical structure for describing one of the 
main differences between the pre- and the post-Metaphrastic traditions.
The pre-Metaphrastic tradition produced vitæ that have well 
developed characters, and these characters are developed largely through 
the subject o f the work, that is through theme and content. Most of the 
informational power o f the work o f art o f this kind — to put it in 
M ukafovskÿ's terms — is put into the theme and content, whereas in the 
post-Metaphrastic tradition, the details o f the characters are very poorly 
developed. In other words, the "portrait" o f the individual is much less 
complete, there are far fewer details from his life. In this tradition, most of 
the informational power o f the work of art is in its formal aspects, that is 
the literary and linguistic devices: in the thematic phrases and formulaic 
images.
In a sense, then, one could say that the Life o f Anthony, for example, 
is much more about Anthony than the Life o f Ivan o f R ila is about Ivan. In 
the former case, the vita is about an individual, whereas in a ll o f the 
Euthymian lives, or the Life o f Klim ent o f O xrid or the Life o f Symeon by 
Sava, there is actually comparatively little  biographical detail given. 
Radćenko maintains that one of the features that marks Byzantine 
hagiography o f the fourteenth century is its emphasis on "individualism" of 
the hero, that is, his/her thoughts and characteristics.22 This is correct 
inasmuch as there is a greater psychological development o f the heroes of 
this period. The author delves into their thoughts and feelings as the hero 
proceeds upward towards spiritual perfection. On another level o f 
consideration, however, one can view the overall structure of the vitæ of 
this later period (which includes, o f course, both Hesychast and non- 
Hesychast life-writers) to be less individualized and more abstracted. The 
author no longer concerns himself with detailed accounts o f the saint's 
miracles, deeds or acts of piety. In this later tradition only the distilled 
virtues of the hero are important.
0005ѲЗБЗ
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This difference can be stated in another way. The direct relationship 
between the signs contained in vitæ written according to post-Metaphrastic 
norms and the heroes o f these vitæ is weakened. Let us expand upon this 
point. One category o f these vitæ that accounts for many o f the numerous 
similes and metaphors is biblical reference, often expressed through the 
"comparison topos". By infusing into the text so many signs from the 
Bible, a transformation of the text takes place whereby the vita becomes a 
vehicle for the transmission of Scriptural content rather than a vehicle for 
simply relating the life  and deeds of the saint. The text becomes a kind of 
dialogue between the life-w riter as biblical exegete and his audience. O f 
course, early vitæ, too, contain biblical references, but the number is far 
less than in later texts. The objects of such signs are not the hero, but 
rather they are biblical heroes or images which are loosely connected with 
the hero. Only through the oblique yet contiguous reference created by the 
comparison topos can such signs refer to the actual hero of the vita. 
Through this contiguity, the qualities of the biblical hero denoted in the 
biblical sign(s) are applied in the mind of the reader/interlocutor/decoder 
to the saint himself.23
The vitæ of both the pre-and post-Metaphrastic traditions are, as we 
have already seen, highly formulaic; and both represent idealizations of the 
figures they describe in their composition. There is, however, a basic 
difference between them. The texts written in the pre-Metaphrastic 
tradition, while idealizing the hero, do paint a fu ll "portrait", as it were, of 
the saint through the details that are either taken from the persons' life  or 
fabricated by the author: the point is simply that details are present, and
23 In his book Поэтика древнерусской литературы, Ленинград: Худож. лит., 
1971, Lixačev writes that the convention of "abstraction" called for the use o f biblical 
quotes and passages. These passages formed analogies in the text between the scriptural 
incidents and the life  o f the saint Furthermore, notes Liīcačev, this technique served to 
present the life o f the saint not as an individual biography but rather as a life  in an eternal, 
general context: "Abstraction is maintained through the use of constant analogies from the 
Holy Scriptures, and these analogies accompany the narration of events in the life  o f the 
saint These analogies force [us] to regard the whole life  o f the saint in a context o f 
dmelessness, to see in everything only the most general things, and to look for the instruc- 
tive meaning" ("Абстрагирование поддерживается постоянными аналогиями 
из священного писания, которыми сопровождается изложение событий 
жизни святого. Эти аналогии заставляют рассматривать всю жизнь святого 
под знаком вечности, видеть во всем только самое общее, искать во всем 
наставительный смысл.")
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they serve to develop completely a characterization of an already idealized 
hero. Texts of the post-Metaphrastic tradition, while idealizing the hero as 
well, give very few details: the resulting "portrait" is idealized, yet 
abstracted rather than detailed.
An analogy from visual arts w ill elucidate the point: the 
informational power o f vitæ of the pre-Metaphrastic tradition is similar, as 
an informational sign, to the detailed portraits o f the Italian Renaissance by 
Perugino or Botticelli: though the figures are thoroughly idealized and 
very often the invention o f the artist rather than a portrait o f an actual 
person, nevertheless, every detail of the person, the individual, peers back 
at us from centuries past. The post-Metaphrastic tradition, by contrast, 
produced vitæ that, as informational signs, communicate abstracted and 
general, rather than specific, virtues. They can be compared, perhaps 
surprisingly, with Modigliani's portraits: the nose, the hair, the eyes of his 
figures are all formulaic (they are repeated from painting to painting), yet 
they are all highly abstracted; they could belong to anyone, just as the 
qualities o f Euthymius' characters are separable from the very characters 
to whom they are applied. These qualities, actually, could be applied to any 
figure of Christian (and Hesychastic) sanctity. Just as the woik of art o f the 
post-Metaphrastic tradition utilizes form to transmit much o f its 
information, so does the art o f Modigliani: the contours, the lines, the 
colors are what communicate most of the information, not the figure of the 
portrait itself. The likeness of the subject to the visual portrait o f 
Modigliani or the literary "portrait" of Euthymius (and other writers in the 
Metaphrastic tradition) is not important; what is important is that signs are 
present in both, and these signs resonate in the human subconscience with a 
power that is different in its nature from the power of signs in a work of 
art in which the subject rather than the form of the work is the focus.
Of course, the subject o f Euthymius' (and other post-Metaphrastic) 
texts do play a role in the semiotic nature of the work of art itself. As 
M ukafovskÿ points out, "The subject of a work simply plays the role of 
an axis of crystallization with respect to that signification which, otherwise, 
would remain vague."24 The point to be made here in the comparison
480
24 J. Mukafovslcÿ, "A rt as Semiotic Fact," 6-7.
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between vitæ of the post-Metaphrastic tradition and the paintings of 
Modigliani is that the subject o f the work (though it is a vehicle for 
transmitting information) is secondary to the form. This differs markedly 
from the aesthetics of the pre-Metaphrastic texts and the visual art of the 
Italian Renaissance in which the subject is the focus of the work.
The same shift from subject to form can be observed in icon painting 
and religious art in general from the early Christian period to the 
fourteenth century. Early Christian painting (basically inspired by the 
conventions of late Roman figurative art and preserved for us in frescoes 
and mosaics) is certainly formulaic. The art of that period, however, 
clearly reveals a system of aesthetics that aimed toward a representational 
depiction of the human form and countenance. By the fourteenth century, 
iconography reveals a system of aesthetics that called for a complete 
abstraction o f the human form and the cultivation of a certain two- 
dimensionality of space. The figures in the late Byzantine icons — with 
their oval faces, almond-shaped eyes, pencil-thin eyebrows, exaggeratedly 
long noses, rigid hands and s tiff postures — are depictions o f an 
immaterial, spiritual ideal. During the Renaissance, the human figure in 
painting, both secular and religious, regained its individuality, and the 
religious ideal was once again expressed primarily by means of the subject 
of the painting.
Whv Euthvmius W rote ,,Beautifu lly” : His Own Statements on 
Language as an Insight into the Aesthetics of His Age:
In Section III, we have already examined in detail the nature of the 
change in the narrative structure. What concerns us here is the impetus for 
such a change in the approach to artistic language. The impetus behind 
changes in aesthetics is inevitably connected with the attitude to the function 
of literature and literary language of a given historical period. Because 
evaluation of the aesthetic quality of a work is not a constant across time or 
space, we must ask ourselves the question of how Euthymius and his society 
viewed this particular system of aesthetics that we are attempting to 
characterize here. Was a more ornate, poetic language considered to be 
more desirable and appropriate for the hagiographie genre than a less 
rhetorically complex, more reportive language? A late twentieth-century 
evaluation of the post-Metaphrastic literary style as technically and struc­
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turally more complex does not necessarily warrant any assumption regard- 
ing the reception by late 14th-century Byzantines and Slavs to such a 
linguistic and literary reality. Fe lix Vodička, a Prague School theorist, 
underscores the point that literary evaluation is very often characterized by 
its placement in history.25
Unfortunately, we have no Slavic theoretical treatises dating from 
Euthymius' day that offer us any systematic aesthetics for the Slavic 
community. Euthymius' hagiographie texts include passages in which 
Euthymius himself announces as his goal to write "with beauty" (po 
lê potè); and as we pointed out above in Section Ш, chapter 1, to "write 
with beauty" merely echoes the current aesthetics of Euthymius' day in 
Byzantium. Given Euthymius' own statements regarding the act of writing 
and our knowledge of Byzantine literary aesthetics, we can assume that 
while the period in which Euthymius lived was not one of the periods in 
the development of poetic language that strove for originality, it did strive, 
however, for omateness, which it equated with beauty.
Lotman offers an explanation o f the appearance o f ornamental 
language in medieval literature. He points out that the "relationship of 
folklore and medieval 'prose' genres to conversational speech is completely
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25 Sec F .V odička, "Response to Verbal A rt" in Semiotics o f A rt: Prague School 
Contributions, 197-208, Cambridge,Mass. : M IT  Press, 1976, p.197. He writes: "Aesthe- 
tic perception is closely tied with evaluation. Evaluation presupposes evaluative criteria, 
and such criteria do not remain unchanged. Therefore, the value o f a work, from the point 
o f view of historical origins, is not a constant and invariable quantity. Precisely because the 
criteria for evaluation and the literary values themselves continuously change over the 
course of history, it  is the natural task o f literary historical science to record these changes."
See also Б.В. Томашевский, Теория литературы, поэзия, 4th ed. М осква- 
Ленинград: Государственное издательство, 1928. Reprint. Ann Arbor: Ardis, 
1971 .Tomaśevsk ij reminds us that there are parameters to viewing art as independent o f 
the conditions o f its appearance-that the division o f historical epochs have to be considered 
as well as the perception o f that work by its audience (what M ukafovskÿ refers to as the 
"artifact" o f the woiic) and to which audience, in particular, the work was comprehensible. 
Tom aśevsklj writes (p.4): "On the other hand, the [notion o f the] independence of 
literature from the conditions o f its origins should be understood within parameters: one 
should not forget that all literature is immutable only [when considered] within more or less 
broad historical periodizations and is comprehensible for strata o f a population o f a 
particular cultural and social level." ("С другой стороны независимость литера- 
туры от условий ее возникновения следует понимать ограничительно: не 
надо забывать, что всякая литература неизменна лишь в более или менее 
широких пределах исторической эпохи и понятна для слоев населения 
определенного культурного и социального уровня.")
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different from that of nineteenth century prose due to the absence o f any 
correlation with poetry."26 In other words, according to the aesthetic 
developments in world literature, by the nineteenth century, prose, as it 
comes into its own as an art form, is perceived against the background of 
poetry; whereas in the medieval period, the "prose" o f the saints' lives and 
other genres, developed, according to Lotman, against the background of 
conversational speech; therefore, omamentality in language was, in the 
medieval period, the primary means of distinguishing levels of language:
"Prose" in folklore and medieval literature observed other laws: it  had just 
been bom of the conversational element and strove to separate itself from i t  
A t this stage in the development o f literature, a story about reality was not
yet perceived as a r t  27
Later, Lotman offers an explanation as to why omamentality should arise 
as a prerequisite in medieval literature to distinguish clearly "art" from 
conversational language:
One must note that the concept of simplicity as a synonym for artistic merit 
appeared in art quite late. The works o f Old Russian literature which seem 
simple to us did not seem at all so to contemporaries. K irill Turov sky believed 
that "chroniclers and bards" "pay heed to tales" o f ordinary people in order to 
retell them later "in refined language" and to "exalt with encomia"...The idea 
of ommanetality as an indispensable sign that art be perceived precisely as 
art (as something "made", a model) is characteristic o f many early artistic
methods. 28
This philosophical approach to art underlies the whole concept o f the 
expression яЛ^кеіѵ Xó׳yov or "pletenie sloves" ("word-weaving"). The 
contexture o f verbal art, i f  it is to be art, cannot be lifted from reality but 
has to be distinctly marked, as in a binary system, for the presence of 
something fabricated and crafted, something distinctly absent from 
everyday language. This is the role of "omamentality", or, as Euthymius 
himself expresses it, writing "with beauty" (po lêpoté).29 already
26 Lotman, Analysis o f the Poetic Text, Edited and translated by D. Barton Johnson. Ann 
Arbor: Ardis, 1976, p.23.
27 ibid. ,24.
28 ibid. ,25.
29 Of course, as M ukaf ovskÿ points ou t which is in complete accord with Lotman's 
thesis, omamentality is not a constant across the time line in the development o f poetic
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stated, this was the system of aesthetics of Euthymius' whole literary 
inheritance, and one he himself echoed both in expressed sentiment and in 
his writings. Moreover, this aesthetic approach is reflected in the Greek 
and Slavonic words for art, "xéxv11" and "xytrostV , i.e. "skill, craft".
Euthymius' own statements on writing lead us to believe that he, at 
least, perceived that the language used up until his time by other Bulgarians 
to recount the life  of Ivan o f Rila was now inappropriate to the level of 
sanctity of the subject and message:
Thus they who were writings about [Ivan] before were doing so inarti- 
sticaUy and crudely, where we have striven zealously to retell [this story] 
with beauty, as is fittin g ^
As we have argued in Section ІП, chapter 1, this "new" approach to 
language (this shift in attitude toward the method o f codification of 
information and away from the metonymic toward the metaphoric, to put it 
in Jakobsonian terms) does not evolve from Euthymius' own original 
concepts, but are a direct inheritance from Symeon Metaphrastes. So then, 
in describing Euthymian aesthetics, we are actually describing simultan- 
eously the Metaphrastic aesthetics.
Deferring to Jakobson's dyadic analysis o f poetic language as being 
characterized by either contiguity (metonymy) or similarity (metaphor), 
we have stated above that the change in the aesthetics from the pre- to post- 
Metaphrastic traditions reveals a constancy o f addresser, addressee, 
context, and contact, but a transformation of message and code. In light of 
Jakobson's analysis o f selection and combination as, respectively, 
metaphoric and metonymic, we can restate the main difference in the
language. In his article "On Poetic Language" (p. 1), he writes: "Above all, poetic language 
is not always ornamental expressions. O f course, it has this characteristic in certain 
developmental periods, namely [in ] those which feel the bifurcation between expressed 
content and linguistic expression, when expression is evaluated as the garment o f content 
However there are also periods when both these components merge indistinguishably and 
when this close linkage becomes the characteristic feature o f poetic expression...Nor is 
beauty the constant token o f the poetic word. The history o f literature is fu ll o f examples in 
which the poet has sought his linguistic material in lexical spheres indifferent to the 
standards o f beauty or even negative with respect to them."
30 E. Załużniacki, Werke des Patriarchen von Bulgarien Euthymius, (LIR , I, 7): "Ąźe 
bo iźe prćźde nas о петь  nexytré nékako i grçbé sT>pisaśą, sia m y po lépoté, 
jakože ključim o estUJ."
00056363
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aesthetics o f the two traditions in the following way: Inasmuch as the 
narrative o f the post-Metaphrastic aesthetics is based on patterns of 
figurative language that rely on sim ilarity, we can put that tradition 
squarely on the metaphoric end o f Jakobson's pole. Moreover, the 
narrative patterns of the pre-Metaphrastic tradition, with its emphasis on 
contiguity with the subject rather than on similarity, is situated closer to 
metonymy. We could then make the statement that the metaphoric end of 
Jakobson's continuum implies (as is evidenced from the Euthymian texts) a 
greater emphasis on code rather than on message, or, as we have already 
stated in Mukarovskÿ's terms, on form over subject (content and theme). 
The inverse could be stated for the metonymic end o f the pole (on which 
end falls the pre-Metaphrastic tradition). M. and M. Shapiro, in their re- 
examination o f Jakobson's analysis, make a statement that, indeed, 
corroborates our conclusion:
In metonymy the referential dimension predominates over the signifie ational, 
whereas in metaphor this dominance relation is inverted. An external or ref- 
erential focus [i.e.metonymical] is thus tantamount to the priority o f message 
over code, while an internal or significational [i.e.metaphoric] focus is equiva- 
lent to the reverse priority o f code over message.31
To borrow a term from Lixačev, the "литературный этикет" of 
Euthymius' cultural milieu required of him an expression o f self debase- 
ment in verbal art, a confession of modesty that was simply formulaic for 
the genre; therefore, Euthymius is compelled to express his ineptitude to 
fu lfill his stated desire to write with beauty:
I f  [we do not succeed in writing this] with beauty, then we w ill however 
relate to the best o f our ability the life and deeds o f this man. 32
I f  we do not [write this life] with beauty, then we must introduce into it 
something good...but due to weakness we lack the proper words.33
31 M.andM.Shapiro, "The Structure o f Figures", in Figuration in Verbal A rt, Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1988, p.29.
32 Kałużniacki, op.ciL (LIM , I, 28): "aśte i  ne po lépoté, obače po wzmoźnomu 
togo sipovém y déanie i ž itie ."
33 Kałużniacki, op.cit. (LP, I, 60): "Ąśte bo e ne po lépoté, obače dos to i tb i  пать 
čto ljubo ključim o toj prinesti...nem oštiju slova b&fostvujuštim b пать ."
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This story o f the blessed saint w ill be very long and our intelligence is 
insufficient to be able to tell ha* story with beauty.^4
The essential difference between the two hagiographie traditions, we 
would posit, is a fundamental shift in the approach to language that is 
implemented by Metaphrastes and continued by Euthymius in the Slavic 
tradition. One approach, the pre-Metaphrastic, sees language as primarily 
repoitive, i.e. language can only re-create the sanctity of the hero through 
a re-creation o f the saint's life: what he or she did, where he or she went, 
how many miracles and healings he or she performed. The other approach, 
which we posit characterizes Metaphrastic and Euthymian aesthetics, is 
primarily poetic, i.e. rather than re-creating the sanctity o f the hero 
through a semblance of the life o f the individual (as reporti ve language 
does through the use of its "linear" narrative), poetic language seeks rather 
to create an image of the hero's sanctity through oblique references to the 
saint's activities and through an abstraction of qualities. This shift is seen 
not just in the tendency o f post-Metaphrastic texts to use more poetic 
devices (like metaphor, simile, hyperbole, etc.), but also, and more 
importantly, in a complete shift in the structure of the narrative.
It could be stated that a shift from a reportive to a poetic language is 
not only in the mind of Euthymius the writer as he creates these vitæ, but 
his statement about writings lends interesting insights and, at least, evidence 
to the fact that he was conscious of metaliterary questions; he was conscious 
both of himself as a writer and of the status o f literary language.
These changes in the way information is encoded by the post- 
Metaphrastic hagiographer (that is, how he expresses the concepts, what 
style he uses, what rhetorical devices he employs) points to a growing 
dynamism in the development of the genre. Just as late-medieval artists in 
Bulgaria who painted the frescoes in the Church o f the Forty Martyrs in 
Tmovo or the Ivanovo frescoes reveal a mounting dynamism in the 
depiction of the human figure, so Metaphrastic and Euthymian aesthetics 
calls for a more dynamic portrayal of the saint. Like the saints' lives by 
Euthymius, these frescoes manage to be simultaneously both static and
486
34 Kałużniacki, op.cit (LP, I, 60): "Mnoga ubo i  dlbga budet» o prépodobnéj sej 
povéstà, i  našb и ть  къ sej po lé  po té ne do v lé je ti."
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dynamie. That is, both art forms are subject to stringent prescriptions of 
content and form, yet they are evolving and changing as well. The subject 
(theme and content) of the church fresco art is stable and fixed, while the 
hand of the artist is constantly changing the way of encoding the content by 
experiments in form: the rendering of the folds o f the robes becomes freer 
and more flowing, then hands and feet are now postured for movement. In 
the post-Metaphrastic lives, we see an analogous change taking place: the 
content, that is the prescribed themes and subthemes (the formulaic topoi, 
or commonplaces discussed in Section Ш) are still required for the genre, 
but the life-writer is no longer obliged to relate detail, but rather elicits the 
distilled, abstracted qualities of the saint
Lixačev has already written on this change in narrative from the 
specific to the general, which he terms "абстрагированность", or 
абстрагирование" -־ the aesthetic principle o f "abstraction", or 
"abstracting."35 And, paradoxically, the more general the exposition of the 
saint's qualifications for sanctity the more personal they become to the 
reader-decoder of the message (i.e. to the readers and listeners of the life); 
for the qualities are no longer bound up with specific biographic deeds, but 
with a more abstracted example of sanctity that can be separated from the 
individual and considered in isolation.
The analogy between life-w riting and painting is drawn by 
Euthymius himself. In the introduction to the Life o f Paraskeva, he writes:
I f  thus the law is loved, then it  w ill be very, indeed extremely, fitting and 
very desirable for those who please God to remember the memories o f 
cherished people and to contemplate their images and actions and words, 
to paint many times their likenesses, to honor purely God's saints and to
35 In his book Поэтика древнерусской литературы, p. 124, L ixa íev summarizes 
the author's purpose in the cultivation o f "abstraction" [абстрагирование] in the medieval 
text: "The main thing that the authors o f [literary] works o f the high style were aiming for 
was to find the general, absolute, and eternal in the personal, concrete and temporal, to find 
the immaterial in the material, Christian truths in all phenomena o f life ." ("Основное, к 
чему стремятся авторы произведений высокого стиля, — это найти общее, 
абсолютное и вечное в частном, конкретном и временном, невещест- 
венное’ в вещественном, христианские истины в всех явлениях жизни."); 
and on p. 127: "Medieval art, in its religious genres, aimed to destroy the concreteness o f 
phenomena and is characterized by the goal to achieve an abstracted artisdc exposition." 
("Искусство же средневековья в своих церковных жанрах стремится 
разрушить конкретность явлений, характеризуется стремлением к 
отвлеченному изложению, к художественной абстракции.")
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relate their memory and acts to some benefit For a story about good 
[people and deeds] is in no small measure beneficial for its listeners.■6י
The analogy is also made by Theophylact in the Life o f Kliment o f Oxrid 
in which he writes that Kliment having the life of Methodius as the basis 
for his own life and deeds...assiduously strove to paint his own image after 
it.37״ in his second epistle (to Gregory of Nazianzus), Basil the Great also 
drew an analogy between painting and reading:
And in general, just as painters in working from models constantly gaze at 
their exemplar and thus strive to transfer the expression o f the original to 
their own artistry, so too he who is anxious to make himself perfect in all 
the kinds of virtue must gaze upon the lives o f the saints as upon statues, 
so to speak, that move and act and must make their excellence his own by
im itati on.38
What this passage from the LP indicates is that Euthymius considers 
the image that is being created in his works to be comparable to the images 
that are created in icons (Greek eÎ kcûv = image, likeness; Russian образ). 
What, then, would be their functional similarities? The function o f an icon 
is not simply to portray the subject in a likeness; actually, religious icon 
paintings are not painted likenesses at all but are, rather, abstractions in the 
same sense that Modigliani's painting are. The function o f icons is to
488
36 K a łu ż n ia c k i, op .cit (LP, I, 59): "Ąśte ubo lju b o vn y j obyće zakóm», eže 
ljubbznyix pam eti pom inati i tèxb sbzrbcovati obrazy i déania že i  glagoly, 
množieeju že i  téxb podobia živopisovati, mnogo, pače množaje k ljuč im o budeb» i 
zèlo żel atei no bogoljubbznymt, eže b o ž ii* ugodnikb čbstnē p o lita ti i  téx pameti i 
déania na polzu povéstvovati Ne malu bo vbtvarajetb slyśateljem b polzu eže о 
роізі slovo."
37 The Life o f Kliment o f Oxrid, English translation quoted from I. Duichev, К  ir  i l  and 
Methodius. XXH .66 [sic,65], p. 118.
38 See StJBasil, The Letters, vo l.l (of 4 vols.), Loeb Classic Library, trans, by Roy J. 
Deferrari, London: W illiam  Heinemann, Ltd.,1961, pp.16-17.The Greek passage reads as 
follows: "кой яаѵтахог), Ьюкер 01 £ш׳ур<іф01, bxav fatò еікюѵсоѵ eiKÓvaç ־яхіфсіхп, хѵкѵа 
npoç xò xapáőeiivia fatoßAixovre^ tòv ёкгТѲеѵ характера rcpòç tó éavtôv ojiorôáÇouoi 
цгхаѲеіѵаі ф1Хохехѵяц.а. ouxto Sei каі tòv іакouôaicóxa Éavtòv i t a c i  xoiç цёреоі tt^ç  
àpetffç (іясрус&оаоѲаі хгХгіоѵ, oíovet xpò<; &7áA11atd tiv a  кіѵоицеѵа ка і è11npa1cta, 
xoí>ç ßiouc xtov &yí(t)v AxoßXeKeiv ка і xò èjceívan׳ âyaOdv оікеіоѵ коіеіоѲаі Sia 
ціцііаеах;.י
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provide a direct line of communication between the viewer and God, to be 
a "channel of grace for sanctifying virtue."39
The teleological nature o f both of these art forms is stated by 
Euthymius himself when he emphasizes in the passage above that both the 
painting of icons and the narration of saints' lives should lead "to some 
benefit." This direct communication is achieved by gazing upon the 
"likeness" o f a particular figure portrayed in them, but the goal o f painting 
an icon is not achieved in the execution of the image but in providing the 
viewer with a direct link with the Divinity through the image. This leads us 
to the ironic conclusion that religious icon painting as signs are not what in 
the terms of Charles Peirce would be labelled "iconic"; they are, rather 
"indexicar'40, i.e. the icon paintings are indeed abstracted portrayals of 
saintly human figures (and only in that sense they are "iconic" in Peircian 
terms), but as signs they refer to an object that is contiguous to them, to an 
object with which it enjoys a "dynamic interaction."41 Just as smoke is an 
indexical sign for fire, so the religious figure portrayed in the icon 
painting is an index for God inasmuch as the saint partakes in God's nature
>0056353
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39 Paul Evdokimov "The Meaning o f Icons," One in Christ 2 (1967): 165-182. He writes 
on p. 171: ,The architectural forms o f a temple, the frescoes, icons and objects o f worship 
are not simply brought together like items in a museum; instead, as members o f a body, 
they live in the same 'mystery life ' (vie mystérique) and are integrated into the liturgical 
system...The important point is this: for the East, icons form one o f the sacramentais o f 
presence, and the rite o f consecration confers upon them a miraculous character so that they 
become 'channels o f grace for sanctifying virtue' and the apt m ilieu for 'phania' or 
appearances." See also V. Lossky, L. Ouspensky, The Meaning o f Icons, Crestwood, NY: 
S t Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1982.
40 Peirce defines an "index" as "a real thing or fact which is a sign o f its object by virtue of 
being connected with it as a matter of fact and also by forcibly intruding upon the mind, 
quite regardless of its being interpreted as a sign. It may simply serve to identify its object 
and assure us o f its existence and presence. But very often the nature o f the factual connec- 
tion o f the index with its object is such as to excite in consciousness an image of some 
features of the object, and in that way affords evidence from which positive assurance as to 
truth of fact may be drawn." From vol.4, paragraph 447 o f The Collected Papers o f 
Charles Sanders Peirce, 2nd printing, 4 vols., Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University 
Press, 1965-6.
41 Michael Shapiro, The Sense o f Grammar, Language as Semeiotic, Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1983, p.40. Cf. also R. Jakobson, "Quest for the Essence of 
Language", in Selected W ritings, vol.2, 345-359, The Hague: Mouton, 1971, pp. 346- 
347.
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(provided the paintings are viewed in their socio-religious context rather 
than simply as portraits, stripped o f their religious significance). It is 
precisely because o f this teleological nature o f the religious icon as a sign 
(the "xeXoç" being the direct communication with God) that they become 
venerated objects themselves. Cultural historians could perhaps point to the 
created void in human culture by the forced removal o f a pagan pantheon 
of gods to explain why images o f religious figures other than the Godhead 
should themselves have come to be venerated. Suffice it here, however, to 
point out that as vehicles o f direct communication with God, it is natural 
that religious icons should have enjoyed this special place in Orthodox 
religious culture.
These observations can perhaps offer a deeper insight into the way 
Euthymius himself regarded the function o f the vita. Through the 
comparison that he himself draws between icon painting and life-writing, 
he indicates that the function o f the vita, like the icon, is not simply in the 
telling or the recreation o f an image in words, but that the function is also 
telic: it, too, should lead a person to good and, to its logical conclusion, to 
God. With his stated intention to write "with beauty", thereby attaining the 
sought-after "celestial language" (were it possible), it could be that 
Euthymius wishes to raise the vita to the level of prestige o f the icon 
painting, to establish the vita not just as a story about a venerated person, 
but to establish also a vita about a hero-saint as a venerated object in itself.
The Euthymian system of aesthetics is characterized, among other 
things, by a conscious goal to craft a hieratic language that is appropriate to 
the sanctity of the subject. This is what underlies his stated desire "to write 
with beauty." Euthymius in other passages states clearly that the hieratic or 
"celestial" language is the "target language". First o f all, he expresses the 
insufficiency o f natural language to express exalted and divine concepts: 
"Faith is an unexplored and ineffable thing, and on the contrary, it cannot 
be expressed with a corporeal language [tongue of flesh]."42 In one passage 
Euthymius actually equates the act of "writing with beauty" with "celestial 
language":
490
42 K a łu ż n ia c k i, op.cit. (LH M , V I, 38): "Véra že nei spy tanna veśtb estlbj i 
neskazana i  otnęd ązykomb р іъ іёпоть skazati są ne mogęśti .־
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And i f  we possessed a celestial language we would tell o f those things which 
are to come with beauty and with great sweetness, which is very delightful 
and abounds in our daily lives. Since we have not been awarded this 
particular pleasure, we speak o f other things which the corporeal sense is 
not able to recognize, Tbus it  is impossible for mortal consciousness to 
speak easily o f immortal and ineffable things and o f things that can be 
acquired by faith a l o n e . 4 3
From this passage, one may deduce that unadorned literary style, i.e. the 
style that was used before Euthymius is not only "crude" (as stated in the 
introduction to the Life o f Ivan o f R ila), but also much further away from 
the attainment o f a celestial language and represents, by contrast, corporeal 
la n g u a g e .4 4  Despite the fact that Euthymius indicates in this passage that the 
hieratic language cannot be attained, he w ill at least try to attain it by 
writing "with b e a u ty ."4 3
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43 K a łużn iack i, op.ciL (LHM , I, 27): ” 1 ąśte nebesnyj im é ti Ь іхоть  ązykb, ѵъ 
lépotç będęśtaa ona skazovali Ь іхоть s'b vbsékoç sladostiç, jé lo  uslaidaçéteç i 
prolivaem oç ѵь źite jskyą vésti. Elma že siç b lagodlé jti ne uspodobixom są, ona 
véâtaemb, jaže télesnoe čjuvstvo vésti» s ־ъгг scovati Ne vbzmožno bo tlénnom u 
íjus tvu  udobb netlénnaa 1 neskazanaa, véroç že tvčiĢ priem lem a s־kkazovati .־
44 Epiphanius the Wise in the Life o f Stefan o f Perm' expresses a sim ilar concern as 
Euthymius that he should not write crudely. O f this literary sensibility, L ixa lev writes 
(Поэтика, p. 126): "The fear o f 'bad' and 'cnide' words (LStefPerm,102), words that are 
'disgraceful', 'inartistic', 'ill-form ed', 'unedifying' (L S te fP e rm .lll) was caused by a 
wish to elevate the events o f the life  o f the saint above the level o f the quotidien, to regard 
these events in the context o f timelessness." ("Боязнь худы х' и грубы х‘ слов 
(ЖСтПерм, 102), слов, 'зазорны х', неухищ ренны х', 'неустроенны х', 
неудобренных' (ЖСтПерм,111) обусловлена стремлением поднять события 
жизни святого над обыденностью, рассматривать их под знаком 
вечности.")
45 Concerning the role and nature o f a hieratic language in medieval Slavic literary life , 
Lixalev writes (Поэтика, p. 124-125): "The ,high' style o f medieval religious literature 
stands apart from ordinary speech, and this is by no means accidental. It is the primary 
condition o f the 'high' literary style. The language o f literature had to be elevated and 
recognizably abstract...The greater the chasm between literary speech and ordinary speech, 
the more literature was fu lfillin g  the task o f the abstraction o f the world" ("Язык 
высокий', церковной литературы средневековья обособлен от бытовой речи, 
и это далеко не случайно. Это основное условие стиля 'высокой' 
литературы. Иной язык литературы должен был быть языком препод- 
нятым и в известной мере абстрактным...Чем больше разрыв между 
литературной речью и речью бытовой, тем больше литература удовле- 
творяет задачам абстрагирования мира.") In the Metaphrastic and Euthymian 
aesthetics, this r ift between literary language and ordinary speech widens considerably as 
compared to the pre-Metaphrastic tradition.
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Euthymius is the first Slavic life-writer to articulate in his works the 
dichotomous relationship between "corporeal" and "celestial" language. His 
linguistic vehicle for literary expression is, by the fourteenth century, a 
consciously maintained hieratic language that has come to diverge quite far 
from the spoken vernaculars o f the Slavic world contemporary to 
Euthymius. As Mathiesen has pointed out, this divergence of the Slavic 
hieratic language from the various Slavic vernaculars o f Euthymius' day 
and the artificiality o f Church Slavonic "ceased to be a mere fact, and 
became a part o f the ardently desired ideal which created the Euthymian 
tradition"; furthermore, this artificial hieratic language "was no longer 
simply another language, a vehicle of communication and communion with 
man and God, but also an icon of given theological truth."46
Euthymius is the first Slavic writer who states a purpose to employ a 
language that would be filled "with sufficient beauty"; moreover, Euthy- 
mius is the first Slavic writer to express overtly in his writings a notion 
that had already come to be accepted a p rio ri in Byzantium even before 
Symeon Metaphrastes: that the loftiest genres, such as hagiographie texts, 
panegyrics, and sermons necessitated the use of an ornamental language, a 
correspondingly lofty linguistic expression.
We have no theoretical literary treatises by medieval Slavs, but from 
the few, revealing statements made by Euthymius in his writings we can see 
his underlying intent to stabilize the hagiographie genre through a 
consistent "beautification" o f the literary style used to encode it. It is clear 
that in the mind o f Euthymius, metaliterary concerns loomed large. The 
connection he insists upon between the vita genre and omamentality of 
literary style reveals an awareness of a dynamic articulated centuries later 
by Bakhtin, who posits "style" as one of the main elements o f "generic 
unity".47 As a scion of Byzantine aesthetics of Metaphrastes and the Second
492
46 R.Mathiesen, ״The Inflectional Morphology o f the Synodal Church Slavonic Verb," 
Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, 1972, pp. 38-39.
47 Bakhtin, op.cit,64. He writes: "The organic, inseparable link between style and genre 
is clearly revealed also in the problem o f language styles, or functional styles. In essence, 
language, or functional, styles are nothing other than generic styles for certain spheres o f 
human activity and communication. Each sphere has and applies its own genres that 
correspond to its own specific conditions...Style is inseparably linked to particular thematic 
unities and—what is especially important—to particular compositional unities: to particular
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Sophistic, Euthymius' main contribution to the medieval Slavic 
hagiographie tradition is the solidification o f the inseparable link between 
genre and style, a relationship that, before him, was far from fixed in 
Slavic literary aesthetics.
types o f construction o f the whole, types o f its completion, and types o f relations between 
the speaker and other participants in speech communication (listeners or readers, partners, 
the other's speech, and so forth). Style enters as one element into the generic unity o f the 
utterance..."
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Concluding Remarks
This study grew out of our initial interest in the cultural effects of 
the movement of Hesychasm on the religious life  and artistic life  of the 
medieval Slavs. In investigating the topic, we were naturally led to the 
study o f the Tmovo Literary School o f Patriarch Euthymius, whose 
importance for the period of the Second South Slavic Influence is well 
known within our field. As we have discussed within the body of this study, 
the subject of Hesychasm and its precise relationship to the literary school 
o f Patriarch Euthymius and his employment o f an ornate style of writing 
has led to many scholarly inquiries.
This work represents a detailed inquiry into the literary aspects of 
Euthymius' activities with particular emphasis on the development of the 
hagiographie genre. We have examined hagiographie texts from the pre- 
and post-Metaphrastic traditions, and we hope that in so doing we have 
made a contribution not only to Euthymian studies and studies of the period 
of the Second South Slavic Influence, but also to Byzantino-Slavic studies. 
In particular, it is to be hoped that our examination of the Metaphrastic and 
Euthymian aesthetic w ill provide a useful tool for Slāvists and Byzantinists 
alike in their understanding of the generic development of the saint's life.
Much confusion and contradiction has surrounded the scholarship to 
date on the phenomenon of "word weaving", or "pletenie sloves", in Slavic 
writing. In this study we have posited that its use by Patriarch Euthymius 
represents an affinity for Metaphrastic stylistics, and as such, Euthymius 
should be viewed as a direct descendent of the Metaphrastic tradition. Its 
appearance in his writings (and the writings of Patriarch Kallistos) cannot 
properly be linked with the spread of Hesychast mysticism in Byzantium 
and Bulgaria. Both Euthymius and Kallistos were supporters of the 
Hesychasts, but as writers they were perfecting their craft based on literary 
prototypes that were not specific to nor in any way connected with this élite 
group of quietists.
Ever since D.S.Lixačev presented his seminal article at the Fourth 
International Congress of Slāvists in 1958, many questions have been raised 
concerning the role of Euthymius and his school during the Second South 
Slavic Influence. Though much work has been done by scholars, many 
aspects of these cultural developments of the Second South Slavic Influence
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s till await thorough investigation. Great strides have been made in 
identifying the features of the orthographic reforms undertaken at the 
Resava School in Serbia. Such studies await integration with the question of 
a Euthymian orthographic reform. The question of a Euthymian ortho- 
graphic reform still requires further study through an exhaustive analysis 
and comparison of manuscripts of the period before and after the 
proposed reform.
L ix a le v  has also asserted a connection between the spread of 
Hesychast mysticism and certain trends in icon painting o f the period. This 
field too remains open to scholarly research. Moreover, the work begun by 
M ulić, Mošin and Birnbaum on the Serbian contributions to hagiographie 
development await more study, as do the questions of the extent and nature 
of Hesychasm that reached Russia of the fifteenth century and its effect on 
aspects of culture there.
I f  we have succeeded in the task we set for ourselves, this study w ill 
have elucidated many of the issues and questions surrounding the 
development o f the hagiographie genre in the Slavic tradition. It also 
should have shed light as well on the questions surrounding the use of 
particularly literary styles employed by the Slavs in this genre and the 
approximate period when Metaphrastic models began to penetrate Slavic 
hagiography, constituting a new norm rather than exception to stylistic 
practices. For those scholars especially interested in the development of the 
hagiographie genre, much work remains to be done on its generic 
heterogeneity in the Slavic tradition. Slāvists who have access to Romanian 
sources w ill find the field of Bulgarian literary and Hesychastic influence 
in medieval Wallacho-Hungarian lands open; and very little work has been 
done on the state of Slavic religious writing in the Balkans in the period 
after its fall to the Ottoman Turks.
The period of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries encompassed 
many changes in the politics and culture of the Balkans. Powerful 
kingdoms rose in Serbia and Bulgaria, but even in their development as 
independent political bodies and the respective acquisition of their own 
patriarchates, these South Slavic nations never ceased to regard Byzantium 
as the standard against which to measure sophistication and refinement, and 
Byzantinization remained for them a most sought-after goal in every realm 
of social activity: politics and political structures, religion, architecture,
496
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literature, and material culture. The period of acculturation by the South 
Slavs of Byzantine culture is far from exhausted in scholarship, and there is 
still much to learn about the processes of influence from Byzantium and 
confluence between the Slavs themselves. In closing, it is to be hoped that 
this study (as should any study of worth) has opened one door, so to speak, 
only to then open several more for its readership.
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